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THE TREASURY BUILDING Is In the form of a Greek temple of Ionic architecture. 
The main buildin'g was begun in 1841, of Virginia sandstone. Late r the 
granite porticoes at both ends were added, being finished In 1·869. T he 
whole bulldlng is 466x264 feet, and has cost about $10 ,0001000. Here 









JAMES D. RICHARDSON 
A R E PRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF TENNESSEE 
VOLUME II 
PUBLISHED BY 
BUREAU OF NATIONAL LITERATURE AND ART . 
Cooyright 1897, 
B'i 
}AMES D. RICHARDSON 
Prefatory Note 
The first volume of this compilation was given to Congress and the 
public about May 1, 1896. I believe I am warranted in saying here 
that it met with much favor by all who examined it. The press of the 
country was unsparing in its praise. Congress, by a resolution passed on 
the 22d day of May, ordered the printing of 15,000 additional copies 
of the entire publication. 
I have inserted in this volume a steel engraving of the Treasury build-
ing; the succeeding volumes will contain engravings of other important 
public buildings. 
The resolution authorizing this work required the publication of the 
annual, special, and veto messages, inaugural addresses, and proclama-
tions of the Presidents. I have found in addition to these documents 
others which emanated from the Chief Magistrates, called Executive 
orders; they are in the nature of proclamations, and have like force 
and effect. I have therefore included in this, and will include in the 
succeeding volumes, all such Executive orders as may appear to have 
national importance or to possess more than ordinary interest. 
If this volume meets the same degree of favor as the first, I shall be 
greatly gratified. 
JULY 4, 1896. 
JAMES D. RICHARDSON. 
III ,9 Q_ 

-James Monroe 
March 4, 1817, to March 4, 1826 
HOME AT LOUDON COUNTY, VIRGINIA, OF 
JAMES MONROE 
With official portrait engrav_ed from copy of original In steel 
JAMES MONROE -

J allles Monroe 
JAMES MONROE was born April 28, 1758, in Westmoreland County, 
Va. He was the son of Spence Monroe and Elizabeth Jones, both natives 
of Virginia. When in his eighteenth year he enlisted as a private soldier 
in the Army to fight for independence; was in several battles, and was 
wounded in the engagement at Trenton; was promoted to the rank of cap-
tain of infantry. During 1777 and 1778 he acted as aid to Lord Stirling, 
and distinguished himself. He studied law under the direction of Thomas 
Jefferson, then governor of yirginia, who in 1780 appointed him to visit 
the army in South Carolina on an important mission. In 1782 he was 
elected to the Virginia assembly by the county of King George, and was 
by tliat body chosen a member of the executive council. 'fhe next year 
he was chosen a delegate to the Continental Congress, and remained a 
member until 1786; while a member he married a Miss Kortright, of 
New York City. Retiring from Congress, he began the practice of law 
at Fredericksburg, Va., but was at once elected to the legislature. In 
1788 was a delegate to the State convention assembled to consider the 
Federal Constitution. Was a Senator from Virginia from 1790 to 1794. 
In May, 1794, was appointed by Washington minister to France. He 
was recalled in 1796, and was again elected to the legislature. In 1799 
was elected governor of Virginia. In 1802 was appointed by President 
Jefferson envoy extraordinary to France, and in 1803 was sent to Lon-
don as the successor of Rufus King. In 1805 performed a diplomatic 
mission to Spain in relation to the boundary of Louisiana, returning to 
London the following year; returned to the United States in 1808. In 
18u was again elected governor of his State, but in the same year re-
signed that office to become Secretary of State under President Madison. 
After the capture of Washington, in 1814, he was appointed to the War 
Department, which position he held until 1815, without relinquishing the 
office of Secretary of State. He remained at the head of the Department 
of State until the close of Mr. . Madison's term. Was elected President 
in 1816, and reelected in 1820, retiring March 4, 1825, to his residence 
in Loudoun County, Va. In 1829 was elected a member of the conven-
tion called to revise the constitution of the State, and was unanimous~y 
chosen to preside over its deliberations. He was forced by ill health to 
retire from office, and removed to New York to reside with his son-in-
law, Mr. Samuel L . Gouverneur. He died July 4, 1831, and was buried in 
New York City, but in 1858 his remains were removed to Richmond, Va. 
l 
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT ELECT. 
The Pi:;esident of the Senate communicated the following letter froru 
tp.e President elect of the United States: 
CITY OF WASHINGTON, March I, I8I7. 
Hon. JOHN GAILLARD, 
Presz'dent of the Senate of the United States. 
SIR: I beg leave through you to inform the honorable Senate of the 
United States that I propose to take th~ oath which the Constitution 
prescribes to the President of the United States before he ·enters on the 
execution of his office on Tuesday, the 4th instant, at 12 o'clock, in the 
Chamber of the House of Representatives. 
I have the honor to be, with the greatest respect, sir, your most obe-
dient and most humble servant, 
JAMES MONROE. 
FIRST INAUGURAL ADDRESS. 
I should be destitute of feeling if I was not deeply affected by the 
strong proof which my fellow-citizens have given me of their confidence 
in calling me to the high office whose functions I am about to assume. 
As the expression of their good opinion of my conduct in the public 
service, I derive from it a gratification which those who are conscious of 
having done all that they could to merit it can alone feel. My sensibility 
is increased by a just estimate of the importance of the trust and of the 
nature and extent of its duties, with the proper discharge of which the 
highest interests of a great and free people are intimately connected. 
Conscious of my own deficiency, I can not enter on these duties without 
great anxiety for the result. From a just responsibility I will never 
shrink, calculating with confidence that in my best efforts to promote the 
public welfare my motives will always be duly appreciated and my con-
duct be viewed with that candor and indulgence which I have experienced 
in other stations. 
In commencing the duties of the chief executive office it has been the 
,'ractice of the distinguished men who have gone before me to explain the 
principles which would govern them in their respective Administrations. 
In following their venerated example my attention is naturally drawn to 
the great causes which have contributed in a principal degree to produce 
the present happy condition of the United States. They will best ex-
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plain the nature of our duties and shed much light on the policy which 
ought to be pursued in future. 
From the commencement of our Revolution to the present day almost 
forty years have elapsed, and from the establishment of this Constitution 
twenty-eight. Through this whole term the Government has been what 
may emphatically be called self-government. And what has been the 
effect? To whatever object we turn our attention, whether it relates to 
our foreign or domestic concerns, we find abundant cause to felicitate our-
selves in the excellence of our institutions. During a period fraught with 
difficulties and marked by very extraordinary events the United States 
have flourished beyond example. Their citizens individually have been 
happy and the nation prosperous. 
Under this Constitution our commerce has been wisely regulated with 
foreign nations and between the States; new States have been admitted 
1nto our Union; our territory has been enlarged by fair and honorable 
treaty, and with great advantage to the original States; the States, re-
spectively protected by the National Government under a mild, paren-
tal system against foreign dangers, and enjoying within their separate 
spheres, by a wise partition of power, a just proportion of the sover-
eignty, have improved their police, extended their settlements, and at-
tained a strength and maturity which are the best proofs of wholesome 
laws well administered. And if · we look to the condition of individuals 
what a proud spectacle does it exhibit! On whom has oppression fallen 
in any quarter of out Union? Who has been deprived of any right of 
person or property? Who restrained from o::ff ering his vows in the mode 
which he prefers to the Divine Author of his being? It is well known 
that all these blessings have been enjoyed in their fullest extent; and I 
add with peculiar satisfaction that there has been no example of a capi-
tal punishment being inflicted on anyone for the crime of high treason. 
Some who might admit the competency of our Government to these 
beneficent duties might doubt it in trials which put to the test its strength 
and efficiency as a member of the great community of nations. Here too 
experience has afforded us the most satisfactory proof in its favor. Just 
as this Constitution was put into action several of the principal States of 
Europe had become much agitated and some of them seriously convulsed. 
Destructive wars ensued, which have of late only been terminated. In 
the course of these conflicts the United States received great injury from 
several of the parties. It was their interest to stand aloof from the con-
test, to demand justice from the party committing the injury, and to cul-
tivate by a fair and honorable conduct the friendship of all. War became 
at length inevitable, and the result has shown that our Government is 
equal to that, the greatest of trials, under the most unfavorable circum-
stances. Of the virtue of the people and of the heroic exploits of the 
Army, the Navy, and the militia I need not speak. 
Sut>h, then, is the happy Government under which we live-a Govern-
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ment adequate to every purpose for which the social compact is formed; 
a Government elective in all its branches, under which every citizen may 
by his merit obtain the highest trust recognized by the Constitution; 
which contains within it no cause of discord, none to put at variance one 
portion of the community with another; a Government which protects 
every citizen in the full enjoyment of his rights, and is able to protect 
the nation against injustice from foreign powers. 
Other considerations of the highest importance admonish us to cherish 
our Union and to cling to the Government which supports it. Fortunate 
as we are in our political institutions, we have not been less so in other 
circumstances on which our prosperity and happiness essentially depend. 
Situated within the temperate zone, and extending through many degrees 
of latitude along the Atlantic, the United States enjoy all the varieties of 
climate, and every production incident to that portion of the globe. Pen-
etrating internally to the Great Lakes and beyond the sources of the great 
rivers which communicate through our whole interior, no country was 
ever happier with respect to its domain. Blessed, too, with a fertile soil, 
our produce has always been very abundant, leaving, even in years the 
least favorable, a surplus for the wants of our fellow-men in other coun-
tries. Such is our peculiar felicity that there is not a part of our Union 
that is not particularly interested in preserving it. The great agricultural 
interest of the nation prospers under its protection. Local interests are 
not less fostered by it. Our fellow-citizens of the North engaged in 
navigation find great encouragement in being made the favored carriers 
of the vast productions of the other portions of the United States, while 
the inhabitants of these are amply recompensed, in their turn, by the 
nursery for seamen and naval force thus formed and reared up for the 
support of our common rights. Our manufactures find a generous en-
couragement by the policy which patronizes domestic industry, and the 
surplus of our produce a steady and profitable market by local wants in 
less-favored parts at home. 
Such, then, being the highly favored condition of our country, it is the 
interest of every citizen to maintain it. What are the dangers which 
menace us? If any exist they ought to be ascertained and guarded 
against. 
In explaining my sentiments on this subject it may be asked, What 
raised us to the present happy state? How did we accomplish the Revo-
lution? How remedy the defects of the first instrument of our Union, 
by infusing into the National Government sufficient power for national 
purposes, without impairing the just rights of the States or affecting 
those of individuals? How sustain and pass with glory through the late 
war? The Government has been in the hands of the people. To the 
people, therefore, and to the faithful and able depositaries of their trust 
is the credit due. Had the people of the United States been educated 
iP. different principles, had they been less intelligent, less independent, 
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o~ less virtuous, can it be believed that we should have maintained the 
same steady and consistent career or been blessed with the same success? 
While, then, the constituent body retains its present sound and healthful 
state everything will be safe. They will choose competent and faithful 
representatives for every department. It is only when the people be-
come ignorant anC: corrupt, when they degenerate into a populace, that 
they are incapable of exercising the sovereignty. Usurpation is then an 
easy attainment, and an usurper soon found. The people themselves be-
come the willing instruments of their own debasement and ruin. Let us, 
then, look to the great cause, and endeavor to preserve it in full force. 
Let us by all wise and constitutional measures promote intelligence among 
the people as the best means of preserving our liberties. 
Dangers from abroad are not less deserving of attention. Experien-
cing the fortune of other nations, the United States :·nay be again involved 
in war, and it may in that event be the object of the adverse party to 
overset our Government, to break our Union, and demolish us as a na-
tion. Our distance from Europe and the just, moderate, and pacific 
policy of our Government may form some security against these dan-
gers, but they ought to be anticipated and guarded against. Many of 
our citizens are engaged in commerce and navigation, and all of them 
are in a certain degree dependent on their prosperous state. Many are 
engaged- in the fisheries. These interests are exposed to invasion in the 
wars between other powers, and we should disregard the faithful admo-
nition of experience if we did not expect it. We must support our rights 
or lose our character, and with it, perhaps, our liberties. A people who 
fail to do it can scarcely be said to hold a place among independent na-
tions. National honor is national property of the highest value. The 
sentiment in the mind of every citizen is national strength. It ought 
therefore to be cherished. 
To secure us against these dangers our coast and inland frontiers 
should be fortified, our Army and Navy, regulated upon just principles 
as to the force of each, be kept in perfect order, and our militia be placed 
on the best practicable footing. To put our extensive coast in such a 
state of defense as to secure our cities and interior from invasion will be 
attended with expense, but the work when finished will be perma_nent, 
and it is fair to presume that a single campaign of invasion by a naval 
force superior to our own, aided by a .few thousand land troops, would 
expose us to greater expense, without taking into the estimate the loss 
of property and distress of our citizens, than would be sufficient for this 
great work. Our bnd and naval forces should be moderate, but adequate 
to the necessary purposes-the former to garrison ·and preserve our forti-
fications and to meet the first invasions of a foreign foe, and, while con-
stituting the elements of a greater force, to preserve the science as well 
as all the necessary implements of war in a state to be brought into activ-
ity in the event of war: the latter, retaine~ within the limits proper in a 
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state of peace, might aid in maintaining the neutrality of the United States 
with dignity in the wars of other powers and in saving the property of · 
their citizens from spoliation. In time of wai:, with the enlargement of 
which the great naval resources of the country render it susceptible, and 
which should be duly fostered in time of peace, it would contribute essen-
tially, both as an auxiliary of defense and as a powerful engine of annoy-
ance, to diminish the calamities of war and to bring the war to a speedy 
and horn;>rable termination. 
But it ought always to be held prominently in view that the safety of 
these States and of everything dear to a free people must depend in an 
eminent degree on the militia. Invas'ions may be made too formidable 
to be resisted by any land and naval force which it would comport either 
with the principles of our Government or the circumstances of the United 
States to maintain. In such cases recourse must be had to the great 
body of the people, and in a manner to produce the best effect. It is of 
the highest importance, therefore, that they be so organized and trained 
as to be prepared for any emergency. The arrangement should be such 
as to put at the command of the Government the ardent patriotism and 
youthful vigor of the country. If formed on equal and just principles, it 
can not be oppressive. It is the crisis which makes the pressure, and not 
the laws which provide a remedy for it. This arrangement should be 
formed, too, in time of peace, to be the better prepared for war. With 
such an organization of such a people the United States have nothing to 
dread from foreign invasion. At its approach an overwhelming force of 
gallant men might always be put in motion. 
Other interests of high importance will claim attention, among which 
the improvement of our country by roads and canals, proceeding always 
with a constitutional sanction, holds a distinguished place. By thus fa-
cilitating the intercourse between the States we shall add much to the con-
venience and comfort of our fellow-citizens, much to the ornament of the 
country, and, what is of greater importance, we shall shorten distances, 
and, by making each part more accessible to and dependent on the other, 
we shall bind the Union more closely together. Nature has done so much 
for us by intersecting the country with so many great rivers, bays, and 
lakes, approaching from distant points so near to each other, that the in-
ducement to complete the work seems to be peculiarly strong. A more 
interesting spectacle was perhaps never seen than is exhibited within the 
limits of the United States-a territory so vast and advantageously situ-
ated, containing objects so grand, so useful, so happily connected in all 
their parts! 
Our manufactures will likewise require the systematic and fostering 
care of the Government. Possessing as we do all the raw materials, the 
fruit of our own soil and industry, we ought not to depend in the degree 
e ha e done on supplies from other countries. While we are thus <le-
nd nt th sudden event of war, unsought and unexpected, can not fail 
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to plunge us into the most serious difficulties. 1t is important, too, that 
the capital which nourishes our manufactures should be domestic, as its 
influence in that case instead of exhausting, as it may do in foreign hands, 
would be felt advantageously on agriculture and every other branch of 
industry. Equally important is it to provide at home a market for 
our raw materials, as by extending the competition it will enhance the 
price and protect the cultivator against the casualties incident to foreign 
markets. 
With the Indian tribes it is our duty to cultivate friendly relations 
and to act with kindness and liberality in all our transactions. Equally 
proper is it to persevere in our efforts to extend to them the advantages 
of civilization. 
The great amount of our revenue and the flourishing state of the 
Treasury are a full proof of the competency of the national resources for 
any emergency, as they are of the willingness of oµr fellow-citizens to bear 
the burdens which the public necessities require. The vast amount of 
vacant lands, the value of which daily augments, forms an additional 
resource of great extent and duration. These resources, besides accom-
plishing every other necessary purpose, put it completely in the power 
of the United States to discharge the national debt at an early period. 
Peace is the best time for improvement and preparation of every kind; it 
is in peace that ou:r commerce flourishes most, that taxes J.re most easily 
paid, and that the revenue is most productive. 
The Executive is charged officially in the Departments under it with 
the disbursement of the public money, and is responsible for the faithful 
application of it to the purposes for which it is raised. The Legislature 
is the watchful guardian over the public purse. It is its duty to see that 
the disbursement has been-honestly made. To meet the requisite respon-
sibility every facility should be afforded to the Executive to enable it to 
bring the public agents intrusted with the public money strictly and 
promptly to account. Nothing should be presumed against them; but if, 
with the requisite facilities, the public money is suffered to lie long and 
uselessly in their hands, they will not be the only defaulters, nor will the 
demoralizing effect be confined to them. It will evince a relaxation and 
want of tone in the Administration which will be felt by the whole com-
munity. I shall do all I can to secure economy and fidelity in this impor-
tant branch of the Administration, and I doubt not that the Legislature 
will perform its duty with equal zeal. A thorough examination should 
be regularly made, and I will promote it. 
It is particularly gratifying to me to enter on the discharge of these 
duties at a time when the United States are blessed with peace. It is a 
state most consistent with their prosperity and happiness. It will be my 
sincere desire to preserve it, so far as depends on the Executive, on just 
princir.:>les with all nations, claiming nothing unreasonable of any and 
rende- ing to each what is its due. 
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Equally gratifying is it to witness the increased harmony of opinion 
which pervades our Union. Discord does not belong to our system. 
Union is recommended as well by the free and benign principles of our 
Government, extending its blessings to every individual, as by the other 
eminent advantages attending it. The American people have encountered 
together great dangers and sustained severe trials with success. They 
constitute one great family with a common interest. E xperience has 
enlightened us on some questions of essential importance to the country. 
The progress has been slow, dictated by a just reflection and a faithful 
regard to every interest connected with it. To promote this harmony in 
accord with the principles of our republican Government and in a man-
ner to give them the most complete effect, and to advance in · all other 
respects the best interests of our Union, will be the object of my constant 
and zealous exertions. 
Never did a government commence under auspices so favorable, nor 
ever was success so complete. If we look to the history of other nations, 
ancient or modern, we find no example of a growth so rapid, so gigantic, 
of a people so prosperous and happy. In contemplating what we have 
still to perform, the heart of every citizen must expand with joy when he 
reflects how near our Government has approached to perfection ; that in 
respect to it we have no essential improvement to make; that the great 
object is to preserve it in the essential principles and features which char-
acterize it, and that that is to be done by preserving the virtue and en-
l~ghtening the minds of the people; and as a security against foreign dan-
gers to adopt such arrangements as are indispensable to the support of 
our independence, our rights and liberties. If we persevere in the career 
in which we have advanced so far and in the path already traced, we can 
not fail, under the favor of a gracious Providence, to attain the high des-
tiny which seems to awdt us. 
In the Administrations of the illust rious men who have preceded me 
in this high station, with some of whom I have been· connected by the 
closest ties from early life, examples are presented which will always be 
found highly instructive and useful to their successors. From these I 
shall endeavor to derive all the advantages which they may afford. Of 
my immediate predecessor, under whom so important a portion of this 
great and successful experiment has been made, I shall be pardoned for 
expressing my earnest wishes that he may long enjoy in his retirement 
the affections of a grateful country, the best reward of exalted talents and 
the most faithful and meritorious services. Relying on the aid to be de-
ri ed from the other departments of the Government, I enter on the trust 
to \\ hich I have been called by the suffrages of my fellow-citizens with 
my fervent prayer to the Almighty that He will be graciously pleased to 
continue to us that protection which He has already so conspicuously dis-
played in our favor. 
1 RCH 4, 1817. 
J ams Monroe l 
PROCL TI 
[From i i ·•s W k ly Regi ter, vol. 12, p. 1;6.J 
BY T.\.TE . . 
Whereas by an act ntitl d " n act pr vidin f f th tract 
of land at the low r rapid· f andu ·ky iv r," pa:· l n the 27th day 
of April, r8r6, it wa na t cl t h t all th land: in th id t ract , ~ .. cept 
the reservations made in the aid act, h ul l b ff r d f r al to the 
highest bidder at vVoo t r , in the tat of Ohio, under the direction of 
the register of the land office and the receiver of public m 11 y at Woo ·-
ter, and on such day or day a hall, by a public proclamation of the 
President of the United States, be de ignated for that purpo e; and 
W hereas by an act entitled " n act providing for the ale of the tract 
of land at the British fort at the Miami of the L ake, at the foot of the 
rapids, and for other purposes," passed the 27th day of April, r8r6, it 
was enacted that all the land contained in the said tract, except the res-
ervations and exceptions made in the said act, should be offered for sale 
to the highest bidder at Wooster, in the State of Ohio, under the direc-
tion of the register of the land office and the receiver of public moneys 
at Wooster, and on such day or days as shall, by a public proclamation of 
the President of the United States, be designated for that purpose: 
Wherefore I, James Monroe, President of the United States, in con-
formity with the provisions of the acts before recited, do hereby declare 
and make known that the lands authorized to be sold by the first-men-
tioned act shall be offered for sale to the highest bidder at Wooster, in 
the State of Ohio, on the first Monday in July next, and continue open 
for seven days and no longer, and that the lands authorized to be sold 
by the last-mentioned act shall be offered for sale to the highest bidder 
at the same place on the third Tuesday in July next, and continue open 
for seven days and no longer. 
Given under my hand this r5th day of April, 1817. 
By the President: JAMES MONROE. 
J. MEIGS, 
Commz"ss-ioner of the General Land Office 
FIRST ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
Fello~-C-it-i.zens of the Senate and ef the House ef Representalives: 
At no period of our political existence had we so much cause to felici-
tate ourselves at the prosperous and happy condition of our country. 
~he abunclant fruits of the earth have filled it with plenty. An exten-
sive and profitable commerce has greatly augmented our revenue. Th€ 
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public credit has attained an extraordinary elevation. Our preparations 
for defense in case of future wars, from which, by the experience of all 
nations, we ought not to expect to be exempted, are advancing under a 
well-digested system with all the dispatch which so important a work 
will admit. Our free Government, founded on the interest and affections 
of the people, has gained and is daily gaining strength. Local jealousies 
are rapidly yielding to more generous, enlarged, and enlightened views 
of national policy. For advantages so numerous .md highly important 
it is our duty to unite in grateful acknowledgments to that Omnipotent 
Being from whom they are derived, and in unceasing prayer that He will 
endow us with virtue and strength to maintain and hand them down in 
their utmost purity to our latest posterity. 
I have the satisfaction to inform you that an arrang ment which had 
been commenced by my predecessor with the British Government for the 
reduction of the naval force by Great Britain and the United States on 
the Lakes has been concluded, by which it is provided that neither party 
shall keep in service on Lake Chaniplain more than one vessel, on Lake 
Ontario more than one, and on Lake Erie and the upper lakes more than 
two, to be armed each with one cannon only, and that all the other armed 
vessels of both parties, of which an exact list is interchanged, shall be 
dismantled. It is also agreed that the force retained shall be restricted 
in its duty to the internal purposes of each party, and that the arrange-
ment shall remain in force until six months shall have expired after no-
tice given by one of the parties to the other of its desire that it should 
terminate. By this arrangement useless expense on both sides and, what 
is of still greater importance, the danger of collision between armed ves-
sels in those inland waters, which was great, is prevented. 
I have the satisfaction also to state that the commissioners under the 
fourth article of the treaty of Ghent, to whom it was referred to decide 
to which party the several islands in the bay of Passamaquoddy belonged 
under the treaty of 1783, have agreed in a report, by which all the islands 
in the possession of each party before the late war have been decreed to it. 
The commissioners acting under the other articles of the treaty of Ghent 
for the settlement of b-:::,-.mdaries have also been engaged in the dischargE. 
of their respective duties, but have not yet completed them. The differ-
ence which arose between the two Governments under that treaty respect-
ing the right of the United States to take and cure fish on the coast of 
the British province north of our limits, which had been seemed by the 
treaty of 1783, is still in negotiation. The proposition made by this Gov-
ernment to xtend to the colonies of Great Britain the principle of the 
convention of Lond n, by which the commerce between the ports of the 
nited States and British ports in Europe had been placed on a footing 
of equality, has been declined by the British Government. This subject 
having been thus amicably discussed between the two Governments, and 
it appearing that the British Government is unwilling to depart from its 
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present regulations, it remains for Congress to decide whether they will 
make any other regulations in consequence thereof for the protection and 
improvement of our navigation. 
The negotiation with Spain for spoliations on our commerce and the 
settlement of boundaries remains essentially in the state it held by the 
communications that were made to Congress by my predecessor. It has 
been evidently ihe policy of the Spanish Government to keep the nego, 
tiation suspended, and in this the United States have acquiesced, from 
an amicable disposition toward Spain and in the expectation that he1. 
Government would, from a sense of justice, finally accede to such an 
arrangement as would be equal between the parties. A disposition bas 
been lately shown by the Spanish Government to move in the negotia-
tion, which bas been met by this Government, and should the concilia-
tory and friendly policy which has invariably guided our councils be 
reciprocated, a just and satisfactory arrangement may be expected. It is 
proper, however, to remark that no proposition has yet been made from 
which such a result can be presumed. 
It was anticipated at an early stage that the contest between Spain and 
the colonies would become highly interesting to the United States. It 
was natural that our citizens should sympathize in events which affected 
their neighbors. It seemed probable also that the prosecution of the con-
flict along our coast and in contiguous countries would occasionally inter-
rupt our commerce and otherwise affect the persons and property of our 
citizens. These anticipations have been realized. Such injt.ries have 
been received from persons acting under authority of both fo.e parties, 
and for which redress has in most instances been withheld. Through 
every stage of the conflict the United States have maintained an impar-
tial neutrality, giving aid to neither of the parties in men, money, ships, 
or munitions of war. They have regarded the contest not in the light of 
an ordinary insurrection or rebellion, but as a civil war between parties 
nearly equal, having as to neutral powers equal rights. Our ports have 
been open to both, and every article the fruit of our soil or of the indus-
try of our citizens which either was permitted to take has been equally 
free to the other. Should the colonies establish their independence, it is 
proper now to state that this Government neither seeks nor would accept 
from them any advantage in commerce or otherwise which will not be 
equally open to all other nations. The colonies will in that event become 
independent states, free from any obligation to or connection with us 
which it may not then be their interest to form on the basis of a fair reci-
procity. , 
In the summer of the present year an expedition was set on foot against 
East Florida by persons claiming to act under the authority of some of 
the colonies, who took possession of Amelia Island, at the mouth of the 
St. Marys River, near the boundary of the State of Georgia. As this 
Pr~vince lies eastward of the Mississippi, and is bounded by the United 
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States and the ocean on every side, and has been a subject of negotiation 
with the Government of Spain as an indemnity for losses by spoliation 
or in exchange for territory of equal value westward of the Mississippi, 
a fact well known to the world, it excited surprise that any countenance 
should be given to this measure by any of the colonies. As it would 
be difficult to reconcile it with the friendly relations existing between 
the United States and the colonies, a doubt w~s entertained whether it 
had been authorized by them, or any of them. This doubt has gained 
strength by the circumstances which have unfolded themselves in the 
prosecution of the enterprise, which have marked it as a mere private, 
unauthorized adventure. Projected and commenced with an incompetent 
force, reliance seems to hilve been placed on what might be drawn, in de-
fiance of our laws, from within our limits; and of late, as their resources 
have failed, it has assumed a more marked character of unfriendliness to 
us, the island being made a channel for the illicit introduction of slaves 
from Africa into the United States, an asylum for fugitive slaves from 
the neighboring States, and a port for smuggling of every kind. 
A similar establishment was made at an earlier period by persons of 
the same description in the Gulf of Mexico at a place called Galvezton, 
within the limits of the United States, as we contend, under the cession 
of Louisiana. This enterprise has been marked in a more signal manner 
by all the objectionable circumstances which characterized the other, and 
more particularly by the equipment of privateers which have annoyed out 
commerce, and by smuggling. These establishments, if ever sanctioned 
by any authority whatever, which is not believed, have abused their trust 
and forfeited all claim to consideration. A just regard for the rights 
and interests of the United States required that they should be suppressed, 
and orders have been accordingly issued to that effect. The imperious 
considerations which produced this measure will be explained to the par-
ties whom it may in any degree concern. 
To obtain correct information on every subject in which the United 
States are interested; to inspire just sentiments in all persons in authority, 
on either side, of our friendly disposition so far as it may comport with 
an impartial neutrality, and to secure proper respect to our commerce in 
every port and from every flag, it has been thought proper to send a ship 
of war with three distinguished citizens along the southern coast with 
instruction to touch at such ports as they may find most expedient for 
these purposes. With the existing authorities, with those in the posses-
sion of and exercising the sovereignty, must the communication be held; 
from them alone can redress for past injuries committed by persons act-
ing under them be obtained; by them alone can the commission of the like 
in future be prevented. 
Our relations with the other powers of Europe have experienced no 
essential change since the last session. In our intercourse with each due 
attention continues to be paid to the protection of our commerce, and to 
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every other object in which the United States are interested. A strong 
hope is entertained that, by adhering to the maxims of a just, a candid, 
and friendly policy, we may long preserve amicable relations with al~ 
the powers of Europe on conditions advantageous and honorable to our 
country. 
With the Barbary States and the Indian tribes our pacific relations have 
been preserved. 
In calling your attention to the internal concerns of our country the 
view which they exhibit is peculiarly gratifying. The payments which 
have been made into the Treasury show the very productive state of the 
public revenue. After satisfying the appropriations made by law for the 
support of the civil Government and of the military and naval establish-
ments, embracing suitable provision fnr fortifications and for the gradual 
increase of the Navy, paying the interest of the public debt, and extin-
guishing more than eighteen millions of the principal, within the present 
year, it is estimated that a balance of more than $6,000,000 will remain 
in the Treasury on the 1st day of January applicable to the current serv-
ice of the ensuing year. 
The payments into the Treasury during the year 1818 on account of 
imposts and tonnage, resulting principally from duties which have accrued 
in the present year, may be fairly estimated at $20,000,000; the internal 
revenues at $2,500,000; the public lands at $1,500,000; bank dividends 
and incidental receipts at $500,000; making in the whole $24,500,000. 
The annual permanent expenditure for the support of the civil Gov-
ernment and of the Army·and Navy, as now established by law, amounts 
to $rr,8oo,ooo, and for the sinking fund to $ro,ooo,ooo, making in the 
whole $21,800,000, leaving an annual excess of revenue beyond th~ ex-
penditure of $2,700,000, exclusive of the balance estimated to be in the 
Treasury on the 1st day of January, 1818. 
In the present state of the Treasury the whole of the Louisiana debt 
maybe redeemed in the year 1819, after which, if the public debt contin-
ues as it now is, above par, there will be · annually about five millions of 
the sinking fund unexpended until the year 1825, when the loan of 1812 
and the stock created by funding Treas4ry notes will be redeemable. 
It is also estimated that the Mississippi stock will be discharged dur-
ing the year 1819 from the proceeds of the public lands assigned to that 
object, after which the receipts from those lands will annually add to the 
public revenue the sum of one million and a half, making the permanent 
annual revenue amount to $26,000,000, and leaving an annual excess of 
revenue after the year 1819 beyond the permanent authorized expendi-
ture of more than $4,000,000. 
By the last returns to the Department of War the militia force of the 
several States may be estimated at 800,000 men-infantry, artillery, and 
cavalry. Great part of this force is armed, and measures are taken to 
/\rm the whole. An improvement in the organization and discipline of 
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the militia is one of the great objects which claims the unremitted atten-
tion of Congress. 
The regular force amounts nearly to the number required by law, and 
is stationed along the Atlantic and inland frontiers. 
Of the naval force it has been necessary to maintain strong squadrons 
in the Mediterranean and in the Gulf of Mexico. 
From several of the Indian tribes inhabiting the country bordering on 
Lake Erie purchases have been made of lands on conditions very favor-
able to the United States, and, as it is presumed, not less so to the tribes 
themselves. 
By these purchases the Indian title, with moderate reservations, has 
been extinguished to the whole of the land within the limits of the State 
of Ohio, and to a part of that in the Michigan Territory and of the State of 
Indiana. From the Cherokee tribe a tract has been purchased in the 
State of Georgia and an arrangement made by which, in exchange for 
lands beyond the Mississippi, a great part, if not the whple, of the land 
belonging to that tribe eastward of that river in the States of North Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Tennessee, and in the Alabama Territory will soon be 
acquired. By these acquisitions, and others.that may reasonably be ex-
pected soon to follow, we shall be enabled to extend our settlements from 
the inhabited parts of the State of Ohio along Lake Erie into the Michi-
gan Territory, and to connect our settlements by degrees thropgh the 
State of Indiana and the Illinois Territory to that of Missouri. A simi-
lar and equally advantageous effect will soon be produced to the south, 
through the whole extent of the States and territory which border on the 
waters emptying into the Mississippi and the Mobile. In this progress, 
which the rights of nature demand and nothing can prevent, marking a 
growth rapid and gigantic, it is our duty to make new efforts for the pres-
ervation, imprnvement, and civilization of the native inhabitants. The 
hunter state can exist only in the vast uncultivated desert. It yields to 
the more dense and compact form and greater force of civilized popula-
tion; and of right it ought to yield, for the earth was given to mankind to 
support the greatest number of which it is capable, and no tribe or people 
have a right to withhold from the wants of others more than is necessary 
for their own support and comfort. It is gratifying to know that the 
reservations of land made by the treaties with the tribes on Lake Erie 
were made with a view to individual ownership among them and to the 
cultivation of the soil by all, and that an annual stipend has been pledged 
to supply their other wants. It will merit the consideration of Congress 
"'·hether other provision not stipulated by treaty ought to be made for 
these tribes and for the advancement of the liberal and humane policy of 
the nited tates toward all the tribes within our limits, and more par-
ticularly for their improvement in the arts of civilized life. 
Among the advantages incident to these purchases; and to those which 
have preceded, the security which may thereby be afforded to o·ur inland 
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frontiers is peculiarly important. With a strong barrier, consisting of our 
own people, thus planted on the 1takes, the Mississippi, and the Mobile, 
with the protection to be derived from · the re~lar force, Indian hostil-
ities, if they do not altogether cease, will henceforth lose their terror. 
Fortifications in those quarters to any extent will not be necessary, and 
the expense attending them may be saved. A people accustomed to the 
use of firear~s only, as the Indian tribes are, will shun ~ven moderate 
works which are defended by cannon. Great fortifications will there-
fore be requisite only in future along the coast and at some points in the 
interior connected with it. On these will the safety of our towns and the 
commerce of our great rivers, from the Bay of Fundy to the Mississippi, 
depend. Qn these, therefore, should the utmost attention, skill, and labor 
be bestowed. 
A considerable and rapid augmentation in the value of all the public 
lands, proceeding from these and other obvious causes, may henceforward 
be expected. The difficulties attending early emigrations will be dissi-
pated even in the most remote parts. Several new States have been ad-
mitted into our Union to the west and south, and Territorial governments, 
happily organized, established over every other portion in which there is 
vacant land for sale. In terminating Indian hostilities, as must soon be 
done, in a formidable shape at least, the emigration, which has heretofore 
been great, will probably increase, and the demand for land and the aug-
mentation in its value be in like proportion. The great increase of our 
population throughout the Union will alone produce an important effect, 
and in no quarter will it be so sensibly felt as in those in contemplation. 
The public lands are a public stock, which ought to be disposed of to the 
best advantage for the nation. The nation should therefore derive the 
profit proceeding from the continual rise in their value. Every encour-
agement should be given to the emigrants consistent with a fair competi-
tion between them, but that competition should operate in the first sale to 
the advantage of the nation r<;1ther than of individuals. Great capitalists 
will derive all the benefit incident to their superior wealth under any 
mode of sale which may be adopted. But if, looking forward to the rise 
in the value of the public lands, they should have the opportunity of 
amassing at a low price vast bodies in their hands, the profit will accrue 
to them and not to the public. They would als0 have the power in that 
degree to control the emigration and settlement in such a manner as their 
opinion of their respective interests might dictate. I submit this subject 
to the consideration of Congress, that such further provision may be made 
in the sale of the public lands, with a view to the public interest, should 
any be deemed expedient, as in their judgment may be best adapted to 
the object. 
When we consider the vast extent of territory within the United States, 
the great amount and value of its productions, the connection of its parts, 
and other circumstances on which their prosperity and happiness depend, 
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we can not fail to entertain a high sense of the advantage to be derived 
from the facility which may be afforded in the intercourse between them 
by means of good roads and canals. Never did a country of such vast 
extent offer equal inducements to improvements of this kind, nor ever 
were consequences of such magnitude involved in them. As this subject 
was acted on by Congress at the last session, and there may be a disposi-
tion to revive it at the present, I have brought it into view for the purpose 
of communicating my sentiments on a very important circumstance con-
nected with it with that freedom and candor which a regard for the public 
interest and a proper respect for Congress require. A difference of opinion 
has existed from the first formation of our Constitution to the present 
time among our most enlightened and virtuous citizens respecting the 
, right of Congress to establish such a system of improvement. Taking into 
view the trust with which I am now honored, it would be improper after 
what has passed that this discussion should be revived with an uncer-
tainty of my opinion respecting the right. Disregarding early impressions, 
I have bestowed on the subject all the deliberation which its great impor-
tance and a just sense of my duty required, and the result is a settled 
conviction in my mind that Congress do not possess the right. It is not 
contained in any of the specified powers granted to Congress, nor can I 
consider it incidental to or a neces;ary means, viewed on the most liberal 
scale, for carrying into effect any of the powers which are specifically 
granted. In communicating this result I can not resist tl?-e obligation 
which I feel to suggest to Congress the propriety of recommending to the 
States the adoption of an amendment to the Constitution which shall give 
to Congress the right in question. In cases of doubtful construction, 
especially of such vital interest, it comports with the nature and origin of 
our institutions, and will contribute much to preserve them, to apply to 
our consfituents for an explicit grant of the power. We may confidently 
rely that if it appears to their satisfaction that the power is necessary, it 
will always be granted. 
In this case I am happy to observe that experience has afforded the 
most ample proof of its utility, and that the benign spirit of conciliation 
and harmony which now manifests itself throughout our Union promises 
to such a recommendation the most prompt and favorable result. I think 
proper to suggest also, in case this measure is adopted, that it be recom-
mended to the States to include in the ameJ:\dment sought a right in 
Congress to institute likewis·; seminaries of learning, for the all-important 
purpose of diffusing knowledge among our fellow-citizens throughout the 
United States. 
Our manufactories will require the continued attention of Congress. 
The capital employed in them is considerable, and the knowledge acquired 
in the machinery and fabric of all the most useful manufactures is of great 
value. Their preservation, which depends on due encouragement is con, 
nected ·with the high interests of the nation. 
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Although the progress of the public buildings has been as favorable as 
circumstances have permitted, it is to be regretted that the Capitol is not 
yet in a state to receive you. There is good cause to presume that the 
two wings, the only parts as yet commenced, will be prepared for .that pur-
pose at the next session. The time seems now to have arrived when this 
subject may be deemed worthy the attention of Congress on a scale ade-
quate to national purposes. The completion of the middle building will 
be necessary to the convenient accommodation of Congress, of the com-
mittees, and various offices belonging to it. It is evident that the other 
public buildings are altogether insufficient for the accom~odation of the 
several Executive Departments, some of whom are much crowded and 
even subjected to the necessity of obtaining it in private buildings at 
some distance from the head of the Department, and with inconvenience 
to the management of the public business. Most nations have taken an 
interest and a pride in the improvement and ornament of their metrop-
olis, and none were more conspicuous in that respect than the ancient 
republics. The policy which dictated the establishment of a permanent 
residence for the National Government and the spirit in which it was com-
menced and has been prosecuted show that such improvement was thought 
worthy the attention of this nation. Its central position, between the 
northern and southern extremes of our Union, and its approach to the 
west at the head of a great navigable river which interlocks with the 
Western waters, prove the wisdom of the councils which established it. 
Nothing appears to be more reasonable and proper than that conven-
ient accommodation should be provided on a well-digested plan for the 
heads of the several Departments and for the Attorney-General, and it is 
believed that the public ground in the city applied to these objects will 
be found amply sufficient. I submit this subject to_ the consideration of 
Congress, that such further provision may be made in it as to them may 
seem proper. 
In contemplating the happy situation of the United States, our atten-
tion is drawn with peculiar interest to the surviving officers and soldiers 
of our Revolutionary army, who so eminently contributed by their serv-
ices to lay its foundation. Most of those very meritorious citizens have 
paid the debt of nature and gone to repose. It is believed that among 
the survivors there are some not provided for by existing laws, who are 
reduced to indigence and even to real distress. These men have a claim 
on the gratitude of their country, and it will do honor to their country 
to provide for them. The lapse of a few years more arid the opportunity 
will be forever lost; indeed, so long already has been the interval that 
the number to be benefited by any provision which may be made will not 
be great. 
It appearing in a satisfactory manner that the revenue arising from 
imposts and tonnage and from the sale of the public lands will be fully 
adequate to the support of the civil Government, of the present military 
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and naval establishments, including the annual augmentation of the lat-
ter to the extent provided for, to the payment of the interest of the public 
debt, and to the extinguishment of . it at the times authorized, without 
the aid of the internal taxes, I consider it my duty to recol;llmend to Con-
gress their repeal. To impose taxes when the public exigencies require 
them is an obligation of the most sacred character, especially with a free 
people. The faithful fulfillment of it is among the highest proofs of their 
virtue and capacity for self-government. To dispense with taxes when 
it may be done with perfect safety is equally the duty of their represen-
tatives. In this instance we have the satisfaction to know that they were 
imposed when the demand was imperious, and have been sustained with 
exemplary fidelity. I have to add that however gratifying it may be to me 
regarding the prosperous and happy condition of our country to recom-
mend the repeal of these taxes at this time, I shall nevertheless be atten-
tive to events, and, should any future emergency occur, be not less prompt 
to suggest such measures and burdens as may then be requisite and 
proper. 
JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 2, 1817. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
To the S enate of the United States: 
I submit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice, the following 
treaties entered into with several of the Indian t ribes, to wit: 
A treaty of peace and friendship made and concluded by W illiam Clark, 
Ninian Edwards, and Auguste Choteau, commissioners on the part of the 
United States of America, and the chiefs and warriors of the Menomene 
tribe or nation of Indians, on the 30th of March, 1817, at St. Louis. 
A treaty of peace and friendship made and concluded on the 4th June, 
1817, at St. Louis, by William Clark, Ninian Edwards, and Auguste Cho-
teau, commissioners on the part of the United States of America , and the 
chiefs and warriors of the Ottoes tribe of Indians. 
A treaty of peace and friendship made and concluded on the 5th June, 
1817, at St. Louis, by William Clark, Ninian Edwards, and Auguste Cho-
teau, commissioners on the part of the United States of America, and the 
chiefs and warriors of the Poncarar tribe of Indians. 
treaty concluded at the Cherokee Agency on the 8th of July, 1817
1 
between Major-General Andrew Jackson, Joseph McMinn, governor of 
the tate of Tennessee, and General David Meriwether, commissioners 
of the United States of America, of the one part, and the chiefs, head-
men, and warriors of the Cherokee Nation east of the Mississippi River 
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and the chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Cherokees on the Arkansas 
River, and their deputies, John D. Chisholm and James Rogers. 
A treaty concluded on the 29th day of September, 1817, at the foot of 
the Rapids of the Miami of Lake Erie, between Lewis Cass and Duncan 
McArthur, commissioners of the United States, and the sachems, chiefs, 
and warriors of the Wyandot, Seneca, Delaware, Shawnese, Potawata-
mies, Ottawas, and Chippewa tribes of Indians. 
The Wyandots and other tribes · parties to the treaty lately concluded 
with them have, by a deputation to this city, requested permission to 
retain possession of such lands as they actually cultivate and reside on, 
for the ensuing year. They have also expressed a desire that the reser-
vations made in their favor should be enlarged, representing that they 
had entered into the treaty in full confidence that that would be done, 
preferring a reliance on the justice of the United States for such exten-
sion rather than that the treaty should fail. 
The Wyandots claim an extension of their reservation to 16 miles 
square, and the other tribes in a proportional degree. Sufficient infor-
mation is not now in the possession of the :Executive to enable it to de-
cide how far it may be proper to comply with the wishes of these tribes 
in the extent desired. The necessary information may be obtained in 
the course of the next year, and if they are permitted to remain in the 
possession of the lands they cultivate during that time such further ex-
tension of their reservations may be made by law at the next session as 
justice and a liberal policy toward these people may require. It is sub-
mitted to the consideration of the Senate whether it may not be propet 
to annex to their advice and consent for the ratification of the treaty a 
declaration providing for the above ol;>jects, 
DECEMBER l l, 1817. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December IS, I8I7. 
To the House of Representalives of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives 0£ 
the 8th of this month, I transmit, for the information of the House, a 
report from the Secretary of State, with the documents referred to in it, 
containing all the information in the possession of the Executive which 
it is proper to disclose, relative to certain persons who lately took posses-
sion of Amelia Island and Galvezton, 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
DECEMBER 18, 1817. 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 11th of this 
month, I transmit, for the information of the Senate, a report from the 
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Secretary of the Treasury, relating to the progress made in surveying 
the several tracts of military bounty lands appropriated by Congress fot 
the late army of the United States, and the time at which such survey 
will probably be completed. 
· JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 22, 1817. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
11th of tbis month, requesting to. be informed of the present strength of 
the.Army of the United States, its distribution among the several mili-
tary posts which it is designed to protect, and its competency to preserve 
and defend the fortifications amongst which it is distributed, and to aid 
in constructing such other military works, if any, as it may be deemed 
proper to erect for the more effectual security of the United States and 
of the Territories thereof, I now transmit a report from the Secretary of 
War which contains the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the -Unz'ted States: 
DECEMBER 29, 1817. 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 16th of this month, 
requesting information touching the execution of so much of the first 
article of the treaty of Ghent as relates to the restitution of slaves, which 
has not heretofore been communicated, I now transmit a report of the Sec-
retary of State on that subject. 
JAMES MONROE. 
DF.CF,MBER 29, 1817. 
To the House of Representatives of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
12th of this month, requesting to be informed whether any, and which, oi 
the Representatives in a list thereto annexed have held offices since the 
4th of March last, designating the offices, the times of appointment and 
acceptance, and whether they were at that time so held or when they had 
been resigned, I now transmit a report from the Secretary of State which 
contains the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January I2, I8I8. 
To the Senate and House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
The claim of the representatives of the late Caron de Beaumarchais 
having b n recommended to the favorable consideration of the Legisla-
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tu:re bymy predecessor in his message to Congress of the 31st of January 
last, and concurring in the sentiments therein expressed, I now transmit 
copies of?. new representation relative to it received by the Secretary of 
State from the minister of France, and of a correspondence on the sub~ 
ject between the minister of the United States at Paris and the Duke of 
Richelieu , inclosed with that representation. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate and House of Representatz'ves of the Unz'ted States: 
I have the satisfaction to inform Congress that the establishment at 
Amelia Island has been suppressed, and without the effusion of blood. 
The papers which explain this transaction I now lay before Congress. 
By the suppression of this establishment and of that at Galveztown, 
which will soon follow, if it has not already ceased to exist, there is good 
cause to believe that the consummation of a project fraught with much 
injury to the United States has been prevented. 
When we consider the persons engaged in it, being adventurers from 
different countries, with very few, if any, of the native inhabitants of the 
Spanish colonies; the territory on which the establishments were made-
one on a portion of that claimed by the United States westward of the 
Mississippi, the other on a part of East Florida, a Province in negotia-
tion between the United States and Spain; the claim of their leader as 
announced by his proclamation on taking possession of Amelia Island, 
comprising the whole of both the Floridas, without excepting that part 
of West Florida which is incorporated into the State of Louisiana; their 
conduct while in the possession of the island making it instrumental to 
every species of contraband, and, in regard to slaves, of the most odious 
and dangerous character, it may fairly be concluded that if the enter-
prise had succeeded on the scale on which it was formed much annoy-
ance and injury would have resulted from it to the United States. 
Other circumstances were thought to be no less deserving of attention. 
The institution of a government by foreign adventurers in the island, 
distinct from the colonial governments of Buenos Ayres, Venezuela, or 
Mexico, pretending to sovereignty and exercising its highest offices, par-
ticularly in granting commissions to privateers, were acts which could not 
fail to dra~ after them the most serious consequences. It was the duty 
of the Executive either to extend to this establishment all the advantages 
of that neutrality which the United States had proclaimed, and have 
observed in favor of the colonies of Spain who,-by the strength of their 
own population and resources, had declared their independence and were 
affording strong proof of their ability to maintain it, or of making the 
discrimination which circumstances required. 
Had the first course been pursued, we should not only have sanctioned 
all the unlawful claims and practices of this pretended Government in 
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regard to the United States, but have countenanced a system of privateer-
ing in ' the Gulf of Mexico and elsewhere the ill effects of which might, 
and probably would, have been deeply and very extensively felt. 
The path of duty was plain from the commencement, but it was pain-
ful to enter upon it while the obligation could be resisted. The law of 
r8II, lately published, and which it is therefore proper now to mention, 
was considered applicable to the case from the moment that the procla-
mation of the chief of the enterprise was seen, and its obligation was daily 
increased by other considerations of high importance already mentioned, 
which were deemed sufficiently strong in themselves to dictate the course 
which has been pursued. 
Early intimation having be'en received of the dangerous purposes of 
these adventurers, timely precautions were .taken by the establishment of 
a force near the St. Marys to prevent their effect, or it is probable that it 
would have been more sensibly felt. 
To such establishments, made so near to our settlements in the expec-
tation of deriving aid from them, it is particularly gratifying to find that 
very little encouragement was given. The example so conspicuously 
displayed by our fellow-citizens that their sympathies can not be per-
verted to improper purposes, but that a love of country, the influence of 
moral principles, and a respect for the laws are predominant with them, 
is a sure pledge that all the very :flattering anticipations which have been 
formed of the success of our institutions will be realized. This example 
has proved that if our relations with foreign powers are to be changed 
it must be done by the constituted authorities, who alone, acting on a 
high responsibility, are competent to the purpose, and until such change 
is thus made that our fellow-citizens will respect the existing relations 
by a faithful adherence to the laws which secure them. 
Believing that this enterprise, though undertaken by persons some of 
whom may have held commissions from some of the colonies, was unau-
thorized by and unknown to the colonial governments, full confidence 
is entertained that it will be disclaimed by them, and that effectual meas-
ures will be taken to prevent the abuse of their authority in all cases to 
the injury of the United States. 
For these injuries, especially those proceeding from Amelia Island, 
Spain would be responsible if it was not manifest that, though committed 
in the latter instance through her territory, she was utterly unable to pre-
vent them. Her territory, however, ought not to be made instrumental, 
through her inability to defend it, to purposes so injurious to the United 
tate . To a country over which she fails to maintain her authority, and 
which she permits to be converted to the annoyance of her neighbors, her 
jurisdiction for the time necessarily ceases to exist. The territory of 
pain ill nevertheless be respected o far as it may be done consistently 
ith thee. ential interests and safety of the United tates. In expelling 
tht=: ad enturers from these posts it was not intended to make any con-
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quest from Spain or to injure in any degree the cause of the colonies. 
Care will be taken that no part of the territory contemplated by the law 
of 18rr shall be occupied by a foreign government of any kind, or that 
injuries of the nature of those complained of shall be repeated; but this, 
it is expected, will be provided for with every other interest in a spirit of 
amity in the negotiation now depending with the Government of Spain. 
JAMES MONROE. 
JANUARY 13, 1818. 
WASHINGTON, January 23, I8I8. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the Unz'tec{ States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
9th of December last, requesting information of what roads have been 
made or are in progress under the authority of the Executive of the 
United States, the States and Territories through which they pass or are 
intended to pass, the periods when they were ordered to be made, and 
how far they have been executed, I now communicate a report from the 
Secretary of the Treasury, and likewise a report from the Secretary of 
War, containing the information which is desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 28, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States_: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 22d of this month, 
requesting to be informed '' in what manner the troops in the service of 
the United States now operating against the Seminole tribe of Indians 
have been subsisted, whether by contract or otherwise, and whether they 
have been furnished regularly w-ith rations,'' I now transmit a report 
from the Secretary of War containing the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 29, I8I8. 
To the House of Representatives of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
23d of December last, requesting information relative to the imprison-
ment and detention in confinement of Richard W. Meade, a citizen of the 
United States, I now transmit to the House a report from the Secretary 
of State containing the information required, 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States.• 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 8th of last month, 
requesting me to cause to be laid before it the proceedings which may 
have been had under an act entitled "An act for the gradual increase of 
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the Navy of the United States,'' specifying the number of ships put on 
the stocks and of what class; the quantity of materials procured for ship-
building, and also the sums of money which may have been paid out of 
the fund created by said act, and for what objects; and likewise the con-
tracts which may have been entered into in execution of the act afore-
said on which moneys may not yet have been advanced, I now transmit 
a report of the Secretary of the Navy, accompanied by a report from the 
Board of Commissioners of the Navy, with documents which contain the 
information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
F:itBRUARY 2, 1818 
WASHINGTON, February 6, I8I8. 
To the House o/ Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report of the Secretary oi 
State, in compliance with the resolution of said House requesting ir:~or-
mation respecting the ratification of the thirteenth article of the amend-
ments to the Constitution of the United States. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February Io, I8I8. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
As the house appropriated for the President of the United States will 
be finished this year, it is thought to merit the attention of the Congress 
in what manner it should be furnished and what measures ought to be 
adopted for the safe-keeping of the furniture in future. All the pub-
lic furniture provided before 1814 having been destroyed with the public 
buildings in that year, and little afterwards procured, owing to the inad-
equacy of the appropriation, it has become necessary to provide almost 
every article requisite for such an establishment, whence the sum to be 
expended will be much greater than at any former period. The furni-
ture in its kind and extent is thought to be an object not less deserving 
attention than the building for which it is intended. Both being national 
objects, each seems to have an equal claim to legislative sanction. The 
disbursement of the public money, too, ought, it is presumed, to be in like 
manner provided for by law. The person who may happen to be placed 
by the suffrage of his fellow-citizens in the high trust, having no personal 
interest in these concerns, should be exempted from undue responsibility 
respecting them. 
For a building so extensive, intended for a purpose exclusively na-
tional, in which in the furniture provided for it a mingled regard is due 
to the simplicity and purity of our institutions and to the character of the 
people who are represented in it, the sum already appropriated has proved 
a together inadequate. The present is therefore a proper time for Con-
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gress to take the subject into consideration, with a view to all the objects 
claiming attention, and to regulate it by law. On a knowledge of the 
furniture procured and the sum expended for it a just estimate may be 
formed regarding the extent of the building of what will still be wanting 
to furnish the house. Many of the articles, being of a durable nature, 
may be handed down through a long series of service, and being of great 
value, such as plate, ought not to be left altogether and at all times to the 
care of servants alone. It seems to be advisable that a public agent should 
be charged with it during the occasional absences of the President, and 
have authority to transfer it from one President to another, and likewise 
to make reports of occasional deficiencies, as the basis on which further 
, provision should be made. 
It may also merit consideration whether it may not be proper to com-
mit the care of the public buildings, particularly the President's house 
and the Capitol, with the grounds belonging to them, including likewise 
the furniture of the latter, in a more special manner to a public agent. 
Hitherto the charge of this valuable property seems to have been con-
nected with the structure of the buildings and committed to those em-
ployed in it. This guard will necessarily cease when the buildings are 
finished, at which time the interest in them will be proportionably aug-
mented. It is presumed that this trust is, in a certain degree at least, in-
cidental to the other duties of the superintendent of the public buildings, 
but it may merit consideration whether it will not be proper to charge 
him with it more explicitly, and to give him authority to employ one or 
more persons under him for these purposes. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February I2, I8I8. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 
I lay before the House of Representatives copies of two communica-
tions received at the Department of State from the minister of Great 
Britain, and submit to their consideration the propriety of making such 
legislative provisions as may be necessary for a compliance with the rep-
resentations contained in them. 
By the express terms of that compact it was, when ratified by the two 
Governments, to be in force for the term of four years _from the day of 
i"ts signature. The revocation of all the discriminating duties became, 
• therefore, the obligation of both Governments.from that day, and it is con-
ceived that every individual who has been required to pay, and who has 
paid, any of the extra duties revoked by the convention has a just and 
lawful claim upon the respective Governments for its return. From va-
rious accidents it has happened that both here and in Great Britain the 
cessation of the extra duties has been fixed to commence at different times. 
It is desirable that Congress should pass an act providing for the return 
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of all the extra duties incompatible with the terms of the conventz'on which 
have been levied upon British vessels or merchandise after the 3d of July, 
1815. The British Parliament have already set the example of fixing that 
day for the cessation of the extra duties of export by their act of 30th 
of June last, and the minister of the United States in London is instructed 
to require the extension of the same principle to all the extra duties levied 
on vessels and merchandise · of the United States in the ports of Great 
Britain since that day. It is not doubted that the British Government 
will comply with this requisition, and that the act ~uggested may be 
passed by Congress with full confidence that the reciprocal measure will 
receive the sanction of the British Parliament. 
JAMES MONROE. 
w ASHINGTON, February 23' I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate requesting me to cause 
to be laid before them a statement of all the arms and accouterments 
which have been manufactured at the different armories of the United 
States, with the cost of each stand, and the number delivered to each 
State, respectively, under.the act for arming the whole body of militia, I 
now transmit a report from the Secretary of War, with the documents 
marked A, B, and C, which, together with a report to him from the Ord-
nance Department, contains the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 23, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 19th of January, 
1818, requesting information of measures which have been taken in pur-
suance of so much of the act to authorize the appointment of a surveyor 
for lands in the northern part of the Mississipyi Territory, passed the 3d 
of March, 1817, as relates to the reservation of certain sections for the 
purpose of laying out and establishing towns thereon, I now transmit a 
report from the Secretary of the Treasury, which, with the letters and 
charts r £erred to in it, contains all the information which is desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 25, I8I8. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Un£ted States: 
The commissioners of the two Governments, under the fourth article 
of the treaty of Ghent, having come to a decision upon the questions sub-
mitted to them, I lay before Congress copies of that decision, together with 




FEBRUARY 27, 1818. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I communicate herewith to the House of Representatives a copy of a 
letter from the governor of the State of South Carolina to the Secretary 
of State, together with extracts from the journals of proceedings in both 
branches of the legislature of that Commonwealth, rnlative to a proposed 
amendment of the Con~;titution, which letter and extracts are connected 
with the subject of my communication to the House of the 6th instant. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 28, I8I8. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I lay before the House I a report from the Secretary of State, together 
with the papers relating to the claims of merchants of the United States 
upon the Government of Naples, in conformity with the resolution of the 
House of the 30th January last. JAMES MONROE! 
WASHINGTON, March II, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the. Senate requesting information 
respecting the requisitions that were made on the contractors between 
the 1st of June and the 24th of December, 1817, for deposits of provi-
sions in advance at the several posts on the frontiers of Georgia and the 
adjoining territory, their conduct in compliance therewith, the amount 
of money advanced to B. G. Orr, and the extent of his failure, with a 
copy of the articles of contract entered into with -him, ~ now lay before 
the Senate a report from the Secretary of War, which, with the docu-
ments accompanying it, will afford the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March I,f., I8I8. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of t~e' Senate of the 16th of December 
and of the House of Representatives of the 24th of February last, I lay 
before Congress a report of the Secretary of State, and the papers re-
ferred to in it, respecting the negotiation with the Government of Spain. 
To explain fully the nature of the differences between the United States 
and Spain and the conduct of the parties it has been found necessary to 
go back to an early epoch. The recent correspondence, with the docu-
ments accompanying it, will give a full view of the whole subject, and 
place the conduct of the United States in every stage and under every cir-
cumstance, for justice, moderation, and a :firm adherence to their rights, 
on the high and honorable ground which it has invariably sustained. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, March I6, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the United States of the 
31st of December last, requesting the President to cause to be laid before 
them a statement of the proceedings which may have been had under the 
act of Congress passed on the 3d March, 1817, entitled "An act to set 
apart and dispose of certain public lands for the encouragement and culti-
vation of the vine and olive,'' I now transmit a report from the Secretary 
of the Treasury, containing all the information possessed by the Executive 
relating to the proceedings under the said act. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March I6, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the United States of 
the 3d of February last, requesting the President to cause to be laid before 
them '' a statement of the progress made under the act to provide for sur-
veying the coast of the United States, passed February 10, 1807, and any 
subsequent acts on the same subject, and the expenses incurred thereby,'' 
I transmit a report from the Secretary of tbf Treasury containing the 
information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MARCH 19, 1818. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
In the course of the last summer a negotiation was commenced with 
the Government of the Netherlands with a view to the revival and modi-
fication of the commercial treaty existing between the two countries, 
adapted to their present circumstances. 
The report from the Secretary of State which I now lay before Con-
gress will show the obstacles which arose in the progress of the confer-
ences between the respective plenipotentiaries, and which resulted in the 
agreement between them then to refer the subject to the consideration of 
their respective Governments. As the difficulties appear to be of a na, 
ture which may, perhaps, for the present be more easily removed by recip, 
rocal legislative regulations, formed in the spirit of amity and conciliation, 
than by conventional stipulations, Congress may think it advisable ta 
leave the subsisting treaty in its present state, and to meet the liberal ex-
emption from discriminating tonnage duties which has been conceded in 
the etherlands to the ves els of the United States by a similar exemp-
tion to the ve els of the etherlands which have arrived, or may here-
after arrive, in our port , commencing from the time when the exemption 
was granted to the vessels of the United States. I would further recom-
mend to the consideration of Congress the expediency of extending the 
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benefit of the same regulation, to commence from the passage of the law, 
to the vessels of Russia, Hamburg, and Bremen, and of making it pros-
pectively general in favor of every nation in whose ports the vessels of 
the United States are admitted on the same footing as their own. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 23, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I lay before the Senate a report from the Secretary of the Navy, with 
the estimate of the expense which will be incurred by the establishment 
of two dockyards for repairing vessels of the largest size. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 25, I8I8. 
To the Senate and·House of Representatives of the United States: 
I now lay before Congress all the information in the possession of the 
Executive respecting the war with the Seminoles, and the measures which 
it has been thought proper to adopt for the safety of our fellow-citizens on 
the frontier exposed to their ravages. The inclosed documents show that 
the hostilities of this tribe were unprovoked, the offspring of a spirit long 
cherished and often manifested toward the United States, and that in the 
present instance it was extending itself to other tribes and daily assuming 
a more serious aspect. As soon as the nature and object of this combina-
tion were perceived the major-general commanding the Southern division 
of the troops of th~ United States was ordered to the theater of action, 
charged with the management of the war and vested with the powers 
necessary to give it effect. The season of the year being unfavorable to 
active operations, and the recesses of the country affording shelter to these · 
savages in case of retreat, may prevent a prompt termination of the war; 
but it may be fairly presumed that it will not be long before this tribe 
and its associates receive the punishment which they have provoked and 
justly merited. 
As almost the whole of this tribe inhabits the country within the limits 
of Florida, Spain was bound by the treaty of 1795 to restrain them from 
committing hostilities against the United States. We have seen with re-
gret that her Government has altogether failed to fulfill this obligation, 
nor are we aware that it made any effort to that effect. When we con-
sider her utter inability to check, even in the slightest degree, the move-
ments of this tribe by her very small and incompetent force in Florida, 
we are not disposed to ascribe the failure to any other cause. The ina-
bility , however, of Spain to maintain her authority over the territory and 
Indians within her limits, and in consequence to fulfill the treaty, ought not 
to expose the United States to other and greater injuries. When the 
authority of Spain ceases to exist there, the United States have a right to 
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pursue their enemy on a principle of self-defense. In this instance the 
right is more complete and obvious because we shall perform only what 
Spain was bound to have performed herself. To the high obligations and 
privileges of this great and sacred right of self-defense will the movement 
of our troops be strictly confined. Orders have been given to the general 
in command not to enter Florida unless it be in pursuit of the enemy, and 
in that case to respect the Spanish authority wherever it is· maintained; 
and he will be instructed to withdraw his forces from the Province as 
soon as he shall have reduced that tribe to order, and secure our fellow-
citizens in that quarter by satisfactory arrangements against its unpro-
voked and savage hostilities in future, 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 25, I8I8. 
To the Hous~ of Representatives of the United States: 
In conformity with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 5th of December last, I now transmit a report of the Secretary of 
State, with a copy of the documents which it is thought proper to com-
municate relating to the independence and political condition of the Prov-
inces of Spanish America, 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 26, z8z8 .. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I tqmsmit to the House of Representatives, in compliance with their 
resolution of March 20, such information not heretofore communicated as 
is in the 13ossession of the Executive relating to the occupation of Amelia 
Island. If any doubt had before existed of the improper conduct of the 
persons who authorized and of those who were engaged in the invasion 
and previous occupancy of that island, of the unfriendly spirit toward the 
United States with which it was commenced and prosecuted, and of its 
injurious effect on their highest interests, particularly by its tendency to 
compromit them with foreign powers in all the unwarrantable acts of the 
adventurers, it is presumed that these documents would remove it. It 
appears by the letter of Mr. Pazos, agent of Commodore Aury, that the 
project of seizing the Floridas was formed and executed at a time when 
it was understood that Spain had resolved to cede them to the United 
States, and to prevent such cession from taking effect. The whole pro-
ceeding in every stage and circumstance was unlawful. The commission 
to General M'Gregor was granted at Philadelphia in direct violation of a 
positive law, and all the measures pursued under it by him in collecting 
hi force and directing its movements were equally unlawful. With the 
conduct of these persons I have always been unwilling to connect any of 
the colonial governments, because I never could believe that they had 
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given their sanction either to the project in its origin or to the measures 
which were pursued in the execution of it. These documents confirm 
the opinion ~hich I have invariably entertained and expressed in their 
favor. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 28, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate relative to the pensioners 
of the United States, the sum annually paid to each, and the States or 
Territories in which said pensioners are respectively paid, I now transmit 
a report from the Secretary of War, which, with documents marked A 
and B, contains all the information required; 
JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 6, 1818. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
An arrangement having been made and concluded between this Gov-
ernment and that of Great Britain with respect to the naval armament of 
the two Governments, respectively, on the Lakes, I lay before the Senate a 
copy of the correspondence upon that subject, including the stipulations 
mutually agreed upon by the two parties. I submit it to the consi<.l.era-
tion of the Senate whether this is such an arrangement as the Executive 
is competent to enter into by the powers vested in it by the Constitution, 
or is such an one as requires the advice and consent of the Senate, and, in 
the latter case, for their advice and consent should it be approved. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, Apn"l 9, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States.' 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate requesting me to cause 
to be laid before them a list of the names of the several agents of Indian 
affairs and of agents of Indian trading houses, with the pay and emolument 
of the agents, respectively, I now transmit a report from the Secretary of 
War, which contains the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL IO, 1818. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate respecting the supplies 
of the Northwestern army, within certain periods therein specified, by 
contractors, commissaries, and agents, and the expense thereby incurred, 
I now transmit to them a report from the Secretary of War, which, with 
the documents accompanying it, will afford the information required . . 
M P-vor. n-3 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, April I5, I8I8. 
To the H~use of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
rnth instant, relative to the capture and imprisonment of certain persons, 
citizens of the United States, therein specifically mentioned, I now trans-
mit a report from the Secretary of State, which, with the documents ac-
companying it, embraces the objects contemplated by the said resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, April 20, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I transmit to the Senate a copy of the rules, regulations, and instruc-
tions for the naval service of the United States, prepared by the Board 
of Navy Commissioners in obedience to an act of Congress passed 7th of 
February, 1815, entitled "An act to alter and amend the several acts for 




BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the lieutenant-governor, council, and assembly 
of His Britannic Majesty's Province of Nova Scotia, passed in the year 
1816, it was, among other things, enacted that from and after the 1st 
day of May of that year '' no plaster of paris, otherwise called gypsum, 
which should be laden or put on board any ship or vessel at any port or 
place within the limits of the said Province to be transported from thence 
to any other port or place within or without the said limits should, di-
.rectly or indirectly, be unladen or landed or put on shore at any port or 
place in the United States of America eastward of Boston, in the State 
of Massachusetts, nor unladen or put on board any American ship, vessel, 
boat, or shallop of any description at any port or place eastward of Bos-
ton aforesaid, under the penalty of the forfeiture of every such ship or 
vessel from which any such plaster of paris, or gypsum, should be unladen 
contrary to the provision of the said act, together with her boats, tackle, 
apparel, and furniture, to be eized and prosecuted in the manner therein-
after mentioned;" and 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the Uuited States passed on the 
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?,!i. day of March, 1817, it was enacted that from and after the 4th day 
of July then next no plaster of paris the production of any country or 
its · dependencies from which the vessels of the United States were not 
permitted to bring the same article should be imported into the United 
States in any foreign vessel, and that all plaster of paris imported or 
attempted to be imported into the United States contrary to the true 
intent and meaning of the said act of Congress, -and the vessel in which 
the same might be imported or attempted to be imported, together with 
the cargo, tackle, apparel, and furniture, should be forfeited to the United 
States and liable to be seized, prosecuted, and condemned in the manner 
therein prescribed; and 
Whereas by the said act of Congress it was further enacted that the 
same should continue and be in force five years from January 31, 1817; 
provided, nevertheless, that if any foreign nation or its dependencies 
which at the time of the passage of the said act of Congress had in force 
regulations on the subject of the trade in plaster of paris prohibiting the 
exportation thereof to certain ports of the United States should discon-
tinue such regulations, the President of the United States was thereby 
authorized to declare that fact by his proclamation, and the restrictions 
imposed by the said act of Congress should from the date of such procla-
mation cease and be discontinued in relation to the nation or its depend-
encies discontinuing such regulations; and 
Whereas an act of the lieutenant-governor, council, and assembly of 
His Britannic Majesty's Province of Nova Scotia, repealing the above-
mentioned act of the said Province, passed in the year 1816, has been 
officially communicated by his said Majesty's envoy extraordinary and 
minister plenipotentiary to this Government; and 
Whereas by the said repealing act of the said Province of Nova Scotia, 
one of the dependencies of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ire-
land, the regulations at the time of the passage of the said act of Congress 
in force in the said Province on the subject of the trade in plaster of paris, 
prohibiting the exportation thereof to certain ports of the United States, 
have been and are discontinued: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States of 
America, do by this my proclamation declare that fact, and that the re-
strictions imposed by the said act of Congress do from the date hereof 
cease and are discontinued in relation to His Britannic Majesty's said 
Province of Nova Scotia. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 23d day of 
April, A. D. 1818, and in the forty-second year of the Independence of 
the United States. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas an arrangement was entered into at the city of Washington 
in the month of April, A. D. 1817, between Richard Rush, esq., at that 
time acting as Secretary for the Department of State of the United States, 
for and in behalf of the Government of the United States, and the Right 
Honorable Charles Bagot, His Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary 
and minister plenipotentiary, for and in behalf of His Britannic Majesty, 
which arrangement is in the words following, to wit: 
The naval force to be maintained upon the American lakes by His Majesty and the 
Government of the United States shall henceforth be confined to the following ves-
sels on each side; that is-
On Lake Ontario, to one vessel not exceeding roo torts burden and armed with 
one r8-pound cannon. 
On the upper lakes, to two vessels not exceeding like burden each and armed 
with like force. 
On the waters of Lake Champlain, to one vessel not exceeding like burden and 
armed with like force. 
All other armed vessels on these lakes shall be forthwith dismantled, and no other 
vessels of war shall be there built or armed. 
If either party should hereafter be desirous of annulling this stipulation, and 
should give notice to that effect to the other party, it shall cease to be binding after 
the expiration of six months from the date of such notice. 
The naval force so to be limited shall be restricted to such services as will in no 
respect interfere with the proper duties of the armed vessels of the· other party. 
And whereas the Senate of the United States have approved of the said 
arrangement and recommended that it should be carried into effect, the 
same having also received the sanction of His Royal Highness the Prince 
Regent, acting in the name and on the behalf of His Britannic Majesty: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States, do 
by this my proclamation make known and declare that the arrangement 
aforesaid and every stipulation thereof has been duly entered int0, con-
cluded, and confirmed, and is of full force and effect. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 28th day of 
April, A. D. 1818, and of the Independence of the United States the 
forty-second. , JAMES MONROE. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUI CY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
BY THE PRESIDE T OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMATIO . 
·whereas it appears by a proclamation of the lieutenant-governor of 
His Britannic aje ty's Province of ew Brunswick bearing date the 
Ioch day of pril last, and officially communicated by his envoy extraor-
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dinary and minister plenipotentiary residing in the United States to this 
Government, that the regulations on the subject of the trade in plaster of 
paris, prohibiting the exportation thereof to certain ports of the United 
States, which were in force in the said Province at the time of the enact-
ment of the act of the Congress of the United States entitled "An act to 
regulate the trade in plaster of paris," passed on the 3d day of March, 
1817, have been and are discontinued: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United- States, do 
hereby declare that fact, and that the restrictions imposed by the said 
act of Congress shall from the date hereof cease and be discontinued in 
relation to the said Province of New Brunswick. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 4th day of July, 
A. D. 1818, and in th~ forty-third year of the Independence of the United 
States. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
Bv THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 3d of 
March, 1815, so much of the several acts imposing duties on the ships 
and vessels and on goods, wares, and merchandise imported into the 
United States as imposed a discriminating duty of tonnage between for-
eign vessels and vessels of the United States and between goods imported 
into the United States in foreign vessels and vessels of the United States 
were repealed so far as the same respected the produce or manufacture 
of the nation to which such foreign ship or vessel might belong, such 
repeal to take effect in favor of any foreign nation whenever the Presi-
dent of the United States should be satisfied that the discriminating or 
countervailing duties of such foreign nation so far as they operate to the 
disadvantage of the United States have been abolished; and 
Whereas satisfactory proof has been received by me from the burgo-
masters and senators of the free and Hanseatic city of Bremen that from 
and after the 12th day of May, 1815, all discriminating or countervailing 
duties of the said city so far as they operated to the disadvantage of the 
United States have been and are aboli~ed: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several 
acts imposing duties on the tonnage of ships and vessels and on goods, 
wares, and merchandise imported into the United States as imposed a 
discriminating duty of tonnage between vessels of the free and Hanseatic 
city of Bremen and vessels of the United States and between goods 
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imported into the United States in vessels of Bremen 'and vessels of the 
United States are repealed so far as the same respect the produce or 
manufacture of the said free Hanseatic city of Bremen. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 24th day of 
July, A. D. 1818, and the forty-third year of the Independenc~ of the 
United States. JAMES MONROE. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMA;'ION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 3d of 
March, 1815, so much of the several acts imposing duties on the ships 
and vessels and on goods, wares, and merchandise imported into the 
United States as imposed a discriminating duty of tonnage between for-
eign vessels and vessels of the United States and between goods imported 
into the United States in foreign vessels and vessels of the United States 
were repealed so far as the same respected the produce or manufacture 
of the nation to which such foreign ship or vessel might belong, such 
repeal to take effect in favor of any foreign nation whenever the Presi-
dent of the United States should be satisfied that the discriminating or 
countervailing duties of such foreign nation so far as they operate to the 
disadvantage of the United States have been abolished; and 
Whereas satisfactory proof has been received by me from the burgo-
masters and senators of the free and Hanseatic city of Hamburg that 
from and after the 13th day of November, 1815, all discriminating and 
countervailing duties of the said city so far as they operated to the dis-
advantage of the United States have been and are abolished: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the _several 
acts imposing duties on the tonnage of ships and vessels and on goods, 
wares, and merchandise imported into the United States as imposed a 
di criminating duty of tonnage between vessels of the free and Hanseatic 
city of Hamburg and vessels of the United States and between goods im-
ported into the United tates in vessels of Hamburg and vessels of the 
nited States are repealed so far as the same respect the produce 01 
manufacture of the aid free Hanseatic city of Hamburg. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 1st day of August, 
. D. 1818, and the forty-third year of the Independence of the UnitPd 
tate. JAMES MO ROE. 
By the Pre ident: 
Jou Q I CY DAMS, 
Secretary o.f State. 
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SECOND ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
NOVEMBER 16, 1818. 
Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and of the House of Representatives: 
Tb.e auspicious circumstances under which you will commence the 
duties of the present session will lighten the burdens inseparable from 
the high trust committed to you. The fruits of the earth have been 
unusually abundant, commerce has flourished, the revenue has exceeded 
the most favorable anticipation, and peace and ami.ty are preserved with 
foreign nations on conditions just and honorable to our country. For 
these inestimable blessings we can not but be grateful to that Providence 
which watches over the destiny of nations. 
As the term limited for the operation of the commercial convention 
with Great Britain will expire early in the month of July next, and it 
was deemed important that there should be no interval during which 
that portion of our commerce which was provided for by that convention 
should not be regulated, either by arrangement between the two Govern-
ments or by the authority of Congress, the minister of the United States 
at London was instructed early in the last summer to invite the atten-
tion of the British Government to the subject, with a view to that object. 
He was instructed to propose also that the negotiation which it was 
wished to open might extend to the general commerce of the two coun-
tries, and to every other interest and unsettled difference between them, 
particularly those relating to impressment, the :fisheries, and boundaries, 
in the hope that an arrangement might be made on principles of recipro-
cal advantage which might comprehend and provide in a satisfactory 
manner for all these high concerns. I have the satisfaction to state that 
the proposal. was received by the British Government in the spirit which 
prompted it, and that a negotiation has been opened at London embra-
cing all these objects. On full consideration of the great extent and mag-
nitude of the trust it was thought proper to commit it to not less than 
two of our distinguished citizens, and in consequence the envoy extraor-
dinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States at Paris ha; been 
associated with our envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at 
London, to both of whom corresponding instructions have been given, 
and they are now engaged in the discharge of its duties. It is proper to 
add that to prevent any inconvenience resulting from the delay incident 
to a negotiation on so many important subjects it was agreed before enter-
ing on it that the existing convention should be continued for a term not 
less than eight years. 
Our relations with Spain remain nearly in--the state in which they 
were at the close of the last session. The convention of 1802, providing 
for the adjustment of a certain portion of the claims of our citizens for 
injuries sustained by spoliation, and so long suspended by the Spanish 
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Government, has at length been ratified by it, but no arrangement has 
yet been made for the payment of another portion of like claims, not less 
extensive or well founded, or for other classes of claims, or for the settle-
ment of boundaries. These subjects have again been brought under 
consideration in both countries, but no agreement has been entered into 
respecting them. In the meantime events have occurred which clearly 
prove the ill effect of the policy which that Government has so long pur-
sued on the friendly relations of the two countries, which it is presumed 
is at least of as much importance to Spain as to the United States to 
maintain. A state of things has existed in the Floridas the tendency of 
which has been obvious to all who have paid the slightest attention to the 
progress of affairs in that quarter. Throughout the whole of those Prov-
inces to which the Spanish title extends the Government of Spain has 
scarcely been felt. Its authority has been confined almost exclusively to 
the walls of Pensacola and St. Augustine, within which only small garri-
sons have been maintained. Adventurers from every country, fugitives 
frotn justice, and absconding slaves have found an asylum there. Several 
tribes of Indians, strong in the number of their warriors, remarkable for 
their ferocity, and whose settlements extend to our limits, inhabit those 
Provinces. These different hordes of people, connected together, disre-
garding on the one side the authority of Spain, and protected on the other 
by an imaginary line which separates Florida from the United States, have 
violated our laws prohibiting the introduction of slaves, have practiced 
various frauds on our revenue, and committed every kind of outrage on 
our peaceable citizens which their proximity to us enabled them to per-
petrate. The invasion of Amelia Island last year by a small band of 
adventurers, not exceeding 150 in number, who wrested it from the in-
considerable Spanish force stationed there, and held it several months, 
during which a single feeble effort only was made to recover it, which 
failed, clearly proves how completely extinct the Spanish authority had 
become, as the conduct of those adventurers while in possession of the 
island as distinctly shows the pernicious purposes for which their combi-
nation had been formed. 
This country had, in fact, become the theater of every species of law-
less adventure. With little population of its own, the Spanish authority 
almost extinct, and the colonial governments in a state of revolution, hav-
ing no pretension to it, and sufficiently employed in their own concerns, it 
was in a great measure derelict, and the object of cupidity to every adven-
turer. A system of buccaneering was rapidly organizing over it which 
m naced in its consequences the lawful commerce of every nation, and 
particularly of the United States, while it presented a temptation to every 
people, on whose seduction its success principally depended. In regard to 
the nited tates, the pernicious effect of this unlawful combination was 
not confined to the ocean; the Indian tribes have constituted the effective 
force in Florida. With these tribes these adventurers had formed at an 
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early period a connection with a view to avail themselves of that force to 
promote their own projects of accumulation and aggrandizement. It 1s 
to the interference of some of these adventurers, in misrepresenting the 
claims and titles of the Indians to land and in practicing on their savage 
propensities, that the Seminole war is principally to be traced. Men who 
thus connect themselves with savage communities and stimulate them 
to war, which is always attended on their part with acts of barbarity the 
most shocking, deserve to be viewed in a worse light than the savages. 
They would certainly have no claim to an immunity from the punishment 
which, according to the rules of warfare practiced by the savages, might 
justly be inflicted on the savages themselves. 
If the embarrassments of Spain prevented her from making an indem-
nity to our citizens for so long a time from her treasury for their losses 
by spoliation and otherwise, it was always in her power to have provided 
it by the cession of this territory. Of this her Government has been re-
peatedly apprised, and the cession was the more to have been anticipated 
as Spain must have known that in ceding it she would in effect cede what 
had become of little value to her, and would likewise relieve herself from 
the important obligation secured by the treaty of 1795 and all other com-
promitments respecting it. If the United States, from consideration of 
these embarrassments, declined pressing their claims in a spirit of hostil-
ity, the motive ought at least to have been duly appreciated by the Gov-
ernment of Spain. It is well known to her Government that other powers 
have made to the United States an indemnity for like losses sustained by 
their citizens at the same epoch. 
There is nevertheless a limit beyond which this spirit of amity and for-
bearance can in no instance be justified. If it was proper to rely on 
amicable negotiation for an indemnity for losses, it would not have been 
so to have permitted the inability of Spain to fulfill her engagements and 
to sustain her authority in the Floridas to be perverted by foreign adven-
turers and savages to purposes so destructive to the lives of our fellow-
citizens and the highest interests of the United States. The right of self-
defense never ceases. It is among the most sacred, and alike necessary 
to nations and to individuals, and whether the attack be made by Spain 
herself or by those who abuse her power, its obligation is not the less 
strong. The invaders of Amelia Island .had assumed a popular and re-
spected title under which they might approach and wound us. As their 
object was distinctly seen, and the duty imposed on the Executive by an 
existing law was profoundly felt, that mask was not permitted to protect 
them. It was thought incumbent on the United States to suppress the 
establishment, and if was accordingly done. The combination in Florida 
for the unlawful purposes stated, the acts perpetrated by that combina-
tion, and, above all, the incitement of the Indians to massacre our fellow-
citizens of every age and of both sexes, merited a like treatment and re-
ceived it. In pursuing these savages to an imaginary line in the woods 
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it would have been the height of folly to have suffered that line to pro-
tect them. Had that been done the war could never cease. Even if the 
territory had been exclusively that of Spain and her power complete over 
it, we had a right by the law of nations to follow the enemy on it and 
to subdue him there. But the territory belonged, in a certain sense at 
least, to the savage enemy who inhabited it; the power of Spain had 
ceased to exist over it, and protection was sought under her title by those 
who had committed on our citizens hostilities which she was bound by 
treaty to have prevented, but had not the power to prevent. To have 
stopped at that line would have given new encouragement to these sav-
ages and new vigor to the whole combination existing there in the pros-
ecution of all its pernicious purposes. 
In suppressing the establishment at Amelia Island no unfriendliness 
was manifested toward Spain, because the post was taken from a force 
which had wrested it from her. The measure, it is true, was not adopted 
in concert with the Spanish Government or those in authority under it, 
because in transactions connected with the war in which Spain and the 
colonies are engaged it was thought proper in doing justice to the United 
States to maintain a strict impartiality toward both the belligerent par-
ties without consulting or acting in concert with either. It gives me 
pleasure to state that the Governments.of Buenos Ayres and Venezuela, 
whose names were assumed, have explicitly disclaimed all participation 
in those measures, and even the knowledge of them until communicated 
by this Government, and have also expressed their satisfaction that a 
course of proceedings had been suppressed which if justly imputable to 
them would dishonor their cause. 
In authorizing Major-General Jackson to enter Florida in pursuit of 
the Seminoles care was taken not to encroach on the rights of Spain. I 
regret to have to add that in executing this order facts were disclosed 
respecting the conduct of the officers of Spain in authority there in en-
couraging the war, furnishing munitions of war and other supplies to 
carry it on, and in other acts not less marked which evinced their par-
ticipation in the hostile purposes of that combination and justified the 
confidence with which it inspired the savages that by those officers they 
would be protected. A conduct so incompatible with the friendly rela-
tions existing between the two countries, particularly with the positive 
obligation of the fifth article of the treaty of 1795, by which Spain was 
bound to restrain, even by force, those savages from acts of hostility 
against the nited tates, could not fail to excite surprise. The com-
manding general was convinced that he should fail in his object, that he 
should in effect accompli h nothing, if he did not deprive those savages 
of the resource on which they had calculated and of the protection on 
which they had relied in making the war. As all the documents relat-
ing to this occurrence will be laid before Congress, it is not necessary to 
11 tcr into further detail respecting it. 
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)tJthough the reasons which induced Major-General Jackson to take 
these posts were duly appreciated, there was nevertheless no hesitation 
in deciding on the course which it became the Government to pursue. 
As there was reason to believe that the commanders of these posts had 
violated their instructions, there was no disposition to impute to their 
Government a conduct so unprovoked and hostile. An order was in con-
sequence issued to the general in command there to deliver the posts-
Pensacola unconditionally to any person duly authorized to receive it, and 
St. Marks, which is in the heart of the Indian country, on the arrival of 
a competent force to defend it against those savages and their associates. 
In entering Florida to suppress this combination no idea was enter-
tained of hostility to Spain, and however justifiable the commanding 
general was, in consequence of the misconduct of the Spanish officers, in 
entering St. Marks and Pensacola to terminate it by proving to the sav-
ages and their associates that they should not be protected even there, 
yet the amic~ble relations existing between the United States and Spain 
could not be altered by that act alone. By ordering the restitution of the 
posts those relations were preserved. To a change of them the power 
of the Executive is deemed incompetent; it is vested in Congress only. _ 
By this measure, so promptly taken, due respect was shown to the Gov-
ernment of Spain. The misconduct of her officers has not been imputed 
to her. She was enabled to review with candor her relations with the 
United States and her own situation, particularly in respect to the terri-
tory in que~tion, with the dangers inseparable from it, and regarding the 
losses we have sustained for which indemnity has been so long withheld, 
and the injuries we have suffered through that territory, and her means 
of redress, she was likewise enabled to take with honor the course best cal-
culated to Jo justice to the United States and to promote her own welfare. 
Copies uf the instructions to the commanding general, of his corre-
spondence with the Secretary of War, explaining his motives and justi- · 
fying his conduct, with a copy of the proceedings of the courts-martial in 
the trial of Arbuthnot and Ambristie, and of the correspondence between 
the Secr<::tary of State and the minister plenipotentiary of Spain near this 
Government, and of the minister plenipotentiary of the United States at 
Madrid with the Government of Spain, will be laid before Congress. 
The civil war which has so long prevailed between Spain and th~ 
Provir:i.ces in South America still continues, without any prospect of its 
speedy termination. The information respecting the condition nf those 
countries which has been collected by the commissioners recently returned 
fro1n thence will be laid before Congress in copies of their reports, with 
such other information as has been received from other agents of the 
United States. 
It appears from these communications that the Government at Buenos 
Ayres declared itself independent in July, 1816, having previously exer-
cised the power of an independent government, though in the name of the 
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King of Spain, from the year 18ro; that the Banda Oriental, Entre Rios, 
and Paraguay, with the city of Santa Fee, all of which are also inde-
pendent, are unconnected with the present Government of Buenos Ayres; 
that Chili has declared itself independent and is closely connected with 
Buenos Ayres; that Venezuela has also declared itself independent, and 
now maintains the conflict with various success; and that the remaining 
parts of South America, except Monte Video and such other portions of 
the eastern bank of the La Plata as are held by Portugal, are still in the 
possession of Spain or in a certain degree under her influence. 
By a circular note addressed by the ministers of Spain to the allied 
powers, with whom they are respectively accredited, it appears that the 
allies have undertaken to mediate between Spain and the South American 
Provinces, and that the manner and extent of their interposition would be 
settled by a congress which was to have met at Aix-la-Chapelle in Sep-
tember last. From the general policy and course of proceeding observed 
by the allied powers in regard to this contest it is inferred that they will 
confine their interposition to the expression of their sentiments, abstain-
ing from the application of force. I state this impression that force will 
not be applied with the greater satisfaction -because it is a course more 
consistent with justice and likewise authorizes a hope that the calamities 
of the war will be confined to the parties only, and will be of shorter 
duration. 
From the view taken of this subject, founded on all the information 
that we have been able to obtain, there is good cause to be satisfied with 
the course heretofore pursued by the United States in regard to this con-
test, and to conclude that it is proper to adhere to it, especially in the 
present state of affairs. 
I have great satisfaction in stating that our relations with France, Rus-
sia, and other powers continue on the most friendly basis. 
In our domestic concerns we have ample cause of satisfaction. The 
receipts into the Treasury during the three first quarters of the year have 
exceeded $17,000,000. 
After satisfying all the demands which have been made under existing 
appropriations, including the final extinction of the old 6 per cent stock 
and the redemption of a moiety of the Louisiana debt, it is estimated that 
there will remain in the Treasury on the 1st day of January next more 
than $2,000,000. 
It is ascertained that the gross revenue which has accrued from the 
customs during the same period amounts to $21,000,000, and that the 
revenue of the whol year may be estimated at not less than $26,000,000. 
The sale of the public lands during the year has also greatly exceeded, ' 
both in quantity and price, that of any former year, and there is just rea-
on to expect a progressive improvement in that source of revenue. 
It is gratifying to know that although the annual expenditure has been 
increased by the act of the last session of Congress providing for Revolu-
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tionary pensions to an amount about equal to the proceeds of the internal 
duties which were then repealed, the revenue for the ensuing year will 
be proportionally augmented, and that whilst the public expenditure will 
probably remain stationary, each successive year will add to the national 
resources by the ordinary increase of our population and by the gradual 
development of our latent sources of national prosperity. 
The strict execution of the revenue laws, resulting principally from 
the salutary provisions of the act of the 20th of April last amending the 
several collection laws, has, it is presumed, secured to domestic manufac-
tures all the relief that · can be derived from the duties which have been 
imposed upon foreign merchandise for their protection. Under the influ-
ence of this relief several branches of this important national interest have 
assumed greater activity, and although it is hopea that others will gradu-
ally revive and ultimately triumph over every obstacle, yet the expediency 
of granting further protection is submitted to your consideration. 
The measures of defense authorized by existing laws have been pur-
sued with the zeal and activity due to so important an object, and with all 
the dispatch practicable in so extensive and great an undertaking. The 
survey of our maritime and inland frontiers has been continued, and at 
the points where it was decided to erect fortifications the work has been 
commenced, and in some instances considerable progress has been made. 
In compliance with resolutions of the last.session, the Board of Commis-
sione~s were directed to examine in a particular manner the parts of the 
coast therein designated and to report their opinion of the most suitable 
sites for two naval depots. This work is in a train of execution. The 
opinion of the Board on this subject, with a plan of all the works neces-
sary to a general system of defense so far as it has been formed, will be 
laid before Congress in a report from the proper department as soon as it 
can be prepared. 
In conformity with the appropriations of the last session, treaties have 
been formed with the Quapaw tribe of Indians, inhabiting the country on 
the Arka.nsaw, and with the Great a;id Little Osages north of the White 
River; with the tribes in the State of Indiana; with the several tribes 
within the State of Ohio and the Michigan Territory, and with the Chick-
asaws, by which very extensive cessions of territory have been made to 
the United States. Negotiations are now depending with the tribes in 
the Illinois Territory and with the Choctaws, by which it is expected that 
other extensive cessions will be made. I take great interest in stating 
that the cessions already made, which are considered so important to the 
United States, have been obtained on conditions very satisfactory to the 
Indians. 
With a view to the security of our inland frontiers, it has been thought 
expedient to establish strong posts at the mouth of Yellow Stone River 
and at the Mandan village on the Missouri, and at the mouth of St. Peters 
on the Mississippi, at no great distance from our northern boundaries. It 
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can hardly be presumed while such posts are maintained in the rear of the 
Indian tribes that they will venture to attack our peaceable inhabitants. 
A strong hope is entertained that this measure will likewise be productive 
of much good to the tribes themselves, especially in promoting the great 
object of their civilization. Experience has clearly demonstrated that 
independent savage communities can not long exist within the limits of 
a civilized population. The progress of the latter has almost invariably 
terminated in the extinction of the former, especially of the tribes belong-
ing to our portion of this hemisphere,.among whom loftiness of sentiment 
and gallantry in action have been conspicuous. To civilize them, and even 
to prevent their extinction, it seems to be indispensable that their inde-
pendence as communities should cease, and that the control of the United 
States over them should be complete and undisputed. The hunter state 
will then be more easily abandoned, and recourse will be had to the acqui-
sition and culture of land and to other pursuits tending to dissolve the ties 
which connect them together as a savage community and to give a new 
character to every individual. I present this subject to the consideration 
of Congress on the presumption that it may be found expedient and prac-
ticable to adopt some benevolent provisions, having these objects in view, 
relative to the tribes within our settlements. 
It has been necessary during the present year to maintain a strong 
naval force in the Mediterrane'.3-n and iri the Gulf of Mexico, and to send 
some public ships along the southern coast and to the Pacific Ocean. By 
these means amicable relations with the Barbary Powers have been pre-
served, our commerce has been protected, and our rights respected. The 
augmentation of our Navy is advancing with a steady progress toward 
the limit contemplated by law. 
I communicate with great satisfaction the accession of another State 
(Illinois) to our Union, because I perceive from the proof afforded by the 
addition already made the regular progress and sure consummation of a 
policy of which history affords no example, and of which the good effect 
can not be too highly estimated. By extending our Government on the 
principles of our Constitution over the vast territory within our limits, 
on the Lakes an 1 the Mississippi and its numerous streams, new life and 
vigor are infu ed into every part of our system. By increasing the num-
ber of the tates the confidence of the State governments in their own 
ecurity i increa ed and their jealousy of the National Government pro-
portionally diminished. The impracticability of one consolidated govern-
ment for this great and growing nation will be more apparent and will be 
univer ally admitted. Incapable of exercising local authority except for 
general purpo e , the General Government will no longer be dreaded. 
In tho e case of a local nature and for all the great purposes for which 
it was in tituted its authority will be cherished. Each government will 
acquire new force and a greater freedom of action within its proper sphere. 
Other inestimable advantages will follow. Our produce will be aug-
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mented to an incalculable amount in articles of the -greatest value for 
domestic use and foreign commerce. Our navigation will in like degree 
be increased, and as the shipping of the Atlantic States will be employed 
in the transportation of the vast produce of the Western country, even 
those parts of the United States which are most remote from each other 
will be further bound together by the strongest ties which mutual interest 
can create. 
The situation of this District, it is thought, requires the attention of Con-
gress. By the Constitution the power of legislation is exclusively vested 
in the Congress of the United States. In the exercise of this power, in 
which the people have no participation, Congress legislate in all cases 
directly on the local concerns of the District. As this is a departure, for 
a special purpose, from the general principles of our system, it may merit 
consideration whether an arrangement better adapted to the principles of 
our Government and to the particular interests of the people may not be 
devised which will neither infringe the Constitution nor affect the object 
which the provision in question was intended to secure. The growing 
population, already considerable, and the increasing business of the Dis-
trict, which it is believed already interferes with the deliberations of 
Congress on great national concerns, furnish additional motives for rec-
ommending this subject to yorir consideration. · 
When we view the great blessings with which our country_ has been 
favored, those which we now enjoy, and the means which we possess of 
handing them down unimpaired to our latest posterity, our attention is 
irresistibly drawn to the source from whence they flow. Let us, then, 
unite in offering our most grateful acknowledgments for these blessings 
to the Divine Author of All Good. 
JAMES MONROE. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
NOVEMBER 30, 1818. 
I lay before the Senate, for their advice and consent, the several trea-
ties which have recently been made with the Chickasaws, the Quapaws,-
the Wyandot , Seneca, Delaware, Shawnese, Potawatamies, Ottawas, and 
Chippewas, the Peoria, Kaskaskias, Mitchigamia, Cahokia, and Tamarois, 
the Great and Little Osages, the Weas, Potawatamies, Delaware and 
Miami, the Wyandot,· and the four Pawnees tribes of Indians. 
By reference to the journal of the commissioners it appears that George 
and Levi Colbert have bargained and sold to the United States the res-
ervations made to them by the treaty of September, 1816, and that a 
deed· of trust of the same has been made by them to James Jackson, of 
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Nashville. I would therefore suggest, in case the Chickasaw treaty be 
approved by the Senate, the propriety of providing by law for the pay-
ment of the sum stipulated to be given to them for their reservations. 
JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 2, 1818. 
To the Senate if the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate copies of such of the documents referred 1:D 
in the message of the 17th of last month as have been prepared since 
that period. They contain a copy of the reports of Mr. Rodney and Mr. 
Graham, two of the commissioners to South America, who returned first 
from the mission, and of the papers connected with those reports. They 
also present a full view of the operations of our troops employed in the 
Seminole war in Florida. 
It would have been gratifying to me to have communicated with the: 
message all the documents referred to in it, but as two of our commis-
sioners from South America made their reports a few days only before 
the meeting of Congress and the third on the day of its meeting, it was 
impossible to transmit at that time more than one copy of the two reports 
first made. 
The residue of the documents will be communicated as soon as they 
are prepared. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December 2, I8I8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of 25th of last month, 
requesting to be furnished with such information as may be possessed by 
the Executive touching the execution of so much of the first articlt.? of 
the late treaty of peace and amity between His Britannic Majesty and the 
United States as relates to the restitution of slaves, and which has not 
heretofore been communicated, I lay before the Senate a report made by 
the Secretary of State on the 1st instant in relation to that subject. 
JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 2, 1818. 
To the House of Representatives of tlze United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives copies of such documents 
referred to in the message of the 17th ultimo as have been prepared ince 
that period. They present a full view of the operations of our troops 
employed in the eminole war who entered Florida. 
The re idue of the documents, v hich are v ry voluminous, ~,ill be trans-
mitted as n as they can b prepared. 
JAME M ,. ROE. 
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DECEMBER 12, r8r8. 
To the House of Representatives of the United Stq,tes: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the r oth instant, I transmit a report of the Secretary of War, with copies of 
the correspondence between the governor of Georgia and Major-General 
Andrew Jackson on the subject of the arrest of Captain Obed Wright. 
JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 29, r8r8. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I lay before the Senate, for their consideration, a convention, signed at 
London on the 20th of October last, between the United States and Great 
Britain, together with the documents showing the course and progress of 
the negotiation. I have to request that these documents, which are origi-
nal, may be returned when the Senate shall have acted on the convention. 
JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 31, r8r8. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
24th instant, requesting me to lay before it '' copies of the correspond-
ence, if any, between the Department ~£War and the governor of Georgia, 
in answer to the letter of the latter to the former'dated on the rst of June 
of the present year, communicated to the House on the_ r'2th instant; and 
also the correspondence, if any, between the Department of War and Gen-
eral Andrew Jackson, in answer to the letter of the latter of the date 7th 
May, 1818, also communicated to the House on the 12th instant," I trans-
mit a report from the Secretary of War, with a copy of an extract of a 
letter from Major Van De Venter, chief clerk in the Department of War, 
in reply to General Jackson's 1,etter of the 7th of May, r8r8. 
• JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 31, r8r8. 
To the House of Representatz"ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
7th instant, requesting me to lay before it "the proceedings which have 
been had under the act entitled 'An act for the gradual increase of the 
Navy of the United States,' specifying the number of ships which have 
been put on the stocks, and of what class, and the quantity and kind of 
materials which have been procured in compliance with the provisions of 
said act; and also the sums of money which have been paid out of the 
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fund created by the said act, and for what objects; and likewise the con-
tracts which have been entered into in execution of said act on which 
moneys may not yet have been advanced," I transmit a report from the 
Acting Secretary of the Navy, together with a communication from the 
Board of Navy Commissioners, which, with the documents accompanying 
it, comprehends all the information required by the House of Representa-
tives. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 4, I8I9. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress a proclamation, dated the 22d of last month, of 
the convention made and concluded at Madrid between the plenipoten-
tiaries of the United States and His Catholic Majesty on the 11th of 
August, 1802, the ratifications of which were not exchanged until the 
21st ultimo, together with the translation of a letter from the minister 
of Spain to the Secretary of State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
JANUARY 4, 1819. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, in pursuance of their resolution of the 30th 
of last month, requesting to be furnished with the instructions, includ-
ing that of the 28th of July, 1818, to the plenipotentiaries of the United 
States who negotiated the convention with His Britannic Majesty signed 
on the 20th day of October in the same year, copies of all these instruc-
tions, including that particularly referred to. 
JAMES MONROE. 
JANUARY II, 1819. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 5th instant, re-
questing me '' to cause to be laid before it a statement of the effective 
force composing the military establishment of the United States; also a 
statement of the different posts and garrisons at and within which troops 
are stationed, and the actual number of officers, noncommissioned officers, 
and privates at each post and garrison, respectively; also to designate in 
such statement the number of artillerists and the number and caliber of 
ordnance at each of the said posts and garrisons,'' I transmit a report 
from the ecretary of War, which, with the documents accompanying it, 
contains all the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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JANUARY 29, 1819. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives, in compliance with their 
resolution of the 4th of this month, a report from the Secretary of State 
concerning the applications which have been made by any of the inde-
pendent Governments of South America to have a minister or consul-
general accredited by the Government of the United States, with the 
answers of this Government to the applications addressed to it. 
JAMES MONROE. 
JANUARY 30, 1819. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
18th instant, requesting me to cause any information not already commu-
nicated to be laid before the House whether Amelia Island, St. Marks, 
and Pensacola yet remain in the possession of the United States, and, if 
so, by what laws the inhabitants are governed; whether articles imported 
therein froni foreign countries are subject to any, and what, duties, and 
by what laws, and whether the said uuties are collected and how; whether 
vessels arriving in the United States from Pensacola and Amelia Island, 
and in Pensacola and Amelia Island from the United States, respectively, 
are considered and treated as vessels arriving from foreign countries, I 
transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, and likewise one 
from the Secretary of War, which will afford all the information requested 
by the House of Representatives. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
F EBRUARY 2, 1819. 
I nominate John Overton, Newton Cannon, and Robert Weakly, of Ten-
nessee, as commissioners to negotiate with the Chickasaw tribe of Indians 
for the cession of a tract of land 4 miles square, including a salt spring, 
reserved to the said tribe by the fourth article of a treaty concluded with 
the said Indians on the 19th day of October, 1818. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the S enate of the United States: 
FEBRUARY 2, 1819. 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 13th of last month, 
requesting me "to cause to be laid before it a statement showing the 
measures that have been taken to collect the balances stated to be due 
from the several supervisors and collectors of the old direct tax of two 
millions; also a similar statement of the balances due from the officers of 
i'l'ue 014 internal revenue, and to designate in such statement the persons 
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who have been interested in the collection of the said debts and the sums 
by them respectively collected, and the time when the same were col-
lected,'' I transmit a report of the Secretary of the Treasury, which, with 
the documents accompanying it, contains all the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 3, I8I9. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I communicate to Congress copies of ' applications received from the 
minister of Great Britain in behalf of certain British subjects who have 
suffered in their property by proceedings to which the United States by 
their military and judicial officers have been parties. These injuries have 
been sustained under circumstances which appear to recommend strongly 
to the attention of Congress the claim to indemnity for the losses occa-
sioned by them, which the legislative authority is alone competent to 
provide. JAMES MONROE. 
FEBRUARY 5, 1819. 
To the Senate ef the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the S~nate of the 25th of last month, 
requesting me '' to cause to be laid before it a copy of the rules and regu-
lations adopted for the government of the Military Academy at West 
Point; also how many cadets have been admitted into the Academy, the 
time of the resi~ence of each cadet at that institution, and how many of 
them have been appointed officers in the Army and Navy of the United 
States," I transmit a report from the Secretary of War, which, with the 
accompanying documents, will afford all the information required by the 
said resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 6, I8I9. 
To the Senate and House of Representatz'ves ef the Unz'fed States: 
I transmit to Congress a copy of a letter from Governor Bibb to Major-
General Jackson, connected with the late military operations in Florida. 
This letter has been mislaid, or it would have been communicated with 
the other documents at the commencement of the session. 
JAMES MONROE. 
FEBRUARY 6, 1819. 
To the Senate and House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress, for their consideration, applications which have 
been received from the minister resident of Prussia and from the senates 
of the free and Hanseatic cities of Hamburg and Bremen, the object of 
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which is that the advantages secured by the act of Congress of 20th of 
April last to the vessels and merchandise of the Nether lands should be 
extended to those of Prussia, Hamburg, and Bremen. It will appear from 
these documents that the vessels of the United States and the merchan-
dise laden in them are in. the ports of those Governments, respectively, 
entitled to the same advantages in respect to imposts and duties as those 
of the native subjects of the countries themselves. 
The principle of reciprocity appears to entitle them to the return of the 
same favor on the part of the United States, and I recommend it to Con-
gress that provision to that effect may be made. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To t!te Senate of the United State~: 
FEBRUARY 22, 1819. 
I transmit to the Senate a treaty of amity, settlement, and limits be-
tween the United States of America and His Catholic Majesty, concluded 
and signed this day, for the decision of the Senate as to its ratification. 
Copies of the correspondence between the Secretary of State and the 
minister from Spain connected with this subject since the renewal of the 
negotiation are likewise inclosed. 
I JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 26, I8I9. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
The treaty of amity, settlement, and limits between the United States 
and His Catholic Majesty haying been on the part of the United States rat-
ified, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, copies of it are 
now transmitted to Congress. As the ratification on the part of Spain may 
be expected to take place during the recess of Congress, I recommend to 
their consideration the adoption of such legislative measures contingent 
upon the event of the exchange of the ratifications as may be necessary 
or expedient for carrying the treaty into effect in the interval between 
the sessions, and until Congress at their next session may see fit to make 
further provision on the subject. · 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
MARCH 2, 1819. 
A convention having been concluded between John C. Calhoun, Sec-
retary of War, especially authorized therefor by me, and the chiefs and 
headmen of the Cherokee Nation of Indians, likewise duly authorized 
and empowered by said nation, I now lay the original instrument before 
the Senate for the exercise of its constitutional power respecting the rati-
fication thereof. 
JAMES MONROE . 
• 
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THIRD ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, December 7, I8I9. 
Fellow- C-it-izens of the Senate and of the House of Representat£ves: 
The public buildings being advanced to a stage to afford accommoda-
tion for Congress, I offer you my sincere congratulations on the recom-
mencement of your duties in the Capitol. 
In bringing to view the incidents most deserving attention which have 
occurred since your last session, I regret to have to state that several of 
our principal cities have suffered by sickness, that an unusual drought 
has prevailed in the Middle and Western States, and that a derangement 
has been felt in some of our moneyed institutions which has proportion- · 
ably affected their credit. I am happy, however, to have it in my power 
to assure you that the health of our cities is now completely restored; 
that the produce of the year, though less abundant than usual, will not 
only be amply sufficient for home consumption, but afford a large surplus 
for the supply of the wants of other nations', and that the derangement in 
the circulating paper medium, by being left to those remedies which its 
obvious causes suggested and the good sense and virtue of our fellow-
citizens supplied, has diminished. 
Having informed Congress, on the 27th of February last, that a treaty 
of amity, settlement, and limits had been concluded in this city between 
the United States and Spain, and ratified by the competent authorities 
of the former, full confidence was entertained that it would have been 
ratified by His Catholic Majesty with equal promptitude and a ~ike ear-
nest desire to terminate on the conditions of that treaty the differences 
which had so long existed between the two countries. Every view which 
the subject admitted of was thought to have justified this conclusion. 
Great losses had been sustained by citizens of the United States from 
Spanish cruisers more than twenty years before, which had not been re-
dressed. These losses had been acknowledged and provided for by a 
treaty as far back as the year 1802, which, although concluded at Madrid, 
was not then ratified by the Government of Spain, nor since, until the 
last year, when it was suspended by the late treaty, a more satisfactory 
provision to both parties, as was presumed, having been made for them. 
Other differences had arisen in this long interval, affecting their high-
est interests, which were likewise provided for by this last treaty. The 
treaty itself was formed on great consideration and a thorough knowledge 
of all circumstances, the subject-matter of every article having been for 
years under discussion and repeated references having been made by 
the minister of pain to his Government on the points respecting which 
the greatest difference of opinion prevailed. It was formed by a minister 
duly authoriz d for th purpose, who had represented his Government~ 
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the United States and been employed in this long-protracted negotiation 
several years, and who, it is not denied, kept strictly within the letter of 
his instructions. The faith of Spain was therefore pledged, under cir-
cumstances of peculiar force and solemnity, for its ratification. On the 
part of the United States this treaty was evidently acceded to in a spirit 
of conciliation and concession. The indemnity for injuries and losses so 
long before sustained, and now again acknowledged and provided for, 
was to be paid by them without becoming a charge on the treasury of 
Spain. For territory ceded by Spain other territory of great value, to 
which our claim was believed to be well founded, was ceded by the United 
States, and in a quarter more interesting to her. This cession was never-
theless received as the means of indemnifying our citizens in a consider-
able sum, the presumed amount of their losses. Other considerations of 
great weight urged the cession of this territory by Spain. It was sur-
rounded by the Territories of the United States on every side except on 
that of the ocean. Spain had lost her authorjty over it, and, falling into 
the hands of adventurers connected with the savages, it was made the 
means of unceasing annoyance and injuty to our Uniori' in many of its 
most essential interests. By this cession, then, Spain ceded a territory in 
reality of no value to her and obtained concessions of the highest im-
portance by the settlement of long-standing differences with the United , 
States affecting their respective claims and limits, and likewise relieved 
herself from the obligation of a treaty relatit?-g to it which she had failed 
to fulfill, and also from the responsibility incident to the most :flagrant 
and pernicious abuses of her rights wh~re she could not support her 
authority. 
It being known that the treaty was formed under these circumstances, 
not a doubt was entertained that His Catholic Majesty would have rati-
fied it without delay. I regret to have to state that this reasonable ex-
pectation has been disappointed; that the treaty was not ratified within 
the time stipulated and has not since been ratified. As it is important 
that the nature and character of this unexpected occurrence should be 
distinctly understood, I think it my duty to communicate to you all the 
facts and circumstances in my possession relating to it. 
Anxious to prevent all future disagreement with Spain by giving the 
most prompt effect to the treaty which had been thus concluded, and par-
ticularly by the establishment of a government in Florida which should 
preserve order there, the minister of the United States who had been re-
cently appointed to His Catholic Majesty, and to whom the ratification 
by his Government had been committed to be exchanged for that of 
Spain, was instructed to transmit the latter to the Department of State as 
soon as obtained, by a public ship subjected to his order for the purpose. 
Unexpected delay occurring in the ratification by Spain, he requested to 
be informed of the cause. It was stated in reply that the great impor-
tance of the subject, and a desire to obtain explanations on certain points 
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which were not specified, had produced the delay, and that anenvov would 
be dispatched to the United States to obtain such explanations of this 
Government. The minister of the United States offered to give full ex-
planation on any point on which it might be desired, which proposal was 
declined. Having communicated this result to the Department .of State 
in August last, he was instructed, notwithstanding the disappointment 
and surprise which it produced, to inform the Government of Spain that 
if the treaty should be ratified and transmitted here at any time before 
the meeting of Congress it would be received and have the same effect 
as if it had been ratified in due time. This order was executed, the 
authorized communication was made to the Government of Spain, and by · 
its answer, which has just been received, we are offi.cially made acquainted 
for the first time with the causes which have prevented the ratification of 
the treaty by His Catholk Majesty. It is alleged by the minister of Spain 
that this Government had attempted to alter one of the principal articles 
of the treaty by a declaration which the minister of the United States 
had been ordered to present when he should deliver the ratification by his 
Government in exchange for that of Spain, and of which he gave notice, 
explanatory of the sense in which that article was understood. It is fur-
ther alleged that this Government had recently tolerated or protected an 
expedition from the United States against the Province of Texas. These 
two imputed acts are stated as the reasons which have induced His Cath-
olic Majesty to withhold his ratification from the treaty, to obtain expla-
nations respecting which it is repeated that an envoy would be forthwith 
dispatched to the United States. How far these allegations will justify 
the conduct of the Government of Spain will appear on a view of the fol-
lowing facts and the evidence which supports them: 
It will be seen by the documents transmittec. herewith that the decla-
ration mentioned relates to a clause in the eighth article concerning certain 
grants of land recently made by His Catholic Majesty in Florida, which 
it was understood had conveyed all the 1:;mds which till then had been 
ungranted; it was the intention of the parties to annul these latter grants, 
and that clause was drawn for that express purpose and for none other. 
The date of these grants was unknown, but it was understood to be pos-
terior to that in erted in the article; indeed, it must be obvious to all that 
if that provision in the treaty had not the effect of annulling these grants, 
it would be altogether nugatory. Immediately after the ~reaty was con-
cluded and ratified by this Government an intimation was received that 
th ·e grants were of anterior date to that fixed on by the treaty and that 
they would not, of cour e, be aff cted by it. The mere possibility of such 
a case, incon i tent with the intention of the parties and the meaning 
of the article, induced this Government to demand an explanation on the 
ubject,, hich was immediately granted, and which corresponds with this 
statement. \ ith respect to the other act alleged, that this Government 
had tolerated or protected an expedition against Texas, it is utterly with-
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out foundation. Every discountenance has invariably been given to any 
such attempt from within the limits of the United States, as is fully 
evinced by the acts of the Government and the proceedings of the courts. 
There being cause, however, to apprehend, iti the course of the last sum-
mer, that some adventurers entertained views of the kind suggested, the 
attention of the constituted authorities in that quarter was immediately 
drawn to them, and it is known that the project, whatever it might be, 
has utterly failed. 
These facts will, it is presumed, satisfy every impartial mind that the 
Government of Spain had no justifiable cause for declining to ratify the 
treaty. A treaty concluded in conformity with instructions is obligatory, 
in good faith., in all its stipulations, according to the true intent and mean-
ing of the parties. Each party is bound to ratify it. If either could set 
it aside without the consent of the other, there would be no longer any 
rules applicable to such transactions between nations. By this proceed-
ing the Government of Spain has rendered to the United States a new _ 
and very serious injury. It has been stated that a minister would be sent 
to ask certain explanations of this Government; but if such were desired, 
why were they not asked within the time limited for the ratification? Is 
it contemplated to open a new negotiation respecting any of the articles 
or conditions of the treaty? If that were done, to what consequences 
might it not lead? At what time and in what manner would a new nego-
tiation terminate? By this proceeding Spain has formed a relation be-
tween the two countries which will justify any measures on the part of 
the United States which a strong sense of injury and ;:i. proper regard for 
the rights and interests of the nation may dictate. 
In the course to be pursued these objects should be constantly held in 
view and have their due weight. Our national honor must be. main-
tained, and a new and a distinguished proof be afforded of that regard for 
justice and moderation which has invariably governed the councils of 
this free people. It must be obvious to all that if file United States had 
been desirous of making conquests, or had been even willing to aggran-
dize themselves in that way, they could have had no inducement to form 
this treaty. They wou1d have much cause for gratulation at the course 
which has been pursued by Spain. An ample field for ambition is open 
before them, but such a career is not consistent with the principles of their 
Government nor the interests of the nation . . 
From a full view of all circumstances, it is submitted to the consider-
ation of Congress whether it will not be proper for the United States to 
carry the conditions of the treaty into effect in the same manner as if it 
had been ratified by Spain, claiming on their part all its advantages and 
yielding to Spain those secured to her. By pursuing this course we shall 
rest on the sacred ground of right, sanctioned in the most solemn manner 
by Spain herself by a treaty which she was bound to ratify, for refusing 
to do which she must incur the censure of other nations, even those most 
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friendly to her, while by confining ourselves within that limit we can not 
fail to obtain their well-merited approbation. We must have peace on a 
frontier where we have been so long disturbed; our citizens must be in-
demnified for losses so long since sustained, and for which indemnity has 
been so unjustly withheld from them. Accomplishing these great objects, 
we obtain all that is desirable. 
But His Catholic Majesty has twice declared his determination to send 
a minister to the United States bask explanations on certain points and 
to give them respecting his delay to ratify the treaty. Shall we act by 
taking the ceded territory and proceeding to execute the other conditions 
of the treaty before this minister arrives and is heard? This is a case 
which forms a strong appeal to the candor, the magnanimity, and the 
honor of this people. Much is due to courtesy between nations. By a 
short delay we shall lose nothing, for, resting on the ground of immutable 
truth and justice, we can not be diverted from our purpose. It ought to 
be presumed that the explanations which may be given to the minister of 
Spain will be satisfactory, and produce the desired result. In any event, 
the delay for the purpose mentioned, being a further manifestation of the 
sincere desire to terminate in the most friendly manner all differences with 
Spain, can not fail to be duly appreciated by His Catholic Majesty as well 
as by other powers. It is submitted, therefore, whether it will not be 
proper to make the law proposed for carrying the conditions of the treaty 
into effect, should it be adopted, contingent; to suspend its operation, 
upon the responsibility of the Executive, in such manner as to afford an 
opportunity for sueµ friendly explanations as may be desired during the 
present session of Congress. 
I communicate to Congress a copy of the treaty and of the instructions 
to the minister of the United States at Madrid respecting it; of his cor-
respondence with the minister of Spain, and of such other documents as 
may be necessary to give a full view of the subject. 
In the course which the Spanish Government have on this occasion 
thought proper to pursue it is satisfactory to know that they have not 
been countenanced by any other European power. On the contrary, the 
opinion and wishes both of France and Great Britain have not been with-
held either from the United States or from Spain, and have been une-
quivocal in favor of the ratification. There is also reason to believe that 
the sentiments of the Imperial Government of Russia have been the same, 
and that they have also been made known to the cabinet of Madrid. 
In the civil \ ar existing between Spain and the panish Provinces 
in thi hemisphere the greatest care has been taken to enforce the laws 
intended to preserve an impartial neutrality. Our ports have continued 
to be equally open to both parties and on the same conditions, and our 
citizens have been equally restrained from interfering in favor of either 
to the prejudice of the other. The progress of the war, however, has oper-
ated manifestly in favor of the coloni~s. Bu~nos Ayres still maintains 
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unshaken the independence which it declared in 1816, and has enjoyed 
since 18ro. Like success has also lately attended Chili and the Provinces 
north of the La Plata bordering on it, and likewise Venezuela. 
This contest has from its commencement been very interesting to other 
powers, and to none more so than to the United States. A virtuous peo-
ple may and will confine themselves within the limit of a strict neutrality; 
but it is not in their power to behold a conflict so vitally important to 
their neighbors without the sensibility and sympathy which naturally 
belong to such a case. It has been the steady purpo~e of this Govern-
ment to prevent that feeling leading to excess, and it is very gratifying 
to have it in my power to state that so strong has been the sense through-
out the whole community of what was due to the character and obligations 
of the nation that very few examples of a contrary kind have occurred. 
The distance of the colonies from the parent country and the great 
extent cf their population and resources gave them advantages which it 
was anticipated at a very early period would be difficult for Spain to sur-
mount. The steadiness, consistency, and success with which they have 
pursued their object, as evinced more particularly by the undisturbed sov-
ereignty which Buenos Ayres has so long enjoyed, evidently give them a 
strong claim to the favorable consideration of other nations. These senti-
ments on the part of the United States have not been withheld from other 
powers, with whom it is desirable to act in concert. Should it become 
manifest to the world that the efforts of Spain to subdue these Provinces 
will be fruitless, it may be presumed that the Spanish Government itself 
will give up the contest. In producing such a determination it can not 
be doubted that the
9
opinion of friendly powers who have taken no part in 
the controversy will have their merited influence. 
It is of the highest importance to our national character and indispen-
sable to the morality of our ci_tizens that all violations of our neutrality 
should be prevented. No door should be left open for the evasion of our 
laws, no opportunity afforded to any who may be disposed to take advan-
tage of it to compromit the interest or the honor of the nation. It is sub-
mitted, therefore, to the consideration of Congress whether it may not be 
advisable to revise the laws with a view to this desirable result. 
It is submitted also whether it may not be proper to designate by law 
the several ports or places along the coast at which only foreign ships of 
war and privateers may be admitted. The difficulty of sustaining the 
regulations of our commerce and of other important interests from abuse 
without such designation furnishes a strong motive for this measure. 
At the time of the negotiation for the renewal of the commercial con-
vention between the United States and Great Britain a hope had been 
entertained that an article might have been agreed upon mutually satis-
factory to both countries, regulating upon principles of justice and reci-
procity the commercial intercourse between the United States and the 
British _possessions as well in the West Indies as upon the continent of 
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North America. The plenipotentiaries of the two Governments not hav-
ing been able to come to an agreement on this important interest, those of 
the United States reserved for the consideration of this Government the 
proposals which had been presented to them as the ultimate offer on the 
part of the British Government, and,which they were not authorized to 
accept. On their transmission here they were examined with due delib-
eration, the result of which was a new effort to meet the views of the 
British Government. The minister of the United States was instructed 
to make a further proposal, which has not been accepted. It was, how-
ever, declined in an amicable manner . I recommend to the consideration 
of Congress whether further prohibitory provisions in the laws relating 
to this intercourse may not be expedient. It is seen with i!J.terest that 
although it has not been practicable as yet to agree in any arrangement 
of this important branch of their commerce, such is the disposition of the 
parties that each will view any regulations which the other may make 
respecting it in the most friendly light. 
By the fifth article of the convention concluded on the 20th of Octooer, 
r8r8, it was stipulated that the differences which have arisen between the 
two Governments with regard to the true intent and meaning of the fifth 
article of the treaty, of Ghent, in relation to the carrying away by British 
officers of slaves from the United S tates after the exchange of the ratifi-
cations of the treaty of peace, should be referred to the decision of some 
friendly sovereign or state to be named for that purpose. The minister 
of the United States has been instructed to name to the British Govern-
ment a foreign sovereign, the common friend to both parties, for the deci-
sion of this question. The answer of that Government to the proposal 
when received will indicate the further measures to be pursued on the 
part of the United States. 
Although the pecuniary embarrassments which affected various parts 
of the Union during the latter part of the preceding year have during the 
present been considerably augmented, and still continue to exist , the re-
ceipts into the Treasury to the 30th of September last have amounted to 
$19,000,000. After defraying the current expenses of the Government, 
including the interest and reimbursement of the pub lic debt payable to 
that period, amounting to $r8,200,ooo, there remained in the Treasury 
on that day more than $2,500,000, which, with the sums receivable dur-
ing the remainder of the year, will exceed the current demands upon the 
Treasury for the same period. 
The causes which have tended to diminish the public receipts could not 
fail to have a corresponding effect upon the revenue which has accrued 
upon impo ts and tonnage during the three first quarters of the present 
year. It i , however, ascertained that the duties which have been secured 
during that period exceed $r8,ooo,ooo, and those of the whole year will 
probably amount to 23 ,000,000. 
For th probabl r ceipts of the next year I refer you to the statements 
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which will be transmitted from the Treasury, which will enable you to 
judge whether further provision be necessary. 
The great reduction in the price of the principal articles of domestic 
growth which has occurred during the present year, and the consequent 
fall in the price of labor, apparently so favorable to the success of domes-
tic manufactures, have not shielded them against other causes adverse to 
their prosperity. The pecuniary embarrassments which have so deeply 
affected the commercial interests of the nation have been no less adverse 
to our manufacturing establishments in several sections of the Union. 
The great reduction of the currency which the banks have been con-
strained to make in order to continue specie payments, and the vitiated 
character of it where such reductions have not been attempted, instead 
of placing within the reach of these establishments the pecuniary aid 
necessary to avail themselves of the advantages 'resulting from the reduc-
tion in the prices of the raw materials and of labor, have compelled the 
banks to withdrawirom them a portion of the capital heretofore advanced 
to them. That aid which has been refused by the banks has not been 
obtained from other sources, owing to the loss of individual confidence 
from the frequent failures which have recently occurred in some of our 
principal commercial cities. 
An additional cause for the · depression of these establishments may 
probably be found in the pecuniary embarrassments which have recently 
affected those countries with which our commerce has been principally 
prosecuted. Their manufactures, for the want of a ready or profitable 
market at home, have been shipped by the manufacturers to the United 
States, and in many instances sold at a price below their current value at 
the place of manufacture. Although this practice may from its nature 
be considered t~mporary or contingent, it is not on that account less in-
jurious in its effects. Uniformity in the demand and price of an article is 
highly desirable to the domestic manufacturer. 
It is deemed of great importance to give encouragement to our domestic 
manufacturers. In what manner the evils which have been adverted to 
may be remedied, and how far it may be practicable in other respects to 
afford to them further encouragement, paying due regard to the other 
great interests of the nation, is submitted to the wisdom of Congress. 
The survey of the coast for the establishment of fortifications is now 
nearly completed, and considerable progress has been made in the col-
lection of materials for the construction of fortifications in the Gulf of 
Mexico and in the Chesapeake Bay. The works on the eastern bank of 
the Potomac below Alexandria and on the Pea Patch, in the Delaware, 
are much advanced, and it is expected that the fortifications at the Nar-
rows, in the harbor of New York, will be completed the present year. 
To clerive all the advantages contemplated from these fortifications it was 
necessary that they should be judiciously posted, and constructed with a 
view to permanence. The progress hitherto has therefore been slow; but 
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as the difficulties in parts heretofore the least explored and known are 
surmounted, it will in future be more rapid. As soon as the survey of 
the coast is completed, which it is expected will be done early in the next 
spring, the engineers employed in it will proceed to examine for like 
purposes the northern and northwestern frontiers. 
The troops intended to occupy a station at the mouth of the St. Peters, 
on the Mississippi, have established themselves there, and those who were 
ordered to the mouth of the Yellow Stone, on the Missouri, have ascended 
that river to the Council Bluff, where they will remain until the next 
spring, when they will proceed to the place of their destination. I have 
the satisfaction to state that this measure has been executed in amity with 
the Indian tribes, and that it promises to produce, in regard to them, all 
the advantages which were contemplated by it. 
Much progress has likewise been made in the construction of ships of 
war and in the collection of timber and other materials for shipbuilding. 
It is not doubted that our Navy will soon be augmented to the number 
and placed in all respects on the footing provided for by law. 
The Board, consisting of engineers and naval officers, have not yet made 
their final report of sites for two naval depots, · as instructed according 
to the resolutions of March 18 and April 20, 1818, but they have exam-
ined the coast therein designated, and their report is expected in the next 
month. 
For the protection of our commerce in the Mediterranean, along the 
southern Atlantic coast, in the Pacific and Indian oceans, it has been 
found necessary to maintain a strong naval force, which it seems proper 
for the present to continue. There is much reason to believe that if any 
portion of the squadron heretofore stati;ned in the Mediterranean should 
be withdrawn our intercourse with the powers bordering on that ·sea 
would be much interrupted, if not altogether destroyed. Such, too, has 
been the growth of a spirit of piracy in the other quarters mentioned, 
by adventurers from every country, in abuse of the friendly flags which 
they have assumed, that not to protect our commerce there would be to 
abandon it as a prey to their rapacity. Due attention has likewise been 
paid to the uppre sion of the slave trade, in compliance with a law of 
the la t session. Orders have been given to the commanders of all our 
public ships to seize all vessels navigated under our flag engaged in that 
trade, and to bring them in to be proceeded against in the manner pre-
scribed by that law. It is hoped that these vigorous measures, supported 
by like act by other nations, will soon terminate a commerce so dis-
graceful o the civilized world. 
In the execution of the duty impo ed by these acts, and of a high trust 
connected with it, it i \ ith deep regret I have tc state the loss which 
has been su tained by the death of Commodore Perry. His gallantry in 
a brilliant exploit in the late war added to the renown of his country. 
His death is deplored as a national misfortune. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, December 7, I8I9. 
To the Stnaie ef the United States: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate a collection of the commercial regu-
lations of the different foreign countries with which the United States 
have commercial intercourse, which has been compiled in compliance with 
the resolution of the Senate of 3d March, 1817. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December I4, I8I9. 
To the House of Representatives ef the United States: 
In conformity with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 24th of February last, I now transmit a report of the Secretary of 
State, with extracts and copies of several letters, touching the causes 
<?f the imprisonment of William White, an American citizen, at Buenos 
Ayres. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December I7, I8I9 . . 
To the Senate and House of Representatives ef the United States: 
Some doubt being entertained respecting the true intent and meaning 
of the act of the last session entitled '' An act in addition to the acts pro-
hibiting the slave trade," as to the duties of the agents to be appointed on 
the coast of Africa, I think it proper to state the interpretation which has 
been given of the act and the measures adopted to carry it into effect, 
that Congress may, should it be deemed advisable, amend the same before 
further proceeding is had under it. 
The obligati~n to instruct the commanders of all our armed vessels to 
seize and bring into port all ships or vessels of the United States, where-
soever found, having on board any negro, mulatto, or person of color in 
violation of former acts for the suppression of the slave trade, being imper-
ative, was executed without delay. No seizures have yet been made, 
but as they were contemplated by the law, an,d might be presumed, it 
seemed proper to make the necessary regulations applicable td such sei-
zures for carrying the several provisions of the act into effect. 
It is enjoined on the Executi~e to cause all negroes, m~lattoes, or per-
sons of color who may be taken under the act to be removed to Africa. 
It is the obvious import of the law that none of the persons thus taken 
should remain within the United States, and no place other than the coast 
of Africa being designated, their removal or delivery, whether carried 
from the United States or landed immediately from the vessels in which 
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DECEMBER 31, 1819. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for its advice and consent as to the ratifica-
tion, three treaties which have been concluded in the course of the pres-
ent year with the Kickapoos, the Chippaways, and the Kickapoos of the 
Vermillion by commissioners who were duly authorized for the purpose. 
With the Chippaways there is a supplementary article stipulating cer-
tain advantages in their favor on condition that the same shall be ratified. 
by the Executive, with the advice and consent of the Senate, which I like-
wise submit to your consideration. 
JAMES MONROE. 
_WASHINGTON, January 8, I820. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
14th December, 1819, requesting me to cause to be laid before it any in-
formation I may possess respecting certain executions which have been 
inflicted in the Army of the United States since the year 1815 contrary 
to the laws and regulations provided for the government of the same, I 
transmit a report from the Secretary of War containing a detailed account 
in relation to the object of the said resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
WASHINGTON, January 8, I820. 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 20th of January, 
1819, requesting me'' to cause a report to be laid before them at their next 
session of such facts as may be within the means of the Government to 
obtain shewing how far it may be expedient or not to provide by law for 
clothing the Army with articles manufactured in the United States," I 
transmit a report from the Secretary of War, which, with the accompany-
ing documents, comprehends all the information required by the Senate 
in their resolution aforesaid. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the House of Representatives: 
WASHINGTON, January I9, I820. 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives re-
questing me '' to lay b fore it at as early a day as may be convenient an 
account of the expenditure of the several sums appropriated for building 
fortifications from the year 1816 to the year 1819, inclusive, indicating 
the places at which works of defense have been begun, the magnitude of 
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the works contemplated at each place, their present condition, the amount 
already expended, and the estimated amount _requisite for the completion 
of each, also the mode by which the fortifications are built, by contract 
or otherwise,'' I now transmit to the House a report from the Secretary 
of War, to whom the said resolution was referred, which, with the <lt;>c-
uments accompanying it, contains all the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 8, I820. 
To the House ef Representalives ef the United States: 
In conformity with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
24th January, 1820, requesting me "to inform the House what loans, if 
any, have been made since the peace, to private citizens, of powder, lead, 
and other munitions belonging to the Government by officers of any de-
partment of the Army or Navy, specifying the times, terms, objects, and 
extent of such loans, the names of the persons by whom and to whom 
made, the different times of repayment, and also the amount of the ulti-
mate loss, if any, likely to be incurred by the Government in consequence 
thereof," I now transmit a report from the Secretary of War, which, 
with the accompanying documents, contains all the information that can 
be furnished on the subject. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March I, I820. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
4th of February last, requesting to be informed what progress has been 
made in surveying certain parts . of the coast of North Carolina and in 
ascertaining the latitude and longitude of the extreme points of Cape 
Hatteras, Cape Look Out, and Cape Fear, according to a resolution of the 
19th of January, 1819, I have to state that it is intended to carry the res-
olution of the 19th of March into effect in the present year. The cooper-
ation of the Board of Engineers with Na val Commissioners being necessary 
in executing that duty, and the Board having been engaged last year in 
surveying the eastern coast of our Union, it would have interfered with 
previous arrangements and been attended with increased expense had 
they been withdrawn from it. The Board will, however, be employed 
during the present summer in the regular execution of its duties in the 
survey of the coast of North Carolina, when instructions will be given it 
to afford the necessary aid to carry the resolution of the 19th of January 
of the last year _ into effect. 
JAMES MONROE, 
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WASHINGTON, Marci1, t/-, I820. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, in pursuance of their resolution of the 4th of 
January last, a report from the Secretary of State, with a list of fines in-
curred under the act of Congress entitled "An act in addition to the act 
for the punishment of certain crimes against the United States,'' which 
appear from the records of the Department of State to have been remitted 
by the Exe~utive authority of the United States. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 8, I820. 
The PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE: 
I transmit to the Senate copies of sundry papers having relation to the 
treaty of 22d February, 1819, between the United States and Spain, which 
have been received at the Department of State, and have not before been 
communicated to the Senate. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 8, I820. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, 
which, with the accompanying documents, will shew that the act of the 
20th May, 18 12, respecting the northern and western boundaries of the 
State of Ohio, has been executed. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March I7, I820. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
It being stipulated by the fourth article of the articles of agreement 
and cession entered into on the 24th of April, 1802, with the State of 
Georgia that the United States should at their own expense extinguish 
for the use of that State, as soon as it might be done on reasonable terms, 
the Indian title to all the lands within its limits, and the legislature of 
Georgia being desirous to make a further acquisition of said lands at this 
time, presuming that it may be done on reasonable terms; and it being 
also repre ented that property of considerable value which had been taken 
by the Creek and Cherokee Indians from citizens of Georgia, the restora-
tion of which had been provided for by different treaties, but which has 
never been made, it is proposed to hold a treaty with those nations, and 
more particularly with the Creeks, in the course of this summer. For 
the attainment of these objects I submit the subject to the consideration 
of Congre , that a um adequate to the expen es attending such treaty 
may be appropriated should Congress deem it expedient. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
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WASHINGTON, March 20, I820. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 16th of February, 
1820, requesting me to cause to be laid before it "abstracts of the _bonds 
or other securities given under the laws of the United States by the col-
lectors of the customs, receivers of public moneys for lands, and registers 
of public lands, paymasters in the Army, and pursers in the Navy, who 
are now in office, or who have heretofore been in office, and whose ac-
counts remain unsettled, together with a statement of such other facts as 
may tend to shew the expediency or inexpediency of so far altering the 
laws respecting such officers that they may hereafter be appointed for 
limited periods, subject to removal as heretofore,'' I transmit to the Sen-
ate a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, which, with the docu-
ments accomp~nying it, will afford all the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 27, I820. 
To the S enate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress an extract of a letter from the minister pleni-
potentiary of the United States at St. Petersburg, of the rst of Novem-
ber last, on the subject of our relations with Spain, indicating the senti-
ments of the Emperor of Russia respecting the nonratification by His 
Catholic Majesty of the treaty lately concluded between the United States 
and Spain, and the strong interest which His Imperial Majesty takes 
in promoting the ratification of that treaty. Of this friendly disposition 
the most satisfactory assurance has been since given directly to this Gov-
ernment by the minister of Russia residing here. 
I transmit also to Congress an extract of a letter from the minister 
plenipotentiarY of the United States at Madrid of a later date than those 
heretofore communicated, by which it appears that, at the instance of the 
charge d'affaires of the Emperor of Russia, a new pledge had been given 
by the Spanish Government that the minister who had been lately ap-
pointed to the United States should set out on his mission without delay, 
with full power to settle all differences in a manner satisfactory to the 
parties. 
I have further to state that the Governments of France and Great 
Britain continue to manifest the sentiments heretofore communicated 
respecting the nonratification of the treaty by Spain, and to interpose 
their good offices to promote its ratification. 
It is proper to add that the Governments of France and Russia have 
expressed an earnest desire that the United States would take no steps 
for the present on the principle of reprisal which might possibly tend 
to disturb the peace between the United States and Spain. There is 
good cause to presume from the delicate manner in which this sentiment 
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has been conveyed that it is founded in a belief as well as a desire that 
our just objects may be accomplished without the hazard of such an 
extremity. 
On full consideration of all these circumstances, I have thought it my 
duty to submit to Congress whether it will not be advisable to postpone 
a decision on the questions now depending with Spain until the next 
session. The distress of that nation at this juncture affords a motive for 
this forbearance which can not fail to be duly appreciated. Under such 
circumstances the attention of the Spanish Govei-:nment _may be diverted 
from its foreign concerns, and the arrival of a minister here be longer de· 
layed. I am the more induced to suggest this course of proceeding from a 
knowledge that, while we shall thereby make a just return to the powers 
whose good offices have been acknowledged, and increase by a new and 
signal proof of moderation our claims on Spain, our attitude in regard 
to her will not be less favorable at the next session than it is at the 
present. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May 9, r820. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of' the United States: 
I communicate to Congress a correspondence which has taken place 
between the Secretary of State and the envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary of His Catholic Majesty since the message of the 27th 
March last, respecting the treaty which was concluded between the United 
States and Spain on the 22d February, 1819. 
After the failure of His Catholic Majesty for so long a time to ratify 
the treaty, it was expected that this minister would have brought with 
him the ratification, or that he would have been authorized to give an 
order for the delivery of the territory ceded by it to the United States. 
It appears, however, that the treaty is still unratified and that the minis-
ter has no authority to surrender the territory. The object of his mis-
sion has been to make complaints and to demand explanations respecting 
an imputed system of hostility on the part of citizens of the United States 
against the subjects and dominions of Spain, and an unfriendly policy in 
their Government, and to obtain new stipulations against these alleged 
injuries as the condition on which the treaty should be ratified. 
Unexpected as such complaints and such a demand were under existing 
circumstances, it was thought proper, without compromitting the Gov-
ernment as to the course to be pursued, to meet them promptly and to 
give the explanations that were desired on every subject with the utmost 
candor. The result has proved what was sufficiently well known before, 
that the charge of a systematic hostility being adopted and pursued by 
citizens of the United States against the dominions and subjects of Spain 
is utterly destitute of foundation, and that their Government in all its 
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branches has maintained with the utmost rigor that neutrality in the civil 
war between Spain and the colonies which they were the first to declare. 
No force has been collected nor incursions made from within the United 
States against the dominions of Spain, nor have any naval equipments 
been permitted in favor of either party against the other. Their citizens 
have been warned of the obligations incident to the neutral condition of 
their country; their public officers have been instructed to see that the 
laws were faithfully executed, and severe examples have been made of 
some who violated them. 
In regard to the stipulation proposed as the condition of the ratifica-
tion of th~ treaty, that the United States shall abandon the right to rec-
ognize the revolutionary colonies in South America, or to form other rela-
tions with them when in their judgment it may be just and expedient so 
to do, it is manifestly so repugnant to the honor and even to the independ-
ence of the United States that it has been impossible to discuss it. In 
making this proposal it is perceived that His Catholic Majesty has en-
tirely misconceived the principles on which this Government has acted in 
being a party to a negotiation so long protracted for claims so well founded 
and reasonable, as he likewise has the sacrifices which the United States 
have made, comparatively, with Spain in the treaty to which it is proposed 
to annex so extraordinary and improper a condition. 
Had the minister of Spain offered an unqualified pledge that the treaty 
should be ratified by his Sovereign on being made acquainted with the 
explanations which had been given by this Government, there would 
have been a strong motive for accepting and submitting it to the Senate 
for their advice and consent, rather than to resort to other measures for 
redress, however justifiable and proper; but he gives no such pledge; on 
the contrary, he declares explicitly that the refusal of this Government 
to relinquish the right of judging and acting for itself hereafter, accord-
ing to circumstances, in regard to the Spanish colonies, a right common 
to all nations, has rendered it impossible for him under his instructions to 
make such engagement. He thinks that his Sovereign will be induced 
by his communications to ratify the treaty, but still he leaves him free 
either to adopt that measure or to decline it. He admits that the other 
objections are essentially removed and will not in. themselves prevent the 
ratification, provided the difficulty on the third point is surmounted. The 
result, therefore, is that the treaty is declared to have no obligation what-
ever; that its ratification is made to depend not on the considerations 
which led to its adoption and the conditions which it contains, but on a 
new article unconnected with it, respecting which a new negotiation must 
be opened, of indefinite duration and doubtful issue. 
Under this view of the subject the course to be pursued would appear 
to be direct and obvious if the affairs of Spain had remained in the state 
in which they were when this minister sailed. But it is known that 
an important change has since taken place in the Government of that 
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country which can not fail to be sensibly felt iri its intercourse with other 
nations. The minister of Spain has essentially declared his inability to act 
in consequence of that change. With him, however, under bis present 
powers nothing could be done. The attitude of the United States must 
now be assumed on full consideration of what is due to their rights, their 
interest and honor, without regard to the powers or incidents of the late 
m1ss1on. We may at pleasure occupy the territory which was intended 
and provided by the late treaty as an indemnity for losses so long since 
sustained by our citizens; but still, nothing could be settled definitively 
without a treaty between the' two nations. Is this the time to make the 
pressure? If the United States were governed by views of ambition and 
aggrandizement, many strong reasons might be given in its favor; but 
they have no objects of that kind · to accomplish, none which are not 
founded in justice and which can be injured by forbearance. Great hope 
is entertained that this change will promote the happiness of the Spanish 
nation. The good order, moderation , and humanity which have charac-
terized the movement are the best guaranties of its success. 
The United States would not be justified in their own estimation should 
they take any step to disturb its harmony. When the Spanish Govern-
ment is completely organized on the principles of this change, as it is 
expected it soon will be, there is just ground to presume that our differ-
ences with Spain will be speedily and satisfactotily settled. 
With these remarks I submit it to the wisdom of Congress whether it 
will not still be advisable to postpone any decision on this subject until 
the next session. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May I I, I82o. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate a report from the Secretary of State, 
together with the returns of causes depending in the courts of the United 
tates, collected conformably to a resolution of the Senate of the 18th of 
January, 1819. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May I2, I820. 
The SPEAKER OF TIIE HOUSE OF REPRESE TATIVES: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secre-
tary of tate, with the document prepared in pursuance of a resolution of 
the Hou e of the 14th ultimo, on the subject of claims of citizens of the 
nited tates for panish spoliations upon their property and commerce. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
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PROCLAMATION. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 3d of 
March, 1815, so much of the several acts imposing duties on the ships 
and vessels and on goods, wares, and merchandise imported into the 
United States as imposed a discriminating duty of tonnage between for-
. eign vessels and vessels of the United States and between goods imported 
into the United States in foreign vessels and vessels of the United States 
were repealed so far as the same respected the produce or manufacture 
of the nation to which such foreign ship or vessel might belong, such 
repeal to take effect in favor of any foreign nation whenever the Presi-
dent of the United States should be satisfied that the discriminating or 
countervailing duties of such foreign nation so far as they operate to the 
disadvantage of the United States have been abolished; and 
Whereas satisfactory proof has been received by me from the burgo• 
masters and senate of the free , and Hanseatic city of Lubeck that from 
and after the 30th day of October, 1819, all discriminating or counter-
vailing duties of the said city so far as they operated to the disadvantage 
of the United States have been and are abolished: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several 
acts imposing duties on the tonnage of ships and vessels and on goods, 
wares, and merchandise imported into the United States as imposed a 
discriminating duty of tonnage between vessels of the free and Hanseatic 
city of Lubeck and vessels of the United States and between goods im-
ported into the United States in vessels of Lubeck and vessels of the 
United ·states are repealed so far as the same respect the produce or' 
manufacture of the said free Hanseatic city of Lubeck. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 4th day of May, 
A. D. 1820, and forty-fourth year of the Independence of the 
[SEAL.] United States. JAMES MONROS. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, Secretary o.f State. 
FOURTH ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, November Itf., I820. 
Fellow-Cit-izens of the Senate and of the House of Representatives: 
In communicating to you a just view of public affairs at the commence-
ment of your present labors, I do it with great satisfaction, because, tak-
ing all circumstances into consideration which claim attention, I see much 
cause to rejoice in the felicity of our situation. In making this remark 
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I do not wish to be understood to imply that an unvaried prosperity is to 
be seen in every interest of this great community. In the progress of a 
nation inhabiting a territory of such vast extent and great variety of cli-
mate, every portion of which i.s engaged in foreign commerce and liable 
to be affected in some degree by the changes which occur in the condition 
and regulations of foreign countries, it would be strange if the produce of 
our soil and the industry and enterprise of our fellow-citizens received 
at all times and in every quarter an uniform and equal encouragement. 
This would be more than we would have a right to expect under circum-
stances the most favorable. Pressures on certain interests, it is admitted, 
have been felt; but allowing to these their greatest extent, they detract 
but little from the force of the remarks already made. In forming a just 
estimate of our present situation it is proper to look at the whole in the 
outline as well a? in the detail. A free, virtuous, and enlightened people 
know well the great principles and causes on which their happiness de- · 
pends, and even those who suffer most occasionally in their transitory 
concerns find great relief under their sufferings from the blessings which 
they otherwise enjoy and in the consoling and animating hope which 
they administer. From whence do these pressures come? Not from a 
government which is founded by, administered for, and supported by the 
people. We trace them to the peculiar character of the epoch in which 
we live, and to the extraordinary occurrences which have signalized it. 
The convulsions with which several of the powers of Europe have been 
shaken and the long and destructive wars in which all were engaged, 
with their sudden transition to a state of peace, presenting in the first 
instance unusual encouragement to our commerce and withdrawing it 
in the second even within its wonted limit, could ~ot fail to be sensibly 
felt here. The station, too, which we had to support through this long 
conflict, compelled as we were finally to become a party to it with a 
principal power, and to make great exertions, suffer heavy losses, and 
to contract considerable debts, disturbing the ordinary course of affairs 
by augmenting to a vast amount the circulating medium, and thereby 
elevating at one time the price of every article above a just standard and 
depressing it at another below it, had likewise its due effect. 
It is manifest that the pressures of which we complain have proceeded 
in a great measure from these causes. When, then, we take into view 
the prosperous and happy condition of our country in all the great cir-
cum tance which constitute the felicity of a nation-every individual in 
the full enjoyment of all his rights, the Union blessed with plenty and 
rapidly rising to greatne s under a ational Government which operates 
ith complete effect in every part without being felt in any except by the 
ample protection which it affords, and under State governments which 
perform their equal share, according to a wise distribution of power be-
tween them, in promoting the public happiness-it is impossible to behold 
so gratifying, so glorious a spectacle without being penetrated with the 
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most profound and grateful acknowledgments to the Supreme Author of · 
All Good for such manifold and inestimable blessings. Deeply impressed 
with these sentiments, I can not regard the pressures to which I have 
adverted otherwise than in the light of mild and instructive admonitions, 
warning us of dangers to be shunned in future, teaching us lessons of 
economy corresponding with the simplicity and purity of our institutions 
and best adapted to their support, evincing the connection and depend-
ence which the various parts of our happy Union have on each other, 
thereby augmenting daily our social incorporation and adding by its 
strong ties new strength and vigor toj:he political; opening a wider range, 
and with new encouragement, to the industry and enterprise of our fel- · 
low-citizens at home and abroad, and more especially by the multiplied 
proofs which it has accumulated of the great perfection of our most ex-
cellent system of government, th~ powerful instrument in the hands of 
our All-merciful Creator in securing to us these blessings. 
Happy as our situation is, it does not exempt us from solicitude and 
care for the future. On the contrary, as the blessings which we enjoy 
are great, proportionably great should be our vigilance, zeal, and activity 
to preserve theffi. Foreign wars may again expose us to new wrongs, 
which would impose on us new duties for which we ought to be prepared. 
The state of Europe is unsettled, ,and how long peace may be preserved 
is altogether uncertain; in addition to r which we have interests of our 
own to adjust which will require particular attention. A correct view 
of our relations with each power will enable you to form a just idea of 
existing difficulties, and of the measures of precaution best adapted to 
them. 
Respecting our relations with Spain nothing explicit can now be com-
municated. On the adjournment of Congress in May last the minister 
plenipotentiary of the United States at Madrid was instructed to inform 
the Government of Spain that if His Catholic Majesty should then ratify 
the treaty this Government would accept the ratification so far as to 
submit to the decision of the Senate the question whether such ratifica-
tion should be received in exchange for that of the United States here-
tofore given. By letters from the minister of the United States to the 
Secretary of State it appears that a communication in conformity with 
his instructions had been made to the Government of Spain, and that 
the Cortes had the subject under consideration. The result of the delib-
erations of that body, which is daily expected, will be made known to 
Congress as soon as it is received. The friendly sentiment which was 
expressed on the part of the United States in the message of the 9th of 
May last is still entertained for Spain. Among the causes of regret, 
however, which are inseparable from the delay attending this transaction· 
it is proper to state that satisfactory information has been received that 
measures have been recently adopted by designing persons to convert 
certain part~ of the Province of East Florida into depots · for the reception 
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of foreign goods, from whence to smuggle them into the United States. 
By opening a port within the limits of Florida, immediately on our bound-
ary where there was no settlement, the object could not be misunderstood. 
An early accommodation of differences will, it is hoped, prevent all such 
fraudulent and pernicious practices, and place the relations of the two 
countries on a very amicable and permanent basis. 
The commercial relations between the United States and the British 
colonies in the West Indies and on this continent have undergone no 
change, the British Government still preferring to leave that commerce 
under the restriction heretofore imposed on it on each side. It is satis-
factory to recollect that the restraints resorted to by the United States 
were defensive only, intended to prevent a monopoly under British regu-
lations in favor of Great Britain, as it likewise is to know that the experi-
ment is advancing in a spirit of amity between the parties. 
The question depending between the United States and Great Britain 
respecting the construction of the first article of the treaty of Ghent has 
been referred by both Governments to the decision of the Emperor of Rus-
sia, who has accepted the umpirage. 
An attempt has been made with the Government of France to regulate 
by treaty the commerce between the two countries on the principle of reci-
procity and equality. By the last communication from the minister plen-
ipotentiary of the United States at Paris, to whom full power had been 
given, we learn that the negotiation had been commenced there; but seri-
ous difficulties having occurred, the French Government had resolved to 
transfer it to the United States, for which purpose the minister plenipo-
tentiary of France had been ordered to repair to this city, and whose ar-
rival might soon be expected. It is hoped that this important interest 
may be arranged on just conditions and in a manner equally satisfactory 
to both parties. It is submitted to Congress to decide, until such arrange-
ment is made, how far it may be proper, on the principle of the act of the 
last session which augmented the tonnage duty on French vessels, to 
adopt other measures for carrying more completely into effect the policy 
of that act. 
The act referred to, which imposed new tonnage on French vessels, 
having been in force from and after the rst day of July, it has happened 
that several vessels of that nation which had been dispatched from France 
before its existence was known have entered the ports of the United 
tates, and been subject to its operation, without that previous notice 
which the general spirit of our laws gives to individuals in similar cases. 
The object of that law having been merely to countervail the inequalities 
which existed to the di advantage of the United States in their commer-
cial intercour e with France, it is submitted also to the consideration of 
Congre whether, in the pirit of amity and conciliation which it is no 
le the inclination than the policy of the United tates to preserve in 
their intercourse with other powers, it may not be proper to extend relief 
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to the individuals interested in those cases by exempting from the opera-
tion of the law all those vessels which have entered our ports without 
having had the means of previously knowing the existence of the addi-
tional duty. 
The contest between Spain and the colonies, according to the most 
authentic information, is maintained by the latter with improved success. 
The unfortunate divisions which were known to exist some time since 
at Buenos Ayres it is understood still prevail. In no part of South 
America has Spain made any impression on the colonies, while in many 
parts, and particularly in Venezuela and New Grenada, the colonies have 
gained strength and acquired reputation, both for the management of the 
war in which they have been successful and for the order of the internal 
administration. The late change in the Government of Spain, by the 
reestablishment of the constitution of 1812, is an event which promises 
to be favorable to the revolution. Under the authority of the Cortes the 
Congress of Angostura was invited to open a negotiation for the settle-
ment of differences between the parties, to which it was replied that they 
would willingly open the negotiation provided the acknowledgment of 
their independence was made its basis, but not otherwise. Of further 
proceedings between them we are uninformed. No facts are known to 
this Government to warrant the belief that any of the powers of Europe 
will take part in the contest, whence it may be inferred, considering all 
circumstances which must have weight in producing the result, that an 
adjustment will :finally take place on the basis proposed by the co1onies. 
To promote that result by friendly counsels with other powers, including 
Spain herself, has been the uniform policy of this Government. 
In looking to the internal concerns of our country you will, I am 
persuaded, derive much satisfaction from a view of the several ·objects 
to which, in the discharge of your official duties, your attention will be 
drawn. Among these none holds a more important place than the public 
revenue, from the direct operation of the power by which it is raised on 
the people, and by its influence in giving effect to every other power of 
the Government. The revenue depends on the resources of the country, 
and the facility by which the amount required is raised is a strong proof 
of the extent of the resources and of the efficiency of the Government. 
A few prominent facts will place this great interest in a just light before 
you. On the 30th of September, 1815, the funded and floating debt of 
the United States was estimated at $119,635,558. If to this sum be 
added the amount of 5 per cent stock subscribed to the Bank of the United 
States, the amount of Mississippi stock and of the stock which was issued · 
subsequently to that date, the balances ascertained to be due to certain 
States for military services and to individuals for supplies furnished an6. 
services rendered during the late war, the public debt may be estimated 
as amounting at that date, and as afterwards liquidated, to $158,713,049. 
On the 30th of September, 1820, it amounted to $91,993,883, having been 
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reduced in that interval by payments $66,879,165. During this term the 
expenses of the Government of the United States were likewise defrayed 
in every branch of the civil, military, and naval establishments; the public 
edifices in this city have been rebuilt with considerable additions; exten-
sive fortifications have been commenced, and are in a train of execution; 
permanent arsenals and magazines have been erected in various parts of 
the Union; our Navy has been considerably augmented, and the ordnance, 
munitions of war, and stores of the Army and Navy, which were much 
exhausted during the war, have been replenished. 
By the discharge of so large a proportion of the public debt and the 
execution of such extensive and important operations in so short a time 
a just estimate may be formed of the great extent of our national re-
sources. The demonstration is the more complete and gratifying when 
it is recollected that the direct tax and excise were repealed soon after 
the termination of the late war, and that the revenue applied to these 
purposes has been derived almost wholly from other sources. 
The receipts into the Treasury from every source to the 30th of Sep-
tember last have amounted to $r6, 794, ro7.66, whilst the public expend-
itures to the same period amounted to $16,871,534.72, leaving in the 
Treasury on that day a sum estimated at $ r ,950,000. For the proba-
ble receipts of the following year I refer you to the statement which will 
be transmitted from the Treasury. 
The sum of $3,000,000 authorized to be raised by loan by an act of the 
last session of Congress has been obtained upon terms advantageous to 
the Government, indicating not only an increased confidence in the faith 
of the nation, but the existence of a large amount of capital seeking that 
mode of investment at a, rate of interest not exceeding 5 per cent per 
annum. 
It is proper to add that there is now due to the Treasury for the sale 
of public lands $22,996,545. In bringing this subject to view I consider 
it my duty to submit to Congress whether it may not be advisable to ex-
tend to the purchasers of these lands, in consideration of the unfavorable 
change which has occurred since the sales, a reasonable indulgence. It 
is known that the purchases were made when the price of every article 
had risen to its greatest height, and that the installments are becoming 
due at a period of great depression. It is presumed that some plan may 
be devised by the wisdom•of Congress, compatible with the public inter-
est, which would afford great relief to these purchasers. 
Con iderable progress has been made during the present season in ex-
amining the coast and its various bays and other inlets, in the collection 
of materials, and in the construction of fortifications for the defense of the 
nion at several of the positions at which it bas been decided to erect such 
works. t obile Point and Dauphin Island, and at the Rigolets, lead-
ing to Lake Pontchartrain, materials to a considerable amount have been 
collected, and all the necessary preparations made for the commencement 
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of the works. At Old Point Comfort, at the mouth of James River, and 
at the Rip-Rap, on the opposite shore in the Chesapeake Bay, materials 
to a vast amount have been collected; and at the Old Point some progress 
has been made in the construction of the fortification, which is on a very 
extensive scale. The work at Fort Washington, on this river, will be 
completed early in the next spring, and that on the Pea Patch, in the Del-
aware, in the course of the next season. Fort Diamond, at the Narrows, 
in the harbor of New York, will be finished this year. The works at Bos-
ton, New York, Baltimore, Norfolk,. Charleston, and Niagara have been 
in part repaired, and the coast of North Carolina, extending south to Cape 
Fear, has been examined, as have likewise other parts of the coast east-
ward of Boston. Great exertions have been made to push forward these 
works with the utmost dispatch possible; but when their extent is consid-
ered, with the important purposes for which they are intended-the de-
fense of the whole coast, and, in consequence, of the whole interior-and 
that they are to last for ages, it will be manifest that a well-digested plan, 
founded on military principles, connecting the whole together, combining 
security with economy, could not be prepared without repeated examina-
tions of the most exposed and difficult parts, and that it would also take 
considerable time to collect the materials at the several points where they 
would be required. From all th; light that has been shed on this sub-
ject I am satisfied that every favorable anticipation which has been form@d. 
of this great undertaking will be verified, and that when completed it will 
afford very great if not complete protection to our Atlantic frontier in the 
event of another war-a protection sufficient to counterbalance in a single 
campaign with an enemy powerful at sea the expense of all these works, 
without taking into the estimate the saving of the lives of so many of 
our citizens, the protection of our towns and other property, or the tend-
ency of such works to prevent war. 
Our· military positions have been maintained at Belle Point, on the 
Arkansas, at Council Bluffs, on the Missouri, at St. Peters, on the Mis-
sissippi, and at Green Bay, on the upper Lakes. Commodious barracks 
have already been erected at most of these posts, with such works as were 
necessary for their defense. Progress has also been made in opening 
communications between them and in raising supplies at each for the 
support of the troops by their own labor, particularly those most remote. 
With the Indians peace has be~n preserved and a progress made in 
carrying into effect the act of Congress making an appropriation for their 
civilization, with the prospect of favorable results. As connected equally 
with both these objects, our trade with those tribes is thought to merit 
the attention of Congress. In their original state game is their suste:-
nance and war their occupation, and if they find no employment from 
civilized powers they destroy each other. Left to themselves their extir-
pation is inevitable. By a judicious regulation of our trade with them 
we supply their wants, administer to their comforts, and gradually, as the 
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game retires, draw them to us. By maintaining posts far in the interior 
we acquire a more thorough and direct control over them, without which 
it is confidently believed that a complete change in their manners can 
never be accomplished. By such posts, aided by a proper regulation of 
our trade with them and a judicious civil administration over them, to be 
provided for by law, we shall, it is presumed, be enabled not only to pro-
tect our own settlements from their savage incursions and preserve peace 
among the several tribes, but accomplish also the great purpose of their 
civilization. 
Considerable progress has also been made in the construction of ships 
of war, some of which have been launched in the course of the present 
year. 
Our peace with the powers on the coast of Barbary has been preserved, 
but we owe it altogether to the presence of our squadron in the Medi-
terranean. It has been found equally necessary to employ some of our 
vessels for the protection of our commerce in the Indian Sea, the Pacific, 
and along the Atlantic coast. The interests which we have depending 
in those quarters, which have been much improved of late, are of great 
extent and of high importance to the nation as well as to the parties con-
cerned, and would undoubtedly suffer if such protection was not extended 
to them. In execution of the law of the last session for the suppression 
of the slave trade some of our public ships have also been employed on 
the coast of Africa, where several captures have already been made of 
vessels engaged in that disgraceful traffic. 
JAMES MONROE. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. . 
DECEMBER 12 1 1820. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 6th of Decem-
ber, requesting that the agent employed under the act entitled "An act 
authorizing the purchase of fire engines and building houses for the safe-
keeping of the same'' should report in the manner stated in the said 
resolution his conduct in execution of the said act, I now transmit to the 
enate a report from the agent, which communicates all the information 
which has been desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
DECEMBER 14, 1820. 
I submit to the consideration of the Senate, for their advice and consent 
as to the ratification, the following treaties, concluded with the several 
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Indian tribes therein mentioned since the last session or Congress, with 
cheir documents, viz: With the Weas, Kickapoos, Chippeways, Ottawas, 
Choctaws, and Mahas; and also a treaty with the Kickapoos amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the Senate at their last session. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December I4, I820. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
21st November last, requesting the President to lay before the House in-
formation relating to the progress and expenditures of the commissioners 
under the :fifth, sixth, and seventh articles of the treaty of Ghent, I now 
transmit a report from the Secretary of State, with documents containing 
all the information in the possession of that Department requested by the 
resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January I, I82I. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
22d of November last, requesting the President to inform that House 
what navaI force has been stationed for the protection of the commerce 
of our citizens in the West India Islands and parts adjacent during the 
present year, and whether any depredations by pirates or others upon the 
property of citizens of the United States engaged in such commerce have , 
been reported to our Government, I now submit for the information of 
the House a report from the Secretary of the Navy, with accompanying 
documents, which contains all the information in the possession of the 
Government required by that resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the House of Representatives: 
WASHINGTON, January 1, I82I. 
I communicate to the House of Representatives a report from the Sec-
retary of State, which, with the papers accompanying it, contains all the 
information in the possession of the Executive requested by a resolution 
of the House of the 4th December last, on the subject of the African slave 
trade. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the House of Representatives: 
WASHINGTON, January 4, I82I. 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
15th of December last, requesting the President of the United States to 
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cause to be laid before that House a statement of expenditures and receipts 
in the Indian Department; also the nature and extent of the contracts 
entered into, and with who~, from the 2d of March, 1811, to the present 
period, I now transmit a letter from the Secretary of War, with a report 
of the superintendent of Indian trade, which contains the information 
desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January I2, I82I. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, with the inclosed documents, relating to the negotiation for the 
suppression of the slave trade, which should have accompanied a mes-
sage on that subject communicated to the House some time since, but 
which were accidentally omitted. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January I8, I82I. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 4th instant, '' re, 
questing the President of the United States to communicate to the Senate 
any information he may have as to the power or authority which belonged 
to Don John Bonaventure Morales and to the Baron Carondelet to grant 
and dispose of the lands of Spain in Louisiana previously to the year 1803,'' 
I transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, submitting a let-
ter of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, with the document 
to which it refers. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January I8, I82I. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives re-
questing the President to inform the House, if in his opinion proper, 
whether any, and, if any, what, negotiations since the 1st of January, 
1816, have been had with the Six Nations of Indians, or any portion of 
them, who the commissioners or agents were, the objects of the negotia-
tion, the expen es of the same, the compensation of each commissioner, 
secretary, or agent, and to whom the moneys were paid, I now trans-




WASHINGTON, January 3I, I82I. 
Tc, the Senate and House of Representatives: 
I transmit to Congress a report from the Secretary of the Treasury sub-
mitting copies of the instructions given to the commissioners appointed 
under the act of the 15th of May, 1820, authorizing the location of a road 
from Wheeling, in the State of Virginia, to a point on the left bank of the 
Mississippi River between St. Louis and the mouth of the Illinois River, 
and copies of the report made by the said commissioners to the Treasury 
Department of the progress they have made in the execution of the duties 
prescribed by the said act, together with maps of the country through 
which the location is to be made. JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate ef the United States: FEBRUARY 5, 1821. 
I herewith transmit, in confidence, to the Senate reports from· the Sec-
retary of State and of the Treasury, with the papers containing the cor-
respondence and the information in possession of the Government the 
communication of which was requested by the resolution of the Senate 
of the 23d of last month. It is desired that the original letters may, when 
the Senate shall have no further use for them, be returned. 
JAMES MONROB. 
To the Senate ef the United States: FEBRUARY 8, 182r. 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 1st instant, request-
ing the President of the United States '' to cause to be laid before the Sen-
ate any information he may have in relation to the claims of citizens of 
Georgia against the Creek Nation of Indians, and why these claims, if 
any exist, have not been heretofore adjusted and settled under the provi-
sions of the treaties of · r 7 90 and r 7 96,'' I now transmit a report from the 
Secretary of War, with accompanying ·documents, which contains all the 
information on this subject in the possession of the Executive. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate ef the United States: FEBRUARY 13, 1821. 
The ratification by the Spanish Government of the treaty of amity, set-
tlement, and limits between the United States and Spain, signed on the 
22d of February, 1819, and on the 24th of that month ratified on the part 
of the United States, has been received by the envoy extraordinary and 
minister plenipotentiary of that power at this place, who has given notice 
that he is ready to exchange the r.atifications. 
By the sixteenth article of that treaty it was stipulated that the rati-
fications should be exchanged within six months from the day of its 
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signature, which time having elapsed before the ratification of Spain was 
given, a copy and translation thereof are now transmitted to the Senate 
for their advice and consent to receive it in exchange for the ratification 
of the United States heretofore executed. 
The treaty was submitted to the consideration of the Cortes of that 
Kingdom before its ratification, which was finally given with their assent 
and sanction. The correspondence between the Spanish minister of for-
eign affairs and the minister of the United States at Madrid on that occa-
sion is also herewith communicated to the Senate, together with a mem-
orandum by the Secretary of State of his conference with the Spanish 
envoy here yesterday, when that minister gave notice of his readiness to 
exchange the ratifications. 
The return of the original papers now transmitted, to avoid the delay 
necessary to the making of copies, is requested. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 22, I82I. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 16th instant, re-
questing '' the President of the United States to cause to be laid before 
the Senate the original order for building the barracks at Sacketts Har-
bor, together with all communications between the War Department and 
Major-General Brown relative thereto, and the amount of public moneys 
expended thereon,'' I now transmit a report from the Secretary of War, 
with the papers inclosed, which contains the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 22, I82I. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
The treaty of amity, settlement, and limits between the United States 
and Spain, signed on the 22d of February, 1819, having been ratified by 
the contracting parties, and the ratifications having been exchanged, it is 
herewith communicated to Congress, that such legislative measures may 
be taken as they shall judge proper for carrying the same into execution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHI GTON, February 24, I82I. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congres a letter from the Secretary of War, inclosing 
an annual return of the militia of the nited States, prepared by the 




WASHINGTON, February 28, I82I. 
To the Senate and House ef .Representatives ef the United States: 
I herewith transmit to Congress certain extracts and a copy of letters 
received by the Secretary of State from the marshal of the United States 
for the eastern district of Virginia, in relation to the execution of the act 
of the 14th of March, 1820, to provide for taking the Fourth Census, 
togetl]er with the answers returned to that marshal by the Secretary of 
State. As the time within which the assistants of the marshals can 
legally make their returns expired on the first Monday of the present 
month, it would appear by the information from the marshal at Rich-
mond that the completion of the Fourth Census as it respects the eastern 
district of Virginia will have been defe.?-ted not only as it regards the 
period contemplated by law, but during the whole of the current year, 
unless Congress, to whom the case is submitted, should by an act of the 
present session allow further time for making the returns in question. 
As connected with this subject, it is also submitted for the considera-
tion of Congress how far the marshals ought to be liable to the payment 
of postage on the conveyance of the papers concerning the census and 
manufactures by the mail. In one instance it has been already ascer-
tained that this item of contingent expense will amount to nearly a moiety 
of the compensation of the marshal for the whole of his services. If the 
marshals are to be relieved from this charge, provision will be necessary 
by law either for the admission of it in their accounts or the refunding 
of it by the respective postmasters. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 2, I82I. 
To the Congress ef the United States: 
I communicate to the two Houses of Congress copies of a treaty this 
day ratified on the part of the United States, concluded and signed at 
the Indian Springs on the 8th of January last, with the Creek Nation of 
Indians, in order to such legislative measures as may be necessary for 
giving effect to it. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 3, I82I. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
The treaty concluded between the United States and the Kickapoo 
tribe of Indians on th~ 30th of July, 1820, having been ratified by and 
with the advice anq._ consent of the Senate, I now lay a copy of the said 
treaty before the House of Representatives in order to such legislative 
provisions being made as may be necessary to carry into effect the stipu-
lations therein contained on the part of the United States. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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SECOND INAUGURAL ADDRESS. 
FELLOW-CITIZENS: I shall not attempt to describe the grateful emo-
tions which the new and very distinguished proof of the confidence of my 
fellow-citizens, evinced by my reelection to this high trust, has excited 
in my bosom. The approbation which it announces of my conduct in the 
preceding term affords me a consolation which I shall profoundly feel 
through life. The general accord with which it has been expressed adds 
to the great and never-ceasing obligations which it imposes. To merit 
the continuance of this good opinion, and to carry it with me into my re-
tirement as the solace of advancing years, will be the object of my most 
zealous and unceasing efforts. 
Having no pretensions to the high and commanding claims of my pred-
ecessors, whose names are so much more conspicuously identified with 
our Revolution, and who contributed so preeminently to promote its suc-
cess, I consider myself rather as the instrument than the cause of the 
union which has.prevailed in the late election. In surmounting, in favor 
of my humble pretensions, the difficulties which so often produce division 
in like occurrences, it is obvious that other powerful causes, indicating 
the great strength and stability of our Union, have essentially contributed 
to draw you together. That these powerful causes exist, and that they 
are permanent, is my fixed opinion; that they may produce a like accord 
in all questions touching, however remotely, the liberty, prosperity, and 
happiness of our country will always be the object of my most fervent 
prayers to the Supreme Author of All Good. 
In a government which is founded by the people, who possess exclu-
sively the sovereignty, it seems proper that the person who may be placed 
by their suffrages in this high trust should declare on commencing its 
duties the principles on which he intends to conduct the Administration. 
If the person thus elected has served the preceding term, an opportunity 
is afforded him to review its principal occurrences and to give such fur-
ther explanation respecting them as in his judgment Jnay be useful to his 
constituents. The events of one year have influence on those of another, 
and, in like manner, of a preceding on the succeeding Administration. 
The movements of a great nation are connected in all their parts. If 
errors have been committed they ought to be corrected; if foe policy is 
sound it ought to be supported. It is by a thorough knowledge of the 
whole subject that our fellow-citizens are enabled to judge correctly of 
the past and to give a proper direction to the future. 
Just before the commencement of the last term the United States had 
concluded a war with a very powerful nation on conditions equal and 
honorable to both parties. The events of that war are too recen: and 
too deeply impressed on the memory of all to require a development from 
me. Our commerce had bee-.n in a g-reat measure driven from the sea: 
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our Atlantic and inland frontiers were invaded in almost every part; the 
waste of life along our coast and on some parts of our inland frontiers, to 
the defense of which our gallant and patriotic citizens were called, was 
immense, in addition to which not less than $120,000,000 were added at 
its end to the public debt. 
As soon as the war had terminated, the nation, admonished by its 
events, resolved to place itself in a situation which should be better cal-
culated to prevent the recurrence of a like evil; and, in case it should recur, 
to mitigate its calamities. With this view, after reducing our land force 
to the basis of a peace establishment, which has been further modified 
since, provision was made for the construction of fortifications _at proper 
points through the whole extent of our coast and such an augmentation 
of our naval force as should be well adapted to both purposes. The laws 
making this provision were passed in 1815 and 1816, ·and it has been since 
the constant effort of the Executive to carry them into effect. 
The advantage of these fortifications and of an augmented naval force 
in the extent contemplated, in a point of economy, has been fully illus-
trated by a report of the Board of Engineers and Naval Commissioners 
lately communicated to Congress, py which it appears that in an invasion 
by 20,000 men, with a correspondent naval force, in a campaign of six · 
months only, the whole expense of the construction of the works would 
be defrayed by the difference in the sum n~cessary to maintain the force 
which would be adequate to our defense with the aid ·of those works and 
that which would be incurred without them. The reason of this differ-
ence is obvious. If fortifications are judiciously placed on our great 
inlets, as distant from our cities as circumstances will permit, they will 
form the only points of attack, and the enemy will be detained there 
by a small regular force a sufficient time to enable our militia to collect 
and repair to that on which the attack is made. A force adequate to the 
enemy, collected at that single point, with suitable preparation for st,ch 
others as might be menaced, is all that would be requisite. But if there 
were no fortifications, then the enemy might go where he pleased, and, 
changing his position and sailing from place to place, our force must be 
called out and spread in vast numbers along the whole coast and on both 
sides of every bay and river as high up in each as it might be naviga~ 
ble for ships of war. By these fortifications, supported by our Navy, to 
which they would afford like support, we should present to other powers 
an armed front from St. Croix to the Sabine, which would protect in the 
event of war our whole coast and interior from invas1on; and even in the ., 
wars of other powers, in which we were neutral, they would be found 
eminently useful, as, by keeping their public ships at a distance from our 
cities, peace and order in them would be preserved and the Government 
be protected from insult. 
It need scarcely be remarked that these measures have not been 
resorted to in a spirit of ho.stility to other powers. Such a disposition 
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does not exist toward any power. Peace and good will have been, and 
will hereafter be, cultivated with all, and by the most faithful regard to 
justice. They have been dictated by a love of peace, of economy, and an 
earnest desire to save the lives of our fellow-citizens from that destruc-
tion and our country from that devastation which are inseparable from 
war when it finds us unprepared for it. It is believed, and experience 
has shown, that such a preparation is the best expedient that can be 
resorted to to prevent war. I add with much pleasure that considera-
ble progress has already been made in these measures of defense, and 
that they will be completed in a few years, considering the great extent 
and importance of the object, if .the plan be zealously and steadily perse-
vered in. 
The conduct of the Government in what relates to foreign powers is 
always an object of the highest importance to the nation. Its agriculture, 
commerce, manufactures, fisheries, revenue, in short, its peace, may all b(;> 
affected by it. Attention is therefore due to this subject. 
At the period adverted to the powers of Europe, after having been 
engaged in long and destructive wars with each other, had concluded a 
peace, which happily still exists. Our peace with the power with whom 
we had been engaged had also been concluded. The war between Spain 
and the colonies in South America, which had commenced many years 
before, was then the only conflict that remained unsettled. This being a 
contest between different parts of the same community, in which other 
powers had not interfered, was not affected by their accommodations. 
This contest was considered at an early stage by my predecessor a 
civil war in which the parties were entitled to equal rights in our ports. 
This decision, the first made by any power, being formed on great con-
sideration of the comparative strength and resources of the parties, the 
length of time, and succ-essful opposition made by the colonies, and of all 
other circumstances on which it ought to depend, was in strict accord 
with the law of nations. Congress has invariably acted on this principle, 
having made no change in our relations with either party. Our attitude 
has therefore been that of neutrality between them, which has been main-
tained by the Governm~nt with the strictest impartiality. No aid has 
been afforded to either, nor has any privilege been enjoyed by the one 
which has not been equally open to the other party, and every exertion 
has been made in its power to enforce the execution of the laws prohib-
iting illegal equipments with equal rigor against both. 
By this equality between the parties their public vessels have been 
received in our ports on the same footing; they have enjoyed an equal 
tight to purchase and export arms, munitions of war, and every other 
-:5upply, the exportation of all articles whatever being permitted under 
laws which were passed long before the commencement of the contest; 
our citizens have traded equally with both, and their commerce with each 
has been alike protected by the Government. 
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Respecting the attitude which it may be proper for the United States 
to maintain hereafter between the parties, I have no hesitation in stating 
it as my opinion that the neutrality heretofore observed should still be 
adhered to. From the change in the Government of Spain and the nego-
tiation now depending, invited by the Cortes aud accepted by the colonies, 
it may be presumed that their differences will be settled on the terms 
proposed by the colonies. Should the war be continued, the United 
St~tes, regarding its occurrences, will always have it in their power to 
adopt such measures respecting it as their honor and interest may require. 
Shortly after the general peace a band of adventurers took advantage 
of this conflict and of the facility which it afforded to establish a system 
of buccaneering in the neighboring seas, to the great annoyance of the 
commerce of the United States, and, as was represented, of that of other 
powers. Of this spirit and of its injurious bearing on the United States 
strong proofs were afforded by the establishment at Amelia Island, and 
the purposes to which it was made instrumental by this band in 1817, 
and by the occurrences which took place in other parts of Florida in 
18 r 8, the details of which in both instances are too well known to re-
quire to be now recited. I am satisfied had a less decisive course been 
adopted that the worst consequences would have resulted from it. We 
have seen that these checks, decisive as they were, were not sufficient to 
crush that piratical spirit. Many culpri_ts brought within our limits 
have been condemned to suffer death, the punishment due to that atro-
cious crime. The decisions of upright and enlightened tribunals fall 
equally on all whose crimes subject them, by a fair interpretation of the 
law, to its censure. It belongs to the Executive not to suffer the execu-
tions under these decisions to transcen4 the great purpose for which pun-
ishment is necessary. The full benefit of example being secured, poficy 
as well as humanity equally forbids that they should be carried further. 
I have acted on this principle, pardoning those who appear to have been 
led astray by ignorance of the criminality of the acts they had commit-
ted, and suffering the law to take effect on those only in whose favor no 
extenuating circumstances could be urged. 
Great confidence is entertained that the late treaty with Spain, which 
has been ratified by both the parties, and the ratifications whereof have 
been exchanged, has placed the relations of the two countries on a basis 
of permanent friendship. The provision made by it for such of our citi-
zens as have claims on Spain of the character described will, it is pre-
sumed, be very satisfactory to them, and the boundary which is established 
between the territories of the parties westward of the Mississippi, hereto-
fore in dispute, has, it is thought, been settled on conditions just and 
advantageous to both. But to the acquisition of Florida too much impor-
tance can not be attached. It secures to the United State? a territory 
important in itself, and whose importance is much increased by its bear-
ing on many of the highest interests of the Union. It opens to several 
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of the neighboring States a free passage to the ocean, through the Prov-
ince ceded, by several rivers,· having their sources high up within their 
limits. It secures us against all future annoyance from powerful Indian 
tribes. It gives us several excellent harbors in the Gulf of Mexico for 
ships of war of the largest size. It covers by its position in the Gulf 
the Mississippi and other great waters within our extended limits, and 
thereby enables the United States to afford complete protection to the vast 
and very valuable productions of our whole Western country. which find 
a market through those streams. 
By a treaty with the British Government, bearing date on the 20th 
of October, 1818, the convention regulating the commerce between the 
United States and Great Britain, concluded on the 3dof July, 1815, which 
was about expiring, was revived and continued for the term of ten years 
from the time of its expiration. By that treaty, also, the differences 
which had arisen under the treaty of Ghent respecting the right claimed 
by the United States for their citizens to take and cure fish on the coast 
of His Britannic Majesty's dominions in America, with other differences 
on important interests, were adjusted to the satisfaction of both parties. 
No agreement has yet been entered into respecting the commerce between 
the United States and the British dominions in the West Indies and on 
this continent. The restraints imposed on that commerce by Great 
Britain, and reciprocated by the United States on a principle of defense, 
continue still in force. 
The negotiation with France for the regulation of the commercial rela-
tions between the two countries, which in the·course of the last summer 
had been commenced at Paris, has since been transferred to this city, and 
will be pursued on the part of the United States in the spirit of concilia-
tion, and w~th an earnest desire that it may terminate in an arrangement 
satisfactory to both parties. 
Our relations with the Barbary Powers are preserved in the same state 
and by the same means that were employed when I came into this office. 
As early as 1801 it was found necessary to send a squadron into the Med-
iterranean for the protection of our commerce, and no period has inter-
vened, a short term excepted, when it was thought advisable to withdraw 
it. The great interests which the United States have in the Pacific, in 
commerce and in the fisheries, have also made it necessary to maintain 
a naval force there. In disposing of this force in both instances the most 
effectual measures in our power have been taken, without interfering with 
its other duties, for the suppression of the slave trade and of piracy in the 
neighboring seas. 
The situation of the nited States in regard to their resources, the ex-
tent of their revenue, and the facility with which it is raised affords a 
most gratifying spectacle. The payment of nearly $67,000,000 of the 
public debt, with the great progress made in measures of defense and in 
other improvements of various kinds since the late war, are conclusive 
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proofs of this extraordinary prosperity, especially when it is recollected 
that these expenditures have been defrayed without a burthen on the 
people, the direct tax and excise having been repealed soon after the con-
clusion of the late war, and the revenue applied to these great objects hav-
ing been raised in a manner not to be felt. Our great resources therefore 
remain untouched for any purpose which may affect the vital interests of 
the nation. For all such purposes they are inexhaustible. They are 
more especially to be found in the virtue, patriotism, and intelligence of 
our fellow-citizens, and in the devotion with which they would yield up 
by any just measure of taxation all their property in support of the rights 
and honor of their country. 
Under the present depression of prices, affecting all the productions 
of the country and every branch of industry, proceeding from causes ex-
plained on a former occasion, the revenue has considerably diminished, 
the effect of which has been to compel Congress either to abandon these 
great measures of defense or to resort to loans or internal taxes to supply 
the deficiellcy. On the presumption that this depression and the defi-
ciency in the revenue arising from it would be temporary, loans were 
authorized for the demands of the last and present year. Anxious to 
relieve my fellow-citizens in 1817 from every burthen which could be dis-
pensed with, and the state of the Treasury permitting it, I recommended 
the repeal of the internal taxes, knowing that such relief was then pe-
culiarly necessary in consequence of the great exertions made in the late 
war. I made that recommendation under a pledge that should the public 
exigencies require a recurrence to them at any time while I remained in 
this trust, I would with equal promptitude perform the duty which would 
then be alike incumbent on me. By the experiment now making it will 
be seen by the next session of Congress whether the revenue shall have 
been so augmented as to be adequate to all these necessary purposes. 
Should the deficiency still continue, and especially should it be probable 
that it would be permanent, the course to be pursued appears to me to be 
obvious. I am satisfied that under certain circumstances loans may be 
resorted to with great advantage. I am equally well satisfied, as a genera! 
rule, that the demands of the current year, especially in time of peace, 
should be provided for by the revenue of that year. 
I have never dreaded, nor have I ever shunned, in any situation in 
which I have been placed making appeals to the virtue and patriotism of 
my fellow-citizens, well knowing that they could never be made in vain, 
especially in times of great emergency or for purposes of high national 
importance. Independently of the exigency of the case, many consider-
ations of great weight urge a policy having in view a provision of revenue 
to meet to a certain extent the demands of the nation, without relying 
altogether on the precarious resource of foreign commerce.. I am satisfied 
that internal duties and excises, with corresponding imposts on foreign 
articles of the same kind, would, without imposing any serious burdens 
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on the people, enhance the price of produce, promote our manufactures, 
and augment the revenue, at the same time that they made it more secure 
and permanent. 
Tne care of the Indian tribes within our limits has long been an essen-
tial part of our system, but, unfortunately, it has not been executed in 
a manner to accomplish all the objects intended by it. We have treated 
them as independent nations, without their having any substantial pre-
tensions to that rank. The distinction has flattered their pride, retarded 
their improvement, and in many instances paved the way to their de-
struction. The progress of our settlements westward, supported as they 
are by a dense population, has constantly driven them back, with almost 
the total sacrifice of the lands which they have been compelled to aban-
don. They have claims on the magnanimity and, I may add, on the 
justice of this nation which we must all feel. We should become their 
real benefactors; we should perform the office of their Great Father, the 
endearing title which they emphatically give to the Chief Magistrate of 
our Union. Their sovereignty over vast territories should cease, in lieu. 
of which the right of soil should be secured to each individual and his 
posterity in competent portions; and for the territory thus ceded by_ each 
tribe some reasonable equivalent should be granted, to be vested in per-
manent funds for the support of civil government over them and for the 
education of their children, for their instruction in the arts of husbandry, 
and to provide sustenance for them until they could provide it for them-
selves. My earnest hope is that Congress will digest some plan, founded 
on these principles, with such improvements as their wisdom may sug-
gest, and carry it into effect as ·soon as it may be practicable. 
Europe is again unsettled and the prospect of war increasing. Should 
the flame light up in any quarter, how far it may extend it is impossible 
to foresee. It is our peculiar felicity to be altogether unconnected with 
the causes which produce this menacing aspect elsewhere. With every 
power we are in perfect amity, and it is our interest to remain so if it be 
practicable on just conditions. I see no reasonable cause to apprehend 
variance with any power, unless it proceed from a violation of our mari-
time rights. In these contests, s~ould they occur, and to whatever ex-
tent they may be carried, we shall be neutral; but as a neutral power 
we have rights which it is our duty to maintain. For like injuries it 
will be incumbent on us to seek redress in a spirit of amity, in full con-
fidence that, injuring none, none would knowingly injure us. For more 
imminent dangers we should be prepared, and it should always be recol-
lected that such preparation adapted to the circumstances and sanctioned 
by the judgment and wishes of our constituents can not fail to have a 
good effect in a erting dangers of every kind. We should recollect also 
that the season of peace is best adapted to these preparations. 
If e turn our attention, fellow-citizens, more immediately to the in-
ternal concerns of our country, and more especially to those on which its 
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future welfare depends, we have every reason to anticipate the happiest 
results. It is now rather more than forty-four years since we declared 
our independence, and thirty-seven since it was acknowledged. The tal-
ents and virtues which were displayed in that great struggle were a sure 
presage of all that has since followed. A people who were able to sur-
mount in their infant state such great perils would be more competent 
as they rose into manhood to repel any which they might meet in their 
progress. Their physical strength would be more adequate to foreign 
danger, and the practice of self-government, aided by the light of expe- · 
rience, could not fail to produce an effect equally salutary on all those 
questions connected with the internal organization. These favorable 
anticipations have been realized. 
In our whole system, national and {:,tate, we have shunned all the de-
fects which unceasingly preyed on the vitals and destroyed the ancient 
Republics. In them there were distinct orders, a nobility and a people, 
or the people governed in one assembly. Thus, in the_ one instance there 
was a perpetual conflict between the orders in society for the ascendency, 
in which the victory of-either terminated in the overthrow of the govern-
ment and the ruin of the state; in the other, in which the people gov-
erned in a body, and whose dominions seldom exceeded the dimensions 
of a county in one of our States, a tumultuous and disorderly movement 
permitted only a transitory existence. In this great nation there is but 
one order, that of the people, whose power, by a peculiarly happy im-
provement of the representative principle, is transferred from them, with-
out impairing in the slightest degree their sovereignty, to bodies of their 
own creation, and to persons elected by themselves, in the full e_xtent 
necessary for all the purposes of free, enlightened, and efficient govern-
ment. The whole system is elective, the complete sovereignty being in 
the people, and every officer in every departrnent deriving his authority 
from and being responsible to them for his conduct. 
Our career has corresponded with this great outline. Perfection in 
our organization could not have been expected in the outset either in 
the National or State Governments or in tracing the line between their 
respective powers. But no serious conflict has arisen, nor any contest 
but such as are managed by argument and by a fair appeal to the good 
sense of the people, and many of the defects which experience had clearly 
demonstrated in both Governments have been remedied. By steadily 
pursuing this course in this spirit there is every reason to believe that 
our system will soon attain the highest degree of perfection of which hu-
man institutions are capable, and that the movement in all its branches 
will exhibit such a degree of order and harmony as to command the 
admiration and respect of the civilized world. 
Our physical attainments have not been less eminent. Twenty-five 
years ago the river Mississippi was shut up and our \Vestern brethren 
had no outlet for their commerce. What has been the progress since 
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that time? The river has not only become the property of the United 
States from its source to the ocean, with all its tributary streams (with 
the exception of the upper part of the Red Riv~r only), but Louisiana, 
with a fair and liberal boundary on the western side and the Floridas on 
the eastern, have been ceded to us. The United States now enjoy the 
complete and uninterrupted sovereignty over the whole territory from 
St. Croix to the Sabine. New States, settled from among ourselves in. 
this and in other parts, have been admitted into our Union in equal 
participation in the national sovereignty with the original States. Our 
populat_ion has augmented in an astonishing degree and extended in 
every direction. We now, fellow:..citizens, . comprise within our limits 
the dimensions and faculties of a great power under a Government pos-
sessing all the energies of any government ever known to the Old World, 
with an utter incapacity to oppress the people. 
Entering with these views the office which I have just solemnly sworn 
to execute with fidelity and to the utmost of my ability, I derive great 
satisfaction from a knowledge that I shall be assisted in the several 
Departments by the very enlightened and upright citizens from whom I 
have received so much aid in the preceding term. With full cpnfi.dence 
in the continuance of that candor and generous indulgence from my 
fellow-citizens at large which I have heretofore experienced, and with a 
firm reliance on the protection of Almighty God, I shall forthwith com-
mence the duties of the high trust to which you have called me. 
MARCH 51 1821, 
PROCLAMATIONS. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
WJ:1-ereas information has been received that an atrocious murder, 
aggravated by the additional crime of robbery, was, on the 6th or 7th 
t.ay of this present month, committed in the county of Alexandria and 
District of Columbia on William Seavl!r, late of this city; and 
Whereas the apprehension and punishment of the murderer or mur-
derer and his or their accessary or accessaries will be an example due 
to justice and humanity and every way salutary in its operation: 
I have therefore thought fit to issue this my proclamation, hereby ex-
horting the citizens of the United States, and particularly those of this 
District, and requiring all officers, according to their respective stations, 
to use their utmost endeavors to apprehend and bring the principal or 
principals, accessary or acccssaries, to the said murder to justice. 
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And I do moreover offer a reward of $300 for each p,rincipal, if there 
be more than one, and $150 for each accessary before the fact, if there 
be more than one, who shall be apprehended after the day of the date 
hereof and brought to justice, to be paid upon his conviction of _the crime 
or crimes aforesaid. 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to be 
[SEAL.] 
affixed to these presents, and signed the same with my hand. 
Done at the city of Washington, this 10th day of July, A. D. 
1821, and of the Independence of the United States the forty-
sixth. 
JAMES MONROE. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMSJ 
Secreta1y of State. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas the Congress of the United States, by a joint resolution of 
the 2d day of March last, entitled'' ·Resolution providin,g for the admis-
sion of the State of Missouri into the Union on a certain condition," did 
determine and declare '' that Missouri should be admitted into this Union 
on an equal footing with the original States in all respects whatever 
upon the fundamental condition that the fourth clause of the twenty-
sixth section of the third article of the constitution submitted on the 
part of said State to Congress shall never be construed to authorize the 
passage of any law, and that no law shall be passed in conformity thereto, 
by which any citizen of either of the States of this Union shall be excluded 
from the enjoyment of any of the privileges and immunities to which such 
citizen is entitled under the Constitution of the United States: Provided, 
That the legislature of said State, by a solemn public act, shall declare 
the assent of the said State to the said fundamental condition, and shall 
transmit to the President of the United States on or before the first Mon-
day in November next an authentic copy of said act, upon the receipt 
whereof the President, by proclamation, shall announce the fact, where-
upon, and without any further proceeding on the part of Congress, the 
admission of the said State into this Union shall be considered as com-
plete;'' and _ 
Whereas by a solemn public act of the assembly of said State of Mis-
souri, passed on the 26th of June, in the present year, entitled ''A solemn 
public act declaring the assent of this State to the fundamental condition 
contained in a resolution passed by the Congress of the United States 
providing for the admission of the State of Missouri into the Union on a 
certain condition,'' an authentic copy whereof has been communicated to 
me, it is solemnly and publicly enacted and declared that that State h~ 
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assented, ~nd does assent, that the fourth clause of the twenty-sixth sec-
tion of the third article of the constitution of said State '' shall never be 
construed to authorize the passage of any law, and that no law shall be 
passed in conformity thereto, by which any citizen of either of the United 
States shall be excluded from the enjoyment of any of the privileges and 
immunities to which such citizens are entitled under the Constitution of 
the United States:'' 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States, in 
pursuance of the resolution of Congress aforesaid, have issued this my 
proclamation, announcing the fact that the said State of Missouri has 
assented to the fundamental condition required by the resolution of Con-
gress aforesaid, whereupon the admission of the said.-State of Missouri 
into this Union is declared to be complete. 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States of 
America to be affixed to these presents, and signed the same 
[SEAL.] 
with my hand. 
Done at the city of Washington, the roth day of August, 
A. D. 1821, and of the Independence of the said United States 
of America the forty-sixth. 
By the President: JAMES MONROE. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary ef State. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 3d of 
March, 1815, so much of the several acts imposing duties on the ships 
and vessels and on goods, wares, and merchandise imported into the 
United States as imposed a discriminating duty of tonnage between 
foreign vessels and vessels of the United States and between goods im-
ported into the United States in foreign vessels and vessels of the United 
States were repealed so far as the same respected the produce or manu-
facture of the nation to which such foreign ship or vessel might belong, 
such repeal to take effect in favor of any foreign nation whenever the 
President of the United States should be satisfied that the discriminating 
or countervailing duties of such foreign nation so far as they operate to 
the disadvantage of the United States have been abolished; and 
Whereas satisfactory proof has been received by me, through the 
charge d'affaires of the United States in Sweden, under date of the 30th 
day of January, 1821, that thenceforward all discriminating or counter-
vailing duties in the Kingdom of Norway so far as they operated to the 
disadvantage of the United States had been and were abolished: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States of 
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America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several 
acts imposing duties on the tonnage of ships and vessels and on goods, 
wares, and merchandise imported into the United States as imposed a 
discriminating duty of tonnage between vessels of the Kingdom of Nor-
way and vessels of the United States and between goods imported into 
the United States in vessels of the said Kingdom of Norway and vessels 
of the United States are repealed so far as the same respect the produce 
or manufacture of the said Kingdom of Norway. 
Given under m~ hand, at the city of Washington, this 20th day of 
August, A. D. 1821, and the forty-sixth year of the Independence of the 
United States. 
Hy the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STA'l'ES OF ' AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 3d of 
March, 1815, so much of the several acts imposing duties on the ships 
and vessels and on goods, wares, and merchandise imported into the 
United States as imposed a discriminating duty of tonnage between for-
eign vessels and vessels of the United States and between goods imported 
into the United States in foreign vessels and vessels of the United States 
were repealed so far as the same respecte_d the produce or manufacture of 
the nation to which such foreign ship or vessel might belong, such repeal 
to take effect in favor of any foreign nation whenever the President of 
the United States should be satisfied that the discriminating or counter-
vailing duties of such foreign nation so far as they operate to the disad-
vantage of the United States have been abolished; and 
Whereas satisfactory proof has been received by me, under date of the 
1 Ith of May last, that thenceforward all discriminating or countervailing 
duties of the Dukedom of Oldenburg so far as they might operate to the 
disadvantage of the United States should be and were abolished upon His 
Highness the Duke of Oldenburg's being duly certified of a reciprocal 
Hct on the part of the United States: 
Now, therefore, I, Jam,es Monroe, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several acts 
imposing duties on the tonnage of ships and vessels and on goods, wares, 
and merchandise imported into the United States as imposed a discrim-
inating duty of tonnage between vessels of the Dukedom of Oldenburg 
and vessels of the United States and between goods imported into the 
United States in vessels of the said Dukedom of Oldenburg and vessels 
MP-vo:r,u-7 
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of the United States are repealed so far as the same respect the produce 
or manufacture of the said Dukedom of Oldenburg. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 22d day oi 
November, A. D. 1821, and the forty-=sixth year of the Independence of 
the United States. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
FIFTH ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, December 3, I82I. 
Fellow-C-itizens of the Senate and of the House of Representatives: 
The progress of our affairs since the last session has been such as may 
justly be claimed and expected under a Government deriving all its powers 
from an enlightened people, and under laws formed by their representa-
tives, on great consideration, for the sole purpose of promoting the welfare 
and happiness of their constituents. In the execution of those laws and 
of the powers vested by the Constitution in the Executive, unremitted at-
tention has been paid to the great objects to which t4ey extend. In the 
concerns which are exclusively internal there is good cause to be satis-
fied with the result. The laws have had their due operation and effect. In 
those relating to foreign powers, I am happy to state that peace and amity 
are preserved with all by a strict observance on both sides of the rights 
of each. In matters touching our commercial intercourse, where a differ-
ence of opinion has existed as to the conditions on which it should be 
placed, each party has pursued its own policy without giving just cause 
of offense to the other. In this annual communication, especially when 
it is addressed to a new Congress, the whole scope of our political con-
cerns naturally comes into view, that errors, if such have been commit-
ted, may be corrected; that defects which have become manifest may be 
remedied; and, on the other hand, that measures which were adopted on 
due deliberation, and which experience has shewn are just in themselves 
and essential to the public welfare, should be persevered in and supported. 
In performing this necessary and very important duty I shall endeavor to 
place before you on its merits every subject that is thought to be entitled 
to your particular attention in as distinct and clear a light as I may be 
able. 
By an act of the 3d of March, 1815, so much of the several acts as 
imposed higher duties on the tonnage of foreign vessels and on the 
manufactures and productions of foreign nations when imported into the 
United States in for ign vessels than when imported in vessels of th@ 
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United States were repealed so far as respected the . manufactures and 
productions of the nation to which such vessels belonged, on the condi-
tion that the repeal should take effect only in favor of any foreign nation 
when the Executive should be satisfied that such discriminating duties 
to the disadvantage of the United States had likewise been repealed by 
such nation. By this act a proposition was made to all nations to place 
our commerce with each on a basis which it was presumed would be 
acceptable to all. Every nation was allowed to bring its manufactures 
and productions into our ports and to take the manufactures and produc-
tions of the United States back to their ports in their own vessels on the 
same conditions that they might be transported in vessels of the United 
States, and in return it was required that a like accommodation should 
be granted to the vessels of the United States in the ports of other pow-
ers. The articles to be admitted or prohibited on either side formed no 
part of the proposed arrangement. Each party would retain the right to 
admit or prohibit such articles from the other as it thought proper, and 
on its own conditions. 
When the nature of the commerce between the United States and every 
other country was taken into view, it was thought that this proposition . 
would be considered fair, and ev~n liberal, by every power. The exports 
of the United States consist generally of articles of the first necessity and 
of rude materials in demand for foreign manufactories, of great bulk, 
requiring for their transportation many vessels, the return for which in 
the manufactures and productions of any foreign country, ev~n when dis-
posed of there to advantage, may be brought in a single vessel. This 
observation is the more especially applicable to those countries from 
which manufactures alone are imported, but it applies in a great extent 
to the European dominions of every European power and in a certain 
extent to all the colonies of those powers. By placing, then, the naviga-
tion precisely on the s~me ground in the transportation of exports and 
imports between the United States and other countries it was presumed 
that all was offered which could be desired. It seemed to be the only 
proposition which could be devised which would retain even the sem-
blance of equality in our favor. 
Many considerations of great weight gave us a right to expect that this 
commerce should be extended to the colonies as well as to the European 
dominions of other powers. With the latter, especially with countries 
exclusively manufacturing, the advantage was manifestly on their side. 
An indemnity for that loss was expected from a trade with the colonies, 
and with the greater reason as it was known that the supplies which the 
colonies derived from us were of the highest importance to them, their 
labor being bestowed with so much greater profit in the culture of other 
articles; and because, likewise, the articles of which those supplies con-
sisted, forming so large a proportion of the exports of the United States, 
were never admitted into any of the ports of Europe except in cases of 
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great emergency to avert a serious calamity. When no article is admitted 
which is not required to supply the wants of the party admitting it, and 
admitted then not in favor of any particular country to the disadvantage 
of others, but on conditions equally applicable b all, it seems just that the 
articles thus admitted and invited should be carried thither in the vessels 
of the country affording such supply and that the reciprocity should be 
found in a corresponding accommodation on the other side. By allowing 
each party to participate in the transportation of such supplies on the 
payment of equal tonnage a strong proof was afforded of an accommoda-
ting spirit. To abandon to it the transportation of the whole would be a 
sacrifice which ought not to be expected. The demand in the present 
instance would be the more unreasonable in consideration of the great 
inequality existing 'in the trade with the parent country. 
Such was the basis of our system as established by the act of 1815 
and such its true character. In the year in which this act was passed a 
treaty was concluded with Great Britain, in strict conformity with its 
principles, in regard to her European dominions. To her colonies, 
however, in the West Indies and on this continent it was not extended, 
the British Government claiming the exclusive supply of those colonies, 
and from our own ports, and of the productions of the colonies in return 
in her own vessels. To this claim the United States could not assent, 
:md in consequence each party suspended the intercourse in the vessels 
of the other by a prohibition which still exists. 
The same conditions were offered to France, but not accepted. Her 
Government has demanded other conditions more favorable to her navi-
gation> and which should also give extraordinary encouragement to het 
manufactures and productions in ports of the United ,States. To these 
it was thought improper to accede, and in consequence the restrictive reg-
ulations which had been adopted on her part, being countervailed on the 
part of the United States, the direct commerce between the two countries 
in the vessels of each party has been in a great measure suspended. It is 
much to be regretted that, although a negotiation has been long pending, 
such is the diversity of views entertained on the various . points which 
have been brought into discussion that there does not appear to be any 
reasonable prospect of its early conclusion. 
It is my duty to state, as a cause of very great regret, that very serious 
differences have occurred in this negotiation respecting the construction 
of the eighth article of the treaty of 1803, by which Louisiana was ceded 
to the nited States, and likewise respecting the seizure of the Apollo, in 
1820, for a violation of our revenue laws. The claim of the Government 
of Fr2.::ice has excited not less surprise than concern, because there does 
not appear to be a ju t foundation for it in either instance. By the eighth 
article of the treaty referred to it is stipulated that after the expiration of 
twelve y ars, during which time it was provided by the seventh or pre-
(;edin& article that the vessels of France and Spain should be admitted 
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into the ports of the ceded territory without paying higher duties on mer-
chandise or tonnage on the vessels than such as were paid by citizens of 
the United States, the ships of France should forever afterwards be placed 
on the footing of the most favored nation. By the obvious construction 
of this article it is presumed that it was intended that no favor should 
be granted to any power in those ports to which France should not be 
forthwith entitled, nor should any accommodation be allowed to another 
power on conditions to which she would not also be entitled on the same 
conditions. Under this construction no favor or accommodation could 
be granted to any power to the prejudice of France. By allowing the 
equivalent allowed by those powers she would always stand in those ports 
on the footing of the most favored nation. But if this article should be 
so construed as that France should enjoy, of right, and without paying 
the equivalent, all the advantages of such conditions as might be allowed 
to other powers in return for important con~essions made by them, then 
the whole character of the stipulation would be changed. She would not 
be placed on the footing of the most favored nation, but on a footing held 
by no other nation. She would enjoy all advantages allowed to them in 
consideration of like advantages allowed to us, free from every and any 
condition whatever. 
As little cause has the Government of France to complain of the seizure 
of the A pollo and the removal of other vessels from the waters of the St. 
Marys. It will not be denied that every nation has a right to regulate 
its commercial system as it thinks fit and to enforce the collection of its 
revenue, provided it be done without an invasion of the rights of other 
powers. The violation of its revenue laws is an offense which all nations 
punish, the punishment of which gives no just cause of complaint to the 
power to which the offenders belong, provided it be extended to all 
equally. In this case every circumstance which occurred indicated a 
fixed purpose to violate our revenue laws. Had the party intended to 
have pursued a fair trade he would have entered our ports and paid the 
duties; or had he intended to carry on a legitimate circuitous commerce 
with the United States he would have entered the port of some other 
power, landed his goods at the custom-house according to law, and re-
shipped and sent them in the vessel of such power, or of some other 
power which might lawfully bring them, free from such duties, to a port 
of the United States. But the conduct of the party in this case was alto-
gether different. He entered the river St. Marys, the boundary line 
between the United States and Florida, and took his position on the 
Spanish side, on which in the whole extent of the river there was no 
town, no port or custom-house, and scarcely any settlement. His pur-
pose, therefore, was not to sell his goods to the inhabitants of Florida, 
but to citizens of the United States, in exchange for their productions, 
which could not be done without a direct and palpable breach of our laws. 
It is known that a regular systematic plan had been formed by certain 
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persons for the violation of our revenue system, which made it the more 
necessary to check the proceeding in its commencement. 
That the unsettled bank of a river so remote from the Spanish garrisons 
and population could give no protection to any party in such a practice 
is believed to be in strict accord with the law of nations. It would not 
have comported with a friendly policy in Spain herself to have established 
a custom-house there, since it could have subserved no other purpose than 
to elude our revenue law. But the Government of Spain did not adopt 
that measure. On the contrary, it is understood that the Captain-General 
of Cuba, to whom an application fo that effect was made by these :adven-
turers, had not acceded to it. The condition of those Provinces for many 
years before they were ceded to the United States need not now be dwelt 
on. Inhabited by different tribes of Indians and an inroad .for every 
kind of adventurer, the jurisdiction of Spain may be said to have been 
almost exclusively confined to her garrisons. It certainly could not ex-
tend to places where she had no authority. The rules, therefore, appli-
cable to settled countries governed by laws could not be deemed so to the 
deserts of Florida and to the occurrences there. It merits attention also 
that the territory had then been ceded to the United States by a treaty 
the ratification of which had not been refused, and which has since beei,. 
performed. Under any circumstances, therefore, Spain became less re-
sponsible for such acts committed there, and the United States more at 
liberty to exercise authority to prevent so great a mischief. The conduct 
of this Government has in every instance been conciliatory and friendly 
to France. The construction of our revenue law in its application to the 
cases which have formed the ground of such serious complaint on her 
part and the order to the collector of St. Marys, in accord with it, were 
given two years before these cases occurred, and in reference to a breach 
which was attempted by the subjects of ~mother power. The application, 
therefore, to the cases in question was inevitable. .As soon as the treaty 
by which these Provinces were ceded to the United States was ratified, 
and all danger of further breach of our revenue laws ceased; an order 
was given for the release of the vessel which had been seized and for the 
dismission of the libel which had been instituted against her. 
The principles of this system of reciprocity, founded on the law of the 
3d of March, 1815 1 have been since carried into effect with the Kingdoms 
of the etherlands, Sweden, Prussia, and with Hamburg, Bremen, Lu-
beck, and Oldenburg, with a provision made by subsequent laws in regard 
to the etherlands, Prussia, Hamburg, and Bremen that such produce and 
manufactures as could only be, or most usually were, first shipped from 
the ports of those countries, the same being imported in vessels wholly 
belonging to their subj ects, should be considered and admitted as their 
own manufactures and productions. 
The Government of orway has by an ordinance opened the ports of 
that part of the dominions of the King of Sweden to the vessels of the 
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United States upon the payment of no other or higher duties than are 
paid by Norwegian vessels, from whatever place arriving and with what-
ever articles laden. They have requested . the reciprocal allowance for 
the vessels of Norway in the ports of the United States. As this privi-
lege is 1iot within the scope of the act of the 3d of March, 1815, and can 
only be granted by Congress, and as it may involve the commercial rela-
tions of the United States with other nations, the subject is su,bmitted to 
the wisdom of Congress. 
I have presented thus fully to your view our commercial relations with 
other powers, that, seeing them in detail with each power, and knowing 
the basis on which they rest, Congress may in its wisdom decide whether 
any change ought to be made, and, if any, in what respect. I£. this basis 
is unjust or unreasonable, surely it ought to be abandoned; but if it be 
just and reasonable, and any change in it will make concessions subver-
sive of equality and tending in its consequences to sap the foundations of 
our prosperity, then the reasons are ~qually strong for adhering to the 
ground already taken, and supporting it by such further regulations as 
may appear to be proper, should any additional support be found nec-
essary. 
The question concerning the construction of the first article of the 
treaty of Ghent has been, by a joint act of the representatives of the 
United States and of Great Britain at the Court of St. Petersburg, sub-
mitted to the decision of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia. 
The result of that submission has not yet been received. The commis-
sioners under the fifth article of that treaty not having been able to agree 
upon their decision, their reports to the two Governments, according to 
the provisions of the treaty, may be expected at an early day. 
With Spain the treaty of February 22, 1819, has been partly carried 
into execution. Possession of East and West Florida has been given to 
the United States, but the officers charged with that service by an order 
from His Catholic Majesty, delivered by his minister to the Secretary of 
State, and transmitted by a special agent to the Captain-General of Cuba, 
to whom it was ·directed and in whom the government of those Provinces 
was vested, have not only omitted, in contravention of the order of their 
Sovereign, the performance of the express stipulation to deliver over the 
archives and documents relating to the property and sovereignty of those 
Provinces, all of which it was expected would have been delivered either 
before or when the troops were withdrawn, but defeated since every 
effort of the United States to obtain them, especially those of the great- -
est importance. This omission has given rise to several incidents ·of a 
painful nature, the character of which will be fully disclosed by the doc-
uments which will be hereafter communicated. 
In every other circumstance the law of the 3d of March last, for car-
rying into effect that treaty, has been duly attended to. For the execu-
tion of that part which preserved in force, for the government oi the 
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inhabitants for the term specified, all the civil, military, and judicial 
powers exercised by the ex isting government of those Provinces an ade-
quate number of officers, as was presumed, were appointed, and ordered 
to their respective stations. Both Provinces were formed into one Ter-
ritory, and a governor appointed for it; but in consideration of the pre-
existing division and of the distance and difficulty of communication 
between Pensacola, the residence of the governor of West Florida, and 
St. Augustine, that of the governor of East Florida, at which places the 
inconsiderable population of each Province was principally collected, two 
secretaries were appointed, the one to reside at Pensacola and the other 
at St. Augustine. Due attention was likewise ~::>aid to the execution of 
the laws of the United States relating to the revenue and the slave trade, 
which were extended to these Provinces. The whole Territory was di-
vided into three collection districts, that part lying between the river St. 
Marys and Cape Florida forming on~, that from the Cape to the Apalach-
icola another, and that from _ the Apalachicola to the Perdido the third. 
To these districts the usual number of revenue officers were appointed; 
and to secure the due operation of these laws one judge and a district 
attorney were appointed to reside at Pensacola, and likewise one judge 
and a district attorney to reside at St. Augustine, with a specified bound-
ary between them; and one marshal for the whole, with authority to ap-
point a deputy. In carrying this law into effect , and especially that part 
relating to the powers of the existing government of those Provinces, it 
was thought important, in consideration of the short term for which it 
was to operate and the radical change which would be made at the ap-
proaching session of Congress, to avoid expense, to make no appointment 
which should not be absolutely necessary to give effect to those powers, 
to withdraw none of our citizens from their p ursuits, whereby to subject 
the Government to claims which could not be gratified and the parties to 
losses which it would be painful to witness. 
It has been seen with much concern that in the performance of these 
duties a collision arose between the governor of the Territory and the 
judge appointed for the western district. It was presumed that the law 
under which this transitory government was organized, and the commis-
sions which were granted to the officers who were appointed to execute 
each branch of the system, and to which the commissions were adapted, 
would have been understood in the same sense by them in which they 
were understood by the Executive. Much allowance is due to officers 
employed in each branch of this system, and the more so as there is 
good cau e to believe that each acted under the conviction that he pos-
se ed the power which he undertook to exercise. Of the officer holding 
the principal station, I think it proper to observe that he accepted it with 
reluctance, in compliance with the invitation given him, and from a high 
sense of duty to his country, being willing to contribute to the consum-
mation oi an event which would insure complete protection to an impor-
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tant part of our Union, which had suffered much from incursion and in-
vasion , and to the defense of which his very gallant and patriotic services 
had been so signally and usefully devoted. 
From the intrin~ic difficulty of executing laws deriving their origin 
from different sources, and so essentially different in many important 
circumstances, the advantage, and indeed the necessity, of establishing as 
soon as may be practicable a . well-organized government over that Ter-
ritory on the prin,ciples of our system is apparent. This subject is the~e-
fore recommended to the early consideration of Congress. 
In compliance with an injunction of the law of the 3d of March last, 
three commissioners have also been appointed and a board organized for 
carrying into effect the eleventh article of the treaty above recited, mak-
ing provision for the payment of such of our citizens as have well-founded 
claims on Spain of the character specified by that treaty. This board has • 
entered on its duties and made some progress therein. The commissioner 
and surveyor of His Catholic Majesty, provided for by the fourth article 
of the treaty, have not yet arrived in the United States, but are soon ex-
pected. As soon as they do arrive corresponding appointments will be 
made and every facility be afforded for the due execution of this service. 
The Government of His Most Faithful Majesty since the termination 
of the last session of Congress has been removed from Rio de Janeiro to 
Lisbon, where a revolution similar to that which had occurred in the 
neighboring Kingdom of Spain had in like manner been sanctioned by 
the accepted and pledged faith of the reigning monarch. The diplomatic 
intercourse between the United States and the Portuguese dominions, 
interrupted by this important event, has not yet been resumed, but the 
change of internal administration having already materially affected the 
commercial intercourse of the United States with the Portuguese domin-
ions, the renewal of the public missions between the two countries ap-
pears to be desirable at an early day. 
It is understood that the colonies in South America have had great 
success during the present year in the struggle for their independence. 
The new Government of Colombia has extended its territories and con-
siderably augmented its strength, and at Buenos Ayres, where civil dis-
sensions had for some time before prevailed, greater harmony and better 
order appear to have been established. Equal success has attended their 
efforts in the Provinces on the Pacific. It has long been manifest that 
it would be impossible for Spain to reduce these colonies by force, and 
equally so that no conditions short of their independence would be sat-
isfactory to them. It may therefore be presumed, and it is earnestly 
hoped, that the Government of Spain, guided by enlightened and liberal 
councils, will find it to comport with its interests and due to its magna-
nimity to terminate this exhausting controversy on that basis. To pro-
mote this result by friendly counsel with the Governp:1.ent of Spain will 
be the obiect of the Government of the United States. 
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In conducting the fiscal operations of the year it has been found neces-
sary to carry into full effect the act of the last session of Congress author-
izing a loan of $5,000,000. This sum has been raised at an average 
premium of $5. 59 per centum -upon stock bearing an interest at the rate 
of 5 per cent per annum, redeemable at the option of the Government after 
the ISt day of January, 1835. 
There has been issued under the provisions of this act $4,735,296.30 
of 5 per cent stock, and there has been or will be redeemed during the 
year $3,197,030.71 of Louisiana 6 per cent deferred stock and Missis-
sippi stock. There has therefore been an actual increase of the public 
debt contracted during the year of $1, 538,266.69. 
The receipts into the Treasury from the 1st of January to the 30th of 
Septembex- last have amounted to $16,2 19,197.70, which, with the bal , 
ance of $r, 198,461.21 in the Treasury on the former day, make the aggrn 
•gate sum of $17,417,658.91. The payments from the Treasury during-
the same period have amounted to $15,655,288.47, leaving in the Treas-
ury on the last-mentioned day the sum,of $1,762,370.44. It is estimated 
that the receipts of the fourth quarter of the year will exceed the de•, 
mands which will be made on the Treasury during the same period, and 
that the amount in the Treasury on the 30th of September last will be 
increased on the 1st day of January next. 
At the close of the last session it was anticipated that the progressive 
diminution of the public revenue in 1819 and 1820, which had been the 
result of the languid state of our foreign commerce in those years, had in 
the latter year reached its extreme point of depression'. It has, however, 
been ascertained that that point was reached only at the termination of 
the first quarter of the present year. From that time until the 30th of 
September last the duties secured_ have e'xceeded those of the correspond-
ing quarters of the last year $1,172,000, whilst the amount of debentures 
issued during the three first quarters of this year is $952,000 less than 
that of the same quarters of the last year. 
There are just grounds to believe that the improvement which has oc-
curred in the revenue during the last-mentioned period will not only be 
maintained, but that it will progressively increase through the next and 
several succeeding years, so as to realize the results which were presented 
upon that subject by the official reports of the Treasury at the commence-
ment of the last session of Congress. 
Under the influence of the most unfavorable circumstances the revenue 
for the next and subsequent years to the year 1825 will exceed the de-
mands at present authorized by law. 
It may fairly be presumed that under the protection given to domestic 
manufactures by the existing laws we shall become at no distant period 
a manufacturing country on an extensive scale. Possessing as we do the 
raw materials in such vast amount, with a capacity to augment them to 
an indefinite extent; raising within the country aliment of every kind to 
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an amount far exceeding the demand for home consumption, even in the 
most unfavorable years, and to be obtained always at a very moderate 
price; skilled also, as our people are, in the mechanic arts and in every . 
improvement calculated to lessen the demand for and the price of labor, 
it is manifest that their success in every branch of domestic industry may 
and will be carried, under the encouragement given by the present duties, 
to an extent to meet any demand which under a fair competition µiay be 
made upon it. 
A considerable increase of domestic manufactures, by diminishing the 
importation of foreign, will probably tend to lessen the amount of the 
public revenue. As, however, a large proportion of the revenue which is 
derived from duties is raised from other articles than manufactures, the 
demand for which will increase with our population, it is believed that a 
fund will still be raised from that source adequate to the greater part of 
the public expenditures, especially as those expenditures, should we con-
tinue to be blessed with peace, will be diminished by the completion of 
the fortifications, dockyards, and other public works, by th~ augmenta-
tion of the Navy to the point to which it is proposed to carry it, and by 
the payment of the public debt, including pensions for military services. 
It can not be doubted that the more complete our internal resources 
and the less dependent we are on foreign powers for every national as 
well as domestic purpose the greater and more stable will be the public 
felicity. By the increase of domestic manufactures will the demand for 
the rude materials at home be increased, and thus will the dependence 
of the several parts of our Union on each other and the strength of the 
Union itself be proportionably augmented. In this process, which is 
very desirable, and inevitable under the existing duties, the .resources 
which obviously present themselves to supply a deficiency in the revenue, 
should it occur, are the interests which may derive the principal benefit 
from the change. If domestic manufactures are raised by duties on for-
eign, the deficiency in the fund necessary for public purposes should be 
supplied by duties on the former. At the last session it seemed doubtful 
whether the revenue derived from the present sources would be adequate 
to all the great purposes of our Union, including the construction of our 
fortifications, the augmentation of the Navy, and the protection of our 
commerce against the dangers to which it is exposed. Had the deficiency 
been such as to subject us to the necessity either to abandon those meas-
ures of defense or to resort to other means for adequate funds, the course 
presented to the adoption of a virtuous and enlightened people appeared 
to be a plain one. It must be gratifying to all to know that this necessity 
does not exist. Nothing, however, in contemplation of such· important 
objects, which can be easily provided for, should be left to hazard. It is 
thought that the revenue may receive an augmentation from the existing 
sources, and in a manner to aid our manufactures, without hastening 
prematurely the result which has been suggested. It is believed that a 
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moderate additional duty on certain articles would have that effect, with-
out being liable to any serious objection. 
The examination of the whole coast, for the construction of permanent 
fortifications, from St. Croix to the Sabine, with the exception of part of 
the territory lately acquired, will be completed in the present year, as 
will be the survey of the Mississippi, under the resolution of the House 
of Representatives, from the mouth of the Ohio to the ocean, and likewise 
of the Ohio from Louisville to the Mississippi. A progress correspond-
ing with the sums appropriated has also been made in the construction 
of these fortifications at the points designated. As they will form a sys-
tem of defense for the whole maritime frontier, and in consequence for 
t.p.e interior, and are to last for ages, the greatest care has been taken to 
fix the position of each work and to form it on such a scale as will be 
adequate to the purpose intended by it. All the inlets and assailable 
parts of our Union have been minutely examined, and positions taken 
with a view to the best effect, observing in every instance a just regard 
for economy. Doubts, however, being entertained as to the propriety of 
the position and extent of the work at Dauphine Island, further progress 
in it was suspended soon after the last session of Congress, and an order 
given to the Board of Engineers and Naval Commissioners to make a 
further and more minute examination of it in both respects, and to re-
port the result without delay. 
Due progress has been made in the construction of vessels of war ac-
cording to the law providing for the gradual augmentation of the Navy, 
and to the extent of existing appropriations. The vessels authorized by 
the act of 1820 have all been completed and are now in actual service. 
None of the larger ships have been or will be launched for the present, the 
object being to protect all which may not be required for immediate serv-
ice from decay by suitable buildings erected over them. A squadron has 
been maintained, as heretofore, in the Mediterranean, by means whereof 
peace has been preserved with the Barbary Powers. This squadron has 
been reduced the present year to as small a force as is compatible with 
the fulfillment of the object intended by it. From past experience and 
the best information respecting the views of those powers it is distinctly 
understood that should our squadron be withdrawn they would soon re-
commence their hostilities and depredations upon our commerce. Their 
fortifications have lately been rebuilt and their maritime force increased. 
It ha also been found necessary to maintain a naval force on the Pacific 
for the protection of the very important interests of our citizens engaged 
in commerce and the fisheries in that sea. Vessels have likewise been 
employed in cruising along the Atlantic coast, in the Gulf of Mexico, on 
the coast of frica, and in the neighboring seas. In the latter many 
piracie ha e been committed on our commerce, and so extensive was be, 
coming the range of those unprincipled adventurers that there was cause 
to apprehend, without a timely and decisive effort to suppress them, the 
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worst consequences would ensue. Fortunately, a considerable check has 
been given to that spirit by our cruisers, who have succeeded in capturing 
and destroying several of their vessels. Nevertheless, it is considered an 
object of high importance to continue these cruises until the practice is 
entirely suppressed. Like success has attended our efforts to suppress 
the slave trade. Under the flag of the United States and the sanction of 
their papers the trade may be considered as entirely suppressed, and if 
any of our citizens are engaged in it under the flags and papers of other 
powers, it is only from a respect to the rights of those powers that these 
offenders are not seized and brought home to receive the punishment 
which the laws inflict. If every other power should adopt the same policy 
and pursue the same vigorous means for carrying it into effect, the trade 
could no longer exist. 
Deeply impressed with the blessings which we enjoy, and of which we 
have such manifold proofs, my mind is irresistibly drawn to that Almighty 
Being, the great source from whence they proceed and to whom our most 
grateful acknowledgments are due. 
JAMES MONROE. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, D ecember I6, I82I. 
To the Senate and House oj Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, in-
closing the report of the commissioners appointed in conformity with the 
provisions of "An act to authorize the building of light-houses therein 
mentioned, and for other purposes,'' approved the 3d of March, r 82 1. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December I6, I82I. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
By a resolution of Congress approved on the 27th of March, 1818, it 
was directed that the journal, acts, and proceedings of the Convention 
which formed the present Constitution of the United States should be 
published, under the direction of the President of the United States, to-
gether with the secret journals of the acts and proceedings, and the foreign 
correspondence ( with a certain exception), of the Congress of the United 
States from the first meeting thereof down to the date of the ratification 
of the definitive treaty of peace between Great Britain and the United 
States, in the year 1783, and that 1,000 copies thereof should be printed, 
of which one copy should be furnished to each member of that (the 
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Fifteenth) Congress, and the residue should remain subject to the future 
disposition of Congress. 
And by a resolution of Congress approved on the 2 rst April, 1820, it 
was provided that the secret journal, together with all the papers and doc-
uments connected with that journal, and all other papers and documents 
heretofore considered confidential, of the old Congress, from the date of 
the ratification of the definitive treaty of the year 1783 to the formation 
of the present Government, which were remaining in the office of the Sec-
retary of State, should be published under the direction of the President 
of the United States, and that r ,ooo copies thereof should be printed and 
deposited in the Library subject to the disposition of Congress. 
In pursuance of these two resolutions, r ,ooo copies of the journals and 
acts of the Convention which formed the Constitution have been hereto-
fore printed and placed at the disposal of Congress, and r ,ooo copies of 
the secret journals of the Congress of the Confederation, complete, have 
been printed, 250 copies of which have been reserved to comply with the 
direction of furnishing one copy to each member of the Fifteenth Con-
gress; the remaining 750 copies have been deposited in the Library and 
are now at the disposal of Congress. -
By the general appropriation act of 9th April, 1818, the sum of $10,000 
was appropriated for defraying the expenses of printing done pursuant to 
the resolution of the 27th of March of that year. No appropriation has 
yet been made to defray the expenses incident to the execution of the 
resolution of 21st April, 1820. The whole expense hitherto incurred in 
carrying both resolutions into effect has exceeded by $542.56 the appro-
priation of April, 1818. This balance remains due to the printers, and is 
included in the estimates of appropriation for the year 1822. That part 
of the resolution of the 27th March, 1818, which directs the publication of 
the foreign correspondence of the Congress. of the Confederation remains 
yet to be executed, and a further appropriation will be necessary for car-
rying it into effect. 
JAMES MONROE. 
D ECEMBER 30, 1821. 
To tht: Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a treaty of peace and amity concluded between 
the United States and the Dey and Regency of Algiers on the 23d of De-
cember, 1816. · 
Thi treaty is in. all respects the same in its provisions with that which 
l:.ad been concluded on the 30th of June, 1815. and was ratified, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, on the 26th of December of 
that year, with the exception of one additional and explanatory article. 
The circumstances which have occasioned the delay in laying the pres-
ent treaty before the Senate for their advice and consent to its ratifica-
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tion are, that having been received in the spring of the year 1817, during 
the recess of the Senate, in the interval between the time when the De-
partment of State was vacated by its late Secretary and the entrance of his 
successor upon the duties of the office, and when a change also occurred of 
the chief clerk of the Department, it was not reco1lecte4 by the officers 
of the Department that it remained without the constitutional sanction 
of the Senate until shortly before the commencement of the present ses-
sion. The documents explanatory of the additional articles are likewise 
herewith transmitted. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 7, I822. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
I transmit a report of the Secretary of the Navy, together with~ sur-
vey of the coast of North Carolina, made in purs,_uance of a resolution of 
Congress of the 19th January, 1819. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 8, I822. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the . United States: 
In pursuance of a joint resolution of the two Houses of Congress of 
the 3d of March, 182 I, authorizing the President to cause such number 
of astronomical observations to be made by methods which might, in his 
judgment, be best adapted to insure a correct determination of the longi-
tude of the Capitol, in the city of Washington, from Greenwich or some 
other known meridian in Europe, and that he cause the data, with accu-
rate calculations on statements founded thereon, to be laid before them 
at their present session, I herewith transmit to Congress the report made 
by William Lambert, who was selected by me on the 10th of April last 
to perform the service required by that resolution. 
As no compensation is authorized by law for the execution of the duties 
assigned to Mr. Lambert, it is submitted to the discretion of Congress to 
make the necessary provision for an adequate allowance to him and to the 
assistant whom he employed to aid him in his observations. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
JANUARY 17, 1822. 
I nominate the persons whose names are stated in the inclosed letter 
from the Secretary of War for the appointments therein respectively pro-
posed for t_hem. 
The changes in the Army growing out of the act of the 2d of March, 
1821. "to reduce and fix the military peace establishment of the United 
States," are exhibited in the Official Register for the year 1822, herewith 
submitted for the information of the Senate. 
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Under the late organization of the artillery arm, with the exception of 
the colonel of the regiment of light artillery, there were no grades higher 
than lieutenant-colonel recognized. Three of the four colonels of artil-
lery provided for by the act of Congress of the 2d of March, r 82 r, were 
considered, therefore, as original vacancies, to be filled, as the good of the 
service might dictate, from the Army corps. 
The Pay Department being considered as a part of the military estab-
lishment, and, within the meaning of the above-recited act, constituting 
one of the corps of the Army, the then Paymaster-General was appointed 
colonel of one of the regiments. A contrary construction, which would 
have limited the ::orps specified in the twelfth section of the act to the 
line of the Army, would equally have excluded all the other branches of 
the staff, as well that of the Pay Department, which was expressly com-
prehended among those to be reduced. Such a construction did not seem 
to be authorized by the act, since by its general terms it was inferred to 
have been intended to give a power of sufficient extent to make the reduc-
tion by which so many were to be disbanded operate with as little incon-
venience as possible to the parties. Acting on these views and on the 
recommendation of the board of general officers, who were called in on 
account of their knowledge and experience to aid the Executive in so 
delicate a service, I thought it proper to appoint Colonel Towson to one 
of the new regiments of artillery, it being a corps in which he had emi-
nently distinguished himself and acquired great knowledge and experi-
ence in the late war. 
In reconciling conflicting claims provision for four officers of distinc-
tion could only be made in grades inferior to those which they formerly 
held. Their names are submitted, with the nomination for the brevet 
rank of the grades from which they were severally reduced. 
It is proper also to observe that as it was found difficult in executing 
the act to retain each officer in the corps to which he belonged, the power 
of transferring officers from one corps to another was reserved in the gen-
eral orders, published in the Register, till the rst day of January last, in 
order that upon vacancies occurring those who had been put out of their 
proper corps might as far as possible be restored to it. Under this reser-
vation, and in conformity to the power vested in the Executive by the 
first section of the seventy-fifth article of the general regulations of the 
Army, approved by Congress at the last session, on the resignation of 
Lieutenant-Colonel Mitchell, of the corps of artillery, Lieutenant-Colo-
nel Lindsay, who had belonged to this corps before the late reduction, 
was tran £erred back to it in the same grade. As an additional motive 
to the transfer, it had the effect of preventing Lieutenant-Colonel Taylor 
and ajor oolley being reduced to lower grades than those which they 
held before the reduction, and Captain Cobb from being disbanded under 
the act. These circumstances were considered as constituting an ex-
traordinary cas \i ithin the meaning of the section already referred to of 
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the Regulations of the Army. It is, however, submitted to the Senate 
whether this is a case requiring their confirmation; and in case that such 
should be their opinion, it is submitted to them for their constitutional 
confirmation. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 20, I822. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives '' re-
questing the President of the United States to cause to be laid before 
this House an account of the expenditures made under the act to provide 
for the civilizati'on of the Indian tribes, specifying the times when, the 
persons to whom, and the particular purpose for which such expendi-
tun~s have been made,'' I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary 
of War. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 28, 1822. 
To the House o/ Representalives: 
In compliance with the resolution of the 2d instant, I transmit a report 
of the Secretary of State, with all the documents relating to the misun-
derstanding between Andrew Jackson, while acting as governor of the 
Floridas, and Eligius Fromentin, judge of a court therein; and also of 
the correspondence between the Secretary of State and the minister plen-
ipotentiary of His Catholic Majesty on certain proceedings in that Ter-
ritory in execution of the powers vested in the governor by the Executive 
under the law of the last session for carrying into effect the late treaty 
between the United States and Spain. Being always desirous to commu-
nicate to Congress, or to either House, all the information in the posses-
sion of the Executive respecting any important interest of our Union 
which may be communicated without real injury to our constituents, and 
which can rarely happen except in negotiations pending with foreign 
powers, and deeming it more consistent with the principles of our Gov-
ernment in cases submitted to my discretion, as in the present instance, 
to hazard error by the freedom of the communication rather than by 
withholding any portion of information belonging to the subject, I have 
thought proper to communicate every document comprised within this 
call. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 30, I822. 
To the House o/ Representatives o/ the United States: 
I 
In pursuance of a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 16th 
instant, requesting information with regard to outrages and abuses com-
mitted upon the perso~s of the officers and crews of American vessels at 
M P-vor.. n-8 
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The Havannah and other Spanish ports in America, and whether the 
Spanish authorities have taken any measures to punish, restrain, or coun-
tenance such outrages, I herewith transmit to that House a report from 
the Secretary of State, containing the information called for. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 30, I822. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In pursuance of a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
8th instant, I transmit to the House of Representatives a report of the 
Secretary of State, containing all the information procured by him in 
relation to commissions of bankruptcy in certain districts of the United 
States under the act of 4th of April, 1800, "to establish an uniform sys-
tem of bankruptcy in the United States." 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 7, I822. 
To_ the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives re-
questing the President to "cause that House to be informed whether 
the commissioners appointed to lay out the continuation of the Cumber-
land road from Wheeling, in the State of Virginia, through the States of 
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois to the Mississippi River, have completed the 
same, and, if not completed, the reason why their duties' have been sus-
pended," I transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, which 
furnishes the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February Io, I822. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives '' re-
questing the President of the United States to cause to be laid before this 
House any information which he may have of the condition of the several 
Indian tribes within the United States and the measures hitherto devised 
and pursued for their civilization,'' I now transmit a report from the 
Secretary of War. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 23, I822. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives '' re-
questing the President of the United States to· cause to be reported to 
this House whether the Indian title has been extinguished by the United 
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States to any lands the right of soil in which has been or is claimed by 
any particular State, and, if so, the conditions upon which the same has 
been extinguished,'' I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of 
War, furnishing all the information in the possession of that Department 
embraced by the resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 23, I822. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 14th instant, re-
questing the President of the United States '' to make known to the Sen-
ate the annual disposition which has been made of the sum of $15,000 
appropriated by an act of Congress of the year 1802 to promote civiliza-
tion among friendly Indian tribes, showing to what tribes that evidence 
of the national bounty has been extended, the names of the agents who 
have been intrusted with the application of the money, the several amounts 
by them received, and the manner in which they have severally applied 
it to accomplish the objects of the act,'' I herewith transmit a report from 
the Secretary of War, furnishing all the information upon this subject 
in the possession of that Department. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 25, I822. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
Under the appropriation made by the act of Congress of the r 1th of 
April, 1820, for holding treaties with the Creek and Cherokee nations of 
Indians for the extinguishment of the Indian title to lands within the 
State of Georgia, pursuant to the fourth condition of the first article of 
the articles of agreement and cession concluded between the United States 
and the State of Georgia on the 24th day of April, 1802, a treaty was held 
with the Creek Nation, the expense of which upon the settlement of the 
accounts of the commissioners who were appointed to conduct the nego-
tiation was ascertained to amount to the sum of $24,695, leaving an un-
expended balance of the sum appropriated of $5,305, a sum too small to 
negotiate a treaty with the Cherokees, as was contemplated by the act 
making the appropriation. The legislature of Georgia being still desir-
ous that a treaty should be held for further extinguishment of the Indian 
title to lands within that State, and to obtain an indemnity to the citizens 
of that State for property of considerable value, which has been taken 
from them by the Cherokee Indians, I submit the subject to the consid-
eration of Congress, that a further sum, which, in addition to the balance 
of the former appropriation, will be adequate to the expenses attending a 
treaty with them, may be appropriated should Congress deem it expedient, 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, March ,f., I822. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
22d ultimo, requesting the President of the United States "to cause to 
be laid before this House a statement showing the amount of woolens 
purchased for the use of the Army during the years 1820 and 1821, com-
prising a description of the articles, of whom the purchases were made, at 
what prices, and what proportion thereof was of American manufacture,'' 
I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of War. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 8, I822. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
In transmitting to the House of Representatives the documents called 
for by the resolution of that House ,of the 30th January, I consider it my 
duty to invite the attention of Congress to a very important subject, and 
to communicate the sentiments of the Executive on it, that, should Con-
gress entertain similar sentiments, there may be such cooperation between 
the two departments of the Government as their respective rights and 
duties may require. 
The revolutionary movement in the Spanish Provinces in this hemi-
sphere attracted the attention and excited the sympathy of our fellow-
citizens from its commencement. This feeling was natural and honorable 
to them, from causes which need not be communicated to you. It has 
been gratifying to all to see the general acquiescence which has been 
manifested in the policy which the constituted authorities have deemed 
it proper to pursue in regard to this contest. As soon as the movement 
assumed such a steady and consistent form as to make the success of the 
Provinces probable, the rights to which they were entitled by the law of 
nations as equal parties to a civil war were extended to them. Each 
party was permitted to enter our ports with its public and private ships, 
and to take from them every article which was the subject of commerce 
with other nations. Our citizens, also, have carried on commerce with 
both parties, and the Government has protected it with each in articles 
not contraband of war. Through the whole of this contest the United 
State have remained neutral, and have fulfilled with the utmost impar-
tiality all the obligations incident to that character. 
Thi contest has now reached such a stage and been attended with 
such decisive success on the part of the Provinces that it merits the mo t 
profound consideration whether their right to the rank of independent 
nations, with all the advantages incident to it in their intercour e -with 
the nited States, is not complete. Buenos Ayres assumed that rank by 
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invasion by the parent country. The Provinces composing the Republic 
of Colombia, after having separately declared their independence, were 
united by a fundamental law of the 17th of December, 1819. A strong 
Spanish force occupied at that time certain parts of the territory within 
their limits and waged a destructive war. That force has·since been re-
peatedly defeated, and the whole of it either made prisoners or destroyed 
or expelled from the country, with the exception of an inconsiderable 
portion only, which is blockaded in two fortresses. The Provinces on 
the Pacific have likewise been very successful. Chili declaPed independ-
ence in 1818, and has since enjoyed it undisturbed; and of late, by the 
assistance of Chili and Buenos Ayres, the revolution has extended to 
Peru. Of the movement in Mexico our information is less· authentic, 
but it is, nevertheless, distinctly understood that the new Government 
has declared its independence, and that there is now no opposition to it 
there nor a force to make any. For the last three years the Government 
of Spain has not sent a single corps of troops to any part of that country, 
nor is there any reason to believe it will send any in future. Thus it 
is manifest that all those Provinces are not only in the full enjoyment 
of their independence, but, considering the state of the war and other 
circumstances, that there is not the most remote prospect of their being 
deprived of it. 
When the result of such a contest is manifestly settled, the new gov-
ernments have a claim to recognition by other powers which ought not 
to be resisted. Civil wars too ~£ten excite feelings which the parties can 
not control. The opinion entertained by other powers as to the result 
may assuage those feelings and promote an accommodation between them 
useful and honorable to both. The delay which has ·been ·observed in 
making a decision on this important subject will, it is presumed, have 
afforded an unequivocal proof to Spain, as it must have done to other 
powers, of the high respect entertained by the United States for her rights 
and of their determination not to interfere with them. The Provinces 
belonging to this hemisphere are our neighbors, and have successively, 
as each portion of the country acquired its independence, pressed their 
recognition by an appeal to facts not to be contested, and which they 
thought gave them a just title to it. To motives of interest this Gov-
ernment has invariably disclaimed all pretension, being resolved to take 
no part in the controversy or other measure in regard to it which should 
not merit the sanction of the civilized world. To other claims a just sen-
sibility has been always felt and frankly acknowledged, but they in 
themselves could never become an adequate cause of action. It was 
incumbent on this Government to look to every important fact and cir-
cumstance on which a sound opinion could be formed, which has been 
done. When we regard, then, the great length of timewhich this war has 
been prosecuted, the complete success which has attended it in favor of 
the Provinces, the present condition of the parties, and the utter inability 
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of Spain to produce any change in it, we are ~ompelled to conclude that 
its fate is settled, and that the Provinces which have declared their inde-
p@ndence and are in the enjoyment of it ought to be recognized. 
Of the views of the Spanish Government on this subject no particular 
information has been recently received. It may be presumed that the suc-
cessful progress of the revolution through such a long series of years, 
gaining strength and extending annually in every direction, and embra-
cing by the late important events, with little exception, all the dominions 
of Spain south of the United States on this continent, placing thereby the 
complete sovereignty over thew hole in the hands of the people, will recon-
cile the parent country to an accommodation with them on the basis of 
their unqualified independence. Nor has any authentic information been 
recently received of the disposition of other powers respecting it. A sin-
cere desire has been cherished to act in concert with them in the proposed 
recognition, of which several were some time past duly apprised; but it 
was understood that they were not prepared for it. The immense space 
between those powers, even those which border on the Atlantic, and these 
Provinces makes the movement an affair of less interest and excitement 
to them than to us. It is probable, therefore, that they have been less 
attentive to its progress than we have been. It may be presumed, how-
ever, that the late events will dispel all doubt of the result. 
In proposing this measure it is not contemplated to change thereby in 
the slightest manner our friendly relations with either of the parties, but 
to observe in all respects, as heretofore, should the war be continued, the 
most perfect neutrality between them. Of this friendly disposition an 
assurance will be given to the Government of Spain, to whom it is pre-
sumed it will be, as it ought to be, satisfactory. The measure is proposed 
under a thorough conviction that it is in strict accord with the law of na-
tions, that it is just and right as to the parties, and that the United States 
owe it to their station and character in the world, as well as to their es-
sential interests, to adopt it. Should Congress concur in the view herein 
presented, they will doubtless see the propriety of making the necessary 
appropriations for carrying it into effect. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 9, I822. 
To the House of Representatlves: 
I transmit a report from the Secretary of War, together with the an-
nual return of the militia of the United States, and an exhibit of the arms, 
accouterments, and ammunition of the several States and Territories of 




WASHINGTON, March I2, I822. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I lay before the Senate the copy of a supplementary report, made by 
William Lambert, in relation to the longitude of the Capitol from Green-
wich, in pursuance of a joint resolution of the two Houses of Congress 
of the 3d of March, 1821, and I subjoin an extract from the letter of Mr. 
Lambert submitting that report. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 26, I822. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
Congress having suspended the appropriation, at the last session, for 
the fortification at Dauphine Island, in consequence of a doubt which 
was entertained of the propriety of that position, the' further prosecution 
of the work was suspended, and an order given, as intimated in the mes-
sage of the 3d of December, to the Board of Engineers and Naval Com-
missioners to examine that part of the coast, and particularly that posi-
tion, as also the position at Mobile Point, with which it is connected, and 
to report their opinion thereon, which has been done, and which report 
is herewith communicated. 
By this report it appears to be still the opinion of the Board that the 
construction of works at both these positions is of great importance to 
the defense of New Orleans and of all that portion of our Union which is 
connected with and dependent on the Mississippi and on the other waters 
which empty into the Gulf of Mexico between that river and Cape Flor-
ida. That the subject may be fully before Congress, I transmit also a 
copy of the former report of the Board, being that on which the work was 
undertaken and has been in part executed. Approving as I do the opin-
ion of the Board, I consider it my duty to state the reasons on which I 
adopted the first report, especially as they were in part suggested by the 
occurrences of the late war. 
The policy which induced Congress to decide on and provide for the de-
fense of the coast immediately after the war was founded on the marked 
events of that interesting epoch. The vast body of men which it was 
· found necessary to call into the field through the whole extent of our 
maritime frontier, and the number who perished by exposure, with the 
immense expenditure of money and waste of property which followed, 
were to be traced in an eminent degree to the defenseless condition of 
the coast. It was to mitigate these evils in future wars, and even for the 
higher purpose of preventing war itself, that the decision was formed to 
make the coast, so far as it might be practicable, impregnable, and that 
the measures necessary to that great object have been pursued with so 
much zeal since. 
It is known that no part of our Union is more exposed to invasion by 
the numerous avenues leading to it, or more defenseless bv the thinness 
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of the neighboring population, or offers a greater temptation to invasion, 
either as a permanent acquisition or as a prize to the cupidity of grasp-
ing invaders from the i!I}mense amount of produce deposited there, than 
the city of New Orleans. It is known also that the seizure of no part 
of our Union could affect so deeply and vitally the immediate interests of 
c::o many States and of so many of our fellow-citizens, comprising all that 
extensive territory and numerous population which are connected with 
and dependent on the Mississippi, as the seizure of that city. Strong 
works, well posted, were therefore deemed absolutely necessary for its 
protection. 
It is not, however, by the Mississippi only, or the waters which com-
municate directly with or approach nearest to New Orleans, that the 
town is assailable. It will be recollected that in the late war the public 
solicitude was excited not so much by the danger which menaced it in 
those directions as by the apprehension that, while a feint might be made 
there, the main force, landing either in the bay of Mobile or other waters 
between that bay and the Rigolets, would be thrown above the town in 
the rear of the army which had been collected there for its defense. Full 
confidence was entertained that that gallant army, led by the gallant and 
able chief who commanded it, would repel any attack to which it might 
be exposed in front. But had such a force been thrown above the town, 
and a position taken on the banks of the river, the disadvantage to which 
our troops would have been subjected, attacked in front and rear as they 
might have been, may easily be conceived. As their supplies would have 
been cut off, they could not long have remained in the city, and, with-
drawing from it, it must have fallen immediately into the hands of the 
force below. In ascending the river to attack the force above, the attack 
must have been made to great disadvantage, since it must have been on 
such ground and at such time as the enemy preferred. These consider-
ations shew that defenses other than such as are immediately connected 
with the city are of great importance to its safety. 
An attempt to seize New Orleans and the lower part of the Mississippi 
will be made only by a great power or a combination of several powers, 
with a strong naval and land force, the latter of which must be brought 
in transports which may sail in shallow water. If the defenses around 
New Orleans are well posted and of sufficient strength to repel any attack 
which may be made on them, the city can be assailed only by a land force, 
which must pass in the direction above suggested, between the Rigolets 
and the bay of Mobile. It becomes, therefore, an object of high impor-
tance to present such an obstacle to such an attempt as would defeat it 
should it be made. Fortifications are useful for the defense of posts, to 
prevent the approach to cities and the passage of rivers; but as ·works 
their effect can not be felt beyond the reach of their cannon. They are 
formidable in other respects by the body of men within them, which ma:; 
removed and applied to other purposes. 
James Monroe I2I 
Between the Rigolets and the bay of Mobile there is a chain of islands, 
at the extremity of which is Dauphine Island, which forms, with Mobile 
Point, from which it is distant about 3_¾ miles, the entrance into the 
bay · of Mobile, which leads through that part of the State of Alabama 
to the towns of Mobile and Blakeley. The distance between Dauphine 
Island and the Rigolets is 90 miles. The principal islands between them 
are Massacre, Horn, Ship, and Cat islands, near to which there is anchor-
age for large ships of war. The first object is to prevent the landing of 
any force for the purposes above stated between the Rigolets and the 
bay of Mobile; the second, to defeat that force in case it should be landed. 
When the distance from one point to the other is considered, it is believed 
that it would be impossible to establish works so near to each other as 
to prevent the landing of such a force. Its defeat, therefore, should be 
effectually provided for. If the arrangement should be such as to make 
that result evident, it ought to be fairly concluded that the attempt 
would not be made, and thus we should accomplish in the best mode 
possible and with the least expense the complete security of this impor-
tant part of our Union, the great object of our system of defense for the 
whole. 
There are some other views of this subject which it is thought will 
merit particular attention in deciding the point in question. Not being _ 
able to establish a chain of posts, at least for the present, along the whole 
coast from the Rigolets to Daup'hine Island, or on all the islands between 
them, at which point shall we begin? Should an attack on the city be 
a1;1ticipated, it can not be doubted that an adequate force 'would immedi-
ately be ordered there for its defense. If the enemy should despair of 
making an impression on the. works near the town, it may be presumed 
that they would promptly decide to make the attempt in the manner and 
in the line above suggested between the Rigolets and the bay of Mobile. 
It will be obvious that the nearer the fortification is erected to the Rigo-
lets with a view to this object, should it be on Cat or Ship Island, for 
example, the wider would the passage be left open between that work 
and the bay of Mobile for such an enterpris~. The main army, being 
drawn to New Orleans, would be ready to meet such an attempt near the 
Rigolets or at any other point not distant from the city. It is p~obable, 
therefore, that the enemy, profiting of a fair wind, would make his at-
tempt at the greatest distance compatible with his object from that point, 
and at the bay of Mobile should there not be works there of sufficient 
strength to prevent it. Should, however, strong works be erected there, 
such as were sufficient not only for their own defense against any attack 
which might be made on them, but to hold a force connected with that 
which might be drawn from the neighboring country, capable of cooper-
ating with the force at the city, and which would doubtless be ordered to 
those works in the event of war, it would be dangerous for the invading 
force to land anywhere between the Rigolets and the bay of. Mobile and 
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to pass toward the Mississippi above the city, lest such a body might be 
thrown in its rear as to cut off its retreat. These considerations show the 
great advantage of estabiishing at the mouth of the bay of Mobile very 
strong works, such as would be adequate to all the purposes suggested. 
If fortifications were necessary only to protect our country and cities 
against the entry of large ships of war into our bays and rivers, they would 
be of little use for the defense of New Orleans, since that city can not be 
approached so near, either by the Mississippi or in any other direction, by 
such vessels for them to make an attack on it. In the Gulf, within our 
limits west of Florida, which had been acquired since these works were 
decided on and commenced, there is no bay or river into which large ships 
of war can enter. As a defense, therefore, against an attack from such 
vessels extensive works would be altogether unnecessary either at Mo-
bile Point or at Dauphine Island, since sloops of war only can navigate 
the deepest channel. But it is not for that purpose alone that these works 
are intended. It is to provide also against a formidable invasion, both 
by land and sea, the object of which niay be to shake the foundation of 
our system. Should such small works be erected, and such an invasion 
take place, they would be sure to fall at once into the hands of the in-
vaders and to be turned against us. 
Whether the acquisition of Florida may be considered as affording an 
inducement to make any change in the position 9r strength of these works 
is a circumstance which also merits attention. From the view which I 
have taken of the subject I am of opinion that it should not. The defense 
of New Or leans and of the river Mississippi against a powerful invasiqn 
being one of the great objects of such extensive works, -that object wo:1ld 
be essentially abandoned if they should be established eastward of the bay 
of Mobile, since the force to be collected in them would be placed at too 
great a distance to allow the cooperation necessary for those purposes 
between it and that at the city; in addition to which, it may be observed 
that by carrying them to Pensacola or farther to the east that bay would 
fall immediately, in case of such invasion, into the hands of the enemy, 
whereby such cooperation would be rendered utterly impossible, and the 
State of Alabama would also be left wholly unprotected. 
With a view to such formidable invasion, of which we should never 
lose sight, and of the great objects to which it would be directed, I think 
that very strong works at some point within the Gulf of Mexico will be 
found indispen able. I think also that those works ought to be estab-
lished at the bay of Mobile-one at Mobile Point and the other on Dau-
phine Island-whereby the enemy would be excluded and the complete 
command of that bay, with all the advantages attending it, be secured to 
ourselv . In the case of such invasion, it will, it is presumed, be deemed 
nece ary to collect at some point other than at ew Orleans a strong 
force, capable of moving in any direction and affording aid to any part 
which may be attacked; and, in my judgment, no position presetts so 
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many advantages as a point of rendezvous for such force as the mouth 
of that bay. The fortification at the Rigolets will defend the entrance 
by one passage into Lake Pontchartrain, and also into Pearl River, which 
empties into the Gulf at that point. Between the Rigolets and ¥obile 
Bay there are but two inlets which deserve the name, those of St. Louis 
and Pascagola, the entrance into which is too shallow even for the smallest 
vessels; and from the Rigolets to Mobile Bay the whole coast is equally 
shallow, affording the depth of a few feet of water only. Cat Island, 
which is nearest the Rigolets, is about 7 ¼ miles distant from the coast 
and 30 from the Rigolets. Ship Island is distant about ro miles from 
Cat Island and 12 from the coast. Between these islands and the coast 
the water is very shallow. 
As to the precise depth of water in approaching those islands from the 
Gulf, the report of the topographical engineers not having yet been re-
ceived, it is impossible to speak with precision; but admitting it to be 
such as for frigates and even ships of the line to enter, the anchorage at 
both is unsafe, being p:iuch exposed to northwest winds. Along the 
coast, therefore, there is no motive for such strong works on our part-
no town to guard, no inlet into the country to defend-and if placed on 
the islands and the entrance to them is such as to admit large ships of 
war, distant as they are from the coast, it would be more easy for the 
enemy to assail them with effect. 
The position, however, at Mobile Bay is essentially different. That 
bay takes its name from the Mobile River, which is formed by the junc-
tion of the Alabama and Tombigbee, which extend each about 300 miles 
into the interior, approaching at their head waters near the Tennessee 
River. If the enemy possessed its mouth, and fortified Mobile Point and 
Dauphine Island, being superior at sea it would be very difficult for us to 
dispossess him of either, even of Mobile Point; and holding that position, 
Pensacola would soon fall, as without incurring great expense in the 
construction of works there it would present but a feeble resistance to 
a strong force in its rear. If we had a work at Mobi1e Point only, the 
enemy might take Dauphine Island, which would afford him great aid in 
attacking the point, and enable him, even should we succeed in repelling 
the attack, to render us great mischief there and throughout the whole 
Gulf. In every view which can be taken of the subject it appears indis-
pensable for us to command the entrance into Mobile Bay, and that deci-
sion being taken, I think the considerations which favor the occupation 
of Dauphine Island by a strong work are conclusive. It is proper to ob-
serve that after the repulse before New Orleans in the late war the Brit-
ish forces took possession of Dauphine Island and held it till the peace. 
Under neither of the reports of the Board of Engineers and Naval Com-
missioners could any but sloops of war enter the bay or the anchorage be-
tween Dauphine and Pelican islands. Both reports give to that anchor-
age 18 feet at low water and 20¾ at high. The only difference between 
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them consists in this, that in the first a bar leading to the anchorage, re-
ducing the depth of water to 12 feet at low tide, was omitted. In neither 
case could frigates enter, though sloops of war of larger size might The 
whole_ scope, however, of this reasoning turns on a different principle-
on the works necessary to defend that bay and, by means thereof, New 
Orleans, the Mississippi, and all the surrounding country against a power-
ful invasion both by land and sea, and not on the precise depth of water 
in any of the approaches to the bay or to the island. 
The reasoning which is applicable· to the works near New Orleans and 
at the bay of Mobile is equally so in certain respects to those which are 
to be erected for the defense of all the bays and rivers along the other 
parts of the coast. All those works are also erected on a greater scale 
than would be necessary for the sole purpose of preventing the passage 
of our inlets by large ships of war. They are in most instances formed 
for defense against a more powerful invasion, both by land and sea. 
There are, however, some differences between the works which are deemed 
necessary in the Gulf and those in other parts of our Union, founded on 
the peculiar situation of that part of the coast. The vast extent of the 
Mississippi, the great outlet and channel of commerce for so many States, 
all of which may be affected by the seizure of that city, or of any part of 
the river to a great extent above it, is one of those striking peculiarities 
which require particular provision. The thinness of the population near 
the city, making it necessary that the force requisite for its defense should 
be called from distant parts and States, is another. The danger which 
the army assembled at New Orleans would be exposed to of being cut off 
in case the enemy should throw a force on the river above it, from the 
difficulty of ascending the river to attack it and of making a retreat in 
any other direction, is a third. For an attack on the city of New Orleans, 
Mobile Bay, or any part of the intermediate coast ships of war would be 
necessary only as a convoy to protect the transports against a naval force 
on their passage, and on their approach to the shore for the landing of 
the men, and on their return home in case they should be repulsed. 
On the important subject of our defenses generally I think proper to 
observe that the system was adopted immediately after the late war by 
Congress, on great consideration and a thorough knowledge of the effects 
of that war-by the enormous expense attending it, by the waste of life, 
of property, and by the general distress of the country. The amount of 
debt incurred in that war and due at its conclusion, without taking into 
the estimate other losses, having been heretofore communicated, need not 
now be repeated. The interest of the debt thus incurred is four times 
more than the sum necessary, by annual appropriations, for the comple-
tion of our hole system of defense, land and naval, to the extent provided 
for and within the time specified. When that system shall be completed 
the expen eof construction will cease, and our expenditures be proportion-
ally diminished. Should another war occur before it is completed, the 
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experience of the last marks in characters too strong to be mistaken its 
inevitable consequences; and should such war occur and find us unpre-
pared for it, what will be our justification to the enlightened body whom 
we represent for not having completed these defenses? That this sys-
tem should not have been adopted before the late war can not be a cause 
of surprise to anyone, because all might wish to avoid every expense the 
ne~essity of which might be in any degree doubtful. But with the expe-
rience of that war before us it is thought there is no cause for hesitation. 
Will the completion of these works and the augmentation of our Navy to 
the point contemplated by law require the imposition of onerous burthens 
on our fellow-citizens such as they can not or will not bear? Have such, 
or any, burthens been imposed to advance the system to its present state? 
It is known that no burthens whatever have been imposed; on the contrary, 
that all the direct or internal taxes have been long repealed, and none 
paid but those which are indirect and voluntary, such as are imposed 
on articles imported from foreign countries, most of which are luxuries, 
and on the vessels employed in the transportation-taxes which some of 
our most enlightened citizens think ought to be imposed on many of the 
articles for the encouragement of our manufactures, even if the revenue 
derived from them could be dispensed with. It is known also that in 
all other respects our condition as a nation is in the highest degree 
prosperous and flourishing, nearly half the debt incurred in the late war 
having already been discharged, and considerable progress having also 
been made in the completion of this system of defense and in the con-
struction of other works of great extent and utility, by the revenue 
derived from these sources and from the sale of the public lands. I may 
add also that a very generous provision has been made from the same 
sources for the surviving officers and soldiers of our Revolutionary army. 
These important facts show that this system has been so far executed, 
and may be completed without any real inconvenience to the public. 
Were it, however; otherwise, I have full confidence that any burthens 
which might be found necessary for the completion of this system in 
both its branches within the term contemplated, or much sooner should 
any emergency require it, would be called for rather than complained of 
by our fellow-citizens. 
From these views, applicable to the vety important subject of our de-
fenses generally as well as to the work at Dauphine Island, I think it 
my duty to recommend to Congress an appropriation for the latter. I 
considered the withholding it at the last session as the expression only ' 
of a doubt by Congress of the propriety of the position, and not as a 
definitive opinion. Supposing that that question would be decided at 
the present session, I caused the position and such parts of the coast as 
are particularly connected with it to be reexamined, that all the light on 
which the decision as to the appropriation could depend might be fully 
efor you, In th r survey, th report of which was that on whi~h 
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the works intended for the defense of New Orleans, the Mississippi, the 
bay of Mobile, and all the country dependent on those waters were sanc-
tioned by the Executive, the commissioners were industriously engaged 
about six months. I should have communicated that very able and inter-
esting document then but from a doubt how far the interest of our coun-
try would justify its publication, a circumstance which I now mention 
that the attention of Congress may be drawn to it. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MARCH 26, 1822. 
To the Senate of the Un-ited States: 
Having executed the act entitled "An act to reduce and fix the mili-
tary peace establishment of the United States'' on great consideration 
and according to my best judgment, and inferring from the rejection of 
the nomination of Colonel Towson and Colonel Gadsden, officers of very 
distinguished merit, that the view which I took of that law has not been 
well understood, I hereby withdraw all the nominations on which the 
Senate has not decided until I can make a more full communication and 
explanation of that view and of the principles on which I have acted in 
the discharge of that very delicate and important duty. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 27, I822. 
To the House of Representat-ives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
1st instant, requesting '' the President to communicate such informatioo 
as he may possess relative to any private claim against the piece of land 
in the Delaware River known by the name of the Peapatch, and to state 
if any, and what, process has been instituted in behalf of such claim," I 
herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of War, furnishing the in-
formation required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 28, I822. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I tran mit the original reports on the subject of the fortifications on 
Dauphin Island and Mobile Point, being those on which the works were 
undertaken and have been in part executed. The doubt expressed as 
to the propriety of publication is applicable to this document, which 
, ould have accompanied the message of the 26th had it been prepared 
in time. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
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WASHINGTON, March 29, I822. 
To the Senate and House if Representatives if the United States: 
I transmit to Congress the translation of two letters from the minister 
of France to the Secretary of State, _relating to the claim of the heirs 
of Caron de Beaumarchais upon this Government, with the documents 
therewith inclosed, recommending them to the favorable consideration 
of Congress. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, April 5, I822. 
To the House if Representatz'ves of the United States: 
I communicate herewith to the House a report from the Secretary of 
·war, containing the information requested by their resolution of the 5th 
ultimo. 
It may be proper further to add that the secretaries of both the Ter-
ritories have occasionally required and received the aid of the military 
force of the United St~tes stationed within them, respectively, to carry 
into effect the acts of their authority. 
· The government of East and West Florida was under the Spanish do-
minion almost exclusively military. The governors of both were mili-
tary officers and united in their persons the chief authority, both civil and 
military. · 
The principle upon which the act of Congress of the last session pro-
viding for the temporary government of the newly ceded Provinces was 
carried into execution has been communicated to Congress in my message 
at the opening of the session. It was to leave the authorities of the coun-
try as they were found existing at the time of the cession, to be exercised 
until the meeting of Congress, when it was known that the introduction 
of a system more congenial to our own institutions would be one of the 
earliest and most important subjects of their deliberations. From this, 
among other obvious considerations, military officers were appointed to 
take possession of both Provinces. But as the military command of Gen-
eral Jackson was to cease on the rst of June, General Gaines, the officer 
next in command, then here, who was first designated to take possession 
of East Florida, received from me a verbal direction to give such effect 
to any requisition from the governor for military aid to enforce his author-
ity as the circumstances might require. It was not foreseen that the 
command in both the Provinces would before further legislation by Con-
gress on that subject devolve upon the secretaries of the Territories, but 
had it been foreseen the same direction would have been given as appli-
cable to them. 
No authority has been given to either of the secretaries to issue com-
mands to that portion of the Army which is in Florida, and whenever the 
aid of the military has been required by them it has been by written 
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requisitions to the officers commanding the troops, who have yielded 
compliance thereto doubtless under the directions received from Gen-
eral Gaines as understood by him to be authorized. 
Shortly before the meeting of Congress a letter was received at the 
War Department from Colonel Brooke, the officer commanding at Pensa-
cola, requesting instructions how far he was to consider these requisitions 
as authoritative, but the assurance that a new organization of the gov-
ernment was immediately to be authorized by Congress was a motive for 
superseding any specific decision upon the inquiry. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, April 6, I822. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives re-
questing the President of the United States to cause to be furnished to that 
House certain information relating to the amount of the public money 
paid to the Attorney-General over and above his salary fixed by law since 
the rst of January, 1817, specifying the time when paid and the fund out 
of which such payments have been made, I transmit a paper, marked A, 
containing the information desired. I transmit also a paper, marked B, 
containing a statement of sums paid to Attorneys-General of the United 
States prior to the 1st of January, 1817, and in the paper marked Ca like 
statement of ~urns advanced to district attorneys for services not required 
of them by law. These latter documents being necessary to a full view of 
the subject, it is thought proper to comprise them in this communication. 
By the act of 24th September, 1789, instituting the office of Attorney.-
General, it was made his duty to prosecute and conduct a11 suits in the 
Supreme Court in which the United States should be concerned, and to 
give his advice and opinion upon questions of law when required by the 
President of the United States, or when requested by the head of any of 
the Departments, touching any matters that might concern their Depart-
ments. It will be seen, therefore, by the statement communicated that 
no money whatever has been paid to the Attorney-General for his services 
in that character, nor for any duty belonging to his office, beyond his sal-
ary as fixed by law. 
It will also be shewn by the documents communicated that the con-
struction given of the laws imposing duties on the Attorney-General and 
district attorneys have been invariably the same since the institution of 
the Government. On the same authority it was thought that the com-
pensation allowed to the present Attorney-General for certain services, 
considering their importance and the time employed in rendering them, 
did not exceed, regarding precedents, what might fairly be claimed. 
JAMES MONROE. 
James Monroe 
To the Senate of the United States: 
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AP:R.IL 13, 1822. 
Having cause to infer that the reasons which led to the construction 
which I gave to the act of the last session entitled "An act to reduce 
and fix the peace establishment of the United States'' have not been well 
understood, I consider it my duty to explain more fully the view which 
I took of that act and of the principles on which I executed the very 
difficult and important duty enjoined on me by it. · 
To do justice ·to the subject it is thought proper to show the actual 
state of the Army before the passage of the late act, the force in service, 
the several corps of which it was composed, and the grades and number 
of officers commanding it. By seeing distinctly the body in all its parts 
on which the law operated, viewing also with a just discrimination the 
spirit, policy', and positive injunctions of that law with reference to prec-
edents established in a former analogous case, we shall be enabled to ascer-
tain with great precision whether these injunctions have or have not been 
strictly complied with. 
By the act of the 3d of March, 1815, entitled "An act fixing the mili-
tary peace establishment of the United States,'' the whole force in service 
was reduced to 10,000 men-infantry, artillery, and riflemen-exclusive 
of the Corps of Engineers, which was retained in its then state. The 
regiment of light artillery was retained as it had been organized by the 
act of 3d March, 1814- The infantry was formed into 9 regiments, r of 
which consisted of riflemen. The regiments of light artillery, infantry, 
riflemen, and Corps of Engineers were commanded each by a colonel, 
lieutenant-colonel, and the usual battalion and company officers; and the 
battalions of the corps of artillery, of which there were 8-4 for the North-
ern and 4 for the Southern division-were commanded by lieutenant-colo-
nels or majors, there being 4 of each grade. There were, therefore, in 
the Army at the time the late law was passed 12 colonels belonging to 
those branches of the military establishment. Two major-generals and 4 
brigadiers were likewise retained in service by this act; but the staff in 
several of its branches not being provided for, and being indispensable and 
the omission inadvertent, proceeding from the circumstances under which 
the act was passed, being at the dose of the session, at which ti~e intel-
ligence of the peace was received, it was provisionally retained by the 
· President, and provided for afterwards by the act of the 24th April, 1816. 
By this act the Ordnance Department was preserved as it had been organ-
ized by the act of February 8, 1815, with 1 colonel, 1 lieutenant-colonel, 
2 majors, IO captains, and IO first, second, and third lieutenants. One 
Adjutant and Inspector General of the Army and 2 adjutants-general-I 
for the Northern and 1 for the Southern division-were retained. This 
act provides also for a Paymaster-General, with a suitable number of reg-
imental and battalion paymasters, as a part of the general staff, consti-
tuting the military peace establishment; and the Pay Department and 
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every other branch of the staff were subjected to the Rules and Articles 
of War. 
By the act of March 2, 1821, it was ordained that the military peace 
establishment should consist of 4 regiments of artiJiery and 7 of infat;itry, 
with such officers of engineers, ordnance, and staff as were therein speci-
fied. It is provided that each regiment of artillery should consist of 1 
colonel, 1 lieutenant-colonel, 1 major, and 9 companies, with the usual 
company officers, 1 of which to be equipped as light artillery, and that 
there should be attached to each regiment of artillery 1 supernumerary 
captain to perform ordnance duty, thereby merging the regiment of artil-
lery and Ordnance Department into these 4 regiments. It was provided 
also that each regiment of infantry should consist of 1 colonel, ::i: lieutenant-
colonel, 1 major, and IO companies, with the usual company officers. The 
Corps of Engineers, bombardiers excepted, with the topographical engi-
neers and their assistants, were to be retained under the existing organi-
zation. The former establishment as to the number of major-generals 
and brigadiers was curtailed one-half, and the office of Inspector and 
Adjutant General to the Army and of adjutant-general to each division 
annulled, and that of Adjutant-General to the Army instituted. The 
Quartermaster, Paymaster, and Commissary Departments were also spe-
cially provided for, as was every other branch of the staff, all of which 
received a new modification, and were subjected to the Rules and Articles 
of War. 
The immediate and direct operation of this act on the military peace 
establishment of 1815 was that of reduction, from which no officer belong-
ing to it was exempt, unless it might be the topographical engineers; for 
in retaining the Corps of Engineers, as was manifest as well by the clear 
import of the section relating to it as by the provisions of every other 
clause of the act, reference was had to the organization, and not to the 
officers of the Corps. The.establishment of 1815 was reduced from 10,000 
to about 6,000 men. The 8 battalions of artillery, constituting what was 
called the corps of artillery, and the regiment of light artillery as estab-
lished by the act of 1815, were to be incorporated together and formed 
into 4 new regiments. The regiments of infantry were to be reduced 
from 9 to 7, the rifle regiment being broken. Three of the general offi-
cers were to be reduced, with very many of the officers belonging to the 
several corps of the Army, and particularly of the infantry. All the 
provi ions of the act declare of what number of officers and men the sev-
eral corps provided for by it should thenceforward consist, and not that 
any corp as then existing or any officer of any corps, unless the topo-
graphical engineers were excepted, should be retained. Had it been 
intended to reduce the officers by corps, or to exempt the officers of any 
corps from the operation of the law, or in the organization of the several 
new corps to confine the selection of the officers to be placed in them to 
the several corps of the like kind then existing, and not extend it to the 
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whole military establishment, including the staff, or to confine the reduc-
tion to a proportional number of each corps and of each grade in each 
corps, the object in either instance might have been easily accomplished 
by a declaration to that effect. No such declaration was made, nor can 
such intention be inferred. We see, on the contrary, that every corps of 
the Army and staff was to be reorganized, and niost of them reduced in 
officers and men, and that in arranging the officers from the old to the 
new corps full power was granted to the President to take them from 
any and every corps of the former establishment and place them . in the 
latter. In this latter grant of power it is proper to observe that the most 
comprehensive terms that could be adopted were used, the authority 
being to cause the arrangement to be made from the officers of the several 
corps then in the service of the United States, comprising, of course, every 
corps of the staff, as well as of artillery and infantry, and not from the corps 
of troops, as in the former act, and without any limitation as to grades. 
It merits particular attention that although the object of this latter act 
was reduction and such its effect on an extensive scale, 5 new offices were 
created by it-4 of the grade of colonel for the 4 regiments of artillery 
and that of Adjutant-General for the Army. Three of the first men-
tioned were altogether new, the corps having been newly created, and 
although 1 officer of that grade as applicable to the corps of light artil-
lery had existed, yet as that regiment was reduced and all its parts reor-
ganized in another form and with other duties, being incorporated into 
the 4 new regiments, the commander was manifestly displaced and inca-
pable of taking the command of either of the new regiments or any station 
in them until he should be authorized to do so by a new appointment. 
The same remarks are applicable to the office of Adjutant-General to the 
Army. It is an office of new creation, differing from that of Adjutant 
and Inspector General, and likewise from that of adjutant-general to a 
division, which were severally annulled. It differs from the first in title, 
rank, and pay, and from the two latter because they had been created by 
law each for a division, whereas the new office, being instituted without 
such special designation, could have relation only to the whole Army. 
It was manifest, therefore, that neither of those officers had any right to 
this new station nor to any other station unless he should be specially 
appointed to it, the principle of reduction being applicable to every officer 
in every corps. It is proper also to observe that the duties of Adjutant-
General under the existing arrangement correspond in almost every cir-
cumstance with those of the late Adjutant and Inspector General, and 
not with those of an adjutant-general of a division. 
To give effect to this law the President was authorized by the twelfth 
section to cause the officers, noncommissioned officers, artificers, musi-
cians, and privates of the several corps then in the service of the· United 
States to be arranged in such manner as to form and complete out of the 
same the force thereby provided for, and to cause the supernumerary 
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officers, noncommissioned officers, artificers, musicians, and privates to 
be discharged from the service. 
In executing this very delicate and important trust I acted with the ut-
most precaution. Sensible of what I owed to my country, I felt strongly 
the obligation of observing the utmost impartiality in selecting those offi-
cers who were to be retained. In executing this law I had no personal 
object to accomplish or feeling to gratify-no one to retain, no one to 
remove. Having on great consideration fixed the principles on which 
the reduction should be made; I availed myself of the example of my 
predecessor by appointing through the proper department a board of gen-
eral officers to make the selection, and whose report I adopted. 
In transferring the officers from the old to the new corps the utmost 
care was taken to place them in the latter in the grades and corps to 
which they had respectively belonged in the former, so far as it might be 
practicable. This, though not enjoined by the law, appearing to be just 
and proper, was never departed from except in pe~uliar cases and under 
imperious circumstances. 
In filling the original vacancies in the artillery and in the newly created 
office of Adjutant-General I considered myself at liberty to place in them 
any officer belonging to any part of the whole military establishment, 
whether of the staff or line. In filling original vacancies-that is, offices 
newly created-it is my opinion, as a general principle, that Congress have 
no right under the Constitution to impose any restraint by law on the 
power granted to the President so as to prevent his making a free selec-
tion of proper persons for these offices from the whole body of his fellow-
citizens. Without, however, entering here into that question, I have no 
hesitation in declaring it as my opinion that the law fully authorized a 
selection from any branch of the whole military establishment of 1815. 
Justified, therefore, as "I thought myself in taking that range by the very 
highest sanction, the sole object to which I had to direct my attention 
was the merit of the officers to be selected for these stations. Three gen-
erals of great merit were either to be dismissed or otherwise provided for. 
The very gallant and patriotic defender of New Orleans had intimated his 
intention to retire, but at my suggestion expressed his willingness to ac-
cept the office of commissioner to receive the cession of the Floridas and 
of governor for a short time of that Territory. As to ·one, therefore, there 
was no difficulty. For the other two provision could only be made in the 
mode which was adopted. General Macomb, who had signalized himself 
in the defense of Plattsburg, was placed at the head of the Corps of Engi-
neers, to which he had originally belonged, and in which he had acquired 
great experience, Colonel Armistead, then at the head of that corps, hav· 
ing voluntarily accepted one of the new regiments of artillery, for which 
he possessed very suitable qualifications. General Atkinson, likewise an 
officer of great merit, was appointed to the newly created office of Adju-
tant-General. Brevet General Porter, an officer of great experience in the 
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artillery, and merit, was appointed to the command ·of another of those 
regiments. Colonel Fenwick, then the oldest lieutenant-colonel of artil-
lery, and who had suffered much in the late war by severe wounds, was 
appointed to a third, and Colonel Towson, who had served with great 
distinction in the same corps and been twice brevetted for his gallantry 
in the late war, was appointed to the last remaining one. General Atkin-
son having declined the office of Adjutant-General, Colonel Gadsden, an 
officer of distinguished merit and believed to possess qualifications suit-
ably adapted to it, was appointed in bis stead. In making the arrange-
ment the merits of Colonel Butler and Colonel Jones were not overlooked. 
The former was assigned to the place which he would have held in the 
line if he had retained his original lineal commission, and the latter to his 
commission in the line, which he had continued to hold with his staff 
appointment. 
That the reduction of the Army and the arrangement of the officers 
from the old to the new establishment and the appointments referred to 
were in every instance strictly conformable to law will, I think, be appar-
ent. To the arrangement generally no objection has been heard; it has 
been made, however, to the appointments to the original vacancies, and 
particularly to those of Colonel Towson and Colonel Gadsden. To those 
ar,pointments, therefore, further attention is due. If they were improper 
it must be either that they were illegal or that the officers did not merit 
the offices conferred on them. The acknowledged merit of the officers 
and the peculiar fitness for the offices to which they were respectively 
appointed must preclude all objection on"that head. Having already sug-
gested my impression that in filling offices newly created, to which on no 
principle whatever anyone could have a claim of right, Congress coald 
not under the Constitution restrain the free selection of the President 
from the whole body of his fellow-citizens, I shall only further remark 
that if that impression is well founded all objection to these appointnients 
must cease. If the law imposed such restraint, it would in that case be 
void. But, according to my judgment, the law imposed none. An ob-
jection to the legality of those appointments must be founded either on 
the principle that those officers were not comprised within the corps then 
in the service of the United States-that is, did not belong to the peace 
establishment - or that the power granted by the word ''arrange'' im-
posed on the President the necessity of placing in .these new offices per-
sons of the same grade only from the old. It is believed that neither 
objection is well founded. Colonel Towson belonged to one of the corps 
then in the service of the United States, or, in other words, of the military 
peace establishment. By the act of 1815-16 the Pay Department, of 
which the Paymaster-General was the chief, was made one of the 
branches of the staff, and he and all those under him were subjected to 
the Rules and Articles of War. The appointment, therefore, of him, 
and especially to a new office, was strictly conformable to law. 
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The only difference between the fifth section of the act of 1815 for 
reducing the Army and the twelfth section of the act of 1821 for still 
further reducing it, by which the power to carry those laws into effect 
was granted to the President in each instance, consists in this, that by 
the former he was to cause the arrangement to be made of the officers, 
noncommissioned officers, musicians, and privates of the several corps of 
troops then in the service of the United States, whereas in the latter the 
term troops was omitted. It can not be doubted that that omission had 
an object, and that it was thereby intended to guard against misconstruc-
tion in so very material and important a circumstance by authorizing the 
application of the act unequivocally to every corps of the staff as well as 
of the line. With that word a much wider range was given to the act 
of 1815 on the reduction which then took place than under the last act. 
The omission of it from the last act, together with all the sanctions which 
were given by Congress to the construction of the law in the reduction 
made under the former, could not fail to dispel all doubt as to the extent 
of the power granted by the last law and of the principles which ought 
to guide, and on which it was thereby made the duty of the President to 
execute it. With respect to the other objection-that is, that officers of 
the same grade only ought to have been transferred to these new offices-
it is equally unfounded. It is admitted that officers may be taken from 
the old corps and reduced and arranged in the new in inferior grades, as 
was done under the former reduction. This admission puts an end to 
the objection in this case; for if an officer may be reduced and arranged 
from one corps to another by an entire change of grade, requiring a new 
commission and a new nomination to the Senate, I see no reason why an 
officer may not be advanced in like manner. In both instances the grade 
in the old corps is alike disregarded. The transfer from it to the new 
turns on the merit of the party, and it is believed that the claim in this 
instance is felt by all with peculiar sensibility. The claim of Colonel 
Towson is the stronger because the arrangement of him to the office to 
which he is now nominated is not to one from which any officer has been 
removed, and to which any other officer may in any view of the case be 
supposed to have had a claim. As Colonel Gadsden held the office of 
Inspector-General, and as such was acknowledged by all to belong to the 
staff of the Army, it is not perceived on what ground his appointment 
can be objected to. 
If such a construction is to be given to the act of 1821 as to confine 
the transfer of officers from the old to the new establishment to the corps 
of troops-that is, to the line of the Army-the whole staff of the rmy 
in every branch would not only be excluded from any appointment in the 
new establishment, but altogether disbanded from the service. It would 
follow also that all the offices of the staff under the new arrangement 
must be filled by officers belonging to the new establishmen~ after it 
organization anci. their arrangement in it. Other consequences not less 
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serious would follow. If the right of the President to fill these original 
vacancies by the selection of officers from any branch of the whole mili-
tary establishment was denied, he would be compelled to place in them 
officers of the same grade whose corps had been reduced, and they with 
them. The effect, therefore, of the law as to those appointments would 
be to legislate into office men wlio had been already legislated out of office, 
taking from the President all agency in their app:)intment. Such a con-
struction would not only be subversive of the obvious principles of the 
Constitution, but utterly inconsistent with the spirit of the law itself, 
since it would provide offices for a particular grade, and fix every member 
of that grade in those offices, at a time when every other grade was re-
duced, and among them generals and other officers of the highest merit. 
It would also defeat every object of selection, since colonels of infantry 
would be placed at the head of regiments of artillery, a service in which 
they might have had no experience, and for which they might in conse-
quence be unqualified. 
Having omitted in the message to Congress at the commencement of 
the session to state the principles on which this law had been executed, 
and having imperfectly explained them in the message to the Senate of 
the 17th of January last, I deem it particularly incumbent on me, as well 
from a motive of respect to the Senate as to place my conduct in the 
duty imposed on me by that act in a clear point of view, to make this com-
munication at this time. The examples under the law of 1815, whereby 
officers were reduced and arranged from the old corps to the new in infe-
rior grades, fully justify all that has been done under the law of 182r. If 
the power to arrange under the former law authorized the removal of one 
officer from a particular station and the location of another in it, reducing 
the btter from a higher to an inferior grade, with the advice and consent 
of the Senate, it surely justifies under the latter law the arrangement of 
thes~ officers, with a like sanction, to offices of new creation, from which 
no one had been removed and to which no one had a just claim. It is on 
the authority of these examples, supported by the construction which I 
gave to the law, that I have acted in the discharge of this high trust. I 
am aware that many officers of great merit, having the strongest claims 
on their country, nave been reduced and othets dismissed, but under the 
law that result was inevitable. It is believed that none have been retained 
who had not, likewise, the strongest claims to the appointments which 
have been conferred on them. To discriminate between men of acknowl-
edged merit, especially in a way to affect so sensibly and materially their 
feelings and interests, for many of whom I have personal consideration 
and regard, has been a most painful duty; yet I am conscious that I have 
discharged it with the utmost impartiality. Had I opened the door to 
change in any case, even where error might have been committed, against. 
whom could I afterwards have closed it, and into what consequences 
mig-ht not s~ch a :proceedin&" have l~d? Th~ same :rewarks are applicable 
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to the subject in its relation to the Senate, to whose calm and enlight-
ened judgment, with these explanations, I again submit the nominations 
which have been rejected. 
JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 15, 1822. 
To the Senate of the Uniced States.' 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 12th instant, 
requesting the President of tlie United States '' to cause to be laid before 
the Senate the original proceedings of the board of general officers charged 
with the reduction of the Army under the act of the 2d of March, 1821, 
together with all communications to and from said board on the sub-
ject of reducing the Army, including the case submitted to the Attorney-
General, and his opinion thereon," I now transr.:iit a report from the 
Secretary of War, furnishing the information requested. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, April I5, I822. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate requesting the President 
of the United States to lay before that House any report or information 
which may be in his possession as to the most eligible situation on the 
Western waters for the erection of a national arsenal, I herewith transmit 
a report from the Secretary of War, containing all the information on that 
subject in the possession of the Executive. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, Aprz'l I5, I822. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 16th of February last, requesting the President of the United States 
'' to communicate to that House whether any foreign government has 
made any claim to any part of the territory of the United States upon 
the coast of the Pacific Ocean north of the forty-second degree of lati-
tude, and to what extent; whether any regulations have been made by 
foreign powers affecting the trade on that coast, and how it affects the 
interest of this Republic, and whether any communications have been 
made to this Government by foreign powers touching the contemplated 
occupation of Columbia River," I now transmit a report from the Secre-
tary of State, containing the information embraced by that resolution. 
lAMES MO ROE. 
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WASHINGTON, April I8, I822. 
To the House of Representatz"ves: 
I communicate to the House of Representatives copies of sundry pa-
pers having relation to the transactions in East and West Florida, which 
have been received at the Department of State since my message to the 
two Houses of Congress of the 28th of January last, together with copies 
of two letters from the Secretary of State upon the same subject. 
JAMES MONROE. 
[The same message was sent to the Senate.] 
WASHINGTON, April 23, I822. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
29th January last, requesting the President of the United States to cause 
to be communicated to that House certain information relative to the 
claim made by Jonathan Carver to certain lands within the United States 
near the Falls of St. Anthony, I now transmit a report of the Secretary 
of the Treasury, which, with the accompanying documents, contains all 
the information on this subject in the possession of the Executive. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, April 26, I822. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, agreeably to their resolution of yesterday, 
a report from the Secretary of State, with copies of the papers requested 
by that resolution, in relation to the recognition of the South American 
Provinces. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, April 29, I822. 
To the Hou se of R epresentatives: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, in pursuance of their resolution of the 29th instant,* '' request-
ing to be furnished with a copy of the judicial proceedings in the United 
States court for the district of Louisiana in the case of the French slave 
ship La Pensee." 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the S enate of the United States: 
WASHINGTON, April 30, I822 . 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate, requesting the President 
C1\ the United States to cause to be laid before the Senate certain infor-
mation respecting the practical operation of the system of subsisting the 
>t An error; so in the original message. The date of the resolution is the 18th of April. 
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Army under the provisions of the act passed the 14th of April, 1818, etc., 
I herew1 th transmit a report from the Secretary of War, furnishing the 
information required. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHING'TON, May I , I 8 22. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
In the message to both H ouses of Congress at the commencement of 
their present session it was mentioned that the Government of Norway 
had issued an ordinance for admitting the vessels of the United States 
and their cargoes into the ports of that Kingdoin upon the payment of 
no other or higher duties than are paid by Norwegian vessels, of what-
ever articles the said cargoes may consist and from whatever ports the 
vessels laden with them may co.me. 
In communicating this ordinance to the Government of the United 
States that of Norway has requested the benefit of a similar and recip-
rocal provision for the vessels of .Norway ar{_d their cargoes which may 
enter the ports of the United States. 
This provision being within the competency only of the legis1ative 
authority of Congress, I communicate to them herewith copies of the 
communications received from the Norwegian Government in relation to 
the subject, and recommend the same to their consideration. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May I, I822 . 
To the Senate and 1-Iouse of Representatives of the United S tates: 
I transmit herewith to Congress copies of letters received at the De· 
partment of State from the minister of Great Britain on the subject of 
the duties discriminating between imported rolled and hammered iron. 
I recommend them particularly to the consideration of Congress, believ-
ing that although there may be ground for controversy with regard to 
the application of the engagements·of the treaty to the case, yet a liberal 
con...,truction of those engagements would be ~ompatible at once with a 
ccnciliato_ry and a judicious policy. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May 4, I822 . 
to the House of R epresentatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a re olution of the House of Representatives of the 
19th of pril, reque ting the President ' ' to cause to be communicated to 
the Hou e, if not injuriou to the public interest, any letter which may 
ha e been received from Jonathan Russell, one of the ministers who con-
cluded the treaty of Ghent, in conformity with the indications contained 
in his 1 tt~r of the 25th of D cember1 1814," I ha.veto state that having 
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·referred the resolution to the Secretary of State, and it appearing, by a 
report from him, that no such document hacl. been deposited among the 
archives of the Department, I examined and found among my private pa-
pers a letter of that description marked ''private'' by himself. I trans-
mit a copy of the report of the Secretary of State, by which it appears 
that Mr. Russell, on being apprised that the document referred to by the 
resolution had not been deposited in the Department of State, delivered 
there '' a paper purporting to be the duplicate of a letter written by him 
from Paris on the nth of February, 1815, to the then Secretary of State, 
to be communicated to the House as the letter called for by the resolu-
tion.'' 
On the perusal of the document called for I find that it communicates 
a difference of opinion between Mr. Russell and a majority of his col-
leagues in certain transactions which occurred in the negotiations at 
Ghent, touching interests which have been since satisfactorily adjusted 
by treaty between the United States and Great Britain. The view which 
Mr. Russell presents of his own conduct and that of his colleagues in those 
transactions will, it is presumed, call from the two surviving members of 
that mission who differed from him a reply containing their view of those 
transactions and of the conduct of the parties in them, and who, should 
his letter be communicated to the House of Representatives, will also 
claim that their reply should be communicated in like manner by the Ex-
ecutive-a claim which, on the principle of equal justice, could not be 
resisted. The Secretary of State, one of the ministers referred to, has 
already expressed a desire that Mr. Russell's letter should be communi-
cated, and that I would transmit at the same time a communication from 
him respecting it. 
On full consideration of the subject I have thought it would be im-
proper for the Executive to communicate the letter called for unless the 
House, on a knowledge of these circumstances, should desire it, in which 
case the document called for shall be communicated, accompanied by a 
report from the _Secretary of State, as above suggested. I have directed 
a copy to be delivered to Mr. Russell, to be disposed of as he may think 
proper, and have caused the original to be deposited in the Department 
of State, with instruction to deliver a copy to any person who may be 
interested. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May 6, I822. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 
I transmit to Congress translations of two letters from Don Joaquin 
d' Anduaga to the Secretary of State, which have been received at the 
Department of State since my last message communicating copies of his 
correspondence with this Government. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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Don Joaquin de Anduaga to the Secretary of State. 
fTransla tion.] 
PHILADELPHIA, April 24, 1822. 
SrR: As soon as the news was received in Madrid of the recent occurrences in New 
Spain after the arrival at Vera Cruz of the Captain-General and supreme political 
chief appointed for those Provinces, Don Juan 0. Donoju, and some papers were 
seen relative to those same transactions, it was feared that for forming the treaty 
concluded in Cordova on the 24th of August last between the said General and the 
traitor, Colonel Dr. Augustine Iturbide, it had been falsely supposed that the former 
had power from His Catholic Majesty for that act, and in a little time the correctness 
of those suspicions was found, as, among other things, the said 0. Donoju, when on 
the 26th of the same August he sent this treaty to the governor of Vera Cruz, notify-
ing him of its prompt and punctual observance, he told him that at his sailing from 
the Peninsula preparation for the independence of Mexico was already thought of, 
and that its bases were approved of by the Government and by a commission of the 
Cortes. His Majesty, on sight of this and of the fatal impression which so great an 
imposture had produced in some ultramarine Provinces, and what must without diffi-
culty b~ the consequence among the r eE;t, thought proper to order that, by means of 
a circular to all the chiefs and corporations beyond seas, this atrocious falsehood 
should be disbelieved; and now he has deigned to command me to make it known 
to the Government of the United States that it is false as far as General 0. Donoju 
published beyond his instructions, by pointing out to it that he never could have 
been furnished with other instructions than those conformable to constitutional prin-
ciples. 
In compliance with this order of His Majesty, I can do no less than observe to you, 
sir, how unfounded one of the r"easons is in your note of the 6th instant for the recog-
nition by this Government of those of the insurgent Provinces of Spanish-America-
that it was founded on the treaty made by 0 . Donoju with Iturbide-since not hav-
ing had that power nor instruction to conclude it it is clearly null and of no value. 
I repeat to you, sir, the sentiments of my distinguished consideration, and pray 
God that you live many years. 
JOAQUIN DE ANDUAGA. 
Don Joaquin de Anduaga to the Secretary of State. 
(Translation.] 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
PHILADELPHIA, April 26, I 8.?2. 
SIR: I have received your note of the 15th instant, in which you are pleased to 
communicate to me the reasons which induce the President not only to refuse to His 
Catholic Majesty the satisfaction which he demanded in his royal name for the in-
sults offered by General Jackson to the Spanish commissaries and officers, but ta 
approve fully of the said chief's conduct. 
Before an wering the contents of the said note I thought it my duty to request in-
structions from my Government, and therefore without delay I have laid it before 
them. ntil they arrive, therefore, I have confined myself to two observations: 
Fir t. If in my note of the 18th of ovember last I said that as General Jackson 
had not pecified the actions which had induced him to declare the Spanish officers 
expell d from the Floridas criminal, nor given proof of them, I thought myself 
authoriz d to d clare the accusation false, I did not this through inadvertency, but 
upon the vident principle that every person accused has a right to declare an accu-
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sation destitute of proof false, and, much more, an accusation not pretended to be 
proved. This assertion of mine does not presume that I am not persuaded of the 
merit of the said General and of the claim which he has upon the gratitude of his 
country; but although it is believed the duty of his country to eulogize and reward 
his eminent services, yet it will be lawful for the representative of a power outraged 
by him to complain of his conduct. I can not persuade myself that to aggravate my 
. said expression you could have thought that I had been wanting in due respect, it 
not being possible for that opinion to have entered your mind, when by his orders 
Mr. Forsyth had sent to the Spanish minister on the rst of September last a note~ in 
which, ccmplaining of the Captain-General of the island of Cuba, he accuses him nf 
dishonorable pecuniary motives in not having delivered the archives, without giving 
any proof of so injurious an assertion; and I must remark that the rank of General 
Mabry in Spain is at least as elevated as that of General Jackson in the United States, 
and that the services performed by him to his country have rendered him as worthy 
as he of its consideration and respect. 
$econd. Although you are pleased to tell me that part of the papers taken from 
Colonel Coppinger are ready to be delivered, which the American commissioners, 
after having examined them, have adjudged to be returned to Spain, I do not think 
myself authorized to admit their return in this manner, but in the mode which I 
demanded in my note of the 22d of November last. 
As I have seen by the public papers that the President has communicated to Con-
gress the note which you were pl1cased to address to me, dated the 15th instant, and 
that it has been ordered to be printed, I take the liberty of requesting that you will 
have the goodness to use your influence that this my answer may be treated in the 
same manner, that Congress and the public may be informed that if I have not an-
swered the first part of it as respects the general business, it is only to wait for the 
instructions of my Government, but that I have answered what was personal. 
I renew to you, sir, the sentiments of my distinguished consideration. 
JOAQUIN DE ANDUAGA. 
WASHINGTON, May 6, I822. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 26th of April, 
requesting the President of the United States '' to communicate to the 
Senate the report of the Attorney-General relative to any persons ( citi-
zens of the United States) who have been charged with or suspected of 
introducing any slaves into the United States contrary to existing laws,'' 
I transmit herewith two reports from the Attorney-General. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May 7, I822. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 25th of April, 
requesting certain information concerning lead mines on lands of the 
United States1 I herewith transmit a report . from the Secretary of War. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, May 7, I822. 
To the House if Representatives: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 23d of April, requesting the President of the United States to cause 
to be communicated to that House certain information respecting the 
lead mines of the State of Missouri, I herewith transmit a report of the 
Secretary of War. 
JAMES MONROE. 
·WASHINGTON, May 7, I822. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 7th of May, requesting the President to communicate to that House 
a letter of Jonatl;ian Russell, esq., referred to in his message of the 4th 
instant, together with such communications as he may have received 
relative thereto from any of the other ministers of the United States who 
negotiated the treaty of Ghent, I herewith . transmit a report from the 
Secretary of State, with the documents called for by that resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
VETO MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, May ,t., I822. 
To the House of Representatives: 
Having duly considered the bill entitled '' An act for the preservation 
and repair of the Cumberland road,'' it is with deep regret, approving as 
I do the policy, that I am compelled to object to its passage and to return 
the bill to the House of Representatives, in which it originated, under a 
conviction that Congress do not possess the power under the Constitution 
to pass such a law. 
A power to establish turnpikes with gates and tolls, and to enforce the 
collection of tolls by penalties, implies a power to adopt and execute a 
complete system of internal improvement. A right to impose duties to 
be paid by all persons passing a certain road, and on horses and carriages, 
as i done by this bill, involves the right to take the land from the propri-
etor on a valuation and to pass laws for the protection of the road from 
injuries, and if it exist as to one road it exists as to any other, and to as 
many roads a Congress may think proper to establish. A right to legis-
late for one of these purposes is a right to legislate for the others. It 
is a complete right of jurisdiction and sovereignty for all the purposes of 
: ternal improvement, and not merely the right of applying money under 
the power vested in Congress to make appropriations, under which power, 
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with the consent of the States through which this road passes, the work 
was originally commenced, and has been so far executed. I am of opinion 
that Congress do not possess this power; that the States individually can 
not grant it, for although they may assent to the appropriation of money 
within their limits for such purposes, they can grant no power of juris-
diction or sovereignty by special compacts with the United States. This 
power can be granted only by an amendment to the Constitution and in 
the mode prescribed by it. 
If the power exist, it must be either because it has been specifically 
granted to the United States or that it is incidental to some power which 
has been specifically granted. If we examine the specific grants of power 
we do not find it among them, nor is it incidental to any power which 
has been specifically granted. · 
It has never been contended that the power was specifically granted. 
It is claimed only as being incidental to some one or more of the pow-
ers which are specifically granted. The following are the powers from 
which it is said to be derived: 
First, from the right to establish post-offices and post-roads; second, 
from the right to declare war; third, to regulate commerce; fourth, to 
pay the debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare; 
fifth, from the power to make all laws necessary and proper for carrying 
into execution all the powers vested by the Constitution in the Govern-
ment of the United States or in any department or officer thereof; sixth 
and lastly, from the power to dispose of and make all needful rules and 
regulations respecting the territory and other property of the United 
States. 
According to my judgment it can not be derived from either of those 
powers, nor from all of them united, and in consequence it does not exist. 
Having stated my objections to the bill, I should now cheerfully com-
municate at large the reasons on which they are founded if I had time 
to reduce them to such form as to include them in this paper. The ad-
vanced stage of the session renders that impossible. Having at 'the com-
mencement of my service in this high trust considered it a duty to express 
the opinion that the United States do not possess the power in question, 
and to suggest for the consideration of Congress the propriety of re~om-
mending to the States an amendment to the Constitution to vest the 
power in the United States, my attention has been often drawn to the 
subject since, in consequence whereof I have occasionally committed my 
sentiments to paper respecting it. The form which this exposition has 
assumed is not such as I should have given it had it been intended for 
Congress, nor is it concluded. Nevertheless, as it contains my views on 
this subject, being one which I deem of very high importance, and which 
in many of its bearings has now become peculiarly urgent, I will com-
m~nicate it to Congress, if in my power, in the course of the day, or cer-
tamly on Monday next. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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To the House of Representatives: 
I transmit the paper alluded to 
subject of internal improvements. 
WASHINGTON, May tf., I822. 
m the message of this day, on the 
JAMES MONROE. 
VIEWS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES ON THE SUBJECT OF 
INTERN AL IMPROVEMENTS. 
It may be presumed that the proposition relating to internal improvements by 
roads and canal&, which has been several times oefore Congress, will be taken into 
consideration again either for the purpose of recommending to the States the adop-
tion of an amendment to the Constitution to vest the necessary power in the Geveral 
Government or to carry the system into effect on the principle that the power has 
already been granted. It seems to be the prevailing opinion that great advantage 
would be derived from the exercise of such a power by Congress. Respecting the 
right there is much diversity of sentiment. It is of the highe:;t importance that this 
question should be settled. If the right exist, it ought forthwith to be exercised. 
If it does nbt exist, surely those who are friends to the power ought to unite in rec-
ommending an amendment to the Constitution to obtain it. I propose to examine 
this question. 
The inquiry confined to its proper objects and within the most limited scale is 
extensive. Our Government is unlike other governments both in its origin and 
form. In analyzing it the differences in certain respects between it and those of 
other nations, ancient and modern, necessarily come into view. I propose to notice 
these differences so far as they are connected with the object of inquiry, and the con-
sequences likely to result from them, varying in equal degree from those which have 
attended other governments. The digression, if it may be so called, will in every 
instance be short and the transition to the main object immediate and direct. 
To do justice to the subject it will be necessary to mount to the source of power in 
these States and to pursue this power in its gradations and distribution among the sev-
eral departments in which it is now vested. The gre~t division is between the State 
governments and the General Government. If there was a perfect accord in every 
instance as to the precise extent of the powers granted to the General Government, 
we should then know with equal certainty what were the powers which remained to 
the State governments, since it would follow that those which were not granted to the 
one would remain to the other. But it is on this point, and particularly respecting 
the construction of these powers and their incidents, that a difference of opinion ex-
ists, and hence it is necessary to trace distinctly the origin of each government, the 
purposes in ten ed by it, and the means adopted to accomplish them. By having the 
interior of both governments fully before us we shall have all the means which can 
be afforded to enable us to form a correct opinion of the endowments of each. 
Before the Revolution the present States, then colonies, were separate communities, 
unconnected with each other except in their common relation to the Crown. Their 
governments were instituted by grants from the Crown, which operated, according to 
the condition of each grant, in the nature of a compact between the settlers in each 
colony and the Crown. All power not retained in the Crown was vested exclusively 
in the colonies, each having a government consisting of an executive, a judiciary, 
and a legi lative as embly, one branch of which was in every instance elected by the 
people. To office was hereditary, nor did any title under the Crown give rank or 
office in any f the colonie . In resisting the encroachments of the parent country 
and abrogating the power of the Crown the authority which had been held by it vested 
exclusively in the people of the colonies, By them was a Congress appointed, com• 
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posed of delegates fromeach colony, who managed the war, declared independence, 
treated with foreign powers, and acted in all things according to the sense of their 
constituents. The Declaration of Independence confirmed in form what bad before 
existed in substance. It announced to the world new States, possessing and exer• 
cising complete sovereignty, which they were resolved to maintain. They were soon 
after recognized by France and other powers, and finally by Great Britain herself in 
1783. 
Soon after the power of the Crown was annulled the people of each colony estab-
lished a constitution or frame of government for themselves, in which these separate 
branches-legislative, executive, and judiciary-were instituted, each independent 
of the others. To these branches, each having its appropriate portion, the whole 
power of the people not _delegated to Congress was communicated, to be exercised 
for their advantage on the representative principle by persons of their appointment, 
or otherwise deriving their authority immediately from them, and holding their 
offices for stated terms. All the powers necessary for useful purposes held by any of 
the strongest governments of the Old World not vested in Congress were imparted to 
these State governments without other checks than such as are necessary to prevent 
abuse, in the form of fundamental declarations or bills of right. The great difference 
between our governments and those of the Old World consists in this, that the former, 
being representative, the persons who exercise their powers do it not for themselves 
or in their own right, but for the people, and therefore while they are in the highest 
degree efficient they can never become oppressive. It is this transfer of the power 
of the people to representative and responsible bodies in every branch which consti-
tutes the great improvement in the science of government and forms the boast of our 
· system. It combines all the advantages of every known government without any of 
their disadvantages. It retains the sovereignty in the people, while it a'"oids the 
tumult and disorder incident to the exercise of that power by the people themselves. 
It possesses all the energy and efficiency of the most despotic governments, while it 
avoids all the oppressions and abuses inseparable from those governments. 
In every stage of the conflict from its commencement until March, 1781, the powers 
of Congress were undefined, but of vast extent. The assemblies or conventions of 
the sev'eral colonies being formed by representatives from every county in each colony 
and the Congress by delegates from each colonial assembly, the powers of the latter 
for general purposes resembled those of the former for local. They rested on the 
same basis, the people, and were complete for all the purposes contemplated. Never 
was a movement so spontaneous, so patriotic, so efficient. The nation exerted its 
whole faculties in support of its rights, and of its independence after the contest took 
that direction, and it succeeded. It was, however, foreseen at a very early stage that 
although the patriotism of the country might be relied on in the struggle for its in-
dependence, a well-digested compact would be necessary to preserve it after obtained. 
A plan of confederation was in consequence proposed and taken into consideration 
by Congress even at the moment when the other great act which severed them from 
Great Britain and declared their independence was proclaimed to the world. This 
compact was ratified on the 2rst March, 1781, by the last State, and thereupon car-
ried into immediate effect. 
The following powers wee vested in the United States by the Articles of Confed-
eration. As this, the first bond of union, was in operation nearly eight years, during 
which time a practical construction was given to many of its powers, all of which 
were adopted in the Constitution with important additions, it is thought that a correct 
view of those powers and of the manner in which they are executed may shed light 
on the subject under consideration. It may fairly_ be presumed that where certain 
powers were transferred from one instrument to the other and in the same terms or 
terms descriptive only of the same powers, that it was intended that they should be 
construed in the same sense in the latter that they were in the former. 
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Article I declares that the style of the Confederacy shall be "The United States of 
America.'' 
Article II. Each State retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and 
every power and right which is not expressly delegated to the United States. 
Article III. The States severally enter into a firm league of friendship with each 
other for their common defense, the security of their liberties, and their mutual and 
general welfare, binding themselves to assist each other against all force offered to 
or attacks made upon them on account of religion, sovereignty, trade, etc. 
Article IV. The free inhabitants of each State, paupers, vagabonds, and fugitives 
from justice excepted, shall be entitled to all the privileges and immunities of free 
citizens in the several States, etc. Fugitives from justice into any of the States shall 
be delivered up on the demand of the executive of the State from which they fled. 
Full faith and credit shall be given in each State to the records and acts of every 
other State. 
Article V. Delegates shall be annually appointed by the legislature of each State 
to meet in Congress on the first Monday in November, with a power to recall, etc. 
No State shall appoint less than two nor more than seven, nor shall any delegate 
l ... old his office for more than three in six years. Each State shall maintain its own 
delegates. Each State shall have one vote. Freedom of speech shall not be im-
peached, and the members shall be protected from arrests, except for treason, etc. 
Article VI. No State shall send or receive an embassy or enter into a treaty with a 
foreign power. Nor shall any person holding any office of profit or trust under the 
United States or any State accept any present, emolument, office, or title from a 
foreign power. Nor shall the United States or any State grant any title of nobility. 
No two States shall enter into any treaty without the consent of Congress. No 
State shall lay any imposts or duties which may interfere with any treaties entered 
into by the United States. No State shall engage in war u~less it be invaded or 
menaced with invasion by some Indian tribe, nor grar..t letters of marque or reprisal 
unless it be against pirates, nor keep up vessels of war nor any body of troops in 
time of peace without the consent of Congress; but every State shall keep up a well-
regulated militia, etc. 
Article VIL When land forces are raised by any State for the common defense, all 
officers of and under the rank of colonel shall be appointed by the legislature of each 
State. 
Article VIII. All charges of war and all other expenses which shall be incurred for 
the common defense or general welfare shall be defrayed out of a common treasury, 
which shall be supplied by the several States in proportion to the value of all the 
land in each State granted to individuals. The taxes for paying each proportion 
shall be levied by the several States. 
Article IX. Congress shall have the sole and exclusive right and power of determin-
ing on peace and war, except in the cases mentioned in the sixth article; of sending 
and receiving ambassadors; entering into alliances, except, etc.; of establishing rules 
for deciding what captures on land and water shall be legal; of granting letters of 
marque and reprisal in time of peace; appointing courts for the trial of piracies and 
felonies on the high seas; for deciding controversies between the States and between 
individuals claiming lands under two or more States whose jurisdiction has been 
adjusted; of regulating the alloy and value of coin struck by their authority and of 
foreign coin; fixing the standard of weights and measures; regulating the trade 
with the Indians; establi hing and regulating post-offices from one State to another 
and throughout all the States, and exacting such postage as may be requisite to de-
fray the expenses of the office; of appointing all officers of the land forces except the 
regimental; appointing all the officers of the naval forces; to ascertain the necessary 
sums of money to be raised for the service of the United States and appropriate the 
same; to borrow money and emit bills of credit; to build and equip a avy; to agree 
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on the number of land forces and to make requisitions on each State for its quota; 
that the assent of nine States shall be requisite to these great acts. 
Article X regulates the powers of the committee of the States to sit in the recess 
of Congress. 
Article XI provides for the admission of Canada into the Confederation. 
Article XII pledges the faith of the United States for the payment of all bills of 
credit issued and money borrowed on their account. 
Article XIII. Every State shall abide by the determination of the United State.,._ on 
all questions submitted to them by the Confederation, the Articles of the Confeder• 
ation to be perpetual and not to be altered without the consent of every State. 
This bond of union was soon found to be utterly incompetent to the purposes 
intended by it. It was defective in its powers; it was defective also in the means 
of executing the powers actually granted by it. Being a league of sovereign and 
independent States, its acts, like those of all other leagues, required the interp~sition 
of the States composing it to give them effect within their respective jurisdictions. 
The acts of Congress without the aid of State laws to enforce them were altogether 
nugatory. The refusal or omission of one State to pass such laws was urged as area-
son to justify like conduct in others, and thus the Government was soon at a stand. 
The experience of a few years demonstrated that the Confederation could not be 
relied on for the security of the blessings which had been derived from the Revolu-
tion. The interests of the nation required a more efficient Government, which the 
good sense and virtue of the people nrovided by the adoption of the present Consti-
tution. 
The Constitution of the United States was formed by a convention of delegates 
from the several States, who met in Philadelphia, duly authorized for the purpose, 
and it was ratified by a convention in each State which was especially called to con-
sider and decide on the same. In this progress the State governments were never 
suspended in their functions. On the contrary, they took the lead in it. Conscious 
of their incompetency to secure to the Union the blessings of the Revolution, they 
promoted the diminution of their own powers and the enlargement of those of the 
General Government in the way in which they might be most adequate and efficient. 
It is believed that no other example can be found of a Government exerting its in-
fluence to lessen its own powers, of a policy so enlightened, of a patriotism so pure 
and disinterested. The credit, however, is more especially due to the people of each 
State, in obedience to whose will and under whose control the State governments 
acted. 
Th"e Constitution of the United States, being ratified by the people of the several 
States;, became of necessity to the extent of its powers the paramount authority of the 
Union. On sound principles it can be viewed in no other light. The people, the 
highest authority known to our system, from whom all our institutions spring and on 
who¥! they depend, formed it. Had the people of the several States thought proper 
to incorporate themselves into one community, under one government, they might 
have done it. They had the power, and there was nothing then nor is there anything 
now, should they be so disposed, to prevent it. They wisely stopped, however, at a 
certain point, extending the incorporation to that point, making the National Govern-
ment thus far a consolidated Government, and preserving the State governments 
without that limit perfectly sovereign and independent of the National Government. 
Had the people of the several States incorpo_rated themselves into one community, 
they must have remained such, their Constitution becoming then, like the constitution 
of the several States, incapable of change until altered by the will of the majority. 
In the institution of a State government by the citizens of a State a compact is formed 
to which all and every citizen are equal parties. They are also the sole parties and 
may amend it at pleasure. In the institution of the Government of the United States. 
by the citizens of every State a compact was formed between the whole American 
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people which has the same force and partakes of all the qualities to the extent of its 
powers as a compact between the citizens of a State in the formation of their own 
constitution. It can not be alte_red except by those who formed it or in the mode 
prescribed by the parties to the compact itself. 
This Constitution was adopted for the purpose of remedying all defects of the Con-
federation, and in this it has succeeded beyond any calculation that could have been 
formed of any human institution. By binding the States together the Constitution 
performs the great office of the Confederation; but it is in that sense only that it has 
any of the properties of that compact, and in that it is more effectual to the purpose, 
as it holds them together by a much stronger bond; and in all other respects in which 
the Confederation failed the Constitution has been blessed with complete success. 
The Confederation was a compact between separate and independent States, the exe-
cution of whose articles in the powers which operated internally depended on the 
State governments. But the great office of the Constitution, by illcorporating the 
people of the several States to the extent of its powers into one community and en-
abling it to act directly on the people, was to annul the powers of the State govern-
ments to that extent, except in cases where they were concurrent, and to preclude 
their agency in giving effect to those of the General Government. Th~ Government 
of the United States relies on its own means for the execution of its powers, as the 
State governments do for the execution of theirs, both governments having a com-
mon origin or sovereign, the people-the State governments the people of each State, 
the National Government the people of every State-and being amenable to the power 
which created it. It is by executing its functions as a Government thus originating 
and thus act_ing that the Constitution of the United States holds the States together 
and performs the office of a league. It is owing to the nature of its powers and the 
high source from whence they are derived-the people-that it performs that office 
better than the Confederation or any league which ever existed, being a compact 
which the State governments did not form, to which they are not parties, and which 
executes its own powers independently of them. 
There were two separate and independent governments established over our Union, 
one for local purposes over each State by the people of the State, the other for national 
purposes over all the States by the people of the United States. The whole power 
of the people, on the representative principle, is divided between them. The State 
governments are independent of each other, and to the extent of their powers are 
complete sovereignties. The National Govern~ent begins where the State govern-
ments terminate, except in some instances where there is a concurrent jurisdiction 
between them. This Government is also, according to the extent of its powers, a 
complete sovereignty. I speak here, as repeatedly mentioned before, altogether of 
representative sovereignties, for the real sovereignty is in the pe·oplc alone. 
The history of the world affords no such example of two separate and independent 
governments established over the same people, nor can it exist except in governments 
founded on the sovereignty of the people. In monarchies and other governments not 
representative there can be no such division of power. The government is inherent 
in the possessor; it is his, and can not be taken from him without a revolution. In 
such governments alliances and leagues alone are practicable. But ·with us individ-
uals count for nothing in the offices which they hold; that is, they have no right to 
them. They hold them as representatives, by appointment from the people, in whom 
the sovereignty is exclusively vested. It is impossible to speak too highly of this 
syst m taken in its twofold character and in all its great principles of two govern-
me11ts, completely distinct from and independent of each other, each con titutional, 
founde by and acting directly on the people, each competent to all its purposes, 
administering all the blessings for wnich it was bstituted, without even the most 
remote danger of exercising any of its powers in a way to oppress the people. 
system capable of expansion over a vast territory not only without weakecing either 
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government, but enjoying the peculiar advantage of adding thereby new strength and 
vigor to the faculties of both; possessing also this additional advantage, that while 
the several States enjoy all the rights reserved to them of separate and independent 
governments, and each is secured by the nature of the Federal Government, which 
acts directly on the people, against the failure of the others to bear their equal share 
of the public burdens, and thereby enjoys in a more perfect degree all the advantages 
of a league, it holds them together by a bond altogether different and much stronger 
than the late Confederation or any league that was ever known before-a bond 
beyond their control, and which can not even be amended except in the mode pre-
scribed by it. So great an effort in favor of human happiness was never made before; 
but it became those who made it. Established in the new hemisphere, descended 
from the same ancestors, speaking the same language, having 'L-~e same religion and 
universal toleration, born equal and educated in the same principles of free govern-
ment, made independent by a common struggle and menaced by the same dangers, 
ties existed between them which never applied before to separate communities. They 
had every motive to bind them together which could operate on the interests and 
affections of a generous, enlightened, and virtuous people, and it affords inexpressible 
consolation to find that these motives had their merited influence. 
In thus tracing our· institutions to their origin and pursuing them in their progress 
and modifications down to the adoption of this Constitution two important facts have 
been disclosed, on which it may not be improper in this stage to make a few obser-
vations. The first is that in wresting the power, or what is called the sovereignty, 
from the Crown it passed directly to the people. The second, that it passed directly 
to the people of each colony and not to the people of all the colonies in the aggre-
gate; to thirteen distinct communities and not to one. To these two facts, each con-
tributing its equal proportion, I am inclined to think that we are in an eminent 
degree indebted for the success of our Revolution. By passing to the people it vested 
in a community every individual of which had equal rights and a common interest. 
There was no family dethroned among us, no banished pretender in a foreign coun-
try looking back to his connections and adherents here in the hope of a recall; no 
order of nobility whose hereditary rights in the Government had been violated; no 
hierarchy which had been degraded and oppressed. There was but one order, that 
of the people, by whom everything was gained by the change. I mention it also as 
a circumstance of peculiar felicity that the great body of the people had been born 
and educated under these equal and original institutions. Their habits, their prin-
ciples, and their prejudices were therefore all on the side of the Revolution and of 
free republican government. 
Had distinct orders existed, our fortune might and probably would have been dif-
ferent. It would scarcely have been possible to have united so completely the whole 
force of the country against a common enemy. A contest would probably have 
arisen in the outset between the orders for the control. Had the aristocracy pre-
vailed, the people would have been heartless. Had the people prevailed, the nobil-
ity would probably have left the country, or, remaining behind, internal divisions 
would have taken place in every State and a civil war broken out more destructive 
even than the foreign, which might have defeated the whole movement. Ancient 
and modern history is replete with examples proceeding from conflicts between dis-
tinct orders, of revolutions attempted which proved abortive, of republics which have 
terminated in despotism. It is owing to the simplicity of the elements of which our 
system is composed that the attraction of all the parts has been to a common center, 
that every change has tended to cement the union, and, in short, that we have been 
blessed with such glorious and happy success. 
And that the power wrested from the British Crown passed to the people of each 
colony the whole history of our political movement from the emigration of our an-
cestors to the present day clearly demonstrates. What produced the Revolution? 
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The violation of our rights. What rights? Our chartered rights. To whom were 
the charters granted, to the people of each colony or to the people of all the colo-
nies as a single community? We know that no such community as the aggregate 
existed, and of course that no such rights could be violated. It may be added that 
the nature of the powers which were given to the delegates by each colony and the 
manner in which they were executed show that the sovereignty was in the people of 
each and not in the aggregate. They respectively presented eredentials such as are 
usual between ministers of separate powers, which were examined and approved be-
fore they entered on the discharge of the important duties committed to them. They 
voted also by colonies and not individually, all the members from one colony being 
entitled to one vote only. This fact alone, the first of our political association and at 
the period of our greatest peril, fixes beyond all controversy the source from whence 
the power which has directed and secured succe3S to all our measures has proceeded. 
Had the sovereignty passed to the aggregate, consequences might have ensued, 
admitting the success of our Revolution, which might even yet seriously affect our 
system. By passing to the people of each colony the opposition to Great Britain, the 
prosecution of the war, the Declaration of Independence, the adoption of the Con-
federation and of this Constitution are all imputable to them. Had it passed to the 
aggregate, every measure would be traced to that source; even the State governments 
might be said to have emanated from it, and amendments of their constitutions on 
that principle be proposed by the same authority. In short it is not easy to perceive 
all the consequences into which such a doctrine might lead. It is obvious that the 
people in mass would have had much less agency in all the great measures of the 
Revolution and in those which followed than they actually had, and proportionably 
less credit for their patriotism and services than they are now entitled to and enjoy. 
By passing to the people of each colony the whole body in each were kept in constant 
and active deliberation on subjects of the highest national importance and in the 
supervision of the conduct of all the public servants in the discharge of their respec-
tive duties. Thus the most effectual guards were provided against abuses and dan-
gers of every kind which human ingenuity could devise, and the whole people ren-
dered more competent to the self-government which by an heroic exertion they had 
acquired. 
I will now proceed to examine the powers of the General Government, which, like 
the governments of the several States, is divided into three branches-a legislative, 
executive, and judiciary-each having its appropriate share. Of these the legislative, 
from the nature of its powers, all laws proceeding from it, and the manner of its ap-
pointment, its members being elected immediately by the people, is by far the most 
important. The whole system of the National Government may be said to rest essen-
tially on the powers granted to this branch. They mark the limit within which, 
with few exceptions, all the branches must move in the discharge of their respective 
functions. It will be proper, therefore, to take a full and correct view of the powers 
granted to it. 
By the eighth section of the first article of the Constitution it is declared that Con-
gress shall have power-
First. To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts, and 
provide for the common defense and general welfare of the United States; 
Second. To borrow money; 
Third. To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States, 
and with the Indian tribes; 
Fourth. To establish an uniform rule of naturalization and ftniform laws respecting 
bankru plcies; 
Fifth. To coin money, regulate the value thereof and of foreign coin, and fix the 
standard of weights and measures; 
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Sixth. To,..provide for the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and current 
coin of the United States; 
Seventh. To establish post-offices and post-roads; 
Eighth. To promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing for limited 
times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and 
d.iscoveries; 
Ninth. To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court, to define and punish 
piracies and felonies committed on the high seas, and offenses against the laws of 
nations; 
Tenth. To declare war, grant letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules con-
t~erning captures on land and water; 
Eleventh. To raise and support armies; 
>.I'welfth. To provide a11d maintain a navy; 
Thirteenth. To make rules for the government of the land and naval forces; 
Fourteenth. To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the 
Union, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions; 
Fifteenth. To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and for 
governing such part of them as may be in the service of the United States, reserving 
to the States the appointment of the officers and the authority of training the militia 
according to the discipline prescribed by Congress; 
Sixteenth. To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatever over such district 
(not exceeding ro miles square) as may, by the cession of particular States and the 
acceptance of by Congress, become the seat of Government of the United States; and 
to exercise like authority over all places purchased, by the consent of the legislature 
of the State in which the same may be, for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, 
dockyards, and other needful buildings; 
Seventeenth. And to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carry-
ing into execution the foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Consti-
tution in the Government of the United States or in any department or officer thereof. 
To the other branches of the Government the powers properly belonging to each 
are granted. The President, in whom the executive power is vested, is made com-
mander in chief of the Army and Navy, and militia when called into the service of 
the United States. He is authorized, with the advice and consent of the Senate, two-
thirds of the members present concurring, to form treaties, to nominate and, with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, to appoint ambassadors, other public ministers, 
and consuls, judges of the Supreme Court, and all other officers whose appointments 
are .not otherwise provided for by law. He has power to grant reprieve·s and pardons 
for offenses against the United States, except in cases of impeachment. It is made 
his duty to give to Congress from time to time information of the state of the Union, 
to recommend to their consideration such measures as he may judge necessary and 
expedient, to convene both Houses on extraordinary occasions, to receive ambassa-
dors, and to take care that the laws be faithfully executed. 
The judicial power is vested in one Supreme Court and in such inferior courts as 
Congress may establish; and it is made to extend to all cases in law and equity aris-
ing under the Constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties made under 
their authority. Cases affecting ambassadors and other public characters, cases of 
admiralty and maritime jurisdiction, causes in which the United States are a party, 
hetween two or more States, between citizens cf different States, between citizens of 
the same State claiming grants of land under different States, between a State or the 
citizens thereof and foreign States, are specially assigned tc, these tribunals. 
Other powers have been granted in other parts of the Constitution which, although 
they relate to specific objects, unconnected with the ordinary administration, yet, as 
th_ey form important features in the Government and may shed u5eful light qn th~ 
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construction which ought to be given to the powers above enumerated, it is propel 
to bring into view. 
By Article I , section 9, clause I, it is provided that the migration or importation of 
such persons as any of the States now existing shall think proper to admit shall not 
be prohibited by Congress prior to the year 1808, but a tax or duty may be imposed 
on such importation not exceeding $10 for each person. 
By Article III, section 3, clause I, new States may be admitted by Congress into the 
Union, but that no new State shall be formed within the jurisdiction of another State, 
nor any State be form~d by the junction of two or more States or parts of States with-
out the consent of the legislature of the States concerned as well as of the United 
States. And by the next clause of the same article and section power is vested jn 
Congress to dispose of and make all needful ru.es and regulations respecting the ter-
ritory or other property belonging to the United States, with a proviso that nothing 
in the Constitution shall be so construed as to prejudice any claims of the United 
States or of any particular State. 
By Article IV, section 4, the United States guarantee to every State a republican 
form of government and engage to protect each of them against invasion; and on 
application of the legislature, or of the executive when the legislature can not be 
convened, against domestic violence. 
Of the other parts of th<y Constitution relating to power, some form restraints on 
the exercise of the powers granted to Congress and others on the exercise of the 
powers remaining to the States. The object in both instances is to draw more com-
pletely the line between the two governments and also to prevent abuses by either. 
Other parts operate like conventional stipulations between the States, abolishing 
between them all distinctions applicable to foreign powers and securing to the inhab-
itants of each State all the rights and immunities of citizens in the several States. 
By the fifth article it is provided that Congress, whenever two-thirds of both 
Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments, or, on the application 
of the legislatures of two-thirds of the several States, shall call a convention for 
proposing amendments, which in either case shall be valid as a part of the Constitu-
tion when ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the severa'.l States, or by 
conventions in three-fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode may be proposed 
by Congress : Provided, That no State, without its consent, shall be deprived of its 
equal vote in the Senate, and that no amendment which may be made prior to the 
year 18o8 shall affect the first and fourth clauses in the ninth section of the first 
article. 
By the second section of the sixth article it is declared that the Constitution, and 
laws of the United States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties 
made under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land, 
and that the judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the constitu-
tion or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding. This right in the National 
Government to execute its powers was indispensable to its existence. If the State 
governments had not been restrained from encroaching on the powers vested in the 
ational Government, the Constitution, like the Confederation, would soon have 
been set at naught; and it was not within the limit of the human mind to devi e 
any plan for the accomplishment of the object other than by making a national 
constitution which should be to the extent of its powers the supreme law of the 
land. This right in the ational Government would have exi led under the Con-
titution to the full extent provided for by this declaration had it not been made. 
To prevent the possibility of a doubt, however, on so important a subject it was 
proper to make the declaration. 
Having presented above a full view of all the powers granted to the nited tates, 
it will be proper to look to tho e remaining to the tates. It is by fixing the great 
po ers , hich are admitted to belong to each government that we may hope to come 
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to a right conclusion respecting those in controversy between them. In regard to 
the National Government, this task was easy because its powers were to be found in 
specific grants in the Constitution; but it is more difficult to give a detail of the 
powers of the State governments, as their constitutions, containing all powers granted 
by the people not specifically taken from them by grants to the United States, can 
not well be enumerated. Fortunately, a precise detail of all the powers remaining to 
the State governments is not necessary in the present instance. A knowledge of 
their great powers only will answer every purpose contemplated, and respecting these 
there can b_e no diversity in opinion. They are suffi.ciently recognized and estab-
lished by the Constitution of the United States itself. In designating the important 
powers of the State governments it is proper to observe, first, that the territory con-
templated by the Constitution belongs to each State in its separate character and not 
to the United States in their aggregate character. Each State holds territory accord-
ing to its original charter, except in cases where cessions have been made to the 
United States by individual States. The United States had none when the Constitu-
tion was adopted which had not been thus ceded to them and which they held on 
the conditions on which such cession had been made. Within the individual States 
it is believed that they held not a single acre; but if they did it was as citizens held 
it, merely as private property. The territory acquired by cession lying without the 
individual States rests on a different principle, and is provided for by a separate and 
distinct part of the Constitution. It is the territory within the individual States to 
which the Constitution in its great principles applies, and it applies to such territory 
as the territory of a State and not as that of the United States. The next circumstance 
to be attended to is that the people composing this Union are the people of the several 
States, and not of the United States in the full sense of a consolidated government. 
The militia are the militia of the several States; lands are held under the laws of the 
States; descents, contracts, and all the concerns of private property, the administra-
tion of justice, and the whole criminal code, except in the cases of breaches of the 
laws of the United States made under and in conformity with the powers vested in 
Congress and of the l!iWS of nations, are regulated by State laws. This enumeration 
shows the great extent of the powers of the State governments. The territory and 
the people form the basis on which all governments are founded. The militia con-
stitutes their effective force. The regulation and protection of property and of per-
sonal liberty are also among the highest attributes of sovereignty. This, without 
other evidence, is sufficient to show that the great office of the Constitution of the 
united States is to unite the States together under a Government endowed with 
powers adequate to the purposes of its institution,· relating, directly or indirectly, to 
foreign concerns, to the discharge of which a National Government thus formed alone 
could be competent. 
This view of the exclusive jurisdiction of the several States over the territory 
within their respective limits, except in cases otherwise specially provided for, is 
supported by the obvious intent of the several powers grante_d to Congress, to which 
a more particular attention is now due. Of these the right to declare war is perhaps 
the most important, as well by the consequences attending war as by the other pow-
ers granted in aid of it. The right to lay taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, though 
necessary for the support of the civil government, is equally necessary to sustain the 
charges of war; the right to raise and support armies and a navy and to call forth 
and govern the militia -when in the service of the United States are altogether of the 
latter kind. They are granted in aid of the power to make war and intended to give 
effect to it. These several powers are of great force and extent, and operate more 
directly within the limits and upon the resources of the States than any of the other 
powers. But still they are means only for giv~n ends. War is declared and must be 
maintained, an army and a navy must be raised, fortifications must be erected for 
the common defense1 debts must be paid, For these purposes duties, imposts
1 
and 
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excises are levied, taxes are laid, the lands, merchandise, and other property of the 
citizens are liable for them; if the money is not paid, seizures are made and the lands 
are sold. The transaction is terminated; the lands pass into other hands, who hold 
them, as the former proprietors did, under the laws ofthe individual States. They 
were means only to certain ends; the United States have nothing further to do with 
them. The same view is applicable to the power of the General Government over 
persons. The militia is called into the service of the United States; the service is 
performed; the corps returns to the State to which it belongs; it is the militia of such 
State, and not of the United States. Soldiers are required for the Army, who may 
be obtained by voluntary enlistment or by some other process founded in the prin-
ciples of equality. In either case the citizen after the tour of duty is performed is 
restored to his former station in society, with his equal share in the common sover-
eignty of the nation. In all these cases, which are the strongest which can be given, 
we see that the right of the General Government is nothing more than what it is 
called in the Constitution, a power to perform certain acts, and that the subject on 
which it operates is a means only to that end; that it was both before and after that 
act under the protection and subject to the laws of the individual State within which 
it was. 
, To the other powers of the General Government the same remarks are applicable 
and with greater force. The right to regulate commerce with foreign powers was 
necessary as well to enable Congress to lay and collect duties and imposts as to sup-
port the rights of the nation in the intercourse with foreign powers. It is executed 
at the ports of the several States and operates almost altogether externally. The 
right to borrow and coin money and to fix its value and that of foreign coin are im-
portant to the establishment of a National Government, and partjcularly necessary 
in support of the right to declare war, as, indeed, may be considered the right to 
punish piracy and felonies on the high seas and offenses against the laws of nations. 
The right to establish an uniform rule of naturalization and uniform laws respecting 
bankruptcies seems to be essentially connected with the right to regulate commerce. 
The first branch of it relates to foreigners entering the country; the second to mer-
chants who h ave failed. The right to promote the progress of useful arts and sciences 
may be executed without touching any of the individual States. It is ·accomplished 
by granting patents to inventors and preserving models, which may be done exclu-
sively within the Federal district. The right to constitute courts inferior to the 
Supreme Court was a necessary consequence of the judiciary existing as a separate 
branch of the General Government. Without such inferior court in every State it 
would be difficult and might even be impossible to carry into effect the laws of the 
General Government. The right to establish post-offices and post-roads is essen-
tially of the same character. For political, commercial, and social purposes it was 
important that it should be vested in the General Government. As a mere matter 
of regulation, and nothing more, I presume, was intended by it, it is a power easily 
executed and involving little authority within the States individually. The right to 
exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever over the Federal district and over 
forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and other needful buildings with the consent 
of the State within which the same maybe is a power of a peculiar character, and is 
ufficient in itself to confirm what has been said of all the other powers of the Gen-
eral Government. Of this particular grant further notice will hereafter be taken. 
I shall conclude my remarks. on this part of the subject by observing that the view 
, hich has b en presented of the powers and character of the t~o Governments is sup-
ported by the marked difference which is observable in the manner of their endowment. 
The tate government are divided into three branches-a legislative, executive, and 
judiciary-and the appropriate duties of ach assigned to it without any limitation 
of pow r e cept uch as i necessary to guard against abuse, in the form of bills of 
right. Ilut in instituting the ational Government an entirely different principle 
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was adopted and pursued. The Government itself is organized, like ·the State gov-
ernments, into three branches, but its powers are enumerated and defined in the most 
precise form. The subject has already been too fully explained to require illustration 
by a general view of the whole Constitution, every part of wgich affords proof of what 
is here advanced. It will be sufficient to advert to the eighth section of the first ar-
ticle, being that more particularly which defines the powers and fixes the character 
of the Government of the United States. By this section it is declared that Congress 
shall have power, first, to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, etc. 
Having shown the origin of the State governments and their endowments when 
· first formed; having also shown the origin of the National Government and the powers 
vested in it, and having shown, lastly, the powers which are admitted to have remained 
to the State governments after those which were taken from them by the National 
Government, I will now proceed to examine whether the power to adopt and execute 
a system of internal improvement by roads and canals has been vested in the United 
States. · 
Before we can determine whether this power has been granted to the General Gov~ 
ernment it will be necessary to ascertain distinctly the nature and extent of the power 
requisite to make such improvements. When that is done we shall be able to decide 
whether such power is vested in the National Government. 
If the power existed it would, it is presumed, be executed by a board of skillful 
engineers, on a view of the whole Union, on a plan which would secure complete 
effect to all the great purposes of our Constitution. It is not my intention, however, 
to take up the subject here on this scale. I shall state a case for the purpose·of illus-
tration only. Let it be supposed that Congress intended to run a road from the city 
of Washington to Baltimore and to connect the Chesapeake Bay with the Delaware 
and the Delaware with the Raritan by a canal, what must be done to carry the project 
into effect? I make here no question of the existing power. I speak only of the 
power necessary for the purpose. Commissioners would be appointed to trace a route 
in the most direct line, paying due regard to heights, water courses, and other obsta-
cles, and to acquire the right to the ground over which the road and canal would 
pass, with sufficient breadth for each. This must be done by voluntary grants, or by 
purchases from individuals, or, in case they would not sell or should ask an exorbi-
tant price, by condemning the property and fixing its value by a jury of the vicinage. 
The next object to be attended to after the road and canal are laid out and made is 
to keep them in repair We know that there are people in every community capable 
of committing voluntary injuries, of pulling down walls that are made to sustain the 
road, of breaking the bridges over water courses, and breaking the road itself. Some 
living near it might be disappointed that it did not pass through their lands and com-
mit these acts of violence and waste from revenge or in the hope of giving it that 
direction, though for a short time. Injuries of this kind have been committed and 
are still complained of on the road from Cumberland to the Ohio. To accomplish 
this object Congress should have a right to pass laws to punish offenders wherever 
they may be found. Jurisdiction over the r~ad would not be sufficient, though it 
were exclusive. It would seldom happen that the parties would be detected in the 
act. They would generally commit it in the night and fly far off before the sun 
appeared. The power to punish these culprits must therefore reach them wher-
ever they go. They must also be amenable to competent tribunals, Federal or State. 
The power must likewise extend to another object not less essential or important 
than those already mentioned. 
1 
Experience has shown that the establishment of 
turnpikes, with gates and tolls and persons to collect the tolls, is the best expedient 
that can be adopted to defray the expense of .these improvements and the repairs 
which they necessarily require. Congress must therefore have power to make such 
an establis~m.en: and to support it by such regulations, with fines and penalties in 
the case of mJur1es, as may be competent to the purpose. The right must extend to 
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all those objects, or it will be utterly incompetent. It is possessed and exercised by 
the States individually, and it must be possessed by the United States or the preten-
sion must be abandoned. 
Let it be further supposed that Congress, believing that they do possess the power, 
have passed an act for those purposes, under which commissibners have been ap-
pointed, who have begun the work. They are met at the first farm on which they 
enter by the owner, who forbids them to trespass on his land. They offer to buy it 
at a fair price or at twice or thrice its value. He persists in his refusal. Can they, on 
the principle recognized and acted on by all the State governments that in cases of 
this kind the obstinacy and perverseness of an individual must yield to the public 
welfare, summon a jury of upright and discreet men to condemn the land, value it, 
and compel the owner to receive the amount and to deliver it up to them? I believe 
that very few would concur in the opinion that such a power exists. 
The next object is to preserve these improvements from injury. The locks of the 
" 'd canal are broken, the walls which sustained the road are pulled down, the bn ges 
are broken, the road itself is plowed up, toll is refused to be paid, the gates of the 
canal or turnpike are forced. The off enders are pursued, caught, and brought to 
trial. Can they be punished? The question of right must be decided on principle. 
The culprits will avail themselves of every barrier that may serve to screen them 
from punishment. They will plead that the law under which they stand arraigned 
is unconstitutional, and that question must be decided by the court, whether Federal 
or State, on a fair investigation of the powers vested in the General Government by 
the Constitution. If the judges find that these powers have not been granted to 
Congress, the prisoners must be acquitted, and by their acquittal all claim to the 
right to establish such a system is at an end. 
I have supposed an opposition to be made to the right in Congress by the owner of 
the land and other individuals charged with breaches of laws made to protect the 
works from injury, because it is the mildest form in which it can present itself. It 
is not, however, the only one. A State, also, may contest the right, and then the con-
troversy assumes another character. Government might contend against government, 
for to a certain extent both the Governments are sovereign and independent of each 
other, and in that form it is possible, though not probable, that opposition might be 
made. To each limitations are prescribed, and should a contest rise between them 
respecting their rights and the people sustain it with anything like an equal division 
of numbers the worst consequences roight ensue. 
It may be urged that the opposition suggested by the owner of the land or by the 
States individually may be avoided by a satisfactory arrangement with the parties. 
But a suppression of opposition in that way is no proof of a right in Congress, nor 
could it, if confined to that limit, remove all the impediments to the exercise of the 
power. It is not sufficient that Congress may by the command and application of 
the public revenue purchase the soil, and thus silence that class of individuals, or by 
the accommodation afforded to individual States put down opposition on their part. 
Congress must be able rightfully to control all opposition or they can not carry the 
system into effect. Cases would inevitably occur to put the right to the test. The 
work must be preserved from injury, tolls must be collected, offenders must be pun-
ished. With the e culprits no bargain can be made. When brought to trial they 
must deny the validity of the law, and that plea being sustained all claim to the right 
cea e. 
If the United tate po sess this power, it must be either because it has been spe-
cifically granted or that it is incidental and neces ary to carry into effect some specific 
grant. The advocates for the powe~ deriv<: it from the following sources: Fir t, the 
right to e tablish post-offices and post-roads; second, to declare war; third, to regu-
late commerce among the everal tates; fourth, from the power to pay the debts and 
pro ide for the common defense and general welfare of the nitecl States; filth, from 
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the power to make all laws necessary and proper for carrying into execution all the 
powers vested by the Constitution in the Government of the United States or in any 
department or officer thereof; sixth and lastly, from the power to dispose of and 
make all needful rules and regulations respecting the territory and other property of 
the United States. It is to be observed that there is but little accord among the ad-
vocates for this power as to the particular source from whence it is derived. They 
all agree, however, in ascribing it to some one or more of those above mentioned. I 
will examine the ground of the claim in each instance. 
The first of these grants is in the following words: '' Congress shall have power to 
establish post-offices and post-roads.'' What is the just import of these words and 
the extent of the grant? The word "establish" is the ruling term; "post-offices 
and post-roads' ' are the subjects on which it acts. The question therefore is, What 
power is granted by that word? The sense in which words are co,mmonly used is 
that in which they are to be understood in all transactions between public bodies and 
individuals. The intention of the parties is to prevail, and there is no better way of 
ascertaining it than by giving to the terms used their ordinary import. If we were 
to ask any number of our most enlightened citizens, who had no connection with 
public affairs and whose minds were unprejudiced, what was the import of the 
word ''establish'' and the extent of the grant which it controls, we do not think 
there would be any difference of opinion among them. vVe are satisfied that all of 
them would answer that a power was thereby given to Congress to fix on the towns, 
court-houses, and other places throughout our Union at which there should be post-
offices, the routes by wl1ich the mails should be carried from one post-office to 
another, so as to diffuse intelligence as extensively and to make the institution as 
useful as possible, to fix the postage to be paid on every letter and packet thus car-
ried, to support the establishment, and to protect the post-office and mails from rob-
bery by punishing those who should commit the offense. The idea of a right to lay 
off the roads of the United States on a general scale of improvement, to take the soil 
from the proprietor by force, to establish turnpikes and tolls, and to punish offenders 
in the manner stated above would never occur to any such person. The use of the 
existing road by the stage, mail carrier, or postboy in passing over it as others do is 
all that would be thought of, the jurisdiction and soil remaining to the State, with a 
right in the State or those authorized by its legislature to change the road at pleasure. 
The intention of the parties is supported by other proof, which ought to place it 
beyond all doubt. In the former act of Government, the Confederation, we fi!).d a 
grant for the same purpose expressed in the following words: '' The United States in 
Congress assembled shall have the sole and exclusive right and power of establish-
ing and regulating post-offices from one State to another throughout all the United 
States, and exacting such postage on the papers passing through the same as may 
be requisite to defray the expenses of the said office." The term "establish" was 
likewise the ruling one in that instrument, and was evidently intended and under-
stood to give a power simply a11-d solely to fix where there should be post-offices. 
By transferring this term from the Confederation into the Constitution it was doubt-
less intended that it should be understood in the same sense in the latter that it was 
in the former instrument, and to be applied alike to post-offices and post-roads. In 
whatever sense it is applied to post-offices it must be applied in the same sense to 
post-roads. But it may be asked, If such was the intention, why were not all the 
other terms of the grant transferred with it? The reason is obvious. The Confeder-
ation being a bond of union between independent States, it was necessary in grant-
ing the powers which were to be exercised over them to be very explicit and minute 
in defining the powers granted. But the Constitution to the extent of its powers 
having incorporated the States into one Government like the government of the 
States individually, fewer words in defining the powers granted by it were not only 
adequate, but perhaps better adapted to the purpose. We find that brevity is a 
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characteristic of the instrument. Had it been intended to convey a more enlarged 
power in the Constitution than had been granted in the Confederation, surely the 
same controlling term would not have been used, or other words would have been 
added, to show such intention and to mark the extent to which the power should be 
carried. It is a liberaJ construction of the powers granted in the Constitution by 
t;his term to include in it all the powers that were granted in the Confederation by 
terms which specifically defined and, as was supposed, extended their limits. It 
would be absurd to say that by omitting from the Constitution any portion of the 
phraseology which was deemed importa11t in the Confederation the import of that 
term was enlarged, and with it the powers of the Constitution, in a proportional 
degree, beyond what they were in the Confederation. The right to exact postage 
and to protect the post-offices and mails from robbery by punishing the offenders 
may fairly be considered as incidents to the grant, ~ince without it the object of the 
grant might be defeated. Whatever is absolutely necessary to the accomplishment 
of the object of the grant, though not specified, may fairly be considered as included 
in it. Beyond this the doctrine of incidental power can not be carried. 
If we go back to the origin of our settlements and institutions and trace their 
progress down to the Revolution, we shall see that it was in this sense, and in none 
other, that the power was exercised by all our colonial governments. Post-offices 
were made for the country, and not the country for them. They are the offspring of 
improvement; they never go before it. Settlements are first made, after which the 
progress is uniform and simple, extending to objects in regular order most necessary 
to the comfort of man-schools, places of public worship , court-houses, and markets; 
post-offices follow. Roads may, indeed, be said to be coeval with settlements; they 
lead to all the places mentioned, and to every other which the various and compli-
cated interests of society require. 
It is believed that not one example can be given, from the first settlement of our 
country to the adoption of this Constitution, of a post-office being established without 
a view to existing roads or of a 5ingle road having been made by pavement, turnpike, 
etc., for the sole purpose of accommodating a post-office. Such, too, is the uniform 
progress of all societies. In granting, then, this power to the United States it was 
undoubtedly intended by the framers and ratifiers of the Constitution to convey it in 
the sense and extent only in which it had been understood and e~ercised by the 
previous authorities of the country. 
This conclusion is confirmed by the object of the grant and the manner of its execu-
tion. The object is the transportation of the mail throughout the United States, which 
may be done on horseback, and was so done until lately, since the establishment of 
stages. Between the great towns and in other places where the population is dense 
stages are preferred because they afford an additional opportunity to make a profit 
from passengers; but where the population is sparse and on crossroads it is generally 
carried on horseback. Unconnected with passengers and other objects, it can not be 
doubted that the mail itself may be carried in every part of our Union with nearly 
as much economy and greater dispatch on horseback than in a stage, and in many 
parts with much greater. In every part of the Union in which stages can be pre-
ferred the roads are sufficiently good provided those which serve for every other 
purpose will accommodate them. In every other part where horses alone are used 
if other people pass them on horseback surely the mail carrier can. For an object 
so imple and so easy in its execution it would doubtless excite surprise if it should 
be thought proper to appoint commissioners to lay off the country on a great scheme 
of improvement, with the power to shorten distances, reduce heights, level moun-
tains, and pave surfaces. 
If the nited tates possessed the power contended for under this grant, might 
they not in adopting the roads of the individual States for the carriage of the mail, 
as has been done, assume jurisdiction over them and preclude a right to interfere 
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with or alter them? Might they not establish turnpikes and exercise all the other 
acts of sovereignty above stated over such roads necessary to protect them from 
injury and defray the expense of repairing them? Surely if the right exists these 
consequences necessarily followed as soon as the road was established. The absurd-
ity of such a pretension must be apparent to all who examine it. In this way a large 
portion of the territory of every State might be taken from it, for there is scarcely a 
road in any State which will not be used for the transportation of the mail. A new 
field for legislation and internal government would thus be opened. 
From this view of the subject I think we may fairly conclude that the right to 
adopt and execute a system of internal improvement, or any part of it, has not been 
granted to Congress under the power to establish post-offices and post-roads; that 
the common roads of the country only were contemplated by that grant and are fully 
competent to all its purposes. 
The next object of inquiry is whether the right to declare war includes the right 
to adopt and execute this system of improvement. The objections to it are, I pre-
sume, not less conclusive than those which are applicable to the grant which we have . 
just examined. 
Under the last-mentioned grant a claim has been set up to as much of that system 
as relates to roads. Under this it extends alike to roads and canals. 
We must examine this grant by the same rules of construction that were applied 
to the preceding one. The object was to take this power from the individual States 
and to vest it in the General Government. This has been done in clear and explicit 
terms, first by granting the power to Congress, and secondly by prohibiting the exer-
cise of it by the States. "Congress shall have a right to declare war." This is the 
language of the grant. If the right to adopt and execute this system of improvement 
is included in it, it must be by way of incident only, since there is nothing in the 
grant itself which bears any relation to roads and canals. The following considera-
tions, it is presumed, prove incontestably that this power has not been granted in 
that or any other manner. 
The United States are exposed to invasion through the whole e:sctent of their 
Atlantic coast by any European power with whom we might be engaged in war-on 
the northern and northwestern frontier on the side of Canada by Great Britain, and 
on the southern by Spain or any power in alliance with her. If internal improve-
ments are to be carried to the full extent to which they may be useful for military 
purposes, the power as it exists must apply to all the roads of the Union, there being 
no limitation to it. Wherever such improvements may facilitate the march of troops, 
the transportation of cannon, or otherwise aid the operations or mitigate the ca~ami-
ties of war along the coast or in any part of the interior they would be useful for 
military purposes, and might therefore be made. The power following as an inci-
dent to another power can be measured as to its extent by reference only to the 
obvious extent of the power to which it is incidental. So great a scope was, it is 
believed, never given to incidental power. 
If it had been intended that the right to declare wa.r should include all the powers . 
necessary to maintain war, it would follow that _nothing would have been done to 
impair the right or to restrain Congress from the exercise of any power which the 
exigencies of war might require. The nature and extent of this exigency would mark 
the extent of the power granted, which should always be construed liberally, so as 
to be adequate to the end. A right to raise money by taxes, duties, excises, and by 
loan, to raise and support armies and a navy, to provide for calling forth, arming, 
disciplining, and governing the militia when in the service of the United States, 
establishing fortifications and governing the troops stationed in them independently 
of the State authorities, and to perform many other acts is indispensable to the main. 
tenance of war-no war with any great power can be prosecuted with success with-
out the command of the resources of the Union in all these respects. These powers, 
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then, would of necessity and by common consent have fallen within the right to 
declare war had it been intended to convey by way of incident to that right the nec-
essary powers to maintain war. But these powers have all been granted specifically 
with many others, in great detail, which experience had shown were necessary for 
the purposes of war. By specifically granting, then, these powers it is manifest that 
every power was thus granted which it was intended to grant for military purposes, 
and that it was also intended that no important power should be included in this 
grant by way of incident, however useful it might be for some of the purposes of the 
grant. 
By the sixteenth of the enumerated powers, Article I, section 8, Congress are 
authorized to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatever over such district 
as may by cession of particular States and the acceptance of Congress, not exceeding 
IO miles square, become the seat of the Government ~f the United States, and to exer-
cise like authority over all places purchased by the consent of the legislature of the 
State in which the same shall be, for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-
yards, and other useful buildings. If any doubt existed on a view of other parts of 
the Constitution respecting the decision which ought to be formed on the question 
under consideration, I should suppose that this clause would completely remove it. 
It has been shown after the most liberal construction of all the enumerated powers 
of the General Government that the territory within the limits of the respective 
States belonged to them; that the United States had no right under the powers 
granted to them, with the exception specified in this grant, to any the smallest por-
tion of territory within a State, all those powers operating on a different principle 
and having their full effect without impairing in the slightest degree this right in 
the States; that those powers were in every instance means to ends, which being 
accomplished left the subject-that is, the property, in which light only land could 
be regarded-where it was before, under the jurisdiction and subject to the laws of 
the State governments. 
The second number of the clause, which is applicable to military and naval pur-
poses alone, claims particular attention here. It fully confirms the view taken of 
1.heJ other enumerated powers, for had it been intended to include in the rig~t to 
declare war, by way of incident, any right of jurisdiction or legislation over territory 
within a State, it would have been done as to fortifications, magazines, arsenals, 
dockyards, and other needful buildings. By specifically granting the right as to 
such small portions of territory as might be ne,cessary for these purposes and oncer-
tain conditions, minutely and well defined, it is manifest that it was not intended 
to grant it as to any other portion on any condition for any purpose or in any man-
ner whatsoever. 
It may be said that although the authority to exercise exclusive legislation in cer-
tain cases within the States with their consent may be considered as a prohibition to 
Congress to exercise like exclusive legislation in any other case, although their con-
sent should be granted, it does not prohibit the exercise of such jurisdiction or power 
within a State as would be competent to all the purposes of internal improvement. 
I can conceive no ground on which the idea of such a power over any part of the 
territory of a State can be inferred from the power to declare war. There never can 
be an occasion for jurisdiction for military purposes except in fortifications, dock-
yards, and the like places. If the soldiers are in the field or are quartered in garrisons 
with ut the fortifications, the civil authority must prevail where they are. The gov-
rnment of the troops by martial law is not affected by it. In war, when the forces 
are incr a cl and the rno,·ement is on a greater scale, con equences follow which are 
in parable from the exigencies of the state. More freedom of action and a wider 
ran e f power fo the military commanders, to be exercised on their own responsi-
bility, may be necessary to the public safety; but even here the civil authority of the 
State never ceases to operate. It is also exclusive for all civil purposes. 
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Whethe~ any power short of that stated would be adequate to the purposes of inter-
nal improvement is denied. In the case of territory one government must prevail 
for all the purposes intended by the grant. The jurisdiction of the United States 
might be modified in such manner as to admit that of the State in all cases and for 
all purposes not necessary to the execution of the proposed power; but the right of 
the General Government must be complete for all the purposes above stated. It must 
extend to the seizure and condemnation of the property, if necessary; to the punish-
ment of offenders for injuries to the roads and canals; to the establishment and 
enforcement of tolls, etc. It must be a complete right to the extent abo~e stated or 
it will be of no avail. That right does not exist. 
The reasons which operate in favor of the right of exclusive legislation in forts, 
dockyards, etc., do not apply to any other places. The safety of such works and of the 
c:ities which they are intended to defend, and even of whole communities, may some-
times depend on it. If spi"es are admitted within them in time of war, they might 
communicate intelligence to the enemy which might be fatal. All nations surround 
such works with high walls and keep their gates shut. Even here, however, three 
important conditions are indispensable to such exclusive legislation: _ First, the 
ground must be requisite for and be applied to those purposes; second, it must be 
purchased; third, it must be purchased by the consent of the State in which it may · 
be. When we find that so much care has been taken to protect the sovereignty of 
the States over the territory within their respective limits, admitting that of the 
United States over such small portions and for such special and important purposes 
only, the conclusion is irresistible not only that the power necessary for internal 
improvements has not been granted, but that it has been clearly prohibited. 
I come next to the right to regulate commerce, the third source from whence the 
right to make internal improvements is claimed. It is expressed in the following 
words: "Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign nations and 
among the several States and with the Indian tribes.'' The reasoning applicable 
to the preceding claims is equally so to this. The mischief complained of was that 
this power could not be exercised with advantage by the individual States, and the 
object was to transfer it to the United States. The sense in which the power was 
understood and exercised by the States was doubtless that in which it was trans-
ferred to the United States. The policy was the same as to three branches of this 
grant, and it is scarcely possible to separate the two first from each other in any view 
which may be taken of the subject. The last, relating to the Indian tribes, is of a 
nature distinct from the others for reasons too well known to require explanation. 
Commerce between independent powers or communities is universally regulated by 
duties and imposts. It was so regulated by the States before the adoption of this 
Constitution equally in respect to each other and to foreign powers. The goods and 
vessels employed in the trade are the only subjects of regulation. It can act on none 
other. A power, then, to impose such duties and imposts in regard to foreign nations 
and to prevent any on the trade between the States was the only power granted. 
If we recur to the causes which produced the adoption of this Constitution, we shall 
find that injuries resulting from the regulation of trade by the States respectively and 
the advantages anticipated from the transfer of the power to Congress were among 
those which had the most weight. Instead of acting as a nation in regard to for-
eign powers, the States individually had commenced a system of restraint on each 
other whereby the interests of foreign powers were promoted at their expense. If 
one State imposed high duties on the goods or vessels of a foreign power to counter-
vail the regulations of such power, the next adjoining States imposed lighter duties 
to invite those articles into their ports, that they might be transferred thence into 
the other States, securing the duties to themselves. This contracted policy in some 
of the States was soon counteracted by others. Restraints were immediately laid 
on such commerce by the suffering States, and thus had grown up a state of affairs 
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disorderly and unnatural, the tendency of which was to destroy the Union itself and 
with it all hope of realizing those blessings which we had anticipated from the 
glorious Revolution which had been so recently achieved. From this deplorable 
dilemma, or, rather, certain ruin, we were happily rescued by the adoption of the 
Constitution. 
Among the first and most important effects of this great Revolution was the com-
plete abolition of this pernicious policy. The States were brought together by_the 
Constitution as to commerce into one community equally in regard to foreign nations 
and each other. The regulations that were adopted regarded us in both respects as 
one people. The duties and imposts that were laid on the vessels and merchandise of 
foreign nations were all uniform throughout the United States, and in the intercourse 
between the States themselves no duties of any kind were imposed other than between 
different ports and counties within the same State. 
This vit:w is supported by a series of measures, all of a marked character, preceding 
the adoption of the Constitutidn. As early as the year 1781 Congress.recommended 
it to the States to vest in the United States a power to levy a duty of 5 per cent on 
all goods imported from foreign countries into the United States for the term of fif-
teen year~. In 1783 this recommendation, with alterations as to the kind of duties 
and an e:s:tensio~ of this term to twenty-five years, was repeated and more earnestly 
urged. In 1784 it was recommended to the States to authorize Congress to prohibit, 
under certain modifications; the importation of goods from foreign powers into the 
United States for fifteen years. In 1785 the consideration of the subject was resumed, 
and a proposition presented in a new form, with an address to the States, explaining 
fully the principles on which a grant of the power to regulate trade was deemed indis-
pensable. In 1786 a meeting took place at Annapolis of delegates from several of 
the States on this subject, and on their report a cop.vention was formed at Philadel-
phia the ensuing year from all the States, to whose deliberations we are indebted 
for the present Constitution. 
In none of these measures was the subject of internal improvement mentioned or 
even glanced at. Those of 1784, 17851 1786, and 1787, leading step by step to the 
adoption of the Constitution, had in view only the obtaining of a power to enable 
Congress to regulate trade with foreign powers. It is manifest that the regulation 
of trade with the several States was altogether a secondary object, suggested by and 
adopted in connection with the other. If the power necessary to tbis system of 
improvement is included under either branch of this grant, I should surpose that it 
..vas the. first rather than the second. The pretension to it, however, under that 
branch has never been set up. In support of the claim under the second no reason 
has been assigned which appears to have the least weight. 
The fourth claim is founded on the right of Congress to '' pay the debts and pro-
vide for the common defense and general welfare'' of the United States. This claim 
has less reason on its side than either of those which we have already examined. 
The power of which this forms a part is expressed in the following words: '' Congress 
shall have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; to pay the 
debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare of the United States; 
but all duties, imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the United States." 
That the second part of this grant gives a right to appropriate the public money, 
and nothing more, is evident from the following considerations: First. If the right of 
appropriation is not given by this clause, it is not given at all, there being no other 
grant in the onstitution which gives it directly or which has any bearing on the 
subject, even by implication, except the two following: First, the prohibition, which 
is contained in the eleventh of the enumerated powers, not to appropriate money for 
the support of armies for a longer term than two years; and, second, the declara-
tion of the ixth member or clause of the ninth section of the first article that no 
money shall be dra,vn from the Treasury but in consequence of appropriations made 
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by law. Second. This part of the grant has none of the characteristics of a distinct 
and original power. It is manifestly incidental to the great objects of the first 
part of the grant, which authorizes Congress to lay and collect taxes, duties, im-
posts, and excises, a power of vast extent, not granted by the Confederation, the 
grant of which formed one of the principal inducements to the adoption of this Con-
stitution. If both parts of the grant are taken together ( as they must be, for the one 
follows immediate} y after the other in the same sentence), it seems to be impossible 
to give to the latter any other construction than that contended for. Congress shall 
have power to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises. For what purpose? 
To pay the debts and provide for the common defense and general welfare of the 
United States, an arrangement and phraseology which clearly show that the latter 
part of the clause was intended to enumerate the purposes to which the money thus 
raised might be appropriated. Third. If this is not the real object and fair con-
struction of the second part of this grant, it follows either that it has no import or 
operation whatever or one of much greater extent than the first part. This pre-
sumption is evidently groundless in both instances. In the first because no part of 
the Constitution can be considered useless; no sentence or clause in it without a 
meaning. In the second because such a construction as made the second part of the 
clause an original grant, embracing the same object with the first, but with much 
greater power than it, would be in the highest degree absurd. The order generally 
observed in grants, an order founded in common sense, since it promotes a clear 
understanding of their import, is to grant the power intended to be conveyed in the 
most full and explicit manner, and· then to explain or qualify it, if explanation or 
qualification should be necessary. This order has, it is believed, been invariably 
observed in all the grants contained in the Constitution. In the second because if 
the clause in question is not construed merely as an authority to appropriate the 
public money, it must be obvious that it conveys a power of indefinite and unlimited 
extent; that there would have been no use for the special powers to raise and support 
armies and a navy, to regulate commerce, to call forth the militia, or even to lay and 
collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises. An unqualified power to pay the debts 
and provide for the common defense and general welfare, as the second part of this 
clause would be if considered as a distinct and separate grant, would extend to every 
object in which the public could be interested. A power to provide for the com-
mon defense would give to Congress the command of the whole force and of all the 
resources of the Union; but a right to provide for the general welfare would go much 
further. It would, in effect, break down all the barriers between the States and the 
General Government and consolidate the whole under the latter. 
The powers specifically granted to Congress are what are called the enumerated 
powers, and are numbered in the order in which.they stand, among which that con-
tained in the first clause holds the first place in point of importance. If the power 
created by the latter part of the clause is considered an original grant, unconnected 
with and independent of the first, as in that case it must be, then the first part is 
entirely done away, as are all the other grants in the Constitution, being completely 
absorbed in the transcendent power granted in the latter part; but if the clause be 
construed in the sense contended for, then every part has an important meaning and 
effect; not a line, a word, in it is superfluous. A power to lay and collect taxes, 
duties, imposts, and excises subjects to the call of Congress every branch of the 
public revenue, internal and external, and the addition to pay the debts and provide 
for the common defense and general welfare gives the right of applying the money 
raised-t~at is, of appropriating it to the purposes specified according to a proper 
construct10n of the terms. Hence it follows that it is the first part of the clause only 
which gives a power which affects in any manner the power remaining to the States, 
as the power to raise money from the people, whether it be by taxes, duties, imposts, 
or excises, though concurrent in the States as to taxes and excises must necessarily 
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do. But the use or application of the money after it is raised is a power altogether 
of a different character. It imposes no burden on the people, nor can it act on them 
in a sense to take power from the States or in any sense in which power can be con-
troverted, or become a question between the two Governments. The application of 
money raised under a lawful power is a right or grant which may be abused. It may 
be applied partially among the States, or to improper purposes in our foreign and 
domestic concerns; but still it is a power not felt in the sense of other power, since 
the only complaint which any State can make of such partiality and abuse is that 
some other State or States have obtained greater benefit from the application than 
by a just rule of apportionment they were entitled to. The right of appropriation is 
therefore from its nature secondary and incidental to the right of raising money, 
and it was proper to pl?,ce it in the same grant and same clause with that right. By 
finding them, then, in that order we see a new proof of the sense in which the grant 
was made, corresponding with the view herein taken of it. 
The last part of this grant, which provides that all duties, imposts, and excises 
shall be uniform throughout the United States, furnishes another strong proof that it 
was not intended that the second part should constitute a distinct grant in the sense 
above stated, or convey any other right than that of appropriation. This provision 
operates exclusively on the power granted in the first part of the clause. It recites 
three branches of that power-duties, imposts, and excises-those only on which it 
could operate, the rule by which the fourth-that is, taxes-should be laid being 
already provided for in another part of the Constitution. The object of this provision 
is to secure a just equality among the States in the exercise of that power by Con-
gress. By placing it after both the grants-that is, after that to raise and that to 
appropriate the public money-and making it apply to the first only it shows that it 
was not intended that the power granted in the second should be paramount to and 
destroy that granted in the first. It shows also that no such formidable power as 
that suggested had been granted in the second, or any power against the abuse of 
which it was thought necessary specially to provide. Surely if it was deemed proper 
to guard a specific power of limited extent and well-known import against injustice 
and abuse, it would have been much more so to have guarded against the abuse of a 
power of such vast extent and so indefinite as would have been granted by the-sec-
ond part of the clause if considered as a distinct and original grant. 
With this construction all the other enumerated grants, and, indeed, all the grants 
of power contained in the Constitution, have their full operation and effect. They 
all stand well together, fulfilling the great purposes intended by them. Under it 
we behold a great scheme, consistent in all its parts, a Government instituted for 
national purposes, vested with adequate powers for those purposes, commencing with 
the most important of all, that of the revenue, and proceeding in regular order to 
the others with which it was deemed proper to endow it, all, too, drawn with the 
utmost circumspection and care. How much more consistent is this construction 
with the great objects of the institution and with the high character of the enlightened 
and patriotic citizens who framed it, as well as of those who ratified it, than one 
which subverts every sound principle and rule of construction and throws everything 
into confusion. 
I have dwelt thus long on this part of the subject from an earnest desire to fix in 
a clear and satisfactory manner the import of the second part of this grant, well 
knowing from the generality of the terms used their tendency to lead into error. I 
indulge a strong hope that the view herein presented will not be without effect, but 
will f nd to satisfy the unprejudiced and impartial that nothing more was granted 
by that part than a power to appropriate the public money raised under the other 
part. To what xtent that power may be carried will be the next object of inquiry. 
It i c nt nd d on the one side that as the ational Government i a government 
of limited po, en; it has no right to xp nd money ex ept in the performance of acts 
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authorized by the other specific grants according to a strict construction of their pow-
ers; that this grant in neither of its branches gives to Congress discretionary' power 
of any kind, but is a mere instrument in its hands to carry into effect the powers 
contained in the other grants. 'l'o this construction I was inclined in the more early 
stage of our Government; but on further reflection and observation my mind has 
undergone a change, for reasons which'I will frankly unfold. 
'l'he grant consists, as heretofore observed, of a twofold power-the first to raise, 
the second to appropriate, the public money-and the terms used in both instances 
are general and unqualified. Each branch was obviously drawn with a view to the 
other, and the import of each tends to illustrate that of the other. 'l'he grant to raise 
money gives a power over every subject from which revenue may be drawn, and is 
made in the same manner with the grants to declare war, to raise and support armies 
and a navy, to regulate commerce, to establish post-offices and post-roads, and with 
all the other specific grants to foe General Government. In the discharge of the 
powers contained in any of these grants there is no other check than that which isto 
be found in the great principles of our system, the responsibility of the representa-
tive to his constituents . . If war, for ex~mple, is necessary, and Congress declare it for 
good cause, their constituents will support them in it. A like support will be given 
them for the faithful discharge of their duties under any and every other power vested 
in the United States. It affords to the friends of our free governments the most heart-
felt consolation to know-and from the best evidence, our own experience-that in 
great emergencies the boldest measures, such as form the strongest appeals to the 
virtue and patriotism of the people, are sure to obtain the most decided approba-
tion. But should the representative act corruptly and betray his trust, or otherwise 
prove that he was unworthy of the confidence of his constituents, he would be equally 
sure to lose it and to be removed and otherwise censured, according to his deserts. 
'l'he power to raise money by taxes, duties, imposts, and excises is alike unqualified, 
nor do I see any check on the exercise of it other than that which applies to the other 
powers above recited, the responsibility of the representative to his constituents. 
Congress know the extent of the public engagements and the sums necessary to meet 
them; they know how much may be derived from each branch of revenue without 
pressing it too far; and, paying Jue regard to the interests of the people, they like-
wise know which branch ought to be resorted to in the first instance. From the 
commencement of the Government two branches of this power, duties and imposts, 
have been in constant operation, the revenue from which has supported the Govern-
ment in its various branches and met its other ordinary engagements. In great 
emergencies the other two, taxes and excises, have likewise been resorted to, and 
neither was the right or the policy ever called in question. 
If we look to the second branch of this power, that which authorizes the appro-
priation of the money thus raised, we find that it is not less general and unqualified 
than the power to raise it. More comprehensive terms than to '' pay the debts and 
provide for the common defense and general welfare" could not have been used. 
So intimately connected with and dependent on each other are these two branches 
of power that had either been limited the limitation would have had the like effect 
on the other. Had the power to raise money been conditional or restricted to spe-
cial purposes, the appropriation must have corresponded with it, for none but the 
money raised could be appropriated, nor could it be appropriated to other purposes 
than those which were permitted. On the other hand, if the right of appropriation 
had been restricted to certain purposes, it would be useless and improper to raise 
more than would be adequate to those purposes. It may fairly be inferred these 
restraints or checks have been_ carefully and intentionally avoided. 'l'he power in 
each branch is alike broad and unqualified, and each is drawn with peculiar fitness 
to the other, the latter requiring terms of great extent and force to accommodate the 
former, which have been adopted, and both placed in the same clause and sentence. 
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Can it be presumed that all these circumstances were so nicely adjusted by mere 
accident? Is it not more just to conclude that they were the result of due delibera-
tion and design? Had it been intended that Congress should be restricted in the 
appropriation of the public mcney to such expenditures as were authorized by a rigid 
construction of the other specific grants, how easy would it have been to have pro-
vided for it by a declaration to that effect. The omission of such declaration is 
therefore an additional proof that it was not intended that the grant should be so 
construed. 
It was evidently impossible to have subjected this grant in either branch to such 
restriction without exposing the Government to very serious embarrassment. How 
carry it into effect? If the grant had been made in any degree dependent upon the 
States, the Government would have experienced the fate of the Confederation. Like 
it, it would have withered and soon perished. Had the Supreme Court been author-
ized, or should any other tribunal distinct from the Government be authorized, to 
impose its veto, and to say that more money had been raised under either branch of 
this power-that is, by taxes, duties, imposts, or excises-than was necessary, that 
such a tax or duty was useless~ that the appropriation to this or that purpose was 
unconstitutional, the movement might have been suspended and the whole system 
disorganized. It was impossible to have created a power within the Government or 
any other power distinct from Congress and the Executive which should control the 
movement of the Government in this respect and not destroy it. Had it been declared 
by a clause in the Constitution that the expenditures under this grant should be re-
stricted to the construction which might be given of the other grants, such restraint, 
· th,ough the most innocent, could not h ave failed to have had an injurious effect on the 
vital principles of the Government and often on its most important measures. Those 
who might wish to defeat a measure proposed might construe the power relied on in 
support of it in a narrow and contracted manner, and in that way fix a precedent 
inconsistent with the true import of the grant. At other times those who favored a 
measure might give to the power relied on a forced or strained construction, and, 
succeeding in the object, fix a precedent in the opposite extreme. Thus it is manifest 
that if the right of appropriation be confined to that limit, measures may oftentimes 
be carried or defeated by considerations and motives altogether independent of and 
unconnected with their merits, and the several powers of Congress receive construc-
tions equally inconsistent with their true import. No such declaration, however, 
has been made, and from the fair import of the grant, and, indeed, its positive terms, 
the inference that such was intended seems to be precluded. 
Many considerations of great weight operate in favor of this construction, while I 
do not perceive any serious objections to it. If it be established, it follows that the 
words "to provide for the common defense and general welfare" have a definite, 
safe, and useful meaning. The idea of their forming an original grant, with unlim-
ited power, superseding every other grant, is abandoned. They will be considered 
simply as conveying a right of appropriation, a right indispensable to that of raising a 
revenue and necessary to expenditures under every grant. By it, as already obsen·ed, 
no new power will be taken from the States, the money to be appropriated being 
raised under a power already granted to Congress. By it, too, the motive for giving 
a forced or strained construction to any of the other specific grants will in most in-
stances be dimini hed and in many utterly destroyed. The importance of this con-
sideration can not be too highly estimated, since, in addition to the examples already 
given, it ught particularly to be recollected that to whatever extent any specified 
power may be carried the right of jurisdiction goes with it, pursuing it through all 
its incident . The very important agency which this grant has in carrying into effect 
ery 0U1er grant i a wrong argument in favor of the construction conter:ded for. 
All the other gran are limited by the nature of the office which they have severally 
to perfo , each conveying a power to do a certain thing, and that only, whereas 
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this is coextensive with the great scheme of the Government itself. It is the lever 
which raises and puts the whole machinery in motion and continues the movement. 
Should either of the other grants fail in consequence of any condition or limitation 
· attached to it or misconstruction of its powers, much injury might follow, but still 
it would be the failure of one branch of power, of one item in the system only. All 
the others might move on. But should the right to raise and appropriate the public 
money be improperly restricted, the whole system might be sensibly affected, if not 
disorganized. Each of the other grants is limited by the nature of the grant itself; 
this, by the nature of the Government 0uly. Hence it became necessary that, like 
the power to declare war, this power should be commensurate with the great scheme 
of the Government and with all its purposes. 
If, then, the right to raise and appropriate the public money is not restricted to 
the expenditures under the other specific grants according to a strict construction of 
their powers, respectively, is there no limitation to it? Have Congress a right to raise 
and appropriate the money to any and to every purpose according to their will and 
pleasure? They certainly have not. The Government of the United States is a lim-
ited Government, instituted for great national purposes, and for those only. Other 
interests are committed to the States, whose duty it is to provide for them. Each 
government should look to the great and essential purposes for which it was insti-
tuted and confine itself to those purposes. A State government will rarely if ever 
apply money to national purposes without making it a charge to the nation. The 
people of the State would not permit it. Nor will Congress be apt to apply money 
in aid of the State administrations for purposes strictly local in which the nation at 
large has no interest, although the State should desire it. The people of the other 
States would condemn it. They would declare that Congress had no right to tax 
them for such a purpose, and dismiss at the next election such of their representa-
tives as had voted for the measure, especially if it should be severely felt. I do not 
think that in offices of this kind there is much danger of the two Governments mis-
taking their interests or their duties. I rather expect that they would soon have a 
clear and distinct understanding of them and move on in great harmony. 
Good roads and canals will promote many very important national purposes. 
They will facilitate the operations of war, the movements of troops, the transporta-
tion of cannon, of provisions, and every warlike store, much to our advantage and 
to the disadvantage of the enemy in time of war. Good roads will facilitate the 
transportation of the mail, and thereby promote the purposes of commerce and 
political intelligence among the people. They will by being properly directed to 
these objects enhance the value of our vacant lands, a treasure of vast resource to 
the nation. To the appropriation of the public money to improvements having these 
objects in view and carried to a certain extent I do not see any well-founded consti-
tutional objection. 
In regard to our foreign concerns, provided they are managed with integrity and 
ability, great liberality is allowable in the application of the public money. In the 
management of these concerns no State interests can be affected, no State rights vio-
lated. The complete and exclusive control over them is vested in Congress. The 
power to form treaties of alliance and commerce with foreign powers, to regulate by 
law our commerce with them, to determine on peace or war, to raise armies and a 
navy, to call forth the militia and direct their operations belongs to the General 
Government. These great powers, embracing the whole scope of our foreign rela-
tions, being granted, on what principle can it be said that the minor are withheld? 
Are not the latter clearly and evidently comprised in the former? Nations are some-
times called upon to perform to each other acts of humanity and kindness, of which 
we see so many illustrious examples between individuals in private life. Great 
calamities make appeals to the benevolence of mankind which ought not to be re-
sisted,. Good. offi,ces in such emergencies e4alt the charac;ter Qf the party rendering 
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them. By exciting grateful feelings they soften the intercourse between nations and 
tend to prevent war. Surely if the United States have a right to make war they 
have a right to prevent it. How was it possible to grant to Congress a power for 
such minor purposes other than in general terms, comprising it within the scope 
and policy of that which conveyed it for the greater? · 
The right of appropriation is nothing more than a right to apply the public money 
to this or that purpose. It has no incidental power, nor does it draw after it any 
consequences of that kind. All that Congress could do under it in the case of 
internal improvements would be to appropriate the money necessary to make them. 
For every act requiring legislative sanction or support the State authority must be 
relied on. The condemnation of the land, if the proprietors should refuse to sell 
it, the establishment of turnpikes and tolls, and the protection of the work when 
:finished must be done by the State. To these purposes the powers of the General 
Government are believed to be utterly incompetent. 
To the objection that the United States have no power in any instance which is 
not complete to all the purposes to which it may be made instrumental, and in con-
sequence that they have no right to appropriate any portion of the public money to 
internal improvements because they have not the right of sovereignty and jurisdic-
tion over them when made, a full answer has, it is presumed, been already given. 
It may, however, be proper to add that if this objection was well founded it would 
not be confined to the simple case of internal improvements, but would apply to 
others of high importance. Congress have a right to regulate commerce. To give 
effect to this power it becomes necessary to establish custom-houses in every State 
along the coast and in many parts of the interior. The vast amount of goods imported 
and the duties to be performed to accommodate the merchants and secure the revenue 
make it necessary that spacious buildings should be erected, especially in the great 
towns, for their reception. This, it is manifest, could best be performe·d under the 
direction of the General Government. Have Congress the right to seize the property 
of individuals if they should refuse to sell it, in quarters best adapted to the purpose, 
to have it valued, and to take it at the valuation? Have they a right to exercise 
jurisdiction within tho~e buildings? Neither of these claims has ever been set up, 
nor could it, as is presumed, be -sustained. They have invariably either rented 
houses where such as were suitable could be obtained, or, where they could not, pur-
chased the ground of individuals, erected the buildings, and held them under the 
laws of the State. Under the power to establish post-offices and post-roads houses 
are also requisite for the r eception of the mails and the transaction of the business 
of the several offices. The,:;e have always been rented or purchased and held under 
the laws of the State in the same manner as if they had been taken by a citizen. 
The United States have a right to establish tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court, 
and such have been established in every State of the Union. It is believed that the 
houses for these inferior courts have invariably been rented. No right of jurisdic-
tion in them has ever been claimed, nor other right than that of privilege, and that 
only while the court is in session. A still stronger case may be urged. Should 
Congre s be compelled by invasion or other cause to remove the Government to 
some t wn within one of the States, would they have a right of jurisdiction over 
such t wn, or hold even the house in which they held their session under other 
authority than the laws of such State? It is believed that they would not. If they 
have a right t appropriate money for any of these purposes, to be laid out under 
the protection f the laws of the State, surely they have an equal right to do it for 
the purposes of internal improvements. 
It i believed that there is not a corporation in the nion which does not exercise 
great di cretion in the application of the money rai ed by it to the purposes of it 
in tituti n. It, ould be trange if the Government of the nited tates, which was 
instituted for such impcrtant purpo es and endowed with such extensive pcwer 
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should not be allowed at least equal discretion and authority. The evil to be par-
ticularly avoided is the violation of State rights. Shunning that, it seems to be rea-
sonable and proper that the powers of Congress should be so construed as that the 
General Government in its intercourse with other nations and in our internal concemi:. 
should be able to adopt all such measures lying within the fair scope and intended to 
facilitate the direct objects of its powers as the public welfare may require and a sound 
and provident policy dictate. 
The measures of Congress have been in strict accord with the view taken of the 
right of appropriation both as to its extent and limitation, as will be shown by a 
reference to the laws, commencing at a very early period. Many roads have been 
opened, of which the following are the principal: The first from Cumberland, at the 
head waters of the Potomac, in the State of Maryland, through Pennsylvania and 
Virginia, to the State of Ohio (March 29, 18o6; see vol. 4, p. 13, of the late edition of 
the laws). The second from the frontiers of Georgia, on the route from Athens to 
New Orleans, to its intersection with the thirty-first degree of north latitude (April 
31, 1806, p. 58). The third from the Mississipp:1. at a point and by a route described 
to the Ohio (same act). The fourth from Nashville, in Tennessee, to Natchez (same 
act). The fifth from the thirty-first degree of north latitude, on the route from Athens 
to New Orleans, under such regulations as might be agreed on between the Execu-
tive and the Spanish Government (March 3; 1807, p. n7). The sixth from the foot 
of the rapids of the river Miami, of Lake Erie, to the western line of the Connecticut 
Reserve (December 12, 18n, p. 364). The seventh from the Lower Sandusky to the 
boundary line -established by the treaty of Greenville (same act). The eighth from 
a point where the United States road leading from Vincennes to the Indian boundary· 
line, established by the treaty of Greenville, strikes the said line, to the North Bend, 
in the State of Ohio (January 8, 1812, p. 367). The ninth for repairing and keeping 
in repair the road between Columbia, on Duck River, in Tennessee, and Madison-
ville, in Louisiana, and also the road between Fort Hawkins, in Georgia, and Fort 
Stoddard (April 27, 1816, p. 104 of the acts of that year). The tenth from the Shaw-
neetown, on the Ohio River, to the Sabine, and to Kaskaskias, in Illinois (April 27, 
1816, p. II2 ). The eleventh from Reynoldsburg, on Tennessee River, in the State 
of Tennessee, through the Chickasaw Nation, to intersect the Natchez road nearthe 
Chickasaw old town (March 3, 1817, p. 252 ). The twelfth: By this act authority was 
given to the President to appoint three commissioners for the purpose of examining 
the country and laying out a road from the termination of the Cumberland road, at 
Wheeling, on the Ohio, through the States of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, to a point 
to be chosen by them, on the left bank of the Mississippi, between St. Louis and the 
mouth of the Illinois River, and to report an accurate plan of the said road, with an 
estimate of the expense of making it. It is, however, declared by the act that noth-
ing was thereby intended to imply an obligation on the part of the United States to 
make or defray the expense of making the said road or any part thereof. 
In the late war two other roads were made by the troops for military purposes-one 
from the Upper Sandusky, in the State of Ohio, through the Black Swamp, toward 
Detroit, and another from Plattsburg, on Lake Champlain, through the Chatauga 
woods toward Sacketts Harbor, which have since been repaired and improved by the 
troops. Of these latter there is no notice in the laws. The extra pay to the soldiers 
for repairing and improving those roads was advanced in the first instance from the 
appropriation to the Quartermaster's Department and afterwards provided for by a 
specific appropriation by Congress. The necessity of keeping those roads open and 
in good repair, being on the frontier, to facilitate a communication between our posts, 
is apparent. • 
All of these roads except the first were formed merely by cutting down the trees 
and throwing logs across, so as to make causeways over such parts as were otherwise 
impassable. The ex;ecution was of the c;oarsest kind,. The <:;umQerla,1!4 r9aq. is th~ 
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only regular work which has been undertaken by the General Government or which 
could give rise to any question between the two Governments respecting its powers. 
It is a great work, over the highest mountains in our Union, connecting from the seat 
of the General Government the Eastern with the Western waters, and more intiw<itely 
the Atlantic with the Western States, in the formation of which $r ,8oo,ooo have heen 
expended. The measures pursued in this case require to be particularly noticed as 
fixing the opinion of the parties, and particularly of Congress, on the important ques-
tion of the right. Passing through Maryland, :Pennsylvania, and Virginia, it was 
thought necessary and proper to bring the subject before their respective legislatures 
to obtain their sanction, which was granted by each State by a legislative act, approv-
ing the route and providing for the purchase and condemnation of the land. This 
road was founded on an article of compact between the United States and the State 
of Ohio, under which that State came into the Union, and by which the expense 
attending it was to be defrayed by the application of a certain portion of the money 
arising from the sale of the public lands within that State. . In this instance, which 
is by far the strongest in respect to the expense, extent, and nature of the work 
done, the United States have exercised no act of jurisdiction or sovereignty within 
either of the States by taking the land from the proprietors by force, by passing acts 
for the protection of the road, or to raise a revenue from it by the establishment of 
turnpikes and tolls, or any other act founded on the principle of jurisdiction or right. 
Whatever they have done has, on the contrary, been founded on the opposite prin-
ciple, on the voluntary and unqualified admission that the sovereignty belonged to 
the State and not to the United States, and that they could perform no act which 
should tend to weaken the power of the State or to assume any to themselves. All 
that they have done has been to appropriate the public money to the construction of 
this road and to cause it to be constructed, for I presume that no distinction can be 
taken between the appropriation of money raised by the sale of the public lands and 
of that which arises from taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; nor can I believe that 
the power to appropriate derives any sanction from a provision to that effect having 
been made by an article of compact between the United States and the people of the 
then Territory of Ohio. This point may, however, be placed in a clearer light by a 
more particular notice of the article itself. 
By an act of April 30, 1802, entitled "An act to enable the people of the eastern 
division of the territory northwest of the river Ohio to form a constitution and State 
government, and for the admission of such State into the Union on an equal footing 
with the original States, and for other purposes,'' after describing the limits of the 
proposed new State and authorizing the people thereof to elect a cor1vention to form 
a constitution, the three following propositions were made to the convention, to b2 
obligatory on the United States if accepted by it: First, that section No. r6 of every 
township, or, where such section had been sold, other lands equivalent thereto, should 
be granted to the inhabitants of such township for the use of free schools. Second, 
that the 6 miles' reservation, including the salt springs commonly called the Sciota 
Salt Springs, the salt springs near the Muskingum River and in the military tract, 
with the sections which include the same, should be granted to the said State for 
the use of the people thereof, under such regulations as the legislature of the State 
should prescribe: Provided, That it should never sell or lease the same for more 
than ten years. Third, that one-twentieth part of the proceeds of the public lands 
lying within the said State which might be sold by Congress from and after the 
30th June n uing should be applied to the laying out and making public roads 
from the navigable waters emptying into the Atlantic, to the Ohio, and through the 
State of bio, such roads to be laid out under the authority of Congress, with the 
cons nt of the several tates through which they should pass. 
The three propo itions were made on the condition that the convention of the 
State should provide by an ordinance1 irrevocable without the consent of the niteQ 
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States, that every tract of land · sold by Congress after the 30th of June ensuing 
should remain for the term of five years after sale exempt from every species of tax 
whatsoever. 
It is impossible to read the ordinance of the 23d of April, 1784, or the provisions 
of the act of April 30, 1802, which are founded on it, without being profoundly im-
pressed with the enlightened and magnanimous policy which dictated them. Antic-
ipating that the new States would be settled by the inhabitants of the original States 
and their offspring, no narrow or contracted jealousy was entertained of their admis-
sion into the Union in equal participation in the national sovereignty with the orig-
inal States. It was foreseen at the early period at which that ordinance passed that 
the expansion of our Union to the Lakes and to the Mississippi and all its waters 
would not only make us a greater power, but cement the Union itself. These three 
propositions were well calculated to promote these great results. A grant of land 
to each township for free schools, and of the salt springs to the State, which were 
within its limits, for the use of its citizens, with 5 per cent of the money to be raised 
from the sale of lands within the State for the construction of roads between the 
original States and the new State, and of other roads within the State, indicated a 
spirit not to be mistaken, nor could it fail to produce a corresponding effect in the 
bosoms of those to whom it was addressed. For these considerations the sole return 
required of the convention was that the new State should not tax the public lands 
which might be sold by the United States within it for the term of five years after 
they should be sold. As the value of these lands would be enhanced by this exemp-
tion from taxes for that term, and from which the new State would derive its propor-
tionable benefit, and as it woulcl also promote the rapid sale of those lands, and with 
it the augmentation of its own population, it can not be doubted, had this exemption 
been suggested unaccompanied by any propositions of particular advantage, that the 
convention would, in consideration of the relation which had before existed between 
the parties, and was about to be so much improved, most willingly have acceded to 
it and without regarding it as an onerous condition. 
Since, then, it appears that the whole of the money to be employed in making this 
road was to be raised from the sale of the public lands, and which would still belong 
to the United States, although no mention had been made of them in the compact, 
it follows that the application of the money to that purpose ·stands upon the same 
ground as if such compact had not been made, and in consequence that the exam-
ple in favor of the right of appropriation is in no manner affected by it. 
The same rule of construction of the right of appropriation has been observed and 
the same liberal policy pursued toward the other new States, with certain modifica-
tions adapted to the situation of each, which were adopted with the State of Ohio. 
As, however, the reasoning which is applicable to the compact with Ohio in relation 
to the right of appropriation, in which light only I have adverted to it, is equally 
applicable to the several compacts with the other new States, I deem it unnecessary 
to take a particular notice of them. 
It is proper to observe that the money which was employed in the construction of 
all the other roads was taken directly from the Treasury. This fact affords an addi-
tional proof that in the contemplation of Congress no difference existed in the appli-
cation of money to those roads between that which was raised by the sale of lands 
and that which was derived from taxes, duties, imposts, and excises. 
So far I have confined my remarks to the acts of Congress respecting the right of 
appropriation to such measures only as operate internally and affect the territory of 
the individual States. In adverting to those which operate externally and relate to 
foreign powers I find only two which appear to merit particular attention. These 
were gratuitous grants of money for the relief of foreigners in distress-the first in 
1794 to the inhabitants of St. Domingo, who sought an asylum on our coast from 
the convulsions and calamities of the island; the second in 1812 to the people of 
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Caracas, reduced to misery by an earthquake. The considerations which were appii-
cable to these grants have already been noticed and need not be repeated. 
In this examination of the right of appropriation I thought it proper to present 
to view also the practice of the Government under it, and to explore the ground on 
which each example rested, that the precise nature and extent of the construction 
thereby given of the right might be clearly understood. The right to raise money 
would have given, as is presumed, the right to use it, although nothing had been 
said to that effect in the Constitution; and where the right to raise it is granted 
without specia:- limitation, we must look for such limitation to other causes. Our 
attention is first drawn to the right to appropriate, and not finding it there we must 
then look to the general powers of the Go';ernment as designated by the specific 
grants and to the purposes contemplated by them, allowing to this ( the right to raise 
money), the first and most important of the enumerated powers, a scope which will 
be competent to those purposes. The practice of the Government, as illustrated oy 
numerous and strong examples directly applicable, ought surely to have great weight 
in fixing the construction of each grant. It ought, I presume, to settle it, especially 
where it is acquiesced in by the nation and produces a manifest and positive good. 
A practical construction, thus supported, shows that it has reason on its side and is 
called for by the interests of the Union. Hence, too, the presumption that it will 
be persevered in. · It will surely be better to admit that the construction given by 
these examples has been just and proper than to deny that construction and still to 
practice 01i it-to say one thing and to do another. 
Wherein consists the danger of giving a liberal construction to the right of Con-
gress to raise and appropriate the public money? It has been shown that its obvious 
effect is to secure the rights of the States from encroachment and greater harmony 
in the political movement between the two governments, while it enlarges to acer-
tain extent in the most harmless way the useful agency of the General Government 
for all the purposes of its institution. Is not the responsibility of the representa-
tive to his constituent in every branch of the General Government equally strong 
and as sensibly felt as in the State governments, and is not the security against 
abuse as effectual in the one as in the other government? The history of the Gen-
eral Government in all its measures fully demonstrates that Congress will never 
venture to impose unnecessary burdens on the people or any that can be avoided. 
Duties and imposts have always been light, not greater, perhaps, than would have 
been imposed for the encouragement of our manufactures had there been no occa-
sion for the revenue arising from them; and taxes and excises have never been laid 
except in cases of necessity, and repealed a,s soon as the necessity ceased. Under this 
mild process and the sale of some hundreds of millions of acres of good land the 
Government will be possessed of money, which may be applied with great advantage 
to national purposes. Within the States only will it be applied, and, of course, for 
their benefit, it not being presumable that such appeals as were made to the benevo-
lence of the country in the instances of the inhabitants of St. Domingo and Caracas 
will often occur. How, then, shall this revenue be applied? Should it be idle in the 
Treasury? That our resources will be qual to such useful purposes I have no doubt, 
especially if by completing our fortifications and raising and maintaining our avy 
at the point provided for immediately after the war we sustain our present altitude 
and preserve by means thereof for any length of time the peace of the nion. 
\ hen we hear charges raised against other governments of breaches of their con-
stitutions, or, rather, of their charters, we alway anticipate the most serious conse-
quences-communities deprived of privileges which they have long enjoyed, or 
individuals oppre ed and puni hed in violation of the ordinary forms and guards of 
trial to which they were accu tomed and entitled. How different is the situation of the 
nite~ tate . or can anything mark more strongly the great characteri tics of 
that difference than the grounds on which like charges are raised against this Gov-
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ernment. It is not alleged that any portion of the community or any individual has 
been oppressed or that money has been raised under a doubtful title. The principal 
charges are that a work of great utility to the Union and affecting immediately and 
with like advantage many of the States has been constructed; that pensions to the 
surviving patriots of our Revolution, to patriots who fought the battles and promoted 
the independence of their country, have been granted, by money, too, raised not 
only without oppression, but almost without being felt, and under an acknowledged 
constitutional power. 
From this view of the right to appropriate and of the practice under it I think that 
I am authorized to conclude that the right to make internal improvements has not 
been granted by the power '' to pay the debts and provide for the common defense 
and general welfare,'' included in the first of the enumerated powers; that that grant 
conveys nothing more than a right to appropriate the public money, and stands on 
the same ground with the right to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, 
conveyed by the first branch of that power; that the Government itself being limited, 
both branches of the power to raise and appropriate the public money are also lim-
ited, the extent of the Government as designated by the specific grants marking the 
extent of the power in both branches, extending, however, to every object embraced 
by the fair scope of those grants and not confined to a strict construction of their 
respective powers, it being safer to aid the purposes of those grants by the appropri-
ation of money than to extend by a forced construction the grant itself; that although 
the right to appropriate the public' money to such improvements affords a resource 
indispensably necessary to such a scheme, it is nevertheless deficient as a power in 
the great characteristics on which its execution depends. 
The substance of what has been urged on this subject may be expressed in a few 
words. My idea is that Congress have an unlimited power to raise money, and that 
in its appropriation they have a discretionary power, restricted only by the duty to 
appropriate it to purposes of common defense and of general, not local, national, not 
State, benefit. 
I will now proceed to the fifth source from which the power is said to be derived, 
viz, the power to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying 
into execution all the powers vested by the Constitution in the Government _of the 
United States or in any department or officer thereof. This is the seventeenth and 
last of the enumerated powers granted to Congress. 
I have always considered this power as having been granted on a principle of 
greater caution to secure the complete execution of all the powers which had been 
vested in the General Government. It contains no distinct and specific power, as 
every other grant does, ·such as to lay and collect taxes, to declare war, to regulate 
commerce, and the like. Looking to the whole scheme of the General Government, 
it gives to Congress authority to make all laws which should be deemed necessary 
and proper for carrying all its powers into effect. My impression has been invari-
ably that this power would have existed substantially if this grant had not been 
made; for why is any power granted unless it be to be executed when required, and 
how can it be executed under our Government unless it be by laws necessary and 
proper for the purpose-that is, well adapted to the end? It is a principle universally 
admitted that a grant of a power conveys as a necessary consequence or incident to 
it the means of carrying it into effect by a fair construction of its import. In the 
formation, however, of the Constitution, which was to act directly upon the people 
and be paramount to the extent of its powers to the constitutions of the States, it was 
wise in its framers to leave nothing to implication which might be reduced to cer-
tainty. It is known that all power which rests solely on that ground has been sys-
tematically and zealously opposed under all governments with which we have any 
acquaintance; and it was reasonable to presume that under our system, where there 
was a division of the sovereignty between the two independent governments, the 
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measures of the General Government would excite equal jealousy and produce an 
opposition not less systematic, though, perhaps, less violent. Hence the policy by 
the framers of our Government of securing by a fundamental declaration in the Con-
stitution a principle which in all other governments had been left to implication 
only. T·he terms '' necessary'' and ''proper'' secure to the powers of all the grants to 
which the authority given in this is appiicable a fair and sound construction, which 
is equally binding as a rule on both Governments and on all their departments. 
In examining the right of the General Government to adopt and execute under this 
grant a system of internal improvement the sole question to be decided is whether 
the power has been granted under any of the other grants. If it has, this power is 
applicable to it to the extent stated. If it has not, it does not exist at all, for it has 
not been hereby granted. I have already examined all the other grants ( one ot.ly 
excepted, which will next claim attention) and shown, as I presume, on the most 
liberal construction of their powers that the right has nqt been granted by any of 
them; hence it follows that in regard to them it has not been granted by this. 
I come now to the last source from which this power is said to be derived, viz, the 
power to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations respecting the terri-
tory or other property of the United States, which is contained in the second clause 
of the third section of the fourth article of the Constitution. 
To form a just opinion of the nature and extent of this power it will be necessary 
to bring into view the provisions contained in the first clause of the section of the 
article referred to, which makes an essential part of the policy in question. By this 
it is declared that new States shall be admitted into the Union, but that no new States 
shall be formed or erected within the jurisdiction of any other State, nor any States be 
formed by the junction of two or more States or parts of States, without the consent 
of the legislatures of the States concerned as well as of the United States. 
If we recur to the condition of our country at the commencement of the Revolution, 
we shall see the origin and cause of these provisions. By the charters of the several 
colonies limits by latitude and other descriptions were assigned to each. In com-
mencing the Revolution the colonies, as has already been observed, claimed by thost: 
limits, although their population extended in many instances to a small portion of 
the territory lying within them. It was contended by some of the States after the 
declaration of independence that the vacant lands lying within any of the States 
should become the property of the Union, as by a common exertion they would be 
acquired. This claim was resisted by the others on the principle that all the States 
entered into the contest in the full extent of their chartered rights, and that they 
ought to have the full benefit of those rights in the event of success. Happily this 
controversy was settled, as all interfering claims and pretensions between the mem-
bers of our Union and between the General Government and any of these members 
have been, in the most amicable manner and to the satisfaction of all parties. On the 
recommendation of Congress the individual States having such territory within their 
chartered limits ceded large portions thereof to the United States on condition that 
it should be laid off into districts of proper dimensions, the lands to be sold for the 
benefit of the United States, and that the districts be admitted into the Union when 
they should obtain such a population as it might be thought proper and reasonable 
to prescribe. This is the territory and this the property referred to in the second 
clause of the fourth article of the Constitution. 
All the States which had made cessions of vacant territory except Georgia had 
made them before the adoption of the Constitution, and that State had made a prop-
osition to Congress to that effect which was under consideration at the time the 
Con tituti n was adopted. The cession was completed after the adoption of the Con-
stitution. It was made on the same principle and on similar conditions with those 
which bad been already made by the other States. As differences might arise respect-
ing the right or the policy in ongress to admit new States into the Union under the 
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new Government, or to make regulations for the government of the territory ceded 
in the intermediate state, or for the improvement and sale of the public lands, or . 
to accept other cessions, it was thought proper to make special provisions for these 
objects, which was accordingly done by the above-recited clause in the Constitution. 
Thus the power of Congress over the ceded territory was not only limited to these 
special objects, but was also temporary. As soon as the territory became a State the 
jurisdiction over it as it had before existed ceased. It extended afterwards only to 
the unsold lands, and as soon as the whole were sold it ceased in that sense also 
altogether. From that moment the United States have no jurisdiction or power in 
the new States ofher than in the old, nor can it be obtained except by an amendment 
of the 'Constitution. 
Since, then, it is manifest that the power granted to Congress to dispose of and 
make all needful regulations respecting the territory and other property of the United 
States relates solely to the territory and property which had been ceded by individual 
States, and which after such cession lay without their respective limits, and for which 
special provision was deemed necessary, the main power of the Constitution operating 
internally, not being applicable or adequate thereto, it follows that this power gives 
no authority, and has even no bearing on the question of internal improvement. The 
authority to admit new States and to dispose of the property and regulate the terri-
tory is not among the enumerated powers granted to Congress, because the duties 
to be performed under it are not among the ordinary duties of that body, like the 
imposition of taxes, the regulation of commerce, and the like. They are objects in 
their nature special, and for which special provision was :tnore suitable and proper. 
Having now examined all the powers of Co~ :.;-·;ss under which the right to adopt 
and execute a system of internal improvement is claimed and the reasons in support 
of it in each instance, I think that it may fairly be concluded that such a right has 
not been granted. It appears and is admitted that much may be done in aid of such a 
system by the right which is derived from several of the existing grants, and more 
especially from that to appropriate the public money. But still it is manifest that as 
a system for the United States it can never be carried into effect under that grant 
nor under all of them united, the great and essential power being deficient, consist-
ing of a right to take up the subject on principle; to cause our Union to be examined 
by men of science, with a view to such improvements; to authorize commissioners to 
lay off the roads and canals in all proper directions; to take the land at a valuation if 
necessary, and to construct the works; to pass laws with suitable penalties for their 
protection; and to raise a revenue from them, to keep them in repair, and make further 
improvement by the establishment of turnpikes and tolls, with gates to be placed 
at the proper distances. 
It need scarcely be remarked that this power will operate, like many others now 
existing, without affecting the sovereignty of the States except in the particular · 
offices to be performed. The jurisdiction of the several States may still exist over 
the roads and canals within their respective limits, extending alike to persons and 
property, as if the right to make and protect such improvements had not been vested 
in Congress. The right, being made commensurate simply with the purposes indis-
pensable to the system, may be strictly confined to them. The right of Congress to 
protect the works by laws imposing penalties would operate on the same princi-
ples as the right to protect the mail. The act being punishable only, a jurisdiction 
over the place would be altogether unnecessary and even absurd. 
In the preceding inquiry little has been said of the advantages which would ;ttend 
the exercise of such a power by the General Government. I have made the inquiry 
under a deep conviction that they are almost incalculable, and that there was a gen-
eral concurrence of opinion among our fellow-citizens to that effect. Still, it may not 
be improper for me to state the grounds upon which my own impression is founded. 
If it sheds no additional light on this interesting part of the subject, it will at least 
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show that I have had more than one powerful motive for making the inquiry. A 
general idea is all that I shall attempt. 
The advantages of such a system must depend upon the interests to be affected by 
it and the extent to which they may be affected, and those must depend on the 
capacity of our country for improvement and the means at its command applicable 
to that object. 
I think that I may venture to affirm that there is no part of our globe comprehend-
ing so many degrees of latitude on the main ocean and so many degrees of longitude 
into the interior that admits of such great improvement and at so little expense. 
The Atlantic on the one side, and the Lakes, forming almost inland seas, on the 
other, separated by high mountains, which rise in the valley of the St. Lawrence 
and determine in that of the Missis~ippi, traversing from north to south almost 
the whole interior, with innumerable rivers on every side of those mountains, some 
of vast extent, many of which take their sources near to each other, give the great 
outline. The details are to be seen on the valuable maps of our country. 
It appears by the light already before the public that it is practicable and easy to 
connect by canals the whole coast from its southern to its northern extremity in 
one continued inland navigation, and to connect in like manner in many parts the 
Western lakes and rivers with each other. It is equally practicable and easy to facil-
itate the intercourse between the Atlantic and the Western country by improving 
the navigation of many of the rivers which have their sources near to each other in 
the mountains on each side, and by good roads across the mountains between the 
highest navigable points of those rivers. In addition to the example of the Cumber-
land road, already noticed, another of this kind is now in train from the head waters 
of the river James to those of the Kanawha; and in like manner may the Savannah 
be connected with the Tennessee. In some instances it is understood that the East-
ern and Western waters may be connected together directly by canals. One great 
work of this kind is now in its progress and far advanced in the State of New York, 
and there is good reason to believe that hyo others may be formed, one at each 
extremity of the high mountains above mentioned, connecting in the one instance 
the waters of the St. Lawrence with Lake Champlain, and in the other some of the 
most important of the "'\iVestern rivers with those emptying into the Gulf of Mexico, 
the advantage of which will be seen at the first glance by an enlightened observer. 
Great improvements may also be made by good roads in proper directions through 
the interior of the country. As these roads would be laid out on principle on a full 
view of the country, its mountains, rivers, etc., it would be useless, if I had the knowl-
edge, to go into detail respecting them. Much has been done by some of the States, 
but yet much remains to be done with a view to the Union. 
Under the colonial governments improvements of this kind were not thought of. 
There was, it is believed, not one canal and little communication from colony to 
colony. It was their policy to encourage the intercourse between each colony and 
the parent country only. The roads which were attended to were those which led 
from the interior of each colony to its principal towns on the navigable waters. By 
those routes the produce of the country was carried to the coast, and shipped thence 
to the mercantile houses in London, Liverpool, Glasgow, or other towns to which 
the trade was carried on. It is believed that there was but one connected route from 
orth to outh at the commencement of the Revolution, and that a very imperfect 
one. The A"istence and principle of our Union point out the necessity of a very 
different policy. 
The ad van tag s which would be derived from such improvements are incalculable. 
The facility which would thereby be afforded to the transportation of the whole of 
the rich productions of our country to market would alone more than amply com-
pensate for all the labor and expense attending them. Great, however, as is that 
advantage, it is one only of many ancl by no means the most important, Every 
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power of the General Government and of the State governments connected with the 
strength and resources of the country would be made more efficient for the purposes 
intended by them. In war they would facilitate the transportation of men, ordnance, 
and -provisions, and munitions of war of every kind to every part of our extensive 
coast and interior on which an attack might be made or threatened. Those who 
have any knowledge of the occurrences of the late war must know the good effect 
which would result in the event of another war from the command of an interior 
navigation alone along the coast for all the purposes of war as well as of commerce 
between the different parts of our Union. The impediments to all military opera-
tions which proceeded from the want of such a navigation and the reliance which 
was placed, notwithstanding those impediments, on such a commerce can not be for-
gotten. In every other line their good effect would be m9st sensibly felt. Intelli-
gence by means of the Post-Office Department would be more easily, extensively, 
and rapidly diffused. Parts the most remote from each other would be brought more 
closely together. Distant lands would be made more valuable, and the industry of 
our fellow-citizens on every portion of our soil be better rewarded. 
It is natural in so great a variety of climate that there should be a corresponding 
difference in the produce of the soil; that one part should raise what the other might 
want. It is equally natural that the pursuits of industry should vary in like manner; 
that labor should be cheaper and manufactures succeed better in one part than in 
another; that were the climate the most severe and the soil less productive, naviga-
tion, the :fisheries, and commerce should be most relied on. Hence the motive for 
an exchange for mutual accommodation and active intercourse between them. Each 
part would thus :find for the surplus of its labor, in whatever article it consisted, 
an extensive market at home, which would be the most pro:fi:able because free from 
duty. 
There is another view in which these improvements are of still more vital impor-
tance. The effect which they would have on the bond of union itself affords an in-
ducement for them more powerful than any which have been urged or than all of them 
united. The only danger to which our system is exposed arises from its expansion 
over a vast territory. Our union is not held together by standing armies or by any 
ties other than the positive interests and powerful attractions of its parts toward each 
other. Ambitious men may hereafter grow up among us who may promise to them-
selves advancement from a change, and by practicing upon the sectional interests, 
feelings, and prejudices endeavor under various pretexts to promote it. The history 
of the world is replete with examples of this kind-of military commanders and dem-
agogues becoming usurpers and tyrants, and of their fellow-citizens becoming their 
instruments and slaves. I have little fear of this danger, knowing well how strodg 
the bond which holds us together is and who the people are who are thus held 
together; but still, it is proper to look at and to provide against it, and it is not 
within the compass of human wisdom to make a more effectual provision than 
would be·made by the proposed improvements. With their aid and the intercourse 
which would grow out of them the parts would soon become so compacted and bound 
together that nothing could break it. 
The expansion of our Union over a vast territory cati not operate unfavorably to 
the States individually. On the contrary, it is believed that the greater the expan-
sion within practicable limits-and it is not easy to say what are not so-the greate:. 
the advantage which the States individually will derive from it. With governments 
- separate, vigorous, and efficient for all local purposes, their distance from each other 
can have no injurious effect upon their respective interests. It has already been 
shown that in some important circumstances, especially with the aid of these im-
provements, they must derive great advantage from that cause alone-that is, from 
their distance fro~ each other. In every other way the expansion of our system 
must operate favorably for every State in proportion as it operates favorably for the 
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Union. It is in that sense only that it can become a question with the States, or, 
rather, with the people who compose them. As States they can be affected by it 
only by their relation to each other through the General Government and by its 
effect on the operations of that Government. Manifest it is that to any extent to 
which the General Government can sustain and execute its functions with complete 
effect will the States-that is, the people who compose them_:.__be benefited. It is only 
when the expansion shall be carried beyond the faculties of the General Govern-
ment so as to enfeeble its operations to the injury of the whole that any of the parts 
can be injured. The tendency in that stage will be to dismemberment and not to 
consolidation. This danger should, therefore, be looked at with profound attention 
as one of a very serious character. I will remark here that as the operations of the 
National Government are of a general nature, the States having complete power for 
internal and local purposes, the expansion may be carried to very great extent and 
with perfect safety. It must be obvious to all that the further the expansion is car-
ried, provided it be not beyond the just limit, the greater will be the freedom of 
action to both Governments and the more perfect their security, and in all other 
respects the better the effect will be to the whole American people. Extent of ter-
ritory, whether it be great or small, gives to a nation many of its characteristics. It 
marks the extent of its resources, of its population, of its physical force. It marks, 
in short, the difference between a great and a small power. 
To what extent it may be proper to expand our system of government is a ques-
tion which does not press for a decision at this time. At the end of the Revolution-
ary war, in 1783, we had, as we contended and believed, a right to the free navigation 
of the Mississippi, but it was not until after the expiration of twelve years, in 1795, 
that that right was acknowledged and enjoyed. Further difficulties occurred in the 
bustling of a contentious world when, at the expiration of eight years more, the United 
States, sustaining the strength and energy of their character, acquired the Province 
of Louisiana, with the free navigation of the river from its source to the ocean and a 
liberal boundary on the western side. To this Florida has since been added, so that 
we now possess all the territory in which the original States had any interest, or in 
which the existing States can be said, either in a national or local point of view, to 
be in any way interested. A range of States on the western side of the Mississippi, 
which already is provided for, puts us essentially at ease. Whether it will be wise 
to go further will turn on other considerations than those which have dictated the 
course heretofore pursued. At whatever point we may stop, whether it be at a single 
range of States beyond the Mississippi or by taking a greater scope, the advantage of 
such improvements is deemed of the highest importance. It is so on the present 
scale. The further we go the greater will be the necessity for them. 
It can not be doubted that improvements for great national purposes would be bet-
ter made by the National Government than by the governments of the several States. 
Our experience prior to the adoption of the Constitution demonstrated that in the 
exercise by the individual States of most of the powers granted to the United States a 
contracted rivalry of interest and misapplied jealousy of each other had an important 
influence on all their measures to the great injury of the whole. This was particu-
larly exemplified by the regulations which they severally made of their commerce 
with foreign nation and with each other. It was this utter incapacity in the State 
governments, proceeding from these and other causes, to act as a nation and to per-
form all the duties which the nation owed to itself under any system which left the 
neral o ernment depend nt on the tates, which produced the transfer of these 
wcr to th nited tat by the establi bment of the present Constitution. The 
ning , hich was applicable to the grant of any of the powers now vested in 
ngre i lik wi so, at lea t to a certain extent, to that in question. It is natural 
that th State individually in making improvements should look to their particular 
and local interests, The members composing their respective legislaturei' represent 
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the people of each State only, and might not feel themselves at liberty to look to 
objects in these respects beyond that limit. If the resources of the Union were to 
be brought into operation under the direction of the State assemblies, or in concert 
with them, it may be apprehended that every measure would become the object of 
negotiation, of bargain and barter, much to the disadvantage of the system, as well 
as discredit to both governments. But Congress would look to the whole and mak~ 
improvements to promote the welfare of the whole. It is the peculiar felicity of the 
proposed amendment that while it will enable the United States to accomplish every 
national object, the improvements made with that view will eminently promote the 
welfare of the individual States, who may also add such others as their own particular 
inteTests may require. 
The situation of the Cumberland road requires the particular and early attention 
of Congress. Being formed over very lofty mountains and in many instances over 
deep and wide streams, across which valuable bridges have been erected, which are 
sustained by stone walls, as are many other parts of the road, all these works are 
subject to decay, have decayed, and will decay rapidly unless timely and effectual 
measures are adopted to prevent it. 
The declivities from the mountains and all the heights must suffer from the fre-
quent and heavy falls of water and its descent to the valleys, as also from the deep 
congelations during our severe winters. Other · injuries have also been experienced 
on this road, such as the displacing the capping of the walls and other works, com-
mitted by worthless people either from a desire to render the road impassable or to 
have the transportation in another direction, or from a spirit of wantonness to create 
employment for idlers. These considerations show that an active and strict police 
ought to be established over the whole road, with power to make repairs when neces-
sary, to establish turnpikes and tolls as the means of raising money to make them, 
and to prosecute and punish those who commit waste and other injuries. 
Should the United States be willing to abandon this road to the States through 
which it passes, would they take charge of it, each of that portion within its limits, 
and keep it in repair? It is not to be presumed that they would, since the advantages 
attending it are exclusively national, by connecting, as it does, the Atlantic with the 
Western States, and in a line with the seat of the National Government. The most 
expensive parts of this road lie within Pennsy 1 vania and Virginia, very near the 
confines of each State and in a route not essentially connected with the commerce 
of either. 
If it is thought proper to vest this power in the United States, the only mode in 
which it can be done is by an amendment of the Constitution. The States individ-
ually can not transfer the power to the United States, nor can the United States 
receive it. The Constitution forms an eq~al and the sole relation between the 
General Government and the several States, and it recognizes no change in it which 
shall not in like mann.er apply to all. If it is once admitted that the General Gov-
ernment may form compacts with individual States not common to the others, and 
which the others might even disapprove, into what pernicious consequences might 
it not lead? Such compacts are utterly repugnant to the principles of the Consti-
t~tion and of the most dangerous tendency. The States through which this roa/ 
passes have given their sanction only to the route and to the acquisition of the soil 
by the United States, a right very different from that of jurisdiction, which can not 
be granted without an amendment to the Constitution, and which need not be granted 
for the purposes of this system except in the limited manner heretofore stated. On 
full consideration, therefore, of the whole subject I am of opinion that such an 
amendment ought to be recommended to the several States for their adoption. 
I have now essentially executed that part of the task which I imposed on myself 
of examining the right of Congress to adopt and execute a system of internal improve-
ment, and, I presume, have shown that it does not exist. It is, I think, equally 
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manifest that such a power vested in Congress and wisely executed would have the 
happiest effect on all the great interests of our Union. It is, however, my opinion 
that the power should be confined to great national works only, since if it were 
unlimited it would be liable to abuse and might be productive of evil. For all 
minor improvements the resources of the States individually would be fully adequate, 
and by the States such improvements might be made with greater advantage than 
by the Union, as they would understand better such as their more immediate and 
local interests required. 
In the view above presented I have thought it proper to trace the origin of our 
institutions, and particularly of the State and National Governments, for although 
they have a common origin in the people, yet, as the point at issue turned on what 
were the powers granted to the one government and what were those which remained 
to the other, I was persuaded that an analysis which should mark distinctly the 
source of power in both governments, with its progress in each, would afford the best 
means for obtaining a sound result. In our political career there are, obviously, 
three great epochs. The colonial state forms the first; 'the Revolutionary move-
ment from its commencement to the adoption of the Articles of Confederation the 
second, and the intervening space from that event to the present day the third. The 
first may be considered the infant state. It was the school of morality, of political 
science and just principles. The equality of rights enjoyed by the people of every 
colony under their original charters forms the basis of every existing institution, and 
it was owing to the creation by those charters of distinct communities that the power, 
when wrested from the Crown, passed directly and exclusively to the people of each 
colony. The Revolutionary struggle gave activity to those principles, and its suc-
cess secured to them a permanent existence in the governments of our Union, State 
and National. The third epoch comprises the administration under the Articles of 
Confederation, with the adoption of the Constitution and administration under it. 
On the first and last of these epochs it is not necessary to enlarge for any purpose 
connected wlth the object of this inquiry. To the second, in which we were trans-
£ erred by a heroic exertion from the first to the third stage, and whose events give 
the true character to every institution, some further attention is due. In tracing in 
greater detail the prominent acts of a movement to which we owe so much I shall 
perform an office which, if not useful, will be gratifying to my own feelings, and I 
hope not unacceptable to my readers. 
Of the Revolutionary movement itself sentiments too respectful, too exalted, can 
not be entertained. It is impossible for any citizen having a just idea of the dangers 
which we had to encounter to read the record of our early proceedings and to see 
the firmness with which they were met and the wisdom and patriotism which were 
displayed in every stage without being deeply affected by it. An attack on Massa-
chusetts was considered an attack on every colony, and the people of each moved 
in her defense as in their own cause. The meeting of the General Congress in Phil-
adelphia on the 6th of September, 1774, appears to have been the result of a sponta-
neous impulse in every quarter at the same time. The first public act proposing it, 
according to the Journals of the First Congress, was passed by the house of represent-
atives of Connecticut on the 3d of June of that year; but it is presumed that tp.e 
fust suggestion came from Massachusetts, the colony most oppressed, and in whose 
favor the general ympathy was much excited. The exposition which that Congress 
made of grievance , in the petition to the King, in the address to the people of Great 
Britain, an in that to the people of the several colonies, evinced a knowledge so 
profound f the nglish c n titution and of the general principles of free govern-
ment and of liberty, of our rights founded on that constitution and on the charters 
of th everal colonies, and of the numerous and egregious violations which had 
en committ of them, as must have convinced all impartial minds that the talent 
on thi side of the Atlantic was at least equal to that on the other. The spirit in 
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which those papers were drawn, which was known to be in strict accord with the 
public sentiment, proved that, although the whole people cherished a connection 
with the parent country and were desirous of preserving it on just principles, they 
nevertheless stood embodied at the parting line, ready to separate forever if a redress 
of grievances, the alternative offered, was not promptly rendered. That alternative 
was rejected, and in consequence war and dismemberment followed. 
The powers granted to the delegates of each colony who composed the First Con-
gress looked primarily to the support of rights and to a redress of grievances, and, 
in consequence, to the restoration of harmony, which was ardently desired. They 
justified, however, any extremity in case of necessity. They were ample for such 
purposes, and were executed in every circumstance with the utmost fidelity. It was 
not until after the meeting of the Second Congress, which took place on the 10th 
May, 1775, when full proof was laid before it of the commencement of hostilities in 
the .preceding month by a deliberate attack of the British troops on the militia and 
inhabitants of Lexington and Concord, in Massachusetts, that war might be said to 
be decided on, and measures were taken to support it. The progress even then was 
slow and reluctant, as will be seen by their second petition to the King and their 
second address to the people of Great Britain, which were prepared and forwarded 
after that event. The arrival, however, of large bodies of troops and the pressure of 
war in every direction soon dispelled all hope of accommodation. 
On the 15th of June, 1775, a commander in chief of the forces raised and to be 
raised for the defense of American liberty was appointed by the unanimous vote of 
Congress, and his conduct in the discharge of the duties of that high trust, which he 
held through the whole of the war, has given an example to the world for talents as a 
military commander; for integrity, fortitude, and firmness under the severest trials; 
for respect to the civil authority and devotion to the rights and liberties of his coun-
try, of which neither Rome nor Greece have exhibited the equal. I saw him in my 
earliest youth, in the retreat through Jersey, at the head of a small band, or rather 
in its rear, for he was always next the enemy, and his countenance and manner 
made an impression on me which time can never efface. A lieutenant then in the 
Third Virginia Regiment, I happened to be on the rear guard at Newark, and I 
counted the force under his immediate command by platoons as it passed me, which 
amounted to less than 3,000 men. A deportment so firm, so dignified, so exalted, 
but yet so modest and composed, I have never seen in any other person. 
On the 6th July, 1775, Congress published a declaration of the causes which com-
pelled them to take up arms, and immediately afterwards took measures for augment-
ing the Army and raising a navy; for organizing the militia and providing cannon 
and small arms and military stores of every kind; for raising a revenue and pushing 
the war offensively with all the means in their power. Nothing escaped the attention 
of that enlightened body. The people of Canada were invited to join the Union, and 
a force sent into the province to favor the Revolutionary party, which, however, was 
not capable of affording any essential aid. The people of Ireland were addressed in 
terms manifesting due respect for the sufferings, the talents, and patriotism of that 
portion of the British Empire, and a suitable acknowledgment was made to the assem~ 
bly of Jamaica for the approbation it had expressed of our cause and the part it had 
taken in support of it with the British Government. 
On the 2d of June, 1775, the convention of Massachusetts, by a letter signed by 
their president, of May the 10th, stated to Congress that they labored under difficul-
ties f, _.r the want of a regular form of government, and requested to be favored with 
explicit advice respecting the taking up and exercising the powers of civil government, 
and declaring their readiness to submit to such a general plan as the Congress might 
direct for the colonies, or that they would. make it their great study to establish such 
a form of government there as should not only promote their own advantage, but the 
union and interest of all America. To this application an answer was given on the 
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9th, by which it was recommended to the convention "to write letters to the inhao-
itants of the several places entitled to representation in assembly, requesting them to 
choose such representative·s, and that the assembly, when chosen, should elect coun-
cilors, and that said assembly or council should exercise the powers of government 
until a governor of His Majesty's appointment will consent to govern the colony 
according to its charter." 
On the 18th October of the same year the delegates from New Hampshire laid 
before Congress an instruction from their convention '' to use their utmost endeavors 
to obtain the advice and direction of Congress with respect to a method for admin-
istering justice and regulating their civil police.'' To this a reply was given on the 
3d November, by which it was recommended to the convention "to call a full and 
free representation of the people, and that the representatives, if they thought it 
necessary, should establish such a form of government as in their judgment would 
best promote the happiness of the people and most effectually secure peace and good 
order in the Province during the continuance of the present dispute between Great 
Britain and the colonies.'' 
On the 4th November it was resolved by Congress "that if the convention of 
South Carolina shall find it necessary to establish a form of government in that col-
ony it be recommended to that convention to call a full and free representation of 
the people; and the said representatives, if they think it necessary, shall establish 
such a form of government as in their judgment will best promote the happiness of 
the people and most effectually secure peace and good order in the colony during the 
continuance of the present dispute between Great Britain and the colonies." 
On the 4th December following a resolution passed recommending the same meas-
ure, and precisely in the same words, to the convention of Virginia. 
On the 10th May, 1776, it was recommended to the respective assemblies and 
conventions of the united colonies, where no government sufficient to the exigencies 
of their affairs had been established, "to adopt such government as should, in the 
opinion of the representatives of the people, best conduce to the happiness and safety 
of their constituents in particular and America in general.'' 
On the 7th June resolutions respecting independence were moved and seconded, 
which were referred to a committee of the whole on the 8th and 10th, on which lat-
ter day it was resolved to postpone a decision on the first resolution or main question 
until the 1st July, but that no time might be lost in case the Congress agree thereto 
that a committee be appointed to prepare a declaration to the effect of that resolution. 
On the nth June, 1776, Congress appointed a committee to prepare and digest a 
plan of confederation for the colonies. On the 12th July the committee reported a 
draft of articles, which were severally afterwards debated and amended until the 
15th November, 1777, when they were adopted. These articles were then proposed 
to the legislatures of the several States, with a request that if approved by them they 
would authorize their delegates to ratify the same in Congress, and, which being 
done, to become conclusive. It was not until the 21st of March, 1781, as already 
observed, that they were ratified by the last State and carried into effect. 
On the 4th July, 1776, independence was declared by an act which arrested the 
attention of the civilized world and will bear the test of time. For force and con-
densation of matter, strength of reason, sublimity of sentiment and expression, it is 
believed that no document of equal merit exists. It looked to everything, and with 
a reach, perspicuity, and energy of mind which seemed to be master of everything. 
Thus it appears, in addition to the very important charge of managing the war, 
that Congress had under consideration at the same time the Declaration of Independ-
ence, the adoption of a confederation for the States, and the propriety of instituting 
tate governments, with the nature of those governments, respecting which it had 
b n con ulted by the conventions of several of the colonies. So great a trust was 
never reposed before in a body thus constituted, and I am authorized to add, looking 
to the great result, that never w re duties more ably or faithfully performed. 
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The distinguishing characteristic of this movement is that although the connection 
which had existed between the people of the several colonies before their dismem-
berment from the parent country was not only not dissolved but increased by that 
event, even before the adoption of the Articles of Confeaeration, yet the preservation 
and augmentation of that tie were the result of a new creation, and proceeded 
altogether from the people of each colony, into whose hands the whole power passed 
exclusively when wrested from the Crown. To the same cause the greater change 
which has since occurred by the adoption of the Constitution is to be traced. 
The establishment of our institutions forms the most important epoch that history 
hath recorded. They extend unexampled felicity to the whole body of our fellow-
citizens, and are the admiration of other nations. To preserve and hand them down 
in their utmost purity to the remotest ages will require the existence and practice of 
virtues and talents equal to those which were displayed in acquiring them. It is 
ardently hoped and confidently believed that these will not be wanting. 
PROCLAMATIONS. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by the second section of an act of Congress of the 6th of 
May last, entitled '' An act in addition to the act concerning navigation, 
and also to authorize the appointment of deputy collectors," it is pro-
vided that in the event of the signature of any treaty or convention 
concerning the navigation or commerce between the United States and 
France the President of the United States, if he should deem the same 
expedient, may suspend by .proclamation until the end of the next ses-
sion of Congress the operation of the act e:ititled "An act to impose a 
new tonnage duty on French ships and vessels, and for other purposes,'' 
and also to suspend, as aforesaid, all other duties on French vessels or 
the goods imported in the same which may exceed the duties on Ameri-
can vessels and on similar goods imported in the same; and 
Whereas a convention of navigation and commerce between the United 
States of America and His Majesty the King of France and Navarre has 
this day been duly signed by John Quincy Adams, Secretary of State, on 
the part of the United States, and by the Baron Hyde de N euville, envoy 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary from France, on the part of 
His Most Christian Majesty, which convention is in the words following: 
[Here follows the treaty.] 
Now, therefore, be it known that I, James Monroe, President of the 
United States, in pursuance of the authority aforesaid, do hereby suspend 
from and after the 1st day of October next until the end of the next ses-
sion of Congress, the operation of the act aforesaid, entitled "An act to 
impose a new tonnage duty on French ships and vessels, and for other 
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purposes,'' and also all other duties on French vessels and the goods 
being the growth, produce, and manufacture of France imported in the 
same which may exceed the duties on American vessels and on similar 
goods imported in the same, saving only the discriminating duties paya-
ble on French vessels and on articles the growth, produce, and manufac-
ture of France imported in the same stipulated by the said convention to 
be paid. . 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States to be 
affixed to these presents, and signed the same with my hand. 
[SEAL.] Done at Washington, the 24th day of June, A. D. 1822, and 
of the Independence of the United States the forty-sixth. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, 
Secretary of State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States passed on the 
6th day of May last it was provided that on satisfactory evidence being 
given to the President of the United States that the ports in the islands 
or colonies in the West Indies under the dominion of Great Britain have 
been opened to the vessels of the United States the President should be, 
and thereby was, authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the 
ports of the United States should thereafter be open to the vessels of 
Great Britain employed in the trade and intercourse between the United 
States and such islands or colonies, subject to such reciprocal rules and 
restrictions as the President of the United States might by such procla-
mation make and publish, anything in the laws entitled "An act con-
cerning navigation" or an act entitled "An act supplementary to an act 
concerning navigation" to the contrary notwithstanding; and 
Whereas satisfactory evidence has been given to the President of the 
nited tates that the ports hereinafter named in the islands or colo-
nies in the West Indies under the dominion of Great Britain have been 
opened to the vessel of the United States; that is to say, the ports of 
Kingston, avannah le far, fontego Bay, Santa Lucia, Antonio, St. Ann, 
Falmouth, aria, forant Bay, in Jamaica; St. George, Grenada; Roseau, 
m1mca; t. John , ntigua;, an Josef, Trinidad; Scarborough, Tobago; 
Road Harb ur, Tortola; assau, ew Providence; Pittstown, Crooked 
I land; King ton, t. incent; Port t. George and Port Hamilton, Ber-
muda; any port where there is a custom-house, Bahamas; Bridgetown, 
arbado · t. John , t. ndrews, ewBrunswick; Halifax, ovaScotia; 
Queb c, anada; t. John I wfoundlaIJd; G or etown.1 Demerara; ew 
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Amsterdam, Berbice; Castries, St. Lucia; Besseterre, St. Kitts; Charles-
town, Nevis; and Plymouth, Montserrat: 
Now, therefore, I, James Monroe, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that the ports of the United 
States shall hereafter, and until the end of the next session of the Congress 
of the United States, be open to the vessels of Great Britain employed in 
the trade and intercourse between the United States and the islands and 
colonies herein before named, anything in the laws entitled '' An act con-
cerning navigation'' or an act entitled ''An act supplementary to an act 
concerning navigation'' to the contrary notwithstanding,· under the fol-
lowing reciprocal rules and restrictions, namely: 
· To vessels of Great Britain, bona fide British built, owned and the 
master and three-fourths of the mariners of which at least shall belong 
to Great Britair:, or any United States built ship or vessel which has been 
sold to and become the property of British subjects, such ship or vessel 
being also navigated with a master and three-fourths of the mariners at 
least belonging to Great. Britain: And provided always, That no articles 
shall be imported into the United States in any such British ship or vessel 
other than articles of the growth, produce, or manufacture of the British 
islands and colonies in the West Indies when imported in British vessels 
coming from any such island or colony, and articles of the growth, prod-
uce, or manufacture of the British colonies in North America or of the 
island of Newfoundland in vessels coming from the port of St. Johns, in 
that island, or from any of the aforesaid ports of the British colonies in 
North America. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 24th day of 
August, A. D. 1822, and in the forty-seventh year of the Independence 
of the United States. JAMES MONROE. 
By the President: 
JOHN Qurncv ADAMS, Secretary of State. 
SIXTH ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, December 3, I822. 
Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and House of Representatives: 
Many causes unite to make your present meeting peculiarly interest-
ing to our constituents. The operation of our laws on the various sub-
jects to which they apply, with the amendments which they occasionally 
require, imposes annually an important duty on the representatives of a 
free people. Our system has happily advanced to such maturity that I 
am not aware that your cares in that respect will be augmented. Other 
causes, exist which are highly interesting to the whole civilized world, 
~nq to no portion of it more so1 in certa,in views1 than to the United 
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States. Of these causes and of their bearing on the interests of our 
Union I shall communicate · the sentiments which I have formed with 
that freedom which a sense of duty dictates. It is proper, however, to 
invite your attention in the first instance to those concerns respecting 
which legislative provision is thought to be particularly urgent. 
On the 24th of June last a convention of navigation and commerce 
was concluded in this city between the United States and France by 
ministers duly authorized for the purpose. The sanction of the Execu-
tive having been given to this convention under a conviction that, taking 
all ,its stipulations into view, it rested essentially on a basis of recipro-
cal and equal advantage, I deemed it my duty, in compliance with the 
authority vested in the Executive by the second section of the act of the 
last session of the 6th of May, concerning navigation, to suspend by proc-
lamation until the end of the next session of Congress the operation of 
the act entitled ''An act to impose a new tonnage duty on French ships 
and vessels, and for other purposes,'' and to suspend likewise all other 
duties on French vessels or the goods imported in them which exceeded 
the duties on American vessels and on similar goods imported in them. 
I shall submit this convention forthwith to the Senate for its advice and 
consent as to the ratification. 
Since your last session the prohibition which had been imposed on 
the commerce between the United States and the British colonies in the 
West Indies and on this continent has likewise been removed. · Satis-
factory evidence having been adduced that the ports of those colonies 
had been opened to the vessels of the United States by an act of the 
British Parliament bearing date on the 24th of June last, on the condi-
tions specified therein, J deemed it proper, in compliance with the pro-
vision of the first section of the act of the last session above recited, to 
declare, by proclamation bearing date on the 24th of August last, that 
the ports of the United States should thenceforward and until the end of 
the next session of Congress be opened to the vessels of Great Britain em-
ployed in that trade, under the limitation specified in that proclamation. 
A doubt was entertained whether the act of Congress applied to the 
British colonies on this continent as well as to those in the West Indies, 
but as the act of Parliament opened the intercourse equally with both, 
and it was the manifest intention of Congress, as well as the obvious 
policy of the United States, that the provisions of the act of Parliament 
should be met in equal extent on the part of the United States, and as 
also the act of Congress was supposed to vest in the President some 
discretion in the execution of it, I thought it advisable to give it a 
corresponding construction. 
hould the constitutional sanction of the Senate be given to the rati-
fication of the convention with France, legislative provisions will be nec-
essary to carry it fully into effect, as it likewi e will be to continue in 
force, on Sl.lch conditions as may be deemed just and proper, the inter-
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course which has been opened between the United States and the Brit-
ish colonies. Every light in the possession of the Executive will in due 
time be communicated on · both subjects. 
Resting essentially on a basis of reciprocal and equal advantage, it has 
been the object of the Executive in transactions with other powers to 
meet the propositions of each with a liberal spirit, believing that thereby 
the interest of our country would be most effectually promoted. This 
course has been systematically pursued in , the late occurrences with 
France and Great Britain, and in strict accord with the views of the Leg• 
islature. A confident hope is entertained that by the arrangement thus 
commenced with each all differences respecting navigation and commerce 
with the dominions in question will be adjusted, and a solid foundation ' 
be laid for an active and permanent intercourse which will prove equally 
advantageous to both parties. 
The decision of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia on the 
question submitted to him by the United States and Great Britain, con-
cerning the construction of the first article of the treaty of Ghent, has 
been received. A convention has since been concluded between the par-
ties, under the mediation of His Imperial Majesty, to prescribe the mode 
by which that article shall be carried into effect in conformity with that 
decision. I shall submit this convention to the Senate for its advice and 
consent as to the ratification, and, if obtained, shall immediately bring 
the subject before Congress for such provisions as may require the inter-
position of the Legislature. 
In compliance with an act of the last session a Territorial government 
has been established in Florida on the principles of our system. By this 
act the inhabitants are secured in the full enjoyment of their rights and 
liberties, and to admission into the Union, with equal participation in the 
Government with the original States on the conditions heretofore pre-
scribed to other Territories. By a"clause in the ninth article of the treaty 
with Spain, by which that Territory was ceded to the United States, it is 
stipulated that satisfaction shall be made for the injuries, if any, which 
by process of law shall be established to have been suffered by the Span-
ish officers and individual Spanish inhabitants by the late operations of 
our troops in Florida. No provision having yet been made to carry that 
stipulation into effect, it is submitted to the consideration of Congress 
whether it will not be proper to vest the competent power in the district 
court at Pensacola, or in some tribunal to be specially organized for the 
purpose. ' 
The fiscal operations of the year have been more successful than had 
been anticipated at the commencement of the last session of Congress. 
The receipts into the Treasury during the three first quarters of the 
year have exceeded the sum of $14,745,000. The payments made at the 
Treasury during the same period have exceeded $r2,279,ooo, leaving in 
the Treasury on the 30th day of September last, including $r, 168,592.24 
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which were in the Treasury on the 1st day of January last, a sum exceed-
ing $4,128,000. 
Besides discharging all demands for the current service of the year, 
including the interest and reimbursement of the public debt, the 6 per 
cent stock of 1796, amounting to $80,000, has been redeemed. It is esti-
mated that, after defraying the current expenses of the present quarter 
and redeeming the two millions of 6 per cent stock of 1820, there will 
remain in the Treasury on the 1st of January next nearly $3,000,000 . 
. It is estimated that · the gross amount of duties which have been secured 
from the 1st of January to the 30th of September last has exceeded 
$19,500,000, and the amount for the whole year will probably not fall 
short of $23,000,000. 
Of the actual force in service under the present military establishment, 
the posts at which it is stationed, and the condition of each post, a report 
from the Secretary of War which is now communicated will give a dis-
tinct idea. By like reports the state of the Academy at West Point will 
be seen, as will be the progress which has been made on the fortifications 
along the coast and at the national armories and arsenals. 
The position on the Red River and that at the Sault of St. Marie are 
the only new posts that have been taken. These posts, with those 
already occupied in the interior, are thought to be well adapted to the 
protection of our frontiers. All the force not placed in the garrisons 
along the coast and in the ordnance depots, and indispensably necessary 
there, is placed on the frontiers. 
The organization of the several corps composing the Army is such as 
to admit its expansion to a great extent in case of emergency, the officers 
carrying with them all the light which they possess to the new corps to 
which they might be appointed. 
With the organization of the staff there i equal cause to be satisfied. 
By the concentration of every branch with its chief in this city, in the 
presence of the Department, and with a grade in the chief military station 
to keep alive and cherish a military spirit, the greatest promptitude in 
the execution of orders, with the greatest economy and efficiency, are 
secured. The same view is taken of the Military Academy. Good order 
is preserved in it, and the youth are well instructed in every science con-
nected with the great objects of the institution. They are also well 
trained and disciplined in the practical parts of the profession. It has 
been always found difficult to control the ardor inseparable from that 
early age in such manner as to give it a proper direction. The rights of 
manhood are too often claimed prematurely, in pressing which too far 
the respect which i due to age and the obedience necessary to a cour e 
of study and instruction in every such institution are sometimes lost 
sight of. The great object to be accomplished is the restraint of that 
ardor y such wise regulations and government as, by directing all the 
energies of the youthful mind to the attainment of useful knowledge, 
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will keep it within a just subordination and at the same-time elevate it 
to the highest purposes. This object seems to be essentially obtained in 
this institution, and with great advantage to the Union. 
The Military Academy forms the basis, in regard to science, on which 
the military establishment rests. It furnishes annually, after due exam-
ination and on the report of the academic staff, many well-informed youths 
to fill the vacancies which occur in the several corps of the Army, while · 
others who retire to private life ~arry with them such attainments as, 
under the right reserved to the several States to appoint the officers and 
to train the militia, will enable them, by affording a wider field for selec-
tion, to promote the great object of the power vested in Congress of pro-
viding for the organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia. Thus 
by the mutual and harmonious cooperation of the _ two governments in 
the execution of a power divided between them, an object always to be 
cherished, the attainment of a great result, on which our liberties may 
depend, can not fail to be secured. I have to add that in proportion as 
our regular force is small should the instruction and discipline of the 
militia, the great resource on which we rely, be pushed to the utmost 
extent that circumstances will admit. 
A report from the Secretary of the Navy will communicate the prog-
ress which has been made in the construction of vessels of war, with 
other interesting details respecting the actual state of the affairs of that 
Department. It has been found necessary for the protection of our com-
merce to maintain the usual squadrons on the.Mediterranean, the Pacific, 
and along the Atlantic coast, extending the cruises of the latter into the 
West Indies, where piracy, organized into a system, has preyed on the 
commerce of every country trading thither. A cruise has also been main-
tained on the coast of Africa, when the season would permit, for the sup-
pression of the slave trade, and orders have been given to the commanders 
of all our public ships to seize our own vessels, should they find any 
engaged in that trade, and to bring them in for adjudication. 
In the West Indies piracy is of recent date, which may explain the 
cause why other powers have not combined against it. By the docu-
ments communicated it will be seen that the efforts of the United States 
to suppress it have had a very salutary effect. The benevolent provision 
of the act under which the protection has been extended alike to the 
commerce of other nations can not fail to be duly appreciated by them. 
In compliance with the act of the last session entitled '' An act to abol-
ish the United States trading establishments,'' agents were immediately 
appointed and instructed, under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Treasury, to close the business of the trading houses among the Indian 
tribes and to settle the accounts of the factors and subfactors engaged in 
that trade, and to execute in all other respects the injunctions of that act 
in the mode prescribed therein. A final report of their proceedings shall 
be communicated to Congress as soon as it is received. 
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It is with great regret I have to state that a serious malady has de-
prived us of many valuable citizens at Pensacola and checked the prog-
ress of some of those arrangements which are important to the Territory. 
This effect has been sensibly felt in respect to the Indians who inhabit 
that Territory, consisting of the remnants of several tribes who occupy 
the middle ground between St. Augustine and .J;>ensacola, with extensive 
claims but undefined boundaries. Although peace is preserved with 
those Indians, yet their position and claims tend essentially to interrupt 
the intercourse between the eastern :nd western parts of the Territory, 
on which our inhabitants are principally settled. It is essential to the 
growth and prosperity of the Territory, as well as to the interests of the 
Union, that these Indians should be removed, by special compact with 
them, to some other position or concentrated within narrower limits 
where they are. With the limited means in the power of the Executive, 
instructions were given to the governor to accomplish this object so far 
as it might be practicable, which was prevented by the distressing mal-
ady referred to. To carry it fully into effect in either mode additlonal 
funds will be necessary, to the provision of which the powers of Con-
gress alone are competent. With a view to such provision as may be 
deemed proper, the subject is submitted to your consideration, and in 
the interim further proceedings are suspended. 
It appearing that so much of the act entitled "An act regulating the 
staff of the Army," which passed on the 14th April, 1818, as relates to 
the commissariat will expire in April next, and the practical operation of 
that department having evinced its great utility, the propriety of its 
renewal is submitted to your consideration. 
The view which has been taken of the probable productiveness of the 
lead mines, connected with the importance of the material to the public 
defense, makes it expedient that they should be managed with peculiar 
care. It is therefore suggested whether it will not comport with the 
public interest to provide by law for the appointment of an agent skilled 
in mineralogy to superintend them, under the direction of the proper 
department. 
It is understood that the Cumberland road, which was constructed at a 
great expense, has already suffered from the want of that regular super-
intendence and of those repairs which are indispensable to the preserva-
tion of such a work. This road is of incalculable advantage in facilitating 
the intercourse between the Western and the Atlantic States. Through 
it the whole country from the northern extremity of Lake Erie to the 
Mi si ippi, and from all the waters which empty into each, finds an easy 
and direct communication to the seat of Government, and thence to the 
Atlantic. The facility which it affords to all military and commercial 
op rations, and also to those of the Post-Office Department, can not be 
estimated too highly. This great work is likewise an ornament and an 
honor to the nation. Believing that a competent power to adopt and 
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execute a system of internal improvement has not been granted to Con-
gress, but that such a power, confined to great national purposes and 
with proper limitations, would be productive of eminent advantage to our 
Union, I have thought it advisable that an amendment of the Constitu-
tion to that effect should be recommended to the several States. A bill 
which assumed the right to adopt and execute such a system having been 
presented for my signature at the last session, I was compelled, from the 
view which I had taken of the powers of the General Government, to 
negative it, on which occasion I thought it proper to communicate the 
~entiments which I had formed, on mature consideration, on the whole 
subject. To that communication, in all the views in which the great 
interest to which it relates may be supposed to merit your attention, I 
have now to refer. Should Congress, however, deem it improper to 
recommend such an amendment, they have, according to my judgment, 
the right to keep the road in repair by providing for the superintendence 
of it and appropriating the money necessary for repairs. Surely if they 
had the right to appropriate money to make the road they have a right to 
appropriate it to p:-eserve the road from ruin. From the exercise of this 
power no danger is to be apprehended. Under our happy system the 
people are the sole and exclusive fountain of power. Each government 
originates from them, and to them alone, each to its proper constituents, 
are they respectively and solely responsible for the faithful discharge of 
their duties within their constitutional limits; and that the people will 
confine their public agents of ~very· station to the strict line of their con-
stitutional duties there is no cause to doubt. Having, however, com-
municated my sentiments to Congress at the last session fully in the 
document to which I have referred, respecting the right of appropriation 
as distinct from the right of jurisdiction and sovereignty over the terri-
tory in question, I deem it improper to enlarge on the subject here. 
From the best information that I have been able to obtain it appears 
that our manufactures, though depressed immediately after the peace, 
have considerably increased, and are still increasing, under the encour-
agement given them by the tariff of 1816 and by subsequent laws. Sat-
isfied I am, whatever ' may be the abstract doctrine in favor of unrestricted 
commerce, provided all nations would. concur in it and it was not liable 
to be interrupted by war, which has never occurred and can not be ex-
pected, that there are other s~rong reasons applicable to our situation 
and relations with other countries which impose on us the obligation to 
cherish and sustain our manufactures. Satisfied, however, I like~ise am 
that the interest of every part of our Union, even of those most benefited 
by manufactures, requires that this subject should be touched with the 
greatest caution, and a critical knowledge of the effect to be produced by 
the slightest change. On full consideration of the subject in all its rela-
tions I am persuaded that a further augmentation may now be made of 
the duties on certain foreign articles in fovor of our own and without 
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affecting injuriously any other interest. For more precise details I refer 
you to the communications which were made to Congress during the last 
session. 
So great was the amount of accounts for moneys advanced during the 
late war, in addition to others of a previous date which in the regular 
operations of the Government necessarily remained unsettled, that it re-
quired a considerable length of time for their adjustment. By a report 
from the First Comptroller of the Treasury it appears that on the 4th of 
March, 1817, the accounts then unsettled amounted to $103,068,876.41, of 
which, on the 30th of September of the present year, $93,175,396.56 had 
been settled, leaving on that day a balance unsettled of $9,893,479.85. 
That there have been drawn from the Treasury, in paying the public 
debt and sustaining the Government in all its operations and disburse-
ments, since the 4th of March, 1817, $157,199,380.96, the accounts for 
which have been settled to the amount of $137,501,451.12, leaving a bal-
ance unsettled of $19,697,929.84. For precise details respecting each of 
these balances I refer to the report of the Comptroller and the documents 
which accompany it. 
From this view it appears that our commercial differences with France 
and Great Britain have been placed in a train of amicable arrangement 
on conditions fair and honorable in both instances to each party; that 
our :finances are in a very productive state, our revenue being at present 
fully competent to all the demands upon it; that our military force is well 
organized in all its branches and capable of rendering the most important 
service in case of emergency that its number will admit of; that due prog-
ress has been made, under existing appropriations, in the construction 
of fortifications and in the operations of the Ordnance Department; that 
due progress has in like manner been made in the construction of ships 
of war; that our Navy is in the best condition, felt and respected in 
every sea in which it is employed for the protection of our commerce; 
that our manufactures have augmented in amount and improved in qual-
ity; that great progress has been made in the settlement of accounts and 
in the recovery of the balances due by individuals, and that the utmost 
economy is secured and observed in every Department of the Adminis-
tration. 
Other objects will likewise claim your attention, because from the sta-
tion which the United States hold as a member of the great community 
of nations they have rights to maintain, duties to perform, and dangers 
to encounter. 
A strong hope was entertained that peace would ere this have been 
concluded between Spain and the independent governments south of the 
United tate in this hemisphere. Long experience having evinced the 
competency of tho e governments to maintain the independence which 
they had declared, it was presumed that the considerations which induced 
their recognition by the United States would have had equal weight with 
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other powers, and that Spain herself, yielding to those magnanimous feel-
ings of which her history furnishes so many examples, would have ter-
minated on that basis a controversy so unavailing and at the same time 
so destructive. We still cherish the hope that this result will not long 
be postponed. 
Sustaining our neutral position and allowing to each party while the 
war continues equal rights, it is incumbent on the United States to claim 
or" each with equal rigor the faithful observance of our rights according 
to the well-known law of nations. From each, therefore, a like coopera-
tion is expected in the suppression of the piratical practice which has 
grown out of. this war and of blockades of extensive coasts on both seas, 
which, considering the . small force employed to sustain them, have not 
the slightest foundation to rest on. 
Europe is still unsettled, and although the war long menaced between 
Russia and Turkey has not broken out, there is no certainty that the 
differences between those powers will be amicably adjusted. It is impos-
sible to look to the oppressions of the country respecting which those 
differences arose without being deeply affected. The mention of Greece 
fills the mind with the most exalted sentiments and arouses in our bosoms 
the best feelings of which our nature is susceptible. Superior skill and 
refinement in the arts, heroic gallantry in action, disinterested patriotism, 
enthusiastic zeal and devotion in favor of public and personal liberty are 
associated with our recollections of ancient Greece. That such a country 
should have been overwhelmed and so long hidden, as it were, from the 
world under a gloomy despotism has been a cause of unceasing and deep 
regret to generous minds for ages past. It was natural, therefore, that 
the reappearance of those people in their original character, contending 
in favor of their liberties, should produce that great excitement and sym-
pathy in their favor which have been so signally displayed throughout 
the United States. A strong hope is entertained that these people will 
recover their independence and resume their equal station among the 
nations of the earth. 
A great effort has been made in Spain and Portugal to improve the 
condition of the people, and it must be very consoling to all benevolent 
minds to see the extraordinary moderation with which it has been con-
duct!;d. That it may promote the happiness of both nations is the ardent 
wish of this whole people, to the expression of which we confine our-
selves; for whatever may be the feelings or sentiments which every indi-
vidual under our Government has a right to indulge and express, it is 
nevertheless a sacred maxim, equally with the Government and people, 
that the destiny of every independent nation in what relates to such im-
provements of right belongs and ought to be left exclusively to them-
selves. 
Whether we reason from the late wars or from those menacing symp-
toms which now appear in Europe, it is manifest that if a convulsiQ~ 
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should take place in any of those countries it will proceed from cause-s 
which have no existence and are utterly unknown in these States, in 
which there is but one order, that of the people, to whom the sovereignty 
exclusively belongs. Should war break out 'in any ·o'f those countries, 
who can foretell the extent to which it may be ·carried or the desolation 
which it may spread? Exempt as we 'are from these ·ca't'tses, ·our interna! 
tranquillity is secure; and ·d.1stan't :a's we arefro'm 1the 'ttoubled scene, and 
faithful to first principles in regard to otire't powers, we miight reasonably 
presume that we should trot be molested by the·m. 1'his, however, ought 
not to be calculated on as certain. Unprovoked injuries are often inflicted, 
and e,ven the peculiar felicity of our situation might with some be a cause 
for excitement and aggression. ( The history of the late wars in Europe 
furnishes a complete demonstration that no system of conduct, however 
correct in principle, can protect neutral powers from injury from any 
party; that a defenseless position and distinguished love of peace are the 
surest invitations to war, and that there is no way to avoid it other than 
by being always prepared a~d willing for just cause to meet it. If there 
be a people on earth whose more especial duty it is to be at all times pre• 
pared to defend the rights with which they are blessed, and to surpass 
all oth~rs in sustaining · the necessary burthens, and in submitting to sac-
rifices to make such preparations, it is undoubtedly the people of these 
States. · 
When we see that a civil war of the most frightful character rages 
from the Adriatic to the Black Sea; that strong symptoms of war appear 
in other parts, proceeding from causes which, should it break out, may 
become general and be of long duration; that the war still continues 
between Spain and the independent governments, her late Provinces, in 
this hemisphere; that it is likewise menaced between Portugal and Brazil, 
in consequence of the attempt of the latter to dismember itself from the 
former, and that a system of piracy of great extent is maintained in the 
neighboring seas, which will require equal vigilance and decision to sup-
press it, the reasons for sustaining the attitude which we now hold and 
for pushing forward all our measures of defense with the utmost vigor 
appear to me to acquire new force. 
The United States owe to the world a great example, and, by means 
thereof, to the cause of liberty and humanity a generous support. They 
have so far succeeded to the satisfaction of the virtuous and enlightened 
of every country. There is no reason to doubt that their whole move-
ment will be regulated by a sacred regard to principle, all our institutions 
being founded on that basis. The ability to support our own cause under 
any trial to which it may be exposed is the great point on which the pu~ 
lie solid tude rests. It has been often charged against free governments 
that they have neither the foresight nor the virtue to provide at the proper 
season for great emergencies; that their course is improvident and expen-
sive; that war will always find them unprepared, and, whatever may be 
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its calamities, that its terrible warnings will be disregarded and forgotten 
as soon as peace returns. I have full confidence that this charge so far 
as relates to the United States will be shewn to be utterly destitute of 
truth. JAMES MONROE. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: DECEMBER 4, 1822. 
The convention between the United States and France, concluded at 
Washington on the 24th day of June last, is now transmitted to the Sen-
ate for their advice and consent with regard to its ratification, together 
with the documents relating to the negotiation, which may serve to 
elucidate the deliberations of the Senate concerning its objects and the 
purposes to which it was adapted. JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: DECEMBER 4, 1822. 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their constitutional considera-
tion and decision thereon, a convention between the United States and 
Great Britain, concluded at St. Petersburg on the 12th day of July last, 
under the mediation of His Imperial Majesty of all the Russias, together 
with the documents appertaining thereto, and which may elucidate the 
motives for its negotiation and the objects for the accomplishment of 
which it is intended. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHING TON, December 6, I 8 2 2. 
To the House o.f Representatives o.f the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 7th of May last, requiring that a plan for the peace establishment of 
the Navy of the United States and also of the Marine Corps should be 
communicated to that House at the present session, I transmit a report 
of the Secretary of the Navy, containing a plan which has been prepared 
for the proposed establishment. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December 7, I822. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 8th of May last, 
requesting '' information relative to the copper mines on the southern 
shore of Lake Superior, their number, value, and position, the names of 
the Indian tribes who claim them, the practicability of extinguishing 
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their titles, and the probable advantages which may result to the Repub-
lic from the acquisition and working these mines,'' I herewith transmit 
a report from the Secretary of War, which comprises the information 
desired in the resolution referred to. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December 9, I822. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
Recent information of the multiplied outrages and depredations which 
have been committed on our seamen and commerce by the pirates in the 
West Indies and Gulf of Mexico, exemplified by the death of a very meri-
torious officer, seems to call for some prompt and decisive measures on the 
part of the Government. All the public vessels adapted to that service 
which can be spared from other indispensable duties are already employed 
in it; but from the knowledge which has been acquired of the places from 
whence these outlaws issue and to which they esfape from danger it ap-
pears that it will require a particular kind of force, capable of pursuing 
them into the shallow waters to which they retire, effectually to suppress 
them. I submit to the consideration of the Senate the propriety of organ-
izing such force for that important object. 
JAMES MONROE. 
[The same message, dated December 6, 1822, was sent to the House 
of Representatives. J 
WASHINGTON, December 9, z822. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 22d of February 
last, '' requesting the President of the United States to cause to be col-
lected and communicated to the Senate at the commencement of the next 
session of Congress the best information which he may be able to obtain 
relative to certain Christian Indians and the lands intended for their 
benefit on .the Muskingum, in the State of Ohio, granted under an act of 
Congress of June 1, 1796, to the Society of the United Brethren for Prop-
agating the Gospel among the Heathen, showing as correctly as possible 
the advance or decline of said Indians in numbers, morals, and intellectual 
endowments; whether the lands have inured to their sole benefit, and, if 
not, to whom, in whole or in part, have such benefits accrued," I transmit 
a report from the Secretary of War with the accompanying documents. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
WASHI GTO 'January 3, I823. 
To the Sena£e of the United States: 
In compliance ith the three resolutions of the Senate of the 5th April 
1822, requesting the President of the United States to communicate in 
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detail the expenses of building each vessel of war authorized by the act 
of the 2d of January, 1813, and its supplements, and also the names, num- _ 
ber, grade, etc., of the officers and men employed at each navy-yard and 
naval station during the two years immediately preceding the 1st of Jan-
uary, 1822, I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of the Navy, 
with the accompanying documents, which contains the desired informa-
tion. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 3, I823. 
To the House ef Representatz"ves ef the United States: 
In compliance with the resolutions of the House of Representatives of 
the 8th of January, 7th May, and 17th December, 1822, requesting the 
President of the United States to cause to be laid before that House a 
detailed statement of the current expenses of the Ordnance Department 
for the years 1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, and 1821, and as much as can be 
shewn for the year 1822, and also the number and local position of each 
of the armories, arsenals, and magazines of the United States, the total 
expense of constructing and repairing the same up to the year 1821; 
the number of cannon and other arms annually made at each, and the 
expenses of each armory and arsenal for each year from 1816 to , 1821, 
inclusive, I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of War, ac-
companied by such documents' as will be found to contain the desired 
information. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 3, I823. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the United States of the 19th of December, 1822, requesting the Presi-
dent of the United States to cause to be laid before that House the 
several laws which have been made by the governor and legislative 
council of Florida, together with such information as may be in the pos-
session of the Executive, I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary 
of State, with the accompanying documents, which contains th~ infor-
mation desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 6, I823. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 19th of December last, requesting the President of the Urµted States 
to communicate to the House the progress which has been made in the 
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execution of the act of the last session entitled "An act to abolish the 
Indian trading establishments; '' with a report from the factories, respec-
tively, as the same were made to him; I transmit a report from the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, with the documents referred. to by that resolution. 
In further execution of the act of the last session treaties have sirtc€ been 
made with the Osage and Sac Indians by which those tribes have sever-
ally relinquished to the United States their right under preceding treaties 
to the maintenance of a factory within each, respectively. 
JAMES MONROE. 
JANUARY 6, 1823. 
To the Senate: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their advice and consent as to the ratifi-
cation, treaties which have been made with the Osage and Sac tribes of 
Indians in execution of the provision contained in the act of the last ses-
sion entitled '' An act to abolish the Indian trading establishments.'' 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January IO, I82J. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: 
In ompHance with a resolution of the Senate requesting the President 
of the United States "to cause to be laid before the Senate the number 
of arms required annually to supply the militia of the West according to 
acts of Congress; the probable number necessary to be placed in military 
deposits located or to be located on the Western waters; the cost of trans-
portation of arms to the Western States and deposits; the probable cost 
of manufacturing arms i'n the West; the probable cost of erecting at this 
time on the Western waters such an armory as that at Harpers Ferry or 
at Springfield, and such other information as he may deem important to 
establish the expediency of erecting on the Western waters a national 
armory," I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of War con-
taining the desired information. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January I6, I82J. 
The VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE U ITED STATES AND PRESIDENT OF 
THE SE ATE: 
The convention concluded and signed at St. Petersburg on the 21st of 
July last under the mediation of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias having been ratified by the three powers parties thereto, and 
the ratifications of the ame having been duly exchanged, copies of it are 
now communicated to Congress, to the end that the measure for carrying 
it on the part of the United tates into xecution may obtain the cooper-
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ation of the Legislature necessary to the accomplishment of some of its 
provisions. A translation is subjoined of three explanatory documents, 
in the French language, referred to in the fourth article of the conven• 
tion and annexed to it. The agreement executed at the exchange of the 
ratifications is likewise communic.ated. 
JAMES MONROE. 
[The same message was addressed to the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives. J 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
JANUARY 22, 1823. 
In compliance with a resolution of December 12, 1822, requesting that 
the President would cause to be laid before the Senate a statement ex-
hibiting the amount in aggregate of the goods, wares, and merchandise 
exported from the United States to France, and imported from thence, 
in each year from and after the year 1814 to the year 1820, discriminating 
in the reports between the articles of the growth, produce, or manufacture 
of the United States and those of foreign countries, and also stating the 
national character of the vessels in which such exports and imports have 
been made, I transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, which 
contains the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate and House of Representatz'ves: 
JANUARY 22, 1823. 
In carrying fully into effect the intention of Congress in making an 
appropriation of $5,000 by the act of the 14th April, 1820, for _the survey 
of the Ohio and the Mississjppi rivers from the Rapids of the Ohio at 
Louisville to the Balize, for the purpose of facilitating and ascertaining 
the most practicable route of improving the navigation of these rivers, 
orders were given through the proper department to the Board of Engi-
neers to examine and survey the said rivers with reference fo those objects, 
and to report their opinion thereon, which they have done, and which 
report I now communicate for the information of Congress. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the House of Representalz'ves,.• 
WASHINGTON, January 25, z823. 
I transmit herewith to the House of Representatives a report from the 
Secretary of State, together with the documents which contain the infor-
mation requested by the resolution of the House of the 19th of December 
last,, relatin~ tQ tht estallli~hm.e.nt at the mouth of Columbia River. 
JAME$ MQNRQ!t. 
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To the Senate and House o.f Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith a letter from the Secretary of the Navy, contain-
ing one from Captain John Rodgers, president of the Naval Board, ac-
companied by a description of the inclined plane, dock, and fixtures for 
hauling up ships, and an estimate of the cost and materials and work-
manship necessary for the completion of a dock and wharves, proposed 
to be connected with the inclined plane constructed at the navy-yard, 
Washington, and recommend the same to the attentive consideration of 
Congress. 
It is confidently believed that this invention combines advantages so 
highly useful as to justify the appropriation required. 
JANUARY 28, 1823. 
JAMES MONROE. 
FEBRUARY 3, 1823. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: 
Having lately received a memorial from the legislative council of the 
Territory of Florida on subjects very interesting to 'the inhabitants of 
the Territory and also to the United States, which require legislative 
provision, I transmit the same to Congress and recommend it to their 
consideration. 
JAMES MONROE. 
[The same message was addressed to the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives.] 
WASHINGTON, February 3, r823. 
To · the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith a resolution of the legislature, with an extract of 
a letter from the governor, of Georgia, and a memorial of the legislature 
of Missouri, relative to the extinguishment of the Indian title to lands 
within the limits of these States, respectively. Believing the present 
time to be propitious for holding treaties for the attainment of cessions 
of land from the Indians within those States, I submit the subject to the 
consideration of Congress, that adequate appropriations for such treaties 
may be made should Congress deem it expedient. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
FEBRUARY 4, 1823. 
To the H ouse o.f R epresentat-ives o.f the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 12th of December last, requesting the President "to communicate to 
th H ous such information as he might possess with regard to any 
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expedition prepared in the United States and having sailed from thence 
within the year 1822 against the territory or dependency of any power 
in amity with the United States, and to inform the House whether any 
measures have been taken to bring to condign punishment persons who 
have been concerned in such expedition contrary to the laws," I trans-
mit to the House reports from the Secretaries of State and of the Treas-
ury, with the documents mentioned in each. Those documents contain 
all the information in possession of the Executive relating to the subject 
of the resolution. 
That a force of a very limited extent has been equipped in· the ports 
of the United States and sailed from thence for the purpose described in 
the resolution is manifest from the documents now communicated. The 
reports from the collectors of Philadelphia and New York will shew in 
what manner this equipment escaped their notice. 
The first information of this equipment was received from St. Bar-
tholome~s, the place of its rendezvous. This was confirmed afterwards 
from Curracoa with an account of its failure. Should any of those per-
sons return within the jurisdiction of the United States care will be 
taken that the laws applicable to such offenses are duly enforced against 
them. Whether any aid was afforded by others to the parties engaged in 
this unlawful and contemptible adventure in the ports in which it was 
planned, inconsistent with ordinary commercial transactioµs and con-
trary to the laws of the United States, will be referred to the Attorney-
General, on whose advice any measures in regard to them will depend. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the House of Representatz'ves.' 
FEBRUARY 6, 1823. 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
28th of January last, requesting information "whether the treaty con-
cluded with the Choctaw Nation of Indians on the 18th of October, 1820, 
has been executed so far as respects the cession of 1cE:rtain lands to said 
nation west of the river Mississippi, and if possession has been given of 
the lands ceded to them; if not, that he assign the reasons which pre-
vented the immediate execution of the stipulations of said treaty, and 
whether the difficulties have diminished or increased by the delay in its 
execution," I communicate a report from the Secretary of War, with the 
documents referred to in it. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States.' 
FEBRUARY IO, 1823. 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of February 3, request-
ing a statement of the number a.nd siie of cannon, mortars, and howitzers 
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necessary for the armament of the fortifications already built and intended 
to be built, with au estimate of the sum necessary for their construction, I 
transmit a report from the Secretary of War, prepared in execution of 
instructions given him to that effect. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February IJ, I823. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
22d January last, requesting the communication to the House of all the 
correspondence between the Governments of the United States and Great 
Britain relating to the negotiation of the convention of the 20th October, 
1818, which may not be inconsistent with the public interest, I transmit 
herewith to the House a report from the Secretary of State, together with 
the papers requested by the resolution of the House. 
JAMES MONROE. 
FEBRUARY 14, 1823. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the I rth of this month, 
requesting the President to cause to be communicated to the Senate an 
estimate of the amount of land in the State of Georgia to which the Indian 
title has been extinguished by the United States since the cession of a 
portion of the territory of Georgia to the United States, with a statement 
of the cost of such extinguishment, and also an estimate of the amount of 
land withln the said State to which the Indian title still remains to be 
extinguished, and by what tribes claimed, I transmit a report from the 
Secretary of War, which contains the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
FEBRUARY 17, 1823. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 17th of December, requesting the President to communicate to the 
House a statement of the amount expended for the current expenses of 
the Ordnance Department during the years 1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, and 
1821, and as much as can be shewn for the year 1822, with the items for 
hich the money was expended, the place where and the persons to whom 
paid, hat quantity of timber has been procured for gun carriages and 
caissons, its cost annually, and where deposited; the quantity of ordnance 
of e ery kind that has been procured during those years or paid for, and 
t,b.e hole amount of arms of every description now belonging to tb.e, 
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United States; the sum expended in the purchase bt sites for arsenals 
since the peace, the cost of the buildings erected thereon 1 and whether all 
those arsenals are necessary for the service of the United States, I trans-
mit a report from the Secretary of War, with the documents mentioned 
therein, which contains the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February I8, I823. 
The VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND PRESIDENT OF 
THE SENATE: 
The convention of navigation and commerce between the United States 
of America and His Majesty the King of France and Navarre, concluded 
and signed at Washington on the 24th of June, 1822, with the first sepa-
rate article thereto annexed, having been ratified by the two parties, and , 
the ratifications of the same having been duly exchanged, copies of it 
and of the separate article referred to are now communicated to the two 
Houses of Congress, to the end that the necessary measures for carrying 
it into execution on the part of the United States may be adopted by the 
Legislature. 
JAMES MONROE. 
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.] 
FEBRUARY 19, 1823. 
To the House of RepresentaHves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
uth of December last, I transmit to the House a report from the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, containing the information requested, of the amount 
of moneys advanced to agents, subagents, contractors, · subcontractors, or 
individuals since the 1st of January, 1817, which have not been accounted 
for on settlement, and of the loss sustained in each case, the sureties 
taken, and the names of the sureties. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February I9, I823. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives, in pursuance of a resolu-
tion of that House of the 31st of last month, a report from the Secre-
tary of State, relative to the commissioners appointed for the purpose 
of ascertaining the titles and claims to land in Florida. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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FEBRUARY 19, 1823. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives an additional report from 
the Secretary of the Treasury, with the documents referred to therein, 
containing further information of the proceedings in execution of the law 
of the last session respecting the trade with the Indian tribes, called for 
by the resolution of the 19th of December last. 
JAMES MONROE. 
FEBRUARY 22, 1823. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
11th of this month, requesting information whether any prize agents have 
neglected to render an aocount of their agency and to pay over the money 
i1:. their hands, the names of those who have failed, the sums unaccounted 
for, and whether any of those thus failing are in the employ of the Gov-
ernment, and their compensation has been in consequence suspended, I 
transmit a report from the Secretary of the Navy, with the documents 
referred to by him. JAMES MONROE. 
To the Congress of the United States: FEBRUARY 25, 1823. 
I transmit to Congress the general returns of the militia of the several 
States and Territories for the year 1822, with an account of the arms, 
accouterments, ammunition, ordnance, etc., belonging to each as far as 
the returns have been received, in compliance with the provision of the 
act of 1803. JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: FEBRUARY 25, 1823. 
By a resolution of the 27th of December last the President of the United 
States was requested to communicate to the Senate such information 
as he might possess respecting the political state of the island of St. Do-
mingo; whether the Government thereof was claimed by any European 
nation, what our commercial relations with the Government of the island 
were, and whether any further commercial relations with that Govern-
ment would be consistent with the interest and safety of the United 
States. 
From the import of the resolution it is inferred that the Senate were 
fully aware of the delicate and interesting nature of the subject embraced 
by it in all its branches. The call supposes something peculiar in the 
nature of the Go emment of that island and in the character of its popu-
lation, to hich attention is due. Impressed always with an anxious 
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desire to meet every_call of either House for information, I most willingly 
comply in this instance and with a view to the particular circumstances 
alluded to. 
In adverting to the political state of St. Domingo I have to observe 
that ,the whole island is now united under one Government, under a con-
stitution which retains the sovereignty in the hands of the people of color, 
and with provisions which prohibit the employment in the Government 
of all white persons who have emigrated there since 1816, or who may 
hereafter emigrate there, and which prohibit also the acquisition by such 
persons of the right of citizenship or to real estate in the island. In the 
exercise of this sovereignty the Government has not been molested by 
any European power. No invasion of the island has been made or at-
tempted by any power. It is, however, understood that the relations 
between the Governm~nt of France and the island have not been ad-
justed, that its independence has not been recognized by; France, nor has 
peace been formally established between the parties. 
The establishment of a Government of people of color in the island on 
the principles above stated evinces distinctly the idea of a separate inter-
est and a distrust of other nations. Had that jealousy been confined to 
the inhabitants of the parent country it would have been less an object 
of attention; but by extending it to the inhabitants of other countries with 
whom no difference ever existed the policy assumes a character which 
does not admit of a like explanation. To what extent that spirit may 
be indulged or to what purposes appli~d our experience has yet been too 
limited to enable us to form a just estimate. These are inquiries more 
peculiarly interesting to the neighboring islands. They nevertheless 
deserve the attention of the United States. 
Between the United States and the island a commercial il}tercourse 
exists, and it will continue to be the object of this Government to pro-
mote it. Our commerce there has been subjected to higher duties than 
have been imposed on like articles from some other ' nations. It has 
nevertheless been extensive, proceeding from the wants of the respective 
parties and the enterprise of our citizens. Of this discrimination to our 
injury we had a right to complain and have complained. It is expected 
that our commercial intercourse with the island will be placed on the 
footing of the most favored nation. No preference is sought in our favor, 
nor ought any to be given to others. Regarding the high interest of our 
happy Union and looking to every circumstance which may by any possi-
bility affect the tranquillity of any part, however remotely> and guarding 
against such injury by suitable precautions, it is the duty of this Govern-
ment to promote by all the means in its power and by a fair and honor-
able policy the best interest of every other part, and thereby of the whole. 
Feeling profoundly the force of this obligation, I shall continue to exert 
with unwearied zeal my best faculties to give it effect. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, February 26, I823. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives, in pursuance of a resolu-
, tion of that House of the 306 January last, a report from the Secretary 
of State, containing the information required in relation to the transac-
tions of the commissioners under the sixth and seventh articles of the 
treaty of Ghent, and also as to the measures which have been taken 
under the fourth article of the treaty with Spain of the 22d of February, 
1819, for fixing the boundary line. described in the third article of the 
last-mentioned treaty. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 27, I823. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I transmit to tµe House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, made in pursuance of their resolution of the 21st of January 
last, requesting the President of the United States to cause to be arranged 
and laid before that House a digest shewing such changes in the commer-
cial regulations of the different foreign countries with which the United 
States have intercourse as shall have been adopted and come to the knowl-
edge of the Executive subsequently to the formation of the digest com· 
municated to the Senate on the 7th December, 1819. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 28, I823. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, with copies of sundry papers which should have been included 
among those which accompanied my message of the 13th instant, being 
part of the correspondence with Great Britain relating to the negotiation 
of the convention of 20th of October, 1818, but which were accidentally 
omitted from the papers communicated to the House with that message. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 28, I823. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
24th of January, requesting the President to communicate to the House 
the number of persons and the amount due from each whose compensa-
tion has been withheld or suspended, in pursuance of the law prohibiting 
payments to persons in arrears to the United States; whether the amount 
ithheld has been applied in all cases to the extinguishment of their 
debts to the Government; whether the said laws have been enforced in 
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a1l cases agalnsl securities who are liable for the ·payment of any arrears 
due; whether any disbursing officer, within the knowledge of the Presi-
dent, has given conclusive evidence of his insolvency, and, if so, whether 
he is still retai:::ied in the service of the United States, I transmit to the 
:House a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, with the documents 
mentioned therein. 
The report has been confined to the operations of the law. Respect-
ing the circumstances of individuals in their transactions without the 
sphere of their public duties I have no means of information other than 
those which are common to all. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March I, I823. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
this day, requesting information of the measures taken with regard to 
the illegal blockade of the ports of the Spanish Main, and to depredations 
of privateers fitted out from Porto Rico and other Spanish islands on 
the commerce of the United States, I transmit to the House a report 
from the Secretary of State containing the information required by the 
resolution. JAMES MONROE. 
SEVENTH ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, December 2, I823. 
Fellow-Cltizens of the Senate and House of Representatives: 
Many-important subjects will claim your attention during the present 
session, of which I shall endeavor to give, in aid of your deliberations, a 
just idea in this communication. I undertake this duty with diffidence, 
from the vast extent of the interests on which I have to treat and of their 
great importance to every portion of our Union. I enter on i.t with zeal 
from a thorough conviction that there never was a period since the estab-
lishment of our Revolution when, regarding the condition of the civilized 
world and its bearing on us, there was greater necessity for devotion in 
the public servants to their respective duties, or for virtue, patriotism, and 
union in our constituents. , 
Meeting in you a new Congress, I deem it proper to present this view 
of public affairs in greater detail than might otherwise be necessary. I 
do it, however, with peculiar satisfaction, from a knowledge that in 
this respect I shall comply more fully with the sound principles of our 
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Government. The people being with us exclusively the sovereign, it is 
indispensable that full information be laid before them on all important 
subjects, to enable them to exercise that high power with complete effect. 
If kept in the dark, they must be incompetent to it. We are all liable 
to error, and those who are engaged in the management of public affairs 
are more subject to excitement and to be led astray by their particular 
interests and passions than the great body of our constituents, who, liv-
ing at home in the pursuit of their ordinary avocations, are calm but 
deeply interested spectators of events and of the conduct of those who 
are parties to them. To the people every department of the Government 
and every individual in each are responsible, and the more full their infor-
mation the better they can judge of the wisdom of the policy pursued 
and of the conduct of each in regard to it. From their dispassionate judg-
ment much aid may always be obtained, while their approbation will form 
the greatest incentive and most gratifying reward for virtuou$ actions, 
and the dread of their censure the best security against . the abuse of 
their confidence. Their interests in all vital questions are the same, 
and the bond, by sentiment as well as by interest, will be proportionably 
strengthened as they are better informed of the real state of public affairs, 
especially in difficult conjunctures. It is by such knowledge that local 
prejudices and jealousies are surmounted, and that a national policy, 
extending its fostering care and protection to all the great interests of 
our Union, is formed and steadily adhered to. -
A precise knowledge of our relations with foreign powers as respects 
our negotiations and transactions with each is thought to be particularly 
necessary. Equally necessary is it that we should form a just estimate 
of our resources, revenue, and progress in every kind of improvement con-
nected with the national prosperity and public defense. It is by render-
ing justice to other nations that we may expect it from them. It is by 
our ability to resent injuries and redress wrongs that we may avoid them. 
The commissioners under the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent, having 
disagreed in their opinions respecting that portion of the boundary be-
tween the Territories of.the United States and of Great Britain the estab-
lishment of which had been submitted to them, have made their respective 
reports in compliance with that article, that the same might be referred 
to the decision of a friendly power. It being manifest, however, that it 
would be difficult, if not impossible, for any power to perform that office 
without great delay and much inconvenience to itself, a proposal has 
been made by this Government, and acceded to by that of Great Britain, 
to endeavor to establish that boundary by amicable negotiation. It ap-
pearing from long experience that no satisfactory arrangement could be 
formed of the commercial intercourse between the United States and the 
British colonies in this hemisphere by legislative acts while each party 
pur ued its own course without agreement or concert with the other, a 
proposal has been made to the British Government to regulate this com-
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merce by treaty, as it has been to arrange in like manner the just claim 
of the citizens of the United States inhabiting the States and Territories 
bordering on the lakes and rivers which empty into the St. Lawrence to 
the navigation of that river to the ocean. For these and other objects 
of high importance to the interests of both parties a negotiation has been 
opened with the British Government which it is hoped will have a satis-
factory result. 
The commissioners under the sixth and seventh articles of the treaty 
of Ghent having successfully closed their labors in relation to the sixth, 
have proceeded to the discharge of those relating to the seventh. Their 
progress in the extensive survey required for the performance of their 
duties justifies the presumption that it will be completed in the ensuing 
year. 
The negotiation which had been long depending with the French Gov-
ernment on several important subjects, and particularly for a just indem-
·nity for losses sustained in the late wars by the citizens of the United 
States under unjustifiable seizures and confiscations of their property, has 
not as yet had the desired effect. As this claim rests on the same princi-
ple with others which have been admitted by the French Government, it 
is not perceived on what just ground it can be rejected. A minister will 
be immediately appointed to proceed to France and resume the negotia-
tion on this and other subjects which may arise between the two nations. 
At the proposal of the Russian Imperial Government, made through 
the minister of the Emperor residing here, a full power and instructions 
have been transmitted to the minister of the United States at St. Peters-
burg to arrange by amicable negotiation the respective rights and inter-
ests of the two nations on the northwest coast of this continent. A sim-
ilar proposal had been made by His Imperial Majesty to the Government 
of Great Britain, which has likewise been acceded to. The Govern-
ment of the United States has been desirous by this friendly proceeding 
of manifesting the great value which they have invariably attached to 
the friendship of the Emperor and their solicitude to cultivate the best 
understanding with his Government. In the discussions to which this 
interest has given rise and in the arrangements by which they may ter-
minate the occasion has been judged proper for asserting, as a principle 
in which the rights and interests of the United States are involved, that 
the American continents, by the free and independent condition which 
they have assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as 
subjects for future colonization by any European powers. 
Since the close of the last session of Congress the commissioners and 
arbitrators for ascertaining and determining the amount of indemnifica-
tion which may be due to citizens of the United States under the deci-
sion of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia, in conformity to 
the convention concluded at St. Petersburg on the r2th of July, r822, 
have assembled in this city, and organized themselves as a board for the 
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performance of the duties assigned to them by that treaty. The commis-
sion constituted under: the eleventh article of the treaty of the 22d of 
February, 1819, between the United States and Spain is also in session 
here, and as the term of three years limited by the treaty for the execu-
tion of the trust will expire before the period of the next regular meeting 
of Congress, the attention of the Legislature will be drawn to the measures 
which may be necessary to accomplish the objeets for which the commis-
sion was instituted. 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives 
adopted at their last session, instructions have been given to all the min-
isters of the United States accredited to the powers of Europe and Amer-
ica to propose the proscription of the African slave t:rade by classing it 
under the denomination, and inflicting on its perpetrators the punishment, 
of piracy. Should this proposal be acceded to, it is not doubted that this 
odious and criminal practice will be promptly and entirely suppressed. 
It is earnestly hoped that it will be acceded to, from the firm belief that 
it is the most effectual expedient that can be adopted for the purpose. 
At the commencement of the recent war between France and Spain it 
was declared by the ;French Government that it would grant no commis-
sions to privateers, and that neither the commerce of Spain herself nor of 
neutral nations should be molested by the naval force of France, except 
in the breach of a lawful blockade. This declaration, which appears to 
have been faithfully carried into effect, concurring with principles pro-
claimed and cherished by the United States from the first establishment 
of their independence, suggested the hope that the time had arrived when 
the proposal for adopting it as a permanent and invariable rule in all 
future maritime wars might meet the favorable consideration of the great 
European powers. Instructions have accordingly been given to our min-
isters with France, Russia, and Great Britain to make those proposals to 
their respective Governments~ and when the friends of humanity reflect 
on the essential amelioration to the condition of the human race which 
would result from the abolition of private war on the sea and on the great 
facility by which it might be accomplished, requiring only the consent 
of a few soveteigns, an earnest hope is indulged ~that these overtures will 
meet with an attention animated by the spirit in which they were made, 
and that they will ultimately be successful. 
The ministers who were appointed to the Republics of Colombia and 
Buenos yres (\uring the last session of Congress proceeded shortly after-
wards to their destinations. Of their arrival there official intelligence has 
not yet been received. The minister appointed to the Republic of Chile 
will sail in a few days. An early appointment will also be made to Mex-
ico. A minister has been received from Colombia, and the other Gov-
ernments ha e been informed that mini ters, or diplomatic agents of 
inferior grade, would be received from ea~, accordingly as they might 
prefer the one or the other. 
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The minister appointed to Spain proceeded soon after his appointment 
for Cadiz, the residence of the Sovereign to whom he was accredited. In 
approaching that port the frigate which conveyed him was warned off by 
the commander of the French squadron by which it was blockaded and 
not permitted to enter, although apprised by the captain of the frigate of 
the public character of the person whom he had on board, the landing 
of whom was the sole object of his proposed entry. This act, being con-
sidered an infringement of the rights of ambassadors and of nations, will 
form a just cause of complaint to the Government of France against the 
officer by whom it was committed. 
The actual condition of the public finances .more than realizes the 
favorable anticipations that were entertained of it at the opening of the 
last session of Congress. On the rst of January there was a balance in 
the Treasury of $4,237,427.55. From that time to the 30th September 
the receipts amounted to upward of $16, roo,eoo, and the expenditures 
. to $r r ,400,000. During the fourth quarter of the year it is estimated 
that the receipts will at least equal the expenditures, and that there will 
remain in the Treasury on the rst day of January next a surplus of nearly 
$9,000,000. 
On the rst of January, 1825, a large amount of the war debt and a part 
of the Revolutionary debt become redeemable. Additional portions of 
the former will continue to become redeemable annually until the yea.r 
1835. It is believed, however, that if the United States remain at peace 
the whole of that debt may be redeemed by the ordinary revenue of those 
years during that period under the provision of the act of March 3, 1817, 
creating the sinking fund, and in that case the only part of the debt that 
will remain after the year 1835 will be the $7,000,000 of 5 per cent stock 
subscribed to the Bank of the United States, and the 3 per cent Revolu-
tionary debt, amounting to $13,296,099.06, both of which are redeemable 
at the pleasure of the Government. 
The state of the Army in its organization and discipline has been grad-
ually improving for several years, and has now attained a high degree of 
perfection. The military disbursements have been regularly made and 
the accounts regularly and promptly rendered for settlement. The sup-
plies of various descriptions have been of good quality, and regularly 
issued at all of the posts. A system of economy and accountability has 
been introduced into every branch of the service which admits of little 
additional improvement. This desirable state has been attained by the 
act reorganizing the staff of the Army, passed on the 14th of April, 1818. 
The moneys appropriated for fortifications have been regularly and eco-
nomically applied, and all the works advanced as rapidly as the amount 
appropriated would admit. Three important works will be completed in 
the course of this year-that is, Fort Washington, Fort Delaware, and the 
fort at the Rigolets, in Louisiana. 
The Board of Engineers and the Topographical Corps have been in 
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constant and active servic_e in surveying the coast and projecting the 
works necessary for its defense. 
The Military Academy has attained a degree of perfection in its disci-
pline and instruction equal, as is believed, to any institution of its kind 
in any country. 
The money appropriated for the use of the Ordnance Department has 
been regularly and economically applied. The fabrication of arms at the 
national armories and by contract with the Department has been gradu-
ally improving in quality and cheapness. It is believed that their. quality 
is now such as to admit of but little improvement. 
The completion of the fortifications renders it necessary that there 
should be a suitable appropriation for the purpose of fabricating the can-
non and carriages necessary for those works. 
Under the appropriation of $5,000 for exploring the Western waters 
for the location of a site for a Western armory, a commission was consti-
tuted, consisting of Colonel McRee, Colonel Lee, and Captain Talcott, 
who have been engaged in exploring the country. They have not yet 
reported t_he result of their labors, but it is believed that they will be pre-
pared to do it at an early part of the session of Congress. 
During the month of June last General Ashley and his party, who were 
trading under a license from the Government, were attacked by the Rica-
rees while peaceably trading with the Indians at their request. Several 
of the party were killed and wounded and their property taken or de-
stroyed. 
Colonel Leavenworth, who commanded Fort Atkinson, at the Council 
Bluffs, the most western post, apprehending that the hostile spirit of the 
Ricarees would extend to other tribes in that quarter, and that thereby 
the lives of the traders on the Missouri and the peace of the frontier would 
be endangered, took immediate measures to check the evil. 
With a detachment of the regiment stationed at the Bluffs he success-
fully attacked the Ricaree village, and it is hoped that such an impression 
has been made on th~m as well as on the other tribes on the Missouri as 
will prevent a recurrence of future hostility. 
The report of the Secretary of War, which is herewith transmitted, will 
exhibit in greater detail the condition of the Department in its various 
branches, and the progress which has been made in its administration 
during the three first quarters of the year. 
I transmit a return of the militia of the several States according to the 
last reports which have been made by the proper officers in each to the 
Department of War. By reference to this return it will be seen that it 
is not complete, although great exertions have been made to make it so. 
As the defense and even the liberties of the country must depend in times 
of imminent danger on the militia, it is of the highest importance that 
it be well organized, armed, and disciplined throughout the Union. The 
report of the Secretary of War shews the progress made during the three 
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first quarters of the present year by the application of the fund appropri-
ated for arming the militia. Much difficulty is found in distributing the 
arms according to the act of Congress providing for it from the failure of 
the proper departments in many of the States to make regular returns. 
The act of May 12, 1820, provides that the system of tactics and regu-
lations of the various corps of the Regular Army shall be extended to the 
militia. This act has been very imperfectly executed from the want of 
uniformity in the organization of the militia, proceeding from the defects 
of the system itself, and especially in its application to that main arm of 
the public defense. It is thought that this important subject in all its 
branches merits the attention of Congress. 
The report of the Secretary of the Navy, which is now communicated, 
furnishes an account of the administration of that Department for the 
three first quarters of the present year, with the progress made in aug-
menting the Navy, and the manner in which the vessels in commission 
have been employed. 
The usual force has been maintained in the Mediterranean Sea, the 
Pacific Ocean, and along the Atlantic coast, and has afforded the neces-
sary protection to our commerce in those seas. 
In the West Indies and the Gulf of Mexico our naval force has been 
augm_ented by; the addition of several small vessels provided for by the 
'' act authorizing an additional naval force for the suppression of piracy,'' 
passed by Congress at their last session. That armament has been emi-
nently successful, in the accomplishment of its object. 'the piracies by 
which our commerce in the neighborhood of the island of Cuba had been 
afflicted have been repressed and the confidence of our merchants in a 
great measure restored. 
The patriotic zeal and enterprise of Commodore Porter, to whom the 
command of the expedition was confided, has been fully seconded by 
the officers and men under his command. And in reflecting with high 
satisfaction on the honorable manner in which they have sustained the 
reputation of their country and its Navy, the sentiment is alloyed only 
by a concern that in the fulfillment of that arduous service the diseases 
incident to the season and to the climate in which it was discharged have 
deprived the nation of many useful lives, and among them of several 
officers of great promise. 
In the month of August a very malignant fever made its appearance 
at Thompsons Island, which threatened tl~e destruction of our station 
there. Many perished, and the commanding officer was severely attacked. 
Uncertain as to his fate and knowing that most of the medical officers 
had been rendered incapable of discharging their duties, it was thought 
expedient to send to that post an officer of rank and experience, with 
several skillful surgeons, to ascertain the origin of the fever and the 
probability of its recurrence there in futm:e seasons; to furnish every 
assistance to those who were suffering, and, if practicable, to avoid the 
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_ necessity of abandoning so important a station. Commodore Rodgers, 
with a promptitude which did him honor, cheerfully accepted that trust, 
and has discharged it in the manner anticipated from his skill and patri-
otism. Before his arrival Commodore Porter, with the greater part of 
the squadron, had removed from the island and returned to the United 
States in consequence of the prevailing sickness. Much useful informa-
tion has, however, been obtained as to the state of the island and great 
relief afforded to those who had been necessarily left there. 
Although our expedition, cooperating with an invigorated administra-
tion of the government of the island of Cuba, and with the corresponding 
active exertions of a British naval force in the same seas, have almost 
entirely destroyed the unlicensed piracies from that island, the success of 
our exertions has not been equally effectual to suppress the same crime, 
under other pretenses and colors, in the neighboring island of Porto Rico. 
They have been committed there under the abusive issue of Spanish com-
m1ss10ns. At an early period of the present year remonstrances were 
made to the governor of that island, by an agent who was sent for the 
purpose, against those outrages on the peaceful commerce of the United 
States, of which many had occurred. That officer, professing his own 
want of authority to make satisfaction for our just complaints, answered 
only by a reference of them to the Government of Spain. The minister 
of the United States to that court was specially instructed to urge the 
necessity of the immediate and effectual interposition of that Govern-
ment, directing restitution and indemnity for wrongs already committed 
and interdicting the repetition of them. The minister, as has been seen, 
was debarred access to the Spanish Government, and in the meantime 
several new cases of flagrant outrage have occurred, and citizens of the 
United States in the island of Porto Rico have suffered, and others been 
threatened with assassination for asserting their unquestionable rights 
even before the lawful tribunals of the country. 
The usual orders have been given to all our public ships to seize Ameri-
can vessels engaged in the slave trade and bring them in for adjudication, 
and I have the gratification to state that not one so employed has been 
discovered, and there is good reason to believe that our flag is now seldom, 
if at all, disgraced by that traffic. 
It is a source of great satisfaction that we are always enabled to recur 
to the conduct of our Navy with pride and commendation. As a means 
of national defense it enjoys the public confidence, and is steadily assum-
ing additional importance. It is submitted whether a more efficient an6. 
equally economical organization of it might not in several respects be 
effected. It is supposed that higher grades than now exist by law would 
be useful. They would afford well-merited rewards to those who have 
long and faithfully served their country, present the best incentives to 
good conduct and the best mean of insuring a proper discipline; destroy 
the inequality in that respect between military and naval sen ·ces, and 
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relieve our officers from many inconveniences and mortifications which 
occur when our vessels meet those of other nations, ours being the only 
service in which such grades do not exist. 
A report of the Postmaster-General, which accompanies this communi-
cation, will shew the present -state of the Post-Office Department and its 
general operations for some years past. 
There is established by law 88,600 miles of post-roads, on which the 
mail is now transported 85,700 miles, and contracts have been made for its 
transportation on all the established routes, with one or two exceptions. 
There are 5,240 post-offices in the Union, and as many postmasters. 
The gross amount of postage which accrued from the 1st July, 1822, to 
the 1st July, 1823, was $1, I 14,345.12. During the same period the 
expenditur~s of the Post-Office Department amounted to $1,169,885.51, 
and consisted of the following items, viz: Compensation to postmasters, 
$353,995.98; incidental expenses, $30,866.37; transportation of the ?Iail, 
$784,600.08; payments into the Treasury, $423.08. On the 1st of July 
last there was due to the Department from postmasters $135,245.28; 
from late postmasters and contractors, $256,749.31; making a total 
amount of balances due to the Department of $391,994.59. These bal-
ances embrace all delinquencies of postmasters and contractors which 
have taken place since the organization of the Department. There was 
due by the Department to contractors on the ISt of July last $26,548.64. 
The transportation of the mail within five years past has been greatly 
extended, and the expenditures of the Department proportionably in-
creased. Although the postage which has accrued within the last three 
years has fallen short of the expenditures $262,821.46, it appears that 
collections have been made from the outstanding balances to meet the 
principal part of the current demands. . 
It is estimated that not more than $250,000 of the above balances can 
be collected, and that a considerable part of this sum can only be realized 
by a resort to legal process. Some improvement in the receipts for post-
age is expected. A prompt attention to the collection of moneys received 
by postmasters, it is believed, will enable the Department to continue its 
operations without aid from the Treasury, unless . the expenditures shall 
be increased by the establishment of new mail routes. 
A revision of some parts of the post-office law may be necessary; and 
it is submitted whether it would not be proper to provide for the appoint-
ment of postmasters, where the compensation exceeds a certain amount, 
by nomination to the Senate, as oth~r officers of the General Government 
are appointed. 
Having communicated my views to Congress at the commencement of 
the last session respecting the encouragement which ought to be given to 
our manufactures and the principle on which it should be founded, I 
have only to add that those views remain unchanged, and that the present 
state of those countries with which we have the most immediate political 
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relations and greatest commercial intercourse tends to confirm them. 
Under this impression I recommend a review of the tariff for the purpose 
of affording such additional protection to those articles which we are 
prepared to manufacture, or which are more immediately connected with 
the defense and independence of the country. 
The actual state of the public accounts furnishes additional evidence 
of the efficiency of the present system of accountability in relation to the 
public expenditure. Of the moneys drawn from the Treasury since the 
4th March, 1817, the sum remaining unaccounted for on the 30th of Sep-
tember last is more than a million and a half of dollars less than on the 
30th of September preceding; and during the same period a reduction of 
nearly a million of dollars has been made in the amount of the unsettled 
accounts for moneys advanced previously to the 4th of March, 1817. It 
will be obvious that in proportion as the mass of accounts of the latter 
description is diminished by settlement the difficulty of settling the resi-
due is increased from the consideration that in many instances it can be 
obtained only by legal process. For more precise details on this subject 
I refer to a report from the First Comptroller of the Treasury. 
The sum which was appropriated at the last session for the repairs of 
the Cumberland road has been applied with good effect to that object. 
A final report has not yet been received from the agent who was appointed 
to superintend it. As soon as ~tis received it shall be communicated to 
Congress. 
Many patriotic and enlightened citizens who have made the subject an 
object of particular investigation have suggested an improvement of still 
greater importance. They are of opinion that the waters of the Chesa-
peake and Ohio may be connected together by one continued canal, and 
at an expense far short of the value and importance of the object to be 
obtained. If this could be accomplished it is impossible to calculate the 
beneficial consequences which would result from it. A great portion of 
the produce of the very fertile country through which it would pass would 
find a market through that channel. Troops might be moved with great 
facility in war, with cannon and every kind of munition, and in either 
direction. Connecting the Atlantic with the Western country in a line 
passing through the seat of the National Government, it would contribute 
essentially to strengthen the bond of union itself. Believing as I do that 
Congress possess the right to appropriate money for such a national 
object ( the jurisdiction remaining to the States through which the canal 
would pass) , I submit it to your consideration whether it may not be 
advisable to authorize by an adequate appropriation the employment of a 
suitable number of the officers of the Corps of Engineers to examine the 
unexplored ground during the next season and to report their opinion 
thereon. It will likewise be proper to extend their examination to the 
se eral routes through which the waters of the Ohio may be connected 
by canals ith those of Lake Erie, 
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As the Cumberland road will require annual repairs, and Congress have 
not thought it expedient to recommend to the States an amendment to 
the Constitution for the purpose of vesting in the United States a power 
to adopt and execute a system of internal improvement, it is also sub-
mitted to your consideration whether it may not be expedient to authorize 
the Executive to enter into an arrangement with the several States 
through which the road passes to establish tolls, each within its limits, 
for the purpose of defraying the expense of future repairs and of provid-
ing also by suitable penalties for its protection against future injuries. 
The act of Congress of the 7th of May, 1822, appropriated the sum of 
$22,700 for the purpose of erecting two piers as a shelter for vessels from 
ice near Cape Henlopen, Delaware Bay. To effect the object of the act 
the officers of the Board of Engineers, with Commodore Bainbridge, were 
directed to prepare plans and estimates of piers suffident to answer the 
purpose intended by the act. It appears by their report, which accom-
panies the documents from the War Department, that the appropriation 
is not adequate to the purpose intended; and as the piers would be of 
great service both to the navigation of the Delaware Bay and the pro-
tection of vessels on the adjacent parts of the coast, I submit for the con-
sideration of Congress whether additional and sufficient appropriation 
should not be made. 
The Board of Engineers were also directed to examine and survey the 
entrance of the harbor of the port of Presquille, in Pennsylvania, in order 
to make an estimate of the expense of removing the obstructions to the 
entrance, with a plan of the b~st mode of effecting the same, under the 
appropriation for that purpose by act of Congress passed 3d of March last. 
The report of the Board accompanies the papers from the War Depart-
ment, and is submitted for the consideration of Congress. 
A strong hope has been long entertained, founded on the heroic strug-
gle of the Greeks, that they would succeed in their contest and resume 
their equal station among the nations of the earth. It is believed that 
the whole civilized world take a deep interest in their welfare. Although 
no power has declared in their favor, yet none, according to our informa-
tion, has taken part against them. Their cause and their name have pro-
tected them from dangers which might ere this have overwhelmed any 
other people. The ordinary calculations of interest and of acquisition 
vvith a view to aggrandizement, which mingles so much in the transac-
tions of nations, seem to have had no effect in regard to them. From the 
facts which have come to our knowledge there is good cause to believe 
that their enemy has lo~t forever all dominion over them; that Greece 
will become again an independent nation. That she may obtain that 
rank is the object of our most ardent wishes. 
It was stated at the commencement of the last session that a great 
effort was then. making in Spain and Portugal to improve the condition 
of the people of tho:se couutries1 and that it appeared to be conduct~d· 
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with extraordinary moderation. It need scarcely be remarked that the 
result has been so far very different from what was then anticipated. Of 
events in that quarter of the globe, with which we have so much inter-
course and from which we derive our origin, we have always been anxious 
and interested spectators. The citizens of the United States cherish 
sentiments the most friendly in favor of the liberty and happiness of their 
fellow-men on that side of the Atlantic. In the wars of the European 
powers in matters relating to themselves we have never taken any part, 
nor does it comport with our policy so to do. It is only when our rights 
are invaded or seriously menaced that we resent injuries or make prepara-
tion for our defense. With the movements in this hemisphere we are 
of necessity more immediately connected, and by causes which must be 
obvious to all enlightened and impartial observers. The political system 
of the allied powers is essentially different in this respect from that 
of America. This difference proceeds from that which exists in their 
respective Governments; and to the defense of our own, which has been 
achieved by the loss of so much blood and treasure, and matured by the 
wisdom of their most enlightened citizens, and under which we have 
enjoyed unexampled felicity, this whole nation is devoted. We owe it, 
therefore, to candor and to the amicable relations existing between the 
United State$ and those powers to declare that we should consider any 
attempt on their part to extend their system to any portion of this hem-
isphere as dangerous to our peace and safety. With the existing colonies 
or dependencies of any European power we have not interfered and shall 
not interfere. But with the Governments who have declared their inde-
pendence and maintained it, and whose independence we have, on great 
consideration and on just principles, acknowledged, we could not view any 
interposition for the purpose of oppressing them, or controlling in any 
other manner their destiny, by any European power in any other light 
than as the manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the United 
States. In the war between those new Governments and Spain we de-
clared our neutrality at the time of their recognition, and to this we have 
adhered, and shall continue to adhere, provided no change shall occur 
which, in the judgment of the competent authorities of this Government, 
shall make a corresponding change on the part of the United States indis-
pensable to their security. 
The late events in Spain and Portugal shew that Europe is still unset-
tled. Of this important fact no stronger proof can be adduced than that 
the allied power:s should have thought it proper, on any principle satis-
factory to themselves, to have interposed by force in the internal con-
cerns of pain. To what extent such interposition may be carried, on 
the ame principl , is a question in which all independent powers whose 
governments differ from theirs are interested, even tho e most remote, 
and surely none more so than the United States . . Our policy in regard 
to Europe, which was adopted at an early stage of the wars which have 
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so long agitated that quarter of the globe, nevertheless remains the same, 
which is, not to interfere in the internal concerns of any of its powers; to 
consider the government de facto as the legitimate government for us; 
to cultivate friendly relations with it, and to preserve those relations by 
a frank, firm, and manly policy, meeting in all instances the just claims 
of every power, submitting to injuries from none. But in regard to those 
continents circumstances are eminently and conspicuously different. It 
is impossible that the allied powers should extend their polit(cal system 
to any portion of either continent without endangering our peace and 
happiness; nor can anyone believe that our southern brethren, if left to 
themselves, would adopt it of their own accord. It is equally impossible, 
therefore, that we should behold such interposition in any form with 
indifference. If we look to the comparative strength and resources of 
Spain and those new Governments, and their distance from each other, it 
must be obvious that she can never subdue them. It is still the true 
policy of the United States to leave the parties to themselves. in the hope 
that other powers will pursue the same course. 
If we compare the present condition of our Union with its attual state 
at the close of our Revolution, the history of the world furnishes no ex-
ample of a progress in improvement in all the important circumstances 
which constitute the happiness of a nation which bears any resemblance 
to it. At the first epoch our population did not exceed 3,000,000. By 
the last census it amounted to about ro,000,000, and, what is m9re ex-
traordinary, it is almost altogether native, for the immigration from other 
countries has been inconsiderable , At the first epoch half the terri-
tory within our acknowledged limits was uninhabited and a wilderness. 
Since then new territory has been acquired of vast extent, comprising 
within it many rivers, particularly the Mississippi, the navigation of which 
to the ocean was of the highest importance to the original States. Over 
this territory our population has expanded in every direction, and new 
States have .been established almost equal in number to those , which 
formed the first bond of our Union. This expansion of our population 
and accession of new States to our Union have had the happiest effect on 
all its highest interests. That it has eminently augmented our resources 
and added to our strength and respectability as a power is admitted by 
all. But it is not in these important circumstanees only that this happy 
effect is felt. It is manifest that by enlarging the basis of our system 
and increasing the number of States the system its~lf has been greatly 
strengthened in both its branches. Consolidation and disunion have 
thereby been rendered equally impracticable. Each Government, con- --. 
fiding in its own strength, has less to apprehend from the other; and in 
consequence each, enjoying a greater freedom of action, is rendered more 
efficient for all the purposes for which it was instituted. It is unneces-
sary to treat here of the vast improvement made in the system itself by 
the adoption of this Constitution and of its happy effect in elevating the 
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character and in protecting the rights of the nation as well as of indi-
viduals. To what, then, do we owe these blessings? It is known to all 
that we derive them from the excellence of our institutions. Ought we 




WASHINGTON CITY, December 7, r823. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
By an act of the last session of Congress it was made the duty of the 
accounting officers of the Treasury to adjust and settle the accounts of 
Daniel D. Tompkins, late governor of the State of New York, on princi-
ples of equity and justice, subject to the revision and final decision of the 
President of the United States. The accounting officers have, in compli-
ance with this act, reported to me a balance of $35,190 in favor of Gov-
ernor Tompkins, which report I have had under consideration, together 
with his claim to an additional allowance, and should have decided on the 
same before the present time had I not delayed my decision at his request. 
From the view which I have taken of the subject I am satisfied, con-
sidering all the circumstances of the case, that a larger sum ought to 
be allowed him than that reported by the accounting officers of the 
Treasury. No appropriation, however, having been made by the act, 
and it appearing by recent information from him that the sum reported 
would afford him an essential accommodation at this time, the subject is 
submitted to the consideration of Congress with a view to that object. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for its advice and consent as to the ratifica• 
tion, a treaty lately concluded with the Seminole Indians in Florida, 
whereby a cession of territory is made to the United States. 
JAMES MO ROE, 
DECEMBER 15, 1823. 
WASHINGTON, December 23, r823. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of Ifie United States: 
I here ith transmit to Congress a statement by William Lambert, 
explanatory of his astronomical calculations with a view to establish 
the longitude of the Capitol. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
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WASHINGTON, December JI, I823. 
To the House of R~presentatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, with accompanying documents, containing the information 
requested by the resolution of the House of the 19th instant, relating to 
the condition and future prospects of the Greeks. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 5, I82¢. 
To t!ze House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
18th of December last, requesting copies of contracts for cannon, cannon 
shot, muskets, and other small arms which have been entered into since 
the rst of January, 1820, and for other detailed information therein speci-
fied, I herewith transmit a report1 with accompanying documents, from 
the Department of War, 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 9, I82¢. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
Agreeably to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 18th 
of December, 1823, requesting copies of all contracts for cannon, cannon 
shot, muskets, and other small arms entered into since the rst of January, 
1820, I herewith transmit a report from the Department of the Navy, with 
other documents relating thereto. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON,January I2, I82¢. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In answer to a resolution of the House of Representatives of December 
24, requesting the President of the United States to lay before the House 
such inform/3,tion as he may possess, and which may be disclosed without \ 
injury to the public good, relative to the determination of any sovereign, 
1 
or combination of sovereigns, to assist Spain in the subjugation of her late 
colonies on the American continent, and whether any Government of 
Europe is disposed or determined to oppose any aid or assistance which 
such sovereign or combination of sovereigns may afford to Spain for the 
subjugation of her late colonies above mentioned, I have to state that I 
possess no information on that subject not known to Congress which can 
be disclosed without injury to the public good. 
JAMES MOWROE. 
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WASHINGTON, January 30, I824. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
15th of December last, requesting the President of the United States" to 
communicate a plan for a peace establishment of the Navy of the United 
States," I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of the Navy, 
which contains the plan required. 
In presenting this plan to the consideration of Congress, I avail myself 
of the occasion to make some remarks on it which the importance of the 
subject requires and experience justifies. 
If a system of universal and permanent peace could be established, 
or if in war the belligerent parties would respect the rights of neutral 
powers, we should have no occasion for a navy or an army. The expense 
and dangers of such establishments might be avoided. The history of 
all ages proves that this can not be presumed; on the contrary, that at 
least one-half of every century, in ancient as well as modern times, has 
been consumed in wars, and often of the most general and desolating char-
acter. Nor is there any ca~se to infer, if we examine the condition of 
the nations with which we have the most intercourse and strongest polit-
ical relations, that we shall in future be exempt from that calamity within 
any period to which a rational calculation may be extended. And as to 
the rights of neutral powers, it is sufficient to appeal to our own expe-
rience to demonstrate how little regard will be paid to them whenever 
they come in conflict with the interests of the powers at war while we 
rely on the justice of our cause and on argument alone. The amount of 
the property of our fellow-citizens which was seized and confiscated or 
destroyed by the belligerent parties in the wars of the French Revolu-
tion, and of those which followed before we became a party to the war, 
is almost incalculable. 
The whole movement of our Government from the establishment of 
our independence has been guided by a sacred regard for peace. Situated , 
as we are in the new hemisphere, distant from Europe and unconnected 
with its affairs, blessed with the happiest Government on earth, and having 
no objects of ambition to gratify, the United States have steadily culti-
vated the relations of amity with every power; and if in any European 
wars a respect for our rights might be relied on, it was undoubtedly in 
those to which I have adverted. The conflict being vital, the force being 
nearly equally balanced, and the result uncertain, each party had the 
strongest motives of interest to cultivate our good will, lest we might be 
thrown into the opposite cale. Powerful as this consideration usually 
is, it was nevertheless utterly disregarded in almost every stage of and 
by e ery party to those wars. To these encroachments and injuries our 
regard for peace was finally forced to yield. 
In the ar to which at length we became a party our whole coast from 
St. Croix to the 1ississippl was either invaded or menaced with invasion, 
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and in many parts with a strong imposing force both land and aaval. In 
those parts where the population was most dense the pressure was com-
paratively light, but there was scarcely an harbor or city on any of our 
great inlets which could be considered secure. New York and Philadel-
phia were eminently exposed, the then existing works not being sufficient 
for their protection. The same remark is applicable in a certain extent 
to the cities eastward of the former, and as to the condition of the whole 
country southward of the latter the events which mark the war are too 
recent to require detail. Our armies and Navy signalized themselves in 
every quarter where they had occasion to meet their gallant foe, and the 
militia voluntarily flew to their aid with a patriotism and fought with a 
bravery which exalted the reputation of their Government and country 
and which did them the highest honor. In whatever direction the enemy 
chose to move with their squadrons and to land their troops our fortifi-
cations, where any existed, presented but little obstacle to them. They 
passed those works without difficulty. Their squadrons, in fact, annoyed 
our whole coast, not of the sea only, but every bay and great river through-
out its whole extent. In entering those inlets and sailing up them with 
a small force the effect was disastrous, since it never failed to draw out 
the whole population on each side and to keep it in the field while the 
squadron remained there. The expense attending this species of defense, 
with the exposure of the inhabitants and the waste of property, may 
readily be conceived. 
The occurrences which preceded the war and those which attended it· 
were alike replete with useful instruction as to our future policy. Those 
which marked the first epoch demonstrate clearly that in the wars of 
other powers we can rely only on force· for the protection of our neutral 
rights. Those of the second demonstrate with equal certainty that in any 
war in which we may be engaged hereafter with a strong naval power 
the expense, waste, and other calamities attending it, considering the vast 
extent of our maritime frontier, can not fail, unless it be defended by ade-
quate fortifications and a suitable naval force, to correspond with those 
which were experienced in the late war. Two great objects are there-
'fore to be regarded in the establishment of an adequate naval force: The 
first, to prevent war so far as it may be practicable; the second, to dimin-
ish its calamities when it may be inevitable. Hence the subject of de-
fens~ becomes intimately connected in all its parts in war and in peace, 
for the land and at sea. No government will be disposed in its wars with 
other powers to violate our rights if it knows we have the means, are pre-
pared and resolved to defend them. The motive will also be diminished 
if it knows that our defenses by land are so well planned and executed 
that an invasion of our coast can not be pro<l.uctive of the evils to which 
we have heretofore been exposed. 
It was under a thorough conviction of these truths, derived from the 
admonitions of the late war, that Congress, as early as the. year 18x6, 
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during the term of my enlightened and virtuous predecessor, under whom 
the war had been declared, prosecuted, and terminated, digested and made 
provision for the defense of our country and support of its rights, in peace 
as well as in war, by acts which authorized and enjoined the augmenta-
tion of our Navy to a prescribed limit, and the construction of suitable 
fortifications throughout the whole extent of our maritime· frontier and 
wherever else they might be deemed necessary. It is to the execution 
of these works, both land and naval, and under a thorough conviction 
that by hastening their completion I should render the best service to 
my country and give the most effectual support to our free republican 
system of government that my humble faculties would admit of, that 
I have devoted so much of my time and labor to this great system of 
national policy since I came into this office, and shall continue to do it 
until my retirement from it at the end of your next session. 
The Navy is the arm from which our Government will always derive 
most aid in support of our neutral rights. Every power engaged in war 
will know the strength of our naval force, the number. of our ships of 
each class, their condition, and the promptitude with which we may 
bring them into service, and will pay due consideration to that argument. 
Justice will always have great weight in the cabinets of Europe; but in 
long and destructive wars exigencies often occur which press so vitally 
on them that unless the argument of force is brought to its aid it will 
be disregarded. Our land forces will always perform their duty in the , 
event of war, but they must perform it on the land. Our Navy is the 
arm which must be principally relied on for the annoyance of the com-
merce of the enemy and for the protection of our own, and also, by coop-
eration with the land forces, for the defense of the country. Capable 
of moving in any and every direction, it possesses the faculty, even when 
remote from our coast, of extending its aid to every interest on which 
the security and welfare of our Union depend. Annoying the commerce 
of the enemy and menacing in turn its coast, provided the force on each 
side is nearly equally balanced, it will draw its squadrons from our own; 
and in case of invasion by a powerful adversary by a land and naval force, 
which is always to be anticipated and ought to be provided against, our 
Navy may, by like cooperation with our land forces, render essential aid 
in protecting our interior from incursion and depredation. 
The great object in the event of war is to stop the enemy at the coast. 
If this is done our cities and whole interior will be secure. For the 
accomplishment of this object our fortifications must be principally relied 
on. By placing strong works near the mouths of our great inlets in such 
positions as to command the entrances into them, as may be done in 
many instances, it will be difficult, if not impossible, for ships to pass 
them, especially if other precautions, and particularly that of steam bat-
teries, are resorted to in their aid. In the wars between other p:>wers 
into which we may be drawn in support of our neutral rights it can not 
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be doubted that this defense would be adequate to the purpose intended 
by it, nor can it be doubted that the knowledge that such works existed 
would form a strong motive with any power not to invade our rights, and 
thereby contribute essentially to prevent war. There are, it is admitted, 
some entrances into our interior which are of such vast extent that it 
would be utterly imposible for any works, however extensive or well 
posted, to command them. Of this class the Chesapeake Bay, which is 
an arm of the sea, may be given as an example. But, in my judgment, 
even this bay may be defended against any power with whom we may 
be involved in war as a third party in the defense of our neutral rights. 
By erecting strong works at the mouth · of James River, on ·both sides, 
near the capes, as we are now doing, and at Old Point Comfort and the 
Rip Raps, and connecting those works together by chains whenever the 
enemy's force appeared, placing in the rear some large ships and steam 
batteries, the passage up the river would be rendered impracticable. 
This guard would also tend to protect the whole country bordering on 
the bay and rivers emptying into it, ·as the hazard would be too great for 
the enemy, however strong his naval force, to ascend the bay and leave 
such a naval force behind; since, in the event of a storm, whereby his 
vessels might be separated, or of a calm, the ships and steam batteries 
'behind the works might rush forth and destroy them. It could only be 
in the event of au invasion by a great power or a combination of several 
powers, and by land ·as well as by naval forces, that those works could 
be carried; and even then they could not fail to retard the movement of 
the enemy into the country and to give time for the collec:tion of our reg-
ular troops, militia, and volunteers t.o that point, and thereby contribute 
essentially to his ultimate defeat and expulsion from our territory. 
·under a strong impression that a peace establishment of our Navy 
is connected with the possible event of war, and that the naval force 
intended for either state, however small it may be, is connected with 
the general system of public defense, I have thought it proper in com-
municating this report to submit these remarks on the whole subject. 
)AMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 2, I824. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
nth of December last, requesting the President of the United States to 
communicate to the House all such parts of the correspondence with the 
Government of Spain relating to the Florida treaty to the period of its 
final ratification, not heretofore communicated, which, in his opinion, it 
might not be inconsistent with the public interest to communicate, I 
herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of State, with copies of the 
correspondence requested. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, February 23, z82¢. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
The House of Representatives on the r 2th instant having '' resolved 
that the President of the United States be requested to inform this House 
whether the rules and regulations compiled by General Scott for the gov-
ernment of the Army are now in force in the Army, or any part thereof, 
and by what authority the same has been adopted and enforced," I here-
with transmit a report from the Department of War, which contains the 
information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 23, z82,t.. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
Agreeably to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the I 1th 
instant, requesting the President of the United States "to inform this 
House if the line intended to constitute the western boundary of the Ter-
ritory of Arkansas has been run in conformity with the provisions of the 
third section of the act of Congress of the 3d of March, 1823, entitled 'An 
act making appropriation for the military service of the United States for 
the year 1823, and for other purposes,' anci, if said line has not been run, 
that he inform this House what instructions have been given or meas-
ures adopted in relation to the execution of the provision of the law, and 
what causes have prevented said line from being run,'' I herewith trans-
mit a report from the Secretary of War, which contains the information 
required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 23, z82,t.. 
To the House of Representa!z'ves of the United States: 
The House of Representatives on the 26th ultimo having '' resolved 
that the President of the United States be requested to cause to be laid 
before the House an estimate of the expense which would be incurred by 
transporting 200 of the troops now at the Council Bluffs to the mouth of 
the Columbia or Oregon River," I herewith transmit a report of the· Sec-
retary of War, which contains the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTO , February 23, z82,t.. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I herewith transmit to Congress certain documents relating to a claim 
of Massachusetts for services rendered by the militia of that State in the 
late war, and for which payment was made by the State. From the par• 
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ticular circumstances attending this claim I have thought it proper to 
submit the subject to the consideration of Congress. 
In forming a just estimate of this claim it will be necessary to recur to 
the cause which prevented its admission, or the admission of any part 
thereof, at an earlier day. It will be recollected that when a call was 
made on the militia of that State for service in the late war, under an ar-
rangement which was alike applicable to the militia of all the States and 
in conformity with the acts of Congress, the executive of Massachusetts 
refused to comply with the call, on the principle that the power vested 
in Congress by the Constitution to provide for calling forth tlie militia 
to execute the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections, and repel inva-
sions was not a complete power for those purposes, but conditional, and 
d~pendent on the consent of the executives of the several States, and, also, 
that when called into service, such consent being given, they could not 
be commanded by a regular officer of the United States, or other officer 
than of the militia, except by the President in person. That this decision 
of the executive of Massachusetts was repugnant to the Constitution of 
the United States, and of dangerous tendency, especially when it is con-
sidered that we were then engaged in a war with a powerful nation for 
the defense of our common rights, was the decided opinion of this Gov-
ernment; and when the period at which that decision was formed was 
considered, it being as early as the 5th of August, 1812, immediately after 
the war was declared, and that it was not relinquished during the war, 
it was inferred by the Executive of the United States that the decision 
of the executive of that State was alike applicable to all the services that 
were rendered by the militia of the State during the war. 
In the correspondence with the governor of Massachusetts at that im-
portant epoch, and on that very interesting subject, it was announced to 
him by the Secretary of War that if the militia of the State were called 
into service by the executive of the State, and not put under the com-
mand of the Major-General of the United States, as the militia of the other 
States were, the expense attending their service would be chargeable to 
the State, and not to the United States. It was also stated to him at the 
same time that any claim which the State might have for the reimburse-
ment of such expenses could not be allowed by the Executive of the 
United States, since it would involve principles on which that branch of 
the Government could not decide. 
Under these circumstances a · decision on the claim of the State of Mas-
sachusetts has hitherto been suspended, and it need not be remarked that 
the suspension has proceeded from a conviction that it would be improper 
to give any sanction by its admission, or by the admission of any part 
thereof, either to the construction of the Constitution contended for by 
the then executive of that State or to its conduct at that period toward 
the General Government and the Union. 
In January, 1823, the Representatives in Congress from Massachusetts 
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and Maine suggested, by memorial, that the constitutional objection could 
not apply to a portion of the claim, and requested that the accounting 
officer of the Government might be instructed to audit and admit such 
part as might be free from that objection. In all cases where claims are 
presented for militia service it is the duty and the practice of the account-
ing officer to submit them to the Department for instruction as to the 
legality of the claim; that is, whether the service had been rendered by 
order of the competent authority, or otherwise, under circumstances to 
justify the claim against the United States, admitting that the evidence 
in support of it should be satisfactory. To this request there appeared 
to be no well-founded objection, under the reservation as to the consti-
tutional principle, and accordingly an order was given to the accounting 
officers of the Treasury to proceed in auditing the claim with that reser-
vation. , 
In conformity with this arrangement, the executive of Massachusetts 
appointed two citizens of that State commissioners to attend to the set-
tlement of its claim, and who, in execution of the trust reposed in them, 
have presented to the accounting officer of the Treasury that portion 
comprehending the services of the fifth division of the militia of the State, 
which has been audited and reported for consideration, subject to the 
objection above stated. I have examined this report, with the documents 
presented by the commissioners, and am of opinion that the services ren-
dered by that division were spontaneous, patriotic, and proper, necessary 
for self-defense, to repel in some instances actual invasion and in others 
to meet by adequate preparation invasions that were menaced. The com-
missioners of the State having intimated that other portions of service 
stood on similar ground, the accounting officer has been instructed, in 
auditing the whole, to do it in such manner as to enable the Department 
to show distinctly under what circumstances each portion of service was 
rendered, whether voluntary, called out by invasion or the menace of 
invasion, or by public authority, and in such case whether the militia 
rendering such service was placed under the authority of the United 
States or retained under that of the State. 
It affords me great pleasure to state that the present executive of 
Massachusetts has disclaimed the principle which was maintained by the 
former executive, and that in this disclaimer both branches of the legis-
lature have concurred. By this renunciation the State is placed on the 
same ground in this respect with the other States, and this very distress-
ing anomaly in our system is removed. It is well known that the great 
body of our fellow-citizens in Massachusetts are as firmly devoted to our 
nion and to the free republican principles of our Government as our 
fellow-citizens of the other tates. Of this important truth their con-
duct in e ery stage of our Revolutionary struggle and in many other emer-
g cies ears ample testimony; and I add with profound interest and a 
thorough conviction that, although the difficulty adverted to in the lat 
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war with their executive excited equal surpris~ and regret, it was not 
believed to extend to them. There never was a moment when the con-
fidence of the Government in the great body of our fellow-citizens of that 
State was impaired, nor is a doubt entertained that they were at all times 
willing and ready to support their rights and repel an invasion by the 
enemy. 
The commissioners of Massachusetts have urged, in compliance with 
their instructions, the payment of so,much of their claim as applies to the 
services rendered by the fifth division, which have been audited, and I 
should have no hesitation in admitting it if I did not think, under all the 
circumstances of ·the case, that the claim in all its parts was cognizable 
by Congress alone. The period at which the constitutional difficulty was 
raised by the executive of the State was in the highest degree important, 
as was the tendency of the principle for which it contended, and which 
was adhered to during the war. The public mind throughout the Union 
was much excited by that occurrence, and great solicitude was felt as 
to its consequences. The Executive of the United States was bound to 
maintain, and did maintain, a just construction of the Constitution, in 
doing which it is gratifying to recollect that the most friendly feelings 
were cherished toward their brethren of that ~tate. The executive of 
the State was warned, in the correspondence which then took place, of the 
light in which its conduct vvas viewed and of the effect it would have, so 
far as related to the right of the Executive of the United States, on any 
claim which might afterwards be presented by the State to compensation 
for such services. Under these circumstances the power of the Execu-
tive of the United States to settle any portion of this claim seems to be 
precluded. It seems proper, also, that this claim should be decided on 
full investigation before the public, that the principle on which it is 
decided may be thoroughly understood by our fellow-citizens of every 
State, which can be done by Congress alone, who alone, also, possess the 
power to pass laws which may be necessary to carry such decision into 
effect. 
In submitting this subject to the calm and enlightened judgment of 
Cop.gress, I do it with peculiar satisfaction, from a knowledge that you 
a.re now placed, by the course of events, in a situation which will enable 
you to adopt such measures as will not only comport with the sound 
principles of our Government, but likewise be conducive to other the 
highest interests of our Union. By the renunciation of the principle 
maintained by the then executive of Massachusetts, as has been done by 
its present executive and both branches of the legislature in the most 
formal manner and in accord with the sentiments of the great body of the 
people, the Constitution is restored in a very important feature (that con-
nected with the public defense) and in the most important branch (that 
of the militia) to its native strength. It is very gratifying to know that 
this renunciation has been produced by the regular, orderly, and pacific 
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operation of our republican system, whereby those who were in the right 
at the moment of difficulty and who sustained the Government with great 
firmness have daily gained strength until this result was accomplished. 
The points on which you will have to decide are, What is fairly due for 
the services which were actually rendered? By what means shall we con-
tribute most to cement the Union and give the greatest support to our 
most excellent Constitution? In seeking each object separately we are 
led to the same result. All that can be claimed by our fellow-citizens of 
Massachusetts is that the constitutional objection be waived, and that 
they be placed on the same footing with their brethren in the other States; 
that regarding the services rendered by the militia of other States, for 
which compensation has been made, giving to the rule the most liberal 
construction, like compensation be made for similar services rendered by 
the militia of that State. , 
I have been led to conclude on great consideration that the principles 
of justice as well as a due regard for the great interests of our Union 
require that this claim in the extent proposed should be acceded to. 
Essential service was rendered in the late war by the militia of Massa-
chusetts, and with the most patriotic motives. It seems just, therefore, 
-that they should be compensated for such services in like manner with 
the militia of the other States. The constitutional difficulty did not orig-
inate with them, and has now been removed. It comports with our sys-
tem to look to the service rendered and to the intention with which it 
was rendered, and to award the compensation accordingly, especially as 
it may now be done without the sacrifice of principle. The motive in 
this instance is the stronger because well satisfied I am that by so doing 
we shall give the most effectual support to our republican institutions. 
No latent cause of discontent will be left behind. The great body of the 
people will be gratified, and even those who now survive who were then 
in error can not fail to see with interest and satisfaction this distressing 
occurrence thus happily terminated. I therefore consider it my duty to 
recommend it to Congress to make provision for the settlement of the 
claim of Massachusetts for services rendered in the late war by the militia 
of the State, in conformity with the rules which have governed in the 
settlement of the claims for services rendered by the militia of the other 
States. JAMES MO ROE. 
FEBRUARY 24, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives of the Un-ited States: 
I tran mit herewith a report of the Secretary of War, containing the 
information called for by a re olution of the House of Representatives of 
the nited tate , passed on the 4th instant, respecting any suit or suits 
hich have been or are now depending, in which the nited States are 
inter t d, for the recovery of the Pea Patch. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
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WASHINGTON, February 25, I824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In conformity with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 17th instant, I now transmit the report of the Secretary of the Navy, 
accompanied by statements marked A and B, shewing "the amount of 
money expended in conformity with the provisions of the act entitled 'An 
act for the gradual increase of the Navy of the United States,' approved 
April 29, 1816, and of the act to amend said act, approved 3d of March, 
1821; also the number of vessels built or now on the stocks, with their 
rates, the value of the timber purchased, or for which contracts have been 
made, and whether sufficient timber has been purchased or contracted 
for to build the vessels contemplated by the provisions of said acts.'' 
JAMES MONROE. 
MARCH 3, 1824. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a report of the Secretary of the Treasury, con-
taining copies of the contracts made by · the Surveyor-General, and called 
for by ,a resolution of the Senate bearing date the 24th February, 1824. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MARCH 4, 1824. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
I transmit a report of the Secretary of the Treasury, which communi-
cates all the information in possession of the Department called for by a 
resolution of the House requesting a copy of the report of the register of 
the land office in the eastern district of Louisiana, bearing date the 6th 
of January, 1821, together with all the information from the said register 
to the Treasury Department. ' 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 4, I824. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 1st March, 1823, requesting information of the number and position 
of the permanent fori:ifications which have been and are now erecting 
for the defense of the coasts, harbors, and frontiers of the United States, 
with the classification and magnitude of each, with the amount expended 
on each, showing the work done and to be done, the number of guns of 
every caliber for each fortification, the total cost of a complete armament 
for each, the force required to garrison each in time of peace and of war, 
1 transmit to the House a report from the Secretary of War containing 
the information required by the resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, March 8, I824. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
On the 3d March, 1819, James Miller was first commissioned as gov-
ernor of the Territory of Arkansas for the term of three years from that 
date. 
Before the expiration of that time, and in the winter of 1821-22, a 
nomination of him for reappointment was intended, and believed by me 
to have been made to the Senate, and to have received the confirmation 
of that body. 
By some accident, the cause of which is unknown, it appears that this 
impression was erroneous, and in December, 1822, it was discovered that 
Mr. Miller had not then been recommissioned, though in the confidence 
that he had been he had continued to act in that capacity. He was then 
renominated to the Senate, with the additional proposal that his commis-
sion should take effect from 3d March, 1822, when his first commission 
had expired. 
The nomination was confirmed by the Senate so far as regarded the 
appointment, but without concurrence in the retrospective effect proposed 
to be given to the commission. 
His second commission, therefore, bears date on the 3d January, 1823, 
and the interposition of the Legislature becomes necessary to legalize his 
official acts in the interval between 3d March, 1822, and that time, a sub• 
ject which I recommend to the consideration of Congress. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MARCH 17, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
17th of February last, requesting'' information whether any measures had 
been taken for carrying into effect the resolution of Congress of June 17, 
1777, directing a monument to be erected to the memory of David Wooster, 
a brigadier-general in the Army of the United States, who fell in defend-· 
ing the liberties of America and bravely repelling an inroad of the British 
forces to Danbury, in Connecticut,'' I have caused the necessary inquiries 
to be made, and find by the report of the Register of the Treasury that 
no monument has been erected to the memory of that patriotic and gal-
lant officer, nor has any money been paid to the executive of Connecticut 
on that account. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
WASHlNGTO , March 25, I824. 
To the House of Representalives of the United States: 
In compliance with a r lution of the House of Representative of the 
25th of February, requestin~ information whether the title of the Uniteq 
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Brethren for Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen to certain sec-
tions of land in Ohio has been purchased for the United States, and, if 
so, to cause a copy of the contract and of the papers relating thereto to be 
laid before the House, I transmit herewith all the documents required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 25, I824. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
Having seen with regret that occasional errors have been made in nom-
inations to the Senate, sometimes by the omission of a letter in the name, 
proceeding from cas;alties in the Departments and in my own office, it 
would. be satisfactory to me if an arrangement could be made whereby 
such errors might be corrected without the formality of a special mes-
sage. Where there is an accord as to the · person there seems to be no 
reason for resorting to a renomination for the correction of such trivial 
errors. Any mode which the Senate may adopt will be satisfactory to me. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MARCH 25, 1824. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
Having stated to Congress on the 7th of December last that Daniel 
D. Tompkins, late governor of New York, was entitled to a larger sum 
than that reported in his favor by the accounting officers of the Govern-
ment, and that in the execution of the law of the last session I had the 
subject still under consideration, I now communicate to you the result: 
On full consideration of the law by which this duty was enjoined on 
me and of the report of the committee on the basis of which the law was 
founded, I have thought that I was authorized to adopt the principles 
laid down in that report in deciding on the sum which should be allowed 
to him for his services. With this view and on a comparison of his serv-
ices with those which were rendered by other disbursing officers, taking 
into consideration also his aid in obtaining loans, I had decided to allow 
him 5 per cent for all sums borrowed and disbursed by him, and of which 
decision I informed him. Mr. Tompkins has since stated to me that this 
allowance will not indemnify him for his advances, loans, expenditures, 
and losses in rendering those services, nor place him on the footing of 
those who loaned money to the Government at that interesting period. 
He has also expressed a desire that I would submit the subject to the 
final decision of Congress, which I now do. In adopting this measure 
I think proper to add that I concur fully in the sentiments expressed by 
the committee in favor of the very patriotic and valuable service-s which 
w~re rendered by Mr. Tompkins in the late war. 
JAM~S MQNRQ];. 
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MARCH 28, r824. 
To the House oj' Representatz'ves oj' the Un-ited States: 
I herewith transmit a report of the Secretary of War, together with a 
report from the Commissioner of the General Land Office, accompanied 
by the necessary documents, communicating the information heretofore 
requested by a resolution of the House in relation to the salt springs, lead 
and copper mines, together with the probable value of each of them and 
of the reservations attached to each, the extent to which they have been 
worked, the advantages and proximity of each to navigable waters, and 
the origin, nature, and extent of any claim made to them by indiviiluals 
or companies, which reports contain all the information at present pos-
sessed on the subjects of the said resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MARCH 30, 1824. 
To the House oj' Representati'ves oj' the Un-ited States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
14th instant, requesting information whether an advance of compensation 
had been made to any of the commissioners who had been appointed for 
the examination of titles and claims to land in Florida, and by what 
authority such advance, if any, had been made, I transmit a report of the 
Secretary of State, which contains the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, March 30, I824. 
To the Senate and House o.f Representatz'ves o.f the United States: 
I transmit to Congress certain papers enumerated in a report from the 
Secretary of War, relating to the compact between the United States and 
the State of Georgia entered into in 1802, whereby the latter ceded to the 
former a portion of the territory then within its limits on the conditions 
therein specified. By the fourth .article of that compact it was stipulated 
that the United States should at their own expense extinguish for the 
use of Georgia the Indian title to all the lands within the State as soon 
as it might be done peaceably and on reasonable conditions. These papers 
show the measures adopted by the Executive of the United States in ful-
fillment of the several conditions of the compact from its date to the 
present time, and particularly the negotiations and treaties with the 
l!ldian tribes for the extinguishment of their title, with an estimate of 
the number of acres purchased and sums paid for lands they acquired. 
They show also the state in which this interesting concern now rests 
ith the Cherokees, one of the tribes within the State, and th~ inability 
of the Executi e to make any further movement with this tribe without 
the special sanction of Congress, 
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I have full confidence that my predecessors exerted their best endeav-
ors to execute this compact in all its parts, of which, indeed, the sums 
paid and the lands acquired during their respective terms in fulfillment 
of its several stipulations are a full proof. I have also been animated 
since I came into this office with the same zeal, from an anxious desire 
to meet the wishes of the State, and in the hope that by the establishment 
of these tribes beyond the Mississippi their improvement in civilization, 
their security and happiness would be promoted. By the paper bearing 
date on the 30th of January last, which was communicated to the chiefs 
of the Cherokee Nation in this city, who came to protest against any 
further appropriations of money for holding treaties with them, the obli-
gation imposed on the United States by the compact with Georgia to 
extinguish the Indian title to the right of soil within the State, and the 
incompatibility with our system of their existence as a distinct commu- . 
nity within any State, were pressed with the utmost earnestness. It was 
. proposed to them at the same time to procure and convey to them terri-
tory beyond the Mississippi in exchange for that which they hold within 
the limits of Georgia, or to pay them for it its value in money. To this 
proposal their answer, which bears date I rth of February following, gives 
an unqualified refusal. By this it is manifest that at the present time 
and in their present temper they can be removed only by force, to which, 
should it be deemed proper, the power of the Executive is incompetent. 
I have no hesitation, however, to declare it as my opinion that the In-
dian title was not affected in the slightest circumstance by the compact 
with Georgia, and that there is no obligation on the United States to re-
move thr Indians by force. The express stipulation of the compact that 
their title should be extinguished at the expense of the United States 
when it may be done peaceably and on reasonable conditions is a full proof 
that it was the clear and distinct understanding of both parties to it that 
the Indians had a right to the territory, in the disposal of which they 
were to be regarded as free agents. An attempt to remove them by force 
would, in my opinion, be unjust. In the future measures to be adopted 
in regard to the Indians within our limits, and, in consequence, within 
the limits of any State, the United States have duties to perform and a 
character to sustain to which they ought not to be indifferent. At an 
early period their improvement in the arts of civilized life was made 
an object with the Government, and that has since been persevered in. 
This policy was dictated by motives of humanity to the aborigines of the 
country, and under a firm conviction that the right to adopt and pursue 
it was equally applicable to all the tribes within our limits. 
My impression is equally strong that it would promote essentially the 
security and happiness of the tribes within our limits if they could be pre-
vailed on to retire west and north of our States and Territories on lands 
to be procured for them by the United States, in exchange for those on 
which they now reside. Surrounded as they are, and pressed as they 
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will be, on every side by the white population, it will be difficult if not 
impossible for them, with their kind of government, to sustain order 
among them. Their interior will be exposed to frequent disturbances, 
to remedy which the interposition of the United States will be indispen-
sable, and thus their government will gradually lose its authority until 
it is annihilated. In this process the moral character of the tribes will 
also be lost, since the change will be too rapid to admit their improve-
ment in civilization to enable them to institute and sustain a government 
founded on our principles, if such a change were compatible either with 
the compact w1th Georgia or with our general system, or to become mem-
bers of a State, should any State be willing to adopt them in such num-
bers, regarding the good order, peace, and tranquillity of such State. 
But all these evils may be avoided if these tribes will consent to remove 
beyond the limits of our present States and. Territories. Lands equally 
good, an9- perhaps more fertile, may be procured for them in those quar-
ters. The relations between the United States and such Indians would 
still be the same. 
Considerations of humanity and benevolence, which have now great 
weight, would operate in that event with an augmented force, since we 
should feel sensibly the obligation imposed on us by the accommodation 
which th~y thereby afforded us. Placed at ease, as the United States 
would then be, the improvement of those tribes in civilization and in all 
the arts and usages of civilized life would become the part of a general 
system which might be adopted on great consideration, and in which 
every portion of our Union would then take an equal interest. These 
views have steadily been pursued by the Executive, and the moneys 
which have been placed at its disposal have been so applied in the man-
ner best calculated, according to its judgment, to produce this desirable 
result, as will appear by the documents which accompany the report of 
the Secretary of War. 
I submit this subject to the consideration of Congress under a high 
sense of its importance and of the propriety of an early decision on it. 
This compact gives a claim to the State which ought to be executed in 
all its conditions with perfect good faith. In doing this, however, it is 
the duty of the United States to regard its strict import, and to make no 
sacrifice of their interest not called for by the compact nor contemplated 
by either of the parties when it was entered into, nor to commit any 
breach of right or of humanity in regard to the Indians repugnant to 
the judgment and revolting to the feelings of the whole American people. 
I submit the subject to your con:::sideration, in full confidence that you 
ill duly eigh the obligations of the compact with Georgia, its import in 
all it<> part , and the extent to which the United States are bound tog~ 
under it. I submit it with equal confidence that you will also weigh the 
nature of the Indian title to the territory within the limits of any tate, 
ith th. stipulations in the several treaties with this tribe respecting 
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territory held by it within the State of Georgia, and decide whether any 
measure on the part of Congress is called for at the present time, and what 
such measure shall be if any is deemed expedient. 
JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 9, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I herewith transmit the report of the SecrE;tary of War, with the accom-
panying documents, containing the information requested by a resolution 
of the House of the roth ultimo, and which communicates the accounts 
of all the generals of the Army, likewise of the Inspector-General, the 
chiefs· of the Engineer and Ordnance Corps, and Surgeon-General for the 
two years preceding the 30th of September last; also shewing the amount 
of money paid to each under the different heads of pay, fuel, straw, quar-
ters, transportation, and all other extra and contingent allowances; which 
report, together with the statements herewith transmitted, furnishes all 
the information required, 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
The executive of Virginia having requested payment of the amount of 
interest paid by the St::tte for moneys borrowed and paid by it for services 
rendered by the militia in the late war, and such claim not being allow-
able according to the uniform decisions of the accounting officers of the · 
Government, I submit the subject to your consideration, with a report 
from the Secretary of War and all the documents connected with it. 
The following are the circumstances on which this claim is founded: 
From an early stage of the war the squadrons of the enemy entered occa-
sionally the Chesapeake Bay, and, menacing its shores and those of the 
principal rivers emptying into it, subjected the neighboring militia to 
calls from the local authorities for the defense of the parts thus menaced. 
The pressure was most sensibly felt in 1814, after the attack on this city 
and its capture, when the invading force, retiring to its squadron, menaced 
alike Baltimore, Norfolk, and Richmond. The attack on this city had 
induced a call by the Department of War for large detachments of the 
militia of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia, which, being collected 
in this quarter, and the enemy bearing, in the first instance, on Baltimore, 
were ordered to its defense. As early as the 31st of August notice was 
given by the Secretary of War to the governor of Virginia of the positi~n 
of the enemy and of the danger to which Richmond as well as Norfolk 
and Baltimore were exposed, and he was also authorized and enjoined to 
be on his guard, prepared at every point and in every circumstance to 
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meet and repel the invaders. This notice was repeated several times 
afterwards, until the enemy left the bay and moved to the south. 
In the course of the war the State had augmented its taxes to meet the 
pressure, but the funds being still inadequate, it borrowed money to a 
considerable amount, which was applied to the payment of the militia for 
the services thus rendered. The calls which had. been made, except for 
the brigades in this quarter and at Norfolk, being made by the State, the 
settlement with those corps and the payment for their services were made 
according to the rules and usage of the Department by the State and not 
by the United States. On the settlement by the State, after the peace, 
with the accounting office~s of the Government the reimbursement of the 
interest which the State had paid on the sums thus borrowed and paid to 
the militia was claimed, but not allowed for the reason above stated. It 
is this claim which I now submit to the consideration of Congress. 
It need scarcely be remarked that where a State advances money for 
the use of the General Government for a purpose authorized by it that 
the claim for the interest on the amount thus advanced, which has been 
paid by the State, is reasonable and just. The claim is the stronger under 
the circumstance which existed when those advances were made, it being 
at a period of great difficulty, when the United States were compelled to 
borrow very large sums for the prosecution of the war. Had the State 
not borrowed this money the militia, whose services have been recognized 
since by the nation, must have been disbanded and the State left without 
defense. 
The claim is, in my opinion, equally well founded where a State 
advances money which it has in its treasury, or which it raises by taxes, 
to meet the current demand. 
In submitting this claim to your consideration it is proper to observe 
that many other States have like claims with those of Virginia, and that 
all those similarly circumstanced should be placed on the same footing. 
I invite your attention to a principle which is deemed just, and with a 
view that the provision which may be made respecting it maybe extended 
alike to all the States. 
JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 12, 1824. 
APRIL r6, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
8th of April, requesting information whether the fifth section of the act 
of the 3d March, 1803, relating to a township of land lying within John 
Cleves ymmes's patent, had been executed, and, if not, what reasons 
had prevented it, I transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, 
which affords the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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APRIL 16, 1824. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report of the Secretary of 
War, containing the information requested by a resolution ~f the House 
dated 25th ultimo, shewing the reason why the engineers appointed to 
examine the most suitable site for a natiol!~l armory on the Western 
waters have not made their report. JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 16, 1824. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the 
Secretary of War, which contains the information requested by a resolu-
tion of the 8th instant, respecting the proposals that were made by cer-
tain Indians, therein described, of the Cherokee Nation for the cession of 
their lands to the United States. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, April I8, I824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
13th instant, requesting a detailed account of the disbursement of the sums 
appropriated by the acts of the 30th J\.pril, 1818, and of the 3d March, 
1819, for making certain improvements in the grounds connected with 
the public offices and the President's house, I transmit a report from the 
Commissioner of the Public Buildings, which contains the information 
desired. 
JA~ES MONROE. 
APRIL 23, 1824. 
To the -House of Representat-ives of the United States: 
In conformity with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
yesterday, I have received a copy of the proceedings of the committee 
to whom was referred a communication from Ninian Edwards, lately 
appointed a minister plenipotentiary to Mexico, in which it is decided 
that his attendance in this city for the purpose of being examined by the 
committee on matters contained in the said communication was requisite. 
As soon as I was apprised that such a communication had been made to 
the House, anticipating that the attendance of Mr. Edwards might be 
desired for the purpose stated, I thought it proper that he should be 
informed thereof, and instructed him not to proceed on his mission, but 
to await such call as might be made on him either by the House or its 
committee, and in consequence a letter was addressed to him to that 
effect by the Secretary of State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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APRIL 27 I 1824. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In conformity with the resolution of the Senate of the 19th instant, 
requesting information whether the Executive, through the agency of 
the War Department, borrowed any money during the late war, under 
the condition of applying the same to the defense of the State wherein 
the said loans were made, to what amount, and whether interest was paid 
by the United States for such loans, etc., I herewith transmit a report 
from the Secretary of War containing all the information in that Depart-
ment in relation to the resolution. 
JAMES MONROE. 
APRIL 28, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives: 
The House of Representatives having referred back the accounts and 
claims of Daniel D. Tompkins, late governor of New York, to be settled 
on the principles established by the report of the committee and the law 
founded on it in the last session I have reconsidered the subject, and now 
communicate the result. 
By the report of the committee, which it was understood was adopted 
by the House, it was decided that his accounts and claims should be set-
tled on the four following principles: 
First. That interest should be allowed him on all moneys advanced by 
him for the public from the time of the advance to that of his being reim-
bursed. 
Second. That a reasonable commission should be allowed him on all 
moneys disbursed by him during 1.he hte war. 
Third. That an indemnity should be allowed for all losses which he 
had sustained by the failure of the Government to fulfill its engagements 
to send him money or Treasury notes within the time specified to be 
deposited in certain banks as collateral security for loans procured by 
him at the request and on account of the Government. 
Fourth. That he should not be held responsible for losses incurred 
by the frauds and failures of subagents to whom moneys were advanced 
through his hands. 
On the first, that of interest on his advances for the public, I have 
allowed him 14,438.68. This allowance is made on advances admitted 
by the accounting department, and on the declaration of Mr. Tompkins 
that the remittances made to him, after his advances and previous to the 
24th of December, r8r4, when a very large sum was remitted to him, were 
applied t public purposes and not to the reimbursement of his advances. 
n the second head, that of a reasonable commission for his disburse-
ment during the late war, I have allowed him 5 per cent on the whole 
sum disbursed by him, amounting to $92,213.13. I have made him this 
extra allowance in consideration of the aid which he afforded to the 
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Government at that important epoch in obtaining the loan of a consider-
able part of the sums thus disbursed. 
On the third head, that of an indemnity for losses sustained by him in 
consequence of the failure of the Government to fulfill its engagements 
to send him money or Treasury notes within the time specified, I have 
allowed him $4,4r r.25, being the amount of the loss sustained on the sale 
of Treasury notes, for which he was responsible. 
On the fourth head, that of losses sustained by him by any frauds or 
failures of subagents, none such having been shewn no allowance what-
ever has been made to him. 
From the amount thus allowed to Mr. Tompkins after deducting the 
sum paid him under the act of the present session and the moneys charged 
to his account there will remain a balance due him of $6o,238.46, as 
appears by the sketch herewith communicated. 
In making a final decision on Mr. Tompkins's claims a question arises, 
Shall interest be allowed him on the amount of the commission on his 
disbursements? The law of the last session grants to the President a 
power to allow interest on moneys advanced by him to the pubHc, but 
does not authorize it on the commission to be allowed on his disburse-
ments. To make such allowance belongs exclusively to Congress. Had 
his claims been settled at the end of the last war on the principles estab-
lished by the law of the last session a commission on disbursements. 
would· then have been allowed him. This consideration operates with 
great force in favor of the allowance of interest on that commission at 
this time, which I recommend to Congress. 
I think proper to add that the official relation which I bore to Governor 
Tompkins at that very interesting epoch, under the highly distinguished 
and meritorious citizen under whom we both served, enabling me to feel 
very sensibly the value of his services, excites a strong interest in his 
favor, which I deem it not improper to express. 
JAMES MONROE. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
WASHINGTON, April 30, I82¢. 
I transmit to the Senate, for their constitutional advice with regard 
to its ratification, a convention for the suppression of the African slave 
trade, signed at London on the r3th ultimo by the minister of the United 
States residing there on their part, with the plenipotentiaries of the Brit-
ish Government on the part of that nation, together with the correspond-
ence relating thereto; a part of which is included in a communication 
made to the House of Representatives on the r9th ultimo, a printed copy 
of which is among the documents herewith sent. 
Motives of accomtp.odation to the wishes of the British Government 
render it desirable that the Senate should act definitively upon this con-
vention as speedily as may be found convenient. 
JAMES MONROE. 
M P-vor. II-16 
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APRIL 30, 1824. 
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States: 
I communicate to the Senate a treaty entered into with the Cheroke~ 
Nation as early as 1804, but which, owing to causes not now understood, 
has never been carried into effect. Of the authenticity of the transaction 
a report from the Secretary of War, with the documents accompanying 
it, furnishes the most unquestionable proof. I submit it to the Senate 
for its advice and consent as to the ratification, 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May 7, I82,f.. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I communicate herewith to the Senate a report from the Secretary of 
State, with the documents relating to the present state of the commercial 
intercourse between the United States and Portugal, requested by the 
resolution of the Senate of the 13th ultimo. JAMES MONROE. 
MAY II, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives a report of the 
Secretary of War, containing the information called for by the resolution 
of the 10th of March, requesting the names of all the officers of the Army 
who have been brevetted, stating their lineal rank and brevet rank, when 
brevetted, and the amount of money paid to each and when paid, which 
report, with the accompanying documents, contains the information 
desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MAY 13, 1824. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 15th of April, requesting the President to cause to be communicated 
to the House a statement of the supplies which have been sent from the 
United States to any ports of South America for the use of our squadron 
in the Pacific Ocean, of the amount paid for such supplies, with the names 
of the owners of the vessels, and other details therein specified, I trans-
mit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Navy, which, with the 
documents accompanying it, furnishes the information desired. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MAY 14, 1824. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives a report of the 
Secretary of the avy, together with the proceedings of a court-martial 
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lately held at Norfolk for the trial of Lieutenant Beverly Kennon, as 
requested by a resolution of the House bearing date the 25th of April, 
1824. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May I8, I824. 
· To the House of Representatives of the Unz'ted States: 
I communicate to the House a report, with .accompanying documents, 
received from Alexander Hamilton, one of the commissioners of land 
titles in East Florida, deeming the statements therein contained to be 
worthy of the particular attention of the House, and of a nature which 
may, perhaps, require their interposition or that of both branches of the 
Legislature. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, May 2I, I824. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
Apprehending from the delay in the decision that some difficulty exists 
with the Senate respecting the ratification of the convention lately con-
cluded with the British Government for the suppression of the slave trade 
by making it piratical, I deem it proper to communicate for your consid-
eration such views as appear to me to merit attention. Charged as the 
Executive is, and as I have· long been, with maintaining the political 
relations between the United States and other nations, I consider it my 
duty, in submitting for your advice and consent as to the ratification any 
treaty or convention which has been agreed on with another power, to 
explain, when the occasion requires it,, all the reasons which induced the 
measure. It is by such full and frank explanation only that the Senate 
can be enabled to discharge the high trust reposed in them with advan-
tage to their country. Having the instrument before them, with the view,s 
which guided the Executive in forming it, the Senate will possess all the 
light necessary to a sound decision. 
' By an act of Congress of 15th May, 1820, the slave trade, as described 
by that act, was made piratical, and all such of our citizens as might be 
found engaged in that trade were subjected, on conviction thereof by the 
circuit courts of the United States, to capital punishment. To commu-
nicate more distinctly the import of that act, I refer to its fourth and fifth 
sections, which are in the following words: 
SEC. 4. And be it further enacted, That if any citizen of the United States, being 
of the crew or ship's company of any foreign ship or vessel engaged in the slave trade, 
or any person whatever, being of the crew or ship's company of any ship or vessel 
owned in the whole or part or navigated for or in behalf of any citizen or citizens of 
the United States, shall land from any such ship or vessel, and on any foreign shore 
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seize any negro or mulatto not held to service or labor by the laws of t>.itb.er of the 
States or Territories of the United States, with intent to make such negro or mulatto 
a slave, or shall decoy or forcibly bring or carry, or shall receive, such negro or 
mulatto on board . any such ship or vessel, with intent as aforesaid, such citizen or 
person shall be adjudged a 'pirate, and on conviction thereof before the circuit court 
of the United States for the district wherein he may be brought or found shall suffer 
death. 
SEC. 5. And be it further enacted, That if any citizen of the United States, being 
of the crew or ship's company of any foreign ship or vessel engaged in the slave trade, 
or any person whatever, being of the crew or ship's company of any ship or vessel 
owned wholly or in part, or navigated for or in behalf of, any citizen or citizens of the 
United States, shall forcibly confine or detain, or aid and abet in forcibly confining 
or detaining, on board such ship or vessel any negro or mulatto not hdd to service 
by the laws of either of the States or Territories of the United States, wlth intent to 
make such negro or mulatto a slave, or shall on board any such ship or vessel offer 
or attempt to sell as a slave any ~egro or mulatto not held to service as aforesaid, 
or shall on the high seas or anywhere on tide water transfer or deliver over to any 
other ship or vessel any negro or mulatto not held to service as aforesaid, with intent 
to make such negro or mulatto a slave, or shall land or deliver on shore from on 
board any such ship or vessel any such negro or mulatto, with intent to make sale 
of, or having previously sold such negro or mulatto as a slave, such citizen or per-
son shall be adjudged a pirate, and on conviction thereof before the circuit court of 
the United States for the district wherein he may be brought or found shall suffer 
death. 
And on the 28th February, 1823, the House of Representatives, by a 
majority of 131 to 9, passed a resolution to the following effect: 
Resolved, That the President of the United States be requested to enter upon and 
prosecute from time to time such negotiations with the several maritime powers of 
Europe and America as he may deem expedient for the effectual abolition of the 
African slave trade and its ultimate cl\'!nunciation as piracy under the law of nations, 
by the consent of the civilized world. 
By the act of Congress above referred to, whereby the most effectual 
means that could be devised were adopted for the extirpation of the slave 
trade, the wish of the United States was explicitly declared, that all na-
tions might concur in a similar policy. It could only be by such con-
currence that the great object could be accomplished, and it was by 
negotiation and treaty alone that such concurrence could be obtained, 
commencing with one power and extending it to others. The course, 
therefore, which the Executive, who had concurred in the act, had to 
pursue was distinctly marked out for it. Had there, however, been any 
doubt respecting it, the resolution of the House of Representatives, the 
branch which might with strict propriety express its opinion, could not 
fail to have removed it. 
By the tenth article of the treaty of peace between the United States 
and reat Britain, concluded at Ghent, it was stipulated that both par-
ties hould u e their best endeavors to accompli h the abolition of the 
frican lave trade. This object has been accordingly pursued by both 
ment 'th great earnestne, , by separate acts of legislation, and 
by negotiation almost uninterrupted, with the purpose of establishing a 
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conce1 t hr.tween them in some measure which might secure its accom-
plishment .. 
Great Britain in her negotiations with other powers had concluded trea-
ties with Spain, Portugal, and the Netherlands, in which, without consti-
tuting the crime as piracy or classing it with crimes of that denomination, 
the parties had conceded to the naval officers of each other the right of 
search and capture of the vessels of either that might be engaged in the 
slave trade, and had instituted courts. consisting of judges, subjects of 
.both parties, for the trial of the vessels so captured. 
In the negotiations-with the United States Great Britain had earnestly 
and repeatedly pressed on them the adoption of similar provisions. They 
had been resisted by the Executive on two grounds: One, that the con-
stitution of mixed tribunals was incompatible with their Constitution; 
and the other, that the concession of the right of search in time of peace 
for an offense not piratical would be repugnant to the feelings of the 
nation and of dangerous tendency. The right of search is the right of 
war of the belligerent toward the neutral. To extend it in time of peace 
to any object whatever might establish a precedent which might lead to 
others with some powers, and which, even if confined to the instance 
specified, might be subject to great abuse. 
Animated by an ardent desire to suppress this trade, ·the United States 
took stronger ground by making it, by the act above referred to, pirat-
ical, a measure more adequate to the end and free from many of the 
objections applicable to the plan which had been proposed to them. It 
is this alternative which the Executive, under the sanction and injunc-
tions above stated, offered to the British Government, and which that 
Government has accepted. By making the crime piracy the right of 
search attaches to the crime, and which when adopted by all nations 
will be common to all; and that it will be so adopted may fairly be pre-
sumed if steadily persevered in by the parties to the present convention. 
In the meantime, and with a view to a fair experiment, the obvious course 
seems to be to carry into effect with every power such treaty as may be 
made with each in succession. 
In presenting this alternative to the British Government it was made 
an indispensable condition that the trade should be made piratical by act 
of Parliament, as it had been by an act of Congress. This was provided 
for in the convention, and has since been complied with. In this respect, 
therefore, the nations rest on the same ground. Suitable provisions have 
also been adopted to protect each party from the abuse of the power 
granted to the public ships of the other. Instead of subjecting the per-
sons detected in the slave trade to trial by the courts of the captors, as 
would be the case if such trade was piracy by the laws of nations, it is 
stipulated that until that event they shall be tried by the courts of their 
own country only. Hence there could be no motive for an abuse of the 
right of search, since such abuse could not fail to terminate to the injury 
of the captor. 
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Should this convention be adopted, there is every reason to believe 
that it will be the commencement of a system destined to accomplish the 
entire abolition of the slave trade. Great Britain, by making it her own, 
confessedly adopted at the suggestion of the United States, and being 
pledged to propose and urge its adoption by other nations in concert with 
the United States, will find it for her interest to abandon the less-effective 
system of her previous treaties with Spain, Portugal, and the Nether-
lands, and to urge on those and other powers their accession to this. The 
crime will then be unive:rnally proscribed as piracy, and the traffic be 
suppressed forever. 
Other considerations of high importance urge the adoption of this con-
vention. -V,..T e have at this moment pending with Great Britain sundry 
other negotiations intimately connected with the welfare and even the 
peace of our Union. In one of them nearly a third part of the territory 
of the State of Maine is in contestation. In another the navigation of 
the St. Lawrence, the admission of consuls into the British islands, and 
a system of commercial intercourse between the United States and all the 
British possessions in this hemisphere are subjects of discussion. In a 
third our territorial and other rights upon the northwest coast are to be 
adjusted, while a negotiation on the same interest is opened with Russia. 
In a fourth all the most important controvertible points of maritime law 
in time of war are brought under consideration, and in the fifth the whole 
system of South American concerns, connected with a general recognition 
of South American independence, may again from hour to hour become, 
as it has already been, an object of concerted operations of the highest 
interest to both nations and to the peace of the world. 
It can not be disguised that the rejection of this convention can not 
fail to have a very injurious influence on the good understanding between 
the two Governments on all these points. That it would place the Exec-
utive Administration under embarrassment, and subject it, the Congress, 
and the nation to the charge of insincerity respecting the great result of 
the final suppression of the slave trade, and that its first and indispensa-
ble consequence will be to constrain the Executive to suspend all further 
negotiation with every European and American power to which overtures 
have been made in compliance with the resolution of the House of Rep-
resentatives of 28th February, 1823, must be obvious. To invite all 
nations, with the statute of piracy in our hands, to adopt its principles as 
the law of nations and yet to deny to all the common right of search for 
the pirate, whom it would be impossible to detect without entering and 
searching the essel, would expose us not simply to the charge of incon-
sistency. 
It must be obvious that the restriction of search for pirates to the Afri-
can coast j incompatible with the idea of such a crime. It is not doubted 
also if the con ention is adopted that no example of the commission of 
that crime by the citizens or subjects of either power will ever occur 
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again. It is believed, therefore, that this right as applicable to piracy 
would not only extirpate the trade, but prove altogether innocent in its 
operation. 
In further illustration of the views of Congress on this subject, I trans-
mit to the Senate extracts from two resolutions of the House of Repre-
sentatives, one of the 9th February, 182 I; the other of 12th April, 1822. 
I transmit also a letter from the charge d'affaires of the British Govern-
ment, which shows the deep interest which that Government takes in 
the ratification of the treaty. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON CITY, May 22, I824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit ~o the House of Representatives a report of the Secretary 
of the Navy, in compliance .with their resolution of the 14th of April 
last, respecting prize agents, which report contains the information re-
quested. 
~ .\.MES MONROE. 
MA y 24, I 824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
13th instant, requesting the President to communicate any information 
he may possess in relation to the intercourse and trade now carried on 
between the people of the United States (and particularly the people of 
the State of Missouri) and the Mexican Provinces, how and by what route 
that trade or intercourse is carried on, in what it consists, the distances, 
etc., the nations of Indians through which it passes, their dispositions, 
whether pacific or otherwise, the advantages resulting or likely to result 
from that trade or intercourse, I herewith transmit a communication from 
the Department of State, which contains all the information which has 
yet been collected in relation to those subjects. 
JAMES MONROE. 
MAY 24, 1824. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United 'States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the 20th instant, I transmit here-
with to the House of Representatives a report of David Shriver, super-
intendent of the Cumberland road, stating the manner in which the ap-
propriation made at the last session for the r_epair of that road has been 
expended, and also the present condition of the road. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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EIGHTH ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, Decemb~r 7, I824-. 
Fellow-Citz'zens of the Senate and o.f the House o.f Representatives: 
The view which I have now to present to you of our affairs, foreign 
and domestic, realizes the most sanguine anticipations which have been 
entertained of the public prosperity. If we look to the whole, our growth 
as a. nation continues to be rapid beyond example; if to the States which 
compose it, the same gratifying spectacle is exhibited. Our expansion 
over the vast territory within our limits has been great, without indicating 
any decline in those sections from which the emigration has been most 
conspicuous. We have daily gained strength by a native population in 
every quarter-a population devoted to our happy system of government 
and cherishing the bond of union with fraternal affection. Experience 
has already shewn that the difference of climate and of industry, proceed- . 
ing from that cause, inseparable from such vast domains, and which under 
other systems might have a repulsive tendency, can not fail to produce 
with us under wise regulations the opposite effect. What one portion 
wants the other may supply; and this will be most sensibly felt by the 
parts most distant from each other, forming thereby a domestic market 
and an active intercourse between the extremes and throughout every 
portion of our Union. Thus by a happy distribution of power between 
the National and State Governments, Governments which rest exclusively 
on the sovereignty of the people and are fully adequate to the great pur-
poses for which they were respectively instituted, causes which might 
otherwise lead to dismemberment operate powerfully to draw us closer 
together. In every other circumstance a correct view of the actual state 
of our Union must be equally gratifying to our constituents. Our rela-
tions with foreign powers are of a friendly character, although certain 
interesting differences remain unsettled with some. Our revenue under 
the mild system of impost and tonnage continues to be adequate to all the 
purposes of the Government Our agriculture, commerce, manufactures, 
and navigation flourish. Our fortifications are advancing in the degree 
authorized by existing appropriations to maturity, and due progress is 
made in the augmentation of the avy to the limit prescribed for it by 
law. For these ble ings we owe to Almighty God, from whom we 
deri e them, and with profound reverence, our most grateful and unceas-
ii:.g acknm I <lgment . 
In a<lvertin<T to our relation with foreign powers, which are always an 
o ject of the highe t importance, I have to remark that of the subjects 
\ hich ha e been brought into discussion with them during the pre ent 
dministration some ha e been satisfactorily terminated, others have 
been suspended, to b resumeq hereaft~r under circumstances more favor-
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able to success, and others are still in negotiation, with the hope that they 
may be adjusted with mutual accommodation to the interests and to the 
satisfaction of the respective parties. It has been the invariable object of 
this Government to cherish the most friendly relations with every power, 
and on principles and conditions which might make them permanent. A 
systematic effort has been made to place our commerce with each power 
on a footing of perfect reciprocity, to settle with each in a spirit of candor 
~nd liberality all existing differences, and to anticipate and remove so far 
,~sit might be practicable all causes of future variance. 
It having been stipulated by the seventh article of the convention of 
navigation and commerce which was concluded on the 24th of June, 1822, 
between the United States and France, that the said convention should 
continue in force for two years from the 1st of October of that year, and 
for an indefinite term afterwards, unless one of the parties should declare 
its intention to renounce it, in which event it should cease to operate at 
the end of six months from such declaration, and no such intention having 
been announced, the convention having been found advantageous to both 
parties, it has since remained, and still remains, in force. At the time 
when that convention was concluded many interesting subjects were left 
unsettled, and particularly our claim to indemnity for spoliations which 
were committed on our commerce in the late wars. For these interests 
and claims it was in the contempJ.ation of the parties to make provision 
at a subsequent day by a more comprehensive and definitive treaty. The 
object has been duly attended to since by the Executive, but as yet it has 
not been accomplished. It is hoped that a favorable opportunity will 
present itself for opening a negotiation which may embrace and arrange 
all existing differences and every other concern in which they have a com-
mon interest upon the accession of the present King of France, an event 
which has occurred since the dose of the last session of Congress. 
With Great Britain our commercial intercourse rests on the same foot-
ing that it did at the last session. By the convention of 1815 the com-
merce between the United States and the British dominions in Europe 
and the East Indies was arranged on a principle of reciprocity. That 
convention was confirmed and continued in force, with slight exceptions~ 
by a subsequent treaty for the term of ten years from the 20th of Octo-
ber, 1818, the date of the latter. The trade with the British colonies in 
the West Indies has not as yet been arranged, by treaty or otherwise, to 
our satisfaction. An approach to that result has been made by legis-
lative acts, whereby many serious impediments which had been raised 
by the parties in defense of their respective claims were removed. An 
earnest desire exists, and has been manifested on the part of this Gov-
ernment, to place the commerce with the colonies, likewise, on a footing 
of reciprocal advantage, and it is hoped that the British Government, 
seeing the justice of the pro:posal a,nc;l its importance to th~ <;Qlonies
1 
will 
ere lon~ accede to it, , 
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The commissioners who were appoi~ted for the adjustment of the 
boundary between the territories of the United States and those of Great 
Britain, specified in the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent, having dis-
agreed in their decision, and both Governments having agreed to establish 
that boundary by amicable negotiation between them, it is hoped that it 
may be satisfactorily adjusted in that mode. The boundary specified by 
the sixth article has been established by the decision of the commission-
ers. From the progress made in that provided for by the seventh, accord-
ing to a report recently received, there is good cause to presume that it 
will be settled in the course of the ensuing year. 
It is a cause of serious regret that no arrangement has yet been finally 
concluded between the two Governments to secure by joint cooperation 
the suppression of the slave trade. It was the object of the British Gov-
ernment in the early stages of the negotiation to adopt a plan for the 
suppression which should include the concession of the mutual right of 
search by the ships of war of each party of the vessels of the other for 
suspected offenders. This was objected to by this Government on thf 
principle that as the right of search was a right of war of a belligerent 
toward a neutral power it might have an ill effect to extend it by treaty, 
to an offense which had been made comparatively mild, to a time of peace. 
Anxious, however, for the suppression of this trade, it was thought advis-
able, in compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives. 
founded on an act of Congress, to propose to the British Government an. 
expedient which should be free from that objection and more effectual 
for the object, by making it piratical. In that mode the enormity of the 
crime would place the offenders out of the protection of their Government, 
and involve no question of search or other question between the parties 
touching their respective rights. It was believed, also, that it woukl 
completely suppress the trade in the vessels of both parties, and by their 
respective citizens and subjects in those of other powers, with whom it 
was hoped that the odium which would thereby be attached to it would 
produce a corresponding arrangement, and by means thereof its entire 
extirpation forever. A convention to this effect was concluded and signed 
in London on the 13th day of March, 1824, by plenipotentiaries duly 
authorized by both Governments, to the ratification of which certain 
obstacles have arisen which are not yet entirely removed. The difference 
between the parties still remaining has been reduced to a point not of suf-
ficient magnitude, as is presumed, to be permitted to defeat an object so 
near to the heart of both nations and so desirable to the friends of humanity 
throughout the world. As objections, however, to the principle recom-
mended by the House of Representatives, or at least to the consequences 
inseparable from it, and which are understood to apply to the law, ha\he 
been raised, which may deserve a reconsideration of the whole subject, I 
ha e thought it proper to suspend the conclusion of a new convention 
until th~ definitive sentiments of Congress may b~ ascertained, The 
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documents relating to the negotiation are with that intent submitted to 
your consideration. 
9ur commerce with Sweden has been placed on a footing of perfoct 
reciprocity by treaty, and with Russia, the Netherlands, Prussia, the free 
Hanseatic cities, the Dukedom of Oldenburg, and Sardinia by internal 
regulations on each side, founded on mutual agreement between the 
respective Governments. 
The principles upon which the commercial policy of the United States 
is founded are to be traced to an early period. They are essentially con-
nected with those upon which their independence was declared, and owe 
their origin to the enlightened men who took the lead in our affairs at that 
important epoch. They are developed in their first treaty of commerce 
with France of 6th February, 1778, and by a formal commission which 
was instituted immediately after the conclusion of their Revolutionary 
struggle, for the purpose of negotiating treaties of commerce with every 
European power. The first treaty of the United States with Prussia, 
which was negotiated by that commission, affords a signal illustration 
of those principles. The act of Congress of the 3d March, 1815, adopted 
immediately after the return of a general peace, was a new overtvre to 
foreign nations to establish our commercial relations with them on the 
basis of free and equal reciprocity. That principle has pervaded all the 
acts of Congress and all the negotiations of the Executive on the subject 
since. 
A convention for the settlement of important questions in relation to 
the northwest coast of this continent and its adjoining seas was concluded 
and signed at St. Petersburg on the 5th day of April last by the minister 
plenipotentiary of the United States and plenipotentiaries of the Imperial 
Government of Russia. It will immediately be laid before the Senate for 
tlie exercise of the constitutional authority of that body with reference 
to its ratification. It is proper to add that the manner in which this 
negotiation was invited and conducted on the part of the Emperor has 
been very satisfactory. 
The great and extraordinary changes which have happened in the Gov-
, ernments of Spain an9- Portugal within the last two years, without seri~ 
ously affecting the friendly relations which under all of them have been 
maintained with those powers by the United States, have been obstacles 
to the adjustment of the particular subjects of discussion which have arisen 
with each. A resolution of the Senate adopted at their last session called 
for information as to the effect produced upon our relations with Spain by 
the recognition on the part of the United States of the independent South 
American Governments. The papers containing that information are now 
communicated to Congress. 
A charge d'affaires has been received from the independent Govern-
ment of Brazil. That country, heretofore a colonial possession of Portu-. 
gal, had some years since · been proclaimed by the Sovereign of Portugal 
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himself an independent Kingdom. Since his return to Lisbon a revolu-
tion in Brazil has established a new Government there with an imperial 
title, at the head of which is placed a prince, in whom the regency had 
been vested by the King at the time of his departure. There is reason to 
expect that by amicable negotiation the independence of Brazil will ere 
long be recognized by Portugal herself. 
With the remaining powers of Europe, with those on the coast of Bar-
bary, and with all the new South American States our relations are of a 
friendly character. We have ministers plenipotentiary residing with the 
Republics of Colombia and Chile, and have received ministers of the same 
rank from Colombia, Guatemala, Buenos Ayres, and Mexico. Our com-
mercial relations with all those States are mutually beneficial and increas-
ing. With the Republic of Colombia a treaty of commerce has been 
formed, of which a copy is received and the original daily expected. A 
negotiation for a like treaty would have been commenced with Buenos 
Ayres had it not been prevented by the indisposition and lamented 
decease of Mr. Rodney, our minister there, and to whose memory the 
most respectful attention has been shewn by the Government of that 
Republic. An advantageous alteration in our treaty with Tunis has been 
obtained by our consular agent residing there, the official document of 
which when received will be laid before the Senate. 
The attention of the Government has been drawn with great solicitude 
to other subjects, and particularly to that relating to a state of maritime 
war, involving the relative rights of neutral and belligerent in such wars. 
Most of the difficulties which we have experienced and of the losses which 
we have sustained since the establishment of our independence have pro-
ceeded from the unsettled state of those rights and the extent to which 
the belligerent claim has been carried against the neutral party. It is 
impossible to look back on the occurrences of the late wars in Europe, 
and to behold the disregard which was paid to our rights as a neutral 
power, and the waste which was made of our commerce by the parties 
to those wars by various acts of their respective Governments, and under 
the pretext by each that the other had set the example, without great 
mortification and a fixed purpose never to submit to the like in future. 
An attempt to remove those causes of possible variance by friendly nego-
tiation and on just principle which should be applicable to all parties 
could, it was presumed, be viewed by none other than as a proof of an 
earne t de ire to preserve those relations with every power. In the late 
ar b t een France and pain a crisis occurred in which it seemed prob-
able that all the controvertible principles involved in such wars might 
be brought into discu ion and settled to the atisfaction of all parties. 
Propo itions having this object in view have been made to the Govern-
ments of Great Britain, France, Russia, and of other powers, which have 
been received in a friendly manner by all, but as yet no treaty has been 
formed ith either for its accomplishment. The policy , ill, it is pre-
sumed, b persevered in, and in the hope that it may be successful. 
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It will always be recollected that with one of the parties to those wars, 
and from whom we received those injuries, we sought redress by war. 
From the other, by whose then reigning Government our vessels were 
seized in port as well as at sea and their cargoes conn.seated, indemnity 
has been expected, but has not yet been rendered. It was under the 
influence of the latter that our vessels were likewise seized by the Gov-
ernments of Spain, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, and Naples, and from 
whom indemnity has been claimed and is still expected, with the excep-
tion of Spain, by whom it has been rendered. With both parties we had 
abundant cause of war, but we had no alternative but to resist that which 
was most powerful at sea and pressed us nearest at home. With this 
all differences were settled by a treaty, founded on conditions fair and 
honorable to both, and which has been so far executed with perfect good 
faith. It has been earnestly hoped that the other· would of its own 
accord, and from a sentiment of justice and conciliation, make to our citi-
zens the indemnity to which they are entitled, and thereby remove from 
our relations any just cause of discontent on our side. 
It is estimated that the receipts into the Treasury during the current 
year, exclusive of loans, will exceed $18,500,000, which, with the sum 
remaining in the Treasury at the end of the last year, amounting to 
$9,463,922.Sr, will, after discharging the current disbursements of the 
year, the interest on the public debt, and upward of $ 1 r, 6 33, o II. 5 2 of 
the principal, leave a balance of more than $3,000,000 in the Treasury 
on the rst day of January next. 
A larger amount of the debt contracted during the late war, bearing an 
interest of 6 per cent, becoming redeemable in the course of the ensuing 
year than could be discharged by the ordinary revenue, the act of the 
26th of May authorized a loan of $5,000,000 at 4¼ per cent to me~ the 
same. By this arrangement an annual saving will accrue to the public 
of $75,000. 
Under the act of the 24th of May last a loan of $5,000,000 was author-
ized, in order to meet the awards under the Florida treaty, which was nego-
tiated at par with the Bank of the United States at 4,½ per cent, the limit 
of interest fixed by the act. By this provision the claims of our citizens 
who had sustained so great a loss by spoliations, and from whom indem-
nity had been so long withheld, were promptly paid. For these advances 
the public will be amply repaid at no distant day by the sale of the lands 
in Florida. Of the great advantages resulting from the acquisition of the 
Territory in other respects too high an estimate can not be formed. 
It is estimated that the receipts into the Treasury during the year r825 
will be sufficient to meet the disbursements of the year, including the 
sum of $ro,ooo,ooo, which is annually appropriated by the act constitut-
ing the sinking fund to the payment of the principal and interest of the 
public debt. · 
The whole amount of the public debt on the rst of January next may 
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be estimated at $86,000,000, inclusive of $2,500,000 of the loan author-
ized by the act of the 26th of May last. In this estimate is included a 
stock of $7,000,000, issued for the purchase of that amount of the capital 
stock of the Bank of the United States, and which, as the stock of the 
bank still held by the Government will at least be fully equal to its 
reimbursement, ought not to be considered as constituting a part of the 
public debt. Estimating, then, the whole amount of the public debt at 
$79,000,000 and regarding the annual receipts and expenditures of the 
Government, a well-founded hope may be entertained that, should no 
unexpected event occur, the whole of the public debt may be discharged 
in the course of ten years, and the Government be left at liberty thereafter 
to apply such portion of the revenue as may not be necessary for current 
expenses to such other objects as may be most conducive to the public 
security and welfare. That the sums applicable to these objects will be 
very considerable may be fairly concluded when it is recollected that a 
large amount of the public revenue has been applied since the late war 
to the construction of the public buildings in this city; to the erection of 
fortifications along the coast and of arsenals in different parts of the 
Union; to the augmentation of the Navy; to the extinguishment of the 
Indian title to large tracts of fertile territory; to the acquisition of Flor-
ida; to pensions to Revolutionary officers and soldiers, and to invalids of 
the late war. On many of these objects the expense will annually be 
diminished and cease at no distant period on most of them. On the 1st 
of January, 1817, the public debt amounted to $123,491,965.16, and, not-
withstanding the large sums which have been applied to these objects, it 
has been reduced since that period $37,446,961.78. The last portion of 
the public debt will be redeemable on the 1st of January, 1835, and while 
there is the best reason to believe that the resources of the Government 
will be continually adequate to such portions of it as may become due in 
the interval, it is recommended to Congress to seize every opportunity 
which may present itself to reduce the rate of interest on every part 
thereof. The high state of the public credit and the great abundance of 
money are at this time very favorable to such a result. It must be very 
gratifying to our fellow-citizens to witness this :flourishing state of the 
public finances when it is recollected that no burthen whatever has been 
imposed upon them. 
The military establishment in all its branches, in the performance of 
the various duties assigned to each, justifies the favorable view which was 
presented of the efficiency of its organization at the last session. All the 
appropriations have been regularly applied to the objects intended by Con-
gress, and so far as the disbursements have been made the accounts have 
been rendered and settled without loss to the public. The condition of 
the Army itself, as relates to the officers and men, in science and dis-
cipline is highly re pectable. The Military Academy, on which the 
Army essentially rests, and to which it is much indebted for this state of 
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improvement, has attained, in comparison with any other institution of a 
like ~nd, a high degree of perfection. Experience, however, has shewn 
that the dispersed condition of the corps of artillery is unfavorable to the 
discipline of that important branch of the military establishment. To 
remedy this inconvenience, eleven companies have been assembled at the 
fortification erected at Old Point Comfort as a school for artillery instruc-
tion, with intention as they shall be perfected in the various duties of 
that service to order them to other posts, and to supply their places with 
other companies for instruction in like manner. In this mode a complete 
knowledge of the science and duties of this arm will be extended through-
out the whole corps of artillery. But to carry this object fully into effect 
will require the aid of Congress, to obtain which the subject is now sub-
mitted to your consideration. 
Of the progress which has been made in the construction of fortifica-
tions for the permanent defense of our maritime frontier, according to 
the plan decided on and to the extent of the existing appropriations, 
the report of the Secretary of War, which is herewith communicated, will 
give a detailed account. Their final completion can not fail to give 
great additional security to that frontier, and to diminish proportionably 
the expense of defending it in the event of war. 
The provisions in the several acts of Congress of the last session for the 
improvement of the µavigation of the Mississippi and the Ohio, of the har-
bor of Presqu'isle, on Lake Erie, and the repair of the· Plymouth beach 
are in a course of regular execution; and there is reason to believe that 
the appropriation in each instance will be adequate to the object. To 
carry these improvements fully into effect, the superintendence of them 
has been assigned to officers of the Corps of Engineers. 
Under the act of 30th April last, authorizing the President to cause a 
survey to be made, with the necessary plans and estimates, of such roads 
and canals as he might deem of national importance in a commercial or 
military point of view, or for the transportation of the mail, a board has 
been instituted, consisting of two distinguished officers of the Corps cf 
Engineers and a distinguished civil engineer, with assistants, who have 
been actively employed in carrying into effect the object of the act. They 
have carefully examined the route between the Potomac and the Ohio 
rivers; between the latter and Lake Erie; between the Alleghany and 
the Susquehannah; and the routes between the Delaware and the Raritan, 
Barnstable and Buzzards Bay, and between Boston Harbor and Narragan-
set Bay. Such portion of the Corps of Topographical Engineers as could 
be spared from the survey of the coast has been employed in surveying 
the very important route between the Potomac and the Ohio. Consider-
able progress has been made in it, but the survey can not be completed 
until the next season. It is gratifying to add, from the view already 
taken, that there is good cause to believe that this great nation~l object 
may be fully accomplished. 
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It is contemplated to commence early in the next season the execution 
of the other branch of the act-that which relates to roads-and with the 
survey of a route from this city, through the Southern States, to New 
Orleans, the importance of which can not be too highly estimated. All 
the officers of both the corps of engineers who could be spared from other 
services have been employed in exploring and surveying the routes for 
canals. To digest a plan for both objects for the great purposes specified 
will require a thorough knowledge of every part of our Union and of the 
relation of each part to the others and of all to the seat of the General 
Government. For such a digest it will be necessary that the information 
be full, minute, and precise. With a view to these important objects, I 
submit to the consideration of the Congress the propriety of enlarging 
both the corps of engineers-the military and topographical. It need 
scarcely be remarked that the more extensively these corps are engaged 
in the improvement of their country, in the execution of the powers of 
Congress, and in aid of the States in such improvements as lie beyond that 
limit, when such aid is desired, the happier the effect will be in many views 
of which the subject is susceptible. By profiting of their science the works 
will always be well executed, and by giving to the officers such employ-
ment our Union will derive all the advantage, in peace as well as in war, 
from their talents and services which they can afford. In this mode, 
also, the military will be incorporated with the civil, and unfounded and 
injurious distinctions and prejudices of every kind be done away. To the 
corps themselves this service can not fail to be equally useful, since by 
the knowledge they would thus acquire they would be eminently. better 
qualified in the event of war for the great purposes for which they were 
instituted. 
Our relations with the Indian tribes within our limits have not been 
materially changed during the year. The hostile disposition evinced by 
certain tribes on the Missouri during the last year still continues, and has 
extended in some degree to those on the Upper Mississippi and the Upper 
Lakes. Several parties of our citizens have been plundered and murdered 
by those tribes. In order to establish relations of friendship with them, 
Congress at the last session made an appropriation for treaties with them 
and for the employment of a suitable military escort to accompany and 
attend the commissioners at the places appointed for the negotiations. 
This object has not been effected. The season was too far advanced 
when the appropriation was made and the distance too great to permit 
it; but measures have been taken, and all the preparations will be com-
pleted to accomplish it at an early period in the next season. 
Believing that the hostility of the tribes, particularly on the Upper Mis-
sissippi and the Lakes, is in no small degree owing to the wars which are 
carried on between the tribes residing in that quarter, measures have been 
taken to bring about a general peace among them, which, if successful, 
ill not only tend to the security of our citizens, but be of great advan• 
tage to the Indians themselves. 
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With the exception of the tribes referred to, our relations with all the 
others are on the same friendly footing, and it affords me great satisfac-
. tion to add that they are making steady advances in civilization and the 
improvement of their condition. Many of the tribes have already made 
great progress in the arts of civilized life. This desirable result has been 
brought about by the humane and persevering policy of the Government, 
and particularly by means of the appropriation for the civilization of the 
Indians. There have been established under the provisions of this act 
32 schools, containing 916 scholars, who are well instructed in several 
branches of literature, and likewise in agriculture and the ordinary arts 
of life. 
Under the appropriation to authorize treaties with the Creeks and 
Quaupaw Indians commissioners have been appointed and negotiations 
are now pending, but the result is not yet known. 
For more full information respecting the principle which has been 
adopted for carrying into effect the act of Congress authorizing surveys, 
with plans and estimates for canals and roads, and on every other branch 
of duty incident to the Department of War, I refer you to the report of the 
Secretary. 
The squadron in the Mediterranean has been maintained in the extent 
which was proposed in the report of the Secretary of the Navy of the last 
year, and has afforded to our commerce the necessary protection in that 
sea. Apprehending, however, that the unfriendly relations which have 
existed between Algiers and some of the powers of Europe might be 
extended to us, it has been thought expedient to augment the force 
there, and in consequence the North Carolina, a ship of the line, has been 
prepared, and will sail in a few days to join it. . 
The force employed in the Gulf of Mexico and in the neighboring seas 
for the suppression of piracy has likewise been preserved essentially in 
the state in which it was during the last year. A persevering effort has 
been made for the accomplishment of that object, and much protection 
has thereby been afforded to our commerce, but still the practice is far 
from being suppressed. From every view which has been taken of the 
subject it is thought that it will be necessary rather to augment than to 
diminish our force in that quarter. There is reason to believe that the 
piracies now complained of are committed by bands of robbers who in-
habit the land, and who, by preserving good intelligence with the towns 
and seizing favorable opportunities, rush forth and fall on unprotected 
merchant vessels, of which they make an easy prey. ·The pillage thus 
taken they carry to their lurking places, and dispose of afterwards at prices 
tending to seduce the neighboring population. This combination is under-
stood to be of great extent, and is the more to be deprecated because the 
crime of piracy is often attended with the murder of the crews, these rob-
bers knowing if any survived their lurking places would be exposed and 
they be caught and punished. That this atrocious practice should be 
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carried to such extent is cause of equal surprise and regret. It is presumed 
that it must be attributed to the relaxed and feeble state of the local gov-
ernments, since it is not doubted, from the high character of the governor 
of Cuba, who is well known and much respected here, that if he had the 
power he would promptly suppress it. Whether those robbers should be 
pursued on the lanq., the local authorities be made responsible for these 
atrocities, or any other measure be resorted to to suppress them, is sub-
mitted to the consideration of Congress. 
In execution of the laws for the suppression of the slave trade a vessel 
has been occasionally sent from that squadron to the coast of Africa with 
orders to return thence by the usual track of the slave ships, and to seize 
any of our vessels which might be engaged in that trade. None have 
been found, and it is believed that none are thus employed. It is well 
known, however, that the trade still exists under other flags. 
The health of our squadron while at Thompsons Island has been much 
better during the present than it was the last season. Some improve-
ments have been made and others are contemplated there which, it is 
believed, will have a very salutary effect. 
On the Pacific our commerce has much increased, and on that coast, 
as well as on that sea, the United States have many important interests 
which require attention and ·protection. It is thought that all the con-
siderations which suggested the expediency of placing a squadron on 
that sea operate with augmented force for maintaining it there, at least 
in equal extent. 
For detailed information respecting the state of our maritime force on 
each sea, the improvement necessary to be made on either in the organ-
ization of the naval establishment generally, and of the laws for its better 
government I refer you to the report of the Secretary of the Navy, which 
is herewith communicated. 
The revenue of the Post-Office Department has received a considerable 
augmentation in the present year. The current receipts will exceed the 
expenditures, although the transportation of the mail within the year 
has been much increased. A report of the Postmaster-General, which is 
transmitted, will furnish in detail the necessary information respecting the 
administration and present state of this Department. 
In conformity with a resolution of Congress of the last session, an invi-
tation was given to General Lafayette to visit the United States, with an 
assurance that a ship of war should attend at any port of France which he 
might de ignate, to receive and convey him across the Atlantic, whenever 
it might be convenient for him to sail. He declined the offer of the public 
ship from motive of delicacy, but assured me that he had long intended 
and would certainly visit our Union in the cour e of the present year. 
In ugu t last he arri ed at ew York, where he was received with the 
arm th of affection and gratitude to which his very important and di in-
t r ted . ·ce and sacrifices in our Revolutionary struggle so eminently 
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entitled him. A corresponding sentiment has since been manifested in 
his favor throughout ~very portion of our Union, and affectionate invita-
tions have been given him to extend his visits to them. To these h@ has 
yielded all the accommodation in his power. At every designated point 
-of rendezvous the whole population of the neighboring country has been 
assembled to greet him, among whom it has excited in a peculiar man-
ner the sensibility of all to behold the surviving members of our Revo-
lutionary contest, civil and military, who had shared with him in the toils 
and dangers of the war, many of them in a decrepit state. A more inter-
esting spectacle, it is believed, was never witnessed, because none could 
be founded on purer principles, none proceed from higher or more disin-
terested motives. That the feelings of those who had fought and bled 
with him in a common cause should have been much excited was natural. 
There are, however, circumstances attending these interviews which per-
vaded the whole community and touched the breasts of every age, even 
the youngest among us. There was not an individual present who had 
not some relative who had not partaken in those scenes, nor an infant 
who had not heard the relation of them. But the circumstance which 
was most sensibly felt, and which his presence brought forcibly to the 
recollection of all, was the great cause in which we were engaged and the 
blessings which we have derived from our success in it. The struggle 
was for independence and liberty, public and personal, and in this we suc-
ceeded. The meeting with one who had borne so distinguished a part 
in that great struggle, and from such lofty and disinterested motives, 
could not fail to affect profoundly every individual and of every age. It 
is natural that we should all take a deep interest in his future welfare, 
as we do. His high claims on our Union are felt, and the sentiment 
universal that they should be met in a generous spirit. Under these 
impressions I invite your attention to the subject, with a view that, regard-
ing his very important services, losses, and sacrifices, a provision may be 
made and tendered to him which shall correspond :with the ~entime'nts 
and he worthy the character of the American people. 
In turning our attention to the condition of the civilized world, in which 
the United States have always taken a deep interest, it is gratifying to 
see how large a portion of it is blessed with peace. The only wars which 
now exist within that limit are those between Turkey and Greece, ·in 
Europe, and between Spain and the new Governments, our neighbors, in 
this hemisphere. In both these wars the cause of independence, of lib-
erty and humanity, continues to prevail. The success of Greece, when 
the relative population of the contending parties is considered, commands 
our admiration and applause, and that it has had a similar effect with the 
neighboring powers is obvious. The feeling of the whole civilized world 
is excited in a high degree in their favor. May we not hope that these 
sentiments, winning on the hearts of their respective Governments, may 
lead to a more decisive result; that they may produce an accord among 
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them to replace Greece on the ground which she formerly held, and to 
which her heroic exertions at this day so eminently entitle her? 
With respect to the contest to which our neighbors are a party, it is 
evident that Spain as a power is scarcely felt in it. These new States 
had completely achieved their independence before it was acknowledged 
by the United States, and they have since maintained it with little foreign 
pressure. The disturbances which have appeared in certain portions of 
that vast territory have proceeded from internal causes, which had their 
origin in their former Governments and have not yet been thoroughly 
removed. It is m~nifest that these causes are daily losing their effect, 
and thaJ these new States are settling down under Governments elective 
and representative in every branch, similar to our own. In this course 
we ardently wish them to persevere, under a firm conviction that it will 
promote their happiness. In this, their career, however, we have not 
interfered, believing that every people have a right to institute for them-
selves the government which, in their judgment, may suit them best. 
Our example is before them, of the good effect of which, being our neigh-
bors, they are competent judges, and to their judgment we leave it, in 
the expectation that other powers will pursue the same policy. The deep 
interest which we take in their independence, which we have acknowl-
edged, and in their enjoyment of all the rights incident thereto, especially 
in the very important one of instituting their own Governments, has been 
declared, and is known to the world. Separated as we are from Europe 
by the great Atlantic Ocean, we can have no concern in the wars of the 
European Governments nor in the causes which produce them. The 
balance of power between them, into whichever scale it may turn in its 
various vibrations, can not affect us. It is the interest of the United 
States to preserve the most friendly relations with every power and on 
conditions fair, equal, and applicable to all. But in regard to our neigh-
bors our situation is different. It is impossible for the European Govern-
ments to interfere in their concerns, especially in those alluded to, which 
are vital, without affecting us; indeed, the motive which might induce 
such interference in the present state of the war between the parties, if a 
war it may be called, would appear to be equally applicable to us. It is 
gratifying to know that some of the powers with whom we enjoy a very 
friendly intercourse, and to whom these views have been communicated, 
have appeared to acquie ce in them. 
The augmentation of our population with the expansion of our nion 
and increased number of tates have produced effects in certain branches 
of our system which merit the attention of Congress. Some of our 
arrangements, and particularly the judiciary establishment, were made 
with a view to the original thirteen States only. Since then the nited 
tates ha e acquired a ast extent of territory; eleven new tate have 
been admitted into the nion, and Territories have been laid off for 
three others, which will likewise be admitted at no distant day. An 
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organization of the Supreme Court which assigns to the judges any portion 
of the duties which belong to the inferior, requiring their passage over so 
vast a space under any distribution of the States that may now be made, 
if not impracticable in the execution, must render it impossible for them 
to discharge the duties of either branch with advantage to the Union. 
The duties of the Supreme Court would be of great importance ~fits deci-
sions were confined to the ordinary limits of other tribunals, but when it is 
considered that this court decides, and in the last resort, on all the great 
questions which arise under our Constitution, involving those between 
the United States individually, between the States and the United States, 
and between the latter and foreign powers, too high an estimate of their 
importance can not be formed. The great interests of the nation seem 
to require that the judges of the Supreme Court should be exempted 
from every other duty than those which are incident to that high trust. 
The organization of the inferior courts would of course be adapted tp cir-
cumstances. It is presumed that such an one might be formed as would 
secure an able and faithful discharge of their duties, and without any 
material augmentation of expense. 
The condition of the aborigines within our limits, and esp~cially those 
who are within the limits of any of the States, merits likewise particular 
attention. Experience has shown that unless the tribes be civilized they 
can never be incorporated into our system in any form whatever. It has 
likewise shown that in the regular augmentation of our population with 
the extension of our settlements their situation will become deplorable, 
if their extinction is not menaced. Some well~digested plan which will 
rescue them from such calamities is due to their rights, to the rights of 
humanity, and to the honor of the nation. Their civilization is indis-
pensable to their safety, and this can be accomplished only by degrees. 
The process must commence with the infant state, through whom some 
effect may be wrought on the parental. Difficulties of the most serious 
character present themselves to the attainment of this very desirable 
result on the territory on which they now reside. To remov.e them from 
it by force, even with a view to their own security and happiness, would 
be revolting to humanity and utterly unjustifiable. Between the limits of 
our present States and Territories and the Rocky Mountains .and Mexico 
there is a vast territory to which they might be invited with inducements 
which might be successful. It is thought if that territory should be 
divided into districts by previous agreement with the tribes now resid-
ing there and civil governments be established in each, with schools for 
every branch of instruction in literature and the arts of civilized life, that 
all the tribes now within our limits might gradually be drawn there. 
The execution of this plan would necessarily be attended with expense, 
and that not inconsiderable, but it is doubted whether any other can be 
devised which would be less liable to that objection or more likely to 
succeed. 
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In looking to the interests which the United States have on the Pacific 
Ocean and on the western coast of this continent, the propriety of estab-
lishing a military post at the mouth of Columbia River, or at some other 
point in that quarter within our acknowledged limits, is submitted to the 
consideration of Congress. Our commerce and fisheries on that sea and 
along the coast have much increased and are increasing. It is thought 
that a military post, to which our ships of war might resort, would afford 
protection to every interest, and have a tendency to conciliate the tribes 
to the northwest, with whom our trade is extensive. It is thought also 
that by the establishment of such a post the intercourse between our 
Western States and Territories and the Pacific and our trade with the 
tribes residing in the interior on each side of the Rocky Mountains would 
be essentially promoted. To carry this object into effect the appropria-
tion of an adequate sum to authorize the employment of a frigate, with an 
officer of the Corps of Engineers, to explore the mouth of the Columbia 
River and the coast contiguous thereto, to enable the Executive to make 
such establishment at the most suitable point, is recommended to Con-
gress. 
It is thought that attention is also due to the improvement of this city. 
The communication between the public buildings and in various other 
parts and the grounds around those buildings require it. It is presumed 
also that the completion of the canal from the Tiber to the Eastern Branch 
would have a very salutary effect. Great exertions have been made and 
expenses incurred by the citizens in improvements of various kinds; but 
those which are suggested belong exclusively to the Government, or are 
of a nature to require expenditures beyond their resources. The public 
lots which are still for sale would, it is not doubted, be more than adequate 
to these purposes. 
From the view above presented it is manifest that the situation of the 
United States is in the highest degree prosperous and happy. There is 
no object which as a people we can desire which we do not possess or 
which is not within our reach. Blessed with governments the happiest 
which the world ever knew, with no distinct orders in society or divided 
interests in any portion of the vast territory over which their dominion 
extends, we have every motive to cling together which can animate a 
virtuous and enlightened people. _The great object is to preserve these 
ble ings, and to hand them down to the latest posterity. Our experience 
ought to sati fy us that our progress under the most correct and provi-
dent policy ill not be exempt from danger. Our institutions form an 
important epoch in the history of the civilized world. On their preserva-
tion and in their utmo t purity everything will depend. Extending as 
our intere t do to every part of the inhabited globe and to every sea to 
hich our citizen are carried by their industry and enterprise, to which 
the are in 'te by the want; of others, and have a right to go, we must 
ith r pr t ct them in the enjoyment of their rights or abandon them in 
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certain events to waste and desolation. Our attitude is highly interest-
ine- as relates to other powers, and particularly to our southern neigh-
bors. We have duties to perform with respect to all to which we must 
be faithful. To every kind of danger we should pay the most vigilant 
and unceasing attention, remove the cause where it may _be practicable, 
and be prepared to meet it when inevitable. 
Against foreign danger the policy of the Government seems to be 
already settled. The events of the late war admonished us to make our 
maritime frontier impregnable by a well-digested chain of fortifications, 
and to give efficient protection to our commerce by augmenting our Navy 
to a certain extent, which has been steadily pursued, and which it is 
incumbent upon us to complete as soon as circumstances will permit. In 
the event of war it is on the maritime frontier that we shall be assailed. 
It is in that quarter, therefore, that we should be prepared to meet the 
attack. It is there that our whole force will be called into action to pre-
vent the destruction of our towns and the desolation and pillage of the 
interior. To give full effect to this policy great improvements will be 
indispensable. Access to those works by every practicable communi-
cation should be made easy and in every direction. The intercourse 
between every part of our Union should also be promoted and facilitated 
by the exercise of those powers which may comport with a . faithful 
regard to the great principles of our Constitution. With respect to inter-
nal causes, those great principles point out with equal certainty the policy 
to be pursued. Resting on the people as our Governments do, State and 
National, with well-defined powers, it is of the highest importance that 
they severally keep within the limits prescribed to them. Fulfilling that 
sacred duty, it is of equal importance that the movement between them be 
harmonious, and in case of any disagreement, should any such occur, a 
calm appeal be made to the people, and that their voice be heard and 
promptly obeyed. Both Governments being instituted for the common 
good, we can not fail to prosper while those who made them are attentive 
to the conduct of their representatives and control their measures. In 
the pursuit of these great objects let a generous spirit and national views 
and feelings .be indulged, and let every part recollect that by cherishing 
that spirit and improving the condition of the others in what relates to 
their welfare the general interest will not only be promoted, but the local 
advantage be reciprocated by all. 
I can not conclude this communication, the last of the kind which I shall 
have to make, without recollecting with great sensibility and heartfelt 
gratitude the many instances of the public COJ?.fi.dence and the generous 
support which I have received from my fellow-citizens in the various 
trusts with which I have been honored. Having commenced my serv-
ice in early youth, and continued it since with few and short intervals, 
I have witnessed the great difficulties to which our Union has been 
exposed, and admired the virtue and intelligence with which they have 
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been surmounted. From the present prosperous and happy state I derive 
a gratification which I can not express. That these blessings may be 
preserved and perpetuated will be the object of my fervent and unceas-
ing prayers to the Supreme Ruler of the Universe. 
JAMES MONROE. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
DECEMBER 6, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
Agreeably to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 13th 
of May last, requesting the President to cause to be made and submitted 
to the House on the first day of the next [present] session of Congress 
a full and complete statement of the exact number of lots belonging to 
the United States in the city of Washington which have been sold by the 
publjc agents for that purpose; when sold, by whom, to whom, and for 
what price each lot was purchased; what part of the purchase money has 
been paid, the amount due, and by whom d~e, and when payable; whether 
the debts are well secured, and whether the money receive1 has been 
applied, to what purposes, and by whom, I herewith transmit a report 
and statements from the Commissioner of Public Buildings, which will 
afford the information required. · 
JAMES MONROE. 
DECEMBER 13, 1824. 
To the House of Representatives of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with an act of Congress which originated in the House 
of Representatives, passed the 26th of May, 1824, '' to authorize the 
President of the United States to enter into certain negotiations relative 
to lands located under Virginia military land warrants, lying between 
Ludlow's and Roberts's lines, in the State of Ohio, " I herewith transmit 
a report., with accompanying documents, from the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, shewing the measures which have been taken under 
the provisions of the aforesaid act. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
WASHI GTO , December IJ, I824. 
The PRESIDE T OF THE SENATE PRO TEMPORE: 
I transmit to the enate a convention, negotiated and signed by Samuel 
D. Heap, acting con ul of the nited States, on the part of the nited 
tates, and Mahmoud Bashaw, Bey of Tunis, on the 24th day of February 
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last, together with copies of Mr. Heap's correspondence appertaining to 
the negotiation of the same, for the constitutional consideration of the 
Senate with regard to its ratification. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December IJ, I82,t.. 
The PRESIDENT oF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES PRO TEMPORE: 
I transmit to the Senate the convention, signed by the plenipotentiaries 
of the United States and of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Rus-
sia at St. Petersburg on the 5th (17th) of April last, referred to in my 
message to both Houses of Congress, together with the documents apper-
taining to the negotiation of the same, for the constitutional consideration 
of the Senate with regard to its ratification. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December 23, I82,t.. 
To the House of Representatives of the Unz'ted States: 
Agreeably to a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 15th 
instant, requesting the President to lay before the House a copy of the 
instructions under which the articles of a treaty with the Cherokee 
Indians were formed by Daniel Smith and R. J. Meigs, acting as com-
missioners of the United States, at Telico on the 24th October, 1804, 
with copies of all the correspondence or other documents relating to that 
instrument in either of the Executive Departments, with a statement of 
the causes which prevented an earlier decision upon it, I herewith trans-
mit a report from the Secretary of War, with the documents referred to 
in it. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December 23, I82,t.. 1 
To the House of Representat-ives of the Unz'ted States: 
I herewith transmit to the House a report from the Secretary of State, 
with copies of the correspondence with the Government of France re-
quested by the resolution of the House of the 26th May last. 
JAMES MONROE. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, December 23, I824. 
The Secretary of State, to whom has been referred a resolution of the House of 
Representatives of the 26th of May last, requesting that the President of the United 
States would lay before that House at the then next session, as early as the public 
interest would permit, the correspondence which might be held with the Govern-
ment of France prior to that time on t~e subject of injuries sustained by citizens of 
the United States since the year .r8o6, has the honor of reporting to the President 
copies of the documents requested by that resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
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[Extract of a letter from Mr. Adams (No. 1) to Mr. Sheldon, dated Department of State, 
Washington, August 13, 1823.] 
I have had the honor of receiving your dispatches Nos. r and 2, the latter dated 
the roth of June. Mr. Gallatin arrived with his family at New York on the 24th of 
that month. -
I inclose herewith copies of the recent correspondence between the Count de Menou, 
the charge d'affaires of France, and this Department on various subjects highly inter-
esting to the relations between the two countries. 
With regard to the Count's note of the nth of July, the President received with 
great satisfaction the testimonial of the Viscount de Chateaubriand to the candor 
and ability with which Mr. Gallatin has performed the duties of his official station 
in France. The proposal to renew the negotiation in behalf of the well-founded 
claims of our citizens upon the French Government in connection with a claim on 
the part of France to special privileges in the ports of Louisiana, which, after a very 
full discussion, had in the views of this Government been proved utterly ground-
less, could neither be accepted nor considered as evidence of the same conciliatory 
spirit. The claims of our citizens are for mere justice; they are for reparation of 
unquestionable wrongs-for indemnity or restitution of property taken from them 
or destroyed without shadow or color of right. The claim under the eighth article 
of the Louisiana convention has nothing to rest upon but a forced construction of 
the terms of the stipulation, which the American Government considered, and have 
invariably considered, as totally without foundation. These are elements not to be 
coupled together in the same negotiation, and while we yet trust to the final sense 
of justice of France for the adjustment of the righteous claims of our citizens, we still 
hope that their unquestionable character will ultimately secure to them a considera-
tion unencumbered with other discussions. Y<?u will respectfully make this repre-
sentation to the Viscount de Chateaubriand, with the assurance of the readiness of 
this Government to discuss the question upon the Louisiana convention further if 
desired by France, but of our final conviction that it is not to be blended with the 
claims of our citizens for mere justice. 
Count de Menoit to Mr. Adams. 
LTranslation.] 
LEGATION OF FRANCE TO THE UNITRD STATES, 
Washington, Jttly II, I823. 
The Honorable SECRETARY OF STATE: 
His Excellency the Viscount de Chateaubriand, in announcing to me that Mr. Gal-
latin was about to leave France, expresses his regret at his departure in such terms 
that I should do him injustice were I not to use his own expressions. "My corre-
pondence with this minister,'' he remarks to me, '' has caused me to appreciate hi 
talents, his ability, and his attachment to the system of friendship that unites the 
two powers. It is with regret that I suspend my communications with him." 
I esteem my elf happy, sir, in conveying to you such sentiments toward the repre-
sentative of the United tates in France, and I should have thought that I had but 
imperfectly apprehended the design of the iscount de Chateaubriand had I neg-
lected to communicate them to the Federal Government. 
The mini t r for foreign affairs remind me also on this occasion that Mr. Gallatin 
having frequently laid before him claims of Americans against the French Govern-
ment, he had hown him lf di posed to enter upon a general negotiation, in which 
they ·hould be comprehended with claims of French citizen against the Federal 
..,o,·erument at the same time with the arrangement relative to the execution of the 
· ei hth article of the treaty of Louisiana. The object of his excellency was to arrive 
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4.t a speedy and friendly disposition of all difficulties that might subsist between the 
two powers, well assured that France and the United States would be found to have 
the same views of justice and conciliation. 
His excellency regrets that Mr. Gallatin, who, he says, '' has convinced him how 
pleasing and advantageous it is to negotiate with a statesman who exhibits candor 
and ability in his discussions," did not receive from his Government during his stay 
in France the necessary powers for this double negotiation. But he informs me that 
the Government of His Majesty remains always disposed to open it, either with Mr. 
Gallatin should he return with these powers, or with Mr. Sheldon if the Federal 
Government should think proper to confer them on him. 
I greatly desire, sir, to see these propositions acceded to by the Federal Govern-
ment and to be able to reply to his excellency, as he expresses his wish that an 
arrangement putting an end to every subject of discussion might soon be expected. 
I pray the Secretary of State to receive the renewed assurance of my high consid-
eration. 
The charge d'affaires of France near the United States, 
MENOU. 
Mr. Adams to Count de Menozt. 
The COUNT DE MENOU, 
Charged' Ajfaires from France. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washington, August I2, I823. 
SIR: Your letter of the nth of last month has been submitted to the consideration 
of the President of the United States, by whom I am directed to express the high 
satisfaction that he has felt at the manner in which His Excellency the Viscount de 
Chateaubriand has noticed in his correspondence with you the temporary absence of 
Mr. Gallatin from France and the terms of regard and esteem with which he notices 
the character and conduct of that minister. The anxious desire of the President for 
the promotion of the good understanding between the United States and France could 
not be more gratified than by the testimonial of His Most Christian Majesty's Gov-
ernment to the good faith and ability with which the minister of the United States 
at his Court has performed his official duties. 
With regard to the assurance of His Excellency the Viscount de Chateaubriand's 
disposition to enter upon a negotiation with Mr. Gallatin in the event of his return 
to France, or with Mr. Sheldon during his absence, concerning the claims of citizens 
of the United States on the Government of France in connection with an arrange-
ment concerning the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty, I am directed to observe 
that those subjects rest upon grounds so totally different that the Government of the 
United States can not consent to connect them together in negotiation. 
The claims of the citizens of the United States upon the French Government have 
been of many years' standing, often represented by successive ministers of the United 
States, and particularly by Mr. Gallatin during a residence of seven years, with a per-
~.picuity of statement and a force of evidence which could leave to the Government 
of the United States no desire but that they should have been received with friendly 
attention and no regret but that they should have proved ineffectual. The justice of 
these claims has never been denied by France, and while the United States are still 
compelled to wait for their adjustment, similar and less forceful claims of the sub-
jects of other nations have been freely admitted and liquidated. 
A long and protracted discussion has already taken place between the two Govern-
ments in relation to the claim of France under the eighth article of the Louisiana 
convention, the result of which has been a thorough conviction on the part of the 
American Government that the claim has no foundation in the treaty whatever. The 
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reasons for this conviction have been so fully set forth in the discussion that it was 
not anticipated a further examination of it would be thought desirable. As a subject 
of discussion, however, the American Government is willing to resume it whenever 
it may suit the views of France to present further consideratfons relating to it; but 
while convinced that the claim is entirely without foundation, they can not place it 
on a footing of concurrent negotiation with claims of their citizens, the justice of 
which is so unequivocal that they have not even been made the subject of denial. 
From the attention which His Excellency the Viscount de Chateaubriand has inti-
mated his willingness to give to the consideration of these claims the President 
indulges the hope that they will be taken into view upon their own merits, and in 
that hope the representative of the United States at Paris will at an early day be 
instructed to present them again to the undivided _and unconditional sense of the 
justice of France. 
I pray you, sir, to accept the renewed assurance of my distinguished consideration. 
, JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
[Extract of a letter from Mr. Sheldon (No. n) to Mr. Adams, dated Paris, October 16, 1823.) 
I took an early occasion after the receipt of your dispatch No. r, of the roth August, 
to communicate the subjects of it in a conversation I had with Viscount de Chateau, 
briand. His observations in relation to that of the claims, as connected with the 
pretensions of France under the Louisiana treaty, were of a very general nature and 
amounted to little more than a repetition of his readiness to enter upon the consider-
ation of whatever subjects of discussion might exist between the two countries and 
the expression of his satisfaction at the prospect of being soon relieved from the 
labor which the affairs of Spain had thrown upon him, and having thus more time 
to devote to those of the United States and others not of the same pressing nature. 
He avoided any intimation of a disposition to take up the claims by themselves, and 
it can hardly be expected that the French Government will at this time relax from 
the ground they have so lately taken upon that point. I informed him that I should 
communicate in writing an answer to the overture made by Count de Menou at Wash-
ington for uniting in a new negotiation this subject with that of the Louisiana treaty, 
in substance the same as that gentleman had already received there, and should again 
press upon the French Government the consideration of the claims by themselves; 
to which he replied that any communication I might make would be received and 
treated with all the attention to which it was entitled on his part. 
Mr. Sheldon to the Viscount de Chateaitbriand. 
PARIS, October II, I823. 
SIR: Mr. Gallatin, during his residence as minister of the United States in France, 
had upon various occasions called the attention of His Majesty's Government to the 
claims of our citizens for the reparation of wrongs sustained by them from the unjust 
seizure, detention, and confiscation of their property by officers and agents acting 
under authority of the Government of France. During the past year His Majesty s 
ministers had con ented to enter upon the consideration of these claims, but they 
propo d to couple with it another subject having no connection with those claims, 
either in its nature, its origin, or the principles on which it depended-a question of 
the di puted con truction of one of the articles of the treaty of cession of Loui iana 
by virtue of which France claimed certain commercial privileges in the ports of that 
Province. l\1r. allatin had not received from bis Government any authority to con-
nect th e two di imilar ubjec in the same negotiation, or, indeed, to treat upon 
th latt r , which had already b n cry amply di cu ed at \ a hington between the 
er tary f tate f the nit cl tales and Hi 1aje ty minister at that plac , 
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without producing any result except a conviction on the part of the Government of 
the United States that the privileges for French vessels, as claimed by the minister 
of France, never could have been, and were not in fact, conceded by the treaty in ques-
tion. A stop was then put to the negotiations already commenced in relation to the 
claims, and with which had been united, on the proposition of the French Govern-
ment, and as being naturally connected with it, the consideration of certain claims 
of French cit izens on the Government of the United States. 
The charge d'affaires of France at Washington has lately, on behalf of his Govern-
ment, expressed to that of the United States a wish that this double negotiation might 
be resumed and that a definitive arrangement might be made as well in relation to the 
disputed article of the Louisiana treaty as of the subject of the claims upon the one 
side and upon the other. The Government of the United States has nothing more 
at heart than to remove by friendly arrangements every subject of difference which 
may exist between the two countries, and to examine with the greatest impartiality 
and good faith as well the nature and extent of the stipulations into which they 
have entered as the appeals to their justice made by individuals claiming reparation 
for wrongs supposed to have been sustained at their hands. 
But these two subjects are essentially dissimilar; there are no points of connection 
between them; the principles upon which they depend are totally different; they 
have no bearing upon each other; and the justice which is due to individuals ought 
not to be delayed or made dependent upon the right or the. wrong interpretation by 
one or the other party of a treaty having for its object the regulation of entirely dis-
tinct and different interests. 
The reclamat ions of American citizens upon the Government of France are for 
mere justice-for the reparation of unquestionable wrongs, indemnity or restitution 
of property taken from them or destroyed forcibly and without right. They are of 
ancient date, and justice has been long and anxiously waited for. They have been 
often represented to the Government of France, and their validity is not disputed. 
Similar reclamations without greater merit or stronger titles to admission presented 
by citizens of other nations have been favorably received, examined, and liquidated, 
and it seems to have been hitherto reserved to those of the United States alone to 
meet with impediments at every juncture and to seek in vain the moment in which 
the Government of France could consent to enter upon their consideration. Although 
the question arising under the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty has already been 
fully examined, the Government of the United States is ready, if it is desired by 
France, and if it is thought that any new light can be thrown upon it, to discuss the 
subject further whenever it shall be presented anew by France to their consideration. 
But they are convinced that by blending it with the claims not only will no progress 
be made toward its solution, but that these last, standing upon their own unquestion-
able character, ought not to be trammeled with a subject to which they are wholly 
foreign. 
I am instructed to bring them anew before your excellency, and to express the hope 
of the President that His Majesty's Government will not continue to insist upon con-
necting together two subjects of so different a nature, but that the claims may he 
taken up on their own merits and 'receive the consideration which they deserve, 
unencumbered with other discussions. 
I request your excellency to accept the assurance, etc. 
D. SHELDON. 
[Extracts of a letter from the Secretary of State to Mr. Brown, dated Washington, 
December 231 1823.J 
You will immediately after yotu- reception earnestly call the attention of the French 
Government to the claims of our citizens for indemnity. 
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You will at the same time explicitly make known that this Government can not 
consent to connect this discussion with that of the pretension raised by France on 
the construction given by her to the eighth article of the Louisiana cession treaty. 
The difference in the nature and character of the two interests is such that they can 
not with propriety be blended tog2ther. The claims are of reparation to individuals 
for their property taken from them by manifest and undisputed wrong. The ques-
tion upon the Louisiana treaty is a question of right upon the meaning of a contract. 
It bas been fully, deliberately, and thoroughly investigated, and the Government of 
the United States is under the entire and solemn conviction that the pretension of 
France is utterly unfounded. We are, nevertheless, willing to resume the discussion 
if desired by France; but to refuse justice to individuals unless the United States will 
accede to the construction of an article in a treaty contrary to what they believe to 
be its real m eaning would be not only incompatible with the principles of equity, 
but submitting to a species of compulsion derogatory to the honor of the nation. 
[Extract of a letter (No. 2) from J ames Brown, envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary 
of the United States, dated April 28, 1824.] 
I have in a letter to M. de Chateaubriand, copy of which I have now the honor 
to send, made an effort to separate the claims of our citizens from the Louisiana 
question. 
Mr. Brown to M. de Chateaubriand. 
PARIS, April 28, I824. 
His Excellency VISCOUNT DE CHATEAUBRIAND, 
Min_ister of Foreign Affairs, etc. 
SIR: In the conference with which your excellency honored me a few days ago 
I mentioned a subject deeply interesting to many citizens of the United States, on 
which I have been instructed to address your excellency, and to which I earnestly 
wish to call your immediate attention. 
It is well known to your excellency that my predecessor, Mr. Gallatin , during sev-
eral years made repeated and urgent applications to His Majesty's Government for 
the adjustment of claims to a very large amount, affecting the interests of American 
citizens and originating in gross violations of the law of nations and of the rights of 
the United States, and that he never could obtain from France either a settlement of 
those claims or even an examination and discussion of their validity. To numerous 
letters addressed by him to His Majesty's ministers on that subject either no answers 
were given or answers which had for their only object to postpone the investigation 
of the subject. Whilst, however, he indulged the hope that these delays would be 
abandoned, and that the rights of our citizens, which had been urged for so many 
years, would at length be taken up for examination, he learned with surprise and 
regret that His Majesty's Government bad determined to insist that they should be 
discussed in connection with the question of the construction of the eighth article of 
the Louisiana treaty of cession. Against this determination he strongly but ineffec-
tually remonstrat din a letter to Mr. De Villele, dated the 12th ovember, 1822. 
It is notorious that the Government of the United States, whenever requested by 
that of His fajesty, have uniformly agreed to discuss any subject presented for their 
con ideration, whether the object bas been to obtain the redress of public or private 
injuries. Acting upon this principle, the question of the eighth article of the Loui-
siana treaty was, upon the sugge tion of the minister of France, made the subject of 
a voluminous corre pondence, in the cour e of which all the arguments of the par-
tie resp ctively were fully made known t.o each other and examined. The result of 
tbi d" cussiou has been a thorough conviction on the part of the Government of 
the nited tates that the construction of that arttcle of th treaty contended for 
by •ranee is destitute of any solid foundation ar:d holly ivAdmissible. After a 
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discussion so full as to exhaust every argument on that question, the ah.empt to 
renew it in connection with the question of the claims of our citizens appeared to the 
Government of the United States to be a measure so contrary to the fair and regular 
course of examining controverted points between nations that they instructed Mr. 
Sheldon, their charge d'affaires, to prepare and present a note explaining their views 
of the proceeding, which he delivered on the nth of October, 1823. To this note no 
answer has ever been received. 
I have the express instructions of the Government again to call the attention of 
that of His Majesty to this subject, and to insist that the claims of our citizens may 
continue to be discussed as a distinct question, without connecting it in any way with 
the construction of the Louisiana treaty. The two subjects are in every respect dis-
similar. The difference in the nature and character of the two interests is such as to 
prevent them from being blended in the same discussion. The claims against France 
are of reparation to individuals for their property taken from them by undisputed 
wrong and injustice; the claim of France under the treaty is that of a right founded 
on a contract. In the examination of these questionr, the one can impart no light 
to the other; they are wholly unconnected, and ought on every principle to undergo 
a distinct and separate examination. To involve in the same investigation the indis-
putable rights of American citizens to indemnity for lo~ses and the doubtful construc-
tion of a treaty can have no other effect than to occasion an indefinite postponement 
of the reparation due to individuals or a sacrifice on the part of the Government of 
the United States of a treaty stipulation in order to obtain that reparation. The 
United States would hope that such an alternative will not be pressed upon them by 
the Government of His Majesty. 
Whilst I indulge a hope that the course to which I have objected will no longer be 
insisted on by His Majesty's ministers, permit me to renew to· your excellency the 
sincere assurance that the United States earnestly desire that every subject of differ-
ence between the two countries should be amicably adjusted and all their relations 
placed upon the most friendly footing. Although they believe that any further dis-
cussion of the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty would be wholly unprofitable, 
they will be at all times ready to renew the discussion of that article or to examine 
any question which may remain to be adjusted between them and France. 
I request your excellency to accept, etc. 
JAMES BROWN. 
{Extract of a letter (No. 3) from James Brown to the Secretary of State, dated Paris, May n, 1824.] 
I have the honor to inclose a copy of the answer of the minister of foreign affairs 
to the letter which I addressed to him on the 27th ultimo, upon the subject of the 
claims of our citizens against the French Government. You will perceive that no 
change has been made in the determination expressed to Mr. Gallatin of connecting 
in the same discussion the question on the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty of 
cession and the claims of the citizens of the United States against France. In express-
ing this resolution it has not been considered necessary even to notice the arguments 
made use of to induce them to adopt a different opinion. 
Viscount Chateaubriand to Mr. Brown. 
[Translation.) 
PARIS, May 7, I824. 
SIR: The object of the letter which you di~ me the honor to address to me on the 
28th of April is to recall the affair of American claims, already repeatedly called up 
by your predecessors, that they may be regulated by an arrangement between the 
two powers, and that in this negotiation the examination of the difficulties which 
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were raised about the execution of the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty should 
not be included. 
Although the claims made by France upon this last point be of a different nature 
from those of the Americans, yet no less attention ought to be paid to arrange both 
in a just and amicable manner. 
Our claims upon the eighth article had already been laid before the Federal Gov-
ernment by His Majesty's plenipotentiary when he was negotiating the commercial 
convention of 24th June, 1822. 
The negotiators not agreeing upon a subject so important, the King's Government 
did not wish this difficulty to suspend any longer the conclusion of an arrangement 
wp.ich might give more activity to commerce and multiply relations equally useful 
to the two powers. It reserves to itself the power of comprehending this object in 
another negotiation, and it does not renounce in any manner the claim which it 
urged. 
It is for this reason, sir, that my predecessors and myself have constantly insisted 
that the arrangements to be made upon the eighth artic.le of the Louisiana treaty 
should be made a part of those which your Government were desirous of making 
upon other questions still at issue. 
It is the intention of His Majesty not to leave unsettled any subject of grave dis-
cussion between the two States, and the King is too well convinced of the friendly 
sentiments of your Government not to believe that the United States will be disposed 
to agree with France on all the points. 
His Majesty authorizes me, sir, to declare to you that a negotiation will be opened 
with you upon the American claims if this negotiation should also include the French 
claims, and particularly the arrangements to be concluded concerning the execution 
of the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty. 
Accept, sir, the assurances of the very distinguished consideration with which I 
have the honor to be, etc., CHATEAUBRIAND. 
[Extracts of a letter (No. 4) from the Secretary of State to M:11. Brown, dated Department of State, 
Washington, August 14, 1824.] 
The subject which has first claimed the attention of the President has been the 
result of your correspondence with the Viscount de Chateaubriand in relation to the 
claims of numerous citizens of the United States upon the justice of the French Gov-
ernment. 
I inclose herewith a copy of the report of the Committee on Foreign Relations of 
the House of Representatives upon several petitions addressed to that body at their 
last session by some of those claimants and a resolution of the House adopted there-
upon. 
The President has deliberately considered the purport of M. de Chateaubriand's 
answer to your note of the 28th of April upon this subject, and he desires that you 
will renew with earnestness the application for indemnity to our citizens for claims 
notoriously just and resting upon the same principle with others which have been 
admitted and adjusted by the Government of France. 
In the note· of the Viscount de Chateaubriand to you of 7th May it is said that he 
is authorized to declare a negotiation will be opened with you upon the American 
claims if this negotiation should also include French claims, and particularly the 
arrangements to be concluded concerning the execution of the eighth article of the 
Loui iana treaty. 
ou are authorized in reply to declare that any just claim which subjects of France 
may have upon the overnment f the United tates will readily be included in the 
negotiation an to tipulate any suitable provi ion for the examination, adjustment, 
and satisfaction of them. 
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But the question relating to the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty is h~t only 
of a different character-it can not be blended with that of indemnity for individual 
claims without a sacrifice on the part of the United States of a principle of right. 
The negotiation for indemnity presupposes that wrong has been done, that indem-
nity ought to be made, and the object of any treaty stipulation concerning it can 
only be to ascertain what is justly due and to make provision for the payment of it. 
By consenting to connect with such a negotiation that relating to the eighth article of 
the Louisiana convention th~ United States would abandon th_e principle upon which 
the whole discussion concerning it depends. The situation of the parties to the nego-
tiation would be unequal. The United States, asking reparation for admitted wrong, 
are told that France will not discuss it with them unless they will first renounce 
their own sense of right to admit and discuss with it a claim the justice of which 
they have constantly denied. 
The Government of the United States is prepared to renew the discussion with that 
of France relating to the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty in any manner which 
may be desired and by which they shall not be understood to admit that France has 
any claim under it whatever. 
Mr. Brown to Mr. Adams (No. I2). 
PARIS, August I2, I824. 
SrR: Some very unimportant changes have taken place in the composition of the 
ministry. The .Baron de Damas, late minister of war, is now minister of foreign 
affairs; the Marquis de Clermont Tonnese is appointed to the department of war, 
and the Count Chabrol de Crousal to that of the marine. 
These appointments are believed to correspond with the wishes of the president 
of the Council of Ministers, and do not inspire a hope that our claims will be more 
favorably attended to than they have been under the former administrations. The 
interpretation of the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty contended for by France 
will, I apprehend, be persisted in and all indemnity refused until it shall have been 
discussed and decided. After the correspondence which has already passed upon 
that article, it would appear that any further discussion upon it would be wholly 
unprofitable. With a view, however, of ascertaining the opinions of the minister of 
foreign affairs, I shall at an early day solicit a conference with him, and inform you 
of the result. 
I have had the honor of receiving your letter recommending the claim of Mr. 
Kingston to my attention. The difficulties which that claim must experience, from 
its antiquity and from the operation of the treaty of 1803, can not have escaped your 
observation. It has also to encounter, in common with all our claims, the obstacle 
presented by the eighth article, which is found broad enough to be used as a shield 
to protect France, in the opinion of ministers, from the examination and adjustment 
of any claim whir.h we can present. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your most obedient and humble 
servant, 
JAMES BROWN. 
Mr. Brown to Mr. Adams (No. I4). 
PARIS, September 28, I824. 
SIR: Little has occurred of importance during the present month, except the death 
of the King. This event had been anticipated for nearly a year; he had declined 
gradually, and the affairs of the Government have been for some time almost wholly 
directed by Monsieur, who on his accession to the throne has declared that his reign 
would be only a continuation of that of the late King. No change in the policy of 
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the Government is expected, and probably none in the composition of the ministry. 
The present King is satisfied with Mr. De Villele, who is at its head; and if any of its 
members should be changed the spirit in whith public affairs are directed will not, 
it is believed, be affected by that circumstance. 
The ceremonies attending the change of the Crown have principally occupied the 
public attention for the last fortnight. It will, I presume, be officially announced 
by the French minister at Washington, and, according to the forms observed here, 
will, I understand, require fresh letters of credence for all foreign ministers at this 
Court, addressed to the new King. 
My health has not permitted me (having been confined for some weeks to the bed 
by a rheumatic affection) to confer with the Baron de Damas on our affairs since his 
appointment as minister of the foreign department. I should regret this the more 
if I were not satisfied that the same impulse will direct the decisions of the Govern-
ment upon these points now as before he had this department in charge, and that 
no favorable change in those decisions can be expected from any personal influence 
which might be exerted by the new minister. I shall, however, take the earliest 
opportunity that my health will allow to mention the subject to him and ascertain 
what h is views of it are. 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, sir, your most obedient and humble 
servant, JAMES BROWN. 
[Extracts of a letter from Mr. James Brown to Mr. Adams (No. 16).] 
PARIS, October 23, I824. 
The packet ship which sailed from New York on the 1st of September brought me 
the letter which you did me the honor to address to me on the 14th of August. 
I n conformity with the instructions contained in that letter, I have addressed one 
to the Baron de Damas, minister of foreign affairs, a copy of which I now inclose. 
I expect to receive his answer in time to be sent by the packet which will sail from 
Havre on the 1st of ne~t month, in which event it may probably reach Washington 
about t h e 15th of December. 
The r ecent changes which have been made in the ministry, of which I have already 
informed you, do not justify any very strong expectation that a change of measures 
in relation to our affairs at this Court will follow. The same individuals fill differ-
ent places in the ministry from those which they formerly held, but in all probabil-
ity adhere to th eir former opinions in relation to the subjects of discussion between 
the United States and France. On the point to which my letter to the Baron de 
Damas particularly relates the Count de Villele has already given his deliberate 
views in his letters to Mr . Gallatin dated 6th and 15th November, 18221 and I have 
every reason to believe that they remain unchanged. Having bestowed much atten-
tion on the subject, it is probable his opinion will be in a great measure decisive 
as to the answer which shall be given to my letter. It is the opinion of many well-
informed men that in the course of a few months important changes will be made 
in the composition of the ministry. As these changes, however, will proceed from 
causes wholly unconnected with foreign affairs, I am by no means sanguine in my 
expectations that under any new composition of the ministry we may hope for a 
change of policy as it relates to our claims. The eighth article of the Louisiana 
treaty will be continually put forward as a bar to our claims and its adjustment urged 
as often as we renew our claim for indemnity. 
The Journal des D~bats of this morning states that at a superior council of com-
merce and of the colonies at which His Majesty yesterday presided Mr. De St. Cricq, 
pre ident of the bureau de commerce, made a report on the commercial convention 
of the 24th June, 1822, between the United States and France. . 
James Monroe 
Mr. Brown to Baron de Damas. 
His Excellency BARON DE DAMAS, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, etc. 
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PARIS, October 22, I824. 
SIR: I availed myself of the earliest opportunity to transmit to my Government a 
copy of the letter which I had the honor to address to the Viscount de Chateaubriand 
on the 28th day of April last, together with a copy of his answer to that letter, dated 
7th of May. 
After a candid and deliberate consideration of the subject of that correspondence, 
my Government has sent me recent instructions to renew with earnestness the appli-
cation, already so frequently and so ineffectually made, for indemnity to our citizens 
for claims notoriously just, and resting on the same principles with others which 
have been admitted and adjusted by the Government of France. 
In reply to that part of the Viscount de Chateaubriand's letter in which he offers 
to open with me a negotiation upon American claims if that negotiation should also 
include French claims, and particularly the arrangements to be concluded concern-
ing the eighth articl.e of the Louisiana treaty, I have been instructed to declare that 
any just claims which the subjects of France may have upon the Government of the 
United States will readily be embraced in the negotiation, and that I am authorized 
to stipulate any suitable provision for the examination, adjustment, and satisfaction 
of them. 
The question relating to the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty is viewed by my 
Government as one of a very different character. It can not be blended with that of 
indemnity for individual claims without a sacrifice on the part of the United States 
of a principle of right. Every negotiation for indemnity necessarily presupposes 
that some wrong has been done, and that indemnity ought to be made; and the 
object of every treaty stipulation respecting it can only be to ascertain the extent of 
the injury, and to make provision for its adequate reparation. This is precisely the 
nature of the negotiation for American claims which has been for so many years the 
3ubject of discussion between the Governments of the United States and of France 
·('he wrongs done to our citizens have never been.denied, whilst their right to indem 
11ity has been established by acts done by the French Government in cases depend• 
fag upon the same principles under which they derive their claim. By consenting 
to connect with such a negotiation that relating to the eighth article of the Louisi-
ana treaty the United States would abandon the principle upon which the whole dis-
cussion depends. When asking for reparation for acknowledged wrong the United 
States have been told that France will not discuss it with them unless they will first 
renounce their own sense (,,f right and admit and discuss in connection with it a 
claim the justice of which they have hitherto constantly denied. In any negotia-
tion commenced under such circumstances the situation of the parties would be un-
equal. By consenting to connect the pretensions of France under the eighth article 
of the Louisiana treaty with claims for indemnity for acknowledged injustice and 
injury the United States would be understood as admitting that those pretensions 
were well founded; that wrong had been done to France for which reparation ought 
to be made. The Government of the United States, not having yet been convinced 
that this is the case, can not consent to any arrangement which shall imply an 
admission so contrary to their deliberate sense of right. 
I am authorized and prepared on behalf of the United States to enter upon a fur-
ther discussion of the eighth article of the Louisiana treaty in any manner which 
may be desired, and by which they shall not be understood previously to admit that 
the construction of that article claimed by France is well founded; and also to renew 
the separate negotiation for American claims, embracing at the same time all just 
claims which French subjects may have upon the Government of the United States. 
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The change which has lately taken place in His Majesty's department of foreign 
affairs encourages the hope that this important subject will be candidly reconsid-
ered; that the obstacles which have arrested the progress 0£ the negotiation may be 
remove·d, and that the subjects of conte~tation between the two Governments may be 
ultimately adjusted upon such principles as may perpetuate the good understanding 
and harmony which have so long subsisted between the United States and France. 
Should I, however, be disappointed in the result of this application, it is to be seri-
ously apprehended that as the United States have not hitherto seen in the course of the 
discussion any just claim of France arising from the eighth article of the Louisiana 
treaty, so in the persevering refusal of the French Government to discuss and adjust 
the well-founded claims of citizens of the United States to indemnity for wrongs 
unless in connection with one which they are satisfied is unfounded the United States 
will ultimately perceive only a determination to deny justice to the claimants. 
Permit me respectfully to request that at as early a day as your convenience will 
allow your excellency will favor me with an answer to this letter. 
I embrace with pleasure this occasion to offer to your excellency the renewed 
assurance, etc, 
JAMES BROWN. 
WASHINGTON, December 24, I824. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
23d December, 1823, requesting that a negotiation should be opened with 
the British Government '' for the cession of so much land on the island 
of Abaco at or near the Hole-in-the-vV all, and on such other places within 
the acknowledged dominions of that power on the islands, keys, or shoals 
of the Bahama Banks as may be necessary for the erection and support of 
light-houses, beacons, buoys, or floating lights for the security of naviga-
tion over or near the said ban:l{s, and to be used solely for that purpose," 
directions were given to the minister of the United States at London on 
the 1st of January, 1824, to communicate the purport of that resolution 
to the Government of Great Britain with a view to their acceding to the 
wish of this; and I transmit to the House copies of Mr. Rush's corre-
spondence upon this subject, communicating the result of his application 
to the British Government. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, December 28, I824. 
To the House of Rejrcsentatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
27th in tant, requesting information explanatory of the character and 
object of the vi it of the naval officer of the United States commanding 
in the v e t Indies to the town of Faxyardo, in the island of Porto Rico 
on the -- day of ovember last, I herewith transmit a report of the 
ecretary of the avy, with a letter from Commodore Porter, which con-
tains all the information in possession of the Executive on the subject. 
James Monroe 
Deeming the transactions adverted to of high importance, an order has 
been sent to Commodore Porter to repair hither without delay, that all the 
circumstances connected therewith may be fully investigated. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 5, I825. 
To the Senate and House of Representat-ives of the United States: 
As the term of my service in this high trust will expire at the end of 
the present session of Congress, I think it proper to invite your attention 
to an object very interesting to me, and which in the movement of our 
Government is deemed on principle equally interesting to the public. I 
have been long in the service of my country and in its most difficult con-
junctures, as well abroad as at home, in the course of which I have had 
a control over the public morteys to a vast amount . . If in the course of 
my service it shall appear on the most severe scrutiny, which I invite, 
that the public have sustained any loss by any act of mine, or of others 
for which I ought to be held responsible, I am willing to bear it. If, on 
the other hand, it shall appear on a view of the law and of precedents in 
other cases that justice has been withheld from me in any instance, as I 
have believed it to be in many, and greatly to my injury, it is submitted 
whether it ought not to be rendered. It is my wish that all matters of 
account and claims between my country and myself be settled with that 
strict regard to justice which is observed in settlements between individ-
uals in private life. It would be gratifying to me, and it appears to be 
just, that the subject should be now examined in both respects with a 
view to a decision hereafter. No bill would, it is presumed, be presented 
·for my signature which would operate either for or against me, and I 
would certainly sanction none in my favor. While here I can furnish 
testimony, applicable to any case, in both views, which a full investiga-
tion may require, and the committee to whom the subject may be referred, 
by reporting facts now with a view to a decision after my retirement, will 
allow time for further information and due consideration of all matters re-
lating thereto. Settlements with a person in this trust; which could not 
be made with the accounting officers of the Government, should always 
be made by Congress and before the public. The cause of the delay in 
presenting these claims will be explained to the committee to whom the 
subject may be referred. It will, I presume, be made apparent that it was 
inevitable; that from the peculiar circumstances attending each case Con-
gress alone could decide on it, and that from considerations of delicacy it 
would h2.ve been highly improper for me to have sought it from Congress 
at an earlier period than that which is now proposed-the expiration of 
my term in this high trust. 
Other considerations appear to me to operate with great force in favor 
of the measure which I now propose. A citizen who has long served his 
country in its highest trusts has a right, if he has served with fidelity, to 
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enjoy undisturbed tranquillity and peace in his retirement. This he can 
not expect to do unless his conduct in all pecuniary concerns shall be 
placed by severe scrutiny on a basis not to be shaken. This, therefore, 
forms a strong motive with me for the inquiry which I now invite. The 
public may also derive considerable advantage from the precedent in the 
future movement of the Government. It being known that such scrutiny 
was made in my case, it may form a new and strong barrier against the 
abuse of the public confidence in future. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January IO, I825. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
.I should hasten to communicate to you the documents called for bythe 
resolution of the House of Representatives.of the 4th instant, relating to 
the conduct of the officers of the Navy of the United States on the Pacific 
Ocean and of other public agents in South America, if such a communi-
cation might now be m::i,de consistently with the public interest or with 
justice to the parties concerned. In consequence of several charges which 
have been alleged against Commodore Stewart, touching his conduct 
while commanding the squadron of the United States on that sea, it has 
been deemed proper to suspend him from duty and to subject him to trial 
on these charges . . It appearing also that some of those charges have 
been communicated to the Department by Mr. Prevost, political agent at 
this time of the United States at Peru, and heretofore at Buenos Ayres 
and Chile, and apparently with his sanction, and that charges have like-
wise been made against him by citizens of the United States engaged in 
commerce in that quarter, it has been thought equally just and proper 
that he should attend here, as well to furnish the evidence in his posses-
sion applicable to the charges exhibited against Commodore Stewart as 
to answer such as have been exhibited against himself. 
In this stage the publication of those documents might tend to excite 
prejudices which might operate to the injury of both. It is important 
that the public servants in every station should perform their duty with 
fidelity, according to the injunctions of the law and the orders of the 
Executive in fulfillment thereof. It is peculiarly so that this should be 
done by the commanders of our squadrons, especially on distant seas, and 
by political agents who represent the United States with foreign powers, 
for reasons that are obvious in both instances. It is due to their rights 
and to the character of the Government that they be not cenrnred without 
just cause, which can not be a certained until, on a view of th" charges, 
they are heard in their defense, and after a thorough and impartial inves-
tigation of their conduct. Under these circumstances it is thought th2.t 
a communication at this time of those documents would not comport with 
the public interest nor with what is due to the parties concerned. 
JA ES ONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, January I3, I825. 
To the Senate o.f the Unite,/ States: 
In compliance with two resolutions of the Senate, the first of the 21st 
and the second of the 23d December last, requesting information respect~ 
ing the injuries which have been sustained by our citizens by piratical 
depredations, and other details connected therewith, and requesting also 
information of the measures which have been adopted for the suppression 
of piracy, and whether in the opinion of the Executive it will not be nec-
essary to adopt other means for the accomplishment of the object, and, in 
that event, what other means it will be most advisable to recur to, I here-
with transmit a report from the Secretary of State, and likewise a report 
from the Secretary of the Navy, with the documents referred to in each. 
On the very important question submitted to the Executive as to the 
necessity of recurring to other more effectual means for the suppression 
of a practice so destructive of the lives and property of our ·citizens, I 
have to observe that three expedients occur-one by the pursuit of the 
offenders to the settled as well as the unsettled parts of the island from 
whence they issue, another by reprisal on the property of the inhabitants, 
and a third by the blockade of the ports of those islands. It will be 
obvious that neither of these measures can be resorted to in a spirit of 
amity with Spain otherwise than in a firm belief that neither the Govern-
ment of Spain nor the government of either of the islands has the power 
to suppress that atrocious practice, and that the United States interposed 
their aid for the accomplishment of an object which is of equal impor-
tance to them as well as to us. Acting on this principle, the facts which 
justify the proceeding being universally known and felt by all engaged 
in commerce in that sea, it may fairly be presumed that neither will the 
Government of Spain nor the government of either of those islands com-
plain of a resort to either of those measures, or to all of them, should such 
resort be necessary. It is therefore suggested that a power commen-
surate with either resource be granted to the Executive, to be exercised 
according to his discretion and as circumstances may imperiously require. 
It is hoped that the manifestation of a policy so decisive will produce the 
happiest result; that it will rid these seas and this hemisphere of this 
practice. This hope is strengthened by the belief that the Government 
of Spain and the governments of the islands, particularly of Cuba, whose 
chief is known here, will faithfully cooperate in such measures as may be 
necessary for the accomplishment of this very important object. To secure 
such cooperation will be the earnest desire and, of course, the zealous and 
persevering effort of the Executive. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January z7, I825. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for its advice and consent as to the ratification 
a treaty which has been concluded by a commissioner duly authorized fo; 
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the purpose with the Quapaw Indians in Arkansas for the cession of their 
claim to the lands in that Territory. I transmit also a report from the 
Secretary of War, with other documents, relating to this subject. 
JAMES MONROE. 
JANUARY 17, 1825. 
To the Senate of the United States: . 
Agreeably to the resolution of the Senate of 19th May last, requesting 
the President to cause to be laid before the Senate a report" shewing the 
amount of duties which shall have accrued on importations into the United 
States for the three quarters of a year ending June 30, 1824; also the 
amount of duties which would have accrued on the same importations at 
such higher rates of duty as may be imposed by any act of the present 
session of Congress,'' I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of 
the Treasury, which contains the information required. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January I8, I825. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Unz"ted States: 
I communicate herewith to both Houses of Congress copies of the con-
vention between the United States and His Majesty the Emperor of all 
the Russias, concluded at St. Petersburg on the 5th ( 17th) of April last, 
which has been duly ratified on both sides, and the ratifications of which 
were exchanged on the II th instant. JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 20, I825. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
19th of December, 1822, requesting the President to communicate" what 
progress has been made in the execution of the act of the last session 
entitled 'An act to abolish the Indian trading establishments,' with a 
report from the factories, respectively, as the same may be made to 
him,'' I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, 
with documents, which contains the information requested. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 27, I825. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of t!ze United States: 
Being deeply impressed with the opinion that the removal of the Indian 
tribe from the lands which they now occupy within the limits of these\·-
eral tates and Territorie to the country lying westward and northward 
thereof, ithin our acknowledged boundaries, is of very high importance 
to our nion, and may be accomplished on condititms and in a manner to 
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promote the interest and happiness of those tribes, the attention of the 
Government has been long drawn with great solicitude to the object. 
For the removal of the tribes within the limits of the State of Georgia 
the motive has been peculiarly strong, arising from the compact with that 
State whereby the United States are bound t9 extinguish the Indian title 
to the lands within it whenever it may be done peaceably and on reason-
able conditions. In ~he fulfillment of this compact, I have thought that 
the United States should act with a genernus spirit; that they should omit 
nothing which should comport with a liberal construction of the instru-
ment and likewise be in accordance with the just rights of those tribes. 
From the view which I have taken of the subject I am satisfied that in 
the discharge of these important duties in regard to both the parties 
alluded to the United States will have to encounter no conflicting inter-
ests with either. On the contrary, that the removal of the tribes from the 
·i:erritory which they now inhabit to that which was designated in the 
message at the commencement of the session, which would accomplish 
the object for Georgia, under a well-digested plan for their government 
and civilization, which should be agreeable to themselves, would not only 
shield them from impending ruin, but promote their welfare and happi-
ness. Experience has clearly demonstrated that in their present state it 
is impossible to incorporate them in such masses, in any form whatever, 
into our system. It has also demonstrated with equal certainty that with-
out a timely anticipation of and provision against the dangers to which 
they are exposed, under causes which it will be difficult, if not impos-
sible, to control, their degradation and extermination will be inevitable. 
The great object to be accomplished is the removal of these tribes to 
the territory designated on conditions which shall be satisfactory to them-
selves and honorable to the United States. This can be done only by 
conveying to each tribe a good title to an adequate portion of land to 
which it may consent to remove, and by providing for it there a system 
of internal government which shall protect their property from invasion, 
and, by the regular progress of improvement and civilization, prevent that 
degeneracy which has generally marked the transition from the one to 
the other state. · 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, which presents 
the best estimate which can be formed, from the documents in that Depart~ 
ment, of the number of Indians within our ·states and Territories and of 
the amount of lands held by the several tribes within each; of the state 
of the country lying northward and westward thereof, within our acknowl-
edged boundaries; of the parts to which the Indian title has already been 
extinguished, and of the conditions on which other parts, in au amount 
which may be adequate to the object contemplated, may be obtained. By 
this report it appears that the Indian title has already been extinguished 
to extensive tracts in that quarter, and that other portions maybe acquired 
to the extent desired on very moderate conditions. Satisfied I also am 
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that the removal proposed is not only practicable, but that the advantages 
attending it to the Indians may be made so apparent to them that all 
the tribes, even those most 0pposed, may be induced to accede to it at no 
very distant day. 
The digest of such a government, with the consent of the Indians, which 
should be endowed with sufficient power to meet all the objects contem-
plated-to connect the several tribes together in a bond of amity and 
preserve order in each; to prevent intrusions on their property; to teach 
them by regular instruction the arts of civilized life and make them a 
civilized people-is an object of very high importance. It is the powerful 
consideration which we have to offer to these tribes as aJJ inducement to 
relinquish the lands on which they now reside and to remove to those 
which are designated. It is not doubted that this arrangement will pre-
sent considerations of sufficient force to surmount all their prejudices in 
favor of the soil of their nativity, however strong they may be. Their 
elders have sufficient intelligence to discern the certain progress of events 
in the present train, and sufficient virtue, by yielding to momentary sac-
rifices, to protect their families and posterity from inevitable destruction. 
They will also perceive that they may thus attain an elevation to which 
as communities they could not otherwise aspire. 
To the United States the proposed arrangement offers many important 
advantages in addition to those which have been already e11umerated. By 
the establishment of such a government over these tribes with their con-
sent we become in reality their benefactors. The relation of conflicting 
interests which has heretofore existed between them and our frontier set-
tlements will cease. There will be no more wars between them and the 
United States. Adopting such a government, their movement will be in 
harmony with us, and its good effect be felt throughout th~ whole extent 
of our territory to the Pacific. It may fairly be presumed that, through 
the agency of such a government, the condition of all the tribes inhabiting 
that vast region may be essentially improved; that permanent peace may 
be preserved with them, and our commerce be much extended. 
With a view to this important object I recommend it to Congress to 
adopt, by solemn declaration, certain fundamental principles in accord 
with those above suggested, as the basis of such arrangements as may be 
entered into with the several tribes, to the strict observance of which the 
faith of the nation shall be pledged. I recommend it also to Congress to 
provide by law for the appointment of a suitable number of commissioners 
who hall, under the direction of the President, be authorized to visit and 
explain to the everal tribe the objects of the Government, and to make 
with them, according to their instructions, such arrangements as shall be 
best calculated to carry those objects into effect. 
negotiation is now depending with the Creek ation for the ce ion 
f land held by it within the limits of Georgia, and with a reasonable 
prospect of success. It is presumed, however, that the result will not be 
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known during the present session of Congress. To give effect to this 
negotiation and to the negotiations which it is proposed to hold with all 
the other tribes within the limits of the several States and Territories 
on 'the principles and for the purposes stated, it is recommended that an 
adequate appropriation be now made by Congress. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, January 27, I825. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a treaty concluded in this city with a deputa-
tion from the Choctaw Indians, accompanied with the report from the 
Secretary of War, with a copy of the correspondence connected with the 
negotiations, for the advice and consent of the Senate. · 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 2, I825. 
To the Senate and House o/ Representalives of the United States: 
I communicate herewith to both Houses of Congress copies of the alter-
ations in the treaty of peace and friendship of August, 1797, between the 
United States and the Bashaw Bey of Tunis, concluded at the Palace of 
Bardo, near Tunis, on the 24th of February last, and of treaties between 
the United States and the Sock and Fox tribes of Indians and the Ioway 
tribe of Indians, concluded at the city of Washington on the 4th of August 
last, which have been duly ratified. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February ,t., I825. 
The PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE: 
It appearing by certain provisions contained in a late act of the genera.I 
assembly of Virginia, entitled '' An act incorporating the Chesapeake and 
Ohio Canal Company," that the assent of Congress will be necessary to 
carry the said act into effect, I herewith transmit a copy thereof, that it 
may be considered with a view to the object contemplated. 
JAMES MONROE. 
[The same message was sent to the House of l1epresentatives.J 
WASHINGTON, February 7, I825. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith to the House a report from the Secretary of State, 
with copies oft.he correspondence relating to the claims of the citizens of 
the United States upon the Government of the Netherlands, requested 
by a resolution of the House of the 18th of January last. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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WASHINGTON, February u, r825. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
January 5, I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of the Navy, 
with copies of the proceedings of the courts-martial in the cases of Lieu-
tenants Weaver and Conner. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February Itf., I825. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of War, with a report 
to him by the Chief Engineer, of the examination which has been made by 
the Board of Engineers for Internal Improvement, in obedience to their 
instructions, of the country between the Potomac and Ohio rivers, between 
the latter and Lake Erie, between the Allegheny and Schuylkill rivers, 
the Delaware and the Raritan, between Buzzards and Barnstable bays, 
and the Narraganset roads and Boston Harbor, with explanatory observa-
tions on each route. From the view which I have taken of these reports 
I contemplate results of incalculable advantage to our Union, because I 
see in them the most satisfactory proof that certain impediments which 
had a tendency to embarrass the intercourse between some of its most 
important sections may be removed without serious difficulty, and that 
facilities may be afforded in other quarters which will have the happiest 
effect. Of the right in Congress to promote these great results by the 
appropriation of the public money, in harmony with the States to be 
affected by them, having already com~unicated my sentiments fully and 
on mature consideration, I deem it unnecessary to enlarge at this time. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHING'rON, February I6, J-825. 
To the House of Representatives of the Unz"ted States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, containing the information called for by their resolution of the 
1st of this month, touching the capture and detention of American :fish-
ermen during the last season. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
WASHINGTON, February IJ, I825. 
To the House of R epresentatives of the Unzled States: 
I herewith transmit to the House a report from the Secretary of State, 
ith copies of the correspondence with the Government of France, 
request d by the r solution of the House of the 25th of January last. 
JAM O ROE. 
James Monroe 
WASHING'toN, February I7, I825. 
To the Senate and House of Representalives of the United States: 
I invite the attention of Congress to the peculiar situation of this Dis-
trict in regard to the exposure of its inhabitants to contagious diseases 
from abroad, against which it is thought that adequate provision should 
now be made. The exposure being common to the whole District, the 
regulation should apply to the whole, to make which Congress alone pos-
sesses the adequate power. That the regulation should be made by Con-
gress is the more necessary from the consideration that this being the seat 
of the Government, its protection against such diseases must form one of 
its principal objects. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 2I, I825. 
To the Senate and House of Representalives of the United. States: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secreb;1.ry of War, with a report 
to him from the Third Auditor, of the settlement in the amount stated 
of the claims of the State of Massachusetts for services rendered by the 
militia of that State in the late war, the payment of which has hitherto 
been prevented by causes which are well known to Congress. Having 
communicated my sentiments on this subject fully in a message bearing 
date on the 23d of February, 1824, it is unnecessary to repeat in detail 
here what I there advanced. By recurring to that message and to the 
documents referred to in it it will be seen that the conduct of the execu-
tive of that State in refusing to place the militia thereof at that difficult 
conjuncture under the direction of the Executive of the United States, 
as it was bound to do by a fair construction of the Constitution, and as 
the other States did, is the great cause to which the difficulty adverted to 
is to be ascribed. It will also be seen on a view of those documents that 
the executive of the State was warned at the 'time if it persevered in the 
refusal that the consequences which have followed would be inevitable; 
that the attitude assumed by the State formed a case which was not con-
templated by the existing laws of the United States relating to- militia 
services; that the payment of the claims of the State for such services 
could be provided for by Congress only and by a special law for the pur-
pose. Having made this communication while acting in the Department 
of War to the governor of Massachusetts, with the sanction and under the 
direction of my enlightened and virtuous predecessor, it would be im-
proper in any view which may be taken of the subject for me to change 
the ground then assumed, to withdraw this great question from the con-
~ideration of Congress, and to act on it myself. Had the Executive been 
in error, it is entitled to censure, making a just allowance for the motive 
which guided it. If its conduct was correct, the ground then assumed 
ought to be maintained by it. It belongs to Congress alone to terminate 
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this distressing incident on just principles, with a view to the highest 
interests of our Union. 
From the view which I have taken of the subject I am confirmed in the 
opinion that Congress should now decide on the claim and allow to the 
State such portions thereof as are founded on the principles laid down in 
the former message. If those principles are correct, as on great consid-
eration I am satisfied they are, it appears to me to be just in itself and 
of high importance that the sums which may be due in conformity there-
with should no longer be withheld from the State. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 2I, £825. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE PRO TEMPORE: 
I transmit to the Senate a convention, signed by the plenipotentiaries 
of the United States and of the Republic of Colombia at Bogota on the 
roth of December, 1824, together with the documents appertaining to the 
negotiation of the same, for the constitutional consideration of the Senate 
with regard to its ratification. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 2I, I825. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE PRO TEMPORE: 
I transmit to the Senate a convention of general peace, amity, naviga-
tion, and commerce, signed by the plenipotentiaries of the United States 
and of the Republic of Colombia at Bogota on the 3d of October, 1824, 
together with the documents appertaining to the negotiation of the same, 
for the constitutional consideration of the Senate with regard to its rati-
fication. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 23, £825. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a further report from the 
Secretary of State, in pursuance of their resolution of the 1st instant, with 
the papers to which it refers, upon the subject of the capture and deten-
tion of American fishermen the past season in the Bay of Fundy. 
JAMES MO ROE. 
WASHI GTO , February 25, £825. 
To the S enate and House of Representat£ves: 
I communicate herewith to both Houses of Congress copies of the trea-
ties bet~ een the nited tates and the Quapaw ation of Indians con-
cluded at Haningtons, in the Territory of Arkansas, on the 15th day of 
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November last, and between the United ~tates and the Choctaw Nation 
of Indians, concluded at the city of Washington on the 20th day of Jan-
uary last, which have been duly ratified. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 26, I825. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives if the United States: 
Just before the termination of the last session an act entitled "An act 
concerning wrecks on the coast of Florida,'' which then passed, was pre-
sented to me with many others and approved, and, as I thought, signed. 
A report to that effect was then made to Congress. It appeared, how-
ever, after the adjournment that the evidence of such approbation had 
not been attached to it. Whether the act may be considered in force 
under such circumstances is a point on which it belongs not to me to 
decide. To remove all doubt on the subject, I submit to the consider-
ation of Congress the propriety of passing a declaratory act to that effect. 
JAMES MONROE. 
WASHINGTON, February 28, I825. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, tor the exercise of its constitutional power, a 
treaty lately concluded. at the Indian Springs, by commissioners of the 
United States duly authorized, with the chiefs of the Creek Nation, 
assembled there in council, with the documents connected therewith. 
JAMES MONROE. 
PROCLAMATION. 
[From Senate Journal, Eighteenth Congress, second session, p. 269.) 
WASHINGTON, January I9, I825. 
The President of the United States to --, Senator for the State of--: 
· Certain matters touching the public good requiring that the Senate of 
the United States should be convened on Friday, the 4th day of March 
next, you are desired to attend at the Senate Chamber, in the city of 
Washington, on that day, then and there to receive and deliberate on 
such communications as shall be made to you. 
JAMES MONROE. 
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John Quincy Adams 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, sixth President of the United States, eldest son 
::>f John Adams, second President, was born at Braintree, Mass., July 11, 
1767. He enjoyed peculiar and rare advantages for education. In child-
hood he was instruc.ted by his mother, a granddaughter of Colonel John 
Quincy, and a woman of superior talents. In 1778, when only II years 
old, he accompanied his father to France; attended a school in Paris, and 
returned home in August, 1779. Having been taken again to Europe 
by his father in 1780, he pursued his studies at the University of Leyden, 
where he learned Latin and Greek. In July, 1781, at the age of 14, he 
was appointed private secretary to Francis Dana, minister to Russia. He 
remained. at St. Petersburg until October, 1782, after which he resumed 
his studies at The Hague. Was present at the signing of the definitive 
treaty of peace in Paris, September 3, 1783. He passed some months 
with his father in London, and returned to the United States to complete 
his education, entering Harvard College in 1786 and graduating in 1788. 
He studied law with the celebrated Theophilus Parsons, of Newbury-
port; was admitted to the bar in 1791, antl began to practice in Boston. 
In 1791 he published in the Boston Centinel, under the .signature of 
'' Publicola,'' a series of able essays, in which he exposed the fallacies 
and vagaries of the French political reformers. These papers attracted 
much attention in Europe and the United States. Under the signature 
of "Marcellus" he wrote, in 1793, several articles, in which he argued 
that the United .States should observe strict neutrality in the war between 
the French and the British. These writings commended him to the favor 
of Washington, and he was appointed minister to Holland in May, 1794. 
In July, 1797, he married Louisa Catherine Johnson, a daughter of Joshua 
Johnson, of Maryland, who w~s then American consul at London. In a 
letter dated February 20, 1797, Washington commended him highly to 
, the elder Adams, and advised the President elect not to withhold promo-
tion from him because he was his son. He was accordingly appointed 
minister to Berlin in 1797. He negotiated a treaty of amity and com-
merce with the Prussian Government, and was recalled about February, 
1801. He was elected a Senator of the United States by the Federalists 
of Massachusetts for the term beginning March, 1803. In 1805 he was 
appointed professor of rhetoric and belles-lettres at Harvard College, and 
accepted on condition that he should be permitted to attend to his Sen-
atorial duties. He offended the Federalists by supporting Jefferson's 
embargo act, which was passed in December, 1807, and thus became con-
nected with the Democratic party. He resigned his seat in the Senate 
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in March, I 808, declining to serve for the remainder of the term rather 
than obey the instructions of the Federalists. In March, 1809, he was 
appointed by President Madison minister to Russia. During his resi-
dence in that country he was nominated to be an associate justice of the 
Supreme Court of the United States, and confirmed February, 18II; but 
he declined the appointment. In 1813 Adams, Bayard, Clay", Russell, 
and Gallatin were appointed commissioners to negotiate a treaty of peace 
with Great Britain. They met the British diplomatists at Ghent, and 
after a protracted negotiation of six months signed a treaty of peace 
December 24, 1814. In the spring of 1815 he was appointed minister to 
the Court of St. James, remaining there until he was appointed by Mr. 
Monroe Secretary of State in 1817. In 1824 Adams, Jackson, Crawford, 
and Clay were candidates for the Presidency. Neither of the candidates 
having received a majority in the electoral colleges, the election devolved 
on the House of Representatives. Aided by the influence of Henry Clay, 
Mr. Adams received the votes of thirteen States, and was elected. He 
was defeated for reelection in 1828 by General Andrew Jackson. On the 
4th of March, 1829, he retired to his estate at Quincy. In 1830 he was 
elected to Congress, and took his seat in December, 1831. He continued 
to represent his native district for seventeen years, during which time he 
was constantly at his post. On the 21st of February, 1848, while in his 
seat at the Capitol, he was stricken with paralysis, and died on the 23d 
of that month. He was buried at Quincy, Mass . 
• 
NOTIFICATION OF ELECTION. 
Mr. Webster, from the committee appointed for that purpose yesterday, 
reported that the committee had waited on John Quincy Adams, of Mas-
sachusetts, and had notified him that in the recent election of a Presi-
dent of the United States, no person having received a majority of the 
votes of all the electors appointed, and the choice having consequently 
devolved upon the House of Representatives, that House, proceeding in 
the manner prescribed by the Constitution, did yesterday choose him tc 
be President of the United States for four years, commencing on the 4th 
day of March next, and that the committee had received a written answer, 
which he presented to the House. Mr. Webster also reported that in 
further performance of its duty the committee had given the information 
of this election to the President. 
FEBRUARY IO, 1825. 
REPLY OF THE PRESIDE T ELECT. 
WASHI GTO , February Io, I825. 
GE 'I'Llt lt : In receiving this testimonial from the Representati es 
of the people and tates of this Union I am deeply sensible to the circum-
stances under which it has been given. All my predecessors in the high 
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station to which the favor of the House now calls me have been honored 
with majorities of the electoral voices in their primary colleges. It has 
been my fortune to be placed by the divisions of sentiment prevailing 
among our countrymen on this occasion in competition, friendly and hon-
orable, with three of my fellow-citize1;1s, all justly enjoying in eminent 
degrees the public favor, and of whose worth, talents, and services no one · 
entertains a higher and more respectful sense than myself. · The names 
of two of them were, in the fulfillment of the provisions of the Consti-
tution, presented to the selection of the House in concurrence with my 
own-names closely associated with the · glory of the nation, and one of 
them further recommended by a larger minority of the primary electoral 
suffrages than mine. 
In this state of things, could my refusal to accept the trust thus dele-
gated to me give an immediate opportunity to the people to form and to 
express with a nearer approach to unanimity the object of their prefer-
ence, I should not hesitate to decline the acceptance of this eminent 
charge and to submit the decision of this momentous question again to 
their determination. But the Constitution itself has not so disposed of 
the contingency which would arise in the event of my refusal. I shall 
therefore repair to the post assigned me by the call of my country, signi-
fied through her constitutional organs, oppressed with the magnitude of 
. the task before me, but cheered with the hope of that generous support 
from my fellow-citizens which, in the vicissitudes of a life devoted to 
their service, has never failed to sustain me, confident in the trust that 
the wisdom of the legislative councils will guide and direct me in the 
path of my official duty, and relying above all upon the superintending 
providence of that Being in whose hands our breath is and whose are all 
our ways. 
Gentlemen, I pray you to make acceptable to the House the assurance· 
of my profound gratitude for their confidence, and to accept yourselves 
my thanks for the friendly terms in which you have communicated to me 
their decision. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT ELECT. 
CITY OF WASHINGTON, March I, I825. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
SIR: I ask the favor of you to inform the honorable Senate of the 
United States that I propose to take the oath prescribed by the Consti- • 
tution to the President of the United States before he enters on the exe-· 
cution of his office, on Friday, the 4th instant, at 12 o'clock, in the Hall 
of the House of Representatives. 
I have the honor to be, with the highest respect, sir, your very humble 
and obedient servant, 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS. 
In compliance with an usage coeval with the existence of our Federal 
Constitution, and sanctioned by the example of my predecessors in the 
career upon _which I am about to enter, I appear, my fellow-citizens, in 
your presence and in that of Heaven to bind myself by the solemnities of 
religious obligation to the faithful performance of the duties allotted to 
me in the station to which I have been called. 
In unfolding to my countrymen the principles by which I shall be 
governed in the fulfillment of those duties my first resort will be to that 
Constitution which I shall swear tp the best of my ability to preserve, pro-
tect, and defend. That revered instrument enumerates the powers and 
prescribes the duties of the Executive Magistrate, and in its first words 
declares the purposes to which these and the whole action of the Govern-
ment instituted by it should be invariably and sacredly devoted-to form 
a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, pro-
vide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the 
blessings of liberty to the people of this Union in their successive genera-
tions. Since the adoption of this social compact one of these generations 
has passed away. It is the work of our forefathers. Administered by 
some of the most eminent men who contributed to its formation, through a 
most eventful period in the annals of the world, and through all the vicissi-
tudes of peace and war incidental to the condition of associated man, it has 
not disappointed the hopes and aspirations of those illustrious benefac-
tors of their age and nation. It has promoted the lasting welfare of that 
country so dear to us all; it has to an extent far beyond the ordinary lot 
of humanity secured the freedom and happiness of this people. We now 
receive it as a precious inheritance from those to whom we are indebted 
for its establishment, doubly bound by the examples which they have 
left us and by the blessings which we have enjoyed as the fruits of their 
labors to transmit the same unimpaired to the succeeding generation. 
In the compass of thirty-six years since this great national covenant 
was instituted a body of laws enacted under its authority and in conform-
ity with its provisions has unfolded its powers and carried into practical 
operation its effective energies. Subordinate departments have distribu-
ted the executive functions in their various relations to foreign affairs, to 
the revenue and expenditures, and to the military force of the Union by 
land and sea. A coordinate department of the judiciary has expounded 
• the Constitution and the laws, settling in harmonious coincidence with 
the legislative will numerous weighty questions of construction which the 
imperfection of human language had rendered unavoidable. The year 
of jubilee since the first formation of our Union has just elapsed; that of 
the declaration of our independence is at hand. The consummation of 
both as effected by this Constitution. 
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Since that period a population of four millions has multiplied to twelve. 
A territory bounded by the Mississippi has been extended from sea to 
sea. New States have been admitted to the Union in numbers nearly 
equal to those of the first Confederation. Treaties of peace, amity, and 
commerce have been concluded with the principal dominions of the earth. 
The people of other nations, inhabitants of regions acquired not by con-
quest, but by compact, have been united with us in the participation of 
our rights and duties, of our burdens and blessings. The forest has fallen 
by the ax of our woodsmen; the soil has been made to teem by the tillage 
of our farmers; our commerce has whitened every ocean. The dominion 
of man over physical nature has been extended by the invention of our 
artists. Liberty and law have marched hand in hand. All the purposes 
of human association have been accomplished as effectively as under any 
other government on the globe, and at a cost little exceeding in a whole 
generation the expenditure of other nations in a single year. 
Such is the unexaggerated picture of our condition under a Constitu-
tion founded upon the republican principle of equal rights. To admit 
that this picture has its shades is but to say that it is still the condition 
of men upon earth. From evil-physical, moral, and political-it is not 
our claim to be exempt. We have suffered sometimes by the visitation 
of Heaven through disease; often by the wrongs ·and injustice of other 
nations, even to the extremities of war; and, lastly, by dissensions among · 
ourselves-dissensions perhaps inseparable from the enjoyment of free-
dom, but which have more than once appeared to threaten the dissolution 
of the Union, and with it the overthrow of all the enjoyments of our pres-
ent lot and all our earthly hopes of the future. The causes of these dis-
sensions have been various, founded upon differences of speculation in the 
theory of republican government; upon conflicting views of policy in our 
relations with foreign nations; upon jealousies of partial and sectional 
interests, aggravated by prejudices and ptepossessions which strangers 
to each other are ev~r apt to entertain. 
It is a source of gratification and of encouragement to me to observe 
that the great result of this experiment upon the theory of human rights 
has at the close of that generation by which it was formed been crowned 
with success equal to the most sanguine expectations of its founders. 
Union, justice, tranquillity, the common defense, the general welfare, and 
the blessings of liberty-all have been promoted by the Government under 
which we have lived. Standing at this point of time, looking back to that 
generation which has gone by and forward to that which is advancing, we 
may at once indulge in grateful exultation and in cheering hope. From 
the experience of the past we derive instructive lessons for the future. 
Of the two great political parties which have divided the opinions and 
feelings of our country, the candid and the just will now admit that both 
have contributed splendid talents, spotless integrity, ardent patriotism, 
and disinterested sacrifices to the formation and administration of this 
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Government, and that both have required a liberal indulgence for a por-
tion of human infirmity and error. The revolutionary wars of Europe, 
commencing precisely at the moment when the Government of the United 
States :first went into operation under this Constitution, excited a collision 
of sentiments and of sympathies which kindled all the passions and im-
bittered the conflict of parties till the nation was involved in war and the 
Union was shaken to its center. This time of trial embraced a period of 
:five and twenty years, during which the policy of the Union in its rela-
tions with Europe constituted the principal basis of our political divi-
sions and the most arduous part of the action of our Federal Government. 
With the catastrophe in which the wars of the French Revolution ter-
minated, and our own subsequent peace with Great Britain, this baneful 
weed of party strife was uprooted. From that time no difference of 
principle, connected either with the theory of government or with our 
intercourse with foreign nations, has existed or been called forth in force 
sufficient to sustain a continued combination of parties or to give more 
than wholesome animation to public sentiment or legislative debate. Our 
political creed is, without a dissenting voice that can be heard, that the 
will of the people is the source and the happiness of the people the end of 
all legitimate government upon earth; that the best security for the benefi-
cence and the best guaranty against the abuse of power consists in the 
· freedom, the purity, and the frequency of popular elections; that the Gen-
eral Government of the Union and the separate governments of the States 
are all sovereignties of limited powers, fellow-servants of the same mas-
ters, uncontrolled within their respective spheres, uncontrollable by en-
croachments upon each other; that the firmest security of peace is the 
preparation during peace of the defenses of war; that a rigorous economy 
and accountability of public expenditures should guard against the aggra-
vation and alleviate when possible the burden of taxation; that the mili-
tary should be kept in strict subordination to the civil power; that the 
freedom of the press and of religious opinion should oe inviolate; that the 
policy of our country is peace and the ark of our salvation union are arti-
cles of faith upon which we are all now agreed. If there have been those 
who doubted whether a confederated representative democracy were a gov-
ernment competent to the wise and orderly management of the common 
concerns of a mighty nation, those doubts have been dispelled; if there 
have been projects of partial confederacies to be erected upon the ruins 
of the Union, they have been scattered to the winds; if there have been 
dangerous attachment to one foreign nation and antipathies against 
another, they have been extinguished. Ten years of peace, at home and 
abroad, ha e assuaged the animosities of political contention and blended 
into harmony the most discordant elements of public opinion. There still 
r main one ffort of magnanimity, one sacrifice of prejudice and pa ion, 
to made by the individuals throughout the nation who have hereto. 
for followed the standards of political party. It is that of discarding 
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every remnant of rancor against each other, of embracing as countrymen 
and friends, and of yielding to talents and virtue alone that confidence 
which in times of contention for principle was bestowed only upon those 
who bore the badge of party communion. 
The collisions of party spirit which originate in speculative opinions 
or in different views of administrative policy are in their nature transi-
tory. Those which are founded on geographical divisions, adverse inter-
ests of soil, climate, and modes of domestic life are more permanent, and 
therefore, perhaps, more dangerous. It is this which gives inestimable 
value to the character of our Government, at once federal and national. 
It holds out to us a perpetual admonition to preserve alike and with 
equal anxiety the rights of each individual State in its own government 
and the rights of the whole nation in that of the Union. Whatsoever is 
of domestic concernment, unconnected with the other members of the 
Union or with foreign lands, belongs exclusively to the administration 
of the State governments. Whatsoever directly involves the rights and 
interests of the federative fraternity or of foreign powers is of the resort 
of this General Government. The duties of both are obvious in the gen-
eral principle, though sometimes perplexed with difficulties in the detail. 
To respect the rights of the State governments is the inviolable duty of 
that of the Union; the government of every State will feel its own obli-
gation to respect and preserve the rights of the whole. The prejudices 
everywhere too commonly entertained against distant strangers are worn 
away, and the jealousies of jarring interests are allayed by the composi-
tion and functions of the great national councils annually assembled from 
all quarters of the Union at this place. Here the distinguished men from 
every section of our country, while meeting to deliberate upon the great 
interests of those by whom they are deputed, learn to estimate the talents 
and do justice to the virtues of each other. The harmony of the nation 
is promoted and the whole Union is knit together by the sentiments of 
mutual respect, the habits of social intercourse, and the ties of personal 
friendship formed between the representatives of its several partp in the 
performance of their service at this metropolis. 
Passing from this general review of the purposes and injunctions of 
the Federal Constitution and their results as indicating the first traces 
of the path of duty in the discharge of my public trust, I turn to the Ad-
ministration of my immediate predecessor as the second. It has passed 
away in a period of profound peace, how much to the satisfaction of our 
country and to the honor of our country's name is known to you all. The 
great features of its policy, in general concurrence with the will of the 
Legislature, have been to cherish peace while preparing for defensive war; 
to yield exact justice to other nations and maintain the rights of our own; 
to cherish the principles of freedom and of equal rights wherever they 
were proclaimed; to discharge with all possible promptitude the national 
debt; to reduce within the narrowest limits of efficiency the military for~e; 
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to improve the organization and discipline of the Army; to provide and 
sustain a school of military science; to extend equal protection to all the 
great interests of the nation; to promote the civilization of the Indian 
tribes, and to proceed in the great system of internal improvements within 
the limits of the constitutional power of the Union. Under the pledge 
of these promises, made by that eminent citizen at the time of his first 
induction to this office, in his career of eight years the internal taxes have 
been repealed; sixty millions of the public debt have been discharged; 
provision has been made for the comfort and relief of the aged and indi-
gent among the surviving warriors of the Revolution; the regular armed 
force has been reduced and its constitution revised and perfected; the 
accountability for the expenditure of public moneys has been made more 
effective; the Floridas have been peaceably acquired, and our boundary 
has been extended to the Pacific Ocean; the independence of the south-
ern nations of this hemisphere has been recognized, and recommended by 
example and by counsel to the potentates of Europe; progress has been 
made in the defense of the country by fortifications and the increase of the 
Navy, toward the effectual suppression of the African traffic in slaves, in 
alluring the aboriginal hunters of our land to the cultivation of the soil 
and of the mind, in exploring the interior regions of the Union, and in 
preparing by scientific researches and surveys for the further application 
of our national resources to the internal improvement of our country. 
In this brief outline of the promise and performance of my immediate 
predecessor the line of duty for his successor is clearly delineated. To 
pursue to their. consummation those purposes of improvement in our com-
mon condition instituted or recommended by him will embrace the whole 
sphere of my obligations. To the topic of internal improvement, emphat-
ically urged by him at his inauguration, I recur with peculiar satisfac-
tion. It is that from which I am convinced that the unborn millions of 
our posterity who are in future ages to people this continent will derive 
their most fervent gratitude to the founders of the Union; that in which 
the beneficent action of its Government will be most deeply felt and 
acknowledged. The magnificence and splendor of their public works 
are among the imperishable glories of the ancient republics. The roads 
and aqueducts of Rome have been the admiration of all after ages, and 
have survived thousands of years after all her conquests have been swal-
lowed up in despotism or become the spoil of barbarians. Some diversity 
of opinion has prevailed with regard to the powers of Congress for leg-
i lation upon object of this nature. The most respectful deference is 
due to doubts originating in pure patriotism and sustained by venerated 
authority. But nearly twenty years have pa sed since the construction of 
the first national road was commenced. The authority for its construc-
tion as then unqu tioned. To how many thousands of our countrymen 
h it pro d a ben fit? To what ingle individual has it ever pro ed an 
injury? p at d, liberal, and candid discussions in the Legislature ha e 
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conciliated the sentiments and approximated the opinions of enlightened 
minds upon the question of constitutional power. I can not but hope that 
by the same process of friendly, patient, and persevering deliberation all 
constitutional objections will ultimately be removed. The extent and 
limitation of the powers of the General Government in relation to this 
transcendently important interest will be settled and acknowledged to the 
common satisfaction of all, and every speculative scruple will be solved 
by a practical public blessing. 
Fellow-citizens, you are acquainted with the peculiar circumstances of 
the recent election, which have resulted in affording me the opportunity 
of addressing you at this time. You have heard the exposition of the 
principles which will direct me in the fulfillment of the high and solemn 
trust imposed upon me in this station. Less possessed of your confidence 
in advance than any of my predecessors, I am deeply conscious of the 
prospect that I shall stand more and oftener in need of your indulgence. 
Intentions upright and pure, a heart devoted to the welfare of our coun-
try, and the unceasing application of all the faculties allotted to me to her 
service are all the pledges that I can give for the faithful performance of 
the arduous duties I am to undertake. To the guidance of the legislative 
councils, to the assistance of the executive and subordinate departments, 
to the friendly cooperation of the respective State governments, to the 
candid and liberal support of the people so far as it may be deserved by 
honest industry and zeal, I shall look for whatever success may attend my 
public service; and knowing that '' except the Lord keep the city the 
watchman waketh but in vain," with fervent supplications for His favor, 
to His overruling providence I commit with humble but fearless confi-
dence my own fate and the future destinies of my country. 
MARCH 4, 1825. 
FIRST ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, December 6, I825. 
Fellow-Cz't£zens of the Senate and of the House of Representatives: 
In taking a general survey of the concerns of our beloved country, with 
reference to subjects interesting to the common welfare, the first senti-
ment which impresses itself upon the mind is of gratitude to the Omnip-
otent Disposer of All Good for the continuance of the signal blessings of 
His providence, and especially for that health which to an unusual extent 
has prevailed within our borders, and for that abundance which in the 
vicissitudes of the seasons has been scattered with profusion over our land. 
Nor ought we less to ascribe to Him the glory that we are permitted to 
enjoy the bounties of His hand in peace and tranquillity-in peace with 
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all the other nations of the earth, in tranquillity among ourselves. There 
has, indeed, rarely been a period in the history of civilized man in which 
the general condition of the Christian nations has been marked so exten-
sively by peace and prosperity. 
Europe, with a few partial and unhappy exceptions, has enjoyed ten 
years of peace, during which all her Governments, whatever the theory of 
their constitutions may have been, are successively taught to feel that the 
end of their institution is the happiness of the people, and that the exer-
cise of power among men can be justified only by the blessings it confers 
upon those over whom it is extended. 
During the same period our intercourse with all those nations has been 
pacific and friendly; it so continues. Since the close of your last session 
no material variation has occurred in our relations with any one of them. 
In the commercial and navigation system of Great Britain important 
changes of municipal regulation have recently been sanctioned by acts of 
Parliament, the effect of which upon the interests of other nations, and 
particularly upon ours, has not yet been fully developed. In the recent. 
renewal of the diplomatic' missions on both sides between the two Gov-
ernments assurances have been given and received of the continuance 
and increase of the mutual confidence and cordiality by which the adjust-
ment of many points of difference had already been effected, and which 
affords the surest pledge for the ultimate satisfactory adjustment of those 
which still remain open or may hereafter arise. 
The policy of the United States in their commercial intercourse with 
other nations has always been of the most liberal character. In the 
mutual exchange of their respective productions they have abstained 
altogether from prohibitions; they have interdicted themselves the power 
of laying taxes upon exports, and whenever they have favored their own 
shipping by special preferences or exclusive privileges in their own ports 
it has been only with a view to countervail similar favors and exclusions 
' granted by the nations with whom we have been engaged in traffic to 
their own people or shipping, and to the disadvantage of ours. Immedi-
ately after the close of tne last war a proposal was fairly made by the act 
of Congress of the 3d of March, 1815, to all the maritime nations to lay 
aside the system of 1 eLauating restrictions and exclusions, and to place 
the shipping of both parties to the common trade on a footing of equality 
in respect to the duties of tonnage and impost. This offer was partially 
and successively accepted by Great Britain, Sweden, the etherlands, the 
Hanseatic cities, Prussia, ardinia, the Duke of Oldenhurg, and Russia. 
It as also adopted, under certain modifications, in our late commercial 
convention with Franc , and by the act of Congress of the 8th January, 
1824, it ha received a new confirmation with all the nations who had 
acceded to it, and has been offered again to all those who are or may 
hereafter be willing to abide in reciprocity by it. But all these regula-
ti ns, wheth r tabli h d by treaty or by municipal enactments, are till 
subject to on important restriction. 
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The removal of discriminating duties of tonnage and of in1post is lim-
ited to articles of the growth, produce, or manufacture of the country 
to which the vessel belongs or to such articles as are most usually first 
shipped from her ports. It will deserve the serious consideration of Con-
gress whether even this remnant of restriction may not be safely aban-
doned, and whether the general tender of equal competition made in the 
act of 8th January, 1824, may not be extended to include all articles of 
merchandise not prohibited, of what country soever they may be the prod-
uce or manufacture. Propositions to this effect have already been made 
to us by more than one European Government, and it is probable that 
if once established by legislation or compact with any distinguished mari-
time state it would recommend itself by the experience of its advantages 
to the general accession of all. 
' The convention of commerce and navigation between the United States 
and France, concluded on the 24th of June, 1822, was, in the understand-
ing and intent of both parties, as appears upon its face, only a temporary 
arrangement of the points of difference between them of the most imme-
diate and pressing urgency. It was limited in the first instance to two 
years from the 1st of October, 1822, but with a proviso that it should fur-
ther continue in force till the conclusion of a general and definitive treaty 
of commerce, unless terminated by a notice, six months in advance, of 
either of the parties to the other. Its operation so far as it extended 
has been mutually advantageous, and it still continues in force by com-
mon consent. But it left unadjusted several objects of great interest to 
the citizens and subjects of both countries, and particularly a mass of 
.claims to considerable amount of citizens of the United States upon the 
Government of France of indemnity for property taken or destroyed 
under circumstances of the most aggravated and outrageous character. 
In the long period during which continual and earnest appeals have been 
made to the equity and magnanimity of France in behalf of these claims 
their justice has not been, as it could not be, denied. It was hoped that 
the accession of a new Sovereign to the throne would have afforded a 
favorable opportunity for presenting them to the consideration of his Gov-
ernment. They have been presented and urged hitherto without effect. 
The repeated and earnest representations of our minister at the Court of 
France remain as yet even without an answer. Were the demands of 
nations upon the justice of each other susceptible of adjudication by the 
sentence of an impartial tribunal, those to which I now refer would long 
since have been settled and adequate indemnity would have been obtained. 
There are large amounts of similar claims upon the Netherlands, Naples. 
and Denmark. For those upon Spain prior to 1819 indemnity was, after 
many years of patient forbearance, obtained; and those upon Sweden 
have been lately compromised by a private settlement, in which the claim-
ants themselves have acquiesced. The Governments of Denmark and of 
Naples have been recently reminded of those yet existing against them, 
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nor will any of them be forgotten while a hope may be indulged of obtain-
ing justice by the means within the constitutional power of the Execu-
tive, and without resorting to those means of self-redress which, as well 
as the time, circumstances, and occasion which may require them, are 
within the exclusive competency of the Legislature. 
It is with great satisfaction that I am enabled to bear witness to the 
liberal spirit with which the Republic of Colombia has made satisfaction 
for well-established claims of a similar character, and among the docu-
ments now communicated to Congress will be distinguished a treaty of 
commerce and navigation with that Republic, the ratifications of which 
have been ·exchanged since the last recess of the Legislature. The nego-
tiation of similar treaties with all the independent South American States 
has been contemplated and may yet be accomplished. The basis of them 
all, as proposed by the United States, has been laid in two principles-the 
one of entire and unqualified reciprocity, the other the mutual obligation 
, of the parties to place each other permanently upon the footing of the 
most favored nation. These principles are, indeed, indispensable to the 
effectual emancipation of the American hemisphere from the thraldom 
of colonizing monopolies and exclusions, an event rapidly realizing in the 
progress of human affairs, and which the resistance still opposed in cer-
tain parts of Europe to the acknowledgment of the Southern American 
Republics as independent States will, it is believed, contribute more effec-
tually to accomplish. The time has been, and that not remote, when 
some of those States might, in their anxious desire to obtain a nominal 
recognition, have accepted of a nominal independence, clogged with bur-
densome conditions, and exclusive commercial privileges granted to the 
nation from which they have separated to the disadvantage of all others. 
They are all now aware that such concessions to any European nation 
would be incompatible with that independence which they have declared 
and maintained. 
Among the measures which have been suggested to them by the new 
relations with one another, resulting from the recent changes in their con-
dition, is that of assembling at the Isthmus ·of Panama a congress, at which 
each of them should be represented, to deliberate upon objects important 
to the welfare of all. The Republics of Colombia, of Mexico, and of Cen-
tral America have already deputed plenipotentiaries to such a meeting, 
and they have invited the United States to be also represented there by 
their ministers. The invitation has been accepted, and ministers on the 
part of the United States will be commissioned to attend at those deliber-
ations, and to take part in them so far as may be compatible with tha 
neutrality from which it is neither our intention nor the desire of the other 
erican tates that we should depart. 
The commi ioners under the seventh article of the treaty of Ghe 
ha e nearly completed their ardu u labors that, by the report recen 1: 
rec i d from the agent on the part of the United States, there is reaso o 
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expect that the commission will be closed at their next session, appointed 
for the 2~d of May of the ensuing year. 
The other commission, appointed to ascertain the indemnities due for 
slaves carried away from the United States after the close of the late 
war, have met with some difficulty, which has delayed their progress 
in the inquiry. A reference has been made to the British Government 
on the subject, which, it may be hoped, will tend to hasten the decision 
of the commissioners, or serve as a substitute for it. 
Among the powers specifically granted to Congress by the Constitution 
are those of establishing uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies 
throughout the United States and of providing for organizing, arming, 
and disciplining the militia and for governing such part of them as may 
be employed in the service of the United States. The magnitude and 
complexity of the interests affected by legislation upon these subjects 
may account for the fact that, long and. often as l,oth of them have occu-
pied the attention and animated the debates of Congress, no systems have 
yet been devised for fulfilling to the satisfaction of the community the 
duties prescribed by these grants of power. To conciliate the claim of the 
individual citizen to the enjoyment of personal liberty, with the effective 
obligation of private contracts, is the difficult problem to be solved by a 
law of bankruptcy. These are objects of the deepest interest to society, 
affecting all that is precious in the existence of multitudes of persons, 
many of them in the classes essentially dependent and helpless, of the 
age requiring nurture, and of the sex entitled to protection from the free 
agency of the parent and the husband. The organization of the militia 
is yet more indispensable to the liberties of the country. It is only by an 
effective militia that we can at once enjoy the repose of peace and bid 
defiance to foreign aggression; it is by the militia that we are consti-
tuted an armed nation, standit:t in perpetual panoply of defense in the 
presence of all the other nations of the earth. To this end it would be 
necessary, if possible, so to shape its organization as to give it a more 
united and active energy. There are l~ws for establishing an uniform 
militia throughout the United States and for arming and equipping its 
whole body. But it is a body of dislocated members, without the vigor 
of unity and having little of uniformity but the name. To infuse into 
this most important institution the power of which it is susceptible and 
to make it available for the defense of the Union at the shortest notice 
and at the smallest expense possible of time, of life, and of treasure are 
among the benefits to be expected from the persevering deliberations of 
Congress. 
Among the unequivocal indications of our national prosperity is the 
flourishing state of our finances. The revenues of the present year, from 
all their principal sources, will exceed the anticipations of the last. The 
balance in the Treasury on the rst of January last was a little short of 
f,2,000,000, exclusive of two millions and a half, being the moiety of the 
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loan of five millions authorized by the act of 26th of May, 1824. The 
receipts into the Treasury from the rst of January to the 30th of Sep-
tember, exclusive of the other moiety of the same loan, are estimated 
at $16,500,000, and it is expected that those of the current quarter will 
exceed $5,000,000, forming an aggregate of receipts of nearly twenty-two 
millions, independent of the loan. The expenditures of the year will not 
exceed that sum more than two millions. By those expenditures nearly 
eight millions of the principal of the public debt have been discharged. 
More than a million and a half has been devoted to the debt of gratitude 
to the warriors of the Revolution; a nearly equal sum to the construction 
of fortifications and the acquisition of ordnance and other permanent 
preparations of national defense; half a million to the gradual increase of 
the Navy; an equal sum for purchases of territory from the Indians and 
payment of annuities to them; and upward of a million for objects of 
internal improvement authorized by special acts of the last Congress. If 
we add to these $4,000,000 for payment of interest upon the public debt, 
there remains a sum of about seven millions, which have defrayed the 
whole expense of the administration of Government in its legislative, 
executive, and judiciary departments, including the support of the mili-
tary and naval establishments and all the occasional contingencies of a 
government coextensive with the Union. 
The amount of duties secured on merchandise imported since the com-
mencement of the year is about twenty-five millions and a half, and that 
which will accrue during the current quarter is estimated at five millions 
and a half; from these thirty-one millions, deducting the drawbacks, esti-
mated at less than seven millions, a sum exceeding twenty-four millions 
will constitute the revenue of the year, and will exceed the whole expend-
itures of the year. The entire amount of the public debt remaining due 
on the rst of January next will be short of $81,000,000. 
By an act of Congress of the 3d of March last a loan of $12,000,000 
was authorized at 4_¼ per cent, or an exchange of stock to that amount 
of 4_¼ per cent for a stock of 6 per cent, to create a fund for extinguish-
ing an equal amount of the public debt, bearing an interest of 6 per cent, 
redeemable in 1826. An account of the measures taken to give effect 
to this act will be laid before you by the Secretary of the Treasury. As 
the object which it had in view has been but partially accomplished, it 
will be for the consideration of Congress whether the power with which 
it clothed the Executive should not be renewed at an early day of the 
present session, and under what modifications. 
The act of Congress of the 3d of March last, directing the Secretary 
of the Treasury to subscribe, in the name and for the use of the United 
States, for 1,500 shares of the capital stock of the Chesapeake and Dela-
are Canal Company, has been executed by the actual subscription for 
the amount specified; and such other mea ures have been adopted by 
that officer, under the act, as the fulfillment of its intentions requires. 
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The latest accounts received of this important undertaking authorize the 
belief that it is in successful progress. 
The payments into the Treasury from the proceeds of the sales of the 
public lands during the present year were estimated at $1,000,000. The 
actual receipts of the first two quarters have fallen very little short of that 
sum; it is not expected that the second half of the year will be equally 
productive, but the income of the year from that source may now be safely 
estimated at a million and a half. The act of Congress of 18th May, 1824, 
to provide for the extinguish~ent of the debt due to the United States by 
the purchasers of public lands, was limited in its operation of relief to the 
purchaser to the 10th of April last. Its effect at the end of the quarter 
during which it expired was to reduce that debt from ten to seven mil-
lions. By the operation of similar prior laws of relief, from and since that 
of 2d March, 1821, the debt had been reduced from upward of twenty-two 
millions to ten. It is exceedingly desirable that it should be extinguished 
altogether; and to facilitate that consummation I recommend to Congress 
the revival for one year more of the act of 18th May, 1824, with such 
· provisional modification as may be necessary to guard the public inter-
ests against fraudulent practices in the resale of the relinquished land. 
The purchasers of public lands are among the most useful of our fellow- . 
citizens, and since the system of sales for cash alone has been introduced 
great indulgence has been justly extended to those who·had previously 
purchased upon credit. The debt which had been contracted under the 
credit sales had become unwieldy , and its extinction was alike advanta-
geous to the purchaser and to the public. Under the system of sales, 
matured as it has been by experience, and adapted to the exigencies of 
the times, the lands will continue as they have become, an abundant 
source of revenue; and when the pledge of them to the public creditor 
shall have been redeemed by the entire discharge of the national debt, 
the swelling tide of wealth with which they replenish the common Treas-
ury may be made to re:flow in unfailing streams of improvement from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean. 
The condition of the various branches of the public service resorting 
from the Department of War, and their administration during the cur-
rent year, will be exhibited in the report of the Secretary of War and 
the accompanying documents herewith communicated. The organiza-
tion and discipline of the Army are effective and satisfactory. To coun-
teract the prevalence of desertion among the troops it has been suggested 
to withhold from the men a small portion of their monthly pay until the 
period of their discharge; and some expedient appears to be necessary to 
preserve and maintain among the officers so much of the art of horseman-
ship as could scarcely fail to be found wanting on the possible sudden 
eruption of a war, which should take us unprovided with a single corps of 
cavalry. The Military Academy at West Point, under the restrictions 
of a severe but paternal superintendence, recommends itself more and 
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more to the patronage of the nation, and the numbers of meritorious offi-
cers which it forms and introduces to the public service furnishes the 
means of multiplying the undertakings of public improvements to which 
their acquirements at that institution are peculiarly adapted. The school 
of artillery practice established at Fortress Monroe is well suited to the 
same purpose, and may need the aid of further legislative provision to 
the same end. ;fhe reports of the various officers at the head of the 
administrative branches of the military service, connected with the quar-
tering, clothing, subsistence, health, and pay of the Army, exhibit the 
assiduous vigilance of those officers in·the performance of their respective 
duties, and the faithful accountability which has pervaded every part of 
the· system. 
Our relations with the numerous tribes of aboriginal natives of this 
country, scattered over its extensive surface and so dependent even for 
their existence upon our power, have been during the present year highly 
interesting. An act of Congress of 25th of May, 1824, made an appropria-
tion to defray the expenses of making treaties of trade and friendship 
with the Indian tribes beyond the Mississippi. An act of 3d of March, 
1825, authorized treaties to be made with the Indians for their consent to 
the making of a road from the frontier of Missouri to that of New Mexico, 
and another act of the same date provided for defraying the expenses of 
holding treaties with the Sioux, Chippeways, Menomenees, Sauks, Foxes, 
etc., for the purpose of establishing boundaries and promoting peace be-
tween said tribes. The first and the last objects of these acts have been 
accomplished, and the second is yet in a process of execution. The trea-
ties which since the last session of Congress have been concluded with the 
several tribes will be laid before the Senate for their consideration con-
formably to the Constitution. They comprise large and valuable acqui-
sitions of territory, and they secure an adjustment of boundaries and give 
pledges of permanent peace between several tribes which had been long 
waging bloody wars against each other. 
On the 12th of February last a treaty was signed at the Indian Springs 
between commissioners appointed on the part of the United States and 
certain chiefs and individuals of the Creek Nation of Indians, which was 
received at the seat of Government only a very few days before the close 
of the last session of Congress and of the late Administration. The ad-
vice and consent of the Senate was given to it on the 3d of March, too late 
for it to receive the ratification of the then President of the United tates; 
it was ratified on the 7th of March, under the unsuspecting impression 
1 that it had been negotiated in good faith and in the confidence inspired 
by the recommendation of the Senate. The subsequent transactions in 
relation to thi treaty will form the subject of a separate communication. 
The appropriation made by Congress for publ'ic works, as well in the 
construction of fortifications as for purposes of internal improvement, 
so far as they ha been exp nd d, have been faithfully applied. Their 
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progress has been delayed by the want of suitable officers for superin-
tending them. An increase of both the corps of engineers, military and 
topographical, was recommended by my predecessor at the last session of 
Congress. The reasons upon which that recomm½ndation was founded 
subsist in all their force and have acquired additional urgency since that 
time. It may also be expedient to organize the topographical engineers 
into a corps similar to the present establishment of the Corps of Engi-
neers. The Military Academy at West Point will furnish from the cadets 
annually graduated there officers well qualified for. carrying this measure 
into effect. 
The Board of Engineers for Internal Improvement, appointed for carry-
ing into execution the act of Congress of 30th of April, 1824, '' to procure 
the necessary surveys, plans, and estimates on the subject of roads and 
canals," have been actively engaged in that service from the close of the 
last session of Congress. They have completed the surveys necessary for 
ascertaining the practicability of a canal from the Chesapeake Bay to the 
Ohio River, and are preparing a full report on that subject, which, when 
completed, will be laid before you. The same observation is to be made 
with regard to the two other objects of national importance upon which 
the Board have been occupied, namely, the accomplishment of a national 
road from this city to New Orleans, and the practicability of uniting the 
waters of Lake Memphramagog with Connecticut River and the improve-
ment of the navigation of that, river. The surveys have been made and 
are nearly completed. The report may be expected at an early p•eriod 
during the present session of Congress. 
The acts of Congress of the last session relative to the surveying, mark-
ing, or laying out roads in the Territories of Florida, Arkansas, and Mich-
igan, from Missouri to Mexico, and for the continuation of the Cumber-
land road, are, some of them, fully executed, and others in the process of 
execution. Those for completing or commencing fortifications have been 
delayed only so far as the Corps of Engineers has been inadequate to 
furnish officers for the necessary superintendence of the works. Under 
the act confirming the statutes of Virginia and Maryland incorporating 
the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company, three commissioners on the 
part of the United States have been appointed for opening books and 
receiving subscriptions, in concert with a like.number of commissioners 
appointed on the part of each of those States. A meeting of the commis-
sioners has been postponed, to await the definitive report of the board of 
engineers. The light-houses and monuments for the safety of our com-
merce and mariners, the works for the security of Plymouth Beach and 
for the preservation of the islands in Boston Harbor, have received the 
attention required by the laws relating to those objects respectively. 
The continuation of the Cumberland road, the most important of them 
all, after surmounting no inconsiderable difficulty in fixing upon the 
direction of the road, has commenced under the most promising auspices, 
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with the improvements of recent invention in the mode of construction, 
and with the advantage of a great reduction in the comparative cost of 
the work. 
The operation of the laws relating to the Revolutionary pensioners may 
deserve the renewed consideration of Congress. The act of the 18th of 
March, 1818, while it made provision for many meritorious and indigent 
citizens who had served in the War of Independence, opened a door to 
numerous abuses and impositions. To remedy this the act of rst May, 
1820, exacted proofs of absolute indigence, which many really in want 
were unable and all susceptible of that delicacy which is allied to many 
virtues must be deeply reluctant to give. The result has been that some 
among the least deserving have been retained, and some in whom the 
requisites both of worth and want were combin~d have been stricken 
from the list. As the numbers of these venerable relics of an age gone 
by diminish; as the decays of body, mind, and estate of those that survive 
must in the common course of nature increase, should not a more liberal 
portion of indulgence be dealt out to them? May not the want in most 
instances be inferred from the demand when the service can be proved, 
and may not the last days of human infirmity be spared the mortification 
of purchasing a pittance of relief only by the exposure of its own neces-
sities? I submit to Congress the expediency of providing for individual 
cases of this description by special enactment, or of revising the act of 
the 1st of May, 1820, with a view to mitigate the rigor of its exclusions in 
favor of persons to whom charity now bestowed can scarcely discharge 
the debt of justice. 
The portion of the naval force of the Union in actual service has been 
chiefly employed on three stations-the Mediterranean, the coasts of 
-South America bordering on the Pacific Ocean, and,the West Indies. An 
occasional cruiser has been sent to range along the African shores most 
polluted by the traffic of slaves; one armed vessel has been stationed on 
the coast of our eastern boundary, to cruise along the fishing grounds 
in Hudsons Bay and on the coast of Labrador, and the first service of a 
new frigate has been performed in restoring to his native soil and domes-
tic enjoyments the veteran hero whose youthful blood and treasure had 
freely flowed in the cause of our country's independence, and whose 
whole life has been a series of services and sacrifices to the improve-
ment of his fellow-men. The visit of General Lafayette, alike honorable 
to himself and to our country, closed, as it had commenced, with the 
most affecting testimonials of devoted attachment on his part, and of 
unbounded gratitude of this people to him in return. It will form here-
after a pleasing incident in the annals of our Union, giving to real hi tory 
the intense interest of romance and signally marking the unpurchasable 
tribute of a great nation's social affections to the disinterested champion 
of the liberties of human-kind. 
The constant maintenance of a small squadron in the Mediterranean 
John Quincy Adams 
is a necessary substitute for the humiliating alternative of paying tribute 
for the security of our commerce in that sea, and for a precarious peace, at 
the mercy of every caprice of four Barbary States, by whom it was liable 
to be violated. An additional motive for keeping a respectable force sta-
tioned there at this time is found in the maritime war raging between the 
Greeks and the Turks, and in which the neutral navigation of this Union 
is always in danger of outrage and depredation. A few instances have 
occurred of such depredations upon our merchant vessels by privateers 
or pirates wearing the Grecian flag, .but without real authority from the 
Greek or any othe;- Government. The heroic struggles of the Greeks 
themselves, in which our warmest sympathies as freemen and Christians 
have been engaged, have continued to be maintained with vicissitudes of 
success adverse and favorable. 
' Similar motives have rendered expedient the keeping of a like force on 
the coasts of Peru and Chile on the Pacific. The irregular and convul-
sive character of the war upon the shores has been extended to the con-
flicts upon the ocean. An active warfare has been kept up for years 
with alternate success, though generally to the advantage of the Ameri-
can patriots. But their naval forces have not always been under the 
control of theft own Governments. Blockades, unjustifiable upon any 
acknowledged principles of international law, have been proclaimed by 
officers in command,.and though disavowed by the supreme authorities, 
the protection of our own commerce against them has been made cause 
of complaint and erroneous imputations against some of the most gallant 
officers of our Navy. Complaints equally groundless have been made by 
the commanders of the .Spanish royal forces in those seas; but the most 
effective protection to our commerce has been the flag and the firmness 
of our own commanding officers. The cessation of the war by the com-
plete triumph of the patriot cause has removed, it is hoped, all cause of 
dissension with one party and all vestige of force of the otlier. But an 
unsettled coast of many degrees of latitude forming a part of our own ter-
ritory and a flourishing commerce and fishery extending to the islands 
of the Pacific and to China still require that the protecting power of the 
Union should be displayed under its flag as well upon the ocean as upon 
the land. 
The objects of the W est India Squadron have been to carry into execu-
tion the laws for the suppression of the African slave trade; for the pro-
tection of our commerce against vessels of piratical character, though 
bearing commissions from either of the belligerent parties; for its pro-
tection against open and unequivocal pirates. These objects during the 
present year have been accomplished more effectually than at any former 
period. The African slave trade has long been excluded from the use 
of our flag, and if some few citizens of our country have continued to 
set the laws of the Union as well as those of nature and humanity at 
defiance by persevering in that abominable traffic, it has been only by 
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sheltering them~elves under the banners of other nations less earnest for 
the total extinction of the trade than ours. The irregular privateers have 
within the last year been in a great measure banished from those seas, 
and the pirates for months past appear to have been almost entirely 
swept away from the borders and the shores of the two Spanish islands 
in those regions. The active, persevering, and unremitted energy of 
Captain Warrington and of the officers and men under his command on 
that trying and perilous service have been crowned with signal success, 
and are entitled to the approbation of their country. But experience has 
shown that not even a temporary suspension or relaxation from assiduity 
can be indulged on that station without reproducing piracy and murder 
in all their horrors; nor is it probable that for years to come our im-
mensely valuable commerce in those seas can navigate in security with-
out the steady continuance of an armed force devoted to its protection. 
It were, indeed, a vain and dangerous illusion to believe that in the 
present or probable condition of human society a commerce so extensive 
and so rich as ours could exist and be pursued in safety without the 
continual support of a military marine-the only arm by which the power 
of this Confederacy can be estimated or felt by foreign nations, and the 
only standing military force which can never be dangerous to our own 
liberties at home. A permanent naval peace establishment, therefore, 
adapted to our present condition, and adaptable to that gigantic growth 
with which the nation is advancing in its career, is among the subjects 
which have already occupied the foresight of the last Congress, and which 
will deserve your serious deliberations. Our Navy, commenced at an 
early period of our present political organization upon a scale commensu-
rate with the incipient energies, the scanty resources, and the comparative 
indigence of our infancy, was even then found adequate to cope with all 
the powers of Barbary, save the first, and with one of the principal mari-
time powers of Europe. 
At a period of further advancement, but with little accession of strength, 
it not only sustained with honor the most unequal of conflicts, but covered 
itself and our country with unfading glory. But it is only since the close 
of the late war that by the numbers and force of the ships of which it 
was composed it could deserve the name of a navy. Yet it retains nearly 
the same organization as when it consisted only of five frigates. The 
rules and. regulations by which it is governed earnestly call for revision, 
and the want of a naval chool of instruction, corresponding with the Mil-
itary Academy at West Point, for the formation of scientific and accom-
pli hed officers, is felt with daily increasing aggravation. 
The act of ongre of 26th of fay, 1824, authorizing an examination 
and urvey of the harbor of Charleston, in South Carolina, of St. fary , 
in eorgia, and of the coa t of Florida, and for other purposes has been 
executed so far as the appropriation would admit. Those of the 3d of 
farch last, authorizing the stablishment of a navy-yard and d pot on 
John Qu£ncy Adams 3n 
the coast of Florida, in the Gulf of Mexico, and authorizing the building 
of ten sloops of war, and for other purposes, are in the course of execu-
tion, for the particulars of which and other objects connected with this 
Department I refer to the report of the Secretary of the Navy, herewith 
communicated. 
A report from the Postmaster-General is also submitted, exhibiting 
the present flourishing condition of that Department. For the first time 
for many years the receipts for the year ending on the 1st of July last 
exceeded the expenditures during the same period to the amount of 
more than $45,000. Other facts equally creditable to the administration 
of this Department are that in two years from the 1st of July, 1823, an 
improvement of more than $185,000 in its pecuniary affairs has been 
realized; that in the same interval the increase of the transportation of 
the mail has exceeded 1,500,000 miles annually, and that 1,040 new 
post-offices have been established. It hence appears that under judi-
cious management the income from this establishment may be relied on 
as fully adequate to defray its expenses, and that by the discontinuance 
of post-roads altogether unproductive others of more useful character 
may be opened, till the circulation of the mail shall keep pace with the 
spread of our population, and the comforts of friendly correspondence, 
the exchanges of internal traffic, and the lights of the periodical press 
shall be distributed to the remotest corners of the Union, at a charge 
scarcely perceptible to any individual, and without the cost of a dollar to 
the public Treasury. 
Upon this first occasion of addressing the Legislature of the Union, with 
which I have been honored, in presenting to their view the execution so 
far as it has been effected of the measures sanctioned by them for pro-
moting the internal improvement of our country, I can not close the 
communication without recommending to their calm and persevering con-
sideration the general principle in a more enlarged extent. The great 
object of the institution of civil government is the improvement of the 
condition of those who are parties to the social compact, and no govern-
ment, in whatever form constituted, can accomplish the lawful ends of its 
institution but in proportion as it improves the condition of those over 
whom it is established. Roads and· canals, by multiplying and facilitat-
ing the communications and intercourse between distant regions atid mul-
titudes of men, are among the most important means of improvement. 
But moral, political, intellectual improvement are duties assigned by the 
Author of Our Existence to social no less than to individual man. For 
the fulfillment of those duties governments are invested with power, and 
to the attainment of the end-the progressive improveme1;1t of the condi-
tion of the governed-the exercise of de}egated powers is a duty as sacred 
and indispensable as the usurpation of powers not granted is criminal and 
odious. Among the first, perhaps the very first, instrument for the im-
provement of the condition of men is knowledge, and to the acquisition 
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of much of the knowledge adapted to the wants, the comforts, and enjoy-
ments · of human life public institutions and seminaries of learning are 
essential. So convinced of this was the first ot my predecessors in this 
office, now first in the memory, as, living, he was first in the hearts, of our 
countrymen, that once and again in his addresses to the Congresses with 
whom he cooperated in the public service he earnestly recommended the 
establishment of seminaries of learning, to prepare for all the emergencies 
of peace and war-a national university and a military academy. With 
respect to the latter, had he lived to the present day, in turning his eyes 
to the institution at West Point he would have enjoyed the gratification 
of his most earnest wishes; but in surveying the city which has been 
honored with his name he would have seen the spot of earth which he had 
destined and bequeathed to the use and benefit of his country as the site 
for an university still bare and barren. 
In assuming her station among the civilized nations of the earth it 
would seem that our country had contracted the engagement to contribute 
her share of mind, of labor, and of expense to the improvement of those 
parts of knowledge which lie beyond the reach of individual acquisi-
tion, and particularly to geographical and astronomical science. Looking 
back to the history only of the half century since the declaration of our 
independence, and observing the generous emulation with which the Gov-
ernments of France, Great Britain, and Russia have devoted the genius, 
the intelligence, the treasures of their respective nations to the common 
improvement of the species in these branches of science, is it not incum-
bent upon us to inquire whether we are not bound by obligations of a 
high and honorable character to contribute our portion of energy and 
exertion to the common stock? The voyages of discovery prosecuted 
in the course of that time at the expense of those nations have not only 
redounded to their glory, but to the improvement of human knowledge. 
We have been partakers of that improvement and owe for it a sacred 
debt, not only of gratitude, but of equal or proportional exertion in the 
same common cause. Of the cost of these undertakings, if the mere 
expenditures of outfit, equipment, and completion of the expeditions were 
to be considered the only charges, it would be unworthy of a great and 
generous nation to take a second thought. One hundred expeditions of 
circumnavigation like those of Cook and La Perouse would not burden 
the exchequer of the nation fitting them out so much as the ways and 
means of defraying a single campaign in war. But if we take into the 
account the lives of those benefactors of mankind of which their services 
in the cau e of their species were the purchase, how shall the co t of those 
heroic enterprises be estimated, and what compensation can be made to 
them or to their countries for them? Is it not by bearing them in affec-
tionate remembrance? Is it not still more by imitating their example--
y enabling countrymen of our own to pursue the same career and to 
hazard their lives in the same cause? 
John Qu£ncy Adams 
In inviting the attention of Congress to the subject of internal improve-
A1ents upon a view thus enlarged it is not my design to recommend the 
equipment of an expedition for circumnavigating the globe for purposes 
of scientific research and inquiry. We have objects of useful investiga-
tion nearer home, and to which our cares may be more beneficially applied. 
The interior of our own territories has yet been very imperfectly explored. 
Our coasts along many degrees of latitude upon the shores of the Pacific 
Ocean, though much frequented by our spirited commercial navigators, 
have been barely visited by our public ships. The River of the West, 
first fully discovered and navigated by a countryman of our own, still 
bears the name of the ship in which he ascended its waters, and claims 
the protection of our armed national flag at its mouth. With the estab-
lishment of a military post there or at some other point of that coast, 
recommended by my predecessor and already matured in the delibera-
tions of the last Congress, I would suggest the expediency of connecting 
the equipment of a public ship for the exploration of the whole north-
west coast of this continent. 
The establishment of an uniform standard of weights and measures was 
one ~f the specific objects contemplated in the formation of our Constitu-
tion, and to fix that standard was one of the powers delegated by express 
terms in that instrument to Congress. The Governments of Great Britain 
and France have scarcely ceased to be occupied with inquiries and spec-
ulations on the same subject since the existence of our Constitution, and 
with ther~1 it has expanded into profound, laborious, and expensive re-
searches into the figure of the earth and the comparative length of the 
I 
pendulum vibrating seconds in various latitudes from the equator to the 
pole. These researches have resulted in the composition and publication 
of several works highly interesting to the cause of science. ·The experi-
ments are yet in the process of performance. Some of them have recently 
been made on our own shores, within the walls of one of our own colleges, 
and partly by one of our own fellow-citizens. It would be honorable to 
our country if the sequel of the same experiments should be countenanced 
by the patronage of our Government, as they have hitherto been by those 
of France and Britain. 
Connected with the establishment of an university, or separate from it, 
might be undertaken the erection of an astronomical observatory, with 
provision for the support of an astronomer, to be in constant attendance 
of observation upon the phenomena of the heavens, and for the period-
ical publication of his observations. It is with no feeling of pride as an 
American that the remark may be made that on. -::he comparatively small 
territorial surface of Europe there are existing upward of 130 of these 
light-houses of the skies, while throughout the whole American hemi-
sphere there is not one. If we reflect a moment upon the discoveries 
which in the last four centuries have been made in the physical constitu-
tion of the universe by the means of these buildings and of observers 
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stationed in them, shall we doubt of their usefulness to every nation? 
And while scarcely a year passes over our heads without bringing some 
new astronomical discovery to light, which we must fain receive at sec-
ond hand from Europe, are we not cutting ourselves off from the means of 
returning light for light while we have neither observatory nor observer 
upon our half of the globe and the earth revolves in perpetual darkness 
to our unsearching eyes? 
When, on the 25th of October, 1791, the first President of the United 
States announced to Congress the result of the first enumeration of the 
inhabitants of this Union, he informed them that the returns gave the 
pleasing assurance that the population of the United States bordered on 
4,000,000 persons. At the distance of thirty years from that time the 
last enumeration, five years'since completed, presented a population bor-
dering upon 10,000,-000. Perhaps of all the evidences of a prosperous 
and happy condition of human society the rapidity of the increase of 
population is the most unequivocal. But the demonstration of our pros-
perity rests not .alone upon this indication. Our commerce, our wealth, 
and the extent of our territories have increased in corresponding pro-
portions, and the number of independent communities associated in our 
Federal Union has since that time nearly doubled. The legislative rep-
resentation of the States and people in the two Houses of Congress has 
grown with the growth of their constituent bodies. The House, which 
then consisted of 65 members, now numbers upward of 200. The Senate, 
which consisted of 26 members, has now 48. But the executive and, 
still more, the judiciary departments are yet in a great measure confined 
to their primitive organization, and are now not adequate to the urgent 
wants of a still growing community. 
The naval armaments, which at an early period forced themselves upon 
the necessities of the Union, soon led to the establishment of a Depart-
ment of the Navy. But the Departments of Foreign Affairs and of the 
Interior, which early after the formation of the Government had been 
united in one, continue so united to this time, to the unquestionable det-
riment of the public service. The multiplication of our relations with 
the nations and Governments of the Old World has kept pace with that 
of our population and commerce, while within the last ten years a new 
family of nations in our own hemisphere has arisen among the inhab-
itants of the earth, with whom our intercourse, commercial and political, 
would of itself furnish occupation to an active and industrious depart-
ment. The constitution of the judiciary, experimental and imperfect as 
it was even in the infancy of our existing Government, is yet more inad-
quate to the administration of national justice at our present maturity. 
ine years ha e elapsed since a predecessor in this office, now not the 
last, the citizen who, perhaps, of all others throughout the nion con-
tributed mo t to the formation and establishment of our Constitution in 
his aledictory addr ss to Congress, immediately preceding his retirement 
John Quincy Adams 
from public life, urgently recommended the revision of the judiciary and 
the establishment of an additional executive department. The exigencies 
of the public service and its unavoidable deficiencies, as now in exercise, 
have added yearly cumulative weight to the considerations presented by 
him as persuasive to the measure, and in recommending it to your delib-
erations I am happy to have the influence of his high authority in aid of 
the undoubting convictions of my own experience. 
The laws relating to the administration of the Patent Office are deserv-
ing of much consideration and perhaps susceptible of some improvement. 
The grant of power to regulate the action of Congress upon this subject 
has specified both the end to be obtained and the means by which it is to 
be effected, '' to promote the progress of science and useful arts by secur-
ing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their 
respective writings and discoveries.'' If an honest pride might be in-
dulged in the reflection that on the records of that office are already found 
inventions the usefulness of which has scarcely been transcended in the 
annals of human ingenuity, woul~ not its exultation be allayed by the 
inquiry whether the laws have effectively insured to the inventors the 
reward destined to them by the Constitution-even a limited term of 
exclusive right to their discoveries? 
On the 24th of December, 1799, it was resolved by Congress that a 
marble monument should be erected by the United States in the Capitol 
at the city of Washington; that the family of General Washington should 
be requested to permit his body to be deposited under it, and that the 
monument be so designed as to commemorate the great events of his mil-
itary and political life. In reminding Congress of this resolution and 
that the monument contemplated by it remains yet without execution, I 
shall indulge only the remarks that the works at the Capitol are approach-
ing to completion; that the consent of the family, desired by the resolution, 
was requested and obtained; that a monument has been recently erected 
in this city over the remains of another distinguished patriot of the Revo-
lution, and that a spot has been reserved within the walls where you are 
deliberating for the benefit of this and future ages, in which the mortal 
remains may be deposited of him whose spirit hovers over you and listens 
• with delight to every act of the representatives of his nation which can 
tend to exalt and adorn his and their country. 
The Constitution under which you are assembled is a charter of limited 
powers. After full and solemn deliberation upon · all or any of the ob-
jects which, urged by an irresistible sense of my own duty, I have recom-
mended to your attention should you come to the conclusion that, however 
desirable in themselves, the enactment of laws for effecting them would 
transcend the powers committed to you by that venerable instrument 
which we are all bound to support, let no consideration induce you to 
assume the exercise of powers not granted to you by the people. But if 
the power to exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever over 
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the District of Columbia; if the power to lay and collect taxes, duties, 
imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and provide for the common defense 
and general welfare of the United States; if the power to regulate com-
merce with foreign nations and among the several States and with the 
Indian tribes, to fix the standard of weights and measures, to establish 
post-offices and post-roads, to declare war, to raise and support armies, 
to provide and maintain a navy, to dispose of and make all needful rules 
and regulations respecting the territory or other property belonging to 
the United States, and to make all laws which shall be necessary and 
proper for carrying these powers into execution-if these powers and 
others enumerated in the Constitution may be effectually brought into 
action by laws promoting the improvement of agriculture, commerce, and 
manufactures, the cultivation and encouragement of the mechanic and of 
the elegant arts, the advancement of literature, and the progress of the 
sciences, ornamental and profound, to refrain from exercising them for 
the benefit of the people themselves would be to hide in the earth the 
talent committed to our charge-would be treachery to the most sacred 
of trusts. 
The spirit of improvement is abroad upon the earth. It stimulates the 
hearts and sharpens the faculties not of our fellow-citizens alone, but of 
the nations of Europe and of their rulers. .While dwelling with pleasing 
satisfaction upon the superior excellence of our political institutions, let 
us not be unmindful that liberty is power; that the nation blessed with 
the largest portion of liberty must in proportion to its numbers be the most 
powerful nation upon earth, and that the tenure of power by man is, in 
the moral purposes of his Creator, upon condition that it shall be exercised 
to ends of beneficence, to improve the condition of himself and his fellow-
men. While foreign nations less blessed with that freedom which is power 
than ourselves are advancing with gigantic strides in the career of public 
improvement, were we to slumber in indolence or fold up our arms and 
proclaim to the world that we are palsied by the will of our constituents, 
would it not be to cast away the bounties of Providence and doom our-
selves to perpetual inferiority? In the course of the year now drawing 
to its close we have beheld, under the auspices and at the expense of one 
State of this Union, a new university unfolding its portals to the sons of 
science and holding up the torch of human improvement to eyes that seek 
the light. We have seen under the persevering and enlightened enter-
prise of another State the waters of our Western lakes mingle with those 
of the ocean. If undertakings like these have been accomplished in the 
compass of a few years by the authority of single members of our Con-
federation, can we, the representative authorities of the whole nion, 
fall behind our fellow-servants in the exercise of the trust committed to 
us for the benefit of our common sovereign by the accompli hment of 
orks important to the hole and to which neither the authority nor the 
resources of any one State can be adeguate? 
John Qu-incy Adams 
Finally, fellow-citizens; I shall await with cheering hope and faithful 
cooperation the result of your deliberations, assured that, without en-
croaching upon the powers reserved to the authorities of the respective 
States or to the people, you will, with a due sense of your obligations to 
your country and of the high responsibilities weighing upon yourselves, 
give efficacy to the means committed to you for the common good. And 
may He who searches the hearts of the children of men prosper your 
exertions to secure the blessings of peace and promote the highest wel-
fare of our country. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, December I,f., I825. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice with regard 
to their ratification, the following treaties: 
1. A treaty between the United States and the Great and Little Osage 
tribes of Indians, concluded at St. Louis, in the State of Missouri, on the 
2d day of June last, by William Clark, Superintendent of Indian Affairs, 
commissioner on the part of the United States, and the chiefs, headmen, 
and warriors of the same tribes, duly authorized and empowered by their 
respective tribes or nations. • 
2. A treaty between the United States and the Kanzas Nation of 
Indians, concluded at St. Louis, in the State of Missouri, on the 3d day 
of June last, by William Clark, Superintendent of Indian Affairs, com-
missioner on the part of the United States, and the chiefs, headmen, and 
warriors of the said nation, duly authorized and empowered by the same. 
3. A convention between the United States and the Shawnee Nation 
of Indians residing within the State of Missouri, signed at St. Louis, in 
the State of Missouri, on the 7th day of November last, by William Clark, 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs, and the chiefs and headmen of the said 
nation1 duly authorized and empowered by the same. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
· WASHINGTON, December IS, I825. 
To the Senate of the United States: . 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their consideration in reference 
to its ratification, a general convention of peace, amity, commerce, and 
navigation between the United States of America and the Federation of 
the Centre of America, signed at this place on the 5th instant by the 
Secretary of State and the minister plenipotentiary from the Repubiic 
of Central America to the United States. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
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WASHINGTON, December 26, I825. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In the message to both Houses of Congress at the commencement of 
the session it was mentioned that the Governments of the Republics of 
Colombia, of Mexico, and of Central America had severally invited the 
Government of the United States to be represented at the Congress of 
American nations to be assembled at Panama to deliberate upon objects 
of peculiar concernment to this hemisphere, and that this invitation had 
· been accepted. 
Although this measure was deemed to be within the constitutional com-
petency of the Executive, I have not thought proper to take any step in 
it before ascertaining that my opinion of its expediency will concur with 
that of both branches of the Legislature, first, by the decision of the Sen-
ate upon the nominations to be laid before them, and, secondly, by the 
sanction of both Houses to the appropriations, without which it can not 
be carried into effect. 
A report from the Secretary of State and copies of the correspondence 
with the South American Governments on this subject since the invita-
tion given by them are herewith transmitted to the Senate. They will 
disclose the objects of importance which are expected to form a subject 
of discussion at this meeting, in which interests of high importance to 
this Union are involved. It will be seen that the United States neither 
intend nor are expected to take part in any deliberations of a belligerent 
character; that the motive of their attendance is neither to contract alli-
ances nor to engage in any undertaking or project importing hostility to 
any other nation. 
But the Southern American nations, in the infancy of their independ-
ence, often find themselves in positions with reference to other countries 
with the principles applicable to which, derivable from the state of inde-
pendence itself, they have not been familiarized by experience. The re-
sult of this has been that sometimes in their intercourse with the United 
States they have manifested dispositions to reserve a right of granting 
special favors and privileges to the Spanish nation as the price of their 
recognition. At others they have actually established duties and impo-
sitions operating unfavorably to the United States to the advantage of 
other European powers, and sometimes they have appeared to consider 
that they might interchange among themselves mutual concessions of 
exclusive favor, to which neither European powers nor the United State 
sho-uld be admitted. In most of these cases their regulations unfavorable 
to us have yielded to friendly expostulation and remonstrance. But it is 
believed to be of infinite moment that the principles of a liberal commer-
cial intercourse should be exhibited to them, and urged with disinterested 
and friendly persuasion upon them when all assembled for the a,owed 
purpose of consulting together upon the establishment of such principles 
as may have an important bearing upon their future welfare. 
John Qu-i'ncy Adams 
The consentaneous adoption of principles of maritime neutrality, and 
favorable to the navigation of peace, and commerce in time of war, will also 
form a subject of consideration to this Congress. The doctrine that free 
ships make free goods and the restrictions of reason upon the extent of 
blockades may be established by general agreement with f~r more ease, 
and perhaps with less danger, by the general engagement to adhere to 
them concerted at such a meeting, than by partial treaties or conventions 
with each of the nations separately. An agreement between all the par-
ties represented at the meeting that each will guard by its own means 
against the establishment of any future European colony within its bor-
ders may be found advisable. This was more than two years since 
announced by my predecessor to the world as a principle resulting from 
the emancipation of both the American continents. It may be so devel-
oped to the new southern nations that they will all feel it as an essential 
appendage to their independence. · 
There is yet another subject upon which, without entering into any 
treaty, the moral influence of the United States may perhaps be exerted 
with beneficial consequences at such a meeting-the advancement of re-
ligious liberty. Some of the southern nations are even yet so far under 
the dominion of prejudice that they have incorporated with their political 
constitutions an exclusive church, without toleration of any other than 
the dominant sect. The abandonment of this lqst badge of religious big-
otry and oppression may be pressed more effectually by the united exer•-
tions of those who concur in the principles of freedom of conscience upon 
those who are yet to be convinced of their justice and wisdom than by the 
solitary efforts of a minister to any one of the separate Governments. 
The indirect influence which the United States may exercise upon any 
projects or purposes originating in the war in which the southern Repub-
lics are still engaged, which might seriously affect the interests of this 
Union, and the good offices by which the United States may ultimately 
contribute to bring that war to a speedier termination, though among the 
motives which have convinced me of the propriety o.f complying with this 
invitation, are so far contingent and eventual that it would be improper 
to dwell upon them more at large. 
In fine, a decisive inducement with me for acceding to the measure is 
to show by this token of respect to the southern Republics the interest 
that we take in their welfare and our disposition to comply with their 
wishes. Having been the first to recognize their independence, and sym-
pathized with them so far as was compatible with our neutral duties in 
all their struggles and sufferings to acquire it, we have laid the foundation 
of our future intercourse with them in the broadest principles of reciproc-
ity and the most cordial feelings of fraternal friendship. To extend those 
principles to all our commercial relations with them and to hand down 
that friendship to future ages is congenial to the highest policy of the 
Union, as it will be to that of all those nations and their posterity. In 
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the confidence that these sentiments will meet the approbation of the Sen-
ate, I nominate Richard C. Anderson, of Kentucky, and John Sergeant, 
of Pennsylvania, to be envoys extraordinary and ministers plenipotentiary 
to the assembly of American nations at Panama, and William B. Roches-
ter, of New York1 to be secretary to th~ mission. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, Decem'her 27, I825. 
To the House of Representatlves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
20th instant, I now transmit a copy of the message of President Jefferson 
to both Houses of Congress on the 18th of January, 1803·, recommending 
an exploring exp@dition across this continent.* It will be perceived on 
the perusal of this message that it was confidential, for which reason the 
copy of it is now communicated in the same manner, leaving _to the judg-
ment of the House to determine whether any adequate reason yet remains 
for withholding it from publication. I possess no other document or infor-
mation in relation to the same subject which I consider as coming within 
the scope of the resolution of the House. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 27, I825. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
20th instant, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, 
with copies of such portions of the correspondence between the United 
States and Great Britain on the subject of the convention for suppressing 
the slave trade as have not heretofore been, and which can be communi-
cated without detriment to the public interest. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 27, I825. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the Unz"ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
23d instant, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, with 
the correspondence between the Department of War and Generals Pinck-
ney and Jackson, and all the instructions given to the said Generals 
Pinckney and Jackson relating to the treaty with the Creek Indians, after-
wards made at Fort Jackson, so far as the same can be communicated 
without prejudice to the public interest. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
•See Vol. I, pp. 352 to 354, inclusive. 
John Qu·incy Adams 
WASHINGTON,january 3, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 23d of last month, I communicate herewith a report from the Secre-
tary of War, with the documents touching the treaty with the Cherokee 
Indians, ratified in 1819, by which the Cherokee title to a portion of 
lands within the limits of North Carolina was extinguished. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 9, I826. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 3d instant, I com-
municate herewith, in confidence, a report* from the Secretary of State, 
with translations of the conventions and documents, cont~ining informa-
tion of the nature referred to in the said resolution. · 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 9, I826. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice with regard 
to the ratification, the following treaties: 
1. A treaty signed at the Poncar village at the mouth of White Point 
Creek, the first below the Qui Carre River, on the 9th of June, 1825, by 
Brigadier-General Henry Atkinson and Major Benjamin O'Fallon, com-
missioners on the part of the United States, and certain chiefs, headmen, 
and warriors of the Poncar tribe of Indians on the part of said tribe. 
2. A treaty signed at Fort Look-out, near the Three Rivers of the Sioux 
Pass, on the 22d June, 1825, by the same commissioners on the part of 
the United States and certain chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Teton, 
Yancton, and Y anctonies bands of the Sioux tribe of Indians on the part 
of the said bands. 
3. A treaty signed at the mouth of the Teton River on the 5th of July, 
1825, by the same commissioners on the part of the United States and by 
certain chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Sione and Ogalla bands of 
Sioux Indians, and on the 12th of July, 1825, at Camp Hidden Creek, by 
chiefs and warriors of the Siounes of the Fireheart's band on the part of 
their respective bands. 
4. A treaty signed at the mouth of the Teton River on the 6th of July, 
1825, by the same commissioners on the part .of the United States and by 
certain chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Chayenne tribe of Indians on 
the part of said tribe. 
* Relating to the proposed congress at Panama. 
M P-vo~ 11-21 
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5. A treaty signed at the Auricar~ village on the r6th July, 1825, by 
the same commissioners on the part of the United States and by certain 
chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Hunkpapas band of the Sioux tribe 
of Indians on the part of said band_. 
6. A treaty signed at the Ricara village on the r8th July, 1825, by the 
same commissioners on the part of the United States and by certain chiefs, 
headmen, and warriors of the Ricara tribe of Indians on the part of said 
tribe. 
7. A treaty signed at the Mandan village on the 30th of July, r825, by 
the same commissioners on the part of the United States and by cer-
tain chiefs and w~rriors of the .Mandan tribe of Indians on the part of 
said tribe. 
8. A treaty signed at the lower Mandan village on the 30th of July, 
r825, by the same commissioners on the part of the United States and 
by certain chiefs and warriors of the Belantse Etea, or Minnetaree, tribe 
of Indians on the part of said tribe. 
9. A treaty signed at the Mandan village on the 4th of August, r825, 
by the same commissioners on the part of the United States and by cer-
tain chiefs and warriors of the Crow tribe of Indians on the part of said 
tribe. 
ro. A treaty signed at Fort Atkinson, Council Bluffs, on the 25th of 
-September, r825, by the same commissioners on the part of the United 
States and by certain chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Ottoe and 
Missouri tribe of Indians on the part of said tribe. 
r r. A treaty signed at Fort Atkinson, Council Bluffs, on the 30th of 
September, r825, by the same commissioners on the part of the United 
States and by certain chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Pawnee tribe 
of Indians on the part of said tribe. 
12. A treaty signed at Fort Atkinson, Council Bluffs, on the 6th of 
October, r825, by the same commissioners on the part of the United States 
and by certain chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Maha tribe of Indians 
on the part of said tribe. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January IO, I826. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a treaty signed at Prairie des Chiens, in the 
Territory of Michigan, on the r9th of August, r825, by William Clark and 
Lewis Cass, commissioners on the part of the United States, and certain 
chiefs and warriors of the Sioux, Chippeways, Socs, Foxes, Winnebagoes 
Menominies, Ottoways, Potawatamies, and Ioway tribes of Indians on 
the part of said tribes, and I request the advice of the Senate with reg-:r 
to its ratification. 
JOH QUI C ADAM . 
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WASHINGTON, Janua1y 20, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 23d ultimo, I transmit herewith reports* from the Secretary of War 
and the Commissioner of the General Land Office, with the statements 
desired by the resolution. JOHN QUINCY A?AMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 23, I826. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives,_ of the 
27th December last, requesting a statement of moneys paid out of the pub-
lic Treasury to the late President of the .United States as compensation 
for his services in various other offices which he has filled under the Gov-
ernment of the United States, and on other accounts, and also of claims 
for allowances made by him upon the Government which have been dis-
allowed, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, 
with documents, containing the information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 24, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of t];ie 
12th December last, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of 
the Navy, with the documents and proceedings of the naval courts-martial 
in the cases of Captain Charles Stewart and of Lieutenants Joshua R. 
Sands and William M. Hunter. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 30, I826. 
To the S enate of the Un-ited States: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their consideration and advice 
with regard to their ratification- ' 
I. A treaty concluded on the 10th day of August, 1825, at Council Grove 
by Benjamin H. Reeves, George C. Sibl~y, and Thomas Mather, commis-
sioners on the part of the United States, and certain chiefs and headmen 
of the Great and Little Osage tribes of Indians on the part of the said 
tribe. 
2. A treaty concluded on the 16th day of August, 1825, at the Sora 
Kanzas Creek by the same commissioners on the part of the United States 
and certain chiefs and headmen of the Kanzas tribe or nation of Indians 
on the part of said tribe. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
* Rolating to land warrants issued to soldiers of the Revolutionary war, etc. 
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WASHINGTON, January JI, I826. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the Un-ited States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 18th instant, I transmit a report from the Secretary of State, with the 
correspondence with the British Government, relating to the boundary 
of the United States on the Pacific Ocean, desfred by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January JI, r826. 
To the Senate of the Un-ited States: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their consideration and advice 
with regard to its ratification, a treaty concluded by the Secretary of War, 
duly authorized thereto, with the chiefs and headmen of the Creek Nation, 
deputed by them, and now in this city. 
It has been agreed upon, and is presented to the consideration of the 
Senate as a substitute for the treaty signed at the Indian Springs on the 
12th of February last. The circumstances under which this received on 
the 3d of March last your advice and consent to its ratification are known 
to you. It was transmitted to me from the Senate on the 5th of March, 
and ratified in full confidence yielded to the advice and consent of the 
Senate, under a firm belief, founded on the journal of the commission-
ers of the United States and on the express statements in the letter of 
one of them of the 16th of February to the then Secretary of War, that 
it had been concluded with a large majority of the chiefs of the Creek 
Nation and with a reasonable prospect of immediate acquiescence by the 
remainder. 
This expectation has not merely been disappointed. The first meas-
ures for carrying the treaty into execution had scarcely been taken when 
the two principal chiefs who had signed it fell victims to the exasperation 
of the great mass of the nation, and their families and dependents, far 
from being able to execute the engagements on their part, fled for life, 
safety, and subsistence from the territories which they had assumed to 
cede, to our own. Yet, in this fugitive condition, and while subsisting 
on the bounty of the United States, they have been found advancing pre-
tensions to receive exclusively to themselves the whole of the sums stip-
ulated by the commissioners of the United States in payment for all the 
lands of the Creek ation which were ceded by the terms of the treaty. 
And they have claimed the stipuktion of the eighth article, that the 
United States would "protect the emigrating party against the encroach-
ments, hostilitie , and impositions of the whites and of all other-," as an 
engagement by which the United States were bound to become the in tru-
ments of their engeance and to inflict upon the majority of the Cree~ 
ation the puni hment of Indian retribution to gratify the vindictive fury 
of an impot nt and helpless minority of their own tribe. 
John Quincy Adams 
In this state of things the question is not whether the treaty of the 12th 
of February last shall or shall not be executed. So far as the United 
States were or could be bound by it I have been anxiously desirous of 
carrying it into execution. But, like other treaties, its fulfillment depends 
upon the will not of one but of both the parties to it. The parties on the 
face of the treaty are the United States and the Creek Nation, and how-
ever desirous one of them may be to give it effect, this wish must prove 
abortive while the other party refuses to perform its stipulations and dis-
avows its obligations. By the refusal of the ~reek Nation to perform 
their part of the treaty the United States are absolved from all its engage-
ments on their part, and the alternative left them is either to resort to 
measures of war to secure by force the advantages stipulated to them in 
the treaty or to attempt the adjustment of t4e interest by a new compact. 
In the preference dictated by the nature of our institutions and by the sen-
timents of justice and humanity which the occasion requires for measures 
of peace the treaty herewith transmitted has been concluded, and is sub-
mitted to the decision of the Senate. After exhausting every effort in our 
power to obtain the acquiescence of the Creek Nation to the treaty of the 
12th of February, I entertained for some time the hope that their assent 
might at least have been given to a new treaty, by which all their lands 
within the State of Georgia should have been ceded. This has also proved 
impracticable, and although the excepted portion is of comparatively small 
amount and importance, I have assented to its exception so far as to place 
it before the Senate only from a conviction that between it and a resort 
to the forcible expulsion of the Creeks from their habitations and lands 
within the State of Georgia there was no middle term. 
The deputation with which this treaty has been concluded consists of 
the principal chiefs of the nation-able not only to negotiate but to carry 
into effect the stipulations to which they have agreed. There is a depu-
tation also here from the small party which undertook to contract for the 
whole nation at the treaty of the 12th of February, but the number of 
which, according to the information collected by General Gaines, does 
not exceed 400. They represent themselves, indeed, to be far more nu-
merous, but whatever their number may be their interests have been pro-
vided for in the treaty now submitted. Their subscriptions to it would 
also have been received but for unreasonable pretensions raised by them 
after all the arrangements of the treaty had been agreed upon and it was 
actually signed. Whatever their merits may have been in the facility with 
which they ceded all the lands of their nation within the State of Georgia, 
their utter inability to perform the engagements which they so readily 
contracted and the exorbitancy of their demands when compared with the 
inefficiency of their own means of performance leave them with no claims 
upon the United States other than of impartial and rigorous justice. 
In referring to the impressions under which I ratified the treaty of 
the I 2th of February last, I do not deem it necessary to decide upon the 
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propriety of the manner in which it was negotiated. Deeply regretting 
the criminations and recriminations to which these events have given 
rise, I believe the public interest will best be consulted by discarding them 
altogether from the discussion of the subject. The great body of the 
Creek Nation inflexibly refuse to acknowledge or to execute that treaty. 
Upon this ground it will be set aside, should the Senate advise and con-
sent to the ratification of that now communicated, without looking back 
to the means by which the other was effected. And in the adjustment 
of the terms of the present treaty I have been peculiarly anxious to dis-
pense a measure of great liberality to both parties of the Creek Nation, 
rather than to extort from them a bargain of which the advantages on 
our part could only be purchased by hardship on theirs. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February I, I826. 
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 30th ultimo, I 
communicate herewith, in confidence, a report* from the Secretary of 
State, with the documents, containing the information desired by the 
resolution. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 7, I826. 
To the .$enate of the Unz"ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 15th of December 
last, I communicate herewith reports from the Secretaries of the Treasury 
and War and from the Commissioner of the General Land Office, with 
documents, relating to the lead mines and salt springs, containing the 
information desired by the resolution. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February I,f., I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the Un-ited States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
12th ultimo, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the ravy 
with the statements relating to naval courts of inquiry and courts-martial 
since the rst January, 1824, requested by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADA. f . 
WASHINGTON, February I5, I826. 
To the House of Representat-ives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the late 
retary of ar to the late President of the United States, with documen 
• Relating to intervention of the Emperor of Russia with Spain fora recognition of the indepcI=, 
encc of the South American States. 
John Quincy Adams 
containing information requested by a resolution of the House of April 
ro, 1824, relating to the purchases of real estate in behalf of the United 
States within the territorial limits of any State since the 4th July, 1776. 
These papers were prepared during the last session of Congress, but by 
some accident were not then communicated to the House. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February I6, I826. 
To the S enate o.f the Un£ted States: 
In answer to the two resolutions of the Senate of the 15th instant, 
marked executive, and which I have received, I state respectfully that 
all the communications from me to the Senate relating to the congress at 
Panama have been made, like all other communications upon executive 
business, -in confidence, and most of them in compliance with a resolution 
of the Senate requesting them confidentially. Believing that the estab-
lished usage of free confidential communication between the Executive 
and the Senate ought for the public interest to be preserved unimpaired, 
I deem it my indispensable duty to leave to the Senate itself the decision 
of a question involving a departure hitherto, so far as I am informed, 
without example from that usage, and upon the motives for which, not 
being informed of them, I do not feel myself competent to decide. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON,,February I7, I826. 
To · the House o.f Representatz'ves o.f the Un-ited States: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Navy, with a 
further document, prepared in compliance with a resolution of the House 
of the roth of April, 1824, and containing information relating to pur-
chasers of real estate in behalf of the United States within the territorial 
limits of any State since the 4th of July, 1776. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February I7, I826. 
To the Senate and House o.f Representat£ves o.f the Unz'ted States: · 
I transmit herewith to both Houses of Congress a letter from the Sec-
retary of War, with a report from the Ordnance Department, relating to 
the site of the arsenal of the United States at Augusta, in Georgia, and 
with regard to which the interposition of the legislative authority is sub-
mitted to your con~id~ration as desirable. 
JOHN ~UINCY .i\:PA:1\4§, 
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WASHINGTON, March I, I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I communicate to Congress a letter from the Secretary of War, together 
with a representation from Colonel Brooke, relating to the present condi-
tion of the Indians in Florida, and which I recommend to the favorable 
consideration of Congress. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March I, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
A resolution of the House of Representatives adopted at the first ses-
sion of the Eighteenth Congress, and bearing date the 6th of May, 1824, 
requested the President of the United States to lay before the House at 
their then next · session a detailed report of the system and plan of for-
tifications then contemplated and recommended by the Board of Engi-
neers, with various particulars specified in the resolution; and on the 
5th of January last a further resolution was adopted requesting similar 
information. I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, 
with a letter from the Chief Engineer, and documents, containing, so 
far as it has been found practicable to obtain and compile it, the infor-
mation requested by these resolutions. 
· JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, March 5, I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
I now submit to the consideration of Congress the propriety of making 
the appropriation for carrying into effect the appointment of a mission to 
the congress at Panama. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 7, I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representat-ives of the United States: 
I communicate to both Houses of Congress a letter from the Secretary 
of War, together with copies of one to him from the Senators of the State 
of Maryland, and several other documents, relating to a claim of that 
State upon the Government of the United States for interest upon certain 
expenditures during the late war, which I the more readily recommend 
to the favorable and early consideration of Congress inasmuch as the 
principle upon which the claim is advanced appears to have been settled 
by the act of Congre of 3d March, 1825, authorizing the payment of 
illterest due to the tate of Virginia. 
JOH Q I CY ADA ~S. 
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WASHINGTON, March 8, I826. 
To the H ouse of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, with the proceedings of the court and marshal of the United 
States for the district of Alabama, and other documents, in relation to 
the cargoes of certain slave ships, the Constitution, Louisa, and Marino, 
containing the information requested by a resolution of the House of 
February 16, 1825. 
jOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 8, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
10th ultimo, requesting information relating to the proceedings of the 
joint commission of indemnities due under the award of the Emperor of 
Russia for slaves and other private property carried away by the British 
forces in violation of the treaty of Ghent, I transmit herewith a report 
from the Secretary of State and documents containing the information 
desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March IS, I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I communicate to Congress a letter from the Secretary of War and 
copies of a resolution of that legislature of the State of Georgia, with a 
\.'.Orrespondence of the governor of that State, relating to the running and 
establishing of the line between that State and Florida, which I recom-
mend to the favorable consideration of Congress. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
• WASHINGTON, March IS, I826. 
To the H ouse of Representatives of the United States: 
In compli :nee with the resolution of the House of the 5th ultimo, 
requesting me to cause to be laid before the House so much of the cor-
respondence between the Government of the United States and the new 
States of America, or their ministers, respecting the proposed congress 
or meeting of diplomatic agents at Panama, and such information respect-
ing the general character of that expected congress as may be in my 
possession and as may, in my opinion, be communicated without preju-
dice to the public interest, and also to inform the House, so far as in 
my opinion the public interest may allow, in regard to what objects the 
agents of the United States are expected to take part in the d~liberations 
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of that congress, I now tra.nsmit to the House a report from the Secre-
tary of State, with the correspondence and information requested by the 
resolution. 
With regard to the objects in which the agents of the United States are 
expected to take part in the deliberations of that congress, I deem it proper 
to premise that these objects did not form the only, nor even the princi-
pal, motive for my acceptance of the invitation. My first and greatest 
inducement was to meet in the spirit of kindness and friendship an over-
ture made in that spirit by three sister Republics of this hemisphere. 
The great revolution in human affairs which has brought into exist-
ence, nearly at the same time, eight sovereign and independent nations 
in our own quarter of the globe has placed the United States in a situa-
tiot;t. not less novel and scarcely less interesting than that in which they 
had found themselves by their own transition from a cluster of colonies 
to a nation of sovereign States. The deliverance of the Southern Amer-
ican Republics from the oppression under which they had been so long 
afflicted was hailed with great unanimity by the people of this Union as 
among the most auspicious events of the age. On the 4th of May, 1822, 
an act of Congress made an appropriation of $100,000 '' for such missions 
to the independent nations on the American continent as the President 
of the United States might deem proper." In exercising the authority 
recognized by this act my predecessor, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate appointed successively ministers plenipotentiary to 
the Republics of Colombia, Buenos Ayres, Chili, and Mexico. Unwill-
ing to raise among the fraternity of freedom questions of precedency 
and etiquette, which even the European monarchs had of late found it 
necessary in a great measure to discard, he dispatched these ministers to 
Colombia, Buenos Ayres, and Chili without exacting from those Repub-
lics, as by the ancient principles of political primogeniture he might have 
done, that the compliment of a plenipotentiary mission should have been 
paid first by them to the United States. The instructions, prepared 
under his direction, to Mr. Anderson, the first of our ministers to the 
southern continent, contain at much length the general principles upqn 
which he thought it desirable that our relations, political and commerci~, 
with these our new neighbors should be established for their benefit and 
ours and that of the future ages of our posterity. A copy of so much of 
these instructions as relates to these general subjects is among the papers 
now transmitted to the House. Similar instructions were furnished to 
the ministers appointed to Buenos Ayres, Chili, and Mexico, and the sys-
tem of social intercourse which it was the purpose of those missions to 
establish from the first opening of our diplo~atic relations with tho 
rising nations i the most effective exposition of the principles upon which 
the invitation to the congress at Panama has been accepted by me, as 
well as of the objects of negotiation at that meeting, in which ,t was 
~ted that our :pleni.potentiaries should take }?art 
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The House will perceive that even at the date of these instructions the 
first treaties between some of the southern Republics had been concluded, 
by which they had stipulated among themselves this diplomatic assembly 
at Panama. And it will be seen with what caution, so far as it might 
concern the policy of the United States, and at the same time with what 
frankness and good will toward those nations, he gave countenance to 
their design of inviting the United States to this high assembly for con-
sultation upon American interests. It was not considered a conclusive 
reason for declining this invitation that the proposal for assembling such 
a Congress had not first been made by ourselves. It had sprung from the 
urgent, immediate, and momentous common interests of the great com-
munities struggling for independence, and, as it were, quickening into 
life. From them the proposition to us appeared respectful and friendly; 
from us to thein it could scarcely have been made without exposing our-
selves to suspicions of purposes of ambition, if not of domination, more 
suited to rouse resistance and excite distrust than to conciliate favor and 
friendship. The first and paramount principle upon which it was deemed 
wise and just to lay the corner stone of all our future relations with them 
was disinterestedness/ the next was cordial good will to them; the third 
was a claim of fair and equal reciprocity. Under these impressions when 
the invitation was formally and earnestly given, had it even been doubt-
ful whether any of the objects proposed for consideration and discussion 
at . the Congress were such as that immediate and important interests o:r 
the United States would be affected by the issue, I should, nevertheless, 
have determined so far as it depended upon me to have accepted the 
invitation and to have appointed ministers to attend the meeting. The 
proposal itself implied that the Republics by whom it was made bel£eved 
that important interests of ours or of theirs rendered our attendance there 
desirable. They had given us notice that in the novelty of their situation 
and in the spirit of deference to our experience they would be pleased 
to have the benefit of our friendly counsel. To meet the temper with 
which this proposal was made with a cold repulse was not thought con-
genial to that warm interest in their welfare with which the people and 
Government of the Union had hitherto gone hand in hand through the 
whole progress of their revolution. To insult them by a refusal of their 
overture, arid then invite them to a similar assembly to be called by our-
selves, was an expedient which never presented iiself to the mind. I 
would have sent ministers to the meeting had it been merely to give 
them such advice as they might have desired, even with reference to 
their own interests, not involving ours. I would have sent them had it 
been merely to explain and set forth to them our reasons for declining 
any proposal of specific measures to which they might desire our con• 
currence, but which we might deem incompatible with our interests or 
our duties. In the intercourse between nations temper is a missionary 
perhaps more powerful than talent. Nothing was ever lost by kind 
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treatment. Nothing can be gained by sullen repulses and aspiring pre. 
tensions. 
But objects of the highest importance, not only to the future welfare 
of the whole human race, but bearing directly upon the special interests 
of this Union, will engage the deliberations of the congress of Panama 
whether we are represented there or not. Others, if we are represented, 
may be offered by our plenipotentiaries for consideration having in view 
both these great results-our own interests and the improvement of the 
condition of man upon earth. It may be that in the lapse of many cen-
turies no other opportunity so favorable will be presented to the Govern-
ment of the United States to subserve the benevolent purposes of Divine 
Providence; to dispense the promised blessings of the Redeemer of Man-
kind; to promote the prevalence in future ages of peace on earth and 
good will to man, as will now be placed in their power by participating 
in the deliberations of this congress. 
Among the topics enumerated in official papers published by the Re-
public of Colombia, and adverted to in the correspondence now commu-
nicated to the House, as intended to be presented for discussion at Panama, 
there is scarcely one iri which the result of the meeting will not deeply 
affect the interests of the United States. Even those in which the bellig-
erent States alone will take an active part will have a powerful effect 
upon the state of our relations with the American, and probably with the 
principal European, States. Were it merely that we might be correctly 
and speedily informed of the proceedings of the congress and of the prog-
ress and issue of their negotiations, I should hold it advisable that we 
should have an accredited agency with them, placed in such confidential 
relations with the other members as would insure the authenticity and 
the safe and early transmission of its reports. Of the same enumerated 
topics are the preparation of a manifesto setting forth to the wo~ld the 
justice of their cause and the relations they desire to hold with other 
Christian powers, and to form a convention of navigation and commerce 
applicable both to the confederated States and to their allies. 
It will be within the recollection of the House that immediately after 
the close of the war of our independence a measure closely analogous to 
this congress of Panama was adopted by the Congress of our Confedera-
tion, and for purposes of precisely the same character. Three commis-
sioners with plenipotentiary powers were appointed to negotiate treaties 
of amity, navigation, and commerce with all the principal powers of 
Europe. They met and resided for that purpose about one year at Paris, 
and the only result of their negotiations at that time was the first treaty 
between the United States and Prussia-memorable in the diplomatic 
annals of the orld, and precious as a monument of the principles, in 
relation to commerce and maritime warfare, with which our country en-
tered upon her career as a member of the great family of independent 
nations. This treaty, prepared in conformity with the instructions of the 
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American plenipotentiaries, consecrated three fundamental principles of 
the foreign intercourse which the Congress of that period were desirous 
of establishing: First, equal reciprocity and the mutual stipulation of the 
privileges of the most favored nation in the commercial exchanges of 
peace; secondly, the abolition of private war upon the ocean, and thirdly, 
restrictions favorable to neutral commerce upon belligerent practices with 
regard to contraband of war and blockades. A painful, it may be said a 
calamitous, experience of more than forty years has demonstrated the 
deep importanee of these same principles to the. peace and prosperity of 
this nation and to the welfare of all maritime States, and has illustrated 
the profound wisdom with which they were assumed as cardinal points 
of the policy of the Union. 
At that time in the infancy of their political existence, under the influ-
ence of those principles of liberty and of right so congenial to the cause 
in which they had just fought and triumphed, they were able but to 
obtain the sanction of one great and philosophical, though absolute, sov-
ereign in Europe to their liberal and enlightened principles. They could 
obtain no more. Since then a political hurricane has gone over three-
fourths of the civilized portions of the earth, the desolation of which it 
may with confidence be expected is passing away, leaving at least the 
American atmosphere purified and refres~ed. And now at this propi-
tious moment the new-born nations of this hemisphere, assembling by 
their representatives at the isthmus between its two continents to settle 
the principles of their future international intercourse with other nations 
and with us, ask in this great exigency for our advice upon those very 
fundamental maxims which we from our cradle at first proclaimed and 
partially succeeded to introduce into the code of national law. 
Without recurring to that total prostration of all neutral and commer-
cial rights which marked the progress of the late European wars, and 
which finally involved the United States in them, and adverting only to 
our political relations with these American nations, it is observable that 
while in all other respects those relations have been uniformly and with-
out exception of the most friendly and mutually satisfactory character, the 
only causes of difference and dissension between us and them which ever 
have arisen originated in those never-failing fountains of discord and irri-
tation-discriminatio.ns of commercial favor to other nations, licentious 
privateers, and paper blockades. I can not without doing injustice to 
the Republics of Buenos Ayres and Colombia forbear to acknowledge the 
candid and conciliatory spirit with which they have repeatedly yielded 
to our friendly representations and remonstrances on these subjects-in 
repealing discriminative laws which operated to our disadvantage and 
in revoking the commissions of their privateers, to which Colombia has 
added the magnanimity of making reparation for unlawful captures by 
some of her cruisers and of assenting in the midst of war to treaty stip-
ulations favorable to neutral navigat~on. But the recurrence of these 
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occasions of complaint has rendered the renewal of the discussions which 
result in the removal of them necessary, while in the meantime injuries 
are sustained by merchal].ts and other individuals of the United States 
which can not be repaired, and the remedy lingers in overtaking the 
pernicious operation of the mischief. The settlement of general prin-
ciples pervading with equal efficacy all the American States can alone 
put an end to these evils, and can alone be accomplished at the proposed 
a embly. 
fit be true that the noblest treaty of peace ever mentioned in history 
is that by which the Carthagenians were bound to abolish the practice of 
sacrificing their own children because it was stipulated in favor of human 
nature, I can not exaggerate to myself the unfading glory with which 
these United States will go forth in the memory of future ages if by their 
friendly counsel, by their moral influence, by the power of argument and 
persuasion alone they can prevail upon the American nations at Panama 
to stipulate by general agreement among themselves, and so far as any 
of them may be <;oncerned, the perpetual abolition of private war upon the 
ocean. And if we can not yet flatter ourselves that this may be accom-
plished, as advances toward it the establishment of the principle that the 
friendly flag shall cover the cargo, the curtailment of contraband of war, 
and the proscription of fictitiou_s paper blockades-engagements which we 
may reasonably hope will not prove impracticable-will, if successfully 
inculcated, redounq. proportionally to our honor and drain the fountain of 
many a future sanguinary war. 
The late President of the United States, in his message to Congress of 
the 2d December, 1823, while announcing the negotiation then pending 
with Russia, relating to the northwest coast of this continent, observed 
that the occasion of the discussions to which that incident had given rise 
had been taken for asserting as a principle in which the rights and inter-
ests of the United States were involved that the American continents, 
by the free and independent condition which they had assumed and 
maintained, were thenceforward not to be considered as subjects for 
future colonization by any European power. The principle had first 
been assumed in that negotiation with Russia. It rested upon a course 
of reasoning equally simple and conclusive. With the exception of the 
existing European colonies, which it was in nowise intended to disturb, 
the two continents consisted of several sovereign and independent na-
tions, whose territories covered their whole surface. By this their inde-
pendent condition the United States enjoyed the right of commercial 
intercour e with every part of their possessions. To attempt the estab-
lishment of a colony in those possessions would be to usurp to the exclu-
sion of others a commercial intercourse which was the common possession 
of all. It could not be done without encroaching upon existing rights of 
the nited tates. The Government of Ru ia has never disputed these 
positions nor manifested the slightest dissatisfaction at their having been 
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taken. Most of the new American Republics have declared their entire 
assent to them, and they now propose, among the subjects of consulta-
tion at Panama, to take into consideration the means of making effectual 
the assertion of that principle, as well as the means of resisting interfer-
ence from abroad with the domestic concerns of the American Govern-
ments. 
In alluding to these means it would obviously be premature at this time 
to anticipate that which is offered merely as matter for consultation, or 
to pronounce upon those measures which have been or may be suggested. 
The purpose of this Government is to concur in none which would im-
port hostility to Europe or justly excite resentment in any of her States. 
Should it be deemed advisable to contract any conventional engagement 
on this topic, our views would extend no further than to a mutual pledge 
of the parties to the compact to maintain the principle in application to 
its own territory, and to permit no colonial · lodgments or establishment 
of European jurisdiction upon its own soil; and with respect to the obtru-
sive interference from abroad-if its future character may be inferred from 
that which has been and perhaps still is exercised in more than one of the 
new States-a joint declaration of its character and exposure of it to the 
world may be probably all that the occasion would require. Whether the 
United States should or should not be parties to such a declaration may 
justly form a part of the deliberation. ·That there is an evil to be reme-
died needs little insight into the secret history of late years to know, and 
that this remedy may best be concerted at the Panama meeting deserves 
at least the experiment of consideration. A concert of measur~s having 
reference to the more effectual abolition of the African .slave trade and the 
consideration of the light in which the political condition of the island of 
Hayti is to be regarded are also among the subjects mentioned by the 
minister from the Republic of Colombia as believed to be suitable for 
deliberation at the congress. The failure of the negotiations with that 
Republic undertaken during the late Administration,., for the suppression 
of that trade, in compliance with a resolution of the House of Represen-
tatives, indicates the expediency of listening with respectful attention to 
propositions which may contribute to the accorp.plishment of the great 
end which was the purpose of that resolution, while the result of those 
negotiations will serve as admonition to abstain from pledging this Gov-
ernment to any arrangement which might be expected to fail of obtaining 
the advice and consent of the Senate by a constitutional majority to its 
ratification. 
Whether the political condition of the island of Hayti shall be brought 
at all into discussion at the meeting may be a question for preliminary 
advisement. There are in the political constitution of Government of that 
people circumstances which have hitherto forbidden the acknowledgment 
of them by the Government of the United States as sovereign and inde-
pendent. Additional reasons for withholding that acknowledgment have·· 
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recently been seen . in their acceptance of a nominal sovereignty by the 
grant of a foreign prince under conditions equivalent to the concession 
by them of exclusive commercial advantages to one nation, adapted alto-
gether to the state of colonial vassalage and retaining little of independ-
ence but the name. Our plenipotentiaries will be instructed to present 
these views to the assembly at Panama, and should they not be concurred 
in to decline accediµ.g to any arrangement which may be proposed upon 
different principles. 
The condition of the islands of Cuba and Porto Rico is of deeper im-
port and more immediate bearing upon the present- interests and future 
prospects of our Union~ The correspondence herewith transmitted will 
show how earnestly it has engaged the attention of this Government. 
The invasion of both those islands by the united forces of Mexico and 
Colombia is avowedly among the objects to be matured by the belligerent 
States at Panama. The convulsions to which, from the peculiar compo-
sition of their population, they would be liable in the event of such an 
invasion, and the danger therefrom resulting of their falling ultimately 
into the hands of some European power other than Spain, will not admit 
of our looking at the consequences to which the congress at Panama may 
lead with indifference. It is unnecessary to enlarge upon this topic or to 
say more than that all our efforts in reference to this interest will be to 
preserve the existing state of things, the tranquillity of the islands, and 
the peace and security of their inhabitants. 
And lastly, the congress of Panama is believed to present a fair occa-
sion for urging upon all the new nations of the south the just and liberal 
principles of religious liberty; not by any interference whatever in their 
internal concerns, but by claiming for our citizens whose occupations or 
interests may call them to occasional residence in their territories the in-
estimable privilege of worshipping their Creator according to the dictates 
of their own consciences. This privilege, sanctioned by the customary 
law of nations and secured by treaty stipulations in numerous national 
compacts, secured even to our own citizens in the treaties with Colom-
bia and with the Federation of Central America, is yet to be obtained in 
the other South American States and Mexico. Existing prejudices are 
still struggling against it, which may, perhaps, be more successfully com-
bated at this general meeting than at the separate seats of Government 
of each Republic. 
I can scarcely deem it otherwise than superfluous to observe that the 
assembly will be in its nature diplomatic and not legislative; that nothing 
can be tran acted there obligatory upon any one of the States to be rep-
resented at the meeting, unless with the express concurrence of its own 
repre entatives, nor even then, but subject to the ratification of its con-
stitutional authority at home. The faith of the nited States to foreign 
powers can not otherwise be pledged. I shall, indeed, in the first instance, 
~nsider the assembly as merely amsultatz've; and although the pleui• 
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potentiaries of the United States will be empowered to receive and refer 
to the consideration of their Government any proposition from the other 
parties to the meeting, they will be authorized to conclude nothing unless 
subject to the definitive sanction of this Government in all its consti-
tutional forms. It has therefore seemed to me unnecessary tc;> insist that 
every object to be discussed at the meeting should be specified with the 
precision of a judicial sentence or enumerated with the exactness of a 
mathematical demonstration. The purpose of the meeting itself is to 
deliberate upon the great and common interests of several new and neigh-
boring nations. If the measure is new and without precedent, so is the 
situation of the parties to it. That the purposes of the meeting are some-
what indefinite, far from being an objection to it is among the cogent 
reasons for its adoption. It is not the establishment of principles of inter-
course with one, but with seven or eight nations at once. That before 
they have had the means of exchanging ideas and communicating with 
one another in common upon these topi~s they should have definitively 
settled and arranged them in concert is to require that the effect should 
precede the cause; it is to exact as a preliminary to the meeting that for 
the accomplishment of which the meeting itself is designed. 
Among the inquiries which were thought entitled to consideration 
before the determination was taken to accept the invitation was that 
whether the measure might not have a tendency to change the policy, 
hitherto invariably pursued by the United States, of avoiding all entan-
gling alliances and all unnecessary foreign connections. 
Mindful of the advice given by the father of our country in his Fare-
well Address, that the great rule of conduct for us in regard to foreign 
nations is, in extending our commercial relations, to have with them as 
little political connection as possible, and faithfully adhering to the spirit 
of that admonition, I can not overlook the reflection that the counsel of 
Washington in that instance, like all the counsels of wisdom, was founded 
upon the circumstances in which our country and the world around us 
were situated at the time when it was given; that the reasons assigned 
by him for his advice were that Europe had a set of primary interests 
which to us had none or a very remote relation; that hence she must be 
engaged in frequent controversies, the causes of which were essentially 
foreign to our concerns; that our detached and distant situation invited 
and enabled us to pursue a different course; that by our union and rapid 
growth, with an efficient Government, the period was not far distant when 
we might defy material injury from external annoyance, when we might 
take such an attitude as would cause our neutrality to be respected, and, 
with reference to belligerent nations, might choose peace or war, as our 
interests, guided by justice, should counsel. 
Compare our situation and the circumstances of that time with those 
of the present day, and what, from the very words of Washington then, 
would be his counsels to his countrymen now? Europe has still her 
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set of primary interests, with which we have little or a remote relation. 
Our distant and detached situation with reference to Europe remains the 
safne. But we were then the only i_ndependent nation of this hemi-
sphere, and we were surrounded by European colonies, with the greater 
part of which we had no more intercourse than with the inhabitants of 
another planet. Those colonies have now been transformed into eigh 
independent nations, extending to our very borders, seven of them Repub-
lics like ourselves, with whom we have an immensely growing commer-
cial, and must have and have already important political, connections; 
with reference to whom our situation is neither distant nor detached; 
whose political principles and systems of government, congenial with our 
own, must and will have an action and counteraction upon us and ours 
to which we can not be indifferent if we would. 
The rapidity of our growth, and the consequent increase of our 
strength, has more than realized the anticipations of this admirable polit-
ical legacy. Thirty years have nearly elapsed since it was written, and 
in the interval our population, our wealth, our territorial extension, our 
power-physical and moral-have nearly trebled. Reasoning upon this 
state of things from the sound and judicious principles ~)f Washington, 
must we not say that the period which he predicted as then not far off 
has arrived; that America has a set of primary interests which have none 
or a remote relation to Europe; that the interference of Europe, there-
fore, in those concerns should be spontaneously withheld by her upon 
the same principles that we have never interfered with hers, and that if 
she should interfere, as she may, by measures which may have a great 
and dangerous recoil upon ourselves, we might be called in defense of our 
own altars and :firesides to take an attitude which would cause our neu-
trality to be respected, and choose peace or war, as our interest, guided 
by justice, should counsel. 
The acceptance of this invitation, therefore, far from conflicting with 
the counsel or the policy of Washington, is directly deducible from and 
conformable to it. Nor is it less conformable to the views of my imme-
diate predecessor as declared in his annual message to Congress of the 2d 
December, 1823, to which I have already adverted, and to an importan 
passage of which I invite the attention of the House: 
The citizens of the United States [said he] cherish sentiments the most friendly ·-
favor of the liberty and happiness of their fellow-men on that [the European] ide · 
the Atlantic. In the wars of the European powers in matters relating to themseh _-
we have never taken any part, nor does it comport with our policy so to do. It 
only when our rights are invaded or seriously menaced that we re ent injuries 
make preparation for our defense. With the movements in thi hemisphere 
of necessity more immediately connected, and by causes which mu t be ob,,io' . 
all enlightened and impartial observers. The politica system of the allied 
essentially different in this respect from that of America. This difference pr 
from that which exists -in their respective Governments. And to the defense o-
own, which has b en achieved by the loss of so much blood and treasure and 
by the wisdom of their most enlightened citizens, and under which we have en· 
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unexampled felicity, this whole nation is devoted. We owe it, therefore, to candor 
and to the amicable relations subsisting between the United States and those powers 
to declare that we should consider any attempt on their part to extend their system 
to any portion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety. With the 
existing colonies or dependencies of any European power we have not interfered and 
shall not interfere; but with the Governments who have declared their independ-
ence and maintained it, and whose independence we have on great consideration and 
on just principles acknowledged, we could not view any interposition for the purposes 
of oppressing them or controlling in any other manner their destiny by any European 
power in any other light than as the manifestation of an unfriendly dispositibn toward 
the United States. In the war between tho$e new Governments and Spain we de-
clared our neutrality at the time of their recognition, and to this we have adhered 
and shall continue to adhere, provided no change shall occur which in the judgment 
of the competent authoritieb of this Government shall make a corresponding change 
on the part of the United States indispensable to their security. 
To the question which may be asked, whether this meeting and the 
principles which may be adjusted and settled by it as rules of intercourse 
between the American nations may not give umbrage to the holy league 
of European powers or offense to Spain, it is deemed a sufficient answer 
that our attendance at Panama can give no just cause of umbrage or offense 
to either, and that the United States will stipulate nothing there which 
can give such cause. Here the right of inquiry into our purposes p.nd 
measures must stop. The holy league of Europe itself was formed with-
out inquiring of the United States whether it would or would not give 
umbrage to them. The fear of giving umbrage to the holy league of 
Europe was urged as a motive for denying to the American nations the 
acknowledgment of their independence. That it would be viewed by 
Spain as hostility to her was not only urged, but directly declared by her-
self. The Congress and Administration of that day consulted their rights 
and duties, and not their fears. Fully determined to give no needless dis-
pleasure to any foreign power, the United States can estimate the proba-
bility of their giving it only by the right which any foreign state could 
have to take it from their measures. Neither the representation of the 
United States at Panama nor any measure to which their assent may be 
yielded there will give to the holy league or any of its members, nor to 
Spain, the right to take offense; for the rest the United States must still, 
as heretofore, take counsel from their duties rather than their fears. 
Such are the objects in which it is expected that the plenipotentiaries 
of the United States, when commissioned to attend the meeting at the 
Isthmus, will take.part, and such are the motives and purposes with which 
the invitation of the three Republics was accepted. It was, however, as 
the House will perceive from the correspondence, accepted only upon 
condition that the nomination of commissioners for the mission should 
receive the advice and consent of the Senate. 
The concurrence of the House to the measure by the appropriations 
necessary for carrying it into effect is alike subject to its free determina-
tion and indispensable to the fulfillment of the intention. 
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That the congress at Panama will accomplish all, or even any, of the 
transcendent benefits to the human race which warmed · the conceptions 
of its first proposer it were perhaps indulging too sanguine a forecast of 
events to promise. It is in its nature a measure speculative and experi-
mental. The blessing of Heaven may turn it to the account of human 
improvement; accidents unforeseen and mischances not to be anticipated 
may baffle all its high purposes and disappoint its fairest expectations. 
But the design is great, is benevolent, is humane. 
It looks to the melioration of the condition of man. It is congenial with 
that spirit which prompted the declaration of our independence, which 
inspired the preamble of our first treaty with France, which dictated our 
first treaty with Prussia and the instructions under which it was negoti-
ated, which filled the hearts and fired the souls of the immortal founders 
of our Revolution. 
With this unrestricted exposition of the motives by which I have been 
governed in this transaction, as well as of the objects to be discussed and 
of the ends, if possible, to be attained by our representation at the pro-
posed congress, I submit the propriety of an appropriation to the candid 
consideration and enlightened patriotism of the Legislature. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March I6, I826. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
Some additional documents having relation to the objects of the mis-
sion to the congress at Panama, and received since the communication 
of those heretofore sent, are now transmitted to the Senate. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 10th instant, requesting information in possession of the Government 
relating to certain resolves of the Congress of the Confederation of the 
21st of October, 1780, and the 21st March, 1783, concerning allowances 
to the officers of the Revolutionary army, and to the manner of carrying 
into effect those resolves, and other particulars appertaining thereto, I 
transmit reports from the Secretaries of State, of the Treasury, and of 
War, with documents, comprising the information desired by the House. 
MARCH 22 , r826. JOHN QUI CY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, /J-farch 24, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the Un£ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
th 14th ultimo, requesting statements of the amount of compensation 
allo ed to the paymaster and quartermaster of the Marine Corps for 
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the two years preceding the rst of January, 1826, and of other particulars 
relating to the same Corps, I communicate a report from the Secretary 
of the Navy, with documents, containing the information desired by the 
resolution. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 24, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
16th ultimo, requesting statements of the net amou~t of revenue derived 
from imports and tonnage received by the Treasury from the ports within 
the bay of Delaware, the bay of Chesapeake, the harbor of New York, 
and at Boston from the rst of January, 1790, to the last of December, 
1825, and of the amount of expenditures paid from the Treasury for forts, 
light-houses, beacons, and other public works erected to aid commerce 
or for the purposes of defense within the said bays and harbors during 
the said time, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the 
Treasury, with several documents, containing the information desired by 
the resolution. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 29, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 27th instant, 
requesting a copy of such parts of the answer of the Secretary of State 
to Mr. Poinsett's letter to Mr. Clay, dated Mexico, 28th September, 1825, 
No. 22, as relates to the pledge of the United States therein mentioned; 
and also requesting me to inform the House whether the United States 
have in any manner made any pledge to the Governments of Mexico 
and South America that the United States would not permit the inter-
ference of any foreign power with the independence or form of govern-
ment of these nations, and, if so, when, in what manner, and to what 
effect; and also to communicate to the House a copy of the communica-
tion from our minister at Mexico in which he informed the Government 
of the United States that the Mexican Government called upon this Gov-
ernment to fulfill the memorable pledge of the President of the United 
States in his message to Congress of December, 1823, I transmit to the 
House a report from the Secretary of State, with the documents contain-
ing the information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 30, I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
By the second article of the general convention of peace, amity, navi-
gation, and commerce between the United States and the Republic of 
Colombia, concluded at Bogota on 3d of October, 1824, it was stipulated 
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that the parties engaged mutually not to grant any particular favor to 
other nations in respect of commerce and navigation which should not 
immediately become common to the other party, who should enjoy the 
same freely if the concession was freely made, or on allowing the same 
compensation if the concession was conditional. And in the third arti-
cle of the same convention it was agreed that ·the citizens of the United 
States might frequent all the coasts and countries of the Republic of 
Colombia, and reside and trade there in all sorts of produce, manufac-
tures, and merchandise, and should pay no other or greater duties, charges, 
or fees whatsoever than the most favored nation should be obliged to pay, 
and should enjoy all the rights, privileges, and exemptions in naviga-
tion and commerce which the most favored nations should enjoy, sub-
mitting themselves, nevertheless, to the laws, decrees, and usage.: there 
established, and to which were submitted the subjects and citizens of the 
most favored nations; with a reciprocal stipulation in favor of the citi-
zens of the Republic of Colombia in the United States. Subsequently 
to the conclusion of this convention a treaty was negotiated between the 
Republic of Colombia and Great Britain, by which it was stipulated that 
no other or higher duties on account of tonnage, light, or harbor dues 
should be imposed in the ports of Colombia on British vessels than those 
payable in the same ports by Colombian vessels, and that the sa~e duties 
should be paid on the importation into the territories of Colombia of any 
article the growth, produce, or manufacture of His Britannic Majesty's 
dominions, whether such importations should be in Colombian or in 
British vessels, and that the same duties should be raid and the same 
discount (drawbacks) and bounties allowed on the exportation of any 
articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of Colombia to His Britan• 
nic Majesty's dominions, whether such exportations were in Colombian 
or in British vessels. 
The minister of the United States to the Republic of Colombia hav-
ing claimed, by virtue of the second and third articles of the convention 
between the two Republics, that the benefit of these subsequent stipula-
tions should be alike extended to the citizens of the United States upon 
the condition of reciprocity provided for by the convention, the appli-
cation of those engagements was readily acceded to by the Colombian 
Government, and a decree was issued by the executive authority of that 
Republic on the 30th of January last, a copy and translation of which are 
herewith communicated, securing to the citizens of the United States in 
the Republic of Colombia the same advantages in regard to commerce 
and navigation which had been conceded to British subjects in the Colom-
bian treaty with Great Britain. 
It remains for the Government of the United States to secure tot e 
dtizens of the Republic of Colombia the reciprocal advantages to ~ hich 
the are entitled by the terms of the convention, to commence from e 
30th of January last , for the accomplishment of which I invite the fayor-
able consideration of the Legi lature. JOH A. f . 
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WASHINGTON, March 3I, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 21st instant, re-
questing information whether any, and what, measures have been taken 
to improve the navigation over the sand bars in the Ohio River according 
to the provisions of the act of the 24th of May, 1824, to improve the nav-
igation of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, and also whether the experi-
ments mentioned in the proviso to the first section of the said act have 
been made, and, if so, what success has attended them, I transmit here-
with a report from the Secretary of War, with documents, containing the 
information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 3I, I826. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I communicate to the Senate herewith a supplementary article to the 
treaty with the chiefs and headmen of the Creek Nation, in behalf of that 
nation, which was transmitted to the Senate on the 31st of January last, 
and which I submit, together with and as a part of that treaty, for the 
constitutional advice of the Senate with regard to its ratification. A 
report of the Secretary of War accompanies the article, setting forth the 
reasons for which it has been concluded. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 3, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 13th ultimo, 
requesting a statement of all the expenditures incident or relating to 
internal improvement for the years 1824 and 1825, I transmit reports 
from the Secretaries of the Treasury and of War, with documents, con-
taining the statement desired. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 3, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 7th ultimo, re-
questing information relative to the execution of an act of Congress of 
the 7th May, 1822, to authorize and empower the corporation of the city 
of Washington, in the District of Columbia, to drain the low grounds on 
and near the public reservations, and to improve and ornament certain 
parts of such reservations, I transmit herewith a report from the commis-
sioners appointed by the corporation of the city to c::1.rry into effect the 
provisions of the said act, together with sundry documents, exhibiting 
th(; information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADA.US, 
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WASHINGTON, April 5, r826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 30th ultimo, I 
transmit to the House a report * from the Secretary of State, with the 
documents desired by the resolution; and also a copy of the letter from 
the Secretary of State to Mr. Poinsett acknowledging the receipt of his 
dispatch No. 22, accidentally overlooked in the answer to the resolution 
of the House of the 27th ultimo. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April II, I826. 
To the Senate of t!te United States: 
On the r 6th of January last I sent to the Senate a nomination of Daniel 
Bissell to be colonel of the Second Regiment of Artillery, and on the 3d 
of February I received from the Secretary of the Senate an attested copy 
of their proceedings in relation to that nomination, laid before me by 
their order, and closing with a resolution in these words: 
Resolved, That in the opinion of the Senate Daniel Bissell is entitled to the place 
of colonel in the Army of the United States, taking rank as such from the 15th of 
August, 1812, with the brevet of brigadier-general from the 9th of March, 1814, and 
that the President of the United States may arrange him accordingly. 
In th~ discharge of my own duties I am under the necessity of stating 
respectfully to the Senate-
First. That I can not concur in these opinions. 
Secondly. That the resolution of the Senate, having on its face no ref-
erence either to the nomination or to the office for which it was made, 
leaves me doubtful whether it was intended by the Senate as their deci-
sion upon the nomination or not. If intended as their decision, it im-
ports that the Senate do not advise and consent to the appointment of 
Daniel Bissell as colonel in the Second Regiment of Artillery. If intended 
as a mere expression of their opinions, superseding in their judgment the 
necessity of their immediate decision upon the nomination, it leaves the 
Senate still in possession of the nominatiou and free to act upon it when 
informed of my inability to carry those opinions into effect. , 
In this uncertainty I have thought it most respectful to the Senate to 
refer the subject again to them for their consideration. The delay in the 
transmission of this communication is attributable to the earnest de ire 
which I have entertained of acceding to the opinions and complying with 
the wishes of the Senate, and to the long and repeated reconsideration of 
my own impressions with the view to make them, if pos ible, conform to 
theirs. A till higher duty now constrains me to invite their definiti'•e 
decision upon the nomination. 
JOH Q I CY AD .1 . 
•Relating- to the propo ed conp-e of the Spanish merican State , 
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w ASHINGTON, April I5, I826. 
To the House of Representatives o.f the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
11th instant, I transmit herewith a report* of the Secr~tary of State, and 
documents., containing the information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 25, I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I now transmit to both Houses of Congress copies of a treaty with the 
Creek Nation of Indians, concluded on the 24th day of Januarylast, with a 
supplementary article, signed on the 31st of last month, which have been, 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, duly ratified. I send at the 
same time copies of the treaty superseded by them, signed at the Indian 
Springs on the 12th of February, 1825. The treaty and supplementary 
article now ratified will require the aid of the Legislature for carrying 
them into effect. And I subjoin a letter from the Secretary of War, pro-
posing an additional appropriation for the purpose of facilitating the 
removal of that portion of the Creek Nation which may be disposed to 
remove west of the Mississippi, reco~mending the whole subject to the 
favorable consideration of Congress. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 25, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 4th of January 
last, I now transmit reports from the Secretaries of State, of the Treas-
ury, and of War, and from the Postmaster-General, with the documents 
containing the list of appointments of members of Congress and other 
information relating thereto desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
WASHINGTON, April 28, I826. 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their advice concerning its ratifi-
cation, a general convention of friendship, commerce, and navigation be-
tween the United States and His Majesty the King of Denmark, signed 
by the Secretary of State and the Danish minister on the 26th instant. 
A copy of the convention and a note from the Secretary of State, together 
with Mr. Pedersen's answer, respecting the claims of the citizens of the 
United States upon the Danish Government, are likewise communicated. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
*Relative to governments to be represented at the congress at Panama, 
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WASHINGTON, April 29, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 26th instant, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the 
Treasury, with a copy of the opinion of the Attorney-General* referred 
to in the resolution. JOHN QUINCY ApAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 9, I826. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 28th ultimo, I 
transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, with a copy of the 
proceedings of the recent court-martial for the trial of Colonel Talbot 
Chambers, and other documents requested by the resolution or relating 
to the subject of it. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May I5, I826. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 23d of March last, 
requesting information concerning the official conduct of the collector and 
other revenue officers of the port of Philadelphia, I transmit herewith a 
report from the Secretary of the Treasury, with documents, containing 
the information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
,WASHINGTON, May I6, I826. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compiiance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 9th instant, I communicate herewith a report* from the Secretary 
of the Treasury, with the documents desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May I7 , I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representatz'ves o.f the United States-: 
I communicate to both Houses of Congress copies of treaties with 
Indian tribes which have been, by and with the advice and consent of 
the enate, duly ratified during the present session of Congress: 
( 1) ith the Great and Little Osage tribes, concluded June 2, 18r· 
(2) Kansas, June 3, 1825; (3) Poncar June 9, 1825; (4) Teton, Yanc-
ton, and Yanctonies, June 22, 1825; (5) Sioune and Ogallala July 5 and 
12, 1825; (6) Chayenne, July 6, 1825; (7) Hunkpapas, July 16, 18r; 
•Re ·peeling the right of a foreign minister to retain money advanced by the President as an 
outfit be1ond the sum appropriated by law, · 
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(8) Ricara, July 18, 1825; (9) Mandan, July 30, 1825; (10) Belantse-
Etoa, or Minnetaree, July 30, 1825; (II) Crow, August 4, 1825; (12) 
Great and Little Osage, August 10, 1825; (13) Kansas, August 16, 1825; 
(14) Sioux, Chippewa, Sac and Fox, Menomenee, Ioway, Sioux, Winne-· 
bago, and a portion of the Ottawa, Chippewa, and Pottawatomie tribes, 
August 19, 1825; (15) Ottoe and Missouri, September 26, 1825; (16) 
Pawnee, September 30, 1825; (17) Maha, October 6, 1825; (18) Shaw-
nee, November 7, 1825. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May I9, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 16th instant, I 
transmit a report* from the Secretary of State, containing the informa-
tion thereby requested. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 20, I826. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 5th of March, 
1824, requesting copies of the several instructions to the ministers of the 
United States to the Government of France and of the correspondence 
between the said ministers and Government having reference to the spo-
liations committed by that power on the commerce of the United States 
anterior to the 30th of September, 1800, or so much thereof as can be 
communicated without prejudice to the public interest; also how far, if 
at all, the claim of indemnity from the Government of France for the 
spoliations aforesaid was affected by the convention entered into between 
the United States and France on the said 30th of September, 1800, I 
transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with the docu-
ments desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
EXECUTIVE ORDER. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Wash-ington, July II, I826. 
GENERAL ORDERS. 
The General in Chief has received from the Department of War the 
following orders: 
The President with deep regret announces to the Army that it has 
pleased the Disposer of All Human Events, in whose hands are the issues 
*Relating to the negotiations with Great Britain for a cession of certain keys on the Bahama 
Banks. 
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of life, to remove from the scene of earthly existence our illustrious and 
vener;ted fellow-citizen, Thomas Jefferson. 
This dispensation of Divine 'Providence, afflicting to us, but the con-
summation of glory to him, occurred on the 4th of the present month-
on the fiftieth anniversary of that Independence the Declaration of which, 
emanating from his mind, at once proclaimed the birth of a free nation 
and offered motives of hope and consolation to the whole family of man. 
Sharing in the grief which every heart must feel for so heavy and afflict-
ing a public loss, and desirous to express his high sense of the vast debt 
of gratitude which is due to the virtues, talents, and ever-memorable 
services of the illustrious deceased, the President directs that funeral 
honors be paid to him at all the military stations, and that the officers 
of the Army wear crape on the left arm, by way of mourning, for eix 
months. 
Major-General Brown will give the necessary orders for carrying into 
effect the foregoing directions. 
J. BARBOUR. 
It has become the painful duty of the Secretary of War to announce 
to the Army the death of another distinguished and venerated citizen. 
John Adams departed this life on the 4th of this month. Like his com-
patriot Jefferson, he aided in drawing and ably supporting the Decla-
ration of Independence. With a prophetic eye he looked through the 
impending difficulties of the Revolution and foretold with what demon-
strations of joy the anniversary of the birth of American freedom would 
be hailed. He was permitted to behold the verification of his prophecy, 
and died, as did Jefferson, on the day of the jubilee. 
A coincidence of circumstances so wonderful gives confidence to the 
belief that the patriotic efforts of these illustrious men were Heaven 
directed, and furnishes a new seal to the hope that the prosperity of these 
States is under the special protection of a kind Providence. 
The Secretary of War directs that the same funeral honors be paid 
by the Army to the memory of the deceased as by the order of the 7th 
[uth ?] instant were directed to be paid to Thomas Jefferson, and the 
same token of mourning be worn. 
Major-General Brown is charged with the execution of this order. 
J. BARBOUR. 
e er has it fallen to the lot of any commander to announce to an army 
such an event as now calls forth the mingled grief and astonishment of 
thi Republic; never since History first wrote the record of time has one 
day thus mingled every triumphant with every tender emotion and con-
secrated a nation's joy by blending it with the most sacred of sorrows. 
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Yes, ~oldiers, in one day, almost in the same hour, have two of the 
Founders of the Republic, the Patriarchs of Liberty, closed their services 
to social man, after beholding them crowned with the richest and most 
unlimited success. United in their end as they had been in their high-
est aim, their toils completed, their hopes surpassed, their honors full, 
and the dearest wish of their bosoms gratified in death, they closed their 
eyes in patriot ecstasy, amidst the gratulations and thanksgivings of a 
people on all, on every individual, of whom they had conferred the ~est 
of all earthly benefits. 
Such men need no trophies; they ask no splendid mausolea. We are 
their monuments; their mausolea is their country, and her growing 
prosperity the amaranthine wreath that Time shall place over their dust. 
Well may the Genius of the Republic mourn. If she turns her eyes in 
one direction, she beholds the hall where Jefferson wrote the charter of 
her rights; if in another, she sees the city where Adams kindled the fires 
of the Revolution. To no period of our history, to no department of our 
affairs, can she direct her views and not meet the multiplied memorials 
of her loss and of their glory. 
At the grave of such men envy dies, and party animosity blushes while 
she quenches her fires. If Science and Philosophy lament their enthusi-
astic votary in the halls of Monticello, Philanthropy and Eloquence weep 
with no less reason in the retirement of Quincy. And when hereafter 
the stranger performing his pilgrimage to the land of freedom shall ask 
for the monument of Jefferson, his inquiring eye may be directed to the 
dome of that temple of learning, the university of his native State-
the last labor of his untiring mind, the latest and the favorite gift of a 
patriot to his country. 
Bereaved yet happy America! Mourning yet highly favored country! 
Too happy if every son whose loss shall demand thy tears can thus soothe 
thy sorrow by a legacy of fame. 
The Army of the United States, devoted to the service of the country, 
and honoring all who are alike devoted, whether in the Cabinet or the 
field, will feel an honorable and a melancholy pride in obeying this 
order. Let the officers, then, wear the badge of mourning, the poor 
emblem of a sorrow which words can not express, but which freemen 
must ever feel while contemplating the graves of the venerated Fathers 
of the Republic. 
Tuesday succeeding the arrival of this order at each military station 
shall be a day of rest. 
The National flag shall wave at half-mast. 
At early dawn thirteen guns shall be fired, and at intervals of thirty 
minutes between the rising and setting sun a single cannon will be dis-
charged, and at the close of the day twenty-four rounds. 
By command of Major-General Brown: 
R. JONES, Adjutant-General. 
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SECOND ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, December 5, I826. 
Fellow-Citizens ef the Senate and ef the House ef Representatives: 
The assemblage of the representatives of our Union in both Houses 
of the Congress at this time occurs under circumstances calling for the 
renewed homage of our grateful acknowledgments to the Giver of All 
Good. With the exceptions incidental to the most felicitous condition 
of human existence, we continue to be highly favored in all the elements 
which contribute to individual comfort and to national prosperity. In 
the survey of our extensive country we have generally to observe abodes 
of health and regions of plenty. In our civil and political relations we 
have peace without and tranquillity within our borders. \Ve are, as a 
people, increasing with unabated rapidity in population, wealth, and 
national resources, and whatever differences of opinion exist among us 
with regard to the mode and the means by which we shall turn the benefi-
cence of Heaven to the improvement of our own condition, there is yet a 
spirit animating us all which will not suffer the bounties of Providence 
to be showered upon us in vain, but will receive them with grateful 
hearts, and apply them with unwearied hands to the advancement of the 
general good. 
Of the subjects recommended to Congress at their last session, some 
were then definitively acted upon. Others, left unfinished, but partly 
matured, will recur to your attention without needing a renewal of notic( 
from me. The purpose of this communication will be to present to your 
view the general aspect of our public affairs at this moment and the 
measures which have been taken to carry into effect the intentions of 
the Legislature as signified by the laws then and heretofore enacted. 
In our intercourse with the other nations of the earth we have still 
the happiness of enjoying peace and a general good understanding, qual-
ified, however, in several important instances by colli ions of interest 
and by unsatisfied claims of justice, to the settlement of which the con-
stitutional interposition of the legislative authority may become ulti-
mately indispensable. 
By the decease of the Emperor Alexander, of Russia, which occurred 
cotemporaneously with the commencement of the last session of Congress, 
the United tates have been deprived of a long-tried, steady, and faithful 
friend. Born to the inheritance of absolute power and trained in the 
chool of adver ity, from which no power on earth, howe,·er ab olute, i 
xempt, that monarch from his youth had been taught to feel the force 
and alue of public opinion and to be ensible that the intere t of hi 
o n Government would best be promoted by a frank and friendly inter-
course with this Republic, as those of his people would be advanced by a 
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liberal commercial intercourse with our country. A candid and coniiden-
tial interchange of sentiments between him and the Government of the 
United States upon the affairs of Southern America took place at a period 
not long preceding his demise, and contributed to fix that course of policy 
which left to the other Governments of Europe no alternative but that of 
sooner or later recognizing the independence of our southern neighbors, 
of which the example had by the United States already been set. The 
ordinary diplomatic communications between his successor, the Emperor 
Nicholas, and the United States have suffered some interruption by the 
illness, departure, and subsequent decease of his minister residing here, 
who enjoyed, as he merited, the entire confidence of his new sovereign, 
as he had eminently responded to that of his predecessor. But we have 
had the most satisfactory assurances that the sentiments of the reigning 
Emperor toward the U~ited States are altogether conformable to tnose 
which had so long and constantly animated his imperial brother, and 
we have reason to hope that they will serve to cement that harmony 
and good understanding between the two nations which, founded in 
congenial interests, can not but result in the advancement of the welfare 
and prosperity of both. 
Our relations of commerce and navigation with France are, by the 
operation of the convention of 24th of June, 1822, with that nation, in 
a state of gradual and progressive improvement. Convinced by all our 
experience, no less than by the principles of fair and liberal reciprocity 
which the United States have constantly tendered to all the nations of the 
earth as the rule of commercial intercourse which they would universally 
prefer, that fair and equal competition is most conducive to the interests 
of both parties, the United States in the negotiation of that convention 
earnestly contended for a mutual renunciation of discriminating duties 
and charges in the ports of the two countries. Unable to obtain the im-
mediate recognition of this principle in its full extent, after reducing the 
duties of discrimination so far as was found attainable it was agreed that 
at the expiration of two years from the 1st of October, 1822, when the 
mnvention was to go into effect, unless a notice of six months on either 
side should be given to the other that the convention itself must termi-
nate, those duties should be reduced one-fourth, and that this reduction 
should be yearly repeated, until all discrimination should cease, while the 
convention itself should continue in force. By the effect of this stipula-
tion three-fourths of the discriminating duties which had been levied by 
each party upon the vessels of the other in its ports have already been 
removed; and on the ist of next October, should the convention be still 
in force, the remaining fourth w1ll be discontinued. French vessels laden 
with French produce will be received in our ports on the same terms as 
our own, and ours in return will enjoy the same advantages in the ports 
of France. 
By these approximations to an equality of duties and of charges not 
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only has the commerce between the two countries prospered, but friendly 
dispositions have been on both sides encouraged and promoted. They 
will continue to be cherished and cultivated on the part of the United 
States. It would have been gratifying to have had it in my power to 
add that the claims upon the justice of the French Government, involv-
ing the property and the comfortable subsistence of many of our fellow-
citizens, and which have been so long and so earnestly urged, were in a 
more promising train of adjustment than at your last meeting; but their 
condition remains unaltered. 
With the Government of the Netherlands the mutual abandonment 
of discriminating duties had been regulated by legislative acts on both 
sides. The act of Congress of the 20th of April, 1818, abolished all dis-
criminating duties of impost and tonnage upon _the vessels and produce 
of the Netherlands in the ports of the United States upon the assurance 
given by the Government of the Netherlands that all such duties operat· 
ing against the shipping and commerce of the United States in that King• 
dom had been abolished. These reciprocal regulations had continued in 
force several years when the discriminating principle was resumed by the 
Netherlands in a new and indirect form by a bounty of IO per cent in the 
shape of a return of duties to their national vessels, and in which those 
of the United States are not permitted to participate. By the act of Con-
gress of 7th January, 1824, all discriminating duties in the United States 
were again suspended, so far as related to the vessels and produce of the 
Netherlands, so long as the reciprocal exemption should be extended to 
the vessels and produce of the United States in the Netherlands. But 
the same act provides that in the event of a restoration of discriminat-
ing duties to operate against the shipping and commerce of the United 
States in any of the foreign countries referred to therein the suspension 
of discriminating duties in favor of the navigation of such foreign coun-
try should cease and all the provisions of the acts imposing discriminat-
ing foreign tonnage and impost duties in the United States should revive 
and be in full force with regard to that nation. 
In the correspondence with the Government of the Netherlands upon 
this subject they have contended that the favor shown to their own 
shipping by this bounty upon their tonnage is not to be considered as 
a discriminating duty; but it can not be denied that it produces all the 
same effects. Had the mutual abolition been stipulated by treaty, such 
a bounty upon the national vessels could scarcely have been granted con-
sistently with good faith . Yet as the act of Congress of 7th January, 
1824, has not expressly authorized the Executive authority to determine 
hat shall be considered as a revival of discriminating duties by a for-
ign go ernment to the disadvantage of the United States, and as the 
retaliatory measure on our part, however just and necessary, may tend 
rather to that conflict of legislation which we deprecate than to that con-
cert o whi b we invite a11 commercial nations, a.c; most conducive to 
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their interest and our own, I have thought it more consistent with the 
spirit of our institutions to refer the subject again to the paramount 
authority of the Legislature to decide what measure the emergency may 
require than abruptly by proclamation to carry into effect the minatory 
provisions of the act of 1824. 
During the last session of Congress treaties of amity, navigation, and 
commerce were negotiated and signed at this place with the Government 
of Denmark, in Europe, and with the Federation of Central America, in 
this hemisphere. These treaties then received the constitutional sanc-
tion of the Senate, by the advice and consent to their ratification. They 
were accordingly ratified on the part of the United States, and during 
the recess of Congress have been also ratified by the other respective 
contracting parties. The ratifications have been exchanged, and they 
have been published by proclamations, copies of which are herewith com-
municated to Congress. 
These treaties have established between the contracting parties the 
principles of equality and reciprocity in their broadest and most liberal 
extent, each party admitting the vessels of the other into its ports, 
laden with cargoes the produce or manufacture of any quarter of the 
globe, upon the payment of the same duties of tonnage and impost that 
are chargeable upon their own. They have further stipulated that the 
parties shall hereafter grant no favor of navigation or commerce to any 
other nation which shall not upon the same terms be granted to each 
other, and that neither party will impose upon articles of merchandise 
the produce or manufacture of the other any other or higher duties than 
upon the like articles being the produce or manufacture of any other 
country. To th.ese principles there is in the convention with Denmark 
an exception with regard to the colonies of that Kingdom in the arctic 
seas, but none with regard to her colonies in the West Indies. 
In the course of the last summer the term to which our last commer-
cial treaty with Sweden was limited has expired. A continuation of it 
is in the contemplation of the Swedish Government, and is believed to 
be desirable on the part of the United States. It has been proposed 
by the King of Sweden that pending the negotiation of renewal the 
expired treaty should be mutually considered as still in force, a measure 
which will require the sanction of Congress to be carried into effect on 
our part, and which I therefore recommend to your consideration. 
With Prussia, Spain, Portugal, and, in general, all the European pow-
ers between whom and the United States relations of friendly intercourse 
have existed their condition has not materially varied since the last ses-
sion of Congress. I regret not to be able to say the same of our commer-
cial intercourse with the colonial possessions of Great Britain in America. 
Negotiations of the highest importance to our common interests have 
been for several years in discussion between the two Governments, and 
on the part of the United States have been invariably pursued in the 
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spirit of candor and conciliation. Interests of great magnitude and deli-
cacy had been adjusted by the conventions of 1815 and r8r8, while that 
of 1822, mediated by the late Emperor Alexander, had promised a satis-
factory compromise of claims which the Government of the United States, 
in justice to the rights of a numerous class of their citizens, was bound 
to sustain. But with regard to the commercial intercourse between the 
United States and the British colonies in America, it has been hitherto 
found impracticable to bring the parties to an understanding satisfactory 
to both. The relative geographical positio~ and the respective products 
of nature cultivated by human industry had constituted the elements of 
a commercial intercourse between the United States and British Amer-
ica, insular and continental, important to the inhabitants of both coun-
tries; but it had been interdicted by Great Britain upon a principle here-
tofore practiced upon by the colonizing nations of Europe, of holding 
the trade of their colonies each in exclusive monopoly to herself. After 
the termination of the late war this interdiction had been revived, and the 
British Government declined including this portion of our intercourse 
with her possessions in the negotiation of the convention of r8r5. The 
trade was then carried on exclusively in British vessels till the act of Con-
gress, concerning navigation, of 1818 and the supplemental act of 1820 
met the interdict by a corresponding measure on the lpart of the United 
States. These measures, not of retaliation, but of necessary self-defense, 
were soon succeeded by an act of Parliament opening certain colonial 
ports to the vessels of the United States coming directly from them, and 
to the importation from them of certain articles of our produce burdened 
with heavy duties, and excluding some of the most valuable articles of 
our exports. The United States opened their ports to British vessels 
from the colonies upon terms as exactly corresponding with those of the 
act of Parliament as in the relative position of the parties could be made, 
and a negotiation was commenced by mutual consent, with the hope on 
our part that a reciprocal spirit of accommodation and a common senti-
ment of the importance of the trade to the interests of the inhabitants of 
the two countries between whom it must be carried on would ultimately 
bring the parties to a compromise with which both might be satisfied. 
With this view the Government of the United States had determined 
to sacrifice something of that entire reciprocity which in all commercial 
arrangements with foreign powers they are entitled to demand, and to 
acquiesce in some inequalities disadvantageous to ourselves rather than 
to forego the benefit of a final and permanent adjustment of this interest 
to the satisfaction of Great Britain herself. The negotiation, repeatedly 
su pended by accidental circumstances, was, however, by mutual agree-
ment and expre assent, con idered as pending and to be speedily re-
sumed. In the meantime another act of Parliament, sc doubtful and 
ambiguous in its import as to have been misunderstood b the offic 
in the colonies who were to carry it into execution, opens again certain 
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colonial ports upon new conditions and terms, with a threat to close them 
against any nation which may not accept those terms as prescribed by the 
British Government. This act, passed in July, 1825, not communicated 
·to the Government of the United States, not understood by the British 
officers of the customs in the colonies ·where it was to be enforced, was 
nevertheless submitted to the consideration of Congress at their last ses-
sion. With the knowledge that a negotiation upon the subject had long 
been in progress and pledieS given of its resumption at an early day,, it 
was deemed expedient to await the result of that negotiation rather than 
to subscribe implicitly to · terms the import of which was tiot clear and 
which the British authorities themselves in this hemisphere were not 
prepared to explain. 
Immediately after the close of the last session of Congress one of our 
most distinguished citizens was dispatched as envoy extraordinary and 
minister plenipotentiary to Great Britain, furnished with instructions 
which we conld not doubt 'Yould lead to a conclusion of this long-contro-
verted interest upon terms acceptable to Great Britain. Upon his arrival, 
and before he had delivered his letters of credence, he was met by an 
order of the British council excluding from and after the 1st of December 
now current the vessels of the United States from all the colonial British 
ports excepting those immediately bordering on our territories. In answer 
to his expostulations upon a measure thus unexpected he is informed 
that according to the ancient maxims of policy of European nations hav-
ing colonies their trade is an exclusive possession of the mother country; 
that all participation in it by other nations is a boon or favor not form-
ing a subject of negotiation, but to be regulated by the legislative acts of 
the power owning the colony; that the British Government therefore 
declines negotiating concerning it, and that as the United States did not 
focthwith accept purely and simply the terms offered by the act of Par-
liament of July, 1825, Great Britain would not now admit the vessels 
of the United States even upon the terms on which she has opened them 
to the navigation of other nations. 
We have been accustomed to consider the trade which we have enjoyed 
with the British colonies rather as an interchange of mutual benefits than 
as a mere favor received; that under every circumstance we have given 
an ample equivalent. We have seen every other nation holding colonies 
negotiate with other nations and grant them freely admission to the colo- · 
nies by treaty, and so far are the other colonizing nations of Europe now 
from refusing to negotiate for trade with their colonies that we ourselves 
have secured access to the colonies of more than one of them by treaty. 
The refusal, howeverr of Great Britain to negotiate leaves to the United 
States no other alternative than that of regulating or interdicting alto-
gether the trade on their part, according as either measure may affect 
the interests of our own country, and with that exclusive object I would 
recommend the whole subject to your calm and candid deliberations. 
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It is hoped that our unavailing exertions to accomplish a cordial good 
understanding on this interest will not have an unpropitious effect upon 
the other great topics of discussion between the two Governments. Our 
northeastern and northwestern boundaries are still unadjusted. The 
commissioners under- the seventh article of the treaty of Ghent have 
nearly come to the close of their labors; nor can we renounce the expec-
tation, enfeebled as it is, that they may agree upon their report to the 
satisfaction or acquiescence of both parties. The commission for liqui-
dating the claims for indemnity for slaves carried away after the close of 
the war has been sitting, with doubtful prospects of success. Proposi-
tions of compromise have, however, passed between the two Governments, 
the result of which we flatter ourselves may yet prove satisfactory. Our 
own dispositions and purposes toward Great Britain are all friendly and 
conciliatory; nor can we abandon but with strong reluctance the belief 
that they will ultimately meet a return, not of favors, which we neither 
ask nor desire, but of equal reciprocity and good will. 
With the American Governments of this hemisphere we continue to 
maintain an intercourse altogether friendly, and between their nations 
and ours that commercial interchange of which mutual benefit is the 
source and mutual comfort and harmony the result is in a continual 
state of improvement. The war between Spain and them since the total 
expulsion of the Spanish military force from their continental territories 
has been little more than nominal, and their internal tranquillity, though 
occasionally menaced by the agitations which civil wars never fail to leave 
behind them, has not been affected by any serious calamity. 
The congress of ministers from several of those nations which assem-
bled at Panama, after a short session there, adjourned to meet again at a 
more favorable season in the neighborhood of Mexico. The decease of 
one of our ministers on his way to the Isthmus, and the impediments of 
the season, which delayed the departure of the other, deprived us of the 
advantage of being represented at the first meeting of the congress. There 
is, however, no reason to believe that any of the transactions of the con-
gress were of a nature to affect injuriously the interests of the United 
States or to require the interposition of our ministers had they been 
present. Their absence has, indeed, deprived us of the opportunity of 
possessing precise and authentic information of the treaties which were 
concluded at Panama; and the whole result has confirmed me in the con-
viction of the expediency to the United States of being represented at the 
congress. The surviving member of the mission, appointed during your 
last session, has accordingly proceeded to his destination, and a successor 
to his distinguished and lamented a sociate will be nominated to the en-
ate. A treaty of amity, navigation, and commerce has in the cour o· 
the last summer been concluded by our mini ter plenipotentiary at • 1ex-
ico with the united states of that Confederacy, hich will also be lai 
before the enate for their advice with regard to its ratification. 
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In adverting to the present condition of our fiscal concerns and to the 
prospects of our revenue the first remark that calls our attention is that 
they are less exuberantly prosperous than they were at the correspond-
ing period of the last year. The severe shock so extensively sustained 
by the commercial and manufacturing interests in Great Britain has not 
been without a perceptible recoil upon ourselves. A reduced importation 
from abroad is necessarily succeeded by a reduced return to the Treasury 
at home. The net revenue of the present year will not equal that of the 
last, and the receipts of that which is to come will fall short of those 
in the current year. The diminution, however, is in part attributable to 
the flourishing condition of some of our domestic manufactures, and so 
far is compensated by an equivalent more profitable to the nation. It is 
also highly gratifying to perceive that the deficiency in the revenue, while 
it scarcely exceeds the anticipations of the last year's estimate from the 
Treasury, ha.snot interrupted the application of more than eleven millions 
during the present year to the discharge of the principal and interest of 
the debt, nor the reduction of upward of seven millions of the capital of 
the debt itself. The balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January last 
was $5 ,201,650.43; the receipts from that time to the 30th of September 
last were $19,585,932.50; the receipts of the current quarter, estimated 
at $6,000,000, yield, with the sums already received, a revenue of about 
twenty-five millions and a half for the year; the expenditures for the 
three first quarters of the year have amounted to $18,714,226.66; the 
expenditures of the current quarter are expected, including the two mil-
lions of the principal of the debt to be paid, to balance the receipts; so 
that the expenses of the year, amounting to upward of a million less than 
its income, will leave a proportionally increased balance in the Treasury 
on the 1st of January, 1827, over that of the 1st of January last; instead 
of $5,200,000 there will be $6,400,000. 
The amount of duties secured on merchandise imported from the com-
mencement of the year till September 30 is estimated at $21,250,000, and 
the amount that will probably accrue during the present quarter is esti-
mated at $4, 250,000, making for the whole year $25,500,000, from which 
the drawbacks being deducted will leave a clear revenue from the cus-
toms receivable in the year 1827 of about $20,400,000, which, with the 
sums to be received from the proceeds of public lands, the bank dividends, 
and other incidental receipts, will form an aggregate of about $23,000,000, 
a sum falling short of the whole expenses of the present year little more 
than the portion of those expenditures applied to the discharge of the 
public debt beyond the annual appropriation of $rn,ooo,ooo by the act of 
the 3d March, 1817. At the passage of that act the public debt amounted 
to$123,500,ooo. On the 1st of Januarynextitwill be short of $74,000,000. 
In the lapse of these ten years $50,000,000 of public debt, with the an-
nual charge of upward of $3,000,000 of interest upon them, have been 
extinguished. At the; passage of that act, of the annual appropriation 
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of ten millions seven were absorbed in the payment of interest, and not 
more than three millions went to reduce the capital of the debt. Of the 
same ten millions, at this time scarcely four are applicable to the interest, 
and upward of six are effective in melting down the capital. Yet our 
experience has proved that a revenue consisting so largely of imposts and 
tonnage ebbs and flows to an extraordinary extent, with all the fluctua-
tions incident to the general commerce of the world. It is within our 
recollection that even in the compass of the same last ten years the re-
ceipts of the Treasury were not adequate to the expenditures of the year, 
and that in two successive years it was found necessary to resort to loans 
to meet the engagements of the nation. The returning tides of the suc-
ceeding years replenished the public coffers until they have again begun 
to feel the vicissitude of a decline. To produce these alternations of full-
ness and exhaustion the relative operation of abundant or unfruitful sea-
sons, the regulations of foreign governments, political revolutions, the 
prosperous or decaying condition of manufactures, commercial specula-
tions, and many other causes, not always to be traced, variously combine. 
We have found the alternate swells and diminutions embracing periods 
of from two to three years. The last period of depression to us was from 
1819 to 1822. The corresponding revival was from 1823 to the com· 
mencement of the present year. Still, we have no cause to apprehend & 
depression comparable to that of the former period, or even to anticipate 
a deficiency which will in trench upon the ability to apply the annual ten 
millions to the reduction of the debt. It is well for us, however, to be 
admonished of the necessity of abiding by the maxims of the most vigi-
lant economy, and of resorting to all honorable and useful expedients 
for pursuing with steady and inflexible perseverance the total discharge 
of the debt. 
Besides the seven millions of the loans of 1813 which will have been 
discharged in the course of the present year, there are nine millions which 
by the terms of the contracts would have been and are now redeemable. 
Thirteen millions more of the loan of 1814 will become redeemable from 
and after the expiration of the present month, and nine other millions 
from and after the close of the ensuing year. They constitute a mass of 
$3r,ooo,ooo, all bearing an interest of 6 per cent, more than twenty mil-
lions of which will be immediately redeemable, and the rest within little 
more than a year. Leaving of this amount fifteen millions to continue 
at t :i.e juterest of 6 per cent, but to be paid off as far as shall be found 
practicable in the years 1827 and 1828, there is scarcely a doubt that the 
remaining sixteen millions might within a few months be discharged by 
a loan at not exceeding 5 per cent, redeemable in the years 1829 and 1 30. 
By this operation a sum of nearly half a million of dollar may be saved 
to the nation, and the discharge of the whole thirty-one millions wit · 
the four years may be greatly facilitated if not wholly accomplished. 
By an act of Congress of 3d Marc1'. r815 a loan for the p no 
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referred to, or a subscription to stock, was authorized, at an interest not 
exceeding 4Yz per cent. But at that time so large a portion of the float-
ing capital of the country was absorbed in commercial speculations and 
so little was left for investment in the stocks that the measure was but 
partially successful. At the last session of Congress the condition of the 
funds was still unpropitious to the measure; but the change so soon 
afterwards occurred that, had the authority existed to redeem the nine 
millions now redeemable by an exchange of stocks or a loan at 5 per cent, 
it is morally certain that it might have been effected, and with it a yearly 
saving of $90,000. · 
With regard to the collection of the revenue of imposts, certain occur-
rences have within the last year been disclosed in one or two of our prin-
cipal ports, which engaged the attention of Congress at their last session 
and may hereafter require further consideration. Until within a very 
few years the execution of the laws for raising the revenue, like that of 
all our other laws, has been insured more by the moral sense of the com-
munity than by the rigors of a jealous precautio_n or by penal sanctions. 
Confiding in the exemplary punctuality and unsullied integrity of our 
importing merchants, a gradual relaxation from the provisions of the col-
lection laws, a close adherence to which would have caused inconvenience 
and expense to them, had long become habitual, and indulgences had 
been extended universally because they had never been abused. It may 
be worthy of your serious consideration whether some further legislative 
provision may not be necessary to come in aid of this state of unguarded 
security. 
From the reports herewith communicated of the Secretaries of War 
and of the Navy, with the subsidiary documents annexed to them, will 
be discovered the present condition and administration of our military 
establishment on the land and on the sea. The organization of the Army 
having undergone no change since its reduction to the present peace 
establishment in 1821, it remains only to observe that it is yet found 
adequate to all the purposes for which a permanent armed force in time 
of peace can be needed or useful. It may be proper to add that, from 
a difference of opinion between the late President of the United States 
and the Senate with regard to the construction of the act of Congress 
of 2d March, 1821, to reduce and fix the military peace establishment 
of the United States, it remains hitherto so far without execution that 
no colonel has been appointed to command one of the regiments of artil-
lery. A supplementary or explanatory act of the Legislature appears 
to be the only expedient practicable for removing the difficulty of this 
appointment. · 
In a period of profound peace the conduct of the mere military estab-
lishment forms but a very inconsiderable portion of the duties devolving 
upon the administration of the Department of War. It will be seen by 
the returns from the subordinate departments of the Army that every 
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branch of the service is marked with order, regularity, and discipline; 
that from the commanding general through all the gradations of super-
intendence the officers feel themselves to have been citizens before they 
were soldiers, and that the glory of a republican army must consist in the 
spirit of freedom, by which it is animated, and of patriotism, by which 
it is impelled. It may be confidently stated that the moral character 
of the Army is in a state of continual improvement, and that all the 
arrangements for the disposal of its parts have a constant reference to 
that end. 
But to the War Department are attributed other duties, having, indeed, 
relation to a future possible condition of war, but being purely defensive, 
and in their tendency contributing rather to the security and permanency 
of peace-the erection of the fortifications provided for by Congress, and 
adapted to secure our shores from hostile invasion; the distribution of 
the fund of public gratitude and justice to the pensioners of the Revolu-
tionary war; the maintenance of our relations of peace and of protection 
with the Indian tribes, and the internal improvements and surveys for 
the location of roads and canals, which during the last three sessions of 
Congress have engaged so much of their attention, and may engross so 
large a share of their future benefactions to our country. 
By the act of the 30th of April, 1824, suggested and approved by my 
predecessor, the sum of $30,000 was appropriated for the purpose of caus-
ing to be made the necessary surveys, plans, and estimates of the routes 
of such roads and canals as the President of the United States might 
deem of national importance in a commercial or military point of view, 
or necessary for the transportation of the public mail. The surveys, plans, 
and estimates for each, when completed, will be laid before Congress. 
In ex~cution of this act a board of engineers was immediately insti-
tuted, and have been since most assiduously and constantly occupied in 
carrying it into effect. The first object to which their labors were 
directed, by order of the late President, was the examination of the coun-
try between the tide waters of the Potomac, the Ohio, and Lake Erie, to 
ascertain the practicability of a communication between them, to desig-
nate the most suitable route for the same, and to form plans and estimates 
in detail of the expense of execution. 
On the 3d of February, 1825, they made their first report, which was 
immediately communicated to Congress, and in which they declared that 
having maturely considered the circumstances observed by them person· 
ally, and carefully studied the results of such of the preliminary un·ey'" 
as were then completed, they were decidedly of opinion that the commu· 
nication was practicable. 
At the last session of Congress, before the board of engineers were 
enabled to make up their econd report containing a general plan an 
preparatory estimate for the work, the Committee of the House of Rep-
resentatives upon Roa,ds and Cana.ls closed the s ion with a r 
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expressing the hope that the plan and estimate of the board of engineers 
might at this time be prepared, and that the subject be referred to the 
early and favorable consideration of Congress at their present session.' 
That expected report of the board of engineers is prepared, and will 
forthwith be laid before you. 
Under the resolution of Congress authorizing the Secretary of War 
to have prepared a complete system of cavalry tactics, and a system of 
exercise and instruction of field artillery, for the use of the militia of 
the United States, to be reported to Congress at the present session, a 
board of distinguished officers of the Army and of the militia has been 
convened, whose report will be submitted to you with that of the Secre-
tary of War. The occasion was thought favorable for consulting the same 
board, aided by the results of a correspondence with the governor~ of the 
several States and Territories and other citizens of intelligence and expe-
rience, upon the acknowledged defective condition of our militia system, 
and of the improvements of which it is susceptible. The report of the 
board upon this subject is also submitted for your consideration. 
In the estimates of appropriations for the ensuing year upward of 
$5,000,000 will be submitted for the expenditures to be paid from the 
Department of War. Less than two-fifths of this will be applicable to 
the maintenance and support of the Army. A million and a half, in the 
form of pensions, goes as a scarcely adequate tribute to the services and 
sacrifices of a former age, and a more than equal sum invested in forti-
fications, or for the preparations of internal improvement, provides for 
the quiet, the comfort, and happier existence of the ages to come. The 
appropriations to indemnify those unfortunate remnants of another race 
unable alike to share in the enjoyments and to exist in the presence of 
civilization, though swelling in recent years to a magnitude burdensome 
to the Treasury, are generally not without their equivalents in profitable 
value, or serve to discharge the Union from engagements more burden-
some than debt. 
In like manner the estimate of appropriations for the Navy Department 
will present an aggregate sum of upward of $3,000,000. About one-half 
of these, however, covers the current expenditures of the Navy in actual 
service, and one-half constitutes a fund of national property, the pledge 
of our future glory and defense. It was scarcely one short year after the 
close of the late war, and when the burden of its expenses and charges 
was weighing heaviest upon the country, that Congress, by the act of 
29th April, 1816, appropriated $1,000,000 annually for eight.years to the 
gradual increase of the Navy. At a subsequent period this annual appro-
priation was reduced to half a million for six years, of which the pres-
ent year is the last. A yet more recent appropriation the last two years, 
for building ten sloops of war, has nearly restored the original appropria-
tion of 1816 of a million for every year. The result is before us all. We 
have twelve line-of-battle ships, twenty frigates, and sloops of war in 
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proportion, which, with a few months of preparation, may present a line of 
:floating fortifications along the whole range of our coast ready to meet 
any invader who might attempt to set foot upon our shores. Combining 
with a system of fortifications upon the shores 'themselves, commenced 
about the same time under the auspices of my immediate predecessor, and 
hitherto systematically pursued, it has placed in our possession the most 
effective sinews of war and has left us at once an example and a lesson from 
which our own duties may be inferred. The gradual increase of the Navy 
was the principle of which the act of 29th April, 1816, was the first devel-
opment. It was the introduction of a system to act upon the character 
and history of our country for an indefinite series of ages. It was a dec-
laration of that Congress to their constituents and to posterity that it was 
the destiny and the duty of these confederated States to become in regular 
process of time and by no petty advances a great naval power. That 
which they proposed to accomplish in eight years is rather to be consid-
ered as the measure of their means than the limitation of their design. 
They looked forward for a term of years sufficient for the accomplishment 
of a definite portion of their purpose, and they left to their successors to 
:fill up the canvas of which they had traced the large and prophetic out-
line. The ships of the line and frigates which they had in contemplation 
will be shortly completed. The time which they had allotted for the 
accomplishment of the work has more than elapsed. It remains for your 
consideration how their successors may contribute their portion of toil 
and of treasure for the ben~:fit of the succeeding age in the gradual in-
crease of our Navy. There is perhaps no part of the exercise of the 
constitutional powers of the Federal Government which has given more 
general satisfaction to the people of the Union than this. The system 
has not been thus vigorously introduced and hitherto sustained to be now 
departed from or abandoned. In continuing to provide for the gradual 
increase of the Navy it may'not be necessary or expedient to add for 
the present any more to the number of our ships; but should you deem 
it advisable to continue the yearly appropriation of half a million to the 
same objects, it may be profitably expended in providing a supply of tim-
ber to be seasoned and other materials for future use in the construction 
of docks or in laying the foundations of a school for naval education, as to 
the wisdom of Congress either of those measures may appear to claim the 
preference. 
Of the small portions of this Navy engaged in actual er,rice during the 
peace, quadrons have continued to be maintained in the Pacific Ocean, 
in the e t India seas, and in the Mediterranean, to which has been added 
a small armament to cruise on the eastern coast of South America. In all 
they ha e afforded protection to our commerce, have contributed to make 
our country ad antageously known to foreign nations, have honorably 
employed multitudes of our seamen in the service of their country, and 
ha e inured numbers of youths of the rising generation to lives of Y 
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hardihood and of nautical experience and skill. The piracies with which 
·the West India seas were for several years infested have been totally 
suppressed, but in the Mediterranean they have increased in a manner 
afflictive to other nations, and but for the continued presence of our 
squadron would probably have been distressing to our own. The war 
which has unfortunately broken out between the Republic of Buenos Ayres 
and the Brazilian Government has given rise to very great irregularities 
among the naval officers of the latter, by whom principles in relation to 
blockades and to neutral navigation have been brought forward to which 
we can not subscribe and which our own commanders have found it nec-
essary to resist. From the friendly disposition toward the United States 
constantly manifested by the Emperor of Brazil, and the very useful and 
friendly commercial intercourse between the United States and his domin-
ions, we have reason to believe that the just reparation demanded for the 
injuries sustained by several of our citizens from some·of his officers will 
not be withheld. Abstracts from the recent dispatches of the commanders 
of our several squadrons are communicated with the report of the Secre-
tary of the Navy to Congress. 
A report from the Postmaster-General is likewise communicated, pre-
senting in a highly satisfactory manner the result of a vigorous, efficient, 
and economical administration of that Department. The revenue of the 
office, even of the year including the latter half of 1824 and the first half 
of 1825, had exceeded its expenditures by a sum of more than $45,000. 
That of the succeeding year has been still more productive. The increase 
of the receipts in the year preceding the 1st of July last over that of the 
year before exceeds $136,000, and the excess of the receipts over the 
expenditures of the year has swollen from $45,000 to nearly $80,000. 
During the same period contracts for additional transportation of the 
mail in stages for about 260,000 miles have been made, and for 70,000 
miles annually on horseback. Seven hundred and fo'urteen new post-
offices have been established within the year, and the increase of revenue 
within the last three years, as well as the augmentation of the trans-
portation by mail, is more than equal to the whole amount of receipts 
and of mail conveyance at the commencement of the present century, 
when the seat of the General Government was removed to this place. 
When we reflect that the objects effected by the transportation of the 
mail are among the choicest comforts and enjoyments of social life, it is 
pleasing to observe that the dissemination of them to every corner of our 
country has outstripped in their increase even the rapid march of our pop-
ulation. 
By the treaties with France and Spain, respectively ceding Louisiana 
and the Floridas to the United States, provision was made for the secu-
rity of land titles derived from the Governments of those nations. Some 
progress has been made under the authority of various acts of Congress 
in the ascertainment and establishment of those titles, but claims to a 
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very large extent remain unadjusted. The public faith no less than the 
just rights of individuals and the interest of the community itself ap-
pears to require further provision for the speedy settlement of those 
claims, which I therefore recommend to the care and attention of the 
Legislature. 
In conformity with the provisions of the act of 20th May last, to provide 
for erecting a penitentiary in the District of Columbia, and for other pur-
poses, three commissioners were appointed to select a site for the erection 
of a penitentiary for the District, and also a site in the county of Alex-
andria for a county jail, both of which objects have been effected. The 
building of the penitentiary has been commenced, and is in such a degree 
of forwardness as to promise that it will be completed before the meeting 
of the next Congress. This consideration points to the expediency of 
maturing at the present session a system for the regulation and govern-
ment of the penitentiary, and of defining the class of offenses which shall 
be punishable by confinement in this edifice. 
In closing this communication I trust that it will not be deemed inap-
propriate to the occasion and purposes upon which we are here assem-
bled to indulge a momentary retrospect, combining in a single glance the 
period of our origin as a national confederation with that of our present 
existence, at the precise interval of half a century from each other. Since 
your last meeting at this place the fiftieth anniversary of the day when 
our independence was declared has been celebrated throughout our land, 
and on that day, while every heart was bounding with joy and everJ 
voice was tuned to gratulation, amid the blessings of freedom and inde-
pendence which the sires of a former age had handed down to their 
children, two of the principal actors in that solemn scene-the hand that 
penned the ever-memorable Declaration and the voice that sustained it 
in debate-were by one summons, at the distance of 700 miles from each 
other, called before the Judge of All to account for their deeds done upon 
earth. They departed cheered by the benedictions of their country, to 
whom they left the inheritance of their fame and the memory of their 
bright example. If we turn our thoughts to the condition of their coun-
try, in the contrast of the first and last day of that half century, how 
resplendent and sublime is the transition from gloom to glory! Then 
glancing through the same lapse of time, in the condition of the indi";d-
uals we see the first day marked with the fullness and vigor of youth, in 
the pledge of their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor to the 
cause of freedom and of mankind; and on the last, extended on the bed 
of death, with but sense and sensibility left to breathe a last aspiration o 
Heaven of blessing upon their country, may we not humbly hope a 
to them too it was a pledge of transition from gloom to glory, and a 
hile their mortal vestments were sinking into the clod of the v 
their emancipated spirits were ascending to the bosom of their God. 
JOHN QUI CY AD 
John Qui"ncy Adams 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, .December 7, I826. 
To the Senate and House of' Representatives of' the United States: 
I now transmit a report from the Secretary of War, with that of the 
Board of Engineers of Internal Improvement, concerning the proposed 
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 8, I826. 
To the House of Representati1.,es of' the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of War, with sundry documents, containing the information requested 
by a resolution of the House of the 8th of May last, relating to the lead 
mines belonging to the United States in Illinois and Missouri. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 8, I826. 
To the House of' Representatz'ves of' the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of War, with several documents, containing information required by a res-
olution of the House of the 20th of May last, respecting certain proposed 
donations of land by Indian tribes to any agent or commissiqner of the 
United States. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December I2, I826. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their advice with regard to their 
ratification, the following treaties with Indian tribes: 
I. A treaty made and concluded at the Fond du Lac of Lake Supe-
rior, between Lewis Cass and Thomas L. McKenney, commissioners on 
the part of the United States, and the Chippewa tribe of Indians, on the 
5th of August, 1826. 
2. A treaty made and concluded near the mouth of the Mississinewa, 
upon the Wabash, in the State of Indiana, between Lewis Cass, James B. 
Ray, and John Tipton, commissioners on the part of the United States, 
and the chiefs and warriors of the Potawatamie tribe of Indians, on the 
16th of October, 1826. 
3. A treaty made and concluded near the mouth of the Mississinewa 
. ' 
upon the Wabash, in the State of Indiana, between Lewis Cass, James B. 
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Ray, and John Tipton, commissioners on the part of the United States, 
and the chiefs and warriors of the Miami tribe of Indians, on the 23d of 
October, 1826, 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON,· December I8, I826. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit fo Congress extracts of a letter, received since the com-
mencement of their session, from the minister of the United States at 
London, having relation to the late discussions with the Government of 
Great Britain concerning the trade between the United States and the 
British colonies in America. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 20, I826. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
In the message to both Houses of Congress at the commencement of 
their present session it was intimated that the commission for liquidating 
the claims of our fellow-citizens to indemnity for slaves and other prop-
erty carried away after the close of the late war with Great Britain in 
contravention to the first article of the treaty of Ghent had been sitting 
in this city with doubtful prospects of success, but that propositions had 
recently passed between the two Governments which it was hoped would 
lead to a satisfactory adjustment of that controversy. 
I now transmit to the Senate, for their constitutional consideration and 
advice, a convention signed at London by the plenipotentiaries of the two 
Governments on the 13th of the last month, relating to this object. A 
copy of the convention is at the same time sent, together with a copy of 
the instructions under which it was negotiated and the correspondence 
relating to it. To avoid all delay these documents are now transmitted, 
consisting chiefly of original papers, the return of which is requested. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 22, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
12th instant, requesting information of the measures taken to carry into 
effect the act of Congress of 3d March, 1825, directing a road to be made 
from Little Rock to Cantonment Gibson, in the Territory of A.rkansa~ 
I transmit a report from the Secretary of War, with a letter from e 
Quartermaster-General, containing the information desired by the r -
lution. 
JOH QUI C ADA~ 
John Quz'ncy Adams 
WASHINGTON, December 22, I826. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I communicate to the House of Representatives a report from the Sec-
retary of State, with a copy of the three articles* (marked A) requested by 
the resolution of the House of the 19th instant. The third of those arti-
cles relating to a subject upon which the negotiation between the two 
Governments is yet open, the communication of all the other documents 
relating to it is reserved to a future period, when it may be closed. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: . 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of State, with sundry documents, containing the information requested 
by two resolutions of 'the House of the 15th instant, relating to the pro-
ceedings of the · congress of ministers which assembled last summer at 
Panama. 
The occasion is taken to communicate at the same time two other dis-
patches, from the minister of the United States to the Mexican Confedera-
tion, one of which should have been communicated at the last session of 
Congress but that it was then accidentally mislaid, and the other having 
relation to the same subject. 
DECEMBER 26, 1826. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January IO, I827. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
6th instant, I transmit herewith a report from the Secret~ry of 'State, 
together with copies of the correspondence with the Government of the 
Netherlands, relating to discriminating duties. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January IO, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 20th of May last, 
requesting a detailed statement of the expenditures for the construc-
tion and repair of the Cumberland road, I now transmit a report from 
the Secretary of the Treasury, with the statement requested by the reso-
lution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
' * !eferred to in the protocol ~f the third conference of the American and Brltiih plcniPQten. 
tiancs on February 5, 1824, relating to trade with Great Britain. 
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w ASHINGTON, January IO, z827. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to both Houses of Congress a report from the Secretary 
of the Navy, together with that of the engineer by whom, conformably 
to a joint resolution of the two Houses of the 22d May last, an examina-
tion and survey has been made of a site for a dry dock at the navy-yard 
at Portsmouth, N. H.; Charlestown, Mass.; Brooklyn, N. Y., and Gos-
port, Va. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, January I5, z827. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
20th of May last, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of 
State, touching the impressment of seamen from on board American ves-
sels on the high seas ot elsewhere by the commanders of British or other 
foreign vessels or ships of war since 18th of February, 1815, together 
with such correspondence on the subject as comes within the purview of 
the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, January I5, z827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 2 rst of last month, 
I now transmit a letter from the Secretary of War, with a report from 
the Chief Engineer and a statement of the Third Auditor, shewing the 
amount disbursed of the appropriation made by the act of 24th May, 
1824, to improve the navigation of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, and 
the state and progress of the work contemplated by the appropriation. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January I5, z827. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I communicate to Congress a letter from the Secretary of War, togethe 
with a report of the Chief Engineer, and certain acts of the legi latu e 
of the State of ew York proposing to the Government of the •ni 
States the purchase of the fortifications erected at the expense of e 
tate on Staten Island, ·with the ordnance and other apparatu belo -
ing to or connected with the same. These papers were prepared a 
close of the last session of Congress, at too late a period to be then a 
upon. 
JOHN QUI CY AD 
John Quz'ncy Adams 
WASHINGTON, January I6, I827. 
To the Senate and House of' Representatives of' the United States: 
I communicate to both Houses of Congress copies of a convention 
between the United States and Great Britain, signed on the 13th of 
November last at London by the respective plenipotentiaries of the two 
Governments, for the final settlement and liquidation of certain claims 
of indemnity of citizens of the United States which had arisen under 
the first article of the treaty of Ghent. It having been stipulated by this 
convention that the exchange of the ratifications of the same should be 
made at London, the usual proclamation of it here can only be issued 
when that event shall have taken place, the notice of which can scarcely 
be expected before the close of the present session of Congress. But it 
has been duly ratified on the part of the United States, and by the report 
of the Secretary of State and the accompanying certificate herewith also 
communicated it will be seen that the first half of the stipulated pay-
ment has been made by the minister of His Britannic Majesty residing 
here, ·and has been deposited in the office of the Bank of the United 
States at this place to await the disposal of Congres?. 
I recommend to their consideration the expediency of such legislative 
measures as they may deem proper for the distribution of the sum already 
paid, and of that hereafter to be received, among the claimants who may 
be found entitled to the indemnity. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 17, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the rnth of May last, 
I transmit a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, with a letter from 
the Director of the Mint, shewing the result of the assay of foreign coins 
and the information otherwise relating thereto desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 29, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 23d instant, I 
transmit herewith a report* from the Secretary of State, with the accom-
panying documents. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 29, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
The report from the Commissioner of the General Land Office and 
the accompanying documents herewith transmitted are laid before the 
*Concerning the assembly of American ministers at Tacubaya, Mexico. 
M P-vor. n-24 
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Senate in compliance with their resolution of the 4th of April last, relat-
ing to the public lands of the United States in the States of Missouri and 
Illinois which are unfit for cultivation. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
WAS~IINGTON, February 21 I827. 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 25th ultimo, rela-
tive to the execution of the treaty of the 18th of October, 1820, of Doaks 
Stand with the Choctaw tribe of Indians, I transmit a report from the 
Secretary of War, with a statement from the Office of Indian Affairs, com-
prising so far as it is possessed the information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February J, I827. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
United States of the 9th ultimo, relating to the appointments of charges 
d'a:ffaires and to the commissions and salaries of the ministers and sec-
retary to the mission to Panama, I transmit herewith a report from the 
Secretary of State, with accompanying documents. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 5, I827. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
The report from the Secretary of War and ~ccompanying documents 
herewith transmitted have been prepared in compliance with a resolution 
of the House of Representatives of the 20th of May last, requesting a 
statement of expenditure and other particulars relating to the procure-
ment and properties of the patent rifle. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 5, I827. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I submit to the consideration of Congress a letter from the agent of 
the United States with the Creek Indians, who invoke the protection 
of the Government of the United States in defense of the rights and ter-
ritory secured to that nation by the treaty concluded at \Vashington, and 
ratified on the part 'of the United States on the 22d of April last. 
The complaint set forth in this letter that surveyors from Georgia 
ha e been employed in surveying lands within the Indian Territory, 
secured by that treaty, is authenticated by the information inofficially 
received from other quarters, and there is reason to belie,·e that one o 
more of the surveyors have been arrested in their progress by the Indians. 
Their forbearance, a.nd reliance upon the good faith of the United tatc:s, 
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will, it is hoped, avert scenes of violence and blood which there is other-
wise too much cause to apprehend will result from these proceedings. 
By the fifth section of the act of Congress of the 30th of ·March, 1802, 
to regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes and to preserve 
peace on the frontiers, it is provided that if any citizen of or other per• 
son resident in the United States shall make a settlement on any lands 
belonging or secured or granted by treaty with the United States to any 
Indian tribe, or shall survey, or attempt to survey, such lands, or desig-
nate any of the boundaries by marking trees or otherwise, such offender 
shall forfeit a sum not exceeding $1,000 and suffer imprisonment not 
exceeding twdve months. 
By the sixteenth and seventeenth sections of the same statute two 
distinct processes are prescribed, by either or both of which the above 
enactment may be carried into execution. By the first it is declared to 
be lawful for the military force of the United States to apprehend eve~y 
person found in the Indian country over and beyond the boundary line 
between the United States and the Indian tribes in violation of any of 
the provisions or regulations of the act, and immediately to convey them, 
in the nearest convenient and safe route, to the civil authority of the 
United States in some of the three next adjoining States or districts, to 
be proceede4 against in due course of law. 
By the second it is directed that if any person charged with the vio-
lation of any of the provisions or regulations of the act shall be found 
within any of the United States or either of their territorial districts such 
offender may be there apprehended and brought to trial in the same man-
ner as if such crime or offense had been committed within such State or 
district; and that it shall be the duty of the military force of the United 
States, when called upon by the civil magistrate or any proper officer or 
other person duly authorized for that purpose and having a lawful war-
rant, to aid and assist such magistrate, officer, or other person so author-
ized in arresting such offender and committing him to safe custody for 
trial according to law. 
The first of these processes is adapted to the arrest of the trespasser 
upon Indian territories on the spot and in the act of committing the 
offense; but as it applies the action of the Government of the United 
States to places where the civil process of the law has no authorized 
course, it is committed entirely to the functions of the military force to 
arrest the person of the offender, and after bringing him within the reach 
of the jurisdiction of the courts there to deliver him into custody for trial. 
The second makes the violator of the law amenable only after his offense 
has been consummated, and when he has returned within the civil juris-
diction of the Union. This process, in the first instance, is merely of a 
civil character, but may in like manner be enforced by calling in, if neces-
sary, the aid of the military force. 
nntertaining no doubt that in the present case the resort to either of 
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these modes of process, or to both, was within the discretion of the Execu-
tive authority, and penetrated with the duty of maintaining the rights of 
the Indians as secured both by the treaty and the law, I concluded, after 
full deliberation, to have recourse on this occasion, in the first instance, 
only to the civil process. Instructions have accordingly been given by 
the Secretary of War to the attorney and marshal of the United States 
in the district of Georgia to commence prosecutions against the surveyors 
complained of as having violated the law, while orders have at the same 
time been forwarded to the agent of the United States at once to assure 
the Indians that their rights founded upon the treaty and the law are 
recognized by this Government and will be faithfully protected, and ear-
nestly to exhort them, by the forbearance of every act of hostility on their 
part, to preserve unimpaired that right to protection secured to them by 
the sacred pledge of the good faith of this nation. Copies of these in-
st.ructions and orders are herewith transmitted to Congress. 
In abstaining at this stage of the proceedings from the application of 
any military force I have been governed by considerations which will, I 
trust, meet the concurrence of the Legislature. Among them one of par-
amount importance has been that these surveys have been attempted, and 
partly effected, under color of legal authority from the State of Georgia; 
that the surveyors are, therefore, not to be viewed in the light of indi· 
vidual and solitary transgressors, but as the agents of a sovereign State, 
acting in obedience to authority which they believed to be binding upon 
them. Intimations had been given that should they meet with interrup-
tion they would at all hazards be sustained by the military force of the 
State, in which event, if the military force of the Union should have been 
employed to enforce its violated law, a conflict must have ensued, which 
would itself have inflicted a wound upon the Union and have presented 
the aspect of one of these confederated States at war with the rest. Anx-
ious, above all, to avert this state of things, yet at the same time impressed 
with the deepest conviction of my own duty to take care that the laws 
shall be executed and the faith of the nation preserved, I have used of 
the means intrusted to the Executive for that purpose only those which 
without resorting to military force may vindicate the sanctity of the law 
by the ordinary agency of the judicial tribunals. 
It ought not, however, to be disguised that the act of the legislature of 
Georgia, under the construction given to it by the governor of that State, 
and the surveys made or attempted by his authority beyond the boundary 
secured by the treaty of Washington of April last to the Creek Indians, 
are in direct violation of the supreme law of this land, set forth in a treaty 
which has received all the sanctions provided by the Constitution which 
e have been sworn to support and maintain. 
Happily distributed as the sovereign powers of the people of this nion 
have been b tween their General and tate Government , their hi tory 
has already too oft n pre ented collisions between these divided authori•. 
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ties with regard to the extent of their respective powers. No instance, 
however, has hitherto occurred in which this collision has been urged into 
a. conflict of actual force. No other case is known to have happened in 
which the application of military force by the Government of the Union 
has been prescribed for the enforcement of a law the violation of which 
has within any single State been prescribed by a legislative act of the 
State. In the present instance it is my duty to say that if the legisla-
tive and executive authorities of the State of Georgia should persevere in 
acts of encroachment upon the territories secured by a solemn treaty to 
the Indians, and the laws of the Union remain unaltered, a superadded 
obligation even higher than that of human authority will compel the 
Executive of the United States to enforce the laws and fulfill the duties 
of the nation by all the force committed for that purpose to his charge. 
That the arm of military force will be resorted to only in the event of the 
failure of all other expedients provided by the laws, a pledge has been 
given by the forbearance to employ it at this time. It is submitted to the 
wisdom of Congress to determine whether any further act of legislation 
may be necessary· or expedient to meet the emergency which these trans-
actions may produce. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 8, I827. 
To the Senate o.f the Unz'ted States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their advice with regard to its ratification, a 
treaty between the United States and the Mexican Confederation, signed 
by the plenipotentiaries of the respective Governments on the roth of 
July last. It will be seen by its terms that if ni.tified by both parties 
the ratifications are to be exchanged at this city on or before the roth 
day of next month. The ratification on the part of the Government of 
Mexico has not yet been received, though it has probably before this 
been effected. To avoid all unnecessary delay the treaty is now commu-
nicated to the Senate, that it may receive all the deliberation which, in 
their wisdom, it may require, without pressing upon their time at a near 
approach to the close of their session. Should they advise and consent 
to its ratification, that measure will still be withheld until the ratifica-
tion by the Mexican Government shall have been ascertained. A copy 
of the treaty is likewise transmitted, together with the documents apper-
taining to the negotiation. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 8, I827. 
To the Senate and House o.f Representatz'ves o.f the Unz'ted States: 
I communicate to Congress copies of a letter from the governor of the 
State of Georgia, received since my message of the 5th instant, and of 
inclosures received with it, further confirmative of the facts stated in 
_that message.* 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
*Relating to the conflicting claims of Georgia and the Creek Indians to lands in Georgia. 
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WASHINGTON, February r6, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, 
with statements prepared at the Register's and General Land Office, in 
compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the roth of May last, in 
relation to the purchase and sales of the public lands since the declara-
tion of independence. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February r9, r827-
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to both Houses of Congress copies of the following treaties, 
which have been ratified by and with the consent of the Senate: 
1. A treaty with the Chippewa tribe of Indians, signed at the Fond du 
Lac of Lake Superior on the 5th of August, 1826. 
2. A treaty with the Potawatamie tribe of Indians, signed on the 16th 
of October, 1826, near the mouth of the Mississinawa, upon the Wabash, 
in the State of Indiana. 
3. A treaty with the Miami tribe of Indians, signed at the same place 
on the 23d of October, 1826. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 24, r827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration, a conveyance by 
treaty from the Seneca tribe of Indians to Robert Troup, Thomas L. 
Ogden, and Benjamin W. Rogers, in the presence of Oliver Forward, 
commissioner of the United States for holding the said treaty, and of 
Nathaniel Gorham, superintendent in behalf of the State of Massachu-
setts. A letter from the grantees of this conveyance and a report of the 
Superintendent of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of War, relating to 
this instrument, are also transmitted· and with regard to the approval 
or ratification of the treaty itself, it i~ submitted to the Senate for their 
advice and consent. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, February 28, r827. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secretary 
of War, with sundry documents, containing statements requested by a 
resolution of the House of Representatives of the 9th of January, relat-
ing to the Artillery School of Practice at Fortress Monroe. 
JOHN QUI CY ADA S. 
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WASHINGTON, March 2, z827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secre_tary of the Treasury, 
with sundry documents, containing the information requested by a reso-
lution of the Senate of the 20th of April last, relating to the security 
taken of the late surveyor-general of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas, 
and of the late receiver of public i:noneys in the western district of Mis-
souri, and to the sums for which they were respectively defaulters; also 
the sums due by each of the late directors of the Bank of Missouri to the 
United States, and to the measures taken for obtaining or enforcing pay-
ment of the same. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 2, z827. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to both Houses of Congress copies of communications re-
ceived yesterday by the Secretary of War from the governor of Georgia 
and from Lieutenant Vinton.* 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
PROCLAMATIONS. 
Bv THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by the sixth section of an act of Congress entitled "An act 
to regulate the commercial intercourse between the United States and 
certain British colonial ports,'' which was approved on the 1st day of 
March, A. D. 1823, it is enacted '' that this act, unless repealed, altered, or 
amended by Congress, shall be and continue in force so long as the above-
enumerated British colonial ports shall be open to the admission of the 
vessels of the United States, conformably to the provisions of the British 
act of Parliament of the 24th of June last, being the forty-fourth chapter 
of the acts of the third year of George IV; but if at any time the trade 
and intercourse between the United States and all or any of the above-
enumerated British colonial ports authorized by the said act of Parlia-
ment should be prohibited by a British order in council or by act of 
Parliament, then, from the day of the date of such order in council or 
act of Parliament, or from the time that the same shall commence to be 
in force, proclamation to that ~ffect having been mad~ by the President 
of the United States, each and every provision of this act, so far as the 
• Relatini to the conflictit1g claimll of Georgia aucl the Cree1' lp.dians to lanqs in Georgi~. 
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same shall apply to the intercourse between the United States and the 
above-enumerated British colonial ports in British vessels, shall cease to 
operate in their favor, and each and every provision of the 'Act concern-
ing navigation,' approved on the 18th of April, 1818, and of the act sup-
plementary thereto, approved on the 15th of May, 1820, shall revive and 
be in full force; '' and 
Whereas by an act of the British Parliament which passed on the 5th 
day of July, A. D. 1825, entitled "An act to. repeal the several laws 
relating to the customs," the said act of Parliament of the 24th of June, 
1822, was repealed; and by another act of the British Parliament, passed 
on the 5th day of July, A. D. 1825, in the sixth year of the reign of 
George IV, entitled "An act to regulate the trade of the British posses-
sions abroad;" and by an order of His Britannic Majesty in council, 
bearing date the 27t4 of July, 1826, the trade and intercourse authorized 
by the aforesaid act of Parliament of the 24th of June, 1822, between the 
United States and the greater part of the said British colonial ports therein 
enumerated, have been prohibited upon and from the rst day of Decem-
ber last past, and the contingency has thereby arisen on which the Pres-
ident of the United States was authorized by the sixth section aforesaid 
of the act of Congress of the rst March, 1823, to issue a proclamation to 
the effect therein mentioned: 
Now, therefore, I, John Quincy Adams, President of the United States 
of America, do hereby declare and pro~laim that the trade and intercourse 
authorized by the said act of Parliament of the 24th of June, 1822, be-
tween the United States and the British colonial ports enumerated in the 
aforesaid act of Congress of the rst of March, 1823, have been and are, 
upon and from the rst day of December, 1826, by the aforesaid two several 
acts of Parliament of the 5th of July, 1825, and by the aforesaid British 
order in council of the 27th day of July, 1826, prohibited. 
Given under my hand, at the ·· city of Washington, this 17th day of 
March, A. D. 1827, and the fifty-first year of the Independence of the 
United States. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
By the President: 
H. CLAY, 
Secretary of State. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMATIO . 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the ith of 
January 1824, entitled "An act concerning discriminating duties of ton-
nage and impost,'' it is provided that upon satisfactory evidence beinu 
gi en to the President of the United States by the government of an_: 
foreign nation that no discrim.inatin duties of tonnag-e or im_post ar 
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imposed or levied within the ports of the said nation upon vessels wholly 
belonging to citizens of the United States or upon merchandise the prod-
uce or manufacture thereof imported in the same, the President is thereby 
authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign discrimi-
nating duties of tonnage and impost within the United States are and 
shall be suspended and discontinued so far as respects the vessels of the 
said nation and the merchandise of its produce or manufacture imported 
into the United States in the same, the said suspension to take effect 
from the time of such notification being given to the President of the 
United States and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of 
. vessels belonging to citizens of the United States and merchandise as 
aforesaid therein laden shall be continued, and no longer; and 
Whereas satisfactory evidence was given to the President of the United 
States on the 30th day of May last by Count Lucchesi, consul-general 
of His Holiness the Pope, that all foreign and discriminating duties of 
tonnage and impost within the dominions of His Holiness, so far as 
respected the vessels of the United States and the merchandise of their 
produce or manufacture imported in the same, were suspended and dis-
continued: 
Now, therefore, I, John Quincy Adams, President of the United States, 
conformably to the fourth section of the act · of Congress aforesaid, do 
hereby proclaim and declare that the foreign discriminating duties of 
tonnage and impost within the United States are and shall be suspended 
and discontinued so far as respects the vessels of the subjects of His Holi-
ness the Pope and the merchandise of the produce or manufacture of his 
dominions imported into the United States in the same, the said suspen-
sion to take effect from the 30th of May aforesaid and to continue so long 
as the reciprocal exemption of vessels belonging to citizens of the United 
States and merchandise as aforesaid therein laden shall be continued, and 
no longer. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 7th day of June, 
A. D. 1827, and of the Independence of the United States the fifty-first. 
By the President: 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
H. eLAY, 
Secretary of State. 
Bv THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas Willis Anderson, of the County of Alexandria, in the District 
of (;olumbia, is charged with having recently murdered Gerrard Arnold, 
late of the said county; and 
Wh~reas it is rel?resented tq me th~t the said Willis Ande:i;sqn };1,a~ 
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absconded and secretes himself, so that he can not be apprehended and 
brought to justice for the offense of which he is so charged; and 
Whereas the apprehension and trial of the said Willis Anderson is an 
example due to justice and humanity, and would be every way salutary 
in its influence: 
Now, therefore, I have thought :fit to issue this my proclamation, hereby 
exhorting the citizens of the United States, and particularly those of this 
District, and requiring all officers, according to their respective stations, 
to use their utmost endeavors to apprehend and bring the said Willis 
Anderson to justice for the atrocious crime with which he stands charged 
as aforesaid; and I dd moreover offer a reward of $250 for the apprehen-
sion of the said Willis Anderson and his delivery to an officer or officers 
of justice in the county aforesaid, so that he may be brought to trial for 
the murder aforesaid and be otherwise dealt with according to law. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto signed my name and caused the 
seal of the United States to be affixed to these presents. 
[SEAL.] Done at Washington, this 10th day of September, A. D. 1827, 
and of the Independence of the United States the :fifty-second. 
J. Q. ADAMS. 
By the President: 
H. CLAY, 
. Secretary of State. 
THIRD ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, December ,f., I827. 
Fellow-Cz'tz'.zens of the Senate and of the House o.f Representatz'ves: 
A revolution of the seasons has nearly been completed since the rep-
resentatives of the people and States of this Union were -last assembled 
at this place to deliberate and to act upon the common important inter-
ests of their constituents. In that interval the never-slumbering eye of 
a wise and beneficent Providence has continued its guardian care oyer 
the welfare of our beloved country; the blessing of health has continued 
generally to prevail throughout the land; the blessing of peace with our 
brethren of the human race has been enjoyed without interruption; inter-
nal quiet has left our fellow-citizens in the full enjoyment of all their 
rights and in the free exercise of all their faculties, to pursue the impulse 
of their nature and the obligation of their duty in the improvement o· 
their o n condition; the productions of the soil, the exchanges of co -
merce, the ivifying labors of human industry have combined to min e 
in our cup a portion of enjoyment as large and liberal a the indulge 
of H aven has p rhaps er granted to the imperfect state of man u 
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earth; and as the purest of human felicity consists in its participation 
with others, it is no small addition to the sum of our national happiness 
at this time that peace and prosperity prevail to a degree seldom expe-
rienced over the whole habitable globe, presenting, though as yet with 
painful exceptions, a foretaste of that blessed period of promise when the 
lion shall lie down with the lamb and wars shall be no more. To pre-
serve, to improve, and to perpetuate the sources and to direct in their 
most effective channels the ·streams which contribute to the public weal 
is the purpose for which Government was instituted. Objects of deep 
importance to the welfare of the Union are constantly recurring to demand 
the attention of the Federal Legislature, and they call with accumulated 
interest at the first meeting of the two Houses after their periodical reno-
vation. To present to their consideration from time to time subjects in 
which the interests of the nation are most deeply involved, and for the 
regulation of which the legislative will is alone competent, is a duty pre-
scribed by the Constitution, to the performance of which the first meet-
ing of the new Congress is a period eminently appropriate, and which it 
is now my purpose to discharge. 
Our relations of friendship with the other nations of the earth, political 
and commercial, have been preserved unimpaired, and the opportunities 
to improve them have been cultivated with anxious and unremitting atten-
tion. A negotiation upon subjects of high and delicate interest with the 
Government of Great Britain has terminated in the adjustment of some 
of the questions at issue upon satisfactory terms and the postponement of 
others for future discussion and· agreement.· The purposes of the con-
vention concluded at St. Petersburg on the 12th day of July, 1822, under 
the mediation of the late Emperor Alexander, have been carried into effect 
by a subsequent convention, concluded at London on the 13th.of Novem-
ber, 1826, the ratifications of which were exchanged at that place on the 
6th day of February last. A copy of the proclamation issued on the 19th 
day of March last, publishing this convention, is herewith communicated 
to Congress. The sum of $1,204,960, therein stipulated to be paid to the 
claimants of indemnity under the first article of the treaty of Ghent, has 
been duly received, and the commission instituted, comformably to the 
act of Congress of the 2d of March last, for the distribution of the indem-
nity to the persons entitled to receive it are now in session and approach-
ing the consummation of their labors. This final disposal of one of the 
most painful topics of collision between the United States and Great 
Britain not only affords an occasion of gratulation to ourselves, but has 
had the happiest effect in promoting a friendly disposition and in sof-
tening asperities upon other objects of discussion; nor ought it to p:iss 
without the tribute of a frank and cordial acknowledgment of the mag-
nanimity with which an honorable nation, by the reparation of their own 
wrongs, achieves a triumph more glorious than any field of blood can ever 
bestow. 
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The conventions of 3d July, 1815, and of 20th October, 1818, will ex-
pire by their own limitation on the 20th of October, 1828. These haye 
regulated the direct commercial intercourse between the United States 
and Great Britain upon terms of the most perfect reciprocity; and they 
effected a temporary compromise of the respective rights and claims to 
territory westward of the Rocky Mountains. These arrangements have 
been continued for an indefinite period of time after the expiration of the 
above-mentioned conventions, leaving each party the liberty of terminat-
ing them by giving twelve months' notice to the other. The radical prin-
ciple of all commercial intercourse between independent nations is the 
mutual interest of both parties. It is the vital spirit of trade itself; nor 
can it be reconciled to the nature of man or to the primary laws of human 
society that any traffic should long be willingly pursued of which all the 
advantages are on one side and all the burdens on the other. Treaties of 
commerce have been found by experience to be among the most effective 
instruments for promoting peace and harmony between nations whose 
interests, exclusively considered on either side, are brought into frequent 
collisions by competition. In framing such treaties it is the duty of each 
party not simply to urge with unyielding pertinacity that which suits its 
own interest, but to concede liberally to that which is adapted to the in-
terest of the other. To accomplish this, little more is generally required 
than a simple observance of the rule of reciprocity, and were it possible 
for the statesmen of one nation by stratagem and management to obtain 
from the weakness or ignorance of another an overreaching treaty, such 
a compact would prove an incentive to war rather than a bond of peace. 
Our conventions with Great Britain are founded upon the principles of 
reciprocity. The commercial intercourse between the two countries is 
greater in magnitude and amount than between any two other nations on 
the globe. It is for all purposes of benefit or advantage to both as pre-
cious, and in all probability far more extensive, than if the parties were 
still constituent parts of one and the same nation. Treaties between such 
States, regulating the intercourse of peace between them and adjusting 
interests of such transcendent importance to both, which have been found 
in a long experience of years mutually advantageous, should not be lightly 
canceled or discontinued. Two conventions for continuing in force those 
above mentioned have been concluded between the plenipotentiaries of 
the two Governments on the 6th of August last, and will be forthwith 
laid before the Senate for the exercise of their constitutional authority 
concerning them. 
In the execution of the treaties of peace of November, 1782, and Sep-
tember, 1783, between the United States and Great Britain, and which 
terminated the war of our independence, a line of boundary was dra 
as the demarcation of territory between the two countries, extendin 
o er near 20 degrees of latitude, and ranging over seas, lakes and mou · 
tains, then very imp rfectly explore.d and scarcely opened to the geo-
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graphical knowledge of the age. In the progress of discovery and set-
tlement by both parties since that time several questions of bouna.ary 
between their respective territories have arisen, which have been found 
of exceedingly difficult adjustment. At the close of the last war with 
Great Britain four of these questions pressed themselves upon the con-
sideration of the negotiators of the treaty of Ghent, but , without the 
means of concluding a definitive arrangement concerning them. They 
were referred to three separate commissions consisting of two commis-
sioners, one appointed by each party, to examine and decide upon their 
respective claims. In the event of a disagreement between the commis-
sioners it was provided that they should make reports to their several 
Governments, and that the reports should finally be referred to the deci-
sion of a sovereign the common friend of both. Of these commissions 
two have already terminated their sessions and investigations, one by 
entire and the other by partial agreement. The commissioners of the 
fifth article of the treaty of Ghent have finally disagreed, and made their 
conflicting reports to their own Governments. But from these reports 
a great difficulty has occurred in making up a question to be decided by 
the arbitrator. This purpose has, however, been effected by a fourth 
convention, concluded at London by the plenipotentiaries of the two 
Governments on the 29th of September last. It will be submitted, 
together with the others, to the consideration of the Senate. 
While these questions have been pending incidents have occurred of 
conflicting pretensions and of dangerous character upon the territory 
itself in dispute between the two nations. By a common understanding 
between the Governments it was agreed that no exercise of exclusive 
jurisdiction by either party while the negotiation was pending· should 
change the state of the question of right to be defit~itively settled. Such 
collision has, nevertheless, recently taken place by occurrences the pre-
cise character of which has not yet been ascertained. A communication 
from the governor of the State of Maine, with accompanying documents, 
and a correspondence between the Secretary of State and the minister 
of Great Britain on this subject are now communicated. Measures have 
been taken to ascertain the state of the facts more correctly by the em-
ployment of a special agent to visit the spot where the alleged outrages 
have occurred, the result of whose inquiries, when received, will be trans-
mitted to Congress. 
;W"hile so many of the subjects of high interest to the friendly relations 
between the two countries have been so far adjusted, it is matter of regret 
that their views respecting the commercial intercourse between the United 
States and the British colonial possessions have not equally approximated 
to a friendly agreement. 
At the commencement of the last session of Congress they were in-
formed of the sudden and unexpected exclusion by the British Govern-
ment of access in vessels of the United States to all their colonial ports, 
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except those immediately bordering upon our own territories. In the 
amicable discussions which have succeeded the adoption of this measure, 
which, as it affected harshly the interests of the United States, became a 
subject of expostulation on our part, the principles upon which its justi-
fication has been placed have been of a diversified character. It has been 
at once ascribed to a mere recurrence to the old, long-established princi-
ple of colonial monopoly and at the same time to a feeling of resentment 
because the offers of an act of Parliament opening the colonial ports upon 
certain conditions had not been grasped at with sufficient eagerness by an 
instantaneous conformity to them. At a subsequent period it has been 
intimated that the new exclusion was in resentment because a prior act 
of Parliament, of 1822, opening certain colonial ports, under heavy and 
burdensome restrictions, to vessels of the United States, had not been re-
ciprocated by an admission of British vessels from the colonies, and their 
cargoes, without any restriction or discrimination whatever. But be the 
motive for the interdiction what it may, the British Government have 
manifested no disposition, either by negotiation or by corresponding legis-
lative enactments, to recede from it, and we have been given distinctly to 
understand that neither of the bills which were under the consideration 
of Congress at their last session would have been deemed sufficient in 
their concessions to have been rewarded by any relaxation from the Brit-
ish interdict. It is one of the inconveniences inseparably connected with 
the attempt to adjust by reciprocal legislation interests of this nature 
that neither party can know what would be satisfactory to the other, and 
that after enacting a statute for the avowed and sincere purpose of con-
ciliation it will generally be found utterly inadequate to the expectations 
of the other par ty, and will terminate in mutual disappointment. 
The session of Congress having terminated without any act upon the 
subject , a proclamation was issued on the 17th of March last, conform-
ably to the provisions of the six th section of the act of 1st March, 1823, 
declaring the fact that the t rade and intercourse authorized by the British 
act of Parliament of 24th June, 1822, between the United States and the 
British enumerated colonial ports had been by the subsequent acts of 
Parliament of 5th July, 1825, and the order of council of 27th July, 1826, 
prohibited. The effect of this proclamation, by the terms of the act 
under which it was jssued, has been that each and every provision of the 
act concerning navigation of 18th April, 1818, and of the act supplemen-
tary thereto of 15th May, 1820, revived and is in full force . Such, then, 
is the present condition of the trade that, useful as it is to both parties, 
it can, with a single momentary exception, be carried on directly by the 
essels of neither. That exception itself is found in a proclamation of 
the go ernor of the island of St. Christopher and of the irgin Island , 
inviting for three months from the 28th of August last the importation 
f the article of the produce of the United States which constitute their 
xport portion of this trade in the vessels of all nations. That period 
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having already expired, the state of mutual interdiction has again taken 
place. The British Government have not only declined negotiation upon 
this subject, but by the principle they have assumed with reference to it 
have precluded even the means of negotiation. It becomes not the self-
respect of the United States either to solicit gratuitous favors or to accept 
as the grant of a favor that for which an ample equivalent is exacted. It 
remains to be determined by the respective Governments whether the 
trade shall be opened by acts of reciprocal legislation. It is, in the mean- · 
time, satisfactory to know that apart from the inconveniences resulting 
from a disturbance of the usual channels of trade no loss has been sus-
tained by the commerce, the navigation, or the revenue of the United 
States, and none of magnitude is to be apprehended from this existing 
state of mutual interdict. 
With the other maritime and commercial nations of Europe our inter-
course continues with little variation. Since the cessation by the con-
vention of 24th June, 1822, of all discriminating duties upon the vessels 
of the United States and of France in either country our trade with that 
nation has increased and is increasing. A disposition on the part of 
France has been manifested to renew that negotiation, and in acceding 
to the proposal we have expressed the wish that it might be extended to 
other subjects upon which a good understanding between the parties 
would be beneficial to the interests of both. The origin of the political 
relations between the United States and France is coeval with the first 
years of our independence. The memory of it is interwoven with that of 
our arduous struggle for national existence. Weakened as it has occa-
sionally been since that time, it can by us never be forgotten, and we 
should hail with exultation the moment which should indicate a recollec-
tion equally friendly in spirit on the part of France. A fresh effort has 
recently been made by the minister of the United States residing at Paris 
to obtain a consideratiem of the just claims of citizens of the United States 
to the reparation of wrongs long since committed, many of them frankly 
acknowledged and all of them entitled upon every principle of justice to 
a candid examination. The proposal last made to the French Govern-
ment has been to refer the subject which has formed an obstacle to this 
consideration to the determination of a sovereign the common friend of 
both. To this offer no definitive answer has yet been received, but the 
gallant and honorable spirit which has at all times been the pride and 
glory of France will not ultimately permit the demands of innocent suf-
ferers to be extinguished in the mere consciousness of the power to reject 
them. 
A new treaty of amity, navigation, and commerce has been concluded 
with the Kingdom of Sweden, which will be submitted to the Senate for 
their advice with regard to its ratification. At a more recent date a min-
ister plenipotentiary from the Hanseatic Republics of Hamburg, Lubeck, 
and Bremen has been received, charged with a special mission for the 
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negotiation of a treaty of amity and commerce between that ancient and 
renowned league and the United States. This negotiation has accordingly 
been commenced, and is now in progress, the result of which will, if suc• 
cessful, be also submitted to the Senate for their consideration. 
Since the accession of the Emperor Nicholas to the imperial throne 
of all the Russias the friendly dispositions toward the United States so 
constantly manifested by his predecessor have continued unabated, and 
have been recently testified by the appointment of a minister plenipoten-
tiary to reside at this place. From the interest taken by this Sovereign 
in behalf of the suffering Greeks and from the spirit with which others 
of the great European powers are cooperating with him the friends of 
freedom and of humanity may indulge the hope that they will obtain 
relief from that most unequal of conflicts which they have so long and so 
gallantly sustained; that they will enjoy the blessing of self-government, 
which by their sufferings in the cause of liberty they have richly earned, 
and that their independence will be secured by those liberal institutions 
of which their country furnished the earliest examples in the history of 
mankind, and which have consecrated to immortal remembrance the very 
soil for which they are now again profusely pouring forth their blood. 
The sympathies which the people and Government of the United States 
have so warmly indulged with their cause have been acknowledged by 
their Government in a letter of thanks, which I have received from their 
illustrious President, a translation of which is now communicated to Con-
gress, the representatives of that nation to whom this tribute of gratitude 
was intended to be paid, and to whom it was justly due. 
In the American hemisphere the cause of freedom and independence 
has continued to prevail, and if signalized by none of those splendid tri-
umphs which had crowned with glory some of the preceding years it 
has only been from the banishment of all external force against which 
the struggle had been maintained. The shout of victory has been su-
perseded by the expulsion of the enemy over whom it could have been 
achieved. Our friendly wishes and cordial good will, which have con-
stantly followed the southern nations of America in all the vicissitudes of 
their war of independence, are succeeded by a solicitude equally ardent 
and cordial that by the wisdom and purity of th~ir institutions they may 
secure to themselves the choicest blessings of social order and the best 
rewards of virtuous liberty. Disclaiming alike all right and all inten-
tion of interfering in those concerns which it is the prerogative of their 
independence to regulate as to them shall seem fit, we hail mth joy 
e ery indication of their prosperity, of their harmony, of their perse,·er-
ing and inflexible homage to those principles of freedom and of equal 
right which are alon~ uited to the genius and temper of the • eri-
can nation . It has been, therefore, with some concern that ·e ha -e 
ob erved indications of inte tine divisions in some of the Republics of e 
south, and appearances of less union with one another than we belieYe 
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to be the interest of all. Among the results qf this state of things has 
been that the treaties concluded at Panama do not appear to have been 
ratified by the contracting parties, and that the meeting of the congress at 
Tacubaya has been indefinitely postponed. In accepting the invitations 
to be represented at this congress, while a manifestation was intended on 
the part of the United States of the most friendly disposition toward the 
southern Republics by whom it had been proposed, it was hoped that it 
would furnish an opportunity for bringing all the nations of this hemi-
·sphere to the common acknowledgment and adoption of the principles 
in the regulation of their internal relations which would have secured a 
lasting peace and harmony between them and have promoted the cause 
of mutual benevolence throughout the globe. But as obstacles appear to 
have arisen to the reassembling of the congress, one of the two ministers 
commissioned on the part of the United States has returned to the bosom 
of his country, while the minister charged with the ordinary mission to 
Mexico remains authorized to attend at the conferences of the congress 
whenever they may be resumed. 
A hope was for a short time entertained that a treaty of peace actually 
signed between the Governments of Buenos Ayres and of Brazil would 
supersede all further occasion for those collisions between belligerent 
pretensions and neutral rights which are so commonly the result of mari-
time war, and which have unfortunately disturbed the harmony of the 
relations between the United States and the Brazilian Governments. At 
their last session Congress were informed that some of the naval officers 
of that Empire had advanced and practiced upon principles in relation to . 
blockades and to neutral navigation which we could not sanction, and 
which our commanders found it nec~ssary to resist: · It appears that they 
have not been sustained by the Government of Brazil itself. Some of the 
vessels captured under the assumed authority of these erroneous princi-
ples have been restored, and we trust that our just expectations will be 
realized that adequate indemnity will be made to all the citizens of the 
United States who have suffered by the unwarranted captures which 
the Brazilian tribunals themselves have pronounced unlawful. 
In the diplomatic discussions at Rio de Janeiro of these wrongs sus-
tained by citizens of the United States and of others which seemed as if 
emanating immediately from that Government itself the charge d'affaires 
of the United States, under an impression that his representations in be-
half of the rights and interests of his countrymen were totally disregarded 
and useless, deemed it his duty, without waiting for instructions, to ter-
minate his official functions, to demand his passports, and return to the 
United States. This movement, dictated by an honest zeal for the honor 
and interests of his country-motives which operated exclusi~ely on the 
mind of the officer who resorted to it-has not been disapproved by me. 
The Brazilian Government, however, complained of it as a measure for 
which no adequate intentional cause had been given by them, and upon 
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an explicit assurance through their cl:l;arge d'a:ffaires residing here that a 
successor to the late representative of the United States near that Gov-
ernment, the appointment of whom they desired, should be received and 
treated with the respect due to his character, and that indemnity should 
be promptly made for all injuries inflicted on citizens of the United States 
or their property contrary to-the laws of nations, a temporary commission 
as charge d'affaires to that country has been issued, which it is hoped 
will entirely restore the ordinary diplomatic intercourse between the two 
Governments and the friendly relations between their respective nations. 
Turning from the momentous concerns of our Union in its inte1.course 
with foreign nations to those of the deepest interest in the administration 
of our internal affairs, we find the revenues of the present year corre-
sponding as nearly as might be expected with the anticipations of the 
last, and presenting an aspect still more favorable in the promise of the 
next. The balance in the Treasury on January 1 lastwas$6,358,686. 18. 
The receipts from that day to the 30th of September last, as near as the 
returns of them yet received can show, amount to $16,886,581.32. The 
receipts of the present quarter, esti~ated at $4,515,000, added to the 
above form an aggregate of $21,400,000 of receipts. The expenditures 
of the year may perhaps amount to $22,300, ooo, presenting a small excess 
over the receipts. But of these twenty-two millions, upward of six have 
been applied to the discharge of the principal of the public debt, the whole 
. amount of which, approaching seventy-four millions on the 1st of Jan-
uary last, will on the first day of the next year fall short of sixty-seven 
millions and a half. The balance in the Treasury on the 1st of January 
next it is expected will exceed $5,450,000, a sum exceeding that of the 
1st of January, 1825, though falling short of that exhibited on the 1st of 
January last. 
It was foreseen that the revenue of the present year would not equal 
that of the last, which had itself been less than that of the next preced-
ing year. But the hope has been realized which was entertained, that 
these deficiencies would in nowise interrupt the steady operation of the 
discharge of the public debt by the annual ten millions devoted to that 
object by the act of 3d March, . 1817. 
The· amount of duties secured on merchandise imported from the com-
mencement of the year until the 30th of September last is $21,226,000, 
and the probable amount of that which will be secured during the r~ 
mainder of the year is $5,774,000, forming a sum total of 27,oc,o,000. 
With the allowances for drawbacks and contingent deficiencie which 
may occur, though not specifically foreseen, we may safely estimate the 
receipts of the ensuing year at $22,300,000--a revenue for the next equal 
to the expenditure of the present year. 
The deep solicitude felt by our citizens of all classes throughout e 
Union for the total di charge of the public debt will apologize for he ear· 
nestness with which I deem it my duty to urge this topic upon the 
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sideration of Congress-of recommending to them again the observance 
of the strictest economy in the application of the public funds. The 
depression upon the receipts of the revenue which had commenced with 
the year 1826 continued with increased severity during the two first 
quarters of the present year. The returning tide began to flow with 
the third quarter, and, so far as we can judge from experience, may: be 
expected to continue through the course of the ensuing year. In the 
meantime an alleviation from the burden of the public debt will in the 
three years have been effected to the amount of nearly sixteen millions, 
and the charge of annual interest will have been reduced upward of one 
million·. But among the maxims of political economy which the stewards 
of the public moneys should never suffer without urgent necessity to be 
transcended is that of keeping the expenditures of the year within the 
limits of its receipts. The appropriations of the two last years, including 
the yearly ten millions of the sinking fund, have each equaled the prom-
ised revenue of the ensuing year. While we foresee with confidence that 
the public coffers will be replenished from the receipts as fast as they will 
be drained by the expenditures, equal in amount to those of the current 
year, it should not be forgotten that they cou dill suffer the exhaustion 
of larger disbursements. 
The condition of the Army and of all the branches of the public serv-
ice under the superintendence of the Secretary of War will be seen by 
the report from that officer and the documents with which it is accom-
panied. · 
During the last summer a detachment of the Army has been usefully 
and successfully called to perform their appropriate duties. At the 
moment when the commissioners appointed for carrying into execution 
certain provisions of the treaty of August 19, 1825, with various tribes of 
the Northwestern Indians were about to arrive at the appointed place 
of meeting the unprovoked murder of several citizens and other acts of 
unequivocal hostility committed by a party of the Winnebago tribe, one 
of those associated in the treaty, followed by indications of a menacing 
character among other tribes of the same region, rendered necessary 
an immediate display of the defensive and protective force of the Union 
in that quarter. It was accordingly exhibited by the immediate and 
concerted movements of the governors of the State of Illinois and of 
the Territory of Michigan, and competent levies of militia, under their 
authority, with a corps of 700 men of United States troops, under the 
command of General Atkinson, who, at the call of Governor Cass, imme-
diately repaired to the scene of danger from their station at St. Louis. 
Their presence dispelled the alarms of our fellow-citizens on those bor-
ders, and overawed the hostile purposes of the Indians. The perpetra-
tors of the murders were surrendered to the authority and operation of 
our laws, and every appearance of purposed hostility from those Indian 
tribes has subsided. 
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Although the present organization of the Army and the administra-
tion of its various branches of service are, upon the whole, satisfactory, 
they are yet susceptible of much improvement in particulars, some of 
which have been heretofore submitted to the consideration of Congress, 
and others are now first presented in the report of the Secretary of War. 
The expediency of providing for additional numbers of officers in the 
two corps of engineers will in some degree depend upon the number and 
extent of the objects of national importance upon which Congress may 
think it proper that surveys should be made conformably to the act of the 
30th of April, 1824. Of the surveys which before the last session of 
Congress had been made under the authority of that act, reports were 
made-
I. Of the Board of Internal Improvement, on the Chesapeake and Ohio 
Canal. 
2. On the continuation of the national road from Cumberland to the 
tide waters within the District of Columbia. 
3. On the continuation of the national road from Canton to Zanesville. 
4. On the location of the national road from Zanesville to Columbus. 
5. On the continuation of the same to the seat of government in Mis-
souri. 
6. On a post-road from -Baltimore to Philadelphia. 
7. Of a survey of Kennebec River ( in part). 
8. On a national road from Washington to Buffalo. 
9. On the survey of Saugatuck Harbor and River. 
IO. On a canal from Lake Pontchartrain to the Mississippi River. 
I I. On surveys at Edgartown, Newburyport, and Hyannis Harbor. 
12. On survey of La Plaisance Bay, in the Territory of Michigan. 
And reports are now prepared and will be submitted to Congress-
On surveys of the peninsula of Florida, to ascertain the practicability 
of a canal to connect the waters of the Atlantic with the Gulf of Mexico 
across that peninsula; and also of the country between the bays of 
Mobile and of Pensacola, with the view of connecting them together 
by a canal. 
On surveys of a route for a canal to connect the waters of James and 
Great Kenhawa rivers. 
On the survey of the Swash, in Pamlico Sound, and that of Cape Fear, 
below the town of Wilmington, in North Carolina. 
On the survey of the Muscle Shoals, in the Tennessee Ri,·er, and for 
a route for a contemplated communication between the Hiwassee and 
Coosa rivers, in the State of Alabama. 
Other reports of surveys upon objects pointed out by the several act 
of Congress of the last and preceding sessions are in the progress of prepa· 
ration, and most of them may be completed before the close of this io . 
All the officer of both corps of engineers, with several other perso 
duly qualified, ha e been constantly employed upon these servi fro 
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the passage of the act of 30th April, 1824, to this time. Were no other 
advantage to accrue to the country from their labors than the fund of 
topographical knowledge which they have collected and communicated, 
that alone would have been a profit to the Union more than adequate to 
all the expenditures which have been devoted to the object; but the 
appropriations for the repair and continuation of the Cumberland road, 
for the construction of various other roads, for the removal of obstructions 
from the rivers and harbors, for the erection of light-houses, beacons, 
piers, and buoys, and for · the completion of canals undertaken by indi-
vidual associations, but needing the assistance of means and resources 
more comprehensive than individual enterprise can command, may be 
conside~ed rather as treasures laid up from the contributions of the pres-
ent age for the benefit of posterity than as unrequited applications of the 
accruing revenues of the nation. To such objects of permanent improve-
ment to the condition of the country, of real addition to the wealth as 
well as to the comfort of the people by whose authority and resources 
they have been effected, from three to four millions of the annual income 
of the nation have, by laws enacted at the three most recent sessions of 
Congress, been applied, without intrenching upon the necessities of the 
Treasury, without adding a dollar to the taxes or debts of the community,' 
without suspending even the steady and regular discharge of the debts 
contracted in former days, which within the same three years have been 
diminished by the amount of nearly $16,000,000. 
The same observations are in a great degree applicable to the appropri-
ations macle for fortifications upon the coasts and harbors of the United 
States, for the maintenance of the Military Academy at West Point, and 
for the various objects under the superintendence of the Department of 
the Navy. The report from the Secretary of the Navy and those from 
the subordinate branches of both the military departments exhibit to Con-
gress in minute detail the present condition of the public establishments 
dependent upon them, the execution of the acts of Congress relating to 
them, and the views of the officers engaged in the several branches of the 
service concerning the improvements which may tend to their perfection. 
The fortification of the coasts and the gradual increase and improvement 
of the Navy are parts of a great system of national defense which has 
been upward of ten years in progress, and which for a series of years 
to come will continue to claim the constant and persevering protection 
and superintendence of the legislative authority. Among the measures 
which have emanated from these principles the act of the last session of 
Congress for the gradual improvement of the _Navy holds a conspicuous 
place. The collection of timber for the future construction of vessels of 
war, the preservation and reproduction of the species of timber pecul-
iarly adapted to that purpose, the construction of dry docks for the use 
of the Navy, the erection of a marine railway for the repair of the public 
ships, and the improvement of the navy-yards for the preservation of 
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the public property deposited in them have all received from the Exec-
utive the attention required by that act, arid will continue to receive 
it, steadily proceeding toward the execution of all its purposes. The 
establishment of a naval academy, furnishing the means of theoretic 
instruction to the youths who devote their lives to the service of their 
country upon the ocean, still solicits the sanction of the Legislature. 
Practical seamanship and the art of navigation may be acquired on the 
cruises of the squadrons which from time to time are dispatched to dis-
tant seas, but a competent knowledge even of the art of shipbuilding, 
the higher mathematics, and astronomy; the literature which can place 
our officers on a level of polished education with the officers of other 
maritime nations; the knowledge of the laws, municipal and national, 
which in their intercourse with foreign states and their governments are 
continually called into operation, and, above all, that acquaintance with 
the principles of honor and justice, with the higher obligations of morals 
and of general laws, human and divine, which constitutes the great dis-
tinction between the warrior-patriot and the licensed robber and pirate-
these can be systematically taught and eminently acquired only in a per-
manent school, stationed upon the shore and provided with the teachers, 
the instruments, and the books conversant with and adapted to the com-
munication of the principles of these respective sciences to the youthful 
and inquiring mind. 
The report from the Postmaster-General exhibits the condition of that 
Department as highly satisfactory for the present and still more promis-
ing for the future. Its receipts for the year ending the rst of July last 
amounted to $1,473,551, and exceeded its expenditures by upward of 
$roo,ooo. It can not be an oversanguine estimate to predict that in less 
than ten years, of which one-half have elapsed, the receipts will ha,·e 
been more than doubled. In the meantime a reduced expenditure upon 
established routes has kept pace with increased facilities of public accom-
modation and additional services have been obtained at reduced rates of 
compensation. Within the last year the transportation of the mail in 
stages has been greatly augmented. The number of post-offices has been 
increased to 71 000 1 and it may be anticipated that while the facilities of 
intercourse between fellow-citizens in person or by correspondence wil! 
soon be carried to the door of every villager in the Union, a yearly ur-
plus of revenue will accrue which may be applied as the wisdom of Con-
gress under the exercise of their constitutional powers may devise for 
the further establishment and improvement of the public road , or b: 
adding still further to the facilities in the transportation of the mai -. 
Of the indications of the prosperous condition of our country, none 
b more pleasing than those presented by the multiplying relation o 
per onal and intimate intercourse between the citizens of the ~nio 
<l\\elling at the remote t distances from each other. 
mong tL suhj ts , hich h v her tofor occupied the ear es 
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itude and attention of Congress is the management and disposal of that 
portion of the property of the nation which consists of the public lands. 
The acquisition of them, made at the expense of the whole Union, not 
only in treasure but in blood, marks a right of property in them equally 
extensive. By the report and statements from the General Land Office 1 
now communicated it appears that under the present Government of the 
United States a sum little short of $33,000,000 has been paid from the 
common Treasury for that portion of this property which has been pur-
chased from France and Spain, and for the extinction of the aboriginal 
titles. The amount of lands acquired is near 260,000,000 acres, of which 
on the 1st of January, 1826, about 139,000,000 acres had been surveyed, 
and little more than 19,000,000 acres had been sold. The amount paid 
into the Treasury by the purchasers of the public lands sold is not yet 
equal to the sums paid for the whole, but leaves a small balance to be 
refunded. The proceeds of the sales of the lands :P.ave long been pledged 
to the creditors of the nation, a pledge from which we have reason to 
hope that they will in a very few years be redeemed. 
The system upon which this great national interest has been managed 
was the result of long, anxious, and persevering deliberation. Matured 
and modified by the progress of our population and the lessons of experi-
ence, it has been hitherto eminently successful. More than nine-tenths 
of the lands still remain the common property of the Union, the appro-
priation and disposal of which are sacred trusts in the hands of Congress. 
Of the lands sold, a considerable part were conveyed under extended 
credits, which in the vicissitudes and :fluctuations in the value of lands 
and of their produce became oppressively burdensome to the_ purch_asers. 
It can never be the interest or the policy of the nation to wring from its 
own citizens the reasonable profits of their industry and enterprise by hold-
ing t4,.em to the rigorous import of disastrous engagements: In March, 
1821, a debt of $22,000,000, due by purchasers of the public lands, had 
accumulated, which they were unable to pay. An act of Congress of the 
2d March, 1821, came to their relief, and has been succeeded by others, 
the latest being the act of the 4th of May, 1826, the indulgent provisions 
of which expired on the 4th July last. The effect of these laws has been 
to reduce the debt from the purchasers to a remaining balance of about 
$4,300,000 due, more than three-fifths of which are for lands within the 
State of Alabama. I recommend to Congress the revival and continu-
ance for a further term of the beneficent accommodations to the public 
debtors of that statute, and submit to their consideration, in the same 
spirit of equity, the remission, under proper discriminations, of the for-
feitures of partial payments on account of purchases of the public lands, 
so far as to allow of their application to other payments. 
There are various other subjects of deep interest to the whole Union 
which have heretofore been recommended to the consideration of Con-
gress, as well by my predecessors as, under the impression of the duties 
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devolving upon me, by myself. Among these are the debt, rather of jus-
tice than gratitude, to the surviving warriors of the Revolutionary war; 
the extension of the judicial administration of the Federal Government 
to those extensive and important members of the Union which, having 
risen into existence since the organization of the present judiciary estab-
lishment, now constitute at least one-third of its territory, power, and 
populati.on; the formation of a more effective and uniform system for the 
government of the militia, and the amelioration in some form or modi-
fication of the diversified and often oppressive codes relating to insol-
vency. Amidst the multiplicity of topics of great national concernment 
which may recommend themselves to the calm and patriotic deliberations 
of the Legislature, it may suffice to say that on these and all other meas-
ures which may receive their sanction my hearty cooperation will be given, 
conformably to the duties enjoined upon me and under the sense of all 
the obligations prescribed by the Constitution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, December 6, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 19th of February 
last, -requesting a statement of all the expenses annually incurred in carry-
ing into effect the act of March 2, r8r9, for prohibiting the slave trade, 
including the cost of keeping the ships of war on the coast of Africa and 
all the incidental expenses growing out of the operation of that act, I 
transmit a report from the Secretary of the Navy, with the statement, so 
far as it can be made, required by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December II, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate-
r. A convention between the United States and Great Britain for the 
continuance in force of the convention of 3d July, 1815, after the 20th 
October, 1828, the term at which it would otherwise expire. 
2. con ention between the same parties for continuing in force after 
the 20th October, 1828 1 the provisions of the third article of the conven-
tio of 20th October, 1818, in relation to the territories westward of the 
Rocky ountains. 
3. con ention between the same parties for the reference to a friendly 
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sovereign of the points of difference between them relating to the north-
eastern boundary of the United States. 
The first and second of these conventions were signed by the plenipo-
tentiaries of the respective parties at London on the 6th day of August 
and the third on the 29th day of September last. 
Copies of them are also communicated, together with the correspond-
ence and documents illustrative of their negotiation. 
I request the advice of the Senate with regard to the ratification of 
each of them. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December I I, I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their advice with regard to its ratification, 
a treaty of commerce and navigation between the United States and the 
Kingdom of Sweden and Norway, signed at Stockholm by the plenipo-
tentiaries of the two Governments on the 4th day of July last. 
A copy of the treaty, with a translation, and the instructions and cor-
respondence relating to the negotiation are also communicated. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December I2, I827. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith to Congress copies of a report of the surveyor-
general of lands northwest of Ohio, with a plat of the northern boundary 
line of the State of Indiana, surveyed in conformity to the act of Congress 
to authorize the President of the United States to ascertain and designate 
the northern boundary of the State of Indiana, passed the 2d of March, 
1827. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 2,f., I827. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 14th instant, 
requesting a communication of the instructions to the American minister 
at London for the negotiation of the convention of the 13th of Novem-
ber, 1826, with Great Britain, for indemnity to the claimants under the 
first article of the treaty of Ghent, together with the letters of the min-
ister accompanying and explaining the said convention, I transmit here-
with a report from the Secretary of State, together with the documents 
desired. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
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WASHINGTON, January tf., I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 19th of last month, 
I communicate herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with copies 
o~ the correspondence with the British Government relating to the estab7 
lishment of light-houses, light-vessels, buoys, and other improvements to 
the navigation within their jurisdiction, opposite to the coast of Florida, 
ref erred to in the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASRINGTON,January 7, I828. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 17th of last month, I transmit to the House a report from the Sec-
retary of State and the correspondence with the Government of Great 
Britain relative to the free navigation of the river St. Lawrence. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 9, I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance wich a resolution of the Senate of the 7th instant, I 
transmit herewith Mitchell's map and the map marked A,* as requested 
by the resolution, desiring that when the Senate shall have no further 
use for them they may be returned. ' 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January I5, I828. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 2d instant, requesting information respecting the recovery of debts 
and property in the Mexican States from persons absconding from the 
United States, and also respecting the boundary between the State of 
Louisiana and the Province of Texas, I now transmit a report from the 
Secretary of State on the subject-Ihatter of the resolution. 
JOHN QUI CY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 22, I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice, articles of 
agreement igned at the Creek Agency on the 15th of ovember last by 
Thomas L. McKenney and John Crowell in behalf of the nited tates 
and by the Little Prince and other chiefs and headmen of the reek 
• .Relating to the northeastern boundary of the United States. 
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Nation, with a supplementary article concluded by the said John Crowell 
with the chiefs and headmen of the nation in general council convened on 
the 3d instant, embracing a cession by the Creek Nation of all the rem-
nant of their lands within the State of Ge_orgia. Documents connected 
with the negotiation of the treaty and the instructions under which it 
was effect~d are also communicated to the Senate. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, January 22, I828. 
To the S enate and House of Representatz"ves of the United States: 
By the report of the Secretary of War and the documents from that 
Department exhibited to Congress at the commencement of their present 
session they were advised of the measures taken for carrying into execu-
tion the act of 4th May, 1826, to authorize the President of the United 
States to run and mark a line dividing the Territory of Florida from the 
State of Georgia, and of their unsuccessful result. I now transmit to 
Congress copies of communications received from the governor of Georgia 
relating to that subject. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 23, I828. 
To the S enate of the United States: 
A resolution of the Senate of the 9th instant requested information 
relative to the trade between the United States and the colonies of France. 
A report from the Secretary of State, with a translation of the ordinanc_e 
of the King of France of the 5th of February, 1826, is herewith trans-
mitted, containing the information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 28, I828. 
To the S enate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate-
I. A treaty concluded at the Butte des Morts, on Fox River, in the 
Territory of Michigan, on I 1th of August, 1827, between Lewis Cass and 
Thomas L. McKenney, commissioners of the United States, and the chiefs 
and headmen of the Chippewa, Menomonie, and Winnebago tribes of 
Indians. 
2. A treaty concluded at St. Joseph, in the Territory of Michigan, on 
the 19th of September, 1827, between Lewis Cass, commissioner of the 
United States, and the chiefs and warriors of the Potawatamie tribe of 
Indians. 
Upon which treaties I request the advice of the Senate. The instruc-
tions and other documents relating to the negotiation of them are here-
with communicated. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
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WASHINGTON, January 29, r828. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
A report from the Secretary of State, with copies of a recent corre-
spondence between the charge d'affaires from Brazil and him on the 
subjects of discussion between this Government and that of Brazil,* is 
transmitted to the House of Representatives, in compliance with a reso-
lutio1;1 of the House of the 2d instant. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 6, r828. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I communicate herewith to Congress copies of a treaty of commerce 
and navigation between the United States and His Majesty the King of 
Sweden and Norway, concluded at Stockholm on the 4th of July, 1827, 
.. and the ratifications of which were exchanged on the 18th ultimo at this 
city. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February I,f., I828. 
To the S enate ef the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 11th instant, re-
questing copies of the instructions to Andrew Ellicott, commissioner for 
running the line between the United States and Spain, and of any journal 
or report of the commissioners, I communicate herewith a report from 
the Secretary of State, with the documents requested, so far as they are 
found in the files of that Department. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 2I, I828. 
To the Senate and House ef Representatives of t!te United States: 
In transmitting to Congress copies of a communication received from 
the governor of Pennsylvania, with certain resolutions of the legislature 
of that Commonwealth, relating to the Cumberland road, I deem it my 
duty to recommend to the consideration of Congress an adequate pro-
vision for the permanent preservation and repair of that great national 
work. JOHN QUI CY AD.. i . 
WASHI GTON, March 3, I828. 
To the House ef Represental:z'ves of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secre 
of tate with documents, containing the instructions of the Govemm 
of the nited States to Thomas Pinckney under which was nego ·a 
the treaty of San Lorenzo el Real, and relating to the boundary · 
•Relating to the detention of American v ssels by Lhe uaval force of Bnuil. 
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between the United States and the dominions, at that time, of Spain; 
as requested by a resolution of the House of the 18th ultimo. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 3, I828. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 3d of January 
last, requesting the communication of information in my possession rela-
tive to alleged aggression on the rights of citizens of the United States 
by persons claiming a_uthority under the government of the Province of 
New Brunswick, I communicate a report from the Secretary of State, 
with a copy of that of the special agent mentioned in my message at the 
commencement of the present session of Congress as having been sent to 
visit the spot where the cause of complaint had occurred to ascertain the 
state of the facts, and the result of whose inquiries I then promised to 
communicate to Congress when it should be received. 
The Senate are requested to receive this communication as the fulfill-
ment of that engagement; and in making it I deem it proper to notice 
with just acknowledgment the liberality with which the minister of His 
Britannic Majesty residing here and the government of the Province 
of New Brunswick have furnished the agent of the United States with 
every facility for the attainment of the information which it was the 
object of his mission to procure. 
Considering the exercise of exclusive territorial jurisdiction upon the 
grounds in controversy by the government of New Brunswick in the 
arrest and imprisonment of John Baker .as incompatible with the mutual 
understanding existing between the Governments of the United States 
and of Great Britain on this subject, a demand has been addressed to 
the provincial authorities through the minister of Great Britain for the 
release of that individual from prison, and of indemnity to him for his 
detention. In doing this it has not been intended to maintain the reg-
ularity of his own proceedings or of those with whom he was associated, 
to which they were not authorized by any sovereign authority of this 
country. 
The documents appended to the report of the agent being original 
-papers belonging to the files of the Department of State, a return of them 
is requested when the Senate shall have no further use for them. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, March 7, I828. 
To the Senate of the Un£ted States: 
The resolution of the Senate of the 28th ultimo, requesting me to cause 
to be laid before the Senate all papers which might be in the Department 
of War relating to the treaty concluded at the Butte des Morts, on Fox 
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River, between Lewis Cass and Thomas L. McKenney, commissioners 
on the part of the United States, and the Chippewa, Menomonie, and 
Winnebago tribes of Indians, having been referred to the Secretary of 
War, the report of that officer thereon is herewith inclosed. The papers 
therein referred to were all transmitted to the Senate with the treaty. 
Before that event, however, a petition and several other papers had been 
addressed directly to me, in behalf of certain Indians originally and in 
part still residing within the State of New York, objecting to the ratifi-
cation of the treaty, as affecting injuriously their rights and interests. 
The treaty was itself withheld from the Senate until it was understood 
at the War Department and by me that by the consent of the persons 
representing the New York Indians their objections were withdrawn, as 
by one of them, the Reverend Eleazer Williams, I was personally assured. 
Those papers, however, addressed directly to me, and which have not 
been upon the files of the War Department, are now transmitted to the 
Senate. JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March I,f., I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice, a treaty 
concluded at the Wyandot village, near the Wabash, in the State of 
Indiana, between John Tipton, commissioner on the part of the United 
States, and the chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Eel River or Thorn-
town party of Miami Indians, on the r rth day of February last. 
A letter from the commissioner to the Secretary of War, with a copy 
of the journal of the proceedings which led td the conclusion of the 
treaty, are communicated with it to the Senate. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March IS, I828. 
To the Houu of Representatz'ves o.f the Unz"ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 2 rst ultimo 
requesting me to lay before the House correspondence not heretofore 
communicated between the Government of the United States and that 
of Great Britain on the subject of the claims of the two Governments to 
the territory westward of the Rocky Mountains, I transmit herewith a 
report of the Secretary of State, with the documents requested by the 
resolution. JOHN QUI CY ADA 
WASHI GTO , March 2r, I828. 
To the Senate and House o.f Representatives o.f the United Stat.es: 
I transmit to Congre copie of a treaty concluded on the 15th da_~ 
o emb r, 1827, by commissioners of the United tates and the · 
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and headmen of the Creek Nation of Indians, which was duly ratified 
on the 4th instant, JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 22, I828. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
3d instant, touching the formation of a new government by the Cherokee 
tribe of Indians within the States of North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, 
and Alabama, and :requesting copies of certain correspondence relating 
thereto, I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the 
Secretary of War, together with the documents desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 25, I828. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, prepared in 
compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
25th of February last, requesting copies of instructions and correspond-
ence relating to the settlement of the boundary lines of the United States, 
or any one of them, under the Government of the Confederated States 
and by the definitive treaty of peace of 3d September, 1783, with Great 
Britain, 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASE'.INOTON, April 8, I828. 
To t!ie House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
22d ultimo, on the subject of the treaty with the Creek Nation of Indians 
of the 15th November last, I transmit herewith a report from the Secre-
tary of War, with the documents, containing the information desired by 
the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April I5, I828. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 9th tnstant, 
requesting copies of the charges preferred against the agent of the United 
States for the Creek tribe of Indians since the 1st of January, 1826, and 
of proceedings had thereon, I transmit herewith a report from the Secre-
tary of War, with documents, containing the information desired by the 
resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
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WASHINGTON, Ajm'l I7, I828. 
To the Senate and House of Representalives of the United States: 
In conformity with the practice of all my predecessors, I have during 
my service in the office of President transmitted to the two Houses of 
Congress from time to time, by the same private secretary, such mes-
sages as a proper discharge of my constitutional duty appeared to me to 
require. On Tuesday last he was charged with the delivery of a mes-
sage to each House. Having presented that which was intended for the 
House of Representatives, whilst he was passing, within the Capitol, from 
their Hall to the Chamber of the Senate, for the purpose of delivering 
the other message, he was waylaid and assaulted in the Rotunda by a 
person, i_n the presence of a member of the House, who interposed and 
separated the parties. 
I have thought it my duty to communicate this occurrence to Con-
gress, to whose wisdom it belongs to consider whether it is of a nature 
requiring from them any animadversion, and also whether any further 
laws or regulations are necessary to insure security in the official inter-
course between the President and Congress, and to prevent disorders 
within the Capitol itself. 
In the deliberatious of Congress upon this subject it is neither ex-
pected nor desired that any consequence shall be attached to the private 
relation in which my secretary stands to me. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 2I, I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice, a treaty of 
limits between the United States of America and the United Mexican 
States, concluded by the plenipotentiaries of the two Governments on the 
12th of January last. A copy of the treaty and the protocols of confer-
ence between the plenipotentiaries during the negotiation are inclosed 
with it. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 22, I828. 
To the House o.f Representatives o.f the United States: 
A copy of the opinion of the Attorney-General, dated 17th May, 1826, 
upon the construction of the award of the Emperor of Russia under the 
treaty of Ghent and upon certain questions propounded to him in relation 
thereto, ubjoined to a report from the Secretary of State, are here · 
communicated to the House, in compliance with their resolution of the 
I 7th in tant. 
JOH QUI CY AD -
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WASHINGTON, April 24, I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for the exercise of their constitutional author.., 
ity thereon, a treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation between the 
United States of America and the United Mexican States, signed by their 
respective plenipotentiaries on the 14th of February last, with a copy of 
the treaty and the protocols of conference during and subsequent to the 
negotiation. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 28, I828. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
9th instant, requesting a ccmmunication of the correspondence between 
this Government and that of Great Britain on the subject of the trade 
between the United States and the British colonial possessions in the 
West Indies and North America, not heretofore communicated, I trans-
mit to the House a report from the Secretary of State, with the corre-
3pondence desired. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, April 30, I828. 
To tlte Senate and House of Representat-ives ef the United States: 
In the month of December last 121 African negroes were landed at 
Key West from a Spanish slave-trading vessel stranded within the juris-
diction of the United States while pursued by an armed schooner in His 
Britannic Majesty's service. The .collector of the customs at Key West 
took possession of these persons, who were afterwards delivered over to 
the marshal of the Territory of East Florida, by whom they were con-
veyed to St. Augustine, where they still remain. 
Believing that the circumstances under which they have been cast 
upon the compassion of the country are not embraced by the provisions 
of the act of Congress of 3d March, 1819, or of the other acts prohibiting 
the slave trade, I submit to the consideration of Congress the expediency 
of a supplementary act directing and authorizing such measures as may 
be necessary for removing them from the territory of the United States 
and for fulfilling toward them the obligations of humanity. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May I, I828. 
To the Senate of the Unz'terl States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 17th ultimo, 
,;:elating to the removal of the Indian agency from Fort Wayne, in the 
1d P-vor. n-26 
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State of Indiana, I transmit a report from the Secretary of War, with 
the documents and information requested by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 5, I828. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 30th ultimo, 
requesting information concerning any regulation of the Government of 
Brazil relative to the reduction of certain duties, I transmit herewith a 
report from the Secretary of State, exhibiting the information received 
at that Department on the subject. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 5, I828. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I communicate to the Senate, for their consideration and advice, a 
treaty of commerce and navigation between the United States and His 
Majesty the King of Prussia, signed on the 1st instant at this place by 
the Secretary of State and the charge d'affaires of Prussia residing here. 
A copy of the treaty is also transmitted. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 9, I828. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
The report of the Secretary of War herewith transmitted, with the 
documents annexed, contains the information requested by a resolution 
of the 3d of April last, relating to the payments made to the citizens of 
Georgia under the fourth article of the treaty with the Creek Nation 
of 8th February, 1821, and to the disallowances of certain claims exhib-
ited under that treaty, and to the reasons for rejecting t?-e same. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May I2, I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their consideration and advice, the articles 
of a convention concluded at this place on the 6th instant between the 
Secretary of War and the chiefs and headmen of the Cherokee Nation 
west of the Mississippi, duly authorized by their nation. A report from 
the Secretary of War, with certain documents; and a map illustrative of 
the convention are submitted with it to the Senate. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
John Qui'ncy Adams 
WASHINGTON; May z6, z828. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
By a communication received from the charge d'affaires of Prussia, 
a translation of which is herewith transmitted, it appears that in the 
ports of that Kingdom all discriminating duties so far as they affected 
the vessels of the United States and their cargoes have been abolished 
since the 15th of April, 1826. I recommend to the consideration of Con-
gress a legislative provision whereby the reciprocal application of the 
same principle may be extended to Prussian vessels and their cargoes 
which may have arrived in the ports of the United States from and after 
that day. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May I9, I828. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress copies of three conventions concluded between 
the United States of America and His Majesty the King of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, the ratifications of which were 
exchanged at London on the 2d of last month: 
I. A convention concluded 6th August, 1827, for continuing in force 
the provisions of the convention o_f 3d July, 1815. 
2. A convention concluded 6th August, 1827, for continuing in force 
the provisions of the third article of the convention of 20th October, 1818. 
3. A convention concluded 29th September, 1827, for carrying into 
effect the provisions of the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent in relation 
to the northeastern boundary of the United States. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 2I, I828. 
To the House of Representatlves of the · United States: 
I transmit to the House a report* from the Secretary of State, with 
a copy of the note of the minister of the United States to Spain dated 
20th January, 1826, requested by a resolution of the House of the 19th 
instant. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 22, I828. 
To the House of Representatlves of the United States: 
The inclosed report from the Secretary of State is accompanied b} 
copies of the correspondence between this Government and the minister 
• ~elating to the war between Spain and her colonies, 
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of His Britannic Majesty residing here relating to the arrest and impris· 
onment of John Baker,* requested by a recent resolution of the House. 
JOHN QUINCY ADA1IS. 
WASHINGTON, May 22, I828. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives o.f the United States: 
I transmit to Congress copies of a treaty between the United States of 
America and the Eel River or Thornton party of Miami Indians, con-
cluded on the r rth of February last at the Wyandot village, near the 
W abash1 and duly ratified on the 7th instant. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 23, 1828. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 8th instant, relat-
ing to the accounts and official conduct of Thomas A. Smith, receiver of 
public moneys at Franklin, Mo., I fransmit herewith a report from the 
Secretary of the Treasury, with documents, containing the information 
desired by the resolution, JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, May 23, I828. 
To the House of Representtttlves of the Unz"ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
30th ultimo, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, 
with copies of the correspondence t with the Brazilian Government, and 
shewing the measures taken by the Government of the United States in 
relation to the several topics noticed in the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
PROCLAMATION. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 7th of 
January, 1824, entitled "An act concerning discriminating duties of ton-
nage and impost,'' it is provided that upon satisfactory evidence being 
• By the authorities of the Province of New Brunswick. 
t Relating to alleged blockade by the naval forces of Brazil, imprisonment of American citizens 
by Brazil, etc. 
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given to the President of the United States by the government of any 
foreign nation that no discriminating duties of tonnage or impost are 
imposed or levied within the ports of the said nation upon vessels belong-
ing wholly to citizens of the United States or upon merchandise the prod-
uce or manufacture thereof imported in the same, the President is thereby 
authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign discrimi-
nating duties of tonnage and impost within the United States are and 
shall be suspended and discontinued ,so far as respects the vessels of the 
said nation and the merchandise of its produce or manufacture imported 
into the United States in the same, the said suspension to take effect 
from the time of such notification being given to the President of the 
United States, and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of 
vessels belonging to citizens of the United States and merchandise as 
aforesaid thereon laden shall be continued, and no longer; and 
Whereas satisfactory evidence has been received by me from His Erl-
, tannic Majesty, as King of Hanover, through the Right Honorable Charles 
Richard Vaughan, his envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary, 
that vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United States or merchan-
dise the produce or manufacture thereof imported in such vessels are not 
nor shall be on their entering any Hanoverian port subject to the pay-
ment of higher duties of tonnage or impost than are levied on Hano-
verian ships or merchandise the produce or manufacture of the United 
States imported in such vessels: 
Now, therefore, I, John Quincy Adams, President of the United States 
of America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several 
acts imposing duties on the tonnage of ships and vessels and on goods, 
wares, and merchandise imported into the United States as imposed a dis-
criminating duty of tonnage between the vessels of the Kingdom of Han-
over and vessels of the United States and between goods imported into 
the United States in vessels of the Kingdom of Hanover and vessels of the 
United States are suspended and discontinued so far as the same resped 
the produce or manufacture of the said Kingdom of Hanover, the said 
suspension to take effect this day and to continue henceforward so, long 
as the reciprocal exemption of the vessels of the United States and of the 
merchandise laden therein as aforesaid shall be continued in the ports of 
the Kingdom of Hanover. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 1st day of July, 
A. D. 1828, and the fifty-second year of the Independence of the United 
States. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
By the President: 
H. CLAY, 
Secretary of State. 
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EXECUTIVE ORDER. 
DEPARTMENT OF WAR, 
February 28, I828. 
The Secretary of War, by direction of the President of the United 
States, announces to the Army the painful intelligence of the decease 
[the 24th of February J of Major-General Brown. 
To say that he was one of the men who have ·rendered most important 
services to his country would fall far short of the tribute due to his char-
acter. Uniting with the most unaffected simplicity_ the highest degree 
of personal valor and of intellectual energy, he stands preeminent before 
the world and for after ages in that band of heroic spirits who upon the 
ocean and the land formed and sustained during the second war with 
Great Britain the martial reputation of their country~ To this high and 
honorable purpose General Brown may be truly said to have sacrificed 
his life, for the disease which abridged his days and has terminated his 
career at a period scarcely beyond the meridian of manhood undoubtedly 
. originated in the hardships of his campaigns on the Canada frontier, and 
in that glorious wound which, though desperate, could not remove him 
from the field of battle till it was won. 
Quick to perceive, sagacious to anticipate, prompt to decide, and dar-
ing in execution, he was born with the qualities which constitute a great 
commander. His military coup d'ceil, his intuitive penetration, his knowl-
edge of men and his capacity to control them were known to all his com-
panions in arms, and commanded their respect; while the gentleness of 
his disposition, the courtesy of his deportment, his scrupulous regard to 
their rights, his constant attention to their wants, and his affectionate 
attachment to their persons universally won their hearts and bound them 
to him as a father. 
Calm and collected in the presence of the enemy, he was withal tender 
of human life; in the hour of battle more sparing of the blood of the sol-
dier than his own. In the hour of victory the vanquished enemy found 
in him a humane and compassionate friend. Not one drop of blood shed 
in wantonness or cruel_ty sullies the purity of his fame. Defeat he was 
never called to endure, but in the crisis of difficulty and danger he dis-
played untiring patience and fortitude not to be overcome. 
Such was the great and accomplished captain whose loss the Army 
has now, in common with their fellow-citizens of all classes, to deplore. 
While indulging the kindly impulses of nature and yielding the tribute 
of a tear upon his grave, let it not be permitted to close upon his bright 
example as it must upon his mortal remains. Let him be more nobly 
sepulchered in the hearts of his fellow-soldiers, and his imperishable 
monument be found in their endeavors to emulate his virtues. 
The officers of the Army will wear the badge of mourning for shs 
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months on the left arm and hilt of the sword. Guns will be fired at each 
military post at intervals of thirty minutes from the rising to the setting 
of the sun on the day succeeding the arrival of this order, during which 
the National flag will be suspended at half-mast. 
JAMES BARBOUR. 
FOURTH ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
I vVASHINGTON, December 2, I828. 
Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and of the House of Representatives: 
If the enjoyment in profusion of the bounties of Providence forms a 
suitable subject of mutual gratulation and grateful acknowledgment, we 
are admonished at this return of the season when the representatives 
of the nation are assembled to deliberate upon their concerns to offer up 
the tribute of fervent and grateful hearts for the never-failing mercies of 
Him who ruleth over all. He has again favored us with healthful sea-
sons and abundant harvests; He has sustained us in peace with foreign 
countries and in tranquillity within our bord~rs; He has preserved us in 
the quiet and undisturbed possession of civil and religioµs liberty; He 
has crowned the year with His goodness, imposing on us no other condi-
tions than of improving for our own happiness the blessings bestowed by 
His hands, and, in the fruition of all His favors, of devoting the faculties 
with which we have been endowed by Him to His glory and to our own 
temporal and· eternal welfare. 
In the relations of our Federal Union with our brethren of the human 
race the changes which have occurred since the close of your last session 
have generally tended to the preservation of peace and to the cultiva-
tion of harmony. Before your last separation a war had unhappily been 
kindled between the Empire of Russia, one of those with which our 
intercourse has been no other than a constant exchange of good offices, 
and that of the Ottoman Porte, a nation from which geographical dis-
tance, religious opinions and maxims of government on their part little 
suited to the formation of those bonds of mutual benevolence which 
result from the benefits of commerce had kept us in a state, perhaps too 
much prolonged, of coldness and alienation. The extensive, fertile, and 
populous dominions of the Sultan belong rather to the Asiatic than the 
European division of the human family. They enter but partially into 
the system of Europe, nor have their wars with Russia and Austria, the 
European States upon which they border, for more than a century past 
disturbed the pacific relations of those States with the other great pow-
ers of Eurq_oe. Neither France nor Prussia nor Great Britain has ever 
taken part in them, nor is lt to be expected that they will at this time. 
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The declaration of war by Russia has received the approbation or acqui-
escence of her allies, and we may indulge the hope that its progress and 
termination will be signalized by the moderation and forbearance no less 
than by the energy of the Emperor Nicholas, and that it will afford the 
opportunity for such collateral agency in behalf of the suffering Greeks as 
will secure to them ultimately the triumph of humanity and of freedom. 
The state of our particular relations with France has scarcely varied 
in the course of the present year. The commercial intercourse between 
the two countries has continued to increase for the mutual benefit of 
both. The claims of indemnity to numbers of our fellow-citizens for 
depredations upon their property, heretofore committed during the rev-
olutionary governments, remain unadjusted, and still form the subject 
of earnest representation and remonstrance. Recent advices from the 
minister of the United States at Paris encourage the expectation that 
the appeal to the justice of the French Government will ere long receive 
a favorable consideration. 
The last friendly expedient has been resorted to for the decision of 
the controversy with Great Britain relating to the northeastern bound-
ary of the United States. By an agreement with the British Govern-
ment, carrying into effect the provisions of the :fifth article of the treaty 
of Ghent, and the c;onvention of 29th September, 1827, His Majesty the 
King of the Netherlands has by common consent been selected as the 
umpire between the parties. The proposal to him to accept the designa-
tion for the performance of this friendly office will be made at an early 
day, and the United States, relying upon the justice of their cause, will 
cheerfully commit the arbitrament of it to a prince equally distinguished 
for the independence of his spirit, his indefatigable assiduity to the duties 
of his station, and his inflexible personal probity. 
Our commercial relations with Great Britain will deserve the serious 
consideration of Congress and the exercise of a conciliatory and forbearing 
spirit in the policy of both Governments. The state cl them has been 
materially changed by the act of Congress, passed at their last session, in 
alteration of the several acts imposing duties on imports, and by acts of 
more recent date of the British Parliament. The effect of the interdic-
tion of direct trade, commenced by Great Britain and reciprocated by the 
United States, has been, as was to b~ foreseen, only to substitute different 
channels for an exchange of commodities indispensable to the colonies 
and profitable to a numerous class of our fellow-citizens. The exports, 
the revenue, the navigation of the United States have suffered no dimi-
nution by our ex clusion from direct access to the British colonies. The 
colonies pay more dearly for the necessaries of life which their Govern-
ment burdens with the charges of double voyages, freight, insurance, and 
commission, and the profits of our exports are somewhat impaired and 
more injuriously t ransferred from one portion of our citizens to another. 
The resumption of this old and otherwise exploded system of colonial 
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exclusion has not secured to the shipping interest of Great Britain the 
relief which, at the expense of the distant colonies and of the United 
States, it was expected to afford. Other measures have been resorted to 
more pointedly bearing upon the navigation of the United States, and 
which, unless modified by the construction given to the recent acts of 
Parliament, will be manifestly incompatible with the positive stipulations 
of the commercial convention existing between the two countries. That 
convention, however, may be terminated with twelve months' notice, at 
the option of either party. 
A treaty of amity, navigation, and commerce between the United States 
apd His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary and Bohe-
mia, has been prepared for signature by the Secretary of State and by the 
Baron de Lederer, intrusted with full powers of the Austrian Govern-
ment. Independently of the new and friendly relations which may be 
thus commenced with one of the most eminent and powerful nations of 
the earth, the occasion has been taken in it, as in other recent treaties 
concluded by the United States, to extend those principles of liberal inter-
course and of fair reciprocity which intertwine with the exchanges of com-
merce the principles of justice and the feelings of mutual benevolence. 
This system, first proclaimed to the world in the first commercial treaty 
ever concluded by the United States-that of 6th February, 1778, with 
France-ha.J been invariably the cherished policy of our Union. It is by 
treaties of commerce alone that it can be made ultimately to prevail as 
the established system of all civilized nations. With this principle our 
fathers extended the hand of friendship to every nation of the globe, and 
to this policy our country has ever since adhered. Whatever of regula-
tion in our laws has ever been adopted unfavorable to the interest of any 
foreign nation has been essentially defensive and counteracting to similar 
regulations of theirs operating against us. 
Immediately after the close of the War of Independence commission-
ers were appointed by the Congress of the Confederation authorized to 
conclude treaties with every nation of Europe disposed to adopt them. 
Before the wars of the French Revolution such treaties had been con-
summated with the United Netherlands, Sweden, and Prussia. During 
those wars treaties with Great Britain and Spain had been effected, and 
those with Prussia and France renewed. In all these some concessions 
to the liberal principles of intercourse proposed by the United States had 
been obtained; but as in all the negotiations they came occasionally in 
collision with previous internal regulations or exclusive and excluding 
compacts of monopoly with which the other parties had been trammeled, 
the advances made in them toward the freedom of trade were partial and 
imperfect. Colonial establishments, chartered companies, and shipbuild-
ing influence pervaded and encumbered the legislation of all the great 
commercial states; and the United States, in offering free trade and equal 
privilege to all, were compelled to acquiesce in many exceptions with 
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each of the parties to their treaties, accommodated to their existing laws 
and anterior engagements. 
The colonial system by which this whole hemisphere was bound has 
fallen into ruins, totally abolished by revolutions converting colonies into 
independent nations throughout the two American continents, except-
ing a portion of territory chiefly at the northern extremity of our own, 
and confined to the remnants of dominion retain~d by Great Britain over 
the insular archipelago, geographically the appendages of our part of the 
globe. With all the rest we have free trade, even with the insular col-
onies of all the European nations, except Great Britain. Her Govern-
ment also had manifested approaches to the adoption of a free and liberal 
intercourse between her colonies and other nations, though by a sudden 
and scarcely explained revulsion the spirit of exclusion has been revived 
for operation upon the United States alone. 
The conclusion of our last treaty of peace with Great Britain was 
shortly afterwards followed by a commercial convention, placing the 
direct intercourse between the two countries upon a footing of more 
equal reciprocity than had ever before been admitted. The same prin-
ciple has since been much further extended by treaties with France, Swe-
den, Denmark, the Hanseatic cities, Prussia, in Europe, and with the 
Republics of Colombia and of Central America, in this hemisphere. The 
mutual abolition of discriminating duties and charges upon the navi-
gation arrd commercial intercourse between the parties is the general 
maxim which characterizes them all. There is reason to expect that it 
will at no distant period be adopted by other nations, both of Europe 
and America, and to hope that by its universal prevalence one of the 
fruitful sources of wars of commercial competition will be extinguished. 
Among the nations upon whose Governments many of our fellow-citi-
zens have had long-pending claims of indemnity for depredations upon 
their property during a period when the rights of neutral commerce were 
disregarded was that of Denmark. They were soon after the events 
occurred the subject of a special mission from the United States, at the 
close of which the assurance was given by His 'Danish Majesty that at a 
period of more tranquillity and of less distress they would be considered, 
examined, and decided upon in a spirit of determined purpose for the 
dispensation of justice. I have much pleasure in informing Congress 
that the fulfillment of this honorable promise is now in progress; that 
a small portion of the claims has already been settled to the satisfaction 
of the claimants, and that we have reason to hope that the remainder 
will shortly be placed in a train of equitable adjustment. This result 
has always been confidently expected, from the character of personal 
integrity and of benevolence which the Sovereign of the Danish domin-
ions has through every vicissitude of fortune maintained. 
The general aspect of the affairs of our neighboring American nations 
of the south has been rather of approaching than of settled tranquillity. 
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Internal disturbances have been more frequent among them than their 
common friends would have desired. Our intercourse with all has con-
tinued to be that of friendship and of mutual good will. Treaties of 
commerce and of boundaries with the United Mexican States have been 
negotiated, but, from various successive obstacles, not yet brought to a 
final conclusion. 
The civil war which unfortunately still prevails in the Republics of 
Central America has been unpropitious to the cultivation of our commer-
cial relations with them; and the dissensions and revolutionary changes 
in the Republics of Colombia and of Peru have been seen with cordial 
regret by us, who would gladly contribute to the happiness of both. It 
is with great satisfaction, however, that we have witnessed the recent 
conclusion of a peace between the Governments of Buenos Ayres and of 
Brazil, and it is equally gratifying to observe that indemnity has been 
obtained for some of the injuries which our fellow-citizens had sustained 
in the latter of those countries. The rest are in a train of negotiation, 
which we hope may terminate to mutual satisfaction, and that it may be 
succeeded by a treaty of commerce and navigation, upon liberal princi-
ples, propitious to a great and growing commerce, already important to 
the interests of our country. 
The condition and prospects of the revenue are more favorable than 
our most sanguine expectations had anticipated. The balance in the 
Treasury on the 1st of January last, exclusive of the moneys received 
under the convention of 13th of November, 1826, with Great Britain, 
was $5,861,972.83. The receipts into the Treasury from the 1st of Jan-
uary to the 30th of September last, so far as they have been ascertained 
to form the basis of an estimate, amount to $18,~33,580.27, which, with 
the receipts of the present quarter, estimated. at $5,461,283.40, form an 
aggregate of receipts during the year of $24,094,863.67. The expendi-
tures of the year may probably amount to $25,637,111.63, and leave in 
the Treasury on the 1st of January next the sum of $5,125,638.14. 
The receipts of the present year have amounted to near two millions 
more than was anticipated at the commencement of the last session of 
Congress. 
The amount of duties secured on importations from the 1st of January 
to the 30th of September was about $22,997,000, and that of the esti-
mated accruing revenue is five millions, forming an aggregate for the 
year of near twenty-eight millions. This is one million more than the 
estimate made last December for the accruing revenue of the present 
year, which; with allowances for drawbacks and contingent deficiencies, 
was expected to produce an actual revenue of $22,300,000. Had these 
only been realized the expenditures of the year would have been also 
proportionally reduced, for of these twenty-four millions received upward 
of nine millions have been applied to the extinction of public debt, bear-
ing an interest of 6 per cent a year, and of course reducing the burden of 
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interest annually payable in future by the amount of more than half 2. 
million. The payments on account of interest during the current year 
exceed $3,000,000, presenting an aggregate of more than twelve millions 
applied during the year to the discharge of the_ public debt, the whole of 
which remaining due on the 1st of January next will amount only to 
$58,362,135.78. 
That the revenue of the ensuing year will not fall short of that received 
in the one now expiring there are indications which can scarcely prove 
deceptive. In our country an uniform experience of forty years has 
shown that whatever the tariff of duties upon articles imported from 
abroad has been, the amount of importations has always borne an aver, 
age value nearly approaching to that of the exports, though occasionally 
differing in the balance, sometimes being more and sometimes less. It 
is, indeed, a general law of prosperous commerce that the real value 
of exports should by a small, and only a small, balance exceed that of 
imports, that balance being a permanent addition to the wealth of the 
nation. The extent of the prosperous commerce of the nation must be 
regulated by the amount of its exports, and an important addition to the 
value of these will draw after it a corresponding increase of importations. 
It has happened in the vicissitudes of the seasons that the harvests of all 
Europe have in the late summer and autumn fallen short of their usual 
average. A relaxation of the interdict upon the importation of grain 
and flour from abroad has ensued, a propitious market has been opened 
to the granaries of our country, and a new prospect of reward presented to 
the labors of the husbandman, which for several years has been denied. 
This accession to the profits of agriculture in the middle and western por-
tions of our: Union is accidental and temporary. It may continue only 
for a single year. It may be, as has been often experienced in the revo-
lutions of time, but the first of several scanty harvests in succession. We 
may consider it certain that for the approaching year it has added an item 
of large amount to the value of our exports and that it will produce a 
corresponding increase of importations. It may therefore confidently be 
foreseen that the revenue of 1829 will equal and probably exceed that of 
1828, and will afford the means of extinguishing ten millions more of the 
principal of the public debt. 
This new element of prosperity to that part of our agricultural indus-
try which is occupied in producing the first article of human subsistence 
is of the most cheering charact~r to the feelings of patriotism. Proceed-
ing from a cause which humanity will view with concern, the sufferings 
of scarcity in distant lands, _it yields a consolatory reflection that this 
scarcity is in no respect attributable to us; that it comes from the dis-
pensation of Him who ordains all in wisdom and goodness, and who 
permits evil itself only as an instrument of good; that, far from contribu-
ting to this scarcity, our agency will be applied only to the alleviation of 
its severity, and that in pouring forth from the abundance of our own 
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garners the supplies which will partially restore plenty to those who are 
in need we shall ourselves reduce our stores and add to the pri<;e of our 
own bread, so as in some degree to participate in the wants which it will 
be the good fortune of our country to relieve. 
The great interests of an agricultural, commercial, and manufacturing 
natfon are so linked in union together that no permanent cause of pros-
perity to one of them can operate without extending its influence to the 
others. All these interests are alike under the protecting power of the 
legislative authority, and the duties of the representative bodies are to 
conciliate them in harmony together. So far as the object of taxation is 
to raise a revenue for discharging the debts and defraying the expenses 
of the community, its operation should be adapted as much as possible to 
suit the burden with equal hand. upon all in proportion with their abil-
ity of bearing it without oppression. But the legislation of one nation 
is sometimes intentionally made to bear heavily upon the interests of 
another. That legislation, adapted, as it is meant to be, to the special 
interests of its own people, will often press most unequally upon the sev-
~ral component interests of its neighbors. Thus the legislation of Great 
Britain, when, as has recently been avowed, adapted to the depression of a 
rival nation, will naturally abound with regulations of interdict upon the 
productions of the soil or industry of the other which come in competi-
tion with its own, and will present encouragement, perhaps even bounty, 
to the raw material of the other State which it can not produce itself, 
and which is essential for the use of its manufactures, competitors in 
't:he markets of the world with those of its commercial rival. Such is the 
state of the commercial legislation of Great Britain as it bears upon our 
interests. It excludes with interdicting duties all importation ( except 
in time of approaching famine) of the great staple of productions of our 
Middle and Western States; it proscribes with equal rigor the bulkier 
lumber and live stock of the same portion and also of the Northern and 
Eastern part of our Union. It refuses even the ~ice of the South unless 
aggravated with a charge of duty upon the Northern carrier who brings it 
to them. But the cotton, indispensable for their looms, they will receive 
almost duty free to weave it into a fabric for our own wear, to the destruc-
tion of our own manufactures, which they are enabled thus to undersell. 
Is the self-protecting energy of this nation so helpless that there exists 
in the political institutions of our country no power to counteract the 
bias of this foreign legislation; that the growers of grain must submit to 
this exclusion from the foreign markets of their produce; tb.at the ship-
pers must dismantle their ships, the trade of the North stagnate at the 
wharves, and the manufacturers starve at their looms, while the whole 
people shall pay tribute to foreign industry to be clad in a foreign garb; 
that the Congress of the Union are impotent to restore the balance in 
favor of native industry destroyed by the statutes of another realm? 
More just and more generous sentiments will, I trust, prevail. If the 
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tariff adopted at the last session of Congress shall be found by experience 
to bear oppressivelx upon the interests of any one section of the Union, 
it ought to be, and I can not doubt will be, so modified as to al\eviate its 
burden. To the voice of just complaint from any portion of their con-
stituents the representatives of the States and of the people will never 
turn away their ears. But so long as the duty of the foreign shall oper• 
ate only as a bounty upon the domestic article; while the plante·r and the 
merchant and the shepherd and the husband.ma:µ shall be found thriv-
ing in their occupations under the duties imposed for the protection of 
domestic manufactures, they will not repine at the prosperity shared with 
themselves by their fellow-citizens of other professions, nor denounce as 
violations of the Constitution the deliberate acts of Congress to shield 
from the wrongs of foreign laws the native industry of the Union. While 
the tariff of the last session of Congress was a subject of legislative delib-
eration it was foretold by some of its opposers that one of its necessary 
consequences would be to impair the revenue. It is yet too soon to pro-
nounce with confidence that this prediction was erroneous. · The obstruc-
tion of one avenue of trade not unfrequently opens an issue to another. 
The consequence of the tariff will be to increase the exportation and 
to diminish the importation of some specific articles; but by the gen-
eral law of trade the increase of exportation of one article will be followed 
by an increased importation of others, the duties upon which will supply 
the deficiencies which the diminished importation would otherwise occa-
sion. The effect of taxation upon revenue can seldom be foreseen with 
certainty. It must abide the test of experience. As yet no symptom8 
of diminution are perceptible in the receipts of the Treasury. As yet 
little addition of cost has even been experienced upon the articles bur-
dened with heavier duties by the last tariff. The domestic manufacturer 
supplies the same or a kindred article at a diminished price, and the con-
sumer pays the same tribute to the labor of his own countryman which 
he must otherwise have paid to foreign industry and toil. 
The tariff of the last session was in its details not acceptable to the 
great interests of any portion of the Union, not even to the interest which 
it was specially intended to subserve. Its object was to balance the bur-
dens upon native industry imposed by the operation of foreign laws, but 
not to aggravate the burdens of one section of the Union by the relief 
afforded to another. To the great principle sanctioned by that act-one 
of those upon which the Constitution itself was formed-I hope and trust 
the authorities of the Union will adhere. But if any of the duties im-
posed by the act only relieve the manufacturer by aggravating the bur-
den of the planter, let a careful revisal of its provisions, enlightened by 
the practical experience of its effects, be directed to retain those which 
impart protection to native industry and remove or supply the place of 
those which only alleviate one great national interest by the depression 
of another. 
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The t:rnited States of America and the people of every State of which 
they are composed are each of them sovereign powers. The legislative 
authority of the whole is exercised by Congress under authority granted 
them in the common Constitution. The legislative power of each State 
is exercised by assemblies deriving their authority from the constitution 
of the State. Each is sovereign within its own province. The distribu- · 
tion of power between them presupposes that these authorities will move 
in harmony with each other. The members of the State and General 
Governments are all under oath to support both, and allegiance is due 
to the one and to the other. The case of a conflict between these two 
powers has not been supposed, nor has any provision been made for it in 
our institutions; a$ a virtuous nation of ancient times existed more than 
five centuries without a law for the punishment of parricide. 
More than once, however, in the progress of our history have the peo-
ple and, the legislatures of one or more States, in moments of excitement, 
. been instigated to this conflict; and the means of effecting this impulse 
have been allegations that the acts of Congress to be resisted were uncon-
stitutional. The people of no one State have ever delegated to their legis-
lature the power of pronouncing an act of Congress unconstitutional, but 
they have delegated to them powers by the exercise of which the execu-
tion of the laws of Congress within the State may be resisted. If we 
suppose the case of such conflicting legislation sustained by the corre-
sponding executive and judicial authorities, patriotism and philanthropy 
turn their eyes from the condition in which the parties would be placed, 
and from that of the people of both, which must be its victims. 
The reports from the Secretary of War and the various subordinate 
offices of the resort of that Department present an exposition of the pub-
lic administration of affairs connected with them through the course of 
the current year. The present state of the Army and the distribution 
of the force of which it is composed will be seen from the report of the 
Major-General. Several alterations in the disposal of the troops have 
been found expedient in the course of the year, and the discipline. of the 
Army, though not entirely free from exception, has been generally good. 
The attention of Congress is particularly invited to that part of the 
report of the Secretary of War which concerns the existing system of 
our relations with the Indian tribes. At the ~stablishment of the Fed-
eral Government under the present Constitution of the United States the 
principle was adopted of considering them as foreign and independent 
powers and also as proprietors of lands. They were, moreover, consid-
ered as savages, whom it was our policy and our duty to use our influ-
ence in converting to Christianity and in bringing within the pale of 
civilization. 
As independent powers, we negotiated with them by treaties; as pro-
prietors, we purchased of them all the lands which we could prevail 
upon them to sell; as brethren of the human race, ru.de and ignorant, we 
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endeavored to bring them to the knowledge of religion and of letters. The 
ultimate design was to incorporate in our own institutions that portion 
of them which could be converted to the state of civilization. In the 
practice of European States, before our Revolution, they had been con-
sidered as children to be governed; as tenants at discretion, to be dispos, 
sessed as occasion might require; as hunters to be indemnified by trifling 
concessions for removal from the grounds from which their game was 
extirpated. In changing the system it would seem as if a full contem-
plation of the consequences of the change had not been taken. We have 
been far more successful in the acquisition of their lands than in impart-
ing to them the principles or inspiring them with the spirit of civiliza-
tion. But in appropriating to ourselves their hunting grounds we have 
brought upon ourselves the obligation of providing them with subsistence; 
and when we have had the rare good fortune of teaching them the arts 
of civilization and the doctrines of Christianity we have unexpectedly 
found them forming in the midst of ourselves communities claiming to 
be independent of ours and rivals of sovereignty within the territories 
of the members of our Union. This state of things requires that a rem-
edy should be provided-a remedy which, while it shall do justice to 
those unfortunate children of nature, may secure to the members of our 
confederation their rights of sovereignty and of soil. As the outline of 
a project to that effect, the views presented in the report of the Secretary 
of War are recommended to the consideration of Congress. ,-
The report from the Engineer Department presents a comprehensive 
view of the progress which has been made in the great systems promo-
tive of the public interest, commenced and organized under authority 
of Congress, and the effects of which have already contributed to the 
security, as they will hereafter largely contribute to the honor and dig-
nity, of the nation. 
The first of these great systems is that of fortifications, commenced 
immediately after the close of our last war, under the salutary experi-
ence which the events of that war had impressed upon our countrymen 
of its necessity. Introduced under the auspices of my immediate pred-
ecessor, it has been continued with the persevering and liberal encour-
agement of the Legislature, and, combined with corresponding exertions 
for the gradual increase and improvement of the Navy, prepares for our 
extensive country a condition of defense adapted to any critical emer-
gency which the varying course of events may bring forth. Our advances 
in these concerted systems have for the last ten years been steady and 
progressive, and in a few years more will be so completed as to leave no 
cause for apprehension that our seacoast will ever again offer a theater 
of hostile invasion. 
The next of these cardinal measures of policy is the preliminary to 
great and lasting works of public improvement in the surveys of roads, 
examination for the course of canals, and labors for the removal of the 
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obstructions of rivers and harbors, first commenced by the act of Con-
gress of 30th of April, 1824. 
The report exhibits in one table the funds appropriated at the last and 
preceding sessions of Congress for all these fortifications, surveys, and 
works of public improvement, the manner in which these funds have 
been applied, the amount expended upon the several works under con-
struction, and the further sums which may be necessary to complete 
them; in a second, the works projected by the Board of Engineers which 
have not been commenced, and the estimate of their cost; in a third, the 
report of the annual Board of Visitors at the Military Academy at West 
Point. 
For thirteen fortifications erecting on various points of our Atlantic 
coast, from Rhode Island to Louisiana, the aggregate expenditure of the 
year has fallen little short of $1,000,000. For the preparation of five 
additional reports of reconnoissances and surveys since the last session 
of Congress, for the civil constructions upon thirty-seven different public 
works commenced, eight others for which specific appropriations have 
been made by acts of Congress, and twenty other incipient surveys under 
the authority given by the act of 30th April, 1824, about one million 
more of dollars has been drawn from the Treasury. 
To these $2,000,000 is to be added the appropriation of $250,000 to 
· commence the erection of a breakwater near the mouth of the Delaware 
River, the subscriptions to the Delaware and Chesapeake, the Louisville 
and Portland, the Dismal Swamp, and the Chesapeake and Ohio canals, 
the large donations of lands to the States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and 
Alabama for objects of improvements within those States, and the sums 
appropriated for light-houses, buoys, and piers on the coast; and a full 
view will be taken of the munificence of the nation in the application of 
its resources to the improvement of its own condition. 
Of these great national undertakings the Academy at West Point is 
among the most important in itself and the most comprehensive in its 
consequences. In that institution a part of the revenue of the nation is 
applied to defray the expense of educating a competent portion of her 
youth chiefly to the knowledge and the duties of military life. It is the 
living armory of the nation. While the other works of improvement 
enumerated in the reports now presented to the attention of Congress are 
destined to ameliorate the face of nature, to multiply the facilities of com-
munication between the different parts of the Union, to assist the labors, 
increase the comforts, and e~hance the enjoyments of individuals, the 
instruction acquired at West Point enlarges the dominion and expands 
the capacities of the mind. Its beneficial results are already experienced 
in the composition of the Army, and their influence is felt in' the intel-
lectual progress of society. The institution is susceptible still of great 
improvement from benefactions proposed by several successive Boards of 
Visitors, to whose earnest and repeated recommendations I cheerfully add 
my own. 
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With the usual annual reports from the Secretary of the Navy and the 
Board of Commissioners will be exhibited to the view of Congress the 
execution of the laws relating to that department of the public service. 
The repression of piracy in the West Indian and in the Grecian seas has 
been effectually maintained, with scarcely any exception. During the 
war between the Governments of Buenos Ayres and of Brazil frequent 
collisions between the belligerent acts of power and the rights of neu-
tral commerce occurred. Licentious blockades, irregularly enlisted or 
impressed seamen, and the property of honest commerce seized with 
violence, and even plundered under legal pretenses, are disorders never 
separable from the conflicts of war upon the ocean. With a portion of 
them the correspondence of our commanders on the eastern aspect of the 
South American coast and among the islands of Greece discover how 
far we have be.en involved. In these the honor of our country and the 
rights of our citizens have been asserted and vindicated. The appearance 
of new squadrons in the Mediterranean and the blockade of the Darda-
nelles indicate the danger of other obstacles to the freedom of commerce 
and the necessity of keeping our naval force in those seas. To the sug-
gestions repeated in the report of the Secretary of the Navy, and tending 
to the permanent improvement of this institution, I invite the favorable 
consideration of Congress. 
A resolution of the House of Representatives requesting that one of 
our small public vessels should be sent to the Pacific Ocean and South 
Sea to examine the coasts, islands, harbors, shoals, and reefs in those 
seas, and to ascertain their true situation and description, has been put 
in a train of execution. The vessel is nearly ready to depart. The 
successful accomplishment of the expedition may be greatly facilitated 
by suitable legislative provisions, and particularly by an appropriation to 
defray its necessary expense. The addition of a second, and perhaps a 
third, vessel, with a slight aggravation of the cost, would contribute 
much to the safety of the citizens ~mbarked on this undertaking, the 
results of which may be of the deepest interest to our country. 
With the report of the Secretary of the Navy will be submitted, in 
conformity to the act of Congress of 3d March, 1827, for the gradual 
improvement of the Navy of the United States, statements of the expend-
itures under that act and of the measures taken for carrying the same 
into effect. Every section of that statute contains a distinct provision 
looking to the great object of the whole-the gradual improvement of the 
Navy. Under its salutary sanction stores ~f ship timber have been pro-
cured and are in process of seasoning and preservation for the future 
uses of the Navy. Arrangements have been made for the preservation 
of the live-oak timber growing on the lands of the United States, and for 
its reproduction, to supply at future and distant days the waste of that 
most valuable material for shipbuilding by the great consumption of 
it yearly for the commercial as well as for the military marine of out 
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country. The construction of the two dry docks at Charlestown and at 
Norfolk is making satisfactory progress toward a durable establishment. 
The examinations and inquiries to ascertain the practicability and expe-
diency of a marine railway at Pensacola, though not yet accomplished, 
have been postponed but to be ·more effectually made. The navy-yards 
of the United States have been examined, and pians for their improve-
ment and the preservation of the public property therein at Portsmouth, 
Charlestown, Philadelphia, Washington, and Gosport, and to which two 
others are to be added, have been prepared and received my sanction; 
and no other portion of my public duties has been performed with a more 
intimate conviction of its importance to the future welfare and security 
of the Union. 
With the report from the Postmaster-General is exhibited a compara-
tive view of the gradual increase of that establishment, from five to five 
years, since 1792 till this time in the number of post-offices, which has 
grown from less than 200 to nearly 8,000; in the revenue yielded by 
them, which from $67,000 has swollen to upward of a million and a 
half, and in the number of miles of post-roads, which from 5,642 have 
multiplied to I 14,536. While in the same period of time the population 
of the Union has about thrice doubled, the rate of increase of these offices 
is nearly 40, and of the revenue and of traveled miles from 20 to 25 for r. 
The increase of revenue within the last five years has been nearly equal 
to the whole revenue of the Department in 1812. 
The expenditures of the Department during the year which ended on 
the 1st of July last have exceeded the receipts by a sum of about $25,000. 
The excess has been occasioned by the increase of mail conveyances and 
facilities to the extent of near 800,000 miles. It has been supplied by 
collections from the postmasters of the arrearages of preceding years. 
While the correct principle seems to be that the income levied by the 
Department should defray all its expenses, it has never been the policy 
of this Government to raise from this establishment any revenue to 
be applied to any other purposes. The suggestion of the Postmaster-
General that the insurance of the safe transmission of moneys by the 
mail might be assumed by the Department for a moderate and compe-
tent remuneration will deserve the consideration of Congress. 
A report from the commissioner of the public buildings in this city 
exhibits the expenditures upon them in the course of the current year. 
It will be seen that the humane and benevolent intentions of Congress in 
providing, by the act of 20th May, . 1826, for the erection of a peniten-
tiary in this District have been accomplished. The authority of further 
legislation is now required for the removal to this tenement of the offend-
ers against the laws sentenced to atone by personal confinement for their 
crimes, and to provide a code for their employment and government 
while thus confined. 
The commissioners appointed, conformably to the act of 2d March, 
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1827, to provide for the adjustment of claims of persons entitled o 
indemnification under the first article of the treaty of Ghent, and for the 
distribution among such claimants of the sum paid by the Govern.men 
of Great Britain under the convention of 13th of November, 1826, close 
their labors on the 30th of August last by awarding to the claimants the 
sum of $1,197,422.18·, leaving a balance of $7,537.82, which was distri -
uted ratably amongst all the claimants to whom awards had been made 
according to the directions of the act. 
The exhibits appended to the report from the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office present the actual condition of that common prop-
erty of the Union. The amount paid into the Treasury from the pro-
ceeds of lands during the year 1827 and the first half of 1828 falls little 
short of $2,000,000. The propriety of further extending the time for the 
extinguishment of the debt due to the United States by the purchasers 
of the public lands, limited by the act of 21st March last to the 4th of 
July next, will claim the consideration of Congress, to whose vigilance 
and careful attention the regulation, disposal, and preservation of this 
great national inheritance has by the people of the United States been 
in trusted. 
Among the important subjects to which the attention of the present 
Congress has already been invited, and which may occupy their further 
and deliberate discussion, will be the provision to be made for taking 
the fifth census or enumeration of the inhabitants of the United States. 
The Constitution of the United States requires that this enumeration 
should be made within every term of ten years, and the date from which 
the last enumeration commenced was the first Monday of August of the 
year 1820. The laws under which the former enumerations were taken 
were enacted at the session of Congress immediately preceding the oper -
ation; but considerable inconveniences were experienced from the delay 
of legislation to so late a period. That law, like those of the preceding 
enumerations, directed that the census should be taken by the marshals 
of the several districts and Territories of the Union under instructions 
from the Secretary of State. The preparation and transmission to the 
marshals of those instructions required more time than was then allowed 
between the passage of the law and the day when the enumeration was 
to commenc~. The term of six months limited for the returns of the 
marshals was also found even then too short, and must be more so now, 
when an additional population of at least 3,000,000 must be presented 
upon the returns. As they are to be made at the short session of Con-
gress, it would, as well as from other considerations, be more convenient 
to commence the enumeration from an earlier period of the year than the 
1st of August. The most favorable season would be the spring. On a 
review of the former enumerations it will be found that the plan for 
taking every census has contained many improvements upon that of its 
predecessor. The last is still susceptible of much improvement. The 
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Third Census was the first at which any account was taken of the man-
ufactures of the country. It was repeated at the last enumeration, but 
the returns in both cases were necessarily very imperfect. They must 
always be so, resting, of course, only upon the communications volun-
tarily made by individuals interested in some of the manufacturing estab-
lishments. Yet they contained much valuable information, and may by 
some supplementary provision of the law be rendered more effective. 
The columns of age, commencing from infancy, have hitherto been con-
fined to a few periods, all under the number of 45 years. Important 
knowledge would be obtained by extending these columns, in intervals 
of ten years, to the utmost boundaries of human life. The labor of 
taking them would be a trifling addition to that already prescribed, and 
the result would exhibit comparative tables of longevity highly inter-
esting to the country. I deem it my duty f1.1rther to observe that much 
of the imperfections in the returns of the last and perhaps of preceding 
enumerations proceeded from the inadequateness of the compensations 
allowed to the marshals and their assistants in taking them. 
In closing this communication it only remains for me to assure the 
Legislature of my continued earnest wish for the adoption of measures 
recommended by me heretofore and yet to be acted on by them, and 
. of the cordial concurrence on my part in every constitutional provision 
which may receive their sanction during the session tending to the gen-
eral welfare. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, December 8, I828. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 2d of April last, I transmit a copy of the letter from the Cherokee 
Council to Colonel Hugh Montgomery, the agent, r~quested by the res-
olution, with a report* from the Secretary of War. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 8, I828. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 23d of May last, I transmit a report from the Secretary of War, with 
documents, containi1'g the information requested, relating to the harbors, 
roads, and other works of internal improvements undertaken and pro-
jected since the 30th April, 1824. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
*Relating to a survey for a canal through the Cherokee country. 
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WASHINGTON, December 8, I82 . 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I communicate to the Senate, for their advice with regard to i .. a ·-
fication, a treaty made and concluded at the missionary establis 
upon the St. Joseph of Lake Michigan the 20th day of September Ias-
between Lewis Cass and Pierre Menard, commissioners of the Uni-
States, and the Potawatamie tribe of Indians, the journal and report o-
the commissioners accompanying the treaty. 
JOHN QUINCY ADA-IS. 
WASHINGTON, D ecember 8, I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of War, with doc-
uments, prepared in compliance with their resolutiop. of the 26th of :May 
last, concerning the practicability and probable cost of constructing an 
artificial harbor, commonly called a ''breakwater,'' at or near the mouth 
of the Mississippi. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 9, I 828. 
To the Senate oj' the United States: 
The inclosed- report from the . Secretary of State and subjoined docu-
ments are transmitted to the Senate in compliance with their resolution 
of 25th April last, requesting information concerning the number of free 
taxable inhabitants who are not freeholders in certain States and Terri-
tories of the Union. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, December I5, I828. 
To the House ef Representatives ef the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 8th instant, referring to a negotiation of the British Government, by 
virtue of a resolution of the House of the roth of May last, relative to 
the surrender of fugitive slaves, I transmit herewith a report from the 
Secretary of State, with copies of instructions and correspondence, con-
taining the desired information. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, December I5, I828. 
To the S enate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their constitutional advice, an additional 
article, signed on the 4th day of June last, to the convention of friendship, 
commerce, and navigation between the United States and the Hanseatic 
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Republics of Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg concluded at this place on 
the 20th December, 1827. A copy of the article is likewise inclosed. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December I6, I828. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their advice, articles of agreenient con-
cluded at Green Bay, in the Territory of Michigan, on the 20th of August 
last, between Lewis Cass and Pierre Menard, commissioners on the part 
of the United States, apd the chiefs of the Winnebago tribe and of the 
united tribes of the Potawatamies, Chippewas, and Ottawas, being a tem-
porary arrangement concerning the occupation of a certaip. portion of 
the mining country which has not heretofore been ceded to the United 
States. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, December 22, I828. 
To the House of Representatz"ves of the United States: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the Secre-
tary of War, with documents, reported in compliance with the resolution 
of the House of the rnth instant, requesting a copy of the instructions 
given for the government of the agent of the United States superintend-
ent of the lead mines in Missouri and Illinois. 
Also a report from the Secretary of War, in compliance with the reso-
lution of the House of the 15th instant, setting forth the reasons upon 
which it has not been deemed expedient to nominate commissioners to 
hold a treaty with the Choctaw Nation of Indians for the purchase of a 
certain tract of land, as authorized by the act of Congress of the 24th of 
May last. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON', January I, I829. 
To the House of Representatives of !he United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
i8th ultimo, I communicate to the House a report from the Secretary of 
War, containing the information required in relation to the intended 
frauds upon the revenue, which has rendered expedient the stationing 
additional troops on the Niagara frontier. The other evidence embraced 
by the resolution, and in possession of the Government, does not, in my 
judgment, at present render any further employment of a regular armed 
force for the enforcement of the revenue laws necessary. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
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w ASHINGTON, January 7, 1829. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 19th May last, requesting a copy of the correspondence between the 
minister of the United States at the Court of Madrid and the Govern-
ment of Spain on the subject of claims of citizens of the United States 
against the said Government, I transmit herewith a report from the Sec-
retary of State, with the correspondence desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January I¢, 1829. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate a report from the Secretary of State, 
with supplemental returns of free taxable i~habitants not freeholders in 
certain States and Territories of the United States, which returns have 
been received since my message to the Senate of the 9th December last. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, January I7, 1829. 
To the House of Representalives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 13th instant, I transmit herewith a report* from the Secretary of War, 
with an application from the Creek Indians, through the agent of the 
United States, and an opinion of counsel in behalf of the Indians, having 
relation to the subject of the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 2I, I829. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In compliance with two resolutions of the House of Representatives 
of the 5th instant, requesting information received not heretofore com-
municated in relation to the arrest and trial in the British Province of 
New Brunswick of John Baker, a citizen of the United States, and the 
correspondence between the Government of the United States and that 
of Great Britain in relation to the said arrest and to the usurpation of 
jurisdiction by the British government of New Brunswick within the 
limits of the State of Maine, I transmit a report from the Secretary of 
State, with the information and correspondence requested by the House. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
* Relating to claims of Georgia and the Creek Indians under the treaty of 18:21, held at Indian 
Springs, 
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WASHINGTON, January 2I, I829. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress copies of two treaties :with Indian tribes, which 
have been ratified: 
1. Articles of agreement between the United States of America and 
the Winnebago tribe and the united tribes of Potawatamie, Chippeway, 
and Ottawa Indians, concluded at Green Bay 25th August, 1828. 
2. Treaty between the United States of America and the Potawatamie 
tribe of Indians, concluded at the missionary establishment upon the St. 
Joseph of Lake Michigan 20th September, 1828. 
Both by Lewis Cass and Pierre Menard, commissioners on the part of 
the United States, with certain chiefs and warriors of the respective tribes. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 26, I829. 
To the House of Representatlves of the United States: 
In -compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 17th instant, requesting copies of the instructions to the commis-
sioners of the United States who made the treaty at the Indian Springs 
in 1821, I transmit to the House a report from the Secretary of War of 
the 22d instant, with copies of those instructions. 
And in ~ompliance with a resolution of the House of the 20th instant, 
requesting a communication of the journal of the above-mentioned com-
missioners, I transmit a report from the Secretary of War of the 24th 
instant, with copies of the papers, which it is believed will supply the 
information desired by the resolution, no regular journal having been 
transmitted by the commissioners to the Department. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 26, I829. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with volumi-
nous documents prepared and collected in compliance with a resolution 
of the House of Representatives of the 13th January, 1825, calling for 
a statement of convictions, executions, and pardons for capital offenses 
under the authority of the Government of the United States since the 
adoption of the Constitution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 26, I829. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit to Congress copies of a convention of friendship, commerce, 
and navigation between the United States and the free Hanseatic Repub-
lics of Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg, the ratifications of which were 
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exchanged at this place on the 2d day of June last; and also of an addi-
tional article to the same convention, signed on the 4th day of June last, 
and the ratifications of which were exchanged at this city on the 14th of 
the present month. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, January 29, I829. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
SIR: I transmit herewith a letter which I have received from Mr. 
David, member of the Institute of France, professor of the School of 
Painting at Paris, and member of the Legion of Honor, the artist who 
presents to Congress the bust of General Lafayette which has been re-
ceived with it; and I have to request the favor that after it has been 
communicated to the Senate it may be transmitted to the Speaker of the 
House of Representatives for similar communication to that body. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, January 29, I829. 
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States: 
I nominate Stephen Clin, of Georgia, to be secretary of.the legation of 
the United States at the Court of Great Britain. 
Jesse H. Willis, of Florida, to be collector of the customs for the 
recently established district of St. Marks and inspector of the revenue 
for the port of Magnolia, in Florida. 
And I nominate for reappointment Callender Irvine, of Pennsylvania, 
to be Commissary-General of Purchases. It is proper to apprise the 
Senate that this office is one of those which by the act of Congress of 
15th May, 1820, is limited to the term of four years; that it was held by 
Mr. Irvine at the time of the passage of that act, but that by some inad-
vertence he has not hitherto been nominated for reappointment. The 
fact having but just now been ascertained by me, I deem it my duty to 
make the nomination. Mr. Irvine has hitherto performed the duties of 
the office under his original appointment. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, January 30, I829. 
To the House of Representafz'ves-ofthe Unz"ted States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
I 3th instant, requesting information of the measures taken in execution 
of the act of 9th May last, making an appropriation for carrying into 
effect the articles of agreement and cession of 24th April, 1802, between 
the State of Georgia and the United States, and also in execution of 
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certain provisions of the treaty of May last with the Cherokee Indians, 
I transmit to the House a report from the Secretary of War, with docu-
ments, comprising the desired information. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 2, I829. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance wit__h a resolution of the Senate of the 20th ultimo, 
requesting information received since the last session of Congress from 
the Mexican Government respecting the recovery of debts in that coun-
try due to American citizens, I transmit a report from the Secretary of 
State, with copies of a letter of instructions to the minister of the United 
States in Mexico, and of his answer, relating to the subject of the reso-
lution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 6, I829. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 9th of December 
last, requesting a detailed statement of the amount expended by the Fed-
eral Government upon works of internal improvement within the limits 
of the several States, with an estimate of the amount necessary to com-
plete any work begun and not yet completed, I transmit herewith reports 
from the Secretaries of the Treasury and of War, with documents, contain-
ing the information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 6, I829. 
To the House of Represen!(l,tives of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
4th instant, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, with 
that of the commissioner appointed to locate the national road from Zanes-
ville, in Ohio, to the seat of government of the State of Missouri. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February II, I829. · 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
By the act of Congress _of the 23d of May last, '' supplementary to the 
several acts providing for the settlement and confirmation of private land 
claims in Florida,'' provision was made for the final adjudication of such 
claims by the judges of the superior courts of the districts wherein the 
lands claimed respectively lie, and by appeal from them to the Supreme 
Court of the United States; and the attorneys of the United States in the 
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several districts were charged with the duty, in every case where the deci-
sion should be against the United States by the judge of the superior 
court' of the district, to make out and transmit to the Attorney-General 
of the United States a statement containing the facts of the case and the 
points of law on which the same was decided, and it was made the duty 
of the Attorney-General in most of those cases to direct an appeal to be 
made to the Supreme Court of the United States and to appear for the 
United States and prosecute such appeals. By the same act the Presi-
dent of the United States was authorized to appoint a law agent to super-
intend the interests of the United States in the premises, and to employ 
assistant counsel if in bis opinion the public interest should require the 
same. 
In the process of carrying into execution this law it was the opinion 
of the Attorney-General of the United States that a translated complete 
collection of all the Spanish and French ordinances, etc., affecting the 
land titles in Florida and the other territories heretofore belonging to 
France and Spain, would be indispensable to a just decision of those 
claims by the Supreme Court. At his suggestion the task of preparing 
this compilation was undertaken by Joseph M. White, of Florida, who was 
employed as assistant counsel in behalf of the United States. The col-
lection has accordingly been made and is deposited in manuscript at the 
Department of State, subject to such order as Congress may see :fit to 
take concerning it. The letter from Mr. White to the Secretary of State, 
with a descriptive list of the documents collected and thus deposited, is 
herewith transmitted to Congress. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February I6, I829. 
To the .Senate of' the Un-ited States: 
In coµipliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 5th instant, 
requesting detailed statements of the expenses incurred and of those 
which may be necessary for the expedition proposed for exploring the 
Pacific Ocean and South Seas, and also of the several amounts transferred 
from the different head_s of appropriation for the support of the Navy to 
this object and the authority by which such transfers have been made, I 
transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Navy, with docu-
ments, from which the Senate will perceive that no such transfer bas been 
made, and which contain the other information desired by the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASHINGTON, February 20, I829. 
To the Senate of' the Un-ited States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 10th instant, 
requesting copies of correspondence and communications from 20th Octo-
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b~r, 1816, to 24th November, 1817, received at the Department of State 
f~!:m1 the American commissioner under the fourth article of the treaty 
of Ghent, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with 
the copies of papers mentioned in the resolution. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 20, z829. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, 
with documents, prepared in pursuance of their resolution of the 31st o! 
December last, and showing the amount of expenses incurred in the sur-
vey, sale, and management of the public lands for the year 1827. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 25, z829. 
· To the S enate and House of RepresentaHves of the United States: 
· By the act of Congress of the 3d March, 1826, for the survey of a route 
for a canal between the Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico, the President 
of the United States was authorized to cause to be made an accurate and 
minute examination of the country south of the St. Marys River, and 
including the same, with a view to ascertain the most eligible route for a 
canal admitting the transit of boats to connect the Atlantic with the Gulf 
of Mexico, and also with a view ·to ascertain the practicability of a ship 
channel; that he cause particularly to be examined the route to the 
Appalachicola River or Bay, .with a view to both the above objects; that 
he cause the necessary surveys, both by land and along the coast, with 
estimates of the expense of each, accompanied with proper plans, notes, 
observations, explanations, and opinions of the Board of Engineers, and 
that he cause a full report of these proceedings to be made to Congress. 
In execution of this law I transmit herewith a report from the Secre-
tary of \,Var, with a copy of that of the Board of Engineers, upon this 
great and most desirable national work. The time not having allowed a 
copy to be taken of the map, one copy only of the whole report is trans-
mitted to the Senate, with the request that it may be communicated to the 
House of Representatives, and that the map may be ultimately returned 
to the Department of War. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 26, z829. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 20th instant, I 
transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, with the inspec-
tion reports of Brevet Major-General Gaines for the years 1826 and 1827, 
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relating to the organization of the Army and militia of the United States, 
with the request that the original documents may be returned to the 
Department of War at the convenience of the Senate. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
w ASIHNGTON, February 26, I829. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their constitutional advice with 
regard to its ratification, a treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation 
between the United States and His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil, 
signed by the plenipotentiaries of the respective Governments at Rio de 
JanE:iro on the 12th day of December last. A copy of the treaty is like-
wise inclosed, with copies of the instructions under which it was nego-
tiated and a letter from Mr. Tudor elucidating some of its provisions. 
It is requested that at the convenience of the Senate the original papers 
may be returned to the Department of State. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, February 28, I829. 
To the Senate and House •oj Representatives ef the United States: 
I transmit to Congress copies of two Indian treaties, which have becll 
duly r~tified: 
r. A treaty with the Chippewa, Menominie, and Winnebago Indians, 
concluded on the 11th of August, 1827, at the Butte des Morts, on Fox 
River, in the Territory of Michigan, between Lewis Cass and Thomas L. 
McKenney, commissioners on the part of the U~ited States, and certain 
chiefs and warriors of the said tribes on their part. 
2. A treaty-with the Potawatamie tribe of Indians, concluded the 19th 
of September, 1827, at St. Joseph, in the Territory of Michigan, between 
Lewis Cass, commissioner on the part 0£1:he United States, and the chiefs 
and warriors of the said tribes, on their part. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHING'l'ON, February 28, I829. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the United States: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
21st instant, requesting any information in my possession as to the prac-
tical operation of the recent act of the British Parliament entitled ' ' The 
customs amendment act, ' ' purporting a discrimination of duties upon 
the importation of cotton from the British North American colonies and 
showing how far this ~scrimination may affect existing treaties, I transmit 
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herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with copies of the instruc-
tions and correspondence of the minister of the United States at London, 
containing the information requested. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
WASHINGTON, March 3, I829. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith to Congress a copy of the insfructions prepared 
by the Secretary of State and furnished to the ministers of the United 
States appointed to attend at the assembly of American plenipotentiaries 
. first held at Panama and thence transferred to Tacubaya. The occa-
sion upon which they were given has passed away, and there is no pres-
ent probability of the renewal of the negotiations; but the purposes for 
which they were intended are still of the deepest interest to our country 
and to the world, and may hereafter call again for the active efforts 
and beneficent energies of the Government of the United States. The 
motives for withholding them from general publication having ceased, 
justice to the Government from which they emanated and to the people 
for whose benefit it was instituted requires that they should. be made 
known. With this view, and from the consideration that the subjects 
embraced by these instructions must probably engage hereafter the delib-
~rations of our successors, I deem it proper to make this communication 
to both Houses of Congress. One copy only of the instructions being 
x:>repared, I send it to the Senate, requesting that it may be transmitted 
~o to the House of Representatives. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 
PROCLAMATION. 
[From Senate Journal, Twentieth Congress, second session, p. 1g6.J 
WASHINGTON, January I2, I829. 
The President of the United States to --, Senator for the State of--: 
Certain matters touching the public good requiring that the Senate 
of the United States should be convened on Wednesday, the 4th day of 
March next, you are desired to attend at the Senate Chamber, in the 
city of Washington, on that day, then and there to receive and deliber-
ate on such communications as shall be made to you. 
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS. 

Andrew Jackson 
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"THE HERMITAGE," NEAR NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE, HOME OF 
ANDREW JACKSON 




ANDREW JACKSON was born in the Waxhaw Settlement, North or 
South Carolina, on the 15th· of March, 1767. He was a son of Andrew 
Jackson, an Irishman, who emigrated to America in 1765 and died in 
r 767. The name of his mother was Elizabeth Hutchinson. There is 
little definite information about the schools that he attended. Accord-
ing to Parton, '' He learned to read, to write, and cast accounts-little 
more.'' Having taken arms against the British in 1781, he was captured, 
and afterwards wounded by an officer because he refused to clean the 
officer's boots. About 1785 he began to study law at Salisbury, N. C. 
In 1788 removed to Nashville, Tenn., where he began to practice law. 
About r79r he married Rachel Robards, originally Rachel Donelson, 
whose first husband was living and had taken preliminary measures to 
obtain a divorce, which was legally completed in 1793. The marriage 
ceremony was again performed in 1794. He was a member of the con-
vention which fram~d the constitution of Tennessee in 1796, and in the 
autumn of that year was elected Representative to Congress by the people 
of Tennessee, which "State was then entitled to only one member. Sup-
ported Thomas Jefferson in the Presidential election of r 796. In r 797 
became a Senator of the United States for the State of Tennessee. 
Resigned his seat in the Senate in 1798; was a judge of the supreme 
court of Tennessee from 1798 till 1804. After war had been declared 
against Great Britain, General Jackson (who several years before had 
been appointed major-general of militia) offered his services and those 
of 2,500 volunteers in · June, 1812. He was ordered to New Orleans, 
and led a body ·of 2,070 men in that direction; but at Natchez he 
received an order, dated February 6, 1813, by which his troops were dis-
missed from public service . . In October, 1813, he took the field against 
the Creek Indians, whom he defeated at Talladega in November. By. 
his services in this Creek war, which ended in 1814, he acquired great 
popularity, and in May, 1814, was appointed a major-general in the 
Regular Army; was soon afterwards ordered to the Gulf of Mexico, to 
oppose an expected invasion of the British. In November he seized 
Pensacola, which belonged to Spain, but was used by the British as a 
base of operations. About the rst of December he moved his army to 
New Orleans, where he was successful in two engagements with the 
British, and afterwards gained his famous victory on January 8, 1815. 
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This was the last battle of the war, a treaty of peace having been signed 
on December 24, 1814. In 1817-18 he waged a successful war against 
the Seminoles in Florida, seized Pensacola, and executed Arbuthnot and 
Ambrister, two British subjects, accused of inciting the savages to hostile 
acts against the Americans. He was appointed governor of Florida in 
1821. In 1823 was elected a Senator of the United States, and nomi-
nated as candidate for the Presidency by the legislature of Tennessee. 
His competitors were John Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, and William H 
Crawford. Jackson received 99 electoral votes, Adams 84, Crawford 41, 
and Clay 37. As no candidate had a majority, the election devolved 
on the House of Representatives and it resulted in the choice of :Mr. 
Adams. In 1828 Jackson was el:cted President, receiving 178 'electoral 
votes, while Adams received 83; was reelected in 1832, defeating Henry 
Clay. Retired to private life March 4, 1837. He died at the Hermitage 
on the 8th of June, 1845; and was buried there. 
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT ELECT. 
CITY OF WASHINGTON, March 2, I829. 
J.C. CALHOUN, 
Vice-President of the United States. 
SIR: Through you I beg leave to inform the Senate that on Wednes-
day, the 4th instant, at 12 o'clock, I shall be ready to take the oath pre-
scribed by the Constitution previously to entering on a discharge of my 
official duties, and at such place as the Senate may think proper to des-
ignate. 
I am, very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
FIRST INAUGURAL ADDRESS. 
FELLOW-CITIZENS: About to undertake the arduous duties that I have 
been appointed to perform by the choice of a free people, I avail myself 
of this customary and solemn occasion to express the gratitude which 
their confidence inspires and to acknowledge the accountability which 
my situation enjoins. While the magnitude of their interests convinces 
me that no thanks can be adequate to the honor they have conferred, it 
admonishes me that the best return I can make is the zealous dedication 
of my humble abilities to their service and their good. 
As the instrument of the Federal Constitution it will devolve on me 
for a stated period to execute the laws of the United States, to super-
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intend their foreign and their confederate relations, to manage their 
revenue, to command their forces, and, by communications to the Leg-
islature, to watch over and to promote their interests generally. And 
the principles of action by which I shall endeavor to accomplish this 
circle of duties it is now proper for _me briefly to explain. 
In t1dministering the laws of Congress I shall keep steadily in view the 
limitations as well as the extent of the Executive power, trusting thereby 
to discharge the functions of my office without transcending its authority. 
With foreign nations it will be my study to preserve peace and to culti-
vate friendship on fair and honorable terms, and in the adjustment of any 
differences that may exist or arise to exhibit the forbearance becoming a 
powerful nation rather than the sensibility belonging to a gallant people. 
In such measures as I may be called on to pursue in regard to the rights 
of the separate States I hope to be animated by a proper respect for those 
sovereign. members of our Union, taking care not to confound the powers 
they have reserved to themselves with those they have granted to the 
Confederacy. 
The management of the public revenue-that searching operation in all 
governments-is among the most delicate and important trusts in ours, 
and it will, of course, demand no inconsiderable share of my official solici-
tude. - Under every aspect in which it can be considered it would appear 
that advantage must result from the observance of a strict and faith-
ful economy. This I shall aim at the more anxiously both because it 
will facilitate the extinguishment of the national debt, the unnecessary 
duration of which is incompatible with real independence, and because it 
will counteract that tendency to public and private profligacy which a 
profuse expenditure of money by the Go.;ernment is but too apt to engen-
der. Powerful auxiliaries to the attainment of this desirable end are to 
be found in the regulations provided by the wisdom of Congress for the 
specific appropriation of public money and the prompt accountability of 
public officers. 
With regard to a proper selection of the subjects of impost with a 
view to revenue, it would seem to me that the spirit of equity, caution, 
and compromise in which the Constitution was formed requires that the 
great interests of agriculture, commerce, and manufactures should be 
equally favored, and that perhaps the only exception to this rule should 
consist in the peculiar encouragement of any products of either of them 
that may be found essential to our national independence. 
Internal i~provement and the diffusion of knowledge, so far as they 
can be promoted by the constitutional acts of the Federal Government, 
are of high importance. 
Considering standing armies as dangerous to free governments in time 
of peace, I shall not seek to enlarge our present establishment, nor dis-
regard that salutary lesson of political experience which teaches that the 
military should he held subordinate to the civil power. The gradual 
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increase of our Navy, whose flag has displayed in distant climes our skill 
in navigation and our fame in arms; · the preservation of our forts, arse-
nals, and dockyards, and the introduction of progressive improvements 
in the discipline and science of both branches of our military service are 
so plainly prescribed by prudence that I should be excused for omitting 
their mention sooner than for enlarging on their importance. But the 
bulwark of our defense is the national militia, which in the present state 
of our intelligence and population must render us invincible. As long 
as our Government is administered for the good of the people, and is reg-
ulated by their will; as long as it secures to us the rights of person and 
of property, liberty of conscience and of the press, it will be worth defend-
ing; and so long as it is worth defending a patriotic militia will cover it 
with an impenetrable cegis. Partial injuries and occasional mortifica• 
tions we may be subjected to, but a million of armed freemen, possessed 
of the means of war, can never be conquered by a foreign foe. To any 
just system, therefore, calculated to strengthen this natural safeguard of 
the country I shall cheerfully lend all the aid in my power. 
It will be my sincere and constant desire to observe toward the Indian 
tribes within our limits a just and liberal policy, and to give that humane 
and considerate attention to their rights and their wants which is con-
sistent with the habits of our Government and the feelings of our people. 
The recent demonstration of public sentiment inscribes on the list of 
Executive duties, in characters toQ legible to be overlooked, the task 
of reform, which will require particularly the correction of those abuses 
that have brought the patronage of the Federal Government into con-
flict with the freedom of elections, and the counteraction of those causes 
which have disturbed the rightful course of appointment and have placed 
or continued power in unfaithful or incompetent hands. 
In the performance of a task thus generally delineated I shall endeavor 
to select men whose diligence and talents will insure in their respective 
stations able and faithful cooperation, depending for the advancement of 
the public service more on the integrity and zeal of the public officers 
than on their numbers. 
A diffidence, perhaps too just, in my own qualifications will teach me 
to look with reverence to the examples of public virtue left by my illus-
trious predecessors, and with veneration to the lights that flow from the 
mind that founded and the mind that reformed our system. The same 
diffidence induces me to hope for instruction and aid from the coordinate 
branches of the Government, and for the indulgence and support of my 
fellow-citizens generally. And a firm reliance on the goodness of that 
Power whose providence mercifully protected our national infancy, and 
has since upheld our liberties in various vicissitudes, encourages me to 
offer up my ardent supplications that He will continue to make our 
beloved country the object of His divine care and gracious benediction. 
MARCH 4, I 829. 
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SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
MARCH 6, 1829. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN:. The Executive nominations made during the past ses-
sion of Congress, and which remain unacted on by the Senate, I hereby 
withdraw from their consideration. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
MARCH 6, 1329. 
Gentlemen of the Senate: 
The treaty of commerce and navigation concluded at Washington on 
the 1st of May, 1828, between the United States and the King of Prussia, 
was laid before the Senate, who, by their resolution of the 14th of that 
month, advised and consented to its ratification by the President. 
By the sixteenth article of that treaty it was agreed that the exchange 
of ratifications should be made within nine months from its date. 
On the 15th day of February last, being fifteen days after the time 
stipulated for the exchange by the terms of the treaty, the charge 
d' affaires of the King of Prussia informed the Secretary of State that he 
had received the Prussian ratification and was ready to exchange it for 
that of the United States. In reply he was informed of the intention of 
the President, my late predecessor, not to proceed to the exchange in con-
sequence of the expiration of the time within which it was to be made. 
Under these circumstances I have thought it my duty, in order to avoid 
all future questions, to ask the advice and consent of the Senate to make 
the proposed exchange. 
I send you the original of the treaty, together with a printed copy 
of it. · 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
MARCH I I' I 829. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: Brevet rank for ten years' faithful service has produced 
much confusion in the Army. For this reason the discretion vested in 
the President of the Un1ted States on this subject would not be exercised 
by any submission of those cases to the Senate but that it has been here-
tofore the practice to do so. They are accordingly submitted, with other 
nominations, to fill the offices respectively annexed to their names in the 
inclosed lists,* for the consideration of the Senate. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
•omitted. 
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PROCLAMATIONS. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 7th 
of January, 1824, entitled "An act concerning discriminating duties of 
tonnage and impost,'' it is provided that upon satisfactory evidence 
being given to the President of the United States by the government of 
any foreign nation that no discriminating duties of tonnage or impost 
are imposed or levied within the ports of the said nation upon vessels 
belonging wholly to citizens of the United States, or upon merchandise 
the produce or manufacture thereof imported in the same, the President 
is thereby authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign 
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United States 
are, and shall be, suspended and discontinued so far as respects the ves-
sels of the said nation and the merchandise of its produce or manufacture 
imported into the United States in the same, the said suspension to take 
effect from the time of such notification being given to the President of 
the United States and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption 
of vessels belonging to citizens of the United States, and merchandise, as 
aforesaid, therein laden, shall be continued, and no longer; and 
Whereas satisfactory evidence has been received by me from His Im-
perial Majesty the Emperor of Austria, through the Baron de Lederer, 
his consul-general in the United States, that vessels wholly belonging to 
citizens of the United States are not, nor shall be, on their entering any 
Austrian port, from and after the 1st day of January last, subject to the 
payment of higher duties ~f tonnage than are levied on Austrian ships: 
Now, therefore, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several acts 
imposing duties on the tonnage of ships arriving in the United States 
as imposed a discriminating duty between the vessels of the Empire of 
Austria and vessels of the United States are suspended and discontinued, 
the said suspension to take effect from the day above mentioned and to 
continue henceforward so long as the reciprocal exemption of the ves-
sels of the United States shall be continued in the ports of the imperial 
dominions of Austria. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this IIth day of 
[SEAL.] May, A. D. 1829, and the fifty-second* of the Independence 
of the United States. 
By the President: 
M. VAN BUREN, 
Secretary of State. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
* Should be '' third '' instead of ''second." 
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BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States of the 24th 
of May, 1828, entitled "An act in addition to an act entitled ·An act 
concerning discriminating duties of tonnage and impost,' and to equalize 
the duties on Prussian vessels and their cargoes,'' it is provided that 
upon satisfactory evidence being given to the President of the United 
States by the government of any foreign nation that no discriminating 
duties of tonnage or impost are imposed or levied in the ports of the 
said nation upon vessels wholly belonging to citize11_s of the United States, 
or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in the same 
from the United States or from any foreign country, the President is 
thereby authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign 
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United States are, 
and shall be, suspended and discontinued so far as respects the vessels 
of the said foreign nation and the produce, manufactures, or merchandise 
imported into the United States in the same from the said foreign nation 
or from any other foreign country, the said suspension to take effect 
from the time of such notification being given to the President of the 
United States and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of 
vessels belonging to citizens of the United States, and their cargoes, as 
aforesaid, shall be continued, and no longer; and 
Whereas satisfactory evidence has lately been re~eived by me from 
His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Austria, through an official com-
munication of the Baron de Lederer, his consul-general in the United 
States, under date of the 29th of May, 1829, that no other or higher 
duties of tonnage and impost are imposed or levied since the 1st day of 
January last in the ports of Austria upon vessels wholly belonging to cit-
izens of the United States and upon the produce, manufactures, or mer-
chandise imported in the same from the United States and from any 
foreign country whatever than are levied on Austrian ships and their 
cargoes in the same ports under like circumstances: 
Now, therefore, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several acts 
imposing discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United 
States are, and shall be, suspended and discontinued so far as respects 
the vessels of Austria and the produce, manufactures, and merchandise 
imported into the United States in the same from the dominions of Aus✓ 
tria and from any other foreign country whatever, the said suspension 
to take effect from the day above mentioned and to continue thencefor-
ward so long as the reciprocal exemption of the vessels of the United 
States and the produce, manufactu,res, and merchandise imported into 
the dominions of Austria in the same, as aforesaid, shall be continued 
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ori the part of the Government of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of 
Austria. 
Given under my hand, at the city of -Washington, this 3d day of June, 
_A.. D. 1829, and the fifty-third of the Independence of the United States. 
By the President: 
M. VAN 'BUREN, 
Secretary of State. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
EXECUTIVE ORDER. 
In all applications by any invalid to obtain a pension in consequence 
ot any disability incurred, no payment therefor sh~ll commence until 
proof shall be filed in the Department and the decision of the Secretary 
had thereon; and no pension will be allowed to anyone while acting as an 
officet· of the Army except in cases which have been heretofore adjudged . 
.t\.pprnved, 8th _April, 1829. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
FIRST ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
Fetlow-('.itizens of the Senate and House of Representatives: 
· It affords me pleasure to tender my friendly greetings to you on the 
occasion of your assembling at the seat of Government to enter upon 
the important duties to which you have been called by the voice of our 
countrymen. The task devolves on me, under a provision of the Con-
stitution, to present to you, as the Federal Legislature of twenty-four 
sovereign States and 12,000,000 happy people, a view of our affairs, and 
to propose such measures as in the discharge of my official functions 
have suggested themselves as nycessary to promote the objects of our 
Union. · 
In communicating with you for the first time it is to me a source of 
unfeigned satisfaction, calling for mutual gratulation and devout thanks 
to a benign Providence, that we are at peace with all mankind, and that 
our country exhibits the most cheering evidence of general welfare and 
progressive improvement. Turning our eyes to other nations, our great 
desire is to see our brethren of the human race secured in the blessings 
enjoyed by ourselves, and advancing in knowledge, in freedom, and in 
social happiness, 
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Our foreign relations, although in their general character pacific and 
friendly, present subjects of difference between us and other powers of 
deep interest as well to the country at large as to many of our citizens. 
To effect an adjustment of these shall continue to be the object of my 
earnest endeavors, and notwithstanding the difficulties of the task, I do 
not allow myself to apprehend unfavorable results. Blessed as our coun-
try is with everything which constitute__s national strength, she is fully 
adequate to the maintenance of all her interests. In discharging the 
responsible trust confided to the Executive in this respect it is my set-
tled purpose to ask nothing that is not clearly right and to submit to 
nothing that is wrong; and I flatter myself that, supported by the other 
branches of the Government and by the intelligence and patriotism of 
the people, we shall be able, under the protection of Providence, to cause 
all our just rights to be respected. 
Of the unsettled matters between the United States and other powers, 
the most prominent are those which have for years been the subject of 
negotiation with England, France, and Spain. The late periods at which 
our ministers to those Governments left the United States render it 
impossible at this early day to inform you of what has been done on the 
subjects with which they have been respectively charged. Relying upon 
the justice of our views in relation to the points committed to negotia-
tion and the reciprocal good feeling which characterizes our intercourse 
with those nations, we have the best reason to hope for a satisfactory 
adjustment of existing differences. · 
With Great Britain, alike distinguished in peace and war, we may 
look forward to years of peaceful, honorable, and elevated competition. 
Everything in the condition and history of the two nations is calcu-
lated to inspire sentiments of mutual respect and to carry conviction to 
the minds of both that it is their policy to preserve the most cordial rela-
tions. Such are my own views, and it is not to be dou~ted that such are 
also the ::_,revailing sentiments of our constituents. Although neither 
time nor opportunity has been afforded for a full development of the 
policy which the present cabinet of Great Britain designs to pursue 
toward this country, I indulge the hope that it will be of a just and 
pacific character; and if this anticipation be realized we may look with 
confidence to a speedy and acceptable adjustment of our affairs. 
Under the convention for regulating the reference to arbitration of the 
disputed points of boundary under the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent, 
the proceedings have hitherto been conducted in that spirit of candor and 
lib~rality which ought ever to characterize the acts of sovereign States 
seeking to adjust by the most unexceptionable means important and 
delicate subjects of c:ontention. The first statements of the parties have 
been exchanged, and the final replication on our part is in a course of 
preparation. This subjec;t has received the attention demanded by its 
great and peculiar importance to a patriotic member of this Confederacy. 
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The exposition of our rights already made is such as, from the high 
reputation of the commissioners by whom it has been prepared, we had a 
right to expect. Our interests at the Court of the Sovereign who has 
evinced his friendly disposition by assuming the delicate task of arbi-
tration have been committed to a citizen of the State of Maine, whose 
character, tale~ts, and intimate acquaintance with the subject eminently 
qualify him for so responsible· a trust. With full confidence in the jus-
tice of our cause and in the probity , intelligence, and uncompromising _ 
independence of the illustrious arbitrator, we can have nothing to appre-
hend from the result. 
From France, our ancient ally, we have a right to expect that justice 
which becomes the sovereign of a powerful, intelligent, and magnar.i-
mous people. The beneficial effects produced by the commercial conven-
tion of 1822, limited as are its ,provisions, are too obvious not to make a 
salutary impression upon the minds of those who are charged with the 
administration of her Government. Should this result induce a disposi-
tion to embrace to their full extent the wholesome principles which con-
stitute our commercial policy, our minister to that Court will be found 
instructed to cherish such a disposition and to aid in conducting it to 
useful practical conclusions. The claims of our citizens for depredations 
upon their property, long since committed under the auth~rity, and in 
many instances by the express · direction, of the then existing Govern-
·ment of France, remain unsatisfied, and must therefore continue to fur-
nish a subject of unpleasant discussion and possible collision between 
the two Governments. I cherish, however, a lively hope, founded as 
well on the validity of those claims and the established policy of all 
enlightened governments as on the known integrity of the French 
Monarch, that the injurious delays of the past will find redress in the 
equity of the future. Our minister has been instructed to press these 
demands on the French Government with all the earnestness which is 
called for by their importance and irrefutable justice, and in a spirit that 
will evince the respect which is due to the feelings of those from whom 
the satisfaction is required. 
Our minister recently appointed to Spain has been authorized to assist 
in removing evils alike injurious to both countries, either by concluding 
a commercial convention upon liberal and reciprocal terms or bY' urging 
the acceptance in their full extent of the mutually beneficial provisions 
of our navigation acts. He has also been instructed to make a further 
appeal to the justice of Spain, in behalf of our citizens, for indemnity 
for spoliations upon our commerce committed under her authority- an 
appeal which the pacific and liberal course observed on our part and 
a due confidence in the honor of that Government authorize us to expect 
will not be made in vain. 
With other E uropean powers our intercourse is on the most friendly 
iooting . In Russia, placed by her territorial limits, extensive population: 
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and great power high in the rank of nations, the United States have 
always found a steadfast friend. Although her recent invasion of Tur-
key awakened a lively sympathy for those who were exposed to the 
desolations of war, we can not but anticipate that the result will prove 
favorable to the cause of civilization and to the progress of human hap-
piness. The treaty of peace between these powers having been ratified, 
we can not be insensible to the great benefit to be derived by the com-
merce of the United States from unlocking the navigation of the Black 
Sea, a free passage into which is secured to all merchant vessels bound 
to ports of Russia under a flag at peace with the Porte. This advan-
tage, enjoyed upon conditions by most of the powers of Europe, has 
hitherto been withheld from us. During the past summer an antecedent 
but unsuccessful attempt to obtain it was renewed under circumstances 
which promised the most favorable results. Although these results 
have fortunately been thus in part attained, further facilities to the 
enjoyment of this new field for the enterprise of our citizens are, in my 
opinion, sufficiently desirable to insure to them our most zealous attention. 
Our trade with Austria, although of secondary importance, has been 
gradually increasing, and is now so extended as to deserve the foster-
ing care of the Government. A negotiation, commenced and nearly 
completed with that power by the late Administration, has been consum-
mated by a treaty of amity, navigation, and commerce, which will be laid 
before the Senate. 
During the recess of Congress our diplomatic relations with Portugal 
have been resumed. The peculiar state of things in that country caused 
a suspension of the recognition of the representative who presented him-
self until an opportunity was had to obtain from our official organ there 
information regarding the actual and, as far as practicable, prospective 
condition of the authority by which the representative in question was 
appointed. This information being received, the application of the estab-
lished rule of our Government in like cases was no longer withheld. 
Considerable advances have been made during the present year in the 
adjustment of ·claims of our citizens upon Denmark for spoliations, but 
all that we have a right to demand from that Government in their behalf 
has not yet been conceded. From the liberal footing, however, upon 
which this subject has, with the approbation of the claimants, been 
placed by the Government, together with the uniformly just and friendly 
disposition which has been evinced by His Danish Majesty-, there is a 
' reasonable ground to hope that this single subject of difference wili 
speedily be removed. 
Our re,lations with the Barbary Powers continue, as they have long 
been, of the most favorable character. The policy (?f keeping an ade-
quate force in the Mediterranean, as security for the continuance of this 
tranquillity, will be persevered in, as well as a similar one for the pro-
tection of our commerce and :fisheries in the Pacific. 
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The southern Republics of our own hemisphere have not yet realized 
all the advantages for which they have been so long struggling. We 
trust, however, that the day is not distant when the restoration of peace 
and internal quiet, under permanent systems of government, securing 
the liberty and promoting the happiness of the citizens, will crown with 
complete success their long and arduous efforts in the cause of self-
government, and enable us to salute them as friendly rivals in all that 
is truly great and glorious. 
The recent invasion of Mexico, and the effect thereby produced upon 
her domestic policy, mu~t have a controlling influence upon the great 
question of South American emancipation. We have seen the fell spirit 
of civil dissension rebuked, and perhaps forever stifled, in that Republic 
by the love of independence. If it be true, as appearances strongly indi-
. cate, that the spirit of independence is the master spirit, and if a corre-
sponding sentiment prevails in the other States, this devotion to liberty 
can not be without a proper effect upon the counsels of the mother coun-
try. The adoption by Spain of a pacific policy toward her former colo-
nies-an event consoling to humanity, and a blessing to the world, in 
which she herself can not fail largely to participate-may be most rea-
sonably expected. 
The claims of our citizens upon the South American Governments 
generally are in a train of settlement, while the principal part of those 
upon Brazil have been adjusted, and a decree in council ordering bonds 
to be issued by the minister of the treasury'for their amount has received 
the sanction of His Imperial Majesty. This event, together with the 
exchange of the ratifications of the treaty negotiated and concluded in 
1828, happily terminates all serious causes of difference with that power. 
Measures have been taken to place our commercial relations with Peru 
upon a better footing than that upon which they have hitherto rested, 
and if met by a proper disposition on the part of that Government im• 
portant benefits may be secured to both countries. 
Deeply interested as we are in the prosperity of our sister Republics, 
and more particularly in that of our immediate neighbor, it would be 
most gratifying to me were I permitted to say that the treatment which 
we have received at her hands has been as universally friendly as the 
early and constant solicitude manifested by the United States for her suc-
cess gave us a right to expect. But it becomes my duty to inform you that 
prejudices long indulged by a portion of the inhabitants of Mexico against 
the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the United States 
have had _an unfortunate influence upon the affairs of the two coun-
tries, and have diminished that usefulness to his own which was justly 
to be expected from his talents and zeal. To this cause, in a great 
degree, is to be imputed the failure of several measures equally inter-
esting to both parties, but particularly that of the Mexican Govem-
~ent to ratify a treaty negotiated and concluded in its own capital and 
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under its own eye. Under these circumstances it appeared expedient to 
give to Mr. Poinsett the option either to return or not, as in his judg-
ment the interest of his country might require, and instructions to that 
end were prepared; but before they could be dispatched a communica-
tion was received from the Government of Mexico, through its charge 
d'affaires here, requesting the recall of o~r minister. This was promptly 
complied with, and a representative of a rank corresponding with that 
of the Mexican diplomatic agent near this Government was appointed. 
Our conduct toward that Republic has been uniformly of the most 
friendly character, and having thus removed the only alleged obstacle 
to harmonious intercourse, I can not but hope that an advantageous 
change will occur in our affairs. 
In justice to Mr. Poinsett it is proper to say that my immediate com-
pliance with the application for his recall and the appointment of a suc-
cessor are not to be ascribed to any evidence that the imputation of an 
improper interference by him in the local politics of Mexico was well 
founded, nor to a want of confidence in his talents or integrity, and to 
add that the truth of that charge has never been affirmed by the federal 
Government of Mexico in its communications with this. 
I consider it one of the most urgent of my duties to bring to your atten-
tion the propriety of amending that part of our Constitution which relates 
to the election of President and Vice-President. Our system of gov-
ernment was by its framers deemed an experiment, and they therefore 
consistently provided a mode of remedying its defects. 
To the people belongs the right of electing their Chief Magistrate; it 
was · never designed that their choice should in any case be defeated, 
either by the intervention of electoral colleges or by the agency confided, 
under certain contingencies, to the House of Representatives. Experi-
ence proves that in proportion as agents to execute the will of the people 
are multiplied there is danger of their wishes being frustrated. Some 
may be unfaithful; all are liable to err. So far, therefore, as the people 
can with convenience speak, it is safer for them to express their own will. 
The number of aspirants tq the Presidency and the diversity of the 
interests which may influence their claims leave little reason to expect a 
choice in the first instance, and in that event the election must devolve on 
the House of Representatives, where it is obvious the will of the people 
may not be always ascertained, or, jf ascertained, may not be regarded. 
From the mode of voting by States the choice is to be made by 24 vptes, 
and it may often occur that one of these will be controlled by an indi-
vidual Representative. Honors and offices are at the disposal of the 
successful candidate. Repeated ballotings may make it apparent that a 
single individual holds the cast in his hand. May he not be tempted to 
name his reward? But even without corruption, supposing the probity 
of the Representative to be proof against the powerful motives by which 
it may be assailed, the will of the people is still constantly liable to be 
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· misrepresented. One may err from ignorance of the wishes of his cone 
· stituents; another from a conviction that it is his duty to be governed by 
his own judgment of the fitness of the candidates; finally, although all 
were inflexibly honest, all accurately informed of the wishes of their 
constituents, yet under the present mode of election a minority may 
often elect a President, and when this happens it may reasonably be 
expected that efforts will be made on the part of the majority to rectify 
this injurious operation of their institutions. But although no evil of 
this character should result from such a perversion of the first principle 
of our system-that the majority is to govern-it must be very certain 
that a President e~ected by a minority can not enjoy the confidence nec-
essary to the successful discharge of his duties. 
In this as in all other matters of public concern policy requires that 
as few impediments as possible should exist to the free operation of 
the public will. Let us, then, endeavor so to amend our system that the 
office of Chief Magistrate may not be conferred upon any citizen but in 
pursuance of a fair expression of the will of the majority. 
I would therefore recommend such an amendment of the Constitution 
as may remove all intermed1ate agency in the election of the President 
and Vice-President. The mode may be so regulated as to preserve to 
each State its present relative weight in the election, and a failure in 
the first attempt may be provided for by confining the second to a choice 
between the two highest candidates. In connection with such an amend-
ment it would seem advisable to limit the service of the Chief Magistrate 
to a single term of either four or six years. If, however, it should not be 
adopted, it is worthy of consideration whether a provision disqualifying 
for office the Representatives in Congress on whom such an election may 
have devolved would not be proper. 
While members of Congress can be constitutionally appointed to offices 
of trust and profit it will be the practice, even under the most consci-
entious adherence to duty, to select them for such stations as they are 
believed to be better qualified to fill than other citizens; but the purity 
of our Government would doubtless be promoted by their exclusion from 
all appointments in the gift of the President, in whose election they 
may have bee~ officially concerned~ The nature of the judicial office 
and the necessity of securing in the Cabinet and in diplomatic stations 
of the highest rank the best talents and political experience should, 
perhaps, except these from the exclusion. 
There are, perhaps, few men who can for any great length of time 
enjoy office and power without being more or less under the influence 
of feelings unfavorable to the faithful discharge of their public duties. 
Their integrity may be proof against improper considerations immedi-
ately addressed to themselves, but they are apt to acquire a habit of look-
ing with indifference upon the public interests and of tolerating conduct 
from which an unpracticeg. man would revolt. Office is considered as a 
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species of property, and government rather as a means of promoting indi-
vidual intetests than as an instrument created solely for the service of 
the people. Corruption in .some and in others a perversion of correct 
feelings and principles divert government from its legitimate ends and 
make it an engine for the support of the few at the expense of the many. 
The duties of all public officers are, or · at least admit of being made, 
30 plain and simple that men of intelligence, may readily qualify them-
selves for their performance; and I can not but believe that more is lost 
by the long continuance of men in office than is generally to .be gained by 
their experience. · I submit, therefore, to your consideration whether 
the ~fficiency of the Government would not ·be promoted and official 
industry and integrity better secured by a general extension of the law 
which limits appointments to four years. 
In a country where offices are created solely for the benefit of the 
people no one man has any more intrinsic right to official station than 
another. Offices were not established to give support to particular men at 
the public expense. No individual wrong is, therefore, done by removal, 
since neither appointment to nor continuance in office is matter of right. 
The incumbent became an officer with a view to public benefits, and 
when these require his removal they are not to be sacri~ced to private 
interests. It is the people, and they alone, who have a right to complain 
when a bad officer is substituted for a good one. He who is removed has 
the same means of obtaining a living that are enjoyed by the millions 
who never held office. The proposed limitation would destroy the idea. 
of property now so generally connected with official station, and although 
individual distress may be sometimes produced, it would, by promoting 
that rotation which constitutes a leading principle in the republican creed, 
give healthful action to the system. 
No very considerable change has occurred during the recess of Con-
gress in tlie condition of either our agriculture., commerce, or manufac-
tures. The operation of the tariff has not proved so injurious to the two 
former or as beneficial to the latter as was anticipated. Importations of 
foreign goods have not been sensibly diminished, while domestic compe-
tition, under an illusive excitement, has increased the production much 
beyond the demand for home consumption. The consequences have been 
low prices, temporary embarrassment, and partial loss. That such of our 
manufacturing establishments as are based upon capital and are prudently 
managed will survive the shock and be ultimately profitable there is no 
~ood reason to doubt. 
To regulate its conduct so as to promote equally the prosperity of these 
three cardinal interests is one of the most difficult tasks of Government; 
and it may be regretted that the complicated restrictions which now 
embarrass the intercourse of nations could not by common consent be 
abolished, and commerce allowed to flow in those channels to wliich 
individual enterpri.se1 alway$ its surest guide, might direct it. But we 
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must ever expect selfish legislation in other nations, and are therefore 
compelled to adapt our own to their regulations in the manner best cal-
culated to avoid serious injury and to harmonize the conflicting interests 
of our agriculture, our commerce, and our manufactures. Under these 
impressions I invite your attention to the existing tariff, believing that 
some of its provisions require modification. 
· The general rule to be applied in graduating the duties upon articles 
of foreign growth or manufacture is that which will place our own in 
fair competition with those of other countries; and the inducements to 
advance even a ~tep beyond this point are controlling in regard to those 
articles which are of primary_necessity in time of war. When we reflect 
upon the difficulty and delicacy of this operation, it is important that it 
should never be attempted but with the utmost caution. Frequent leg-
islation in regard to any branch of industry, · affecting its value, and by 
which its capital may be transferred to new channels, must always be 
productive of hazardous speculation and loss. 
In deliberating, therefore, on these interesting subject$ local feelings 
and prejudices should be merged in the patriotic determination to pro-
mote the great interests of the whole. All attempts to connect them 
with the party conflicts of the day are necessarily injurious, and should 
be discountenanced. Our action upon them should be under the control 
of higher and purer motives. Legislation subjected to such influences 
can never be just, and will not long retain the sanction of a people whose 
active patriotism is not bounded by sectional limits nor insensible to that 
spirit of ~oncession and forbearance which gave life to our political com-
pact and still sustains it. Discarding all calculations of political ascend-
ency, the North, the South, the East, and the West should unite in 
diminishing any burthen of which either may justly complain. 
The agricultural interest of our country is so essentially connected 
with every other and so superior in importance to them all that it is 
scarcely necessary to i:q.vite to it your particular attention. It is princi-
pally as manufactures and commerce tend to increase the value of agri-
cultural productions and to extend their application to the wants and 
comforts of society that they deserve the fostering care of Government. 
Looking forward to the period, not far distant, when a sinking fund 
will no longer be required, the duties on those articles of importation 
which can not come in competition with our own productions are the 
first that should engage the attention of Congress in the modification of 
the tariff. Of these, tea and coffee are the most prominent. They enter 
largely into the consumption of the country, and have become articles of 
necessity to all classes. A reduction, therefore, of the existing duties 
will be felt as a common benefit, but like all other legislation connected 
with commerce, to be efficacious and not injurious it should be gradual 
and certain. 
The public prosperity is evinced in the increased revenue arising from 
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the 'sales of the public lands and in the steady maintemmce of that pro-
duced by imposts and tonnage, notwithstanding the additional duties 
imposed by the act_ of 19th May, 1828, and the unusual importations in 
the early part of that year. 
The balance in the Treasury .on January 1, 1829, was $5,972,435.81. 
The receipts of the current year are estimated at $24,602,230 and the 
expenditures for the same time at $26,164,595, leaving a balance ,in 
the Trea3ury on the 1st of January next of $4,410,070.81. 
There will have been paid on account of the public debt during the 
present year the sum of $12,405,005.80, reducing the whole debt of the 
Government on the rst of January next to $48,565,406.50, including 
seven millions of 5 per cent stock subscribed to the Bank of the United 
States. The payment on account of public debt made on the 1st of 
July last was $8,715,462.87. It was apprehended that the sudden with-
drawal of so large a sum from the banks in which.it was deposited, at a 
time of unusual pressure in the money market, might cause much injury 
to the interests dependent on bank accommodations. But this evil was 
wholly averted by an early anticipation of it at the Treasury, aided by 
the judicious arrangements of the officers of the Bank of the United 
States. 
This state of the finances exhibits the resources of the nation in an 
aspect highly flattering to its industry and auspicious of the ability of 
Government in a very short time to extinguish the public debt. When 
this shall be done our population will be relieved from a considerable 
portion of its present burthens, and will find not only new motives to 
patriotic affection, but additional means for the display of individual 
enterprise. The fiscal power of the States will also be increased, and 
may be more extensively exerted in favor of education and other pub-
lic objects, while ample means will remain in the Federal Government 
to promote the general weal in all the modes permitted to its authority. 
After the extinction of the public debt it is not probable that any 
adjustment of the tariff upon principles satisfactory to the people of the 
Union will until a remote period, if ever, leave the Government without 
a considerable surplus in the Treasury beyond what may be required for 
its current service. As, the~, the period approaches when the applica-
tion of the revenue to the payment of debt will cease, the disposition of 
the surplus will present a subject for the serious deliberation of Congress; 
and it may be fortunate for the country that it is yet to be decided. 
Considered in connection with the difficulties which have heretofore 
attended appropriations for purposes of internal improvement, and with 
those which this experience tells us wi\l certainly arise whenev~r power 
over such subjects may be exercised by the General Government, it is 
hoped that it may lead to the adoption of some plan which will reconcile 
the diversified interests of the States and strengthen the bonds which 
unite them. Every member of the Union, in peace and in war, will be 
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ben@fited by the. improvement of inland navigation and the construction 
of highways in the several States. · Let us, then, endeavor to attain this 
benefit in a mode which will be satisfactory to all. That hitherto adopted 
has by many of our fellow-citizens been deprecated as an infraction of 
the Constitution, while by others it . hp,s been viewed as inexpedient. 
All feel that · it has been employed at the expense of harmony in the 
legislative councils. 
To avoid these evils it appears to me that the most safe, just, and fed-
eral disposition which could be made of the surplus revenue would be 
its apportionment among the several States according to their ratio of 
representation, and should this measure not be found warranted by the 
Constitution that it wouid be expedient to propose to the States an 
amendment authorizing it. I regard an appeal to the source of power 
in cases of real doubt, and where its exercise is deemed indispensable 
to the general welfare, as among the most sacred of ali our obligations. 
Upon this country more than any other has, in the providence of God, 
been cast the special guardianship of the great principle of adherence to 
written constitutions. If it fail here, all hope in regard to it will be 
extinguished. That this was intended to be a government of limited 
and specific, and not general, powers must be admitted by all, and it is 
our duty to preserve for it the character intended by its framers. If 
experience points out the necessity for an enlargement of these powers, 
let us apply for it to those for whose benefit it is to be exercised, and not 
undermine the whole system by a resort to overstrained constructions. 
The scheme has worked well. ' It has exceeded the hopes of those who 
devised it, and become an object of admiration to the world. We are 
responsible to our country and to the glorious cause of self-government 
for the preservation of so great a good. The great mass of legislation 
relating to our internal affairs was intended to be left where the Federal 
Convention found it-in the State governments. Nothing is clearer, in 
my view, than that we are chiefly indebted for the success of the Consti-
tution under which we are now acting to the watchful and auxiliary 
operation of the State authorities. This is not the reflection of a day, 
but belongs to the most deeply rooted convictions of my mind. I can 
not, therefore, too strongly or too earnestly, for my own sense of its 
importance, warn you against all encroachments upon the legitimate 
sphere of State sovereignty. Sustained by its healthful and invigorat-
ing influence the federal system can never fall. 
In the collection of the revenue the lo:ig credits authorized on goods 
imported from beyond the Cape of Good Hope are the chief cause of the 
losses at present sustained. If these were shortened to six, nine, and 
twelve months, and warehouses provided by Government sufficient to 
receive the goods offered in deposit for security and for debenture, and if 
the right of the United States to a priority of payment out of the estates 
of its insolvent debtors were more effectually secured, this evil would iu 
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a great measure be obviated. An authority to construct such houses is 
therefore, with the proposed alteration of the credits, recommended to 
your attention. 
It is worthy of notice that the laws for the collection and security of 
the revenue arising from imposts were chiefly framed when the rates 
of duties on imported goods presented much less temptation for illicit 
trade than at present exists. There is reason to believe that these laws 
are in some respects quite insufficient for the proper security of the rev-
enue and the protection of the interests of those who are disposed to 
observe them. The injurious and demoralizing tendency of a successful 
system of smuggling is so obvious as not to require comment, and can 
not be too carefully guarded against. I therefore suggest to Congress 
the propriety of adopting efficient measures to prevent this evil, avoid-
ing, however, as much as possible, every unnecessary infringement of 
individual liberty and embarrassment of fair and lawful business. 
On an examination of the records of the Treasury I have been forcibly 
struck with the large amount of p,ublic money which appears to be out-
standing. Of the sum thus due from individuals to the Government a 
considerable portion is undoubtedly desperate, and in many instances 
has probably been rendered so by remissness in the agents charged with 
its collection. By proper exertions a great part, however, may yet be 
recovered; and wh8:tever may be the portions respectively belonging to 
these two classes, it behooves the Government to ascertain the real state 
of the fact. This can be done only by the prompt adoption of judicious 
measures for the collection of such as may be made available. It is 
believed that a very large amount has peen lost through the inadequacy 
of the means provided for the collection of debts due to the public, and 
that this inadequacy ijes chiefly in the want of legal skill habitually 
and constantly employed in the direction of the agents engaged in the 
service. It must, I think, be admitted that the supervisory power over 
suits brought by the public, which is now vested in an account-ing officer 
of the Treasury, not selected with a view to his legal knowledge, and 
encumbered as he is with numerous other duties, operates unfavorably 
to the public interest. 
It is important that this branch of the public service should be sub-
jected to the supervision of such professional skill as will give it efficiency. 
The expense attendant upon such a modification of the executive depart-
ment would be justified by the soundest principles of economy. I would 
recommend, therefore, that the duties now assigned to th~ agent of the 
Treasury, so far as they relate to the superintendence and management 
of legal proceedings on the part of the United States, be transferred to 
the Attorney-General, and that this officer be placed on the same footing 
in all respects as the heads of the other Departments, receiving like com-
pensation and having such subordinate officers provided for his Depart-
ment as may be requisite for the discharge of these additional duties. 
I 
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The professional skill of the Attorney-~neral, employed in directing 
the conduct of marshals and district attorneys, would hasten the collec-
tion of debts now in suit and hereafter save much to the Government. 
It might be further extended to the superintendence of all criminal pro-
ceedings for offenses against the United States. In making this transfer 
.great cai-·e should be taken, however, that the power necessary to the 
Treasury Department be not impaired, one of its greatest securities con-
sisting in a control over all accounts until they are audited or reported 
for suit. 
In connection with the foregoing views I would suggest also an inquiry 
whether the provisions of the act of Congress authorizing the discharge 
of the persons of debtors to the Government from imprisonment may not, 
consistently with the public interest, be extended to the release of the 
debt where the conduct of the debtor is wholly exempt from the impu-
tation of fraud. Some more liberal policy than that which now prevails 
in reference to this unfortunate class of citizens is certainly due to them, 
and would prove beneficial to the country. The continuance of the lia-
bility after the means to discharge it have been exhausted can only serve 
to dispirit th~ debtor; or, where his resources are but partial, the want of 
power in the Government to compromise and release tlae demand insti-
gates to fraud as the only resource for securing a support to his family. 
He thus sinks into a state of apathy, and becomes a useless drone in 
society or a vicious member of it, if not a feeling witness of the rigor 
and inhumanity of his country. All experience proves that oppressive 
debt is the bane of enterprise, and it should be the care of a republic not 
to exert a grinding power over misfortune and poverty. 
Since the last session of Congress numerous frauds on the Treasury 
have been discovered, which I thought it my duty to bring under the cog-
nizance of the United States court for this district by a criminal prosecu-
tion. It was my opinion and that of able counsel who were consulted 
that the cases came within the penalties of the act of the Seventeenth 
Congress approved 3d March, 1823, providing for the punishment of 
frauds committed on the Government of the United States. Either from 
some defect in the law or in its admi~istration every effort to bring the 
accused to trial under its provisions proved ineffectual, and the Govern-
ment was driven to the necessity of resorting to the vague and inadequate 
provisions of the common law. It is therefore my duty to call your 
attention to the laws which have been passed for the protection of the 
Treasury. If, indeed, there be no provision by which those who may be 
unworthily intrusted with its guardianship can be punished for the most 
:flagrant violation of duty, extending even to the most fraudulent appro-
priation of the public funds to their own {ise, it is time to remedy so dan-
gerous an omission; or if the law has been perverted from its original 
purposes, and criminals deserving to be punished under its provisions 
have been rescued bv legal subtleties, it ought to be made so plain by 
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amendatory provisions as to baffie the arts of perversion and accomplish 
the ends of its original enactment. 
In one of the most flagrant cases the court decided that the prosecu-
tion was barred by the statute which limits prosecutions for fraud to 
two years. In this case all the evidences of the fraud, and, indeed, all 
knowledge that a fraud had b~en· committed, were in possession of the 
party accused until after the hyo years had elapsed. Surely the statute 
ought not to run in favor of any man while he retains all the evidences 
of his crime in his own po~session, and least of all in favor of a public 
officer who continues to defraud the Treasury and conceal the transaction 
for the brief term of two years. I would therefore recommend such an 
alteration of the law as will give the injured party and the Government 
two years after the disclosure of the fraud or after the accused is out of 
office to commence their prosecution. 
In connection with this subject I invite the attention of Congress to a 
general and minute inquiry into the condition of the Government, with 
a view to ascertain what offices can be dispensed with, what expenses 
retrenched, and what improvements may be made in the organization of 
its various parts to secure the proper responsibility of public agents and 
promote efficiency and justice in all its operations. 
The report of the Secretary of War will make you acquainted with the 
condition of our Army, fortifications, arsenals, and Indian affairs. The 
proper discipline of the Army, the training and equipment of the militia, 
the education bestowed at West Point, and the accumulation of the means 
of defense applicable to the naval force will tend to prolong the peace we 
now enjoy, and which every good citizen, more especially those who have 
felt the miseries of even a successful warfare, must ardently desire to 
perpetuate. 
The returns from the subordinate branches of this service exhibit a 
regularity and order highly creditable to its character. Both officers and 
soldiers seem imbued with a proper sense of duty, and conform to the 
restraints of exact discipline with that cheerfulness which becomes ·the 
profession of arms. There is need, however, of further legislation to 
obviate the inconveniences specified in the report under consideration, 
to some of which it is proper that I should call your particular attention. 
The act of Congress of the 2d March, ·182 1, to reduce and fix the mili- · 
tary establishment, remaining unexecuted as it regards the command of 
one of the regiments of artillery, can not now be deemed a guide to the 
Executive in making the proper appointment. An explanatory act, des-
ignating the class of officers out of which this grade is to be filled-
whether from the military list as existing prior to the act of 1821 or 
from it as it has been fixed by that act-would remove this difficulty. 
It is also important that the laws regulating the pay and emoluments of 
officers generally should be more specific than they now are. Those, for 
example, in relation to the Paymaster and Surgeon General assign to 
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· them an, annual salary of $2,500, but are silent as to allowances which 
in certain exigencies of the service may be deemed indispensable to the 
discharge of their duties. This circumstance has been the authority for 
extending to them various allowances at different times under former 
Administrations, but no uniform rule has been observed on the subject. 
Similar inconveniences exist in other mses, in which the construction put 
upon the laws by the public accountants ·may operate unequally, produce 
confusion, and expose officers to the odium of claiming what is not 
their due. 
I recommend to your fostering care, as one of our safest means of 
national defense, the Military Academy. This institution has already 
exercised the · happiest influence upon the moral and intellectual char-
acter of our Army; and such of the graduates as from various causes 
may not pursue the profession of arms will be scarceJy less useful as 
citizens. Their knowledge of the military art will be advantageously 
employed in the militia service, and in a measure secure to that class of 
troops the advantages which in this respect belong to standing armies. 
I would also suggest a review of the pension law, for the purpose of 
extending its benefits to every Revolutionary soldier who aided in estab-
lishing our liberties, and who is unable to maintain himself in comfort. 
These relics of the War of Independence have strong claims upon their 
country's gratitude and bounty. The law is defective in not embracing 
within its provisions all those who were during the last war disabled 
from supporting themselves by manual labor. Such an amendment 
would add but little to the amount of pensions, and is called for by the 
sympathies of the people as well as by considerations of sound policy. 
It will be perceived that a large addition to the list of pensioners has 
been occasioned by an order of the late Administration, departing mate-
rially from the rules which had previously prevailed. Considering it 
an act of legislation, I suspended its operation as soon as I was informed 
that it had commenced. Before this period, however, applications under 
the new regulation had been preferred to the number of 154, of which, 
on the 27th March, the date ~f its revocation, 87 were admitted. For 
the amount there was neither estimate nor appropriation; and besides 
this deficiency, the regular allowances, according to the rules which have 
heretofore governed the Department, exceed the estimate of its late Sec-
retary by about $50,000, for which an appropriation is asked. 
Your particular attention is requested to that part of the report of 
the Secretary of War which relates to the money held in trust for the 
Seneca tribe of Indians. It will be perceived that without legislative aid 
the Executive can not obviate the embarrassments occasioned by the 
diminution of the dividends on that fund, which originally amounted 
to $100,000, and has recently been invested in United States 3 per cent 
stock. 
The condition and ulterior destiny of the Indian tribes within the 
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limits of some of our States have become objects of much interest and 
importance. It has long been the policy of Government to introduce 
among them the arts of civilization:, in the hope of gradually reclaiming 
them from a wandering life. This policY. has, however, been coupled 
,·:ith another wholly incompatible with its success. Professing a desire to 
civilize and settle them, we have at the same time lost no opportunity 
to purchase their lands and thrust them farther into the wilderness. By 
this means they have not only been kept in a wandering state, but 
been led to look upon us as unjust and indifferent to their fate. Thus, 
though lavish in · its expenditures upon the subject, Government has 
constantly defeated its own policy, and the Indians in general, reced-
ing farther and farther to the west, have retained their savage habits. 
A portion, however, of the Southern tribes, having mingled much with 
the whites and made some progress in the arts of civilized life, have 
lately attempted to erect an independent government withiµ the limits 
of Georgia and Alabama. These States, claiming to be the only sov-
ereigns within their territories, extended their laws over the Indians, 
vvhich induced the latter to call upon the United States for protection. 
Under these circumstances the question presented was whether the 
General Government had a right to sustain those people in their preten-
sions. The Constitution declares that '' no new State shall be formed or 
erected within the jurisdiction of any other State'' without the consent 
of its legislature. If the General Government is not permitted to toler-
ate the erection of a confederate State within the territory of one of the 
members of this Union against her consent, much less could it allow a 
foreign and independent government to establish itself there. Georgia 
became a member of the Confederacy which eventuated in our Federal 
Union as a sovereign State, always asserting her claim to certain limits, 
which, having been originally defined in her colonial charter and subse-
quently recognized in the treaty of peace, she has ever since continued 
to enjoy, except as they have been circumscribed by her own voluntary 
transfer of a portion of her territory to the United States in the articles 
of cession of 1802. Alabama was admitted into the Union on the same 
footing with the original States, with boundaries which were prescribed 
by Congress. There is no constitutional, conventional, or legal provision 
which allows them less power over the Indians within their borders than 
is possessed by Maine or New York. Would the people of Maine per-
mit the Penobscot tribe to erect an independent government within their 
State? And unless they did would it not be the duty of the General 
Government to support them in resisting such a measure? Would the 
people of New York permit each remnant of the Six Nations within her 
borders to declare itself an independent people under the protection of 
the United States? Could the Indians establish a separate republic on 
each of their reservations in Ohio? And if they were so disposed would 
it be the duty of this Government to protect them in the attempt? If 
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the principle involved i11 the obvious answer to these questions be aban~ 
doned, it will follow that the objects of this Government are reversed, 
and that it has become a part of its duty to aid in destroying the States 
which it was established to prctect. 
Actuated by this view of the subject, I informed the Indians inhabiting 
parts of Georgia and Alabama that their attempt to establish an inde-
pendent government would not be countenanced by the Executive of the 
United States, and advised them to emigrate beyond the Mississippi or 
submit to the laws of those States. 
Out conduct toward these people is deeply interesting to our national 
character. Their present condition, contrasted with what they once were, 
makes a most powerful appeal to our sympathies, Our ancestors found 
them the uncontrolled possessors of these vast regions. By persuasion 
and force they have been made to retire from river to river and from 
mountain to mountain, until some of the tribes have become extinct and 
others have left but remnants to preserve for awhile their once terrible 
names. Surrounded by the whites with their arts of civilization, which 
by destroying the resources of the sayage doom him to weakness and 
decay, the fate of the Mohegan, the Narragansett, and the Delaware is 
fast overtaking the Choctaw, the Cherokee, and the Creek. That this 
fate surely awaits them if they remain within the limits of the States 
does not admit of a doubt. Humanity and national h<tnor demand that 
every effort should be made to avert so great a calamity. It is too late 
to inquire whether it was just in the United States to include them and 
their territory within the bounds of new States, whose limits they could 
control. That step can not be retraced. A State can not be dismem-· 
bered by Congress or restricted in the exercise of her constitutional 
power. But the people of those States and of every State, actuated by 
feelings of justice and a regard for our national honor, submit to you the 
interesting question whether something can nc,t be done, consistently 
with the rights of th~ States, to preserve this much-injured race. 
As a means of effecting this end I suggest for your consideration the 
propriety of setting apart an ample district west of the Mississippi, and 
without the limits of any State or Territory now formed, to be guaran-
teed to the Indian tribes as long as they shall occupy it, each tribe hav-
ing a distinct control over the portion designafed for its use. There 
they may be secured in the enjoyment of governments of their own 
choice, subject to no other control from the United States than such as 
may be necessary to preserve peace on the frontier and between the sev-
eral tribes. There the benevolent may endeavor to teach them the arts 
of civilization, and, by promoting union and harmony among them, to 
·raise up an interesting commonwealth, destined to perpetuate the race 
and to attest the humanity and justice of this Government. 
This emigration should be voluntary, for it would be as cruel as unjust 
to compel the aborigines to abandon the graves of their fathers and seek 
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a home in a distant land. But they should be distinctly informed that 
if they remain within the limits of the States they must be subject to 
their laws. In return for their obedience as individuals they will with-
out doubt be protected in the enjoyment of those possessions which they 
have improved by their industry. But it seems to me visionary to sup-
pose that in this state of things claims can be all~wed on tracts of coun-
try on which they have neither dwelt nor made improvements, merely 
because they have seen them from the mountain or passed them in the 
chase. Submitting to the ,laws of the States, and receiving, like other 
citizens, protection in their persons and property, they will ere long 
become merged in the mass of our population. 
The accompa!lying report of the Secretary of the Navy will make you 
acquainted with the condition and usdul employment of that branch of 
our service during the present yeal·. Constituting as it does the best 
standing security of this country against foreign aggression, it claims the 
especial attention of Government. In this spirit the measures which 
since the termination of the last war have been in operation for its grad-
ual enlargement were adopted, and it should continue to be cherished as 
the offspring of our national experience. It will be seen, however, that 
notwithstanding tlie great solicitude which has been manifested for the 
perfect organization of this arm and the liberality of the appropriations 
which that solicitude has suggested, this object has in many important 
respects not been secured. 
In time of peace we have need of no more ships of war than are requi-
site tu the protection of our commerce. Those not wanted for this object 
must lay in the harbors, where without proper covering they rapidly 
decay, and even under the best precautions for their preservation must 
soon become useless. Such is already the case with many of our finest 
vessels, which, though unfinished, will now require immense sums of 
money to be restored to the condition in which they were when com-
mitted to their proper element. On this subject there can be but little 
doubt that our best policy would be to discontinue the building of ships 
of the first and second class, and look rather to the possession of ample 
materials, prepared for the emergencies of war, than to the number of 
vessels which we can fl.oat in a season of peace, as the index of our naval 
power. Judicious deposits in navy-yards of timber and other materials, 
fashioned under,:- the hands of skillful workmen and fitted for prompt " 
application to their various purposes, would enable us at all times to con-
struct vessels as fast as they can be manned, and save the heavy expeNse 
of repairs, except to such vessels as must be employed in guarding our 
co1I,1.merce. The proper points for the establishment of these yards are 
indicated with so much force in the report of the Navy Board that in 
recommending it to your attention I deem it unnecessary to do more than 
express my hearty concurrence in their views. The yard in this Dis-
trict, being already furnished with most of the machinery necessary for 
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shipbuilding, will be competent to the supply of the two selected by the 
Board as the best for the concentration of materials, and, from the facility 
and certainty of communication between them, it will be useless to incur 
at those depots the exP,ense of similar machinery, especially that used in 
preparing the usual metallic and wooden furniture of vessels. 
Another improvement would be effected by dispensing altogether with 
the Navy Board as now constituted, and substituting in its stead bureaus 
similar to those already existing in the War Department. Each member 
of the Board, transferred to the head of a separate bureau charged with 
specific duties, would feel in, its highest degree that wholesome respon-
sibility which can not be divided without a far more than proportionate 
diminution of its force. Their valuable services would become still more 
so when separately appropriated to distinct portions of the great inter-
ests of the Navy, to the prosperity of which each would be impelled to 
devote himself by the strongest motives. Under such an arrangement 
every branch of this important service would assume a more simple and 
precise character, its efficiency would be increased, and scrupulous econ-
omy in the expenditure of public money promoted. 
I would also recommend that the Marine Corps be merged in the 
artillery or infantry, as the best mode of curing the many defects in 
its organization. But little exceeding in number any of the regiments of 
infantry, that corps has, besides its lieutenant-colonel commandant, five 
brevet lieutenant-colonels, who receive the full pay and emoluments of 
their brevet rank, without rendering proportionate service. Details for 
marine service could as well be made from the artillery or infantry, there 
being no peculiar training requisite for it. 
With these improvements, and such others as zealous watchfulness 
and mature consideration may suggest, there can be little .doubt that 
under an energetic administration of its affairs the Navy may soon be 
made everything that the nation wishes it to be. Its efficiency in the 
suppression of piracy in the West India seas, and wherever its squadrons 
\ 
have been employed in securing the interests of the country, will appear 
from the report of the Secretary, to which ' I refer you for other interest-
ing details. Among these I would bespeak the attention of Congress 
for the views presented in relation to the inequality between the Anny 
and Navy as to the pay of officers. No such inequality should prevail 
between these brave defenders of their country, and where it does exist 
it is submitted to Congress whether it ought not to be rectified. 
The report of the Postmaster-General is referred to as exhibiting a 
highly satisfactory administration of that Department. Abuses have 
been reformed, increased expedition in the transportation of the mail 
secured, and its revenue much improved. In a political point of view 
this Department is chiefly important as affording the means of diffusing 
knowledge. It is to the body politic what the veins and arteries are 
to the natural--conveying rapidly and regularly to the remotest parts of 
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the system correct information of the operations of the Government, and 
bringing back to it the wishes and feelings of the people. Through its 
agency we have secured to ourselves the full enjoyment of the blessings 
of a free press. 
In this general survey of our affairs a subject of high importance pre-
sents itself in the present organization of the judiciary. An uniform 
operation of the Federal Government in the different States is certainly 
desirable, and existing as they do in the Union on the basis of perfect 
equality, each State has a right to expect that the benefits conferred on 
the citizens of others should be extended to hers. The judicial system \ 
of the United States exists in all its efficiency in only fifteen members of 
the Union; to three others the circuit courts, which constitute an impor-
tant part of that system, have been imperfectly extended, and to the 
remaining six altogether denied. The effect has been to withhold from 
the inhabitants of the latter the advantages afforded (by the Supreme 
Court) to their fellow-citizens in other States in the whole extent of the 
criminal and much of the civil authority of the Federal judiciary. That 
this state of things ought to be remedied, if it can b.e done consistently 
with the public welfare, is not to be doubted. Neither is it to be disguised 
that the organization of our judicial system is at once a difficult and deli-
cate task. To extend the circuit courts equally throughout the different 
parts of the Union, and at the same time to avoid such a multiplication 
of members as would encumber the supreme appellate tribunal, is the 
object desired. Perhaps it might be accomplished by dividing the circuit 
judges into two classes, and providing that the Supreme Court should be 
held by these classes alternately, the Chief Justice always presiding. 
If an extension of the circuit-cou_rt system to those States which do 
not now enjoy its benefits should be determined upon, it would of course 
be necessary to revise the present arrangement of the circuits; 'and even 
if that ·system should not be enlarged, such a revision is recommended. 
A provision for taking the census of the people of the United States 
will, to insure the completion of that work within a convenient time, 
claim the early attention of Congress. 
The great and constant increase of business in 
1
the Department of 
State forced itself at an early period upon, the attention of the Execu-
tive. Thirteen years ago it was, in Mr. Madison's last message to Con-
gress, made the subject of an earnest recommendation, which has been 
repeated by both of his successors; and my comparatively limited experi-
ence has satisfied me of its justness. It has arisen from many causes, 
not the least of which is the large addition that has been made to the 
family of independent nations and the proportionate extension of our 
foreign relations. The remedy proposed was the establishment of a 
home department-a measure which does not appear to have met the 
views of' Congress on account of its supposed tendency to increase, grad-
ually and imperceptibly; the already too strong bias of the federal system 
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toward the exercise of authority not delegated to it. · I am not, there-
fore, disposed to revive the recommendation, but am not the less impressed 
with the importance of so organizing that Department that its Secretary 
may devote more of his time to our foreign relations. Clearly satisfied 
that the public good would be promoted by some suitable provision on 
the subject, I respectfully invite your attention to it. 
The charter of the Bank of the United States expires in r836, and its 
stockholders will most probably apply for a renewal of their privileges. 
In order to avoid the evils resulting from precipitancy in a measure 
inv9lving such important principles and such deep pecuniary interests, 
I feel that I can not, in justice to the parties interested, too soon pre-
sent it to the deliberate consideration of the Legislature and the people. 
Both the constitutionality and the expediency of the law creating this 
bank are well questioned by a large portion of our fellow-citizens, and 
it must be ad11:itted by all that it has failed in the great end of establish-
ing a uniform and sound currency. 
Under these circumstances, if such an institution is deemed essential 
to the fiscal operations of the Government, 'I submit to the wisdom of 
the Legislature whether a national one, founded upon the credit of the 
Government and its revenues, might not be devised which would avoid 
all constitutional difficulties and at the same time secure all the advan-
tages to the Government and country that w~re expected to result from 
the present bank. 
I can ' not close this communication without bringing to your view 
the just claim of the representatives of Commodore Decatur, his officers 
and crew, arising from the recapture of the frigate Phz'ladelpkia under 
the heavy batteries of Tripoli. Although sensible, as a general rule, 
of the impropriety of Executive interference under a Government like 
ours, where every individual enjoys the right of directly petitioning Con-
gress, yet, viewing this case as one of very peculiar character, I deem 
it my duty to recommend it to your favorable consideration. Besides 
the justice of this claim, as corr~sponding to those which have been 
since recognized and satisfied, it is the fruit 0£ a deed of patriotic and 
chivalrous daring which infused life and confidence into our infant Navy 
and contributed as ·much as any exploit in its history to elevate our 
national character. Public gratitude, therefore, stamps her seal upon it, 
and the meed should not be withheld which may hereafter operate as a 
stimulus to our gallant tars. 
I now commend you, fellow-citizens, to the guidance of Almighty God, 
with a full reliance on His merciful providence for the maintenance of 
our free institutions, and with an earnest supplication that whatever 
errors it may be my lot to commit in discharging the arduous duties 
which have devolved on me will find a remedy in the harmony and wis-




DECEMBER 14, 1829. 
The VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND PRESIDENT OF 
THE SENATE: 
In pursuance of the resolution of the Senate of the 2d March, 1829, 
requesting the President of the United States to communicate to it 
'' copies of the journal of the commissioners under the first article of the 
treaty of Ghent for the months of Octob~r and November, 1817, or so 
much thereof as in his opinion may be safely communicated, not includ-
ing the agreement or evidence offered by the agents,'' I have the honor 
herewith to transmit a report from the Secretary of State, accompany-
ing the document referred to in said resolution. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, December I4, f..829. 
The VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES AND PRESIDENT OF 
THE SENATE: 
I transmit to the Senate,, for their advice and consent as to the ratifi-
c;ation of it, a treaty of commerce and navigation between the United 
Stat~s of America and His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, concluded 
and signed in this city on the 2d of August in the present year. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
DECEMBER 15, 1829. 
The SPEAKER oF THE HovsE oF REPRESENTATIVES: 
A dep11tation from the Passamaquoddy Indians resident within the 
limits of Ma'ine have arrived in this city and presented a memorial solicit-
ing the aid of the Government in providing them the means of support. 
Recollecting that this tribe when strong and numerous fought with us 
for the liberty which we now enjoy, I could not refuse to present to 
the consideration of Congress their supplication for a small portion of 
the bark and timber' of the country which once belonged to them. 
It is represented that from individuals who own the lands adjoining 
the present small possession of this tribe purchases can be made sufli-:* 
ciently extensive to secure the objects of the memorial in this respect, 
as will appear from the papers herewith transmitted. Should Congress • 
deem it proper to make them, it will be necessary to provide for their 
being held in trust for the use . of the tribe during its existence as such. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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DECEMBER 16, 1829. 
The SPEAK"'EtR OF THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I have the honor to transmit J;ierewith to the House of Representatives 
a report of the Secretary of War, accompanying copies of surveys* made 
in pursuance of the acts of Congress passed the 30th of April, 1824, and 
the 2d of March, 1829, and to request that the House cause them to be 
la:d before the Senate, as there are'llo duplicates prepared. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
DECEMBER 22, 1829. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I herewith transmit two treaties-one concluded with the Winnebago 
tribe of Indians at Prairie du Chien on the ~st of August, 1829, and the 
other with the . Chippewa, Ottawa, and Pottawattamie tribes at the same 
place on the 29th of July, 1829-which, with the documents explanatory 
thereof, are submitted to the Senate for consideration whether they will 
advise and consent to their ratification. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
DECEMBltR .29, 1829. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: . 
I transmit herewith a treaty concluded with the Delaware tribe of 
Indians on the 3d of August, 1829, which, with the documents explana-
tory thereof, is submitted to the consideration of' the Senate for their 
· advice and consent as to the ratification of the same. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
DECEMBER 30, l 829. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I transmit herewith to the House the report and estimate of the sur-
vey made in pursuance of the act of the 30th April, 1824, in order to 
ascertain the pr~cticability of connecting the waters of the Altamaha 
and Tennessee rivers by a canal and railroad, and request, as there is no 
duplicate of the same prepared, that the House will cause it to be laid 
before the Senate. · ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 4, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I have been requested by the legislature of South Carolina, as will 
appear from the documents accompanying this communication, to sub-
* Of Deep Creek, Virginia; Pasquotank River, North Carolina; entrance of the river Teche, Loui-
siana·, passes at mouth of the Mississippi, Louisiana; water tract between I,ake Pontcba~ 
and Mobile Bay; Des Moines and Ruek River rapida in the Mississippi; with a view to the loc:atiOD 
of a railroad from Charleston to Hamb\tta-, S. C. 
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mit to the consideration of Congress certain claims against the United 
States for advances made by that State during the last war. It is con-
ceded that the redress sought for can only be obtained through the inter-
position of Congress. The only agency allowed to me is to present such 
facts in relation to the subject as are in the possession of the Executive, 
in order that the whole may be fairly considered. 
This duty I perform with great pleasure, being well satisfied that no 
inducement will be wanting to secure to the claims of a member of the 
Confederacy that has under all circumstances shewn an ardent devotion 
to the cause of the country the most ample justice. 
By a reference to the Department of War for information as to the 
nature and extent of these claims it appears that they consist of-
First. Interest upon moneys advanced for the United States which 
have been heretofore reimbursed. 
Second. Certain advances which un a settlement of accounts between 
South Carolina and the United States were disallowed or suspended by 
the accounting officers of the Treasury. 
In regard to the former, the rule hitherto adopted by Congress has 
been to allow to the States interest only where they had paid it on money 
borrowed, and had applied it to the use of the United States. The case of 
South Carolina does not come strictly within this rule, because instead 
of borrowing, as she alleges, for the use of the United States, upon inter-
est, she applied to the use of the United States funds for which she was 
actually receiving an interest; and she is understood to insist that the 
loss of interest in both cases being equal, and the relief afforded equally 
meritorious, the same principle of remuneration should be applied. 
Acting upon an enlightened sense of national justice and gratitude, it 
is confidently believed that Congress will be as mindful of this claim as 
it has been of others put forward by the States that in periods of extreme 
peril generously contributed to the service of the Union and enabled the 
General Government to discharge its obligations. The grounds upon 
Nhich certain portions of it have been suspended or rejected will appear 
from the communications of the Secretary of War and Third Auditor 
herewith submitted. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 4, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit herewith a supplement to the treaty made with the Dela-
ware tribe on the 3d of October, 1818, which, with the .accompanying 
papers, is submitted to the Senate for their advice and consent as to the 
ratification of the same. 
ANDR~W JACKSON. 
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To the House of Representatives: JANUARY 5, 1830. 
The subject of the inclo~ed memorial* having been adjudicated by the. 
courts of the country, and decided against the memorialists, it is respect~ 
fully laid before Congress, the only power now to which they can appeal 
for relief. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 5, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I submit herewith a reportt from the Secretary of the Treasury, giv-
ing the information called for by a resolution of the Senate of the 24th 
Dec;ember, 1828. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January I/, r830. 
To the Senate and House ef Representatives ef the Unz'ted States: 
I transmit to Congress copies of three Indian treaties, which have been 
duly ratified: 
I. A treaty with the nation of Winnebago Indians, concluded on the 
1st of August, 1829, at Prairie du Chien, in the Territory of Michigan, 
between General John McNeil, Colonel Pierre Menard, and Caleb At-
water, esq., commissioners on the part of the United States, and certain 
chiefs and warriors on the part of the nation of Winnebago Indians. 
2. A treaty with the united nations of Chippewa, Ottowa, and Pot-
tawatomie Indians, concluded on the 29th of July, 1829, at Prairie du 
Chien, between General John McNeil, Colonel Pierre Menard, and Caleb 
Atwater, esq., commissioners on the part of the United State~, and cer-
tain chiefs and warriors of the said united nations on the part of said 
nations. 
3. Articles of agreement .between the United States of America and 
the band of Delaware Indians upon the Sandusky River, in the State of 
Ohio, entered into on the 3d of August, 1829, at Little Sandusky, in the 
State of Ohio, by John McElvain, commissioner on the part of the United 
States, and certain chiefs on the part of said band of Delaware Indians. 
I transmit also the estimates of appropriation necessary to carry them 
into effect. ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 19, 1830. 
To the Senate and House ef Representatlves. 
GENTLEMEN: The accompanying gold medal, commemorative of the 
delivery of the Liberator President of the Republic of Colombia from 
the daggers of assassins on the night of the 25th of September last, has 
* Of certain purchasers of land in Louisiana from the Government of Spain. 
tTransmitting statements of moneys appropriated and lands granted to the several Statts 
for purposes of edur.ation and construction of roads and canals, etc., since the adoption of lhc 
Constitution. 
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been offered for my acceptance by that Government. The respect which 
I entertain as well for the character of the Liberator President as for the 
people and· Government over which he presid~s renders this mark of 
their regard most gratifying to my feelings; but I am prevented from 
1 
complying with their wishes by the provision of our Constitution for-
bjdding the acceptance cf presents from a foreign state by officers of the 
United States, and it is therefore placed at the disposal of Congress. 
The powerf11-l influence i:i the affairs of his country which the sacri-
fices and heroic deeds of General Bolivar have acquired for him creates 
an anxiety as to his future course in which the friends of liberal institu-: 
tions throughout the world deeply participate. • The favorable estimate 
which I have formed of the nature of the services rendered by him, and 
of his personal ch~racter, impresses me with the strongest confidence that 
his conduct i:::i the present condition of his country will be such as may 
best promote her true interest and best secure his own permanent fame. 
I deem the present a suitable occasion to inform you that shortly after 
my communication to Congress at the opening of the session dispatches 
were received from Mr. Moore, the envoy extraordinary and minister 
plenipotentiary of the United States to Colombia, stating that he had 
succeeded in obtaining the assent of the council of ministers to the allow-
ance of the claims cf our citizens upon that Government in the cases 
of the brig Josephine and her cargo and the schooner Ranger and part of 
her cargo. An official copy of the convention subsequently entered into 
between Mr. Moore and the secretary of foreign affairs, providing for the 
final settlement of those claims, has just been received at the Department 
of State. By an additional article of this convention the claim in the 
case of the brig Morris is suspended until further information is obtained 
by the Colombian Government from the Court at Carracas; and Mr. 
Moore anticipates its early and satisfactory adjustment. The convention 
only waited the ratification of the Liberator President, who was at the 
time absent from Bogota, to be binding upon the Colombian Government. 
Although these claims are not, comparatively, of a large amount, yet 
the prompt and equitable manner in which the application of Mr. Moore 
in behalf of our injured citizens was met by that Government entitles 
its condud to our approbation, and promises well for the future relations 
of the two countries. 
It giv~s me pleasure to add an expression of my entire satisfaction with 
the conduct of Mr. Moore since his arrival at Bogota. The judgment 
_and discretion evinced by him on occasions of much interest and delicacy, 
the assiduity displayed in bringing so nearly to -a conclusion within five 
weeks after his arrival claims which had been pending for years, and the 
promptitude and capacity with which he has entered upon other and 
more important portions of his official duty are calculated to inspire 
strong confidence in his future usefulness. · 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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JANUARY 20, 1830. 
To the Senate and House of Representa!z'ves. 
GENTLEMEN: I respectfully submit to your consideration the accom-
panying communication from the Secretary or tn.e Treasury, showing 
that according to the terms of an agreement between the United States 
and the United Society of Christian Indians the latter have a claim to 
an annuity of $400, commencing from the 1st of October, 1826, forwhich 
an appropriation by law for this amount, as long as they are entitled to 
receive it, will be proper. 
ANDREW JACKSON, 
WASHINGTON, January 26, I8JO. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I submit to Congress a communication from the Secretary of State, 
together with the report of the Superintendent of the Patent Office, to 
which it refers, showing the present condition of that office and suggest-
ing the necessity of further legislative provisions in regard to it, and I 
recommend the subjects it embraces to the particular attention of Con-
gress. 
It will be seen that there is an unexplained deficiency in the accounts 
which have been rendered at the Treasury of the fees received at the 
office, amounting to $4,290, and that precautions have been provided to 
guard against similar delinquencies in future. Congress will decide on 
their sufficiency and whether any legislative aid is necessary upon this 
branch of the subject referred to in the report. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 26, 1830. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 
I :find it necessary to recommend to Congress a revision of the laws 
relating to the direct and contingent expenses of our intercourse with 
foreign nations, and particularly of che act of May 1, 1810, entitled "An 
act :fixing the compensation of p_ublic ministers and of consuls residing 
on the coast of Barbary, and for other purposes. '' 
A letter from the Fifth Auditor of the Treasury to the Secretary of 
State, herewith transmitted, which notices the difficulties incident to the 
settlement of the accounts of certain diplomati<? agents of the United 
States, serves to show the necessity of this revision. This branch of the 
Government is incessantly called upon to sanction allowances which not 
tmfrequently appear to have just and equitable foundations in usage, but 
wbich are believed to be incompatible-with the provisions of the act of 
r8ro. The letter from the Fifth Auditor contains a description of sev-
eral claims of this character which are submitted to Congress as the 
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only tribunal competent to afford the relief to which the parties consider . 
themselves entitled. 
Among the most prominent questions of this description are the fol-
lowing: 
I. Claims .for outfits by ministers and charges d' affaires duly appointed 
by the President and Senate. 
The act of I 790, regulating the expenditures for foreign intercourse, 
provided "that, exclusive of an outfit, which shall in no case exceed one 
year's full salary to the minister plenipotentiary or charge d'a:ffaires to 
whom the same may be allowed, the President shall not allow to any min-
ister plenipotentiary a greater sum than at the rate of $9,000 per annum 
as a compensation for all his personal services and other expenses, nor a 
greater sum for the same than $4,500 per annum to a charge d'affaires.'' 
By this provision the maximum of allowance only was fixed, leaving the 
question as to any outfit, either in whole or in part, to the discretion of 
the President, to be decided according to circumstances. Under it a 
variety of c2ses occurred, in which outfits having been given to diplo-
matic agents on their first appointment, afterwards, upon their being 
transferred to other courts 'or sent upon special and distinct missions, full 
or half outfits were again allowed. 
This act, it will be perceived, although it fixes the maximum of outfit, 
-is altogether silent as to the circumstances under which outfits might be 
allowed; indeed, the authority to allow them at all is not expressly con-
veyed, but only incidentally adverted to in limiting the amount. This 
limitation continued to be the only restriction upon the Executive until 
1810, the act of 1790 having been kept in force till that period by five 
successive reenactments, in which it is either referred to by means of its 
title or its terms are repeated verbatim. In 18 ro an act passed wherein 
the phraseology which had been in use for twenty years is departed from. 
Fixing the same limits precisely to the amount of salaries and outfits to 
ministers and charges as had been six times fixed since 1790, it differs 
from preceding acts by formally conveying an authority to allow an out-
fit to "a minister plenipotentiary or charge d'a:ffaires on go£ng .from the 
Un£ted States to any .foreign country;'' and, in addition to this specifica-
tion of the circumstances under which the outfit may be allowed, it con-
tains one of the conditions which shall be requisite to entitle a charge or 
secretary to the compensation therein provided. 
Upon a view of all the circumstances connected with the subject I can 
not permit myself to doubt that it was with reference to the practice of 
multiplying outfits to the same person and in the intention of prohibiting 
it in future that this act was passed. 
It being, however, frequently deemed advantageous to trnnsfer minis-
ters already abroad from one court to another, or to employ those who 
were resident at a particular court upon special occasions elsewhere, it 
seems to have been considered that it was not the intention of Congress 
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to restrain the Executive from so doing. It was further contended that 
the President being left free to select for ministers citizens, whether at 
home or abroad, a right on the part of such ministers to the usual emol-
uments followed as a matter of course. This view was sustained by the 
opinion of the law officer of the Government, and the act of 1810 was 
construed to leave the whole subject of salary and outfit where it found 
it under the law of 1790; that is to say, completely at the discretion of 
the President, without any other restriction than the maximum already 
fixed by that law. This discretion has from time to time been exercised 
by successive Presidents; but whilst I can not but consider the restric-
tion in this respect imposed by the act of r8ro as inexpedient, I can not 
feel myself justified in adopting a construction which defeats the only 
operation of which this part •of it seems susceptible; at least, not unless 
Congress, after having the subject distinctly brought to their considera-
tion, should virtually give their assent to that construction. Whatever 
may be thought of the propriety of giving an outfit to secretaries of lega-
tion or others who may be considered as only temporarily charged with 
the affairs intrusted to them, I am impressed with the justice of such an 
allowance in the case of a citizen who happens to be abroad when first 
, appointed, and that of a minister already in place, when the public inter-
est requires his transfer, and, from the breaking up of his e!:,tablishment 
and other circumstances connected with the change, he incurs expenses 
to which he would not otherwise have been subjected. 
I I. Claims .for ouiji,ts and salaries by charges d 'ajfaires and secretaries oj 
legation who have not been appointed by the President by and with the 
advice and consent ef the Senate. 
By the second section of the act of 1810 it is provided-
That to entitle any charge d'affaires or secretary of any legation or embassy to any 
foreign country, or secretary of any minister plenipotentiary, to the compensation 
hereinbefore provided they shall respectively be appointed by the President of the 
United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate; but in the recess 
of the Senate the President is hereby authorized to make such appointments, whicn 
shall be submitted to the Senate at the next session thereafter for their advice and 
consent; and no compensation shall be allowed to any charge d'affaires or any of 
the secretaries hereinbefore described who shall not be appointed as aforesaid. 
Notwithstanding the explicit language of this act, claims for outfits 
and salaries have been made-and allowed at the Treasury-by charges 
d' affaires and secretaries of legation who had not been appointed in the 
manner specified. Among the accompanying documents will be found 
several claims of this description, of which a detailed statement is given 
in the letter of the Fifth Auditor. The case of Mr. William B. Law-
rence, late charge d'affaires at London, is of a still more peculiar char-
acter, in consequence of his having actually drawn his outfit and salary 
from the bankers employed by the Government and from the length 
of time he officiated in that capacity. Mr. La;rence's accounts were 
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rendered to the late Administration, but n9t settled. I have refused to 
sanction the allowance claimed, because the law does not authorize it, 
but have refrained from directing any proceedings to compel a reim-
bursement of the money thus, in my judgment, illegally received until 
an opportunity should be afforded to Congress to pass upon the equity 
of the claim. 
Appropriations are annually and necessarily made'' for the contingent 
expenses of all the missions abroad '' and '' for the contingent expenses 
of foreign intercourse,'' and the expenditure of these funds in trusted to 
the discretion of the President. It is out of those appropriations that 
allowances of this character have been claimed, and, it is presumed, made. 
Deeming, however, that the discretion thus committed to the Executive 
does not extend to the allowance of charges prohibited by express law, 
I have felt it my duty to refer all existing claims to the action of Con-
gress, and to submit to their consideration whether any alteration of the 
law in this respect is necessary. 
III. The allowance of a quarter's salary to ministers and charges d' affaires 
to defray their expenses home. 
This allowance has been uniformly made, but is without authority by 
law. Resting in Executive discretion, it has, according to circumstances, 
been extended to cases where the ministers died abroad, to defray the 
return of his family, and was recently claimed in a case where the minister 
had no family, on grounds of general equity. A charge of this descrip-
tion can hardly be regarded as a contingent one, and if allowed at all 
must be in lieu of salary. As such it is altogether arbitrary, although 
it is not believed that the interests of the Treasury are, upon the whole, 
much affected by the substitution. In some cases the allowance is for a 
longer period than is occupied in the return of the minister; in others, 
for one somewhat less; and it seems to do away all inducement to unnec-
essary delay. The subject is, however, susceptible of positive regulation 
by law, and it is, on many accounts, highly expedient that it should be 
placed on that footing. I have therefore, without directing any altera-
tion in the existing practice, felt it my duty to bring it to your notice. 
IV. Traveling and other expenses in following the court in cases where 
its residence is not stationary. 
The only legations by which expenses of this description are incurred 
and charged are those to Spain and the Netherlands, and to them they 
have on several occasions been allowed. Among the documents here-
with communicated will be found, with other charges requiring legislative 
interference, an account for traveling expenses, with a statement of the 
grounds 1:1-pon which their reimbursement is claimed. This account has 
been suspended by the officer of the Treasury to whom its settlement 
belongs; and as the question will be one of frequent recurrence, I have 
deemed the occasion a fit one to submit the whole subject to the revision 
of C<?ngress. The justice of these charges for extraordinary expenses 
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unavoidably incurred has been admitted by former Administrations and 
the claims allowed. My difficulty grows out of the language of the act ' 
of 18ro, which expressly declares that the salary and outfit it authorizes 
to the minister and charge d'affaires shall be "a compensation for all his 
personal services and expenses." The items which ordinarily form the 
contingent expenses of a foreign mission are of a character distinct from 
the personal expenses of the minister. The difficulty of regarding those 
now referred to in that light is obvious. There are certainly strong ' 
considerations of equity in favor of a remuneration for them at the two 
Courts where they are alone incurred, and if such should be the opinion 
of Congress it is desirable that authority to make it should be expressly 
conferred by law rather than continue to rest upon doubtful construction. 
V. Charges of consuls for discharging diplomatic functions, without 
appointment, during a temporary vacancy in the ojfice of charged' ajfaires. 
It has sometimes happened that consuls of the United States, upon 
the occurrence of vacancies at their places of residence in the diplomatic 
offices of the United States by the death or retirement of our minister or 
charge d'affaires, have taken under their care the papers of such missions 
and usefully discharged diplomatic functions in behalf of their Govern-
ment and fellow-citizens till the vacancies were regularly filled. In some 
instances this is stated to have been done to the abandonment of other 
pursuits and at a considerably increased expense of living. There are 
existing claims of this description, which can not be finally adjusted or 
allowed without the sanction of Congress. - A particular statement of 
them accompanies this communication. 
The nature of this branch of the public service makes it necessary tc 
commit portions of the expenses incurred ii1 it to Executive discretion; 
but it is desirable that such portions should be as small as possible. The 
purity and permanent success of our political institutions depend in a 
great measure upon definite appropriations and a rigid adherence to the 
enactments of the Legislature disposing of public money. My desire is 
to have the subject placed upon a more simple and precise, but not less 
liberal, footing than it stands on at present, so far as that may be found 
practicable. An opinion that the salaries allowed by law to our agents 
abroad are in many cases inadequate is very general, and it is reasonable 
to suppose that this impression has not been without its influence in the 
construction of the laws by which those salaries are fixed. There are 
certainly motives which it is difficult to resist to an increased expense on 
the part of some of our functionaries abroad greatly beyond that which 
would be required at home. 
Should Congress be of opinion that any alteration for the better can be 
made, either in the rate of salaries now allowed or in the rank and grada-
tion of our diplomatic agents, or both, the present would be a fit occasion 
for a revision of the whole subject. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit he:rewith the annual report of the inspectors 
of the penitentiary in the District of Columbia, and beg leave to recom-
mend the propriety of providing by law a reasonable compensation for 
the service of those officers. The act of Congress under which they were 
commissioned, though it imposes upon them important duties, in the per-
formance of which much time and labor are necessary, is silent as to the 
compensation which they ought to receive. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
FEBRUARY I, 1830. 
FEBRUARY 5, 1830. 
To the Senate of the Un·lted States: 
I herewith communicate to the Senate a letter from the Secretary of . 
War, with the papers which accompany it, in answer to the resolution of 
the Senate of the 2d February, requesting '' so much of a report received 
from the officer of the United States Army who had command of the 
detachment for the protection of the caravan of traders to Santa Fe of 
New Mexico during the last summer as may be proper to be made public 
and material to be known, devising further means for the security of the 
inland trade between Missouri and Mexico.'' 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
FEBRUARY 12, 1830. 
'The SPEAKER OF THE Romm OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I forward to the House of Representatives, for the information and 
decision of Congress, a communication to me from the Secretary of War 
on the subject of the continuation of the Cumberland road. 
There being but one plan of the surveys made produces the neces-
sity of making this communication to but one branch of the Legislature. 
When the question shall be disposed of, I request that the map may be 
returned to the Secretary of War. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representatz'ves: 
FEBRUARY 18, 1830. 
In pursuance of a resolution of the House of Representatives of thE. 
9th instant, requesting information respecting the accounts of William B. 
Lawrence as charge d'a:ffaires of the United States to Great Britain, I 
have the honor to communicate a report of the Secretary of State, fur-
nishing the desired information. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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FEBRUARY 20, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: Having seen a report from the Treasury Department, 
just made to me, that General John Campbell, lately nominated Indian 
agent, stands recorded as a public defaulter on the books of the Treas-
ury, and being unapprised of this fact when he was nollllnated to the 
Senate, I beg leave to withdraw this nomination. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
MARCH l, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with your resolution of the 4th ultimo, 
relating to the boundary line between the United States and the Chero-
kee Nation of Indians, I have duly examined the same, and find that the 
Executive has no power to alter or correct it. 
I therefore return the papers, with a report from the Secretary of War 
on the subject, for the further deliberation of Congress. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March 9, I830. 
Gentlemen of the House of Representat£ves: 
I submit to the consideration of Congress a letter of the governor of 
Virginia, transmitting two acts of the general assembly of that State, 
respecting the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March 9, I830. 
Gentlemen of the House of Representatives: 
I submit to your consideration the memorials of Francis H. Nicoll and 
John Conard, the latter marshal of the eastern district of Pennsylvania, 
praying for the interposition and aid of Congress in the discharge of a 
judgment recovered against him by the said Nicoll, alleging, as defend-
ant in the suit, that he was the mere organ of the. United States, and 
acted by and under the instructions of the Government. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
MARCH IO, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 
6th instant, requesting me to "send a copy of the bond entered into 
and executed by Israel T. Canfield as receiver of public moneys in the 
now Crawfordsville district, Indiana, together with the names of his 
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securities, to the Senate,'' I herewith transmit a certified copy of the official 
bond of Israel T. Canby, and a letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, 
f_rom which it appears that this is the officer referred to in the resolution. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March I5, I830. 
To the House of Representatives of the United States: 
In pursuance of a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
27th ultimo, calling for information respecting the report of the.commis-
sioner for running and marking the line between the United States and 
Florida under the treaty of 1795, I herewith communicate a report from 
the Secretary of State, containing the desired information. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
MARCH 18, 1830. 
To the House of Representatz"ves: 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit, for the consideration of Congress, a report 
from the War Department of a survey* authorized by the act of the 
2d of March, 1829. ANDREW JACKSON. 
MARCH 27, 1830. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit, for the consideration of Congress, a letter 
of the Secretary of the Navy, accompanying the reports of Lieutenants 
Tattnall and Gedney, who were detailed to make a survey of the Dry 
Tortugas, and beg leave to call your attention to the importance of the 
position to the United States as a naval station. I also res'pectfully rec-
ommend that the appropriation necessary to make a scientific examina-
tion of its capacities for defense may be granted. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representatz"ves. 
MARCH 31, 1830. 
GENTLEMEN: I respectfully submit to your consideration the accom-
panying report from the War Department, exhibiting the state of the 
fortifications at Pea Patch Island and the necessity of further appropria-
tions for the security of that site. The report specifies the improvements 
deemed proper, and the estimate of their cost. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
* Of ship channel of Penobscot River from Whitehead to Bangor, Me. 
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APRIL 2, 1830. 
To the House of Representatz"ves. 
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with a resolution of the House of the 22d 
ultimo, '' requesting the President of the United States to communicate 
to it any correspondence or information in possession of the Government, 
and which, in his judgment, the public service will admit of being com-
municated, touching intrusions, or alleged intrusions, on lands the pos-
session of which is claimed by the Cherokee tribe of Indians, the number 
of intrusions, if any, and the reasons why they have not been removed; 
and also any correspondence or information touching outrages alleged to 
have been committed by Cherokee Indians on citizens of Georgia occu-
pying lands to which the Indian claim has not been extinguished, or by 
citizens of Georgia on Cherokee Indians,'' I transmit herewith a report 
from the Secretary of War, containing the information required. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
APRIL 6, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 
5th instant, requesting the President of the United States to transmit to 
the Senate any record or other information in the Department of War or 
before the President respecting the conviction of Wharton Rector of any 
crime in Missouri before his departure for Arkansas, or touching his :fit-
mfss for the office to which he has been nominated, and any other evidence 
in the Department relative to the fitness of Wharton Rector for the office 
of Indian agent,· I inclose herewith a report from the Secretary of War. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
APRIL 13, 1830. 
To the House of Representatz'ves. 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit herewith a report from the War Department, 
in compliance with the resolution of the House of the 18th ultimo, calling 
for information in relation to the expenses incident to the removal and 
support of the Indians west of the Mississippi, etc. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
APRIL 15, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: I submit to the Senate, in compliance with the request 
in their resolution of the 12th instant, all the communications found in 
the Department of State touching the character, conduct, and. qualifica-
tions of John Hamm, which appear or are supposed to have been made 
while the said Hamm was an applicant for reappointment to the office of 
marshal of the district of Ohio, in the year 1822. 
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As that individual has been recently nominated to the Senate to be 
charge d'affaires of the United States to the Government of Central 
America, I take advantage of the occasion to request the Senate to post-
pone a final decision on his nomination, upon the following grounds: 
That information, though not official, has just been received at the De-
partment of State of a change having been lately effected in the Govern-
ment of Central America, which, if confirmed, may make a correspondent 
change in the appointment necessary, or perhaps render it altogether 
unnecessary that this Government, under present circumstances, should 
.send a diplomatic agent to that country at all. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
APRIL 22, 1830. 
To the House of Representatives. 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit, for the consideration of Congress, a report 
from the War Department of a survey* authorized by the act of 2d 
March, 1829. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
APRIL 23, 1830. 
To the Senate of the Un-ited States. 
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of 
the 20th instant, I transmit herewith a report t from the Secretary of 
War. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
APRIL 23, 1830. 
Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representatives. · 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit herewith a report from the Department of 
War of the survey made of Sandy Bay, Massachusetts, in conformity to 
the act of 2d March, 1829. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the Un-ited States. 
MAY I, 1830. 
GENTLEMEN: Finding from the inclosed letter from the Secretary of 
the Treasury that James C. Dickson, _lately nominated to be receiver of 
public moneys at Mount Salus, Miss., is a defaulter, I beg leave to with-
draw his nomination, and to nominate in his place Hiram G. Rennels. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
* Of the harbor of St. Augustine, Fla. 
t Transmitting correspondence of June, 1825, relative to treaties with the Osage and Kansas 
rndians. 
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To the Senate of the United States. 
MAY 6, 1830. 
GENTLEMEN: The accompanying propositions, in the form of a treaty, 
have been recently sent to me by special messenger from the Choctaw 
Nation of Indians, and since it was received a protest against it has been 
forwarded. Both evince a desire to cede to the United States all their 
country east of the Mississippi, and both are here submitted. These 
measures are the voluntary acts of the Indians themselves. The Gov-
ernment was not represented in the councils which adopted them, nor had 
it any previous intimation that such steps were in contemplation. The 
Indians convened of their own accord, settled and executed the proposi-
tions contained in the treaty presented to me, and agreed to be bound by 
them if within three months they should receive the approbation of the 
President and Senate. The other measure is equally their own. 
It is certainly desirous, on various and very pressing accounts, as will 
appear from the accompanying documents, that some agreement should 
be concluded with the Indians by which an object so important as their 
removal beyond the territorial limits of the States may be effected. In 
settling the terms of such an agreement I am disposed to exercise the 
utmost liberality, and to concur in any which are consistent with the Con-
stitution and not incompatible with the interests of .the United States and 
their duties to the Indians. I can not, however, regard the terms pro-
posed by the Choctaws to be in all respects of this character; but desirous 
of concluding an arrangement upon such as are, I have drawn up the 
accompanying amendments, which I propose to offer to the Choctaws if 
they meet the approbation of the Senate. The conditions which they 
offer are such as, in my judgment, will be most likely to be acceptable to 
both parties and are liable to the fewest objections. Not being tenacious, 
. though, on the subject, I will most cheerfully adopt any modifications 
which on a frank interchange of opinions my constitutional advisers may 
suggest and which I shall be satisfied are reconcilable with my official 
duties. 
With these views, I ask the opinion of the Senate upon the following 
questions: . 
Will the Senate advise the conclusion of a treaty with the Choctaw 
Nation according to the terms which they propose? Or will the Senate 
advise the conclusion of a treaty with that tribe as modified by the alter-
ations suggested by me? If not, what further alteration or modification 
will the Senate propose? 
I am fully aware that in thus resorting to the early practice of the Gov-
ernment, by asking the previous advice of the Senate in the discharge of 
this portion of my duties, I am departing from a long and for many 
years an unbroken usage in similar cases. But being satisfied that this 
resort is consistent with the provisions of the Constitution, that it is 
strongly recommended in this instance by considerations of expediency, 
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and that the reasons which have led to the observance of a difl:erent 
practice, thot1.gh very cogent in negotiations with foreign nations, do not 
apply with equal force to those made with Indian tribes, I flatter myself 
that it will not meet the disapprobation of the Senate. Among the 
reasons for a previous expression of the views of the Senate the follow-
ing are stated as most prominent: 
r. The Indians have requested that their propositions should be sub-
mitted to the Senate. 
2. The opinion of the Senate in relation to the terms to be proposed 
will have a salutary effect in a future negotiation, if one should be deemed 
proper. 
3. The Choctaw is one of the most numerous and powerful tribes within 
our borders, and as the conclusion of a treaty with them may have a con-
trolling effect upon other tribes it is important that its terms should be 
well considered. Those now proposed by the Choctaws, though objec-
tionable, it is believed are susceptible of modifications which will leave 
them conformable to the humane and liberal policy which the Govern-
ment desires to observe toward the Indian tribes, and be at the same time 
acceptable to them. To be possessed of the views of the Senate on this 
important and delicate branch of our future negotiations would enable the 
President to act much more effectively in the exercise of his particular 
functions. There is also the best reason to believe that measures in this 
respect emanating from the united counsel of the treaty-making power 
would be more satisfactory to the American people and to the Indians. 
It will be seen that the pecuniary stipulations are large; and in bring-
ing this subject to the consideration of the Senate I may be allowed to 
remark that the amount of money which may be secured to be paid should, 
in my judgment, be viewed as of minor importance. If a fund adequate 
to the object in . view can be obtained from the lands which they cede, all 
the purposes of the Gov~rnment should be regarded as answered. The 
great desideratum is the removal of the Indians and the settlement of 
the perplexing question involved in their ·present location-a question 
in which several of the States of this Union have the deepest inter.est, and 
which, if left undecided much longer, may eventuate in serious injury 
to the Indians. ' 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representatives. 
MAY 13, 1830. 
GENTLEMEN: The inclosed documents will present to Congress the 
necessity of some legislative provision by which to prevent the offenses 
to which they refer. At present it appears there is no law existing for 
the punishment of persons guilty of interrupting the public ~urveyors 
when engaged in the performance of the trusts confided to them. I 
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suggest, therefore, for your consideration the propriety of adopting some 
provision, with adequate penalties, to meet the case. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House if Representalives. MAY 13, 1830. 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor, in compliance with a resolution of your 
House of the roth ultimo, to transmit the inclosed documents, which fur-
, nish all the information of the steps that have been taken and plans pro-
cured for the erection of a radiating marine railway for the repair of sloops 
of war at the navy-yard at Pensacola. ANDREW JACKSON. 
MAY 14, 1830. 
To the Senate and House if Representalives if the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: I herewith transmit to Congress the report of the engi-
neer employed to survey the bar at the mouth of Sag Harbor, to ascer-
tain the best method of preventing the harbor being filled up with sand, 
and the cost of the same, authorized by the act of the 2d of March, 1829. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate if the United States. MAY 21, 1830. 
GENTLEMEN: It having been represented to me that some of the mem-
bers of the Senate voted against the confirmation of the appointment of 
Major M. M. Noah as surveyor of the port of New York through misap-
prehension, and having received the accompanying letter and memorial 
from a number of the most respectable merchants and citizens of that 
city, setting forth his fitness for the office, I therefore renominate him 
to the Senate as surveyor of the customs for the port of New York. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House if Representatives. MAY 25, 1830. 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit herewith, for the use of the House, the report 
of a survey* made in compliance with the act of the 2d of March, 1829. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, May 26, I830. 
To the S enate and House of Representatives if the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: I think it my d~ty to inform you that I am daily expect-
ing the definitive answer of the British Government to a proposition 
which has been submitted to it by this, upon the subject of the colonial 
trade. 
•of the harbors of Stamford and Norwalk, Conn. 
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This communication has been delayed by a confident belief that the 
answer referred to would have been received early enough to have 
admitted of its submission to you in sufficient season for the final action 
of Congress at its present session, and is now induced by an apprehen-
sion that although the packet by which it was intended to be sent is 
hourly expected, its arrival may, nevertheless, be delayed until after 
your adjournment. 
Should this branch of the negotiation committed to our minister be 
SUGcessful, the present interdict would, nevertheless, be necessarily con-
tinued until the next session of Congress, as the President has in no event 
authority to remove it. 
Although no decision had been made at the date of our last advices 
from Mr. McLane, yet from the general character of the interviews 
between him and those of His Majesty's mmisters whose particular 
duty it was to confer with him on the subject there is sufficient reason 
to expect a favorable result to justify me in submitting to you the pro-
priety of providing for a decision in the recess. 
This may be done by authorizing the President, in case an arrangement 
can be effected upon such terms as Congress would approve, to carry the 
same into effect on our part by proclamation, or, if it should be thought 
advisable, to execute the vic~s of Congress by like means in the event 
of an unfavorable decision. 
Any information in the possession of the Executive which you may 
deem necessary to guide your deliberations, and which it may, under 
· existing circumstances, be proper to communicate, shall be promptly laid 
before you, if required. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the Unz"ted States.· 
WASHINGTON, May 27, I830. 
It is gratifying to me to be able to communicate to the Senate before 
the termination of its present session, for its advice and consent as to the 
ratification of it, a convention just received at the Department of State 
between the United States and His Majesty the King of Denmark, which 
was negotiated on the part of the former by Mr. Henry Wheaton, their 
charge d'affaires at the Court of Denmark, and on that of the latter by 
the Sieurs Henry Count de Schemmelman, his minister of foreign affairs, 
and Paul Christian de Stemann, president of his chancery, and concluded 
and signed by these plenipotentiaries at Copenhagen on the 28th of March 
of the present year. 
The convention provides by compromise for the adjustment and pay-
ment of indemnities to no inconsiderable amount, long sought from the 
Government of Denmark by that of the United States, in behalf of their 
citizens who had preferred clain;is for the same, relating to the seizure, 
detention, and condemnation or confiscation of their vessels, cargoes, 
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or property by the public armed ships or by the tribunals of Denmark or 
in the states subject to the Danish scepter; and there is every reason to 
believe, as the Senate will infer from the correspondence which accom-
panies this communication, that the proposed arrangement will prove 
entirely satisfactory to them. ANDREW JACKSON. 
MA y 28, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: For the reasons expressed in the inclosed note, I renomi-
nate Wharton Rector to be agent for the Shawnee and Delaware Indians. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
The PRESIDEN't OP THE UNITED STATES. 
SIR: The rejection of Colonel Rector by the Senate took place in the absence of 
Mr. McLean and myself. We were both confined to our rooms by illness. Had we 
been present his nomination would have been confirmed. I believe that if he were 
again placed before the Senate his nomination would be confirmed, and should there-
fore be pleased if he could be again nominated. 
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, J. ROWAN. 
MAY 29, 1830. 
To the House of Representatlves. 
GENTLEMEN: Having approved and signed a resolution, originating in 
the House of Representatives, which provides '' that the pay, subsistence, 
emoluments, and allowances received by the officers of the Marine Corps 
previous to the 1st of April, 1829, be, and the same is hereby, directed to 
be continued to them from that date up to the 28th of February, 1831," 
it becomes my duty to call the attention of Congress to the fact_ that 
the estimates for that branch of the public service submitted to them 
at the commencement of the present session were made with reference to 
the pay, subsistence, emoluments, and allowances provided for by law, 
and excluding those which previously to the 1st of April, 1829, had been 
made on the authority of the Department alone, and to suggest the pro-
priety of an appropriation to meet the increased expenditure. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, May 29, I830. 
To the Senate of the Uni'ted States: 
I submit herewith a report* from the Secretary of the Treasury, giv-
ing the information called for by a resolution of the Senate of the 3d of 
March, 1829. ANDREW JACKSON. 
*Transmitting statements of lands appropriated by Congress for specific objects within the SC'V-
eral States, etc.; disbursements made within the several States and Territories from the com-
mencement of the Government to December 3r, 1828; value of exports from the commeDoemeAt 
of the Government to September 30, 1828. 
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MAY 30, 1830. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: I have approved and signed the bill entitled "An act 
making appropriations for examinations and surveys, and also for cer-
tain works of internal improvement,'' but as the phraseology of the 
section which appropriates the sum of $8,000 for the road from Detroit 
to Chicago may be construed to authorize the application of the appro-
priation for the continuance of the road beyond the limits of the Terri-
tory of Michigan, I desire to be understood as having approved this bill 
with the understanding that the road authorized by this section is not to 
be extended beyond the limits of the said Territory. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
VETO MESSAGES. 
MAY 27, 1830. 
To the House of Rep~esentatives. 
GENTLEMEN: I have maturely considered the bill proposing to author-
ize ''a· subscription of stock in the Maysville, Washington, Paris, and 
Lexington Turnpike Road Company,'' and now return the same to the 
House of Representatives, in which it originated, with my ·objections to . ) 
its passage. 
Sincerely friendly to the improvement of our country by means of 
roads and canals, I regret that any difference of opinion in the mode 
of contributing to it should exist between us; and if in stating this dif-
ference I go beyond what the occasion may be deemed to call for, I hope 
to find an apology in the great importance of the subject, an unfeigned 
respect for the high source from which this branch of it has emanated, 
and an anxious wish to be correctly understood by my constituents in 
the discharge of all my duties. Diversity of sentiment among public 
functionaries actuated by the same general motives, on the character 
and tendency of particular measures, is an incident common to all Gov-
ernments, and the more to be expected in one which, like ours, owes its 
existence to the freedom of opinion, and must be upheld by the same 
influence. Controlled as we thus are by a higher tribunal, before which 
our respective acts will be canvassed with the indulgence due to the 
imperfections of our nature, and with that intelligence and unbiased 
judgment which are the true correctives of error, all that our responsi-
bility demands is that the public good should be the measure of our 
views, dictating alike their frank expression and honest maintenance. 
In the message which was presented to Congress at the opening of 
its present session I endeavored to exhibit briefly my views upon the 
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important and highly interesting subject to which our attention is now 
to be directed. I was desirous of presenting to the representatives of the 
several States in Congress assembled the inquiry whether some mode 
could not be devised which would reconcile the diversity of opinion con-
cerning the powers of this Government over the subject of internal im-
provement, and the manner in which these powers, if conferred by the 
Constitution, ought to be exercised. The act which I am called upon 
to consider has, therefore, been passed with a knowledge of my views on 
this question, as these are expressed in the message referred to. In that 
document the following suggestions will be found: 
After the extinction of the public debt it is not probable that any adjustment of 
the tariff upon principles satisfactory to the people of the Union will until a remote 
period, if ever, leave the Government without a considerable surplus in the Treasury 
beyond what may be required for its current service. As, then, the period approaches 
when the application of the revenue to the payment of debt will cease, the disposi-
tion of the . surplus will present a subject for the serious deliberation of Congress; 
and it may be fortunate for the country that it is yet to be decided. Considered in 
connection with the difficulties which have heretofore attended appropriations for 
purposes of internal improvement, and with those which this experience tells us will 
certainly arise whenever power over such subjects may be exercised by the General 
Government, it is hoped that it may lead to the adoption of some plan which will 
reconcile the diversified interests of the States and strengthen the bonds which unite 
them. Every member of the Union, in peace and in war, will be benefited by the 
improvement of inland navigation and the construction of highways in the several 
States. Let us, then, endeavor to attain this benefit in a mode which will be satis-
factory to all. That hitherto adopted has by many of our fellow-citizens been dep-
recated as an infraction of the Constitution, while by others it has been viewed as 
inexpedient. All feel that it has been employed at the expense of harmony in the 
legislative councils. 
And adverting to the constitutional power of Congress to make what 
I considered a proper disposition of the surplus revenue, I subjoined the 
following remarks: 
To avoid these evils it appears to me that the most safe, just, and federal disposi-
tion which could be made of the surplus revenue would be its apportionment among 
the several States according to their ratio of representation, and should this measure 
not be found warranted by the Constitution that it would be expedient to propose 
to the States an amendment authorizing it. 
The constitutional power of the Federal Government to construct or 
promote works of internal improvement presents itself in two points of 
view-the first as bearing upon the sovereignty of the States within 
whose limits their execution is contemplated, if jurisdiction of the terri-
tory which they may occupy be claimed as necessary to their preserva-
tion and use; the second as asserting the simple right to appropriate 
money from the National Treasury in aid of such works when under-
taken by State authority, surrendering the claim of jurisdiction. In the 
first view the question of power is an open one, and can be decided with-
out the embarrassments attending the other1 arising from the practice of 
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the Government. Although frequently and strenuously attempted, the 
power to this extent has never been exercised by the Government in a 
single instance. It does not, in my opinion, possess it; and no bill, 
therefore, which admits it can receive my official sanction. 
But in th~ other view of the power the question is differently situated. 
The ground taken at an early period of the Government was "that 
whenever money has been raised by the general authority and is to be 
applied to a particular measure, a question arises whether the particular 
measure be within the enumerated authorities vested in Congress. If it 
be, the money requisite for it may be applied to it; if not, no such ~ppli-
cation can be made.'' The document in which this principle was first 
advanced is of deservedly high authority, and should be held in grateful 
remembrance for its immediate agency in rescuing the country from 
much existing abuse and for its conservative effect upon some of the 
most _valuable principles of the Constitution. The symmetry and purity 
of the Government would doubtless have been better presenred if this 
restriction of the power of appropriation could have been maintained 
without weakening its ability to fulfill the general objects of its insti-
tution, an effect so likely to attend its admission, notwithstanding its 
apparent fitness, that every subsequent Administration of the Govern-
ment, embracing a period of thirty out of the forty-two years of its exist-
ence, has adopted a more enlarged construction of the power. It is not 
my purpose to detain you by a minute recital of the acts which sustain 
this assertion, but it is proper that I should notice some of the most promi-
nent in order that the reflections which they suggest to my mind may 
be better understood. 
In the Administration of Mr. Jefferson we have two examples of the 
exercise of the right of appropriation, which in the considerations that 
led to their adoption and in their effects upon the public mind have had 
a greater agency in marking the character of the power than any subse-
quent events. I allude to the payment of $r5,ooo,ooo for the purchase 
of Louisiana and to the original appropriation for the construction of the 
Cumberland road, the latter act deriving much weight from the acqui-
escence and approbation of three of the most powerful of the original 
members of the Confederacy, expressed through their respective legisla-
tures. Although the circumstances of the latter case may be such as to 
deprive so much of it as relates to the actual construction of the road of 
the force of an obligatory exposition of the Constitution, it .must, never-
theless, be admitted that so far as the mere appropriation of money is 
concerned they present the principle in its most imposing aspect. No 
less than twenty-three different laws have been passed, through all the 
forms of the Constitution, appropriating upward of $2,500,000 out of 
the National Treasury in support of that improvement, with the appro· 
bation of every President of the United ~tates, including my predecessor, 
since its commencement. 
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Independently of the sanction given to appropriations for the Cumber-
land and other roads and objects under this power, the Administration of 
Mr. Madison was characterized by an act which furp.ishes the strongest 
evidence of his opinion of its extent. A bill was passed through both 
Houses of Congress and presented for his approval, '' setting apart and 
pledging certain funds for constructing roads and canals and improving 
the navigation of water courses, in order to facilitate, promote, and give 
security to internal commerce among the several States and to render 
more easy and less expensive the means and provisions for the common 
defense.'' Regarding the bill as asserting a power in the Federal Gov-
ernment to construct roads ~nd canals within the limits of the States in 
which they were made, he objected to its passage on the ground of its 
unconstitutionality, declaring that the assent of the respective States in 
the mode provided by the bill could not confer -the power in question; 
that the only cases in which the consent and cession of particular States 
can extend the power of Congress are those specified and provided for: in 
the Constitution, and superadding to these avowals his opinion that '' a 
restriction of the power ' to provide for the common defense and general 
welfare' to cases which are to be provided for by 'the expenditure of 
money would still leave within the legislative power of Congress all the 
great and most important measures of Government, money being the 
ordinary and nec~ssary means of carrying them into execution.'' I 
have not been able to consider these declarations in any other point of 
view than as a concession that the right of appropriation is not limited 
by the power to carry into effect the measure for which the money is 
asked, as was formerly contended. 
The views of Mr. Monroe upon this subject were not left to inference. 
During his Administration a bill was passed through both Houses of 
Congress conferring the jurisdiction and prescribing the mode by which 
the Federal Government should exercise it in the case of the Cum-
berland road. He returned it with objections to its passage, and in 
assigning them took occasion to say that in the early stages of the 
Government he had inclined to the construction that it had no right to 
expend money except in the performance of acts authorized by the other 
specific grants of power,. according to a strict construction of them, but 
that on further reflection and observation his mind had undergone a 
change; that his opinion then was "that Congress have an unlimited 
power to raise money, and that in its appropriation they have a discre-
tionary power, restricted only by the duty to appropriate it to purposes 
of common defense, and of general, not local, national, not State, bene-
fit;" and this was avowed to be the governing principle through the 
residue of his Administration. The views of the last Administration 
are of such recent date as to render a particular reference to them unnec-
essary. It is well known that the appropriating power, to the utmost 
extent which had been claimed for it, in relation to internal improve• 
ments was fully recognized and' exercised by it. 
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This brief reference to known facts will be sufficient to show the dif-
ficulty, if not impracticability, of bringing back the operations of the 
Government to the construction of the Constitution set up in 1798, 
assuming that to be its true reading in relation to the power under con-
sideration, thus giving an admonitory proof of the force of implication 
and the necessity of guarding the Constitution with sleepless vigilance 
against the authority of precedents which have not the sanction of its 
most plainly defined powers; for although it is the duty of all to look 
to that sacred instrument instead of the statute book, to repudiate at 
all times encroachments upon its spirit, which are too apt to be effected 
by the conjuncture ·of peculiar and facilitating circumstances, it is not 
less true that the public good and the nature of our political institutions 
require that individual differences should yield to a well-settled acqui-
escence of the people and confederated authorities in particular constn:c-
tions of the Constitution on doubtful points. Not to concede this much 
to the spirit of our institutions would impair their stability and defeat 
the objects of the Constitution itself. 
The bill before me does not call for a more definite opinion upon the 
particular circumstar,~es which will warrant appropriations of money by 
Congress to aid works of internal improvement, for although the exten-
sion of the power to apply money beyond that of carrying into effect the 
object for which it is appropriated has, as we have seen, been long claimed 
and exercised by the Federal Government, yet such grants have always 
been professedly under the control of the general principle that the works 
which might be thus aided should be '' of a general, not local, national, 
not State," character. A disregard of this distinction would of necessity 
lead to the subversion of the federal system. That even this is an unsafe 
one, arbitrary in its nature, and liable, consequently, to great abuses, is 
too obvious to require the confirmation of experience. It is, however, 
sufficiently definite and imperative to my mind to forbid my approbation 
of any bill having the character of the one under consideration. I have 
given to its provisions all the reflection demanded by a just regard for 
the interests of those of our fellow-citizens who have desired its passage, 
and by the respect which is due to a coordinate branch of the Govern-
ment, but I am not able to view it in any other light than as a measure 
of purely local character; or, if it can be considered national, that no· fur-
ther distinction between the appropriate duties of . the General and State 
Governments need be attempted, for there can be no local interest that 
may not with equal propriety be denominated national. It has no con-
nection with any established system of improvements; is exclusively 
within the limits of a State, starting at a point on the Ohio River and 
running out 60 miles to an interior town, and even as far as the State 
is interested conferring partial instead of general advantages. 
Considering the magnitude and importance of the power, and the 
etnb:.:t:rr4ssments to which, from the very nature-of the thing, its exercise 
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must necessarily be subjected, the real friends of internal improvement 
ought not to be willing to confide it to accident and chance. What is 
properly national in its character or otherwise is an inquiry which is 
often extremely difficult of solution. The appropriations of one year for 
an object which is considered national may be rendered nugatory by tlie 
refusal of a succeeding Congress to continue the work on the ground 
that it is local. No aid can be derived from the intervention of corpora-
tions. The qµestion regards the character of the work, not that of those 
by whom it is to be accomplished. Notwithstanding the union of the 
Government with the corporation by whose immediate agency any work 
of internal improvement is carried on, the inquiry will still remain, Is it 
national and conducive to the benefit of the whole, or local and operat-
ing only to the advantage of a portion of the Union? 
But although I might not feel it to be my official duty to interpose 
the Executive veto to the passage of a bill appropriating money for the 
construction of such works as are authorized by the States and arena-
tional in their character, I do not wish to be understood as expressing 
an opinion that it is expedient at this time for the General Government 
to embark in a system of this kind; and anxious "-hat my constituents 
should be possessed of my views on this as well as on all other subjects 
which they have committed to my discretion, I shall state them frankly 
and briefly. Besides many minor considerations, there are two promi-
nent views of the subject which have made a deep impression upon my 
mind, which, I think, are well entitled to your serious attention, and 
will, I hope, be maturely weighed by the people. 
From the official communication submitted to you it appears that if 
no adverse and unforeseen contingency happens in our foreign relations 
and no unusual diversion be made of the funds set apart for the payment 
of the national debt we may look with confidence to its entire extin-
guishment in the short period of four years. The extent to which this 
pleasing anticipation is dependent upon the policy which may be pur-
sued in relation to measures of the character of the one now under con-
sideration must be obvious to all, and equally so that the events of the 
present session are well calculated to awaken public solicitude upon the 
subject. By the statement from the Treasury Department and those 
from the clerks of the Senate and House of Representatives, herewith 
submitted, it appears that the bills which have passed into laws, and 
those which in all probability will pass before the adjournment of Con-
gress, anticipate appropriations which, with the ordinary expenditures 
for the support of Government, will exceed considerably the amount in 
the Treasury for the year 1830. Thus, whilst we are diminishing the 
revenue by a reduction of the duties on tea, coffee, and cocoa the appro-
priations for internal improvement are increasing beyond the available 
means of the Treasury. And if to this calculation be added the amounts 
contained in bills which are pending before the two Houses, it may be 
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safely affirmed that $rn,ooo,ooo would not make up the excess over.the 
Treasury receipts, unless the payment of the national debt be postponed 
and the means now pledged to that object applied to those enumerated 
in these bills. Without a well-regulated system of internal improve-
ment this exhausting mode of appropriation is not likely to be avoided, 
and the plain consequence must be either a continuance of the national 
debt or a resort to additional taxes. 
Although many of the States, with a laudable zeal and under the in-
fluence of an enlightened policy, are successfully applying their separate 
efforts to works of this character, the desire to enlist the aid of the Gen-
eral Government in the construction of such as from their nature ought 
to devolve upon it, and to which the means of the individual States are 
inadequate, is both rational and patriotic, and if that desire is not grati-
fied now it does not follow that it never will be. The general intelli-
gence and public spirit of the American people furnish a sure guaranty 
that at the proper time this policy will be made to prevail under circum-
stances more auspicious to its successful prosecution than those which 
now exist. But great as this object undoubtedly is, it is not the only 
one which demands the fostering care of the Government. The preser-
vation and success of the republican principle rest with us. To elevate 
its character and extend its influence rank among our most important 
duties, and the best means to accomplish this desirable end are those 
which will rivet the attachment of our citizens to the Government of 
their choice by the comparative lightness of their public burthens and by 
the attraction which the superior success of its operations will present to 
the admiration and respect of the world. Through the favor of an over-
ruling and indulgent Providence our country is blessed with general pros-
perity and our citizens exempted from the pressure of taxation, which 
other less favored portions of the human family are obliged to bear; yet 
it is true that many of the taxes collected from our citizens through the 
medium of imposts have for a considerable period been onerous. In many 
particulars these taxes have borne severely upon the laboring and less 
·prosperous classes of the community, being imposed on the necessaries of 
life, and this, too, in cases where the burthen was not relieved by the con-
sciousness that it would ultimately contribute to make us independent of 
foreign nations for articles of prime necessity by the encouragement 
of their growth and manufacture at home. They have been ~heerfully 
borne because they were thought to be necessary to the support of Gov-
ernment and the payment of the debts unavoidably incurred in the acqui-
sition and maintenance of our national rights and liberties. But have we 
a right to calculate on the same cheerful acquiescence when it is known 
that the necessity fo~ their continuance would cease were it not for irreg-
ular, improvident, and unequal appropriations of the public funds? Will 
not the people demand, as they have a right to do, such a prudent sys-
tem of expenditure as will pay the debts of the Union and authorize the 
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reduction of every tax to as low a point as the wise observance of the 
necessity to protect that portion of our manufactures and labor whose 
prosperity is essential to our national safety and independence will allow? 
When the national debt is paid, the duties upon those articles which we 
do not raise may be repealed with safety, and still leave, I trust, with-
out oppression to any section of the country, an accumulating surplus 
fund, 'which may be beneficially applied to some well-digested system 
of improvement. 
Under this view the question as to the manner in which the Federal 
Government can or ought to embark in the construction of roads and 
canals, and the extent to which it may impose burthens on the people for 
these purposes, may be presented on its own merits, free of all disguise 
and of every embarrassment, except such as may arise from the Consti-
tution itself. Assuming these suggestions to be correct, will not our 
constituents require the observance of a course by which they can be 
effected? Ought they not to require it? With the best disposition to 
aid, as far as I can conscientiously, in furtherance of works of internal 
improvement, my opinion is that the soundest views ~f national policy at 
this time point to such a course. Besides the avoidance of an evil influ-
ence upon the local concerns of th~ country, how solid is the advantage 
which the Government will reap from it in the elevation of its chara'Cter! 
How gratifying the effect of presenting to the world the sublime spec-
. tacle of a Republic of more than 12,000,000 happy people, in the fifty-
fourth year of her existence, after having passed through two protracted 
wars-the ·one for the acquisition and the other for the maintenance of 
. liberty-free from debt and with all her immense resources unfettered! 
What a salutary influence would not such an exhibition exercise upon 
the cause of liberal principles and free government throughout the world ! 
Would we not ourselves find in its effect an additional guaranty that our 
political institutions will be transmitted to the most remote posterity 
without decay? A course of policy destined to witness events like these 
can not be benefited by a legislation which tolerates a scramble for appro-
priations that have no relation to any general system of improvement, and 
whose good effects must of necessity be very limited. In the best view of 
these appropriations, the abuses to which they lead far exceed the good 
which they are capable of promoting. They may be resorted to as artful 
expedients to shift upon the Government the losses of unsuccessful pri-
vate speculation, and thus, by ministering to personal ambition and self-
aggrandizement, tend to sap the foundations of public virtue and taint 
the administration of the Government with a demoralizing influence. 
In the other view of the subject, and the only remaining one which it 
is my intention to present at this time, is involved the expediency of em-
barking in a system of internal improvement without a previous amend-
ment of the Constitution explaining and defining the precise powers 
of the Federal Government over it, Assuming the right to appropriate 
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money to aid in the construction of national works to be warranted by 
the cotemporaneous and continued exposition of the Constitution, its 
insufficiency for the successful prosecution of them must be admitted 
by all candid minds. If we look to usage to define the extent of the 
right , that will be found so variant and embracing so much that has 
been overruled as to involve the whole subject in great uncertainty and 
to render the execution of our respective duties in relation to it replete 
with difficulty and embarrassment. It is in regard to such works and 
the acquisition of additional territory that the practice obtained its first 
footing. In most, if not all, other disputed questions of appropriation 
the construction of the Constitution may be regarded as unsettled if the 
right to apply money in the enumerated .cases is placed on the ground 
of usage. 
This subject has been one of much, and, I may add, painful, reflec-
tion to me. It has bearings that are well calculated to exert a power-
ful influence upon our hitherto prosperous system of government, and 
which, on some accounts, may even excite despondency in the breast of 
an American citizen. I will not detain you with professions of zeal in the 
cause of internal improvements. If to be their friend is a virtue which 
deserves commendation, our country is blessed with an abundance of it, 
for I do not suppose there is an intelligent citizen who does not wish to 
see them flourish. But though all are their friends, but few, I trust, are 
unmindful of the means by which they should be promoted; none cer-
tainly are so degenerate as to desire their success at the cost of that 
sacred instrument with the preservation of which is indissolubly bound 
our country's hopes. I f different impressions are entertained in any 
quarter; if it is expected that the people of this country, reckless of 
their constitutional obligations, will prefer their local interest to the prin-
ciples of the Union, such expectations will in the end be disappointed; 
or if it be not so, then indeed has the world but little to hope from the 
example of free government. When an honest observance of constitu-
tional compacts can not be obtained from communities like ours, it need 
not be anticipated elsewhere, and the cause in which there has been so 
much martyrdom, and from which so much was expected by the friends 
of liberty, may be abandoned, and the degrading truth that man is unfit 
for self-government admitted. And this will be the case if expediency 
be made a rule of construction in interpreting the Constitution. Power 
in no government could desire a better shield for the insidious advances 
which it is ever ready to make upon the checks that are designed to 
restrain its action. 
But I do not entertain such gloomy apprehensions. If it be the wish 
of the people that the construction of roads and canals should be con-
ducted by the Federal Government, it is not only highly expedient, but 
indispensably necessary, that a previous amendment of the Constitution, 
d,;ilegating the necessary power and defining and restricting its exercise 
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with reference to the sovereignty of the States, should be made. Witha 
out it nothing extensively useful can be effected. The right to exercise 
as much jurisdiction as is necessary to preserve the works and to raise 
funds by the collectio~ of tolls to keep them in repair can not be dis-
pensed with. The Cumberland road should be an instructive admonition 
of the consequences of acting without this right. Year after year con-
tests are witnessed, growing out of efforts to obtain the necessary appror 
priations for completing and repairing this useful work. Whilst one 
Congress may claim and exercise the power, a succeeding one may deny 
it; and this fluctuation of opinion must be unavoidably fatal to any 
scheme which from its extent would promote the interests and elevate 
_the character of the country. The experience of the past has shown 
that the opinion of Congress is subject to such fluctuations. 
If it be the desire of the people that the agency of the Federal Gov-
ernment should be confined to the appropriation of money in aid of such 
undertakings, in virtue of State authorities, then the occasion, the man-
ner, and the extent of the appropriations should be made the subject of 
constitutional regulation. This is the more necessary in order that they 
may be equitable among the several States, promote harmony between dif-
ferent ~ections of the Union and their representatives, preserve other parts 
of the Constitution from being undermined by the exercise of doubtful 
powers or the too great extension of those which are not so, and protect 
the whole subject against the deleterious influence of combinations to 
carry by concert measures which, considered by themselves, might meet 
but little countenance. 
That a constitutional adjustment of this power upon equitable princi-
ples is in the highest degree desirable can scarcely be doubted, nor can 
it fail to be promoted by every sincere friend to the success of our polit-
ical institutions. In no government are appeals to the source of power 
in cases of real doubt more suitable than in ours. No good motive can 
be assigned for the exercise of power by the constituted authorities, while 
those for whose benefit it is to be exercised have not conferred it and 
may not be willing to confer it. It would seem to me that an honest 
application of the conceded powers of the General Government to the 
advancement of the common weal present a sufficient scope to satisfy a 
reasonable ambition. The difficulty and supposed impracticability of 
obtaining an amendment of the Constitution in this respect is, I firmly 
believe, in a great degree unfounded. The time has never yet been 
when the patriotism and intelligence of the American people were not 
fully equal to the greatest exigency, and it never will when the subject 
calling forth their interposition is plainly presented to them. To do so 
with the questions involved in this bill, and to urge them to an early, 
zealous, and full consideration of their deep importance, is, in my estima-
tion, among the highest of our duties. 
A supposed connection between appropriations for internal improve-
I 
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ment and the system of protecting duties, growing out of the anxieties 
of those more immediately interested in their success, has given rise to 
suggestions which it is proper I should notice on this occasion. My opin-
ions on these subjects have never been concealed from those who had a 
right to know them. Those which I have entertained on the latter have 
frequently placed me in opposition to individuals as well as communi-
ties whose claims upon my friendship and gratitude are of the strongest 
character, but I trust there has been nothing in my public life which has 
exposed me to the suspicion of being thought capable of sacrificing my 
views of duty to private considerations, however strong they may have 
been or deep the regrets which they are capable of exciting. 
As long as the encouragement of domestic manufactures is directed to 
national ends it shall receive from me a temperate but steady support. 
There is no necessary connection between it and the system of appropria-
tions. On the contrary, it appears to me that the supposition of their 
dependence upon each other is calculated to excite the prejudices of the 
public against both. The former is sustained on the grounds of its con-
sistency with the letter and spirit of the Constitution, of its origin being 
traced to the assent of all the parties to the original compact, and of its 
having the support and approbation of a majority of the people, on which 
account it is at least entitled to a fair experiment. The suggestions to 
which I have alluded refer to a forced continuance of the national debt 
by means of large appropriations as a substitute for the security which 
the system derives from the principles on which it has hitherto been sus-
tained. Such a course would certainly indicate either an unreasonable 
distrust of the people or a consciousness that the system does not possess 
sufficient soundness for its support if left to their voluntary choice and 
its own merits. Those who suppose that any policy thus founded can be 
long upheld in this country have looke_d upon its history with eyes very 
different from mine. This policy, li~e every other, must abide the will 
of the people, who will not be likely to allow any device, however spe-
cious, to conceal its character and tendency. 
In presenting these opinions I have spoken with the freedom and can-
dor which I thought the occasion for their expression called for, arid now 
respectfully return the bill which has been under consideration for your 
further deliberation and judgment. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, May JI, I830. 
To the Senate o_f the United States. 
GENTLEMEN: I have considered the bill proposing "to authorize a 
subscription of stock in the Washington Turnpike Road Company," and 
now return the same to the Senate, in which it originated. 
I am unable to approve this bill, and would respectfully refer the 
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Senate to my message to the House of Representatives on returning to 
that House the bill "to authorize a subscription of stock in the Mays-
ville, .Washington, Paris and Lexington Turnpike Road Company'' for a 
statement of my objections to the bill herewith returned. The message 
referred to bears date on the 27th instant, and a printed copy of the same 
is herewith transmitted, 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
[NoTE.-For reasons for the pocket vetoes of "An act for making 
appropriations for building light-houses, light-boats, beacons, .and monu-
ments, placing buoys, and for improving harbors and directing surveys," 
and "An act to authorize a subscription for stock in the Lcuisville and 
Portland Canal Company," see Second Annual Message, dated December 
6, 1830, p. 508.] 
PROCLAMATIONS. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas it has been represented that many uninformed or evil-disposed 
persons have taken possession of or made a settlement on the public 
lands of the United States within the district of lands subject to sale at 
Huntsville, in the State of Alabama, which have not been previously 
sold, ceded, or leased by the United States, or the claim to which lands 
by such persons has not been previously recognized and confirmed by 
the United States, which possession or settlement is, by the act of Con-
gress passed on the 3d day of March, 1807, expressly prohibited; and 
Whereas the due execution of the said act of Congress, as well as the 
general interest, requires that such illegal practices should be promptly 
repressed: 
Now,• therefore, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the United States, 
have thought proper to issue this my proclamation, commanding and 
strictly enjoining all persons who have unlawfully taken possession of 
or made any settlement on, or who now unlawfully occupy, any of the 
public lands within the district of lands subject to sale at Huntsville, in 
the State of Alabama, as aforesaid, forthwith to remove therefrom; and 
I do hereby further command and enjoin the marshal, or officer acting 
as marshal, in that State, where such possession shall have beeli taken 
or settlement made, to remove, from and after the 1st day of September, 
1830, all or any of the said unlawful occupants; and to effect the said 
service I do hereby authorize the employment of such military force as 
may become necessary in pursuance of the provisions of the act of Con-
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PROCLAMATION BY PRESIDENT A NDREW JACKSON ABOUT 
THE PUBLIC LAN DS O F ALA BAMA. 
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gress aforesaid, warning the offenders, moreover, that they will be pros-
ecuted in all such other ways as the law directs. 
In testimony whereof I have caused the seal of the United States of 
America to be affixed to these. presents, and signed the same 
with my hand. 
[SEAL.] Done at the city of Washington, the 6th day of March, A. D. 
1830, and of the Independence of the United States of America 
the fifty-fourth. ANDREW JACKSON. 
By the President : 
M. VAN BUREN, 
Secretary of State. 
[From original in General Land Office.] 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
In pursuance of law, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the U?ited States 
of America, do hereby declare and make known that public sales will be 
held at the under-mentioned land offices, in the State of Louisiana, at the 
periods designated, to wit: 
At the land office at New Orleans on the first Monday in November 
next, foF the disposal of such of the public lands within the limits of the 
under-mentioned fractional townships as are not covered by private land 
claims, viz: 
Fractional townships 6, 7, and 9 south, of range 12 east; fractional 
townships 9 and IO south, of range 13 east; fractional township 11 south, 
of range 15 east; fractional township 12 south, of range 16 east; frac-
tional township 12 south, of ranges 20 and 21 east; fractional township 
13 south, of range 21 east. 
The above-described lands are adjacent to and binding on the Missis-
sippi River. · 
At the land office at Ouachita, on the third Monday in November 
next, for the disposal of the public lands within the limits of the under-
mentioned townships and fractional townships, viz: 
Fractional townships 3 and 4 north, of range 1 east; fractional town-
ships 2 and 3 and townships 19 and 20 north, of range 2 east; fractional 
townships 2 and 3 and townships 7, 13, 14, 19, and 20 north, of range 3 
east; fractional township 3 and townships 8, 9, 13, 14, and 19 north, of 
range 4 east; township ·9 north, of ranges 5 and 6 east; township 10 north, 
of range 7 east; townships IO, 11, and 12 north, of range 8 east; also 
township 8 north, of range 9 east, and townships 8 and 9 north, of range 
IO east, including the Lake St. John and part of Lake Concordia, near 
Natchez; township 21 and fractional township 22 north, of range 12 east; 
fractional townships 21, 22, and 23, of range 13 east, in the vicinity of 
Lake Providence; fractional township 4 north, of ranger west; fractional 
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township~ S- and 6 north, of range 2 west; fractional townships 5 and 6 
and township 7 north, of range 3 west. 
At the land office at St. Helena on the third Monday in November 
next, for the disposal of the public lands within the limits of the under-
mentioned townships and fractional townships, viz: 
Township 4 and fractional townships 5 and 7, of range 1 west; town-
ships 1 and 2 and fractional townships 3, . 4, and 5, of range 2 west; 
townships 1 and 2 and fractional township 3, of range 3 west; frac-
tional townships 1 and 2, of range 4 west; townships 4 and 5, of range 1 
east; township 4, of range 2 east; township 4 and fractional townships 7 
and 8, of range 10 east; townships 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and fractional township 8, 
of range 11 east; townships 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and fractional township 8, of 
range 12 east; townships 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8 and fractional townships 4 
and 9, of range 13 east; fractional townships 1, 2, 3, and 10, of range 14 
east; fractional township 10, of ranges 15, 16, and 17 east. 
The townships and fractional townships will be offered in the order in 
which they are above designated, beginning with the lowest number of 
section in each. • 
The lands reserved by law for the use of schools or for other purposes 
are to be excluded from sale. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, this 5th day of June, 
183°· ANDREW JACKSON. 
By the President: 
GEORGE GRAHAM, 
Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
Bv THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF' AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States ·of the 24th 
of May, 1828, entitled "An act in addition to an act entitled 'An act 
concerning discriminating duties of tonnage and impost,' and to equal-
ize the duties on Prussian vessels and their cargoes," it is provided that 
upon satisfactory evidence being given to the President of the United 
States by the government of any foreign nation that no discriminating 
duties of tonnage or impost are imposed or levied in the ports of the said 
nation ~pon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United States, or 
upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in the same 
from the United States or from any foreign country, the President is 
thereby authorized to issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign 
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United States are, 
and shall be, suspended and discontinued so far as respects the vessels of 
the said foreign nation and the produce, manufactures, or merchandise 
imported into the United States in the same from the said foreign nation 
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or from any other foreign country, the said suspension to take effect 
from the time of such notification being given · to the President of the 
United States and to continue so long as the reciprocal exemption of 
vessels belonging to citizens of the United States, and their cargoes, as 
aforesaid, shall be continued, and no longer; and 
Whereas satisfactory evidence has lately been received by me from His 
Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Oldenburg, through an official com-
munication of F. A. Mensch, his consul in the United States, under date 
of the 15th of September, 1830, that no discriminating duties of tonnage 
or impost are imposed or levied in the ports of the Grand Dukedom of 
Oldenburg upon vessels wholly belonging t0 citizens of the United States 
or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise imported in the same 
· from the United States or from any other country: 
Now, therefore, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the United States of 
America, do hereby declare and proclaim that so much of the several acts 
imposing discriminating duties of tonnage and impost within the United 
States are, and shall be, suspended and discontinued so far as respects the 
vessels of the Grand Dukedom of Oldenburg and the produce, manufac-
tures, and merchandise imported into the United States in the same from 
the Grand Dukedom of Oldenburg and from any other foreign country 
whatever, the said suspension to take effect from the day above men-
tioned and to continue thenceforward so long as the reciprocal exemp~ion 
of the vessels of the United States and the produce, manufactures, and 
merchandise imported into the Grand Dukedom of Oldenburg in the 
same, as aforesaid, shall be continued on the part of the Government of 
His Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Oldenburg. 
Given under my h8;nd, at the city of Washington, the 18th day of Sep-
tember, A. D. 1830, and the fifty-fifth of the Independence of the United 
States. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
By the President: 
M. VAN BUREN, Secretary of State. 
Bv THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES oF AMERICA. 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas by an act of the Congress of the United States passed on the 
~9th day of May, 1830, it is provided that whenever the President of 
the United States shall receive satisfactory evidence that the Government 
of Great Britain will open the ports in its colonial posseS':3i.ons in the West 
fodies, on the continent of E>outh America, the Bahama Islands, the Caicos, 
and the Bermuda or Somer Islands to the vessels of the United States 
for an indefinite or for a limited term; that the vessels of the United 
States, and their cargoes, on entering the colonial ports aforesaid, shall 
not be subject to other or higher duties of tonnage or impost or charges of 
M P-voi:.u-32 
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any other description than' would be imposed on British vessels or their 
cargoes arriving in the said colonial possessions from the United States; 
that the vessels of the United States may import into the said colonial 
possessions from the United States any article or articles which could be 
imported in a British vessel into the said possessions from the United 
States; and that the vessels of the United States may export from the 
British colonies aforementioned, to any country whatever other than the 
dominions- or possessions of Great Britain, any article or articles that 
can be exported therefrom in a British vessel to any country other than 
the British dominions or possessions as aforesaid, leaving the commercial 
intercourse of the United States with all other parts of the British domin-
ions or possessions on a footing not less favorable to the United States 
than it now is-that then, and in such case, the President of the United 
States shall be authorized, at any time before the next session of Con-
gress, to issue his proclamation declaring that he has received such evi-
dence, and that thereupon, and from the date of such proclamation, the 
ports of the United States shall be opened indefinitely or for a term :fixed, 
as the case may be, to British vessels coming from the said British colonial 
possessions, and their cargoes, subject to no other or higher duty of ton-
nage or impost or charge o,f any description whatever than would be levied 
on the vessels of the United States or their cargoes arriving from the 
said British possessions; and that it shall be lawful for the said Brit-
ish vessels to import into the United States and to export therefrom 
any article or articles which may be imported or exported in vessels of 
the United States; and that the act entitled "An act concerning navi-
gation," passed on the 18th day of April, 1818, an act supplementary 
thereto, passed the 15th day of May, 1820, and an act entitled "An act to 
regulate the commercial intercourse between the United States and cer-
tain British ports," passed on the 1st day of March, 1823, shall in such 
case be suspended or absolutely repealed, as the case may require; and 
Whereas by the said act it is further provided that whenever the ports 
of the United States shall have been opened under the authority thereby 
given, British vessels and their cargoes shall be admitted to an entry 
in the ports of the United States from the islands, provinces, or colonies 
of Great Britain on or near the North American continent and north or 
east of the United States; and 
Whereas satisfactory evidence has been received by the President of 
the United States that whenever he shall give effect to the provisions of 
the act aforesaid the Government of Great Britain will open for an indefi-
nite period the ports in its colonial possessions in the West Indies, on 
the continent of South America, the Bahama Islands, the Caicos, and the 
Bermuda or Somer Islands to the vessels of the United States, and their 
cargoes, upon the terms and according to the requisitions of the afore-
said act of Congress: 
Now, therefore, I, Andrew Jackson, President of the United States of 
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America, do hereby declare and proclaim that such evidence has beeu 
receiver! by me, and that by the operation of the act of Congress passed 
on the 29th day of May, 1830, the ports of the United States are from the 
date of this proclamation open to British vessels coming from the said 
British possessions, and their nrgoes, upon the terms set forth in the 
said act. The act entitled "An act concerning navigation," passed on 
the 18th day of April, 1818, the act supplementary there-to, passed .the 
15th day of May, 1820, and the act entitled "An act to regulate the com-
mercial intercourse between the United States and certain British ports,'' 
passed the rst day of March, 1823, are absolutely repealed, and British 
vessels and their cargoes are admitted to .an entry in the ports of the 
United States from the islands, provinces, and colonies of Great Britain 
on or near the North American continent and north or east of the United 
States. 
Given under my hand, at the city of Washington, the 5th day of Octo-
ber, A. D. 1830, and the fifty-fifth of the · Independence of the United 
States. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
By the President: 
M. VAN BUREN, 
Secretary o.f State. 
EXECUTIVE ORDER. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, June I2, I830. 
ORDER 29. 
The following general order has been received from the War Depart-
ment. It is published for the information of all concerned: 
DEPARTMENT OF WAR, 
Washington, June I2, I830. 
GENERAL ORDER. 
Congress at their last session passed an act. repealing so much of the 
military law as imposes the penalty of death on those who "in time of 
peace'' shall be found guilty of the crime of desertion. To give com-
plete effect to the benevolent designs of said act, and that the Army may 
be correctly informed, it is hereby proclaimed that a free and full pardon 
is extended to those who at the date of this order stand in the character 
of deserters. All who are under arrest for this offense at the different 
posts and garrisons will be forthwith liberated, and return to their duty. 
Such as are roaming at large and those who are under sentence of death 
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are discharged, and are not again to be permitted to enter the Army, nor 
at any time hereafter to be enlisted in the service of the country. It is 
desirable and highly important that the ranks of the Army should be 
composed of respectable, not degraded, materials. Those who can be so 
lost to the obligations of a soldier as to abandon a country which morally 
they are bound to defend, and which solemnly they have sworn to serve, 
are •unworthy, and should be confided in no more. 
By order of the President of the United States: 
JOHN H. EATON, 
Secretary of War. 
Communicated by order of Alexander Macomb, Major-General Com-
manding the Army. 
R. JONES, Adjutant-General. 
SECOND ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
DECEMBER 6, 1830. 
Fellow-C-ltizens o.f the Senate and House o.f R~resentat'ives: 
The pleasure I have in congratulating you upon your return to yout 
constitutional duties is much heightened by the satisfaction which the 
condition of our beloved country at this period justly inspires. The 
beneficent Author of All Good has granted to us during the present 
year health, pea,ce, and plenty, and numerous causes for joy in the won-
derful success which attends the progress of our free institutions. 
With a population unparalleled in its increase, and possessing a char-
acter which combines the hardihood of enterprise with the considerateness 
of wisdom, we see in every section of our happy country a steady improve-
ment in tlie means of social intercourse, and correspondent effects upon 
the genius and laws of our extended Republic. , 
The apparent exceptions to the harmony of the prospect are to be 
referred rather to inevitable diversities in the various interests which 
enter into the composition of so extensive a whole than to any want of 
attachment to the Union-interests whose collisions serve only in the end 
to foster the spirit of conciliation and patriotism so essential to the pres-
ervation of that Union which I most devoutly hope is destined to prove 
imperishable. 
In the midst of these blessings we have recently witnessed changes in 
the condition of other nations which may in their consequences call for 
the utmost vigilance, wisdom, and unanimity in our councils, and the 
exercise of all the moderation and patriotism of our people. 
The important modifications of their Government, effected with so 
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much courage and wisdom by the people of France, afford a happy pre-
sage of their future course, and have naturally elicited from the kindred 
feelings of this nation that spontaneous and universal burst of applause 
in which you have participated. In congratulating you, my fellow-
citizens, upon an event so auspicious to the dearest interests of mankind 
I do no more than respond to the voice of my country, without tran-
scending in the slightest degree that salutary maxim of the illustrious 
Washington which enjoins an abstinence from all interference with the 
internal affairs of other nations. From a people exercising in the most 
unlimited degree the right of self-government, and enjoying, as derived 
from this proud characteristic, under the favor of Heaven, much of the 
happiness with which they are blessed; a people who can point in tri-
umph to their free institutions and challenge comparison with the fruits 
they bear, as well as with the moderation, intelligence, and energy with 
which they are administered-from such a people the deepest sympathy 
was to be expected in a struggle for the sacred principles of liberty, con-
ducted in a spirit every way worthy of the cause, and crowned by a 
heroic moderation which has disarmed revolution of its terrors. Not-
withstanding the strong assurances which the man whom we so sincerely 
love and justly admire has given to the world of the high character of 
the present King of the French, and which if sustained to the end will 
secure to him the proud appellation of Patriot King, it is not in his 
success, but in that of the great principle which has borne him to the 
throne.-the paramount authority of the public will-th.at the American 
people rejoice. 
I am happy to inform you that the anticipations which were indulged 
at the date of my last communication on the subject of our foreign affairs 
have been fully realized in several important particulars. 
An ·arrangement has been effected with Great Britain in relation to the 
trade between the United States and her West India and North American 
colonies which has settled a question that has for years afforded ·matter 
for contention and almost uninterrupted discussion, and has been the 
subject of no less than six negotiations, in a manner which promises 
results highly favorable to the parties. 
The abstract right of Great Britain to monopolize the trade with her 
colonies or to exclude us from a participation therein has never been 
denied by the United States. But we have contended, and with reason, 
that if at any time Great Britain may desire the productions of this coun-
try as necessary to her colonies they must be received upon principles 
of just reciprocity, and, farther, that it is making an invidious and 
unfriendly distinction to open her colonial ports to the vessels of other 
nations and close them against those of the United States. 
Antecedently to 1794 a portion of our productions was admitted into 
the colonial islands of Great Britain by particular concessions, limited to 
the term of one year, but renewed from year to year. In the trans1>or~ 
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tation of these productions, however, our vessels were not allowed to 
engage, this being a privilege reserved to British shipping, by which 
alone our _produce could be taken to the islands and theirs brought to 
us in return. Froin Newfoundland and her continental possessions all 
our productions, as well as our vessels, were excluded, with occasional 
relaxations, by which, in seasons of distress, the former were admitted 
in British bottoms. 
By the treaty of r 794 she offered to concede to us for a limited time the 
right of carrying to J\er West India possessions in our vessels not exceed-
ing 70 tons burthen, and upon the same terms as British vessels, any 
productions of the United States which British vessels might import 
therefrom. But this privilege was coupled with conditions which are 
supposed to have led to its rejection by the Senate; that is, that Ameri-
can vessels should land their return cargoes in the United States only, 
and, moreover, that they should during the continuance of the privi-
lege be precluded from carrying molasses, sugar, coffee, cocoa, or cotton 
either from those islands or from the United States to any other part 
of the world. Great Britain readily consented to expunge this article 
from the treaty, and subsequent attempts to arrange the terms of the 
trade either by treaty stipulations or concerted legislation having failed, 
it has been successively suspended and allowed according to the varying 
legislation of the parties. 
The following are the prominent points which have in later years sep-
arated the two Governments: Besides a restriction whereby all impor-
tations into her colonies in American vessels are confined to our own 
products carried hence, a restriction to which it does not appear that 
we have ever objected, a leading object on the part of Great Britain has 
been to prevent us from becoming the carriers of British West India 
commodities to any other country than our own. On the part of the 
United States it has been contended, first, that the subject should be reg-
ulated by treaty stipulation in preference to separate legislation; second, 
that our productions, when imported into the colonies in question, should 
not be subject to higher duties than the productions of the mother coun-
try or of her other colonial possessions, and, third, that our vessels should 
"e allowed to participate in the circuitous trade between the United States 
and different parts of the British dominions. 
The first point, after having been for a long time strenuously insisted 
upon by Great Britain, was given up by the act of Parliament of July, 
1825, all vessels suffered to trade with the colonies being permitted to 
clear from thence with any articles which British vessels · might export 
and proceed to any part of the world, Great Britain and her dependencies 
a1.one excepted. On our part each of the above points had in succession 
been explicitly abandoned in negotiations preceding that of which the 
result is now announced. 
This arrangement secures to the United States every advantage asked 
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by them, and which the state of the negotiation allowed us to insist upon. 
The trade will be placed upon a footing decidedly more favorable to this 
country than any on which it ever stood, and our commerce and navi-
gation will enjoy in the colonial ports of Great Britain every privilege 
allowed to other nations. 
That the prosperity of the country so far as it depends on this trade 
will be greatly promoted by the new arrangement there can be no doubt. 
Independently of the more obvious advantages of an open and direct 
intercourse, its establishment will be attended with other consequences 
of a higher value. That which has been carried on since the mutual 
I 
interdict under all the expense and inconvenience unavoidably incident 
to it would hav~ been insupportably onerous had it not been in a great 
degree lightened by concerted evasions in the mode of making the trans-
shipments at what are called the neutral ports. These indirections are 
inconsistent with the dignity of nations that have so many motives not 
only to cherish feelings of mutual friendship, but to maintain such rela-
tions as will stimulate their respective citizens and subjects to efforts of 
direct, open, and honorable competition only, and preserve them from 
the influence of seductive and vitiating circumstances. 
When your preliminary. interposition was asked at the close of the last 
session, a copy of the instructions under which Mr. McLane has acted, 
together with the communications which had at that time passed between 
him and the British Government, was laid before you. Although there 
has not been anything in the acts of the two Governments which requires 
secrecy, it was thought most proper in the then state of the negotiation to 
make that communication a confidential one. So soon, however, as the 
evidence of execution on the part of Great Britain is received the whole 
matter shall be laid before you, when it will be seen that the apprehension 
which appears to have suggested one of the provisions of the act passed 
at your lctst session, that the restoration of the trade in question might be 
connected with other subjects and was sought to be obtained at the sacri-
fice of the public int:Jrest in other particulars, was wholly unfounded, and 
that the change which has taken place in the views of the British Gov-
ernment has been induced by considerations as honorable to both parties 
as I trust the result will prove beneficial. 
This desirable result was, it will be seen, greatly promoted by the liberal 
and confiding provisions of the act of Congress of the last session, by 
which our ports were upon the reception and annunciation by the Presi-
dent of the required assurance on the part of Great Britain forthwith 
opened to her vessels before the arrangement could be carried into effect 
on her part, pursuing in this act of prospective legislation a similar course 
to that adopted by Great Britain in abolishing, by her act of Parliament 
in 1825, a restriction then existing and permitting our vessels to clear 
from the colonies on their return voyages for any foreign country what-
ever before British vessels had been relieved from the restriction imposed . 
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by our law of returning directly from the United States to the colonies, 
a restriction which she required and expected that we should abolish. 
Upon each occasion a limited and temporary advantage has been given 
to the opposite party, but an advantage of no importance in comparison 
with the restoration of mutual confidence and good feeling, ap.d the 
ultimate establishment of the trade upon fair principles. 
It gives me unfeigned pleasure to assure you that this negotiation has 
been throughout characterized by the most frank and friendly spirit on 
the part of Great Britain, and concluded in a manner strongly indicative 
of a sincere desire to cultivate the best relations with the United States. 
To reciprocate this disposition to the fullest extent of my ability is a duty 
which I shall deem it a privilege to discharge. 
Although the result is itself the best commentary on the services ren-
dered to his country by our minister at the Court of St. James, it would 
be doing violence to my · feelings were I to dismiss the subject without 
expressing the very high sense I entertain of the talent and exertion 
which have been displayed by him on the occasion. 
The injury to fhe commerce of the United States resulting from the 
exclusion of our vessels from the Black Sea and the previous footing of 
mere sufferance upon which ~ven the limited trade enjoyed by us with 
Turkey has hitherto been placed have for a long time been a source of 
much solicitude to this Government, and several endeavors have been 
made to obtain a better state of things. Sensible of the importance of 
the object, I felt it my duty to leave no proper means unemployed to 
acquire for our flag the same privileges that are enjoyed by the principal 
powers of Europe. Commissioners were consequently appointed to open 
a negotiation with the Sublime Porte. Not long after the member of 
the commission who went directly from the United States had sailed, the 
account of the treaty of Adrianople, by which one of the objects in view 
was supposed fo be secured, reached this country. The Black Sea was 
understood to be opened to us. U1;1der the supposition that this was 
the case, the additional facilities to be derived from the establishment of 
commercial regulations with the Porte were deemed of sufficient impor-
tance to require . a prosecution of the negotiation as originally contem-
plated. It was therefore persevered in, and resulted in a treaty, which 
will be forthwith laid before the Senate. 
By its provisions a free passage is secured, without limitation of time, 
to the vess~ls of the United States to and from the Black Sea, including 
the navigation thereof, and our trade with Turkey is placed on the foot-
ing of the most favored nation . The latter is an arrangement wholly 
independent of the treaty of Adrianople, and the former derives much 
value, not only from the increased security which under any circum-
stances it would give to the right in question, but from the fact, ascer-
tained in the course of the negotiation, that by the construction ·put upon 
that treaty py Turkey the article relating to the passage of the Bospho-
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rus is confined to nations having treaties with the Porte. The most 
friendly feelings appear to be entertained by the Sultan, and an enlight-
ened disposition is evinced by him to foster the intercourse between the 
two countries by the most liberal arrangements. This disposition it will 
be our duty and interest to cherish. 
Our relations with Russia are of the most stable character. Respect 
for that Empire and confidence in its friendship toward the United 
States have been so long entertained on our part and so carefully cher-
ished by the present Emperor and his illustrious predecessor as to have 
become incorporated with the public sentiment of the United States. No 
means will be left unemployed on my part to promote these salutary 
feelings and those improvements of which the commercial intercourse 
between the two countries is susceptible, and which have derived increased 
importance from our treaty with the Sublime Porte. 
I sincerely regret to inform you that our minister lately commissioned 
to that Court, on whose distinguished talents and great experience in 
public affairs I place great reliance, has been compelled by extreme 
indisposition to exercise a privilege which, in consideration of the extent 
to which his constitution had been impaired in the public service, was 
committed to his discretion-of leaving temporarily his post for the 
.q,dvantage of a more genial climate. 
If, as it is to be hoped, the improvement of his health should be such 
~s to justify him in doing so, he will repair to St. Petersburg and resume 
the discharge of his official duties. I have received the most satisfactory 
4Ssurances that in the meantime the public interest in that quarter will 
be preserved from prejudice by the intercourse which he will continue 
through the secretary of legation with the Russian cabinet. 
You are apprised, although the fact has not · yet been officially an• 
nounced to the House of Representatives, that a treaty was in the month 
of March last concluded between the United States and Denmark, by 
which $650,000 are secured to our citizens as an indemnity for spolia-
tions upon their commerce in the years 1808, 1809, 1810, and r8II. This 
treaty was sanctioned by the Senate at the close of its last session, and 
it now becomes the duty of Congress to pass the necessary laws for the 
organization of the board of commissioners to distribute the indemnity 
among the claimants. It is an agreeable circumstance in th~s adjustment 
that the terms are in conformity with the previously ascertained views 
of the claimants themselves, thus removing all pretense for a future agi-
tation of the subject in any form. 
The negotiations in regard to such points in our foreign relations as 
remain to be adjusted have .been actively prosecuted during the recess. 
Material advances have been made, which are of a character to promise 
favorable results. Our country, by the blessing of God, is not in a sit-
uation to invite aggression, and it will be our fault if she ever becomes 
so. Sincerely desirou~ to cultivate the most liberal and friendly relations 
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with all; ever ready to fulfill our engagements with scrupulous fidelity; 
limiting our demands upon others to mere justice; holding ourselves ever 
ready to do unto them as we would wish to be done by, and avoiding 
even the appearance of undue partiality to any nation, it appears to me 
impossible that a simple and sincere application of our principles to our 
foreign relations can fail to place them ultimately upon the footing on 
which it is our wish they should rest. 
Of the points referred to, the most prominent are our claims upon 
France for spoliations upon our commerce; similar claims upon Spain, 
together with embarrassments in the commercial intercourse between the 
two countries which ought to be removed; the conclusion of the treaty 
of commerce and navigation with Mexico, which has been so long in 
suspense, as well as the final settlement of limits between ourselves and 
that Republic, and, finally, the arbitrament of the question between the 
United States and Great Britain in regard to the northeastern boundary. 
The negotiation with France has been conducted by our minister with 
zeal and ability, and in all respects to my entire satisfaction. Although 
the prospect of a favorable termination was occasionally dimmed by coun-
ter pretensions to which the United States could not assent, he yet had 
strong hopes of being able to arrive at a satisfactory settlement with the 
late Government. The negotiation has been renewed with the present 
authorities, and, sensible of the general and lively confidence of our citi-
zens in the justice and magnanimity of regenerated France, I regret the 
more not to have it in my power yet to announce the result so confidently 
anticipated. No ground, however, inconsistent with this expectation has 
yet been taken, and I do not allow myself to doubt that justice will soon 
be done us. The amount -0f the claims, the length of time they have 
remained unsatisfied, and their incontrovertible justice make an earnest 
prosecution of them by this Government an urgent duty. The illegality 
of the seizures and confiscations out of which they have arisen is not 
disputed, and whatever distinctions may have heretofore been set up in 
• regard to the liability of the existing Government it is quite clear that 
such considerations can not now be interposed. 
The commercial intercourse between the two countries is susceptible 
of highly advantageous improvements, but the sense of this injury ha9 
had, and must continue to have, a very unfavorable influence upon them. 
From its satisfactory adjustment not only a firm and cordial friendship, 
but a progressive development of all their relations, may be expected. It 
is, therefore, my earnest hope that this old and vexatious subject of dif-
ference may be speedily removed. 
I feel that my confidence in our appeal to the motives which should 
govern a just and magnanimous nation is alike warranted by the char-
acter of the French people and by the high voucher we possess for the 
enlarged views and pure integrity of the Monarch who now presides over 
their councils, and nothing shall be wanting on my part to meet any 
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manifestation of the spirit we anticipate in one of corresponding frank-
ness and liberality. 
The subjects of difference with Spain have been brought to the view of 
that Government by our minister there with much force and propriety, 
~nd the strongest assurances have been received of their early and favor-
able consideration. 
The steps which remained to place the matter in controversy between 
Great Britain and the United States fairly before the arbitrator have all 
been taken in the same liberal and friendly spirit which characterized 
those before announced. Recent events have doubtless served to delay 
the decision, but our minister at the Court of the distinguished arbitra-
tor has been assured that it will be made within the time contemplated 
by the treaty. 
I am particularly gratified in being able to state that a decidedly 
favorable, and, as I hope, lasting, change has been effected in our rela-
tions with the neighboring Republic of Mexico. The unfortunate and 
unfounded suspicions in regard to our disposition which it became my 
painful duty to advert to on a former occasion have been, I believe, 
entirely removed, and the Government of Mexico has been made to 
understand the real character of the wishes and views of this in regard 
to that country. The consequence is the establishment ~f friendship 
and mutual confidence. Such are the assurances I have received, and I 
see no cause to dot1bt their sincerity. 
I had reason to expect the conclusion of a commercial treaty with 
Mexico in season for communication on the present occasion. Circum-
stances which are not explained, but which I am persuaded are not the 
result of an indisposition on her part to enter into it, have produced 
the delay. 
There was reason to fear in the course of the last summer that the 
harmony of our relations might be disturbed by the acts of certain claim-
ants, under Mexican grants, of territory which had hitherto been under 
our jurisdiction. The cooperation of the representative of Mexico near 
this Government was asked on the occasion and was readily afforded. 
Instructions and advice have been given to the governor of Arkansas 
and the officers in command in the adjoining Mexican State by which 
it is hoped the quiet of that frontier will be preserved .until a final settle-
ment of the dividing line shall have removed all ground of controversy. 
The exchange of ratifications of the treaty concluded last year with 
Austria has not yet taken place. The delay has been occasioned by 
the nonarrival of the ratification of that Government within the time 
prescribed by the treaty. Renewed authority has been asked for by the 
representative of Austria, and in the meantime the rapidly increasing 
trade and navigation between the two countries have been placed upon 
the most liberal footing of our navigation acts. 
Several alleged depredations have been recently committed on our 
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commerce by the national vessels of Portugal. They have been made 
the subject of immediate remonstrance and reclamation. I am not yet 
possessed of sufficient information to express a definitive opinion of their 
character, but expect soon to receive it. No proper means shall be 
omitted to obtain for our citi~ens all the redress to which they may 
appear to be entitled. 
Almost at the moment of the adjournment of your last s£ssion two 
bills-the one entitled ''An act for making appropriations for building 
light-houses, light-boats, beacons, and monuments, placing buoys, and 
for improving harbors and directing surveys,'' and the other "An act 
to authorize a subscription for stock in the Louisville and Portland Canal 
Company''-were submitted for my approval. It was not possible within 
the time allowed me before the close of the session to give to these bills 
the consideration which was due to thetr character and importance, and 
I was compelled to retain them for that purpose. I now avail myself 
of this early opportunity to return them to the Houses in which they 
respectively originated with the reasons which, aft~r mature delibera-
tion, compel me to withhold my approval. 
The practice of defraying out of the Treasury of the United States the 
expenses incurred by the establishment and support of light-houses, bea-
cons, buoys, and public piers within the bays, inlets, harbors, and ports 
of the United States, to render the navigation _thereof safe and easy, is 
coeval with the adoption of the Constitution, and has been continued 
without iD;terruption or dispute. 
As our foreign commerce increased and was extended into the interior 
of the country by the establishment of ports of entry and delivery upon 
our navigable rivers the sphere of those expenditures received a corre-
sponding enlargement. Light-houses, beacon_s, buoys, public piers, and 
the removal of sand bars, sawyers, and other partial or temporary impedi-
ments in the navigable rivers and harbors which were embraced in the 
revenue districts from time to time established by law were authorized 
upon the same principle and the expense defrayed in the same manner. 
That these expenses have at times been extravagant and disproportion-
ate is very probable." The circumstances under which they are incurred 
are well calculated to lead to such a result unless their application is sub-
jected to the closest scrutiny. The local advantages arising from the 
disbursement of public money too frequently, it is to be feared, invite 
appropriations for objects of this character that are neither necessary nor 
useful. 
The number of light-house keepers is already very large, and the bill 
before me proposes to add to it fifty-one more of various descriptions. 
From representations upon the subject which are understood to be enti-
tled to respect I am induced to believe that there has not only been great 
improvidence in the past expenditures of the Qovemment upon these 
objects, but that the security of navigation has in some instances been 
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diminished by the multiplication of light-houses and consequent change 
of lights upon the coast. It is in this as in other respects our duty to 
avoid all unnecessary expense, as well as every increase of patronage not 
called for by the public service. But in the discharge of that duty in 
this particular it must not be forgotten that in relation to our foreign 
commerce the burden and benefit of protecting and accommodatin•g it 
necessarily go together, and must do so as long as the public revenue is 
drawn from the people through the custom-house. It is indisputable 
that whatever gives facility and security to navigation cheapens imports, 
and all who consume them are alike interested in whatever produces this 
effect. If they consume, they ought, as they now do, to pay; otherwise 
they do not pay. The consumer in the most inland State derives the 
same advantage from every necessary and prudent expenditure for the 
facility and security of our foreign commerce and navigation that he does 
who resides in a maritime State. Local expenditures have not of them-
selves a corresponding operation. 
From a bill making direct appropriations for such objects I should not 
have withheld my assent. The one now returned does so in several par-
ticulars, but it also contains appropriations for surveys of a local charac-
ter, which I can not approve. I It gives me satisfaction to find that no 
serious inconvenience has arisen from withholding my approval from this 
bill; nor will it, I trust, be cause of regret that an opportunity will be 
thereby afforded _for Congress to review its provisions under circumstances 
better calculated for full investigation than those under which it was 
passed. · 
In speaking of direct appropriations I mean not to include a practice 
which has obtained to some extent, and to which I have in one instance, 
in a different capacity, given my assent-that of subscribing to the stock 
of private associations. Positive experience and a more thorough con-
sideration of the subject have convinced me of the impropriety as well 
as inexpediency of such investments. All improvements effected by the 
funds of tlie nation for general use should be open to the enjoyment of 
all our fellow-citizens, exempt from the payment of tolls or any imposi-
tion of that character. The practice of thus mingling the concerns of 
the Government with those of the States or of individuals is inconsist-
ent with the object of its institution and highly impolitic. The successful 
operation of the federal system can only be preserved by confining it to · 
the few and simple, but yet important, objects for which it was designed. 
A different practice, if allowed to progress, would ultimately change 
the character of this Government by com:olidating into one the General 
and State Governments, which were intended to be kept forever distinct. 
· I can not perceive how bills authorizing such subscriptions can be other-
wise regarded than as bills for revenue, and consequently subject_ to the 
rule in that respect prescribed by the Constitution. If the interest of the 
Government in private companies is subordinate to that of individuals, 
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the management and control of a portion of the public funds is delegated 
to au authority unknown to the Constitution and beyond the supervision 
of our constituents; if superior, its officers and agents will be constantly 
exposed to imputations of favoritism and oppression. Direct prejudice 
to the public interest or an alienation of the affections and respect of 
portions of the people may, therefore, in addition to the general dis-
credit resulting to the Government from embarking with its constitu-
ents in pecuniary stipulations, be looked for as the probable fruit of 
such associations. It is no answer to this objection to say that the 
extent of consequences like these can not be great from a limited and 
small number of investments, because experience in other matters teaches 
us-and we are not at liberty to disregard its admonitions-that unless 
an entire stop be put to them it will soon be impossible to prevent their 
accumulation until they are spread over the whole country and made to 
embrace many of the private and appropriate concerns of individuals. 
The power which the General Government would acquire within the 
several States by becoming the principal stockholder in corporations, 
controlling every canal and each 60 or 100 miles of every important road, 
and giving a proportionate vote in all their elections, is almost inconceiv-
able, and in my view dangerous to the liberties of the people. 
This mode of aiding such works is also in its nature deceptive, and in 
many cases conducive to improvidence in the administration of the na-
tional funds. Appropriations will be obtained with much greater facility 
and granted with less security to the public interest when the measure is 
thus disguised than when definite and direct expenditures of money are 
asked for. The interests of the nation would doub:less be better served 
by avoiding all such indirect modes of aiding particular objects. In a 
government like ours more especially should all public acts be, as far as 
practicable, simple, undisguised, and intelligible, that they may become 
fit subjects for the approbation or animadversion of the people. The bill 
authorizing a subscription to the Louisville and Portland Canal affords a 
striking illustration of the difficulty of withholding additional appropria-
tions for the same object when the first erroneous step has been taken 
by instituting a partnership between the Government and private compa-
nies. It proposes a third subscription on the part of the United States, 
when each preceding one was at the time regarded as the extent of the 
aid which Government was to render to that work; and the accompa-
nying bill for light-houses, etc., contains an appropriation for a survey 
of the bed of the river, with a view to its improvement by removing the 
obstruction which the canal is designed to avoid. This improvement, if 
successful, would afford a free passage of the river and render the canal 
entirely useless. To such improvidence is the course of legislation sub-
ject in relation to internal improvements on local matters, even with the 
best intentions on the part of Congress. 
Although the motives which have influenced me in this matter may be 
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alread.y sufficiently stated, I am, nevertheless, induced by its importance 
to add a few observations of a general character. 
In my objections to the bills authorizing subscriptions to the Maysville 
and Rockville road companies I expressed my views fully in regard to 
the power of Congress to construct roads and canals within a State or 
to appropriate money for improvements of a local character. I at the 
same time intimated my belief that the right to make appropriations for 
such as were of a national ~haracter had been so generally acted upon and 
so long acquiesced in by the Federal and State Governments and the con-
stituents of each as to justify its exercise on the ground of continued and 
uninterrupted usage, but that it was, nevertheless, highly expedient that 
appropriations even of that character should, with the exception made 
at the time, be deferred until the national debt is paid, and that in the 
meanwhile some general rule for the action of the Government in that 
respect ought to be established. 
These suggestions were not necessary to the decision of the question 
then before me, and were, I readily admit, intended to awake the atten• 
tion and draw forth the opinions and observations of our constituents 
upon a subject of the highest importance to their interests, and one des-
tined to exert a powerful influence upon the future operations of our 
political system. I know of no tribunal to which a public man in this 
country, in a case of doubt and difficulty, can appeal with greater advan-
tage or more propriety than the judgment of the people; and although I 
must necessarily in the discharge of my official duties be governed by the 
dictates of my own judgment, I have no desire to conceal my anxious 
wish to conform as far as I can to the views of those for w horn I act. 
All irregular expressions of public opinion are of necessity attended 
with some doubt as to their accuracy, but making full allowances on that 
account I can not, I think, deceive myself in believing that the acts 
referred to, as well as the suggestions which I allowed myself to make in 
relation to their bearing npon the future operations of the Government, 
have been approved by the great body of the people. That those whose 
immediate pecuniary interests are to be affected by proposed expenditures 
should shrink from the application of a rule which prefers their more 
general and remote interests to those which are personal and immediate 
is to be expected. But even such objections must from the nature of 
our population be but temporary in their duration, and if it were other-
wise our course should be the same, for the time is yet, I hope, far dis-
tant when those intrusted with power to be exercised for the good of the 
whole will consider it either honest or wise to purchase local favors at 
the sacrifice of principle and general good. 
So understanding public sentiment, and thoroughly satisfied that the 
best interests of our common country imperiously require that the course 
which I have recommended in this regard should be adopted, I have, 
1.l)?0n the most mature consideration, determined to p~rsue it. 
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It is due to candor, as well as to my own feelings, that I should express 
the reluctance and anxiety which I must at all times experience in 
exercising the undoubted right of the Executive to withhold his assent 
from bills on other grounds than their constitutionality. That this right 
should not be exercised on slight occasions all will admit. It is only 
in matters of deep interest, when the principle involved may be justly 
regarded as next in importance to infractions of the Constitution itself, 
that such a step can be expected to meet with the approbation of the peo-
ple. Such an occasion do I conscientiously believe the present to be. In 
the discharg~ of this delicate and highly responsible duty I am sustained 
by the reflection that the exercise of this power has been deemed consist-
ent with the obligation of official duty by several of my predecessors, and 
by the persuasion, too, that whatever liberal institutions may have to fear 
from the encroachments of Executive power, which has been everywhere 
the cause of so much strife and bloody contention, but little danger is to 
be apprehended from a precedent by which that authority denies to itself 
the exercise of powers that bring in their train influence and patronage 
of great extent, and thus excludes the operation of personal interests, 
everywhere the bane of official trust. I derive, too, no small degree of 
satisfaction from the reflection that if I have mistaken the interests and 
wishes of the people the Constitution affords the means of soon redress-
ing the error by selecting for the place their favor has bestowed upon 
me a citizen whose opinions may accord with their own. I trust, in the 
meantime, the interests of the nation will be saved from prejudice by a 
rigid application of that portion of the public funds which might other-
wise be applied to different objects to that highest of all our obligations, 
tlie payment of the public debt, and an opportunity be afforded for the 
adoption of some better rule for · the operations of the Government in this 
matt(;r than any which has hitherto been acted upon. 
Profoundly impressed with the importance of the subject, not merely 
as relates to the general prosperity of the country, but to the safety of 
the federal system, I can not avoid repeating my earnest hope that all 
good citizens who take a proper interest in the success and harmony 
of our admirable political institutions, and who are incapable of desir-
ing to convert an opposite state of things into means for the gratifica-
tion of personal ambition, will, laying aside minor considerations and 
discarding local prejudices, unite their honest exertions to establish some 
fixed general principle which shall be calculated to effect the greatest 
extent of public good in regard to the subject of internal improvement, 
and afford the least ground for sectional discontent. 
The general grounds of my objection to local appropriations have been 
heretofore expressed, and I shall endeavor to avoid a repetition of what 
has been already urged-the importance of sustaining the State sover-
eignties as far as is consistent with the rightful action of the Federal 
Government, and of preserving the greatest attainable harmony between 
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them. I will now only add an expression of my conviction-a convic-
tion which every day's experience serves to confirm--that the political 
creed which inculcates the pursuit of those great objects as a paramount 
duty is the true faith, and one to which we are mainly indebted for the 
present success of the entire system, and to which we must alone look 
for its future stability. · 
That there are diversities in the interests of the different States which 
compose this extensive Confederacy must be admitted. Those diversi-
ties arising from situation, climate, population, and pursuits are doubt-
less, as it is natural they should be, greatly exaggerated by jealousies 
and that spirit of rivalry so inseparable from neighboring communities. 
These circumstances make it the duty of those who are intrusted with 
the management of its affairs to neutralize their effects as far as practi-
cable by making the beneficial operation of the Federal Government as 
equal and equitable among·the several States as can be done consistently 
with the great ends of its institution. 
It is only necessary to refer to undoubted facts to see how far the past 
acts of the Government upon the subject under consideration have fallen 
short of this object. The expenditures heretofore made for internal im-
provements amount to upward of $5,000,000, and have been distributed 
in very unequal proportions amongst the States. The estimated expense 
of works of which surveys have been made, together with that of others 
projected and partially surveyed, amounts to more than $96,000,000. 
That such improvements, on account of particular circumstances, may 
be more advantageously and beneficially made in some States than in 
others is doubtless true, but that they are of a character which should 
prevent an equitable distribution of the funds amongst the several States 
is not to be conceded. The want of this equitable distribution can not 
fail to prove a prolific source of irritation among the States. 
We have it constantly before our eyes that professions of superior zeal 
in the cause of internal improvement an~ a disposition. to lavish the pub-
lic funds upon objects of this character are daily and earnestly put forth 
by aspirants to power as constituting the highest claims to the confidence 
of the people. Would it be strange, under such circumstances, and in 
times of great excitement, that grants of this description should find 
their motives in objects which may not accord with the public good? 
Those who have not had occasion to see and regret the indication of a 
sinister influence in these matters in past times have been more fortu-
nate than myself in their observation of the course of public affairs. If 
to these evils be added the combinaHons and angry contentions to which 
such a course of things gives rise, with their baleful influences upon the 
legislation of Congress touching the leading and appropriate duties of 
the Federal Government, it was but doing justice to the character of our 
people to expect the severe condemnation of the past which the rece11t 
exhibitions of public sentiment has evinced. 
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Nothing short of a radical change in the action of the Government upon 
the subject can, in my opinion, remedy the evil. If, as it would be nat-
ural to expect, the States which have been least favored in past appropri-
ations should insist on being redressed in those hereafter to be made, at 
the expense of the States which have so largely and disproportionately 
participated, we have, as matters now stand, but little security that the 
attempt would do more than change the inequality from one quarter to 
another. 
Thus viewing the subject, I have heretofore felt it my duty to recom-
mend the adoption of some plan for the distribution of the surplus funds, 
which may at any time remain in the Treasury after the national debt 
shall have been paid, among the States, in proportion to the number 
of their Representatives, to be_ applieC: by them to objects of internal 
improvement. 
Although this plan has met with favor in ·some portions of the Union, 
it has also elicited objections which merit deliberate consideration. A 
brief notice of these objections here will not, therefore, I trust, be re-
garded as out of place. 
They rest, as far as they have come to my knowledge, on the follow-
ing grounds: First, an objection to the ratio of distribution; second, an 
apprehension that the existence of such a regulation would produce 
improvident and oppressive taxation to raise the funds for distribution; 
-third, that the mode proposed would lead to the construction of works of 
a local nature, to the exclusion of such as are general and as would conse-
quently be of a more useful clpracter; and, last, that it would create a 
discreditable and injurious dependence on the part of the State govern-
ments up~m the Federal power. Of those who object to the ratio of rep-
resentation as the basis of distribution, some insist that the importations 
of the respective States would constitute one that would be more equi-
table; and others again, that the extent of their respective territories 
would furnish a standard which would be more expedient and sufficiently 
equitable. The ratio of representation presented itself to my mind, 
and it still does, as one of obvious equity, because of its being the ratio 
of contribution , whether the funds to be distributed be derived from 
the customs or from direct taxation. It does not follow, however, that 
its adoption is indispensable to the establishment of the system pro-
posed. There may be considerations appertaining to the subject which 
would render a departure, to some extent, from the rule of contribution 
proper. Nor is it absolutely necessary that the basis of distribution be 
confined to one ground. It. may, if in the judgment of those whose right 
it is to fix it it be deemed p0litic and just to give it that character, 
have regard to several. 
I n my first message I stated it to be my opinion that '' it is not proba-
ble that any-adjustment of the tariff upon principles satisfactory to the 
people of tne Union will until a remote period, if ever, leave the Govern-
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211ent without a considerable surplus in the Treasury beyond what may 
be required for its current service.'' I have had no cause to.change that 
opinion, but much to confirm it. Should these expectations be realized, 
a suitable fund would thus be produced for the plan under consideration 
to operate upo~, and if there be no such fund its adoption will, in my 
opinion, work no injury to any interest; for I can not assent to the just-
ness of the apprehension that the establishment of the proposed system 
would tend to the encouragement of improvident legislation of the char-
acter supposed. Whatever the proper authority in the exercise of con-
stitutional power shall at any time hereafter decide to be for the general 
good will in that as in other respects deserve and receive the acquies-
cence and support of the whole country, and we have ample security that 
every abuse of power in that regard by agents of the people will receive 
a speedy and effectual corrective ·at their hands. The views which I 
take of the future, founded on the obvious and increasing improvement 
of all classes of our fellow-citizens in intelligence and in public and pri- · 
vate virtue, leave me without much apprehension on that head. 
I do not doubt that those who come after us will be as much alive as 
we are to the obligation upon all the trustees of political power to exempt 
those for whom they act from all unnecessary burthens, and as sensible 
of the great truth that the resources of the nation beyond those required 
for immediate and necessary purposes of Government can nowhere be so 
well deposited as in the pockets of the people. 
It may sometimes happen that the interests of particular States would 
not be deemed to coincide with the general interest in relation to im-
provements within such States. · But if the danger to be apprehended 
from this source is sufficient to require it, a discretion might be reserved 
to Congress to direct to such improvements of a general character as the 
States concerned might not be disposed to unite in, the application of 
the quotas of those States, under the restriction of confining to each State 
the expenditure of its appropriate quota. It may, however, be assumed 
as a safe · general rule that such improvements as serve to increase the 
prosp~rity of the respective States in which they are made, by giving 
new facilities to trade, and thereby augmenting the wealth and comfort 
of their inhabitants, constitute the surest mode of conferring permanent 
and substantial advantages upon the whole. The strength as well as 
the true glory of the Confederacy is founded on the prosperity and 
power of the several independent sovereignties of which it is composed 
and the certainty with which they can be brought into successful active 
cooperation through the agency of the Federal Government. 
It is, moreover, within the knowledge of such as are at all conver-
sant with public affairs that schemes of internal improvement have from 
time to time been proposed which, from their extent and seeming mag-
nificence, were readily regarded as of national concernment, but which 
upon fullei consideration and further expa:-ience would now be rejected 
with great unanimity. 
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That the plan under consideration would derive important advantages 
from its certainty, and that the moneys set apart for these purposes 
would be more judiciousiy applied and economically expended under the 
direction of the State legislatures, in which every part of each State is 
immediately represented, can not, I think, be doubted. In the new 
States particularly, where a comparatively small population is scattered 
over an extensive surface, and the representation in Congress consequently 
very limited, it is natural to expect that the appropriations made by the 
Federal Government would be more likely to be expended in the vicinity 
of those members through whose immediate agency they were obtained 
than if the funds were placed under the control of the legislature, in 
which every county of the State has its own representative. This sup-
position does not necessarily impugn the motives of such Congressional 
representatives, nor is it so intended. · We are all sensible of the bias to 
which the strongest minds and purest hearts are, under such circum-
stances, liable. In respect to the last objection-its probable effect upon 
the dignity and independence of State governments-it appears to me 
only necessary to state the case as it is, and as it would be if the meas-
ure proposed were adopted, to show that the operation is most likely to 
be the very reverse of that which the objection supposes. 
In the one case the State would receive its quota of the national rev-
enue for domestic use upon a fixed principle as a matter of right, and 
from a fund to the creation of which it had itself contributed its fair pro-
portion. Surely there could be nothing derogatory in that. As matters 
now stand the States themselves, in their sovereign character, are not 
unfrequently petitioners at the bar of the Federal Legislature for sucb 
allowances out of the National Treasury as it may comport with theii 
pleasure or sense of duty to bestow upon them. It can not require argu-
ment to prove which of the two courses is most compatible with the effi-
ciency or respectability of the State governments. 
But all these are matters for discussion and dispassionate consideration. 
That the desired adjustment would be attended with difficulty affords no 
reason why it should not be attempted. The effective operation of such 
motives would have prevented the adoption of the Constitution under 
which we have so long lived and under the benign influence of which our 
beloved country has so signally prospered. The framers of that sacred 
instrument had greater difficulties to overcome, and they did overcome 
them. The patriotism of the people, directed by a deep conviction of the 
importance of the Union, -produced mutual concession- and reciprocal for-
bearance. Strict right was merged in a spirit of compromise, and the 
result has consecrated their disinterested devotion to the general weal. 
Unless the American people have degenerated, the same result can be 
again effected whenever experience points out the necessity of a resort to 
the same means to UJ?hold the fabric which their fathers have reared. It 
is beyond the power of It1-an to make a system of government like ours 
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or any other operate with precise equality upon States situated like those 
which compose this Confederacy; nor is inequality always injustice. 
Every State can not expect to shape the measures of the General Govern-
ment to suit its own particular interests. The causes which prevent it 
are seated in the nature of things, and can not be entirely counteracted by 
human means. Mutual forbearance becorp.es, therefore, a duty obligatory 
upon all, and we may, I am confident, count upon a cheerful compliance 
with this high injunction on the part of our constituents. It is not to be 
supposed that they will object to make such comparatively inconsidera-
ble sacrifices for the preservation of rights and privileges which other less 
favored portions of the world have in vain waded through seas of blood to 
acquire. 
Our course is a safe one if it be but faithfully adhered to. Acquies-
cence in the constitutionally expressed will of the majority, and the exer-
cise of that will in a spirit of moderation, justice, and brotherly kindness, 
will constitute a cement which would forever preserve our Union. Those 
who cherish and inculcate sentiments like these render a most essential 
service to their country, while those who seek to weaken their influence 
are, however conscientious and praiseworthy their intentions, in effect 
its worst enemies. 
If the intelligence and influence of the country, instead of laboring to 
foment sectional prejudices, . to be made subservient to party warfare, 
were in good faith applied to the eradication of causes of local discontent, 
hy the improvement of our institutions and by facilitating their adap-
tation to the condition of the times, this task would prove one of less 
difficulty. May we not hope that the obvious interests of our common 
country and the dictates of an enlightened patriotism will in the end 
lead the public mind in that direction? 
After all, the nature of the subject does not admit of a plan wholly 
fre~ from objection. That which has for some time been in operation is, 
perhaps, the worst that could exist, and every advance that can be made 
in its improvement is a matter eminently worthy of your most deliberate 
attention. 
It is very possible that one better calculated to effect the objects in 
view may yet be devised. If so, it is to be hoped that those who disap-
prove the past and dissent from what is proposed for the future will feel 
it their duty to direct their attention to it, as they must be ·sensible that 
unless some fixed rule for the action of the Federal Government in this 
respect is established the course now attempted to be arrested will be 
again resorted to. Any mode which is calculated to give the greatest 
degree of effect and harmony to our legislation upon the subject, which 
shall best serve to keep the movements of the Federal Government within 
the sphere intended by those who modeled and those who adopted it, 
which shall lead to the extinguishment of the national debt in the short-
est ~eriod and impose the lightest burthens upon our constituents, shall 
receive from me a cordial and firm support. 
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Among the objects of great national concern I can not omit to press 
again upon your attention that part of the Constitution which regulates 
the electi0n of President and Vice-President. The necessity for its amend-
ment is made so clear to my mind by observation of its evils and by the 
many able discussions which they have elicited on the floor of Congress 
and elsewhere that I should be wanting to my duty were I to withhold 
another expression of my deep solicitude on the subject. Our system 
fortunately contemplates a recurrence to first principles, differing in this 
respect from all that have preceded it, and securing it, I trust, equally 
against the decay and the commotions which have marked the progress 
of other governments. Our fellow-citizens, too, who in proportion to 
their love of liberty keep a steady eye upon the means of sustaining it, 
do not require to be reminded of the duty they owe to themselves to 
remedy all essential defects in so vital a part of their system. While 
they are sensible that every evil attendant upon its operation is not nec-
essarily indicative of a bad organization, but may proceed from tempo-
rary causes, yet the habitual presence, or even a single instance, of evils 
which can be clearly traced to an organic defect will not, I trust, be over-
looked through a too scrupulous veneration for the work of their ances-
tors. The Constitution was an experiment committed to the virtue and 
intelligence of the great mass of our countrymen, in whose ranks the 
framers of it themselves were to perform the part of patriotic observa-
tion and scrutiny, and if they have passed from the stage of existence 
with an increased confidence in its general adaptation to our condition 
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we should learn from authority so high the duty of fortifying the points 
in it which time proves to be exposed rather than be deterred from 
approaching them by the suggestions of fear or the dictates of misplaced 
reverence. 
A provision which does not secure to the people a direct choice of their 
Chief Magistrate, but has a tendency to defeat their will, presented to 
my mind such an inconsistency with the general spirit of our institutions 
that I was induced to suggest for your consideration the substitute which 
appeared to me at the same time the most likely to correct the evil and 
to meet the views of our constituents. The most mature reflection since 
has added strength to the belief that the best interests of our country 
require the speedy adoption of some plan calculated to effect this end. A 
contingency which sometimes places it in the power of a single member 
of the House of Representatives to decide an election of so high and 
solemn a character is unjust to the people, and becomes when it occurs a 
source of embarrassment to the individuals thus brought into power and 
a cause of distrust of the representative body. Liable as the Confeder-
acy is, from its great extent, to parties founded upon sectional interests, 
and to a corresponding multiplication of candidates for the Presidency, 
the tendency of the constitutional reference to the House of Representa-
tives is to devolve the election upon that body in almost every instance, 
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and, whatever choice may then be made among the candidates thus pre-
sented to them, to swell the influence of particular interests to a degree 
inconsistent with the general good. The consequences of this feature of 
the Constitution appear far more threatening to the peace and integrity 
of the Union than any which I can conceive as likely to result from the 
simple legislative action of the Federal Government. 
It was a leading object with the framers of the Constitution to keep as 
separate as possible the action of the legislative and executive branches 
of the Government. To secure this object nothing is more essential 
than to preserve the former from all temptations of private interest, and 
therefore so to direct the patronage of the latter as not to permit such 
temptations _to be offered. Experience abundantly demonstrates that 
every precaution in this respect is a valuable safeguard of liberty, and 
one which my reflections upon the tendencies of our system incline me to 
think should be made still stronger. It was for this reason that, in con-
nection with an amendment of the Constitution removing all intermediate 
agency in the choice of the President, I recommended some restrictions 
upon the reeligibility of that officer and upon the tenure of offices gen-
erally. The reason still exists, and I renew the recommendation with 
an increased confidence that its adoption will strengthen those checks 
by which the Constitution designed to secure the independence of each 
department of the Government and promote the healthful and equitable 
administration of all the trusts which it has created. The agent most 
likely to contravene this design of the Constitution is the Chief Magis-
trate. In order, particularly, that his appointment may as far as pos-
sible be placed beyond the reach of any improper influences; in order 
that he may approach the solemn responsibilities of the highest office 
in the gift of a free people uncommitted to any other course than the 
strict line of constitutional duty, and that the securities for this inde-
pendence may be rendered as strong as the nature of power and the 
weakness of its possessor will admit, I can not too earnestly invite your 
attention to the propriety of promoting such an amendment of the Con-
stitution as will render him ineligible after one term of service. 
It gives me pieasure to announce to Congress that the benevolent 
policy of the Government, steadily pursued for nearly thirty years, in 
relation to the removal of the Indians beyond the white settlements 
is approaching to a happy consummation. Two important tribes have 
accepted the provisiol) made for their removal at the last session of 
Congress, and it is believed that their example will induce the remaining 
tribes also to seek the same obvious advantages. 
The consequences of a speedy removal v:vill be important to the United 
States, to individual States, and to the Indians themselves. The pecun-
iary advantages which it promises to the Government are the least of 
its recommendations. It puts an end ·to all possible danger of collision 
between the aut.bnrhies of t,he General and State Governments on account 
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of the Indians. It will place a dense and civilized population in large 
tracts of country now occupied by a few savage hunters. By opening 
the whole territory between Tennessee on th~ north and Louisiana on the 
south to the settlement of the whites it will incalculably strengthen 
the southwestern frontier and render the adjacent States strong enough 
to repel future invasions without remote aid. It will relieve the whole 
State ~f Mississippi and the western part of Alabama of Indian occu• 
pancy, and enable those States to advance rapidly in population, wealth, 
and power. It will separate the Indians from immediate contact with 
settlements of whites; free them from the power of the States; enable 
them to pursue happiness in their own way and under their own rude 
institutions; will retard the progress of decay, which is lessening their 
numbers, and perhaps cause them gradually, under the protection of the 
Government and through the influence of good counsels, to cast off their 
savage habits and become an interesting, civilized, aJ?-d Christian com-
munity. These consequences, some of them so certain and the rest so 
probable, make the complete execution of the plan sanctioned by Con-
gress at their last session an object of much solicitude. • 
Toward the aborigines of the country no one can indulge a more friendly 
feeling than myself, or would go further in attempting to reclaim them 
from their wandering habits and make them a happy, prosperous people. 
I have endeavored to impress upon them my own solemn convictions of 
the duties and powers of the General Government in relation to the State 
authorities. For the justice of the laws passed by the States within the 
scope of their reserved powers they are not responsible to this Govern-
ment. As individuals we may entertain and express our opinions of their 
acts, but as a Government we have as little right to control them as we 
have to prescribe laws for other nations. 
With a ·full understanding of the subject, the Choctaw and the Chick-
asaw tribes have with great unanimity determined to avail themselves of 
the liberal offers presented by the act of Congress, and have agreed to 
remove beyond the Mississippi River. Treaties have been made with 
them, which in due season will be submitted for consideration. In nego-
tiating these treaties they were made to understand their true condition, 
and they have preferred maintaining their independence in the Western 
forests to submitting to the laws of the States in which they now reside. 
These treaties, being probably the last which will ever be made with 
them, are characterized by great liberality on the part of the Government. 
They give the Indians a liberal sum in consideration of their removal, and 
comfortable subsistence on their arrival at their new homes. If it be their 
real interest to maintain a separate existence, they will there be at liberty 
to do so without the inconveniences and vexations to which they would 
unavoidably have been subject in Alabama and Mississippi. 
Humanity has often wept over the fate of the aborigines of this coun-
try, and Philanthropy has been long busily employed in devising means 
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to avert it, but its progress has never for a moment been arrested, and 
one by one have many powerful tribes disappeared from the earth. To 
follow to the tomb the last of his race and to tread on the graves of 
extinct nations excite melancholy reflections. · But true philanthropy 
reconciles the mind to these vicissitudes as it does to the extinctio_n of 
one generation to make room for another. In the monuments and for-
tresses of an unknown people, spread over the extensive regions of the 
West, we behold the memorials of a once powerful race, which was exter-
minated or has disappeared to make room for the existing savage tribes. 
Nor is th~re anything in this whieh, upon a comprehensive view of the 
general interests of the human race, is to be regretted. Philanthropy 
could not wish to see this continent restored to the condition in which 
it was found by our forefathers. What good man would prefer a coun-
try covered with forests and ranged by a few thousand savages to our 
extensive Republic, studded with cities, towns, and prosperous farms, 
embellished with all the improvements which art can devise or industry 
execute, occupied by more than 12,000,000 happy people, and filled with 
all the blessings of liberty, civilization, and religion? 
The present policy of the Government is but a continuation of the same 
progressive change by a milder process. The tribes which occupied the 
countries now constituting the Eastern States were -annihilated or have 
melted away to make room for the whites. The waves of population an1 
civilization are rolling to the westward, and we now propose to acquire 
the countries occupied by the red men of the South and West by a fair 
exchange, and, at the expense of the United States, to send them to a 
land where their existence may be prolonged and perhaps made per-
petual. Doubtless it will be painful to leave the graves of their fathers; 
but what do they more than o~r ancestors did or than our children are 
now doing? To better their condition in an unknown land our fore-
fathers left all that was dear in earthly objects. Our children by thou-
sands yearly leave the land of their birth to seek new homes in distant 
regions. Does Humanity weep at these painful separations from every-
thing, animate and inanimate, with which the young heart has become 
entwined? Far from it. It is rather a source of joy that our country 
affords scope where our young population may range unconstrained in 
body or in mind, developing the power and faculties of man in their 
highest perfection. These remove hundreds and almost thousands of 
miles at their own expense, purcliase the lands they occupy, and sup-
port themselves at their new homes from the moment of their arrival. 
Can it be cruel in this Government when, by events which it can not 
control, the Indian is made discontented in his ancient home to purchase 
his lands, to give him a new and extensive territory, to pay the expense 
of his removal, and support him a year in his new abode? How many 
thousands of our own people would gladly embrace the opportunity of 
removing to the West on such conditions! If the offers made to the 
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Indians were extended to them, they would be hailed with gratitude 
and joy. 
And is it supposed that the wandering savage has a stronger attach-
ment to his home than the settled, civilized Christian? Is it more affiict-
ing to him to leave the graves of his fathers than it is to our brothers and 
children? Rightly considered, the policy of the General Government 
toward the red man is not only liberal, but generous. He is unwilling 
to submit to the laws of the States and mingle with their population. 
To save him from this alternative, or perhaps utter annihilation, the Gen-
eral Government kindly offers him a ~ew home, and proposes to pay the 
whole expense of his removal and settlement. 
In the consummation of a policy originating at an early period, and 
steadily pursued by every Administration within the present century-so 
just to the States and so generous to the Indians-the Executive feels it 
has a right to expect the cooperation of Congress and of all good and 
disinte:i;ested men. The States, moreover, have a right to demand it . 
It was substantially a part of the compact which made them members of 
our Confederacy. With G~orgia there is an express contract; with the 
new States an implied one of equal obligation. · Why, in authorizing 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Mississippi, and Alabama to form con-
stitutions and become separate States, did Congress include within their 
limits extensive tracts of Indian lands, and, in some instances, powerful 
Indian tribes? Was it not understood by both parties that 'the power of 
the States was to be coextensive with their limits, and that with all con~ 
venient dispatch the General Government should extinguish the Indian 
title and remove every obstruction to the complete jurisdiction of the 
State governments over the soil? Probably not one of those States would 
have accepted a separate existence-certainly it would never have been 
granted by Congress-had it been understood that they were to be con-
fined forever to those small portions of their nominal territory the Indian 
title to which had at the time been extinguished. 
It is, therefore, a duty which this Government owes to the new States 
to extinguish as soon as possible the Indian title to all lands which Con-
gress themselves have included within their limits. When this is done 
the duties of the General Government in relation to the States and the 
Indians within their limits are at an end. The Indians may leave the 
State or not, as they choose. The purchase of their lands does not alter 
in the least their personal relations with the State government. No act 
of the General Government has ever been deemed necessary to give the 
States jurisdiction over the persons of the Indians. That they possess 
by virtue of their sovereign power within their own limits in as full a 
manner before as after the purchase of the Indian lands; nor can this 
Government add to or diminish it. 
May we not hope, therefore, that all good citizens, and none more 
zealously than those who think the Indians oppressed by subjection to 
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the laws of the States, will unite in attempting to open the eyes of those 
children of the forest to their true condition, and by a speedy removal 
to relieve them from all the evils, real or imaginary, present or prospec-
tive, with which they may be supposed to be threatened. 
Among the numerous causes of congratulation the condition of our 
impost revenue deserves special mention, inasmuch as it promises the 
means of extinguishing the public debt sooner than was anticipated, and 
furnishes a strong illustration of the practical effects of the present tariff 
upon our commercial interests. 
The object of the tariff is objected to by some as unconstitutional, and 
it is considered by almost all as defective in many of its parts. . 
The power to impose duties on imports originally belonged to the sev-
eral States. The right to adjust those duties with a view to the encour-
'lgement of domestic branches of industry is so completely incidental to 
that power that it is difficult to suppose the existence of the one without 
the other. The States have delegated their whole a;uthority over imports 
to the General Government without limitation or restriction, saving the 
very inconsiderable reservation relating to their inspection laws. This 
authority having thus entirely passed from the States, the right to exer-
cise it for the purpose of protection does not ex1st in them, and conse-
quently if it be not possessed by the General Government it· must be 
extinct. Our political system would thus present the anomaly of a peo--
ple stripped of the right to foster their own industry and to counteract 
the most selfish and destructive policy which might be adopted by foreign 
nations. Tliis surely can not be the case. This indispensable power 
thus surrendered by the States must be within the scope of the authority 
on the subject expressly delegated to Congress. 
In this conclusion I am confirmed as well by the opinions of Presidents 
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe, who have each repeatedly 
recommended the exercise of this right under the Constitution, as by the 
uniform practice of Congress, the continued acquiescence of the States, 
and the general understanding of the people. 
The difficulties of a more expedient adjustment of the present tariff, 
although great, are far from being insurmountable. Some are unwilling 
to improve any of its parts because they would destroy the whole; others 
fear to touch the objectionable parts lest those they approve should be 
jeoparded. I am persuaded that the advocates of these conflicting views 
do injustice to the American· people and to their representatives. The 
general interest is the interest of each, and my confidence is entire that to 
insure the adoption of such modifications of the tariff as the general inter-
est requires it is only necessary that that interest should be understood. 
It is an infirmity of our nature to mingle our interests and prejudices 
with the operation of our reasoning powers, and attribute to the objects 
of our likes and dislikes qualities they do not possess and effects they can 
not produce. The effects of the present tariff are doubtless overrated 
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both in its evils and in its advantages. By one class of reasoners the 
reduced price of cotton and other agricultural products is ascribed wholly 
to its influence, and by another the reduced price of manufactured arti-
cles. The probability is that neither opinion approaches the truth, and 
that both are induced by that influence of interests and prejudices to 
which I have referred. The decrease of prices extends throughout t he 
commercial world, embracing not only the raw material and the manu-
factured article, but provisions and lands. The cause must therefore 
be deeper and more pervading than the tariff of the United States. It 
may in a measure be attributable to the increased value of the precious 
metals, produced by a diminution of the supply and an increase in the 
demand, while commerce has rapidly extended itself and population 
has augmented. The supply of gold and silver, the general medium of 
exchange, has been greatly interrupted by civil convulsions in the coun-
tries from which they are principally drawn. A part of the effect, too, 
is doubtless owing to · an increase of operatives and improvements in 
machinery. But on the whole it is questionable whether the reduction 
in the price of lands, produce, and manufactures has been greater than 
the appreciation of the standard of value. 
While the chief object of duties should be revenue, they may be 
so adjusted as to encourage manufactures. In this adjustment, how-
. ever, it is the duty of the Government to be guided by the general good. 
Objects of national importance alone ought to be protected. Of these 
the productions of our soil, our mines, and our workshops, essential 
to national defense, occupy the first rank. Whatever other species of 
domestic industry, having the importance to which I have referred, may 
be expected, after temporary protection, to compete with foreign labor 
on equal terms merit the same attention in a subordinate degree. 
The present tariff taxes some of the comforts of life unnecessarily 
high; it undertakes to protect interests too local and minute to justify a 
general exaction, and it also attempts to force some kinds of manufac-
tures for which the country is not ripe. Much relief will be derived in 
some of these respects from the measures of your last session. 
The best as well as fairest mode of determining whether from any just 
considerations a particular interest ought to receive protection would bn 
to submit the question singly for deliberation. If after due examination 
of its merits, unconnected with extraneous considerations-such as a 
desire to sustain a general system or to purchase support for a different 
interest-it should enlist in its favor a majority of the representatives of 
the people, there can be little danger of wrong or injury in adjusting the 
tariff with reference to its protective effect. If this obviously just prin-
ciple were honestly adhered to, the branches of industry which desen·e 
protection would be saved from the prejudice excited against them when 
that protection forms part of a system by which portions of the coun-
try feel or conceive themselves to be oppressed. What is incalculably 
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more important, the vital principle of our system-that principle which 
requires acquiescence in the will of the majority-would be secure from 
the discredit and danger to which it is exposed by the acts of majori-
ties founded not on identity of conviction, but on combinations of small 
minorities entered into for the purpose of mutual assistance in measures 
which, resting solely on their own merits, could never be carried. 
I am well aware that this is a subject of so much delicacy, on account of 
the extended interests it involves, as to require that it should be touched 
with the utmost caution, and that while an abandonment of the policy in 
which it originated-a policy coeval with our Government, and pursued 
through successive Administrations-is neither to be expected or desired, 
the people have a right to demand, and have demanded, that it be so modi-
fied as to correct abuses !lnd obviate injustice. 
That our deliberations on this interesting subject should be uninflu-
enced by those pa tisan conflicts that are incident to free institutions 
is the fervent wish of my heart. To make this great question, which 
unhappily so much divides and excites the public mind, subservient to 
the short-sighted views of faction must destroy all hope of settling it 
satisfactorily to the great body of the people and for the general interest. 
I can not, therefore, in taking leave of the subject, too earnestly for my 
own feelings or the common good warn you against the blighting con-
sequences of such a course. 
According to the estimates at the Treasury Department, the receipts 
in the Treasury during the present year will amo1+nt to $24,161,018, · 
which will exceed by about $300,000 the estimate presented in the last 
annual report of the Secretary of the Treasury. The total expenditure . 
during the year, exclusive of public debt, is estimated at $13,742,311, 
and the payment on account of public debt for the same period will have 
been $11,354,630, leaving a balance in the Treasury on the 1st of Janu-
ary, 1831, of $4,819,781. 
In connection with the condition of our finances, it affords me pleasure 
to remark that judicious and efficient arrangements .have been made by , 
the Treasury Department for securing the pecuniary responsibility of the 
public officers and the more punctual payment of the public dues. The 
Revenue-Cutter Service has been organized and placed on a good footing, 
and aided by an increase of inspectors at exposed points, and regulations 
adopted under the act of May, 1830, for the inspection and appraisement 
of merchandise, has produced much improvement in the execution of 
the laws and more security against the commission of frauds upon the 
revenue. Abuses in the allowances for fishing bounties have also been 
corrected, and a material saving in that branch of the service thereby 
effected. In addition to these improvements the system of expenditure 
for sick seamen belonging to the merchant service has been revised and 
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being rendered uniform and economical the benefits of the fund appli-
cable to this object have been u.sdu!ly extended. 
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The prosperity of our country is also further evinced by the increased 
revenue arising from the sale of public lands, as will appear from the 
report of the Commissioner of the General Land Office and the docu-
ments accompanying it, which are herewith transmitted. I beg leave 
to draw your attention to this report, and to the propriety of making 
early appropriations for the objects which it specifies. 
Your attention is again invited to the subjects connected with that 
portion of the public interests intrusted to the War Department. Some 
of them were referred to in my former message, and they are presented 
in detail in the report of the Secretary of War herewith submitted. I 
refer you also to the report of that officer for a knowledge of the state of 
the Army, fortifications, arsenals, and Indian affairs, all of which it will 
be perceived have been guarded with zealous attention and care. It is 
worthy of your consideration whether the armaments necessary for the 
fortifications on our maritime frontier which are no or shortly will be 
completed should not be in readiness sooner than the customary appro-
priations will enable the Department to provide them. This precaution 
seems to be due to the general system of fortification which has been 
' sanctioned by Congress, and is recommended by that maxim of wisdom 
which tells us in peace to prepare for war. 
I refer you to the report of the Secretary of the Navy for a highly sat .. 
isfactory account of the manner in which the concerns of that Depart~ 
ment have been conducted during the present year. Our position in 
relation to the most powerful nations of the earth, and the present 
condition of Europe, admonish us to cherish this arm of our national 
defense with peculiar care. Separated by wide seas from all those Gov-
ernments whose power we might have reason to dread, we have nothing 
to apprehend from attempts at conquest. It is chiefly attacks upon: 
our commerce and harassing inroads upon our coast against which we 
have to guard. A naval force adequate to the protection of our com-
merce, always afloat, with an accumulation of the means to give it a 
rapid extension in case of need, furnishes the power by which all such 
aggressions may be prevented or repelled. The attention of the Govern-
ment has therefore been recently directed more to preserving the public 
vessels already built and providing materials to be placed in depot for 
future use than to increasing their number. With the aid of Congress, 
in a few years the Government will be prepared in case of emergency to 
put afloat a powerful navy of new ships almost as soon as old ones could 
be repaired. 
The modifications in this part of the service suggested in my last 
annual message, which are noticed more in detail in the report of the 
Secretary of the Navy, are again recommended to your serious attention. 
The report of the Postmaster-General in like manner exhibits a sat-
isfactory view of the important branch of the Government under his 
charge. In addition to the benefits already secured by the operations of 
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the Post-Office Department, considerable improvements within the pres-
ent year have been niade by an increase in the accommodation afforded 
by .stage coaches, and in the frequency and celerity of the mail between 
some of the most important points of the Union. 
Under the late contracts improvements have been provided for the 
southern section of the country, and at the same time an annual saving 
made of upward of $72,000. Notwithstanding the excess of expenditure 
beyond the current receipts for a few years past, necessarily incurred 
in the fulfillment of existing contracts and in the additional expenses 
between the periods of contracting to meet the demands created by the 
rapid growth and extension of our flourishing country, yet the satisfac-
tory assurance is given that the future revenue of the Department will 
be sufficient to meet its extensive engagements. The system recently 
introduced that subjects its receipts and disbursements to strict regu-
lation has entirely fulfilled its designs. It gives full assurance of the 
punctual transmission, as well as the security of the funds of the Depart-
ment. The efficiency and industry of its officers and the ability and 
energy of contractors justify an increased confidence in its continued 
prosperity. 
The attention of Congress was called on a former occasion to the neces-
sity of such a modification in the office of Attorney-General of the Unite'd 
States as would render it more adequate to the wants of the public serv-
ice. This resulted in the establishment of the office of Solicitor of the 
Treasury, and the earliest measures were taken to give effect to the pro-
visions of the law which authorized the appointment of that officer and 
defined his duties. . But it is not believed that this provision, however 
useful in itself, is calculated to supersede the necessity of extending the 
duties and powers of the Attorney-General's Office. On the contrary, 
I am convinced that the public interest would be greatly promoted by giv-
ing to that officer the general superintendence of the various law agents 
of the Government, and of all law proceedings, whether civil or criminal, 
in which the United States may be interested, allowing him at the same 
time such a compensation as would enable him to devote his undivided 
attention to the public business. I think such a provision is alike due· 
to the public and to the officer. 
Occasions of reference from the different Executive Departments to 
the Attorney-General are of frequent occurrence, and the prompt deci-
sion of the questions so referred tends much to facilitate the dispatch 
of business in those Departments. The report of the Secretary of the 
T reasury hereto appended shows also a branch of the public service not 
specifically intrusted to any officer which might be advantageously com-
mitted to the Attorney-General. But independently of those considera-
tions this office is now one of daily duty. It was originally organized 
and its compensation fixed with a view to occasional service, leaving to the 
incumbent time for the exercise of his profession in private practice. The 
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state of things which warranted such an organization no longer e:frts. 
The frequent claims upon the services of this officer would render · s 
absence from the seat of Government in professional attendance upon 
the courts injurious to the public service, and the interests of the Gm--
ernment could not fail to be promoted by charging him with the genera 
superintendence of all its legal concerns. 
Under a strong conviction of the justness of these suggestions, I recom-
mend it to Congress to make the necessary previsions for giving effect to 
them, _and to place the Attorney-General in regard to compensation on 
the same footing with the heads of the several Executive Departments. 
To this officer might also be intrusted a cognizance of the cases of insol-
vency in public debtors, especially if the views which I submitted on this 
subject last year should meet the approbation of Congress-to which I 
again solicit your attention. ' 
Your attention is respectfully invited to the situation of the District of 
Columbia. Placed by the Constitution under the exclusive jurisdiction 
and control of Congress, this District is certainly entitled to a much 
greater share of its consideration than it has yet received. There is a 
want of uniformity in its laws, particularly in those of a penal character, 
which increases the expense of their administration and subjects the 
people to all the inconveniences which result from the operation of dif-
ferent codes in so small a territory. On different sides of the Potomac 
the same offense is punishable in unequal degrees, and the peculiarities of 
many of the early laws of Maryland and Virginia remain in force, not-
withstanding their repugnance in some cases to the improvements which 
have superseded them in those States. 
Besides a remedy for these evils, which is loudly called for, it is respect-
fully submitted whether a provision authorizing the election of a delegate 
to represent the wants of the. citizens of this District on the floor of Con-
gress is not due to them and to the character of our Government. No 
p~rtion of our citizens should be without a practical enjoyment of the 
principles of freedom, and there is none more important than that which 
cultivates a proper relation between the governors and the governed. 
Imperfect as this must be in this case, yet it is believed that it would be 
greatly improved by a representation in Congress with the same privi-
leges that are allowed to the other Territories of the United States. 
The penitentiary is ready for the reception of convicts, and only awaits 
the necessary legislation to put it into operation, as one object of which 
I beg leave to recall your attention to the propriety of providing suitable 
compensation for the officers charged with its inspection. 
The importance of the principles involved in the inquiry whether it 
will be proper to recharter the Bank of the United States :requires that I 
should again call the attention of Congress to the subject. Noi.hing has 
occurred to lessen in any degree the dangers which many of our citizen-
ap,prehend from that institution as at ;>resent organized. In the spirit 
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of improvement and compromise which distinguishes our country and its 
institutions it becomes us to inquire whether it be not possible to secure 
the advantages afforded by the present bank through the agency of a 
Bank of the United States so modified in its principles and structure as 
to obviate constitutional and other objections. 
It is thought practicable to organize such a bank with the necessary 
officers as a branch of the Treasury Department, based on the public and 
individual deposits, without power to make loans or purchase property, 
which shall remit the funds of the Government, and the expense of which 
may be paid, if thought advisable, by allowing its officers to sell bills of 
~xchan.ge to private jndividuals at a moderate premium. Not being a 
corporate body, having no stockholders, debtors, or property, and but 
few officers, it would not be obnoxious to the constitutional objections 
which are urged against the present bank; and having no means to oper-
ate on the hopes, fears, or interests of large masses of the community, 
it would be shorn of the influence which makes that bank formidable. 
The States would be strengthened by having in their hands the means 
of furnishing the local paper currency through their own banks, while 
the Bank of the United States, though issuing no paper, would check the 
issues of the State banks by taking their notes in deposit and for exchange 
only so long as they continue to be redeemed with specie. In times of 
public emergency the capacities of such an institution might be enlarged 
by legislative provisions. 
T hese suggestions are made not so much as a recommendation as with 
a view of calling the attention of Congress to the possible modifications 
of a system which can not continue to exist in its present form without 
occasional collisions with the local authorities and perpetual apprehen-
sions and discontent on the part of the States and the people. 
In conclusion, fellow-citizens , allow me to invoke in behalf of your 
deliberations that spirit of conciliation and disinterestedness which is 
the gift of patriotism. Under an overruling and merciful Providence 
the agency of this spirit has thus far been signalized in the prosperity 
and glory of our beloved country, May its influence be eternal. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
To the Senate ef the United States. DECEMBER 9, I is 30. 
GENTLEMEN: I transmit herewith a treaty concluded by commission-
ers duly authorized on the part of the United States with the Choctaw 
tribe of Indians, which, with explanatory documents, is submitted to the 
Senate for their advice and consent as to the ratification of the same. 
M P-vor. n-34 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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WASHINGTON, December 10, 1830. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit to the Senate printed copies of the convention between 
the United States and His Majesty the King of Denmark, concluded at 
Copenhagen on the 28th March, 1830, and ratified by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate. ANDREW JACKSON. 
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.] 
WASHINGTON, December Io, I830. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I submit for the consideration of the Senate a treaty of commerce 
and navigation, together with a separate and secret article, concluded at 
Constantinople on the 7th day of May last, and signed by Charles Rhind, 
James Biddle, and David Offley as commissioners on the part of the 
United States, and by Mahommed Hamed, reis effendi, on the part of 
the Sublime Porte. 
The French versions herewith transmitted, and accompanied by copies 
and English translations of the same, are transcripts of the original trans-
lations from the Turkish, signed by the commissioners of the United 
States and delivered to the Government of the Sublime Porte. 
The paper in Turkish is the original signed by the Turkish plenipo-
tentiary and delivered by him to the American commissioners. Of this 
a translation into the English language, ,and believed to be correct, is like-
wise transmitted. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, December 15, 1.830. 
To the Senate and House of Representalives. 
GENTLEMEN: From information received at the Department of State 
it is ascertained that owing to unforeseen circumstances several of the 
marshals have been unable to complete the enumeration of the inhabit-
ants of the United States within the time prescribed by the act of the 
23d March, 1830, viz, by the 1st day of the present month. 
As the completion of the Fifth Census as respects several of the States 
of the Union will have been defeated unless Congress, to whom the case 
is submitted, shall by an act of the present session allow further time 
for making the returns in question, the expediency is suggested of allow-
ing such an act to pass at as early a day as possible. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: DECEMBER 20, 1830. 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 14th instant, 
calling for copies of any letters or other communications which may have 
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been received at the Department of War from the chiefs and headmen, 
or any of them, of the Choctaw tribe of Indians since the treaty entered 
into by the commissioners on the part of the United States with that 
tribe of Indians at Dancing Rabbit Creek, and also for information show-
ing the number of Indians belonging to that tribe who have emigrated 
to the country west of the Mississippi, etc., I submit herewith a report 
from the Secretary of War, containing the information requested. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
WASHINGTON, December 20, I830. 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 16th instant, 
calling for certain papers relative to the negotiation of the treaty between 
the United States and Turkey now before the Senate, I communicate the 
inclosed report of the Secretary of State, accompanied by the documents 
and containing the information requested. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
DECEMBER 29, 1830. 
I submit to the consideration of the Senate two treaties-one of peace, 
the other of cession-concluded at Prairie du Chien on the 10th and 15th 
July, 1830, by commissioners duly authorized on the part of the United 
States and by deputations of the confederated tribes of Indians residing 
on the Upper Mississippi. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
DECEMBER 30, 1830. 
A vacancy having arisen in the office of brigadier in consequence of the 
removal of General John Nicks from the Territory of Arkansas to Can-
tonment Gibson, I nominated at your last session William Montgomery 
to be general of the second brigade of militia of said Territory. By this 
communication I desire to correct the Journal of the Senate and my mes~ 
sage of the 22d of April, 1830, so as to exclude the idea that General 
Nicks was removed from office. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, December 3I, I830. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
I transmit herewith to Congress a copy of a correspondence which 
lately passed between Major-General Von Scholten, His Danish Maj-
esty's governor-general of his West . India possessions and special 
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minister to the United States, and Mr. Van Buren, Secretary of State, 
concerning · the regulation of the commercial intercourse between those 
possessions and the United States, which comprehends the propositions 
that General Von Scholten made to this Government in behalf of his 
Sovereign upon that subject and the answers of the Secretary of State 
to the same, the last showing the grounds upon which this Government 
declined acceding to the overtures of the Danish envoy. 
This correspondence is now submitted to the two Houses of Congress 
in compliance with the wish and request of General Von Scholten him-
self, and under the full persuasion upon my part that it will receive all 
the attention and consideration to which the very friendly relations that 
have so long subsisted betwee:1.1 the United States and the King of Den-
mark especially entitle it in the councils of this Union. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 3, 1831. 
To the Senate ef the United States: 
Since my message of the 20th of December last, transmitting to the 
Senate a report from the Secretary of War, with information requested 
by the resolution of the Senate of the 14th December, in relation to the 
treaty concluded at Dancing Rabbit Creek with the Choctaw Indians, I 
have received the two letters which are herewith inclosed, containing 
further information on the subject. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January 3, I8JI. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives ef the United States: 
I communicate to Congress the papers relating to the recent arrange-
ment with Great Britain with respect to the trade between her colonial 
possessions and the United States, to which reference was made in my 
message at the opening of the present session. 
It will appear from those documents that owing to the omission in the 
act of the 29th of May last of a clause expressly restricting importations 
into the British colonies in American vessels to the productions of the 
United States, to the amendment engrafted upon that act in the House 
0f Representatives, providing that when the trade with the West India 
colonies should be opened the commercial intercourse of the United States 
with all other parts of the British dominions or possessions should be left 
on a footing not less favorable to the United States than it now is, and 
to the act not specifying the terms upon which British vessels cominO" 
from the northern colonies should be admitted to entry into the ports of 
the United States, an apprehension was entertained by the Governmen 
of ~reat Britain that under the contemplated arrangement claims migh 
be set UP on our part inconsistent with the propositions submitt~ by our 
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minister and with the terms to which she was willing to agree, and that 
this circumstance led to explanations between Mr. McLane and the Earl 
of Aberdeen respecting the intentions of Congress and the true con-
struction to be given to the act referred to. 
To the interpretation given by them to that act I did not hesitate to 
agree. It was ·quite clear that in adopting the amendment referred 
to Congress could not have intended to preclude future alterations in 
the existing intercourse between the United States and other parts of the 
British dominions; and the supposition that the omission to restrict in 
terms the importations to the productions of the country to which the 
vessels respectively belong was intentional was precluded by the propo-
sitions previously made by this Government to that of Great Britain, and 
which were before Congress at the time of the passage of the act; by the 
principles which govern the maritime legislation of the two countries 
and by the provisions of the existing commercial treaty between them. 
Actuated by this view of the subject, and convinced that it was in 
accordance with the real intentions of Congress, I felt it my duty to give 
effect to the arrangement by issuing the required proclamation, of which 
a copy is likewise herewith communicated . . 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 5, 1831. 
To the Hous~ o_f Representatives: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives 
of the 17th of December last, calling for information on the subject of 
internal improvement, I submit herewith a report from the Secretaries 
of War and Treasury, containing the information required. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House o_f Representatives: 
JANUARY 7, 183I. 
I beg leave to call the attention of Congress to the accompanying 
report from the Navy Department, upon the state of the accounts of the 
Navy in the office of the Fourth Auditor, and to suggest the necessity 
of correcting the evils complained of by early legislation. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January I I, I83I. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I transmit to Congress a report of the Secretary of State, with the 
report to him from the Patent Office which accompanied it, in relation 
to the concerns of that office, and recommend th~ whole subject to early 
and favorable consideration. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
[The same message was sent to the Senate.] 
. 
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JANUARY 15, 1831. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 23d ultimo, 
requesting to be informed of the quantity of live-oak timber in the 
United States, where it is, and what means are employed to preserve 
it, I present herewith a report of the Secretary of the Navy, containing 
the information required, 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY I5, 1831. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I submit to the consideration of Congress the accompanying report 
and documents from the Navy Department, in relation to the capture of 
the Spanish slave vessel called The Fenix, and recommend that suita-
ble legislative provision be made for the maintenance of the unfortunate 
captives ~ending the legislation which has grown out of the case. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 24, 1831. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, containing the 
information requested by the resolution of the Senate of the 21st instant, 
in relation to '' the state of the British establishments in the valley of the 
Columbia and the state of the fur trade as carried on by the citizens of 
, the United States and the Hudsons Bay Company." 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 25, 1831. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I beg leave to call the attention of Congress to the inclosed communi-
cation from the Secretary of the Navy, in relation to the pay and other 
allowances of the officers of the Marine Corps, and to recommend the 
adoption of the legislative provisions suggested in it. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, D. C.,January 26, I83I. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In pursuance of the advice and consent of the Senate as expressed in 
their resolution of the 10th February, 1830, the treaty of commerce and 
navigation between the United States and Austria concluded in this city 
on the 27th of August, 1829, was duly ratified by this Government on the 
1 rth day of the same month of February; but the treaty itself contain-
ing a stipulation that the ratifications of the two parties to it should be 
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exchanged within twelve months from the date of its signature, and that 
of the Austrian Government not having been received here till after the 
expiration of the time limited, I have not thought myself at liberty under 
these circumstances, without the additional advice and consent of the Sen-
ate, to authorize that ceremony on the part of this Government. Infor-
mation having been received at the Department of State from the Austrian 
representative in the United States that he is prepared to proceed to the 
exchange of the ratifications of his Government for that of this, the ques-
tion is therefore submitted to the Senate for their advice and consent 
upon the occasion. ANDREW JACKSON. 
FEBRUARY 3, 183r. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I respectfully submit to the Senate, in answer to their· legislative res-
olution of the 20th ultimo, in relation to the sales of land at the Craw-
fordsville land office in November last, reports from the Secretary of 
the Treasury and the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
Concurring with the Secretary of the Treasury in the views he has 
taken of the treaties and act of Congress touching the subject, I can not 
discover that the President is invested with any power under the Consti-
tution or laws to withhold a patent from a purchaser who has given a 
fair and valuable consideration for land, and thereby acquired a vested 
right to the same; nor do I perceive that the sole legislative resolution 
of the Senate can confer such a power, or suspend the right of the citi-
zens to enter the lands that have been offered for sale in said district 
and remain unsold, so long as the law authorizing the same remains 
unrepealed. 
I beg leave, therefore, to present the subject to the reconsideration of 
the Senate. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February 3, I83I. 
To the House of Representatz"ves.· 
I transmit to the Jiouse of Representatives a report from the Treas-
ury Department, in compliance with the resolution of the House of Rep-
resentatives of the 3d ultimo, calling for the correspondence in relation 
to locating a cession of lands made or intended to be made by the Pot-
tawattamie tribe of Indians for the benefit of the State of Indiana, etc. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representat£ves of the United States: 
I communicate to the House of Representatives, in compliance with 
their resolution of the 29th of January last, calling for information and 
papers respecting the seizure of American vessel-s by the naval forces of 
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Portugal forming the blockade of the island of Terceira, a report from 
the Secretary of State, which, with the documents accompanying it, con-
tains the information in his Department upon that . subject, and avail 
myself of the occasion further to inform the House of Representatiyes 
that orders had before the introduction of the resolution referred to been 
given to fit out a ship of war for the more effectual protection of our 
commerce in that quarter. ANDREW JACKSON. 
FEBRUARY 16, 1831 
WASHINGTON, February I9, I8JI. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I present for the consideration of Congress a report from the Secre-
tary of War, relative to a compromise of title of the island on which Fort 
Delaware has been constructed. ANDREW JACKSON. 
[The same message was sent to the Senate.] 
To the Congress ef the United States: FEBRUARY 22, 1831. 
I transmit to Congress a letter from Mr. Rhind, stating the circum-
stances under which he received the four Arabian horses that were 
brought by him to the United States from Turkey. His letter will 
enable Congress to decide what ought to be done with them. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate ef the United States: FEBRUARY 2:;:, 1831. 
I have received your resolution of the 15th instant, requesting me "to 
inform the Senate whether the provisions of the act entitled 'An act to 
regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes and to preserve 
peace on· the frontiers,' passed the 30th of March, 1802, have been fully 
complied with on the part of the United States Government, and if they 
have not that he inform the Senate of the reasons that have induced the 
Government to decline the enforcement of said act,'' and I now reply to 
the same. 
According to my views of the act referred to, I am not aware of any 
omission to carry into effect its provisions in relation to trade and inter-
course with the Indian tribes so far as their execution depended on the 
agency confided to the Executive. 
The numerous provisions of that act designed to secure to the Indians 
the peaceable possession of their lands may be reduced, substantially, to 
the following: That citizens of the United States are restrained under 
sufficient penalties from entering upon the lands for the purpose of bunt-
ing thereon, or of settling them, or of giving their horses and cattle the 
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benefit of a range upon them, or of traveling through them without a 
written permission; and that the President of the United States is author-
ized to employ the military force of the country to secure the observance 
of these provisions. The authority to the President, however, is not 
imperative. The language is: 
It shall be lawful for the President to take such measures and to employ such 
military force as he may judge necessary to remove from lands belonging to or 
secured by treaty to any Indian tribe any citizen who shall make a settlement 
thereon. 
By the nineteenth section of this act it is provided that nothing in it 
'' shall be construed to prevent any trade or intercourse with Indians 
living on lands surrounded by settlements of citizens of the United 
States and b~ing within the ordinary jurisdiction of any of the indi-
vidual States.'' This provision I have interpreted as being prospective 
in its operation and as applicable not only to Indian tribes which at the 
date of its passage were subject to the jurisdiction of any State, but to 
such also as should thereafter become so. To this construction of its 
meaning I have endeavored to conform, and have taken no step incon-
sistent with it. As soon, therefore, as the sovereign power of the State 
of Georgia was exercised by an extension of her laws throughout her 
limits, and I had received infonnation of the same, orders were given to 
withdraw from the State the troops which had been detailed to prevent 
intrusion upon the Indian lands within it, and these orders were exe-
cuted. The reasons which dictated them shall be frankly communicated. 
The principle recognized in the section last quoted was not for the 
first time then avowed. It is conformable to the uniform practice of 
the Government before the adoption of the Constitution, and amounts 
to a distinct recognition by Congress at that early day of the· doctrine that 
that instrument had not varied the powers of the Federal Government 
over Indian affairs from what they were under the Articles of Confed-
eration. It is not believed that there is a single instance in the legisla-
tion of the country in which the Indians have been regarded as possessing 
political rights ipdependent of the control and authority of the States 
within the limits of which they resided. As early as the year r 782 the 
Journals of Congress will show that no claim of such a character was 
countenanced by that body. In that year the application of a tribe of 
Indians residing in South Carolina to have certain tracts of land which 
had been reserved for their use in that State secured to them free from 
intrusion, and without the right of alienating them even with their own 
consent, was brought to the considerat1on of Congress by a report from 
the Secretary of War. The resolution which was adopted on that occa-
sion is as follows: 
Resolved, That it be recommended to the legislature of South Carolina to take 
such measures for the satisfaction and security of said tribes as the said legislature 
in their wisdom may think fit, 
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Here is no assertion, of the right of Congress under the Articles of 
Confederation to interfere with the jurisdiction of the States over Indians 
within their limits, but rather a negation of it. They refused to inter~ 
fere with the subject, and referred it under a general recommendation 
back to the State, to be disposed of as her wisdom might decide. 
If in addition to this act and the language of the Articles of Confed-
eration anything further can be wanting to show the early views of the 
Government on the subject, it will be found in the proclamation issued 
by Congress in 1783. It contains this language: 
The United States in Congress assembled have thought proper to issue their proc-
lamation, and they do hereby prohibit and forbid all persons from making settle-
ments on lands inhabited or claimed by Indians without the limits or jurisdiction of 
any particular State. 
And again: 
Resolved, That the preceding measures of Congress relative to Indian affairs shar'l 
not be construed to affect the territorial claims of any of the States or their legisla~ 
tive rights within their respective !imits. 
It was not then pretended that the General Government had the 
power in their relations with the Indians to control or oppose the inter-
nal polity of the individual States of this Union, and if such was the 
case under the Articles of Confederation the only question on the sub-
ject since must arise out of some more enlarged power or authority given 
to the General Government by the present Constitution. Does any such 
exist? 
Amongst the enumerated grants of the Constitution that which relates 
to this subject is expressed in these words: cc Congress shall have power 
to regulate commerce with the Indian tribes.'' In the interpretation of 
this power we ought certainly to be guided by what had been the prac-
tice of the Government and the meaning which had been generally 
attached to the resolves of the old Congress if the words used to convey 
it do not clearly import a different one, as far as it affects the question of 
jurisdiction in the individual States. The States ought not to be divested 
of any part of their antecedent jurisdiction by implication or doubtful 
construction. Tested by this rule it seems to me to be unquestionable 
that the jurisdiction of the States is left untouched by this clause of the 
Constitution, and that it was designed to give to the General Govern-
ment complete control over the trade and intercourse of those Indians 
only who were not within the limits of any State. 
Frolr!- a view of the acts ref erred to and the uniform practice of the 
Government it is manifest that until recently it has never been main-
tained that the right of jurisdiction by a State over Indians within its 
territory was subordinate to the power of the Federal Government. That 
doctrine has not been enforced nor even asserted in any of the States of 
New England where tribes of Indians have resided, and where a few of 
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them yet remain. These tribes have been left to the undisturbed con. 
trol of the States in which they were found, in conformity with the view 
which has been taken of the opinions prevailing up to 1789 and the clear 
interpretation of the act of 1802. In the State of New York, where sev-
eral tribes have resided, it has been the policy of the Government to 
avoid entering into quasi treaty engagements with them, barely appoint-
ing commissioners occasionally on the part of the United States to facili-
tate the objects of the State in its negotiation~ with them. The Southern 
States present an exception to this policy. As early as 1784 the settle-
ments within the limits of North Carolina were advanced farther to the 
west than the authority of the State to enforce an obedience of its laws. 
Others were in a similar condition. The necessities, therefore, and not 
the acknowledged principles, of the Government must have suggested the 
policy of treating with the Indians in that quarter as the only practicable 
mode of conciliating their good will. The United States at that period 
h ad just emerged from a protracted war for the achievement of their 
independence. At the moment of its conclusion many of thes~ tribes, as 
powerful . as they were ferocious in their mode of warfare, remained in 
arms, desolating our frontier settlements. Under these circumstances 
the first treaties, in 1785 and 1790, with the Cherokees, were concluded 
by the Government of the United States, and were evidently sanctioned 
as measures of necessity adapted to the character of the Indians and 
indispensable to the peace and securi.ty of the western frontier. But 
they can not be understood as changing the political relations of the 
Indians to the States or to the Federal Government. To effect this 
would have required the operation of quite a different principle and the 
fotervention of a tribunal higher than that of the treaty-making power. 
To infer from the assent of the Government to this deviation from the 
practice which had before governed its intercourse with the Indians, and 
the accidental forbearance of the States to assert their right of jurisdic-
tion over them, that th~y had surrendered this portion of their sov-
ereignty, and that its assumption now is usurpation, is conceding too 
much to the necessity which dictated those treaties, and doing violence 
to the principles of the Government and the rights of the States without 
benefiting in the least degree the Indians. The Indians thus situated 
can not be regarded in any other light than as members of a foreign 
government or of that of the State within whose chartered limits they 
reside. If in the former, the ordinary legislation of Congress in relation 
to them is not warranted by the Constitution, which was established for 
the benefit of our own, not of a foreign people. If in the latter, then, 
like other citizens or people resident within the limits of the States, they 
are subject to their jurisdiction and control. To maintain a contrary 
doctrine and to require the Executive to enforce it by the employment 
of a military force would be to place in his hands a power to make war 
upon the rights of the States aml the liberties of the country-a power 
which should be placed in the hands of no individual. 
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If, indeed, the Indians are to be regarded as people possessing rights 
which they can exercise independently of the States, much error has 
arisen in the intercourse of the Government with them. Why is it that 
they have been called upon to assist in our wars without the privilege 
of exercising their own discretion? If an . independent people, they 
should as such be consulted and advised with; but they have not been. 
In an order which was issued to me from the War Department in Sep-
tember, 1814, this language is employed: 
All the friendly Indians should be organized and prepared to cooperate with your 
other forces. There appears to be some dissatisfaction among the Choctaws; their 
friendship and services should be secured without delay. The friendly Indians 
must be fed and paid, and made to fight when and where their services may be 
required. 
To an independent and foreign people this would seem to be assum-
ing, I should suppose, rather too lofty a tone-one which the Govern-
ment would not have assumed if they had considered them in that light. 
Again, by the Constitution the power of declaring war belongs exclu-
sively to Congress. We have been often engaged in war with the Indian 
tribes within our limits, but when have these hostilities been preceded 
or accompanied by an act of Congress declaring war against the tribe 
which was the object of them? And was the prosecution of such hostili-
ties an usurpation in each case by the Executive which conducted them 
of the constitutional power of Congress? It must have been so, I appre-
hend, if these tribes are to be considered as foreign and independent 
nations. 
The steps taken to prevent intrusion upon Indian lands bad their ori-
gin with the commencement of our Government, and became the subject 
of special legislation in 1802, with the reservations which have been 
mentioned in favor of the jurisdiction of the States. With the excep-
tion of South Carolina, who has uniformly regulated the Indians within 
her limits without the aid of the General Government, they have been 
felt within all the States of the South without being understood to affect 
their rights or prevent the exercise of their jurisdiction, whenever they 
were in a situation to assume and enforce it. Georgia, though mate-
rially concerned, has on this principle forborne to spread her legislation 
farther than the settlements of her own white citizens, until she has 
recently perceived within her limits a people claiming to be capable of 
self-government, sitting in legislative council, organizing courts and 
administering justice. To disarm such an anomalous invasion of her 
sovereignty she has declared her determination to execute her own laws 
throughout her limits-a step which seems to have been anticipated by 
the proclamation of 1783, and which is perfectly consistent with the 
nineteenth section of the act of 1802. According to the language and 
reasoning of that section, the tribes to the South and the Southwest are 
not only'' surrounded by settlements of the citizens of the United States," 
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but are now also '' within the ordinary jurisdiction of the individual 
States.'' They became so from the moment the laws of the State were 
extended over them, and the same result follows the similar determina-
tion of Alabama and Mississippi. These States have each a right to 
claim in behalf of their position now on this question the same respect 
which is conceded to the other States of the Union. 
Toward this race of people I entertain the kindest feelings, and am 
not sensible that the views which I have taken of their true interests 
are less favorable to them than those which oppose their emigration to 
the West. Years since I stated to them my belief that if the States 
chose to extend their laws over them it would not be in the power of 
the Federal Government to prevent it. My opinion remains the same, • 
and I can see no alternative for them but that of their removal to the 
West or a quiet submission to the State laws. If they prefer to r~move, 
the United States agree to defray their expenses, to supply them the 
means of transportation and a year's support after they reach their new 
homes-a provision too liberal and kind to deserve the stamp of injus-
tice. Either course promises them peace and happiness, whilst an obsti-
nate perseverance in the effort to maintain their possessions independent 
of the State authority can not fail to render their condition still more 
helpless and miserable. Such an effort ought, therefore, to be discoun-
tenanced by all who sincerely sympathize in the fortunes of this peculiar 
people, and especially by the political bodies of the Union, as calculated 
to disturb the harmony of the two Governments and to endanger the 
safety of the many blessings which theY, enq.ble us to enjoy. 
As connected with the subject of this inquiry, I beg leave to refer to 
the accompanying letter from the Secretary of War, inclosing the orders 
whicp. proceeded from that Department, and a letter from the governor 
of Georgia. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February 26, I83I. 
To the Senate ef the United States: 
The inclosed report* of the Secretary of War is herewith inclosed in 
answer to the resolution of the Senate of yesterday's date. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate ef the United States: 
I present for the consideration of the Senate articles of agreement 
entered into and concluded by commissioners duly appointed on the part 
of the United States and the chiefs of the Menominee tribe of Indians at 
Green Bay. Various attempts were made to reconcile the conflicting 
interests of the New York Indians, but without success, as will appear 
* Relative to the expenditure of appropriations for improving the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. 
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by the report made by the Secretary of War. No stipulation in their 
favor could be introduced into the agreement without the consent of 
the Menominees, and that consent could not be obtained to any greater 
extent than the articles show. 
Congress only is competent now to adjust and arrange these differences 
and satisfy the demands of the New York Indians. The whole matter 
is respectfully submitted. ANDREW JACKSON. 
FEBRUARY 28, 183r. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I submit to the consideration of the Senate of the United States arti-
cles of agreement and convention concluded this day between the United 
States, by a commissioner duly authorized, and the Seneca tribe of Indians 
resident in the State of Ohio. ANDREW JACKSON. 
FEBRUARY 28 1 183r. 
FEBRUARY 28, 1831. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED 
STATES: 
I lay before the House of Representatives a treaty recently concluded 
with the Choctaw tribe of Indians, that provision may be made for car-
rying the same into effect agreeably to the estimate heretofore presented 
by the Secretary of War to the Committee of Ways and Means. It is a 
printed copy as it passed the Senate, no amendment having been made 
except to strike out the preamble. I q.lso communicate a letter from the 
Secretary of War on this subject. ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the United States: MARCH I, 183r. 
I transmit herewith, for the use of the Senate, printed copies of the 
treaties which have been lately ratified between the United States and 
the Choctaw Indians and between the United States and the confederated 
tribes of the Sacs and Foxes and other tribes. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.] 
WASHINGTON, March 2, I8JI. 
To the Senate and House of R epresentatz'ves of the Un-ited States: 
I communicate to Congress a treaty of commerce and navigation be-
tween the United States and the Emperor of Austria, concluded in this 
city on the 28th March, 1830, the ratifications of which were exchanged 
on the rnth of February last. ANDREW JACKSO . 
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MARCH 2, 183r. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
John H. Clack, a master commandant in the Navy of the United States, 
having rank as such from the 24th April, 1828, was on the sentence of a 
court-martial, which was approved by me, ordered to be dismissed from 
the service. On a reexamination of the record of the trial I am satisfied 
that the proceeding was illegal in substance, and therefore that the sen-
tence was void. 
To restore the party to the rights of which he was deprived by the 
enforcement of a sentence which was in law erroneous and void, I nomi-
nate the said John H. Clack to be a master commandant in the Navy of 
the United States, to take rank as such from the 24th April, 1828. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
PROCLAMATION. 
BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES . 
• 
A PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas information has been transmitted to the President of the 
United States by the governor of the Territory of Arkansas that certain 
persons pretending to act under the authority of the Mexican Govern-
ment, and without any lawful right or power derived from that of the 
United States, have attempted to and do survey, for sale and settlement, 
a portion of the public lands in said Territory, and particularly in the 
counties of Lafayette, Sevier, and Miller, and have presumed to and do 
administer to the citizens residing in said counties the oath of allegiance 
to the said Mexican Government; and 
Whereas such acts and practices are contrary to the law of the land 
and the provisions• of the act of Congress approved the 3d day of March, 
A. D. 1807, and are offenses against the peace and public tranquillity of 
the said Territory and the inhabitants thereof: 
Now, therefore, be it known that I, Andrew Jackson, President of the 
United States, by virtue of the power and authority vested in me in and 
by the said act of Congress, do issue this my proclamation, commanding 
and strictly enjoining all persons who have unlawfully entered upon, 
taken possession of, or made any settlement on the public lands in the 
said counties of Lafayette, Sevier, or Miller, or who may be in the unlaw-
ful occupation or possession of the same, or any part thereof, forthwith 
to depart and remove therefrom; and I do hereby command and require 
the marshal of the said Territory of Arkansas, or other officer or officers 
acting as such marshal, from and after th€ 15th day of April next to 
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remove or cause to be removed all persons who may then unlawfully be 
upon, in possession of, or who may unlawfully occupy any of the public 
lands in the said counties of Lafayette, Sevier, or Miller, or who may be 
surveying or attempting to survey the same without any authority there-
for from the Government of the United States; and to execute and carry 
into effect this proclamation I do hereby authorize the employment of 
such military force as may be necessary pursuant to the act of Congress 
aforesaid, and warn all offenders in the premises that they will be pros-
ecuted and punished in such other way and manner as may be consistent 
with the provisions and requisitions of the law in such case made and 
provided. 
Done at the city of Washington, this roth day of February, A. D. 1831, 
and of the Independence of the UnitE:d States of America the fifty-fifth. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
By the President. 
EXECUTIVE ORDER . 
• 
WASHINGTON, August 6, I8JI. 
ACTING SECRETARY OF WAR. 
SIR: You will, after the receipt of this, report to the President for dis-
missal every clerk in your office who shall avail himself of the benefit of 
the insolvent debtors' act for debts contracted during my Administration. 
_Very respectfully, 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
[The same order was addressed to the Secretary of the Navy.] 
THIRD ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
DECEMBER 6, 1831. 
Fellow-Citizens ef the Senate and House ef R epresentatives: 
The representation of the people has been renewed for the twenty-
second time since the Constitution they formed has been in force. For 
near half a century the Chief Magistrates who have been successively 
chosen have made their annual communications of the state of the nation 
to its representatives. Generally these communications have been of the 
most gratifying nature, testifying an advance in all the improvements of 
social · and all the securities of political life. But frequently and justly 
as you have been called on to be grateful for the bounties of Providence, 
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at few periods have they been more abundantly or extensively bestowed 
than at the present; rarely, if ever, have we had greater reason to con-
gratulate each other on the continued and increasing prosperity of our 
beloved country. 
Agriculture, the first and most important occupation of man, has com-
pensated the labors of the husbandman with plentiful crops of all the 
varied products of our extensive country. Manufactures have been 
established in which the funds of the capitalist find a profitable invest-
ment, and which giye employment and subsistence to· a numerous and 
increasing body of industriofrs and dexterous mechanics. The laborer 
is rewarded by high wages in the construction of works of internal im-
provement, which are extending with unprecedented rapidity. Science 
is steadily penetrating the recesses of nature and disclm,ing her secrets, 
while the ingenuity of free minds is subjecting the elem_ents to the power 
of man and making each new conquest auxiliary to his comfort. By 
our mails, whose speed is regularly increased and whose routes are every 
year extended, the communication of public intelligence and private busi-
ness is rendered frequent and safe; the intercourse between distant cities, 
which it formerly required weeks to accomplish, is now effected in a few 
days; and in the construction of railroads and the application of steam 
power we have a reasonable prospect that the extreme parts of our coun-
try will be so much approximated and those most isolated by the obstacles 
of nature rendered so accessible as to remove an apprehension sometimes 
entertained that the great extent of the Union would endanger its perma-
nent existence. 
If from the satisfactory view of our agriculture, manufactures, and 
internal improvements we turn to the state of our navigation and trade 
with foreign nations and between the States, we shall scarcely find less 
cause for gratulation. A beneficent Providence has provided for their . 
exercise a'nd encouragement an extensive coast, indented by capacious 
bays, noble rivers, inland seas; with a country productive of every mate-
rial for shipbuilding and every commodity for gainful commerce, and 
filled with a population active, intelligent, well-informed, and fearless 
of danger. These advantages are not neglected, and an impulse has 
lately been given to commercial enterprise, which fills our shipyards with 
new constructions, encourages all the arts and branches of industry con-
nected with them, crowds the wharves of our cities with vessels, and 
covers the most distant seas with our canvas. 
Let us be grateful for these blessings to the beneficent Being who has 
conferred them, and who suffers us to indulge a reasonable hope of 
their continuance and extension, while we neglect not the means by 
which they may be preserved. If we may dare to judge of His future 
designs by the manner in which His past favors have been bestowed, He 
has made our national prosperity to depend on the preservation of our 
liberties, our national force on our Federal Union and our individual 
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happiness on the maintenance of our State rights and wise institutions. 
If we are prosperous at home and respected abroad, it is because we are 
free, united, industrious, and obedient to the laws. While we continue 
so we shall by the blessing of Heaven go on in the happy career we 
have begun, and which has brought us in the short period of our polit-
ical existence from a population of three to thirteen millions; from 
:thirteen separate colonies to twenty-four united States; from weakness 
to strength; from a rank scarcely marked in the scale of nations to a 
'high place in their respect. 
This last advantage is one that has resulted in a great degree from the 
principles which have guided our intercourse with foreign powers since 
we have assumed an equal station among them, and hence the annual 
account which the Executive renders to the country of the manner in 
which that branch of his duties has been fulfilled proves instructive and 
salutary. 
The pacific and wise policy of our Government kept us in a state of 
neutrality during the wars that have at different periods since our polit-
ical existence been carried on by other powers; but this policy, while it 
gave activity and extent to our commerce, exposed it in the same pro-
portion to injuries from the belligerent nations. Hence have arisen 
claims of indemnity for those injuries. England, France, Spain, Hol-
land, Sweden, Denmark, Naples, and lately Portugal had all in a greater 
or less degree infringed our neutral rights. Demands for reparation were 
made upon all. They have had in all, and continue to have in some, 
cases a leading influence on the nature of our relations with the powers 
on whom they were made. 
Of the claims upon England it is unnecessary to speak further than to 
say that the state of things to which their prosecution and denial gave 
rise has been succeeded by arrangements productive of mutual good feel-
ing and amicable relations between the two countries, which it is hoped 
will not be interrupted. One of these arrangements is that relating to 
the colonial trade which was communicated to Congress at the last ses-
sion; and although the short period during which it has been in force 
will not enable me to form an accurate judgment of its operation, there is 
every reason to believe that it will prove highly beneficial. The trade 
thereby authorized has employed to the 30th September last upward of 
30,000 tons of American and 15,000 tons of foreign shipping in the out-
ward voyages, and in the inward nearly an equal amount of American 
and 20, ooo only of foreign tonnage. Advantages, too, have resulted to 
our agricultural interests from the state of the trade between Canada 
and our Territories and States bordering on the St. Lawrence and the 
Lakes which may prove more than equivalent to the loss sustained by 
the discrimination made to favor the trade of the northern colonies with 
the West Indies. 
After our transition from the state of colonies to that of an independent 
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nation many points were found necessary to be settled betwee~ us and 
Great Britain. Among them was the demarcation of boundaries not de-
scribed with sufficient precision in the treaty of peace. · Some of the lines 
that divide the States and Territories of the United States from the British 
Provinces have been definitively fixed. That, however, which separates 
us from the Provinces of Canada and New Brunswick to the north and the 
east was still in dispute when I came into office, but I found arrange-
ments made for its settlement over which I had no control. The com-
missioners who had been appointed under the provisions of the treaty of 
Ghent having been unable h agree, a convention was made with Great 
Britain by my immediate predecessor in office, with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, by which it was agreed "that the points of difference 
which have arisen in the settlement of the boundary line between the 
American and British dominions, as described in the fifth article of the 
treaty of Ghent, shall be referred, as therein provided, to some friendly 
sovereign or State, who shall be invited to investigate and make a decision 
upon such points of difference;" and the King of the Netherlands having 
by the late President and His Britannic Majesty been designated as such 
friendly sovereign, it became my duty to carry with good faith the agree-
ment so made into full effect. To this end I caused all the measures to 
be taken which were necessary to a full exposition of our case to the 
sovereign arbiter, and nominated as minister plenipotentiary to his Court 
a distinguished citizen of the State most interested in the question, and 
who had been one of the agents previously employed for settling the con-
troversy. On the 10th day of January last His Majesty the King of the 
Netherlands delivered to the plenipotentiaries of the United States and 
. of Great Britain his written opinion on the case referred to him. The 
papers in relation to the subject will be communicated by a special mes-
sage to the proper branch of the Goyernment with the perfect confidence 
that its wisdom will adopt such measures as will secure an amicable set-
tlement of the controversy without infringing any constitutional right of 
the States immediately interested. 
It affords me satisfaction to inform you that suggestions made by my 
direction to the charge d'affaires of His Britannic Majesty to this Gov-
ernment have had their desired effect in producing the release of certain 
American citizens who were imprisoned for setting up the authority of 
the State of Maine at a place in the disputed territory under the actual 
jurisdiction of His Britannic Majesty. From this and the assurances I 
have received of the desire of the local authorities to.avoid a!ly cause of 
collision I have the best hopes that a good understanding will be kept 
up until it is confirmed by the final disposition of the subject. 
The amicable relations which now subsist between the United States 
and Great Britain, the increasing intercourse between their citizens, and 
the rapid obliteration of unfriendly prejudices to which former events 
naturally gave rise concurred to present this as a fit period for renewing 
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our endeavors to provide against the recurrence of causes of irritation 
which in the event of war between Great Britain and any other power 
would inevitably endanger our peace. Animated by the sincerest de ire 
to avoid such a state of things, and peacefully to secure under all po i-
.ble circumstances the rights and honor of the country, I have given such 
instructions to the minister lately sent to the Court of London as will 
evince that desire, and if met by a correspondent disposition, which we 
can not doubt, will put an end to causes of collision which, without 
advantage to either, tend to estrange from each other two nations "-ho 
have every motive to preserve not only peace, but an intercourse of the 
most amicable nature. 
In my message at the opening of the last session of Congress I ex-
pressed a confi.de~t hope that the justice of our claims upon France, urged 
as they were with perseverance and signal ability by our minister there, 
would finally be acknowledged. This hope has been realized. A treaty 
has been signed which will immediately be laid before the Senate for its 
approbation, and which, containing stipulations that require l~gislative 
acts, must have the concurrence of both Houses before it can be carried 
into effect. By it the French Government engage to pay a sum which, 
if not quite equal to that which may be found due to our citizens, will yet, 
it is· believed, under all circumstances, be deemed satisfactory by those 
interested. The offer of a gross sum instead of the satisfaction of each 
individual claim was accepted because the only alternatives were a rigorous 
exaction of the whole amount stated to be due on each claim, which might 
in some instances be exaggerated by design, in others overrated through 
error, and which, therefore, it would have been both ungracious and unjust 
to have insisted on; or a settlement by a mixed commission, to which the 
French negotiators were very averse, and which experience in other cases 
had shewn to be dilatory and often wholly inadequate to the end. A com-
paratively small sum is stipulated on our part to go to the extinction of 
all claims by French citizens on our Government, and a reduction of du tie~ 
on our cotton and their wines has been agreed on as a consideration for 
the renunciation of an important claim for commercial priviieges under 
the construction they gave to the tr~aty for the cession of Louisiana. 
Should this treaty receive the proper sanction, a source of irritation will 
be stopped that has for so many years in some degree alienated from each 
other two nations who, from interest as well as the remembrance of early 
associations, ought to cherish the most friendly relations; an encourage-
ment will be given for perseverance in the demands of justice by this 
new proof that if steadily pursued they will be listened to, and admoni-
tion will be offered to those powers, if any, which may be inclined to e,·ade 
them that they will never be abandoned; above all, a just confidence w'ill 
be inspired in our fellow-citizens that their Government will exert all the 
powers with which they have invested it in support of their just clai 
upon foreign nations; at the same time that the frank acknowledgment 
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and provision for the payment of those which were addressed to our 
equity, although unsupported by legal proof, affords a practical illustra-
tion of our submission to the divine rule of doing to others what we desire 
they should do unto us. 
Sweden and Denmark having made compensation for the irregulari-
ties committed by their vessels or in their ports to the perfect satisfaction 
or' the parties concerned, and having renewed the treaties of commerce 
entered into with them, our political and commercial relations with those 
powers continue to be on the most friendly footing. 
With Spain our differences up to the 22d of February, 1819, were set-
tled by the treaty of Washington of that date, but at .a subsequent period 
our commerce with the States formerly colonies of Spain on the conti-
nent of America was annoyed and frequently interrupted by her public 
and private armed ships. They captured many of our vessels prosecut-
ing a lawful commerce and sold them and their cargoes, and at one time 
to our demands for restoration and indemnity opposed the allegation 
that they were taken in the violation of a blockade of all the ports of 
those States. This blockade was declaratory only, and th·e inadequacy 
of the force to maintain it was so manifest that this allegation was varied 
to a charge of trade in co~traband of war. This, in its turn, was also 
found untenable, and the minister whom I sent with instructions to 
press for the reparation that was due to our injured fellow-citizens has 
transmitted an answer to his demand by which the captures are declared 
to have been legal, and are justified because the independence of the 
States of America never having been acknowledged by Spain she had a 
right to prohibit trade with them under her old colonial laws. This 
ground of defense was contradictory, not only to those which had been 
formerly alleged, but to the uniform practice and established laws of 
nations, and had been abandoned by Spain herself in the convention 
which granted indemnity to British subjects for captures made at the 
same time, under the same circumstances, and for the same allegations 
with those of which we complain. 
I, however, indulge the hope that further reflection will lead to other 
views, and feel confident that when His Catholic Majesty shall be con-
vinced of the justice of the claims his desire to preserve friendly relations 
between the two countries, which it is my earnest endeavor to maintain, 
wm induce him to accede to our demand. I have therefore dispatched 
a special messenger with instructions to our minister to bring the case 
<)nce more to his consideration, to the end that if (which I can not bring 
myself to believe) the same decision ( that can not but be deemed an 
unfriendly denial of justice) should be persisted in the matter may before 
your adjournment be laid before you, the constitutional judges of what 
is proper to be done when negotiation for redress of injury fails. 
The conclusion of a treaty for indemnity with France seemed to pre-
sent a favorable opportunity to renew our claims of a similar p.ature on 
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other powers, and particularly in the case of those upon Naples, m .. 
especially as in the course of former negotiations with that power o 
failure to induce France to render us justice was used as an argume 
against us. The desires of the merchants, who were the principal s -
ferers, have therefore been acceded to, and a mission has been institut 
for the special purpose of obtaining for them a reparation already too 
long delayed. This measure having been resolved on, it was put in exe-
cution without waiting for the meeting of Congress, because the state o 
Europe created an apprehension of events that might have rendered our 
application ineffectual. 
Our demands upon the Government of the Two Sicilies are of a pecul-
iar nature. The injuries on which they are founded are not denied, nor 
are the atrocity and perfidy under which those injuries were perpetrated 
attempted to be extenuated. The sole ground on which indemnity has 
been refused is the alleged illegality of the tenure by which the monarch 
who made the seizures held his crown. This defense, always unfounded 
in any principle of the law of nations, ·now universally abandoned, even 
by those powers upon whom the responsibility for acts of past rulers 
bore the most heavily, will unquestionably be given up by His Sicilian 
Majesty, whose counsels will receive an impulse from that high sense of 
honor and regard to justice which are said to ~haracterize him; and I feel 
the fullest confidence that the talents of the citizen commissioned for that 
purpose will place before him the just claims of our injured citizens in 
such a light as will enable me before your adjournment to announce that 
they have been adjusted and secured. Precise instructions to the effect 
of bringing the negotiation to a speedy issue have been given, and will 
be obeyed. 
In the late blockade of Terceira some of the Portuguese fleet captured 
several of our vessels and committed other excesses, for which reparation 
was demanded, and I was on the point of dispatching an armed force to 
prevent any recurrence of a similar violence and protect our citizens in 
the prosecution of their lawful commerce when official assurances, on 
which I relied, made the sailing of the ships unnecessary. Since that 
period frequent promises have been made that full indemnity shall be 
given for the injuries inflicted and the losses sustained. In the perform-
ance there has been some, perhaps unavoidable, delay; but I have the 
fullest confidence that my earnest desire that this business may at once 
be closed, which our minister has been instructed strongly to express, 
will very soon be gratified. I have the better ground for this hope from 
the evidence of a friendly disposition which that Government has shown 
by an actual reduction in the duty on rice the produce of our Southern 
States, authorizing the anticipation that this important article of our 
export will soon be admitted on the same footing with that produced by 
the most favored nation. 
With the other powers of Europe we have fortunately had 110 cause of 
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discussions ror the redress of iniuries. w -ith the Empire of the Russias 
our political connection is of the most friendly and our commercial of 
the most liberal kind. We enjoy the advantages of navigation and trade 
given to the most favored nation, but it has not yet suited their policy, 
or perhaps has not been fo~nd convenient from other considerations, to 
give stability and reciprocity to those privileges by a commercial treaty. 
The ill health of the minister last year charged with making a proposi-
tion for that arrangement did not permit him to remain at St. Peters-
burg, and the attention of that Government during the whole of the 
period since his departure having been occupied by the war in which it 
was engaged, we have been assured that notp.ing could have been effected 
by his presence . . A minister will soon be nominated, as well to effect 
this important object as to keep up the relations of amity and good 
understanding of which we have received so many assurances and proofs 
from His Imperial Majesty and the Emperor his predecessor. 
The treaty with Austria is opening to us an important trade with the 
hereditary dominions of the Emperor, the value of which has been hith-
erto little known, and of course not sufficiently appreciated. "While our 
commerce finds an entrance into the south of Germany by means of this 
treaty, those we have formed with the Hanseatic towns and Prussia and 
others now in negotiation will open that vast country to the enterprising 
spirit of our merchants on the north-a country abounding in all the 
materials for a mutually beneficial commerce, filled with enlightened and 
industrious inhabitants, holding an important place in the politics of 
Europe, and to which we owe so many valuable citizens. The ratifi-
cation of the treaty with the Porte was sent to be exchanged by the 
gentleman appointed our charge d'affaires to that Court. Some difficul-
ties occurred on his arrival, but at the date of his last official dispatch 
he supposed they had been obviated and that there was every prospect 
of the exchange being speedily effected. • 
This finishes the conne~ted view I have thought it proper to give of our 
political,and commercial relations in Europe. Every effort in my power 
will be continued to strengthen and extend them by treaties founded on 
principles of the most perfect reciprocity of interest, neither asking nor 
conceding any exclusive advantage, but liberating as far as it lies in my 
power the activity and industry of our fellow-citizens from the shackles 
which foreign restrictions may impose. 
To China and the East Indies our commerce continues in its usual 
extent, and with increased facilities which the credit and capital of our 
merchants afford by substituting bills for payments in specie. A daring 
outrage having been committed in those seas by the plunder of one of 
our merchantmen engaged in the pepper trade at a port in Sumatra, and 
the piratical perpetrators belonging to tribes in such a state of society 
that the usual course of proceedings between civilized nations could not 
be pursued, I forthwith dispatched a frigate with orders to require imme-
diate satisfaction for the injury and indemnity to the sufferers. 
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Few changes have taken place in our connections with the independen 
States of America since my last communication to Congress. The ratifi-
. cation of a commercial treaty with the United Republics of Mexico has 
been for some time under· deliberation in their Congress, but was sti 
undecided at the date of our last dispatches. The unhappy civil com-
motions that have prevailed there were undoubtedly the cause of the 
delay, but as the Government is now said to be tranquillized we may 
hope soon to receive the ratification of the treaty and an arrangement 
for the demarcation of the boundaries between us. In the meantime, an 
important trade has been opened with mutual benefit from St. Louis, in 
the State of Missouri, by caravans to the interior Provinces of :Mexico. 
This commerce is protected in its progress through the Indian countries 
by the troops of the United States, which have been permitted to escort 
the caravans beyond our boundaries to the settled part of the Mexican 
territory. 
From Central America I have received assurances of the most friendly 
kind and a gratifying application for our good offices to remove a sup-
posed indisposition toward that Government in a neighboring State. 
This application was immediately and successfully complied with. They 
gave us also the pleasing intelligence that differences which had prevailed 
in their internal affairs had been peaceably adjusted. Our treaty with 
this Republic continues to be faithfully observed, and promises a great 
and beneficial commerce between the two countries-a commerce of the 
greatest importance if the magnificent project of a ship canal through 
the dominions of that State from the Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean, now 
in serious contemplation, shall be executed. 
I have great satisfaction in communicating the success which has 
attended the exertions of our minister in Colombia to procure a very 
considerable reduction in the duties on our flour in that Republic. 
Indemnity also has been stipulated for injuries received by our mer-
chants from illegal seizures, and renewed assurances are given that the 
treaty between the two countries shall be faithfully observed. 
Chili and Peru seem to be still threatened with civil commotions, and 
until they shall be settled disorders may naturally be apprehended, re-
quiring the constant presence of a naval force in the Pacific Ocean to 
protect our :fisheries and guard our commerce. 
The disturbances that took place in the Empire of Brazil previously 
to and immediately consequent upon the abdication of the late Emperor 
necessarily suspended any effectual application for the redress of some 
past injuries suffered by our citizens from that Government, while they 
have been the cause of others, in which all foreigners seem to have par-
ticipated. Instructions have been given to our minister there to pre$ 
for indemnity due for losses occasioned by these irregularities, and to 
take care that our fellow-citizens shall enjoy all the privileges stipulated 
in their favor by the treaty lately made between the two powers, all 
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which the good intelligence that prevails between our minister at Rio 
Janeiro and the Regency gives us the best reason to expect. . 
I should have placed Buenos Ayres in the list of South American 
powers in respect to which nothing of importance affecting us was to 
be communicated but for occurrences which have lately taken place at 
the Falkland Islands, in which the name of that Republic has been used 
to cover with a show of authority acts injurious to our commerce and to 
the property and liberty of our fellow-citizens. In the course of the 
present year one of our vessels, engaged in the pursuit of a trade which 
we have always enjoyed without molestation, has been captured by a 
band acting, as they pretend, under the authority of the Government 
of Buenos Ayres. I have therefore given orders for the dispatch of an 
armed \·essel to join our squadron in those seas and aid in affording all 
lawful protection to our trade which shall be necessary, and shall with-
out delay send a minister to inquire into the nature of the circumstances 
and also of the claim, if any, that is set up by that Government to those 
islands. In the meantime, I submit the case to tlie consideration of Con-
gress, to the end that they may clothe the Executive with such authority 
and means as they may deem necessary for providing a force adequate 
to the complete protection of our fellow-citizens fishing and trading in 
those seas. 
This rapid sketch of our foreign relations, it is hoped, fellow-citizens, 
may be of some use in so much of your legislation as may bear on that 
important subject, while it affords to the country at large a source of high 
gratification in the contemplation of our political and commercial connec-
tion with the rest of the world. At peace with all; having subjects of 
future difference with few, and those susceptible of easy adjustment; 
extending our commerce gradually on all sides and on none by any but 
the most liberal and mutually beneficial means, we may, by the blessing 
of Providence, hope for all that national prosperity which can be derived 
from an intercourse with foreign nations, guided by those eternal princi-
ples of justice and reciprocal good will which are binding as well upon 
States as the individuals of whom they are composed. 
I have great satisfaction in making this statement of our affairs, because 
the course of our national policy enables me to do it without any indis-
creet exposure of what in other governments is usually concealed from 
the people. Having none but a straightforward, open course to pursue, 
guid-ed by a single principle that will bear the strongest light, we have 
happily no political combinations to form, no alliances to entangle us, 
no complicated interests to consult, and in subjecting all we have done 
to the consideration of our citizens and to the inspection of the world we 
give no advantage to other nations and lay ourselves open to no injury. 
It may not be improper to add that to preserve this state of things 
and give confidence to the world in the integrity of our designs all our 
consular and diplomatic agents are strictly enjoined to examine well 
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every cause of complaint preferred by our citizens, and while they 
with proper earnestness those that are well founded, to counL~=-~ 
none that are unreasonable or unjust, and to enjoin on our m~ 
and navigators the strictest obedience to the laws of the coun • 
which they resort, and a course of conduct in their dealings tha 
support the character of our nation and render us respected abroad. 
Connected with this subject, I must recommend a revisal of our co 
,lar laws. Defects and omissions have been discovered in their opera 
that ought to be remedied and supplied. For your further informa · 
on this subject I have directed a report to be made by the Secreta _ -
State, which I shall hereafter submit to your consideration. 
The internal peace and security of our confederated States is the ne 
principal object of the General Government. Time and experience ha 
proved that the abode of the native Indian within their limits is danger-
ous· to their peace and injurious to himself. In accordance with m -
recommendation at a former session of Congress, an appropriation o 
half a million of dollars was made to aid the voluntary removal of the 
various tribes beyond the limits of the States. At the last session I 
had the happiness to announce that the Chickasaws and Choctaws had 
accepted the generous offer of the Government and agreed to remove 
• beyond the Mississippi River, by which the whole of the State of Mis-
sissippi and the western part of Alabama will be freed from Indian occu-
pancy and opened to a civilized population. The treaties with these 
tribes are in a course qf execution, and their removal, it is hoped, will 
be completed in the course of 1832. 
At the request of the authorities of Georgia the registration of Cher-
okee Indians for emigration has been resumed, and it is confidently 
expected that one-half, if not two-thirds, of that tribe will follow the 
wise example of their more westerly brethren. Those who prefer remain-
ing at their present homes will hereafter be governed by the laws of 
Georgia, a~ all her citizens are, and cease to be the objects of peculiar 
care on the part of the General Government. 
During the present year the attention of the Government has been par-
ticularly directed to those tribes in the powerful and growing State of 
Ohio, where considerable tracts of the finest lands were still occu'\)ied by 
the aboriginal proprietors. Treaties, either absolute or conditional, have 
been made extinguishing the whole Indian title to the reservations in 
that State, and the time is not distant, it is hoped, when Ohio will be no 
longer embarrassed with the Indian population. The same measures 
will be extended to Indiana as soon as there is reason to anticipate suc-
cess. It is confidently believed that perseverance for a few years in the 
present policy of the Government will extinguish the Indian title to all 
lands lying within the States composing our Federal Union, and remove 
beyond their limits every Indian who is not willing to submit to their 
laws. Thus will all conflicting claims to jurisdiction between the States 
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and the Indian tribes be put to rest. It is pleasing to reflect that results 
so beneficial, not only to the States immediately concerned, but to the 
harmony of the Union, will have been accomplished by measures equally 
advantageous to the Indians. What the native savages become when 
,surrounded by a dense population and by mixing with the whites may 
be seen in the miserable remnants of a few Eastern tribes, deprived of 
political and civil rights, forbidden to make contracts, and subjected to 
guardians·, dragging out a wretched existence, without excitement, v.rith-
out hope, and almost without thought. 
But the removal of the Indians beyond the limits and jurisdiction of 
the States does not place them beyond the reach of philanthropic aid 
and Christian instruction. On the contrary, those whom philanthropy 
or religion may induce to live among them in their new abode will be 
more free in the exercise of their benevolent functions than if they had 
remained within the limits of the States, embarrassed by their internal 
regulations. Now subject to no control but the superintending agency 
of the General Government, exercised with 'the sole view of preserving 
peace, they may proceed unmolested in the interesting experiment of 
gradually advancing a community of American Indians from barbarism 
to the habits and enjoyments of civilized life. 
Among the happiest effects of the improved relations of our Repub-
lic has been an increase of trade, producing a corresponding increase 
of revenue beyo1:1d the most sanguine anticipations of the Treasury 
Department. 
The state of the public finances will be fully shown by the Secretary of 
the Treasury in the report which he will presently lay before you. I will 
here, however, congratulate you upon their prosperous condition. The 
revenue received in the present year will not fall short of $27,700,000, 
and the expenditures for all objects other than the public debt will not 
exceed $14,700,000. The payment on account of the principal and 
interest of the debt during the year will exceed $16,500,000, a greater 
sum than has been applied to that object out of the revenue in any year 
since the enlargement of the sinking fund except the two years follow-
ing _immediately thereafter. The amount which will have been applied 
to the public debt from the 4th of March, 1829, to the 1st of January 
next, which is less than three years since the Administration has been 
placed in my hands, will exceed $40,opo,ooo. 
From the large importations of the present year it may be safely esti-
mated that the revenue which will be received into the Treasury from 
that source during the next year, with the aid of that received from the 
public lands, will considerably exceed the amount of the receipts of the 
present year; and it is believed that with the means which the Govern-
ment will have at its disposal from various sources, which will be fully 
stated by the proper Department, the whole .of the public debt may be 
extinguished, either by redemption or purchase, within the four years of 
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my Administration. We shall then exhibit the rare example of a great 
nation, abounding in all the means of happiness and security, altogether 
free froni debt. 
The confidence with which the extinguishment of the public debt may 
be anticipated presents an opportunity for carrying into effect more fully 
the policy in relation to import duties which has been recommended in 
my former messages. A modification of the tariff which shall produce a 
reduction of our revenue to the wants of the Government and an adjust-
ment of the duties on imports with a view to equal justice in relation 
to all our national interests and to the counteraction of foreign policy 
so far as it may be injurious to those interests, is deemed to be one of 
the principal objects which demand the consideration of the present 
Congress. Justice to the interests of the merchant as well as the manu-
facturer requires that material reductions in the import duties be pros-
pective; and unless the present Congress shall dispose of the subject the 
proposed reductions can not properly be made to take effect at the period 
when the necessity for the revenue arising from present rates shall cease. 
It is therefore desirable that arrangements be adopted at your present 
session to reliev,e the people from unnecessary taxation after the extin-
guishment of the public debt. In the e~ercise of that spirit of conces-
sion and conciliation which has distinguished the friends of our Union 
in all great emergencies, it is believed that this object may be effected 
without injury to any national interest. 
In my annual message of December, 1829, I had the honor to recom-
mend the adoption of a more liberal policy than that which then pre-
vailed toward unfortunate debtors to the Government, and I deem it my 
duty again to invite your attention to this subject. 
Actuated by similar views, Congress at their last session passed an act 
for the relief of certain insolvent debtors of the United States, but the 
provisions of that law have not been deemed such as were adequate to 
that relief to this unfortunate class of our fellow-citizens which may be 
safely extended to them. The points in which the law appears to 
be defective will be particularly communicated by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, and I take pleasure in recommending such an extension of its 
provisions as will unfetter the enterprise of a valuable portion of our citi-
zens and restore to them the means of usefulness to themselves and the 
community. While deliberating on this subject I would also recom-
mend to your consideration the propriety of so modifying the laws for 
enforcing the payment of debts due either to the public or to individuals 
suing in the courts of the United States as to restrict the imprisonment 
of the person to cases of fraudulent concealment of property. The per-
sonal liberty of the citizen seems too sacred to be held, as in many cases 
it now is, at the will of a creditor to whom he is willing to surrender all 
the means he has of discharging his debt. 
The reports from the SecretariPS of the War and Navy Departments 
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and from the Postmaster-General, which accompany this message, pre-
sent satisfactory views of the operations of the Departments respec-
tively under their charge, and suggest improvements which are worthy 
of and to which I invite the serious attention of Congress. Certain 
defects and omissions having been discovered in the operation of the 
laws respecting patents, they are pointed out in the accompanying 
report from the .Secretary of State. 
I have heretofore recommended amendments of the Federal Constitu-
tion giving the election of President and Vice-President to the people 
and limiting the service of the former to a single term. So important 
do I consider these changes in our fundamental law that I can not, in 
accordance with my sense of duty, omit to press them upon the consid-
eration of a new Congress. For my views more at large, as well in rela-
tion to these points as to the disqualification of members of Congress to 
receive an office from a ·President in whose election they have had an 
official agency, which I proposed as a substitute, I refer you to my former 
messages. 
Our system of public accounts is extremely complicated, and it is 
believed may be much improved. Much of the present machinery and 
a considerable portion of the expenditure of public money may be dis-
pensed with, while greater facilities can be afforded to the liquidation of 
daims upon the Government and an examination into their justice and 
legality quite as efficient as the present secured. ·with a view to a gen-
eral reform in the system, I recommend the subject to the attention of 
Congress. · 
I deem it my duty again to call your attention to the condition of the 
District of Columbia. It was doubtless wise in the framers of our Con-
stitution to place the people of this District under the jurisdiction of the 
General Government, but to accomplish the objects they had in view it 
is not necessary that this people should be deprived of all the privileges 
of self-government. Independently of the difficulty of inducing the rep-
resentatives of distant States to turn their attention to projects of laws 
which are not of the highest interest to their constituents, they are not 
individually, nor in Congress collectively, well qualified to legislate over 
the local concerns of this District. Consequently its interests are much 
neglected, and the people are almost afraid to present their grievances, 
lest a body in which they are not represented and which feels little 
sympathy in their local relations should in its attempt to make laws for 
them do more harm than good. Governed by the laws of the States 
whence they were severed, the two shores of the Potomac within the ro 
miles square have different penal codes-not the present codes of Virginia 
and Maryland, but such as existed in those States at the time of the ces-
sion to the United States. As Congress will not form a new code, and as 
the people of the District can not make one for themselves, they are vit-
tually under two governments. Is it not just to allow them at least a 
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Delegate in Congress, if not a local legislature, to make laws 
District, subject to the ·approval or rejection of Congress? I earn 
recommend the extension to them of every political right which · 
interests require and which may be compatible with the Constitu · o • 
The extension of the judiciary system of the United States is de=~;;:,_ 
to be one of the duties of Government. One-fourth of the Sta 
the Union do not participate in the benefits of a circuit court. To 
States of Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Alabama, Mississippi, and Loui · 
admitted into the Union since the present judicial system was orga -
ized, only a district court has been allowed. If this be sufficient, e 
the circuit courts already existing in eighteen States ought to be a 
ished; if it be not sufficient, the defect ought to be remedied, and t e 
States pfaced on the same footing with the other members of the ~nio · 
It was on this condition and on this footing that they entered t e 
Union, and they may demand circuit courts as a matter not of conces-
sion, but of right. I trust that Congress will not adjourn leaving this 
anomaly in our system. . 
Entertaining the opinions heretofore expressed in relation to the Bank 
of the United States as at present organized, I felt it my duty in my for-
mer messages frankly to disclose them, in order that the attention of the 
Legislature and the people should be seasonably directed to that impor-
tant subject, and that it might be considered and finally disposed of in 
a manner best calculated to promote the ends of the Constitution and 
subserve the public interests. Having thus conscientiously discharged 
a constitutional duty, I deem it proper on this ocrasion, without a more 
particular reference to the views of the subject then expressed, to leave it 
for the present to the investigation of an enlightened people and their 
representatives. 
In conclusion permit me to invoke that Power which superintends all 
governments to infuse into your deliberations at this important crisis 
of our· history a spirit of mutual forbearance and conciliation. In that 
s1_:>irit was our Union formed, and in that spirit must it be preserved. 
ANDREW fACKSON. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, December 6, I83I. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I transmit to the Senate, for their advice with regard to its ratification 
a treaty between the United States and France, signed at Paris by the 
plenipotentiaries of the two Governments on the 4th of July, 183r. 
With the treaty are also transmitted the dispatch which accompanied 
it, and two others on the same subject received since. 
ANDREW JACKSO . 
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DECEMBER 7, 1831. 
Gentlemen of the Senate: 
In my public 
1
message to both Houses of Congress I communicated 
the state in which I had found the controverted claims of Great Britain 
and the United States in relation to our northern and eastern bound-
ary, and the measures which since my coming in to office I had pursued 
to bring it to a close, together with the fact that on the rnth day of Janu-
ary last the sovereign arbiter had delivered his opinion to the plenipo-
tentiaries of the United States and Great Britain. 
I now transmit to you that opinion for your consideration, that you 
may determine whether you will advise submission to the opinion deliv-
ered by the sovereign arbiter and consent to "its execution. 
That you may the better be enabled to judge of the obligation as well 
as the expediency of submitting to or rejecting (he decision of the arbiter, 
I herewith transmit-
I. A protest made by the minister plenipotentiary of the United States 
after receiving the opinion of the King of the Netherlands, on which 
paper it may be necessary to remark that I had always determined, what-
ever might have been the resJlt of the examination by the sovereign 
arbiter, to have submitted the same to the Senate for their advice before I 
executed or rejected it. 'Therefore no instructions were given to the min-
isters to do any act that should commit the Government as to the course 
it might deem proper to pursue on a full consideration of all tb.e circum-
stances of the case. 
2. 'The dispatches from our minister at 'The Hague accompanying the 
protest, as well as those previous and subsequent thereto, in relation to 
the subject of the submission. 
3. Communications between the Depa;tment of State and the governor 
of the State of Maine in relation to this subject. 
4. Correspondence between the charge d'affaires of His Britannic 
Majesty and the Department of State in relation to the arrest of certain 
persons at Madawasca under the authority of the British Government at 
New Brunswick.. 
It is proper to add that in addition to the evidence derived from Mr. 
Preble's dispatches of the inclination of the British Government to abide 
by the award, assurances to the same effect have been uniformly made 
to our minister at London, and that an official communication on that 
subject may very soon be expe.cted. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON CrTY, December 7, I83I. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
I transmit herewith, for the information of Congress, two letters from 
the Secretary of State~ accompanied by statements from that Departm~nt 
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showing the progress which has been made in taking the Fifth Census 
of the . inhabitants of the United States, and also by a printed copy of 
the revisiofl of the statements heretofore transmitted to Congress of all 
former enumerations of the population of the United States and their 
Territories. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, .December IJ, I83I. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives if the United States: 
The accompanying papers show the situation of extreme peril froL). 
which more than sixty of our fellow-citizens have been rescued by the 
courage and humanity of tlie master and crew of a Spanish brig. As no 
property was saved,' there were no means of making pecuniary satisfac-
tion for the risk and los~ incurred in performing this humane and meri-
torious servi~e. Believing, therefore, that the obligation devolved upon 
the nation, but having no funds at my disposal which I could think con-
stitutionally applicable to the case, I have thought honor as well as 
justice required that the facts should be submitted to the consideration 
of Congress, in order that they might l?rovide not only a just indem, 
nity for the losses incurred, but some compensation adequate to the meri1 
of the service. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, December IJ, I8JI. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I transmit herewith, in obedience to a resolution of the Senate of tht 
.8th December, 1831, all the information in the possession of the Execu-
tive relative to the capture, abduction, and imprisonment of American 
citizens by the provincial authorities of New Brunswick, and the meas-
ures which, in consequence thereof, have been adopted by the Executive: 
of the United States, ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON CITY, December 2I, I8JI. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
I transmit herewith, for the 'information of Congress, a report of the 
Secretary of State, respecting tonnage duties levied at Martinique and 
Guadaloupe on American vessels and on French vessels from those islands 
to' the United States. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON CITY, December 2I, I8JI. 
Gentlemen of the Senate: 
Since my message of the 7th instant, transmitting the award of the 
King of the Netherlands, I have received the official communication, 
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then expected, of the determination of the British Government to abide 
by the award. This communication is now respectfully laid before you 
for the purpose of aiding your deliberations on the same subject. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, December 29, r83r. 
To the House ef Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
19th instant, requesting the President of the United States to communi-
cate to it '' the correspondence between the governor of Georgia and any 
Department of this Government, in the years 183o'and 1831, in relation 
to the boundary line between the State of Georgia and the Territory 
of Florida," I transmit herewith a communication from the Secretary of 
State, with copies of the papers referred to. It is proper to add, as the 
resolutions on this subject from the governor and legislature of Georgia 
were received after the ·adjournment of the last Congress, and as that 
body, after having the same subject under consideration, had failed to 
authorize the President to take any steps in. relation to it, that it was my 
intention to present it in due time to the attention of the present Con-
gress by special message. This determination has been hastened by the 
call of the House for the information now communicated, and it only 
remains for me to await the action of Congress upon the subject. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January 5, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I herewith lay before the Senate, for their advice and consent as to the 
ratification of the same, a treaty between the United States and the prin-
cipal chiefs and warriors of the mixed band of Seneca and Shawnee 
Indians living on the waters of the Great Miami and within the territo-
rial limits of the county of Logan, in the State of Ohio, entered into on 
the 30th day of July, 1831; and also a treaty between the United States 
and the chiefs; headmen, and warriors of the band of Ottaway Indians 
residing within the State of Ohio, entered into on the 30th of August, 
1831. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January IO, I832. 
To the Senate and House ef Representatives: 
I herewith transmit a report made by the Secretary of State on the 
subject of a commercial arrangement with the Republic of Colombia, 
which requires legislative action to carry it into effect. 
ANDREW JACKSON. -
M P-vor. II-36 
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WASHINGTON,January I2, I832. 
To the Senate o.f the United States: 
I herewith lay before the Senate, for their advice and consent as to the 
ratification of the same, a treaty made on the 8th of August last wi 
the Shawnee Indians. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January I8, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I transmit herewith a report of the Secretary of State, in answer to the 
resolution of the Senate of the 3d instant, and accompanied by copies of 
the instructions and correspondence relative to the late treaty with France, 
called for by that resolution. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January 20, I832. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
I respectf1,11ly invite the attention of Congress to the propriety of com-
promising the title of the islands on which Fort Delaware stands in t he 
manner pointed out by the accompanying report from the War Depart-
ment. This subject was presented to Congress during the last session, 
but for want of time, it is believed, did not receive its action. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
w ASHINGTON, January 23' I832. 
To the House of Representalives: 
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives a copy of a corre-
spondence between the late minister of Great Britain and the late Secre-
tary of State of the United States on the subject of a claim of Cyrenius 
Hall, a British subject and an inhabitant of Upper Canada, for the loss 
which he alleges to have sustained in consequence of the imputed seizure 
of a schooner (his property) by the collector of the custopis at Venice, in 
Sandusky Bay, in the year r82I, and the subsequent neglect of that offi-
cer in relation to the said schooner, together with copies of the documents 
adduced in support of the claim, that such legislative provision may be 
made in behalf of the claimant as shall appear just and proper in the 
case. ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House o.f Representalives: 
WASHINGTON, January 2/, r832. 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 20th instant, I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of \\i ar, 
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containing all the information in possession of the Executive required by 
that resolution. 
For the reason assigned by the Secretary in his report I have to request 
that the abstracts of the Choctaw reservations may be returned to th~ 
War Department when the House shall no longer require them. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January 26, I832. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I transmit herewith reports from the Secretaries of the War and Navy 
Departments, containing the information required by the resolution of the 
House of the 5th instant, in regard to the expenditures on breakwaters 
since i8i5. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January 27, I832. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 18th instant, I 
herewith transmit a report* of the Secretary of State, which, together 
with the letter of His Britannic Majesty's charge d'affaires heretofore 
communicated, demanding the execution of the opinion delivered by the 
sovereign arbiter, contains all the information requested by the said reso-
lution, omitting nothing that may enable the Senate to give the advice 
requested by my message of the 7th of December last, on the question of 
carrying into effect the opinion of the King of the Netherlands. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON CITY, January 27, Id'32. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
Since the dismission of Lieutenant Hampton Westcott for participat-
ing as second in a duel in March, A. D. 1830, a more particular investi-
gation of the circumstances has resulted in exonerating him from having 
instigated the fatal meeting, and the said Westcott, on a trial by a jury, 
has been acquitted of all legal guilt in the transaction. 
I therefore nominate the said Hampton Westcott to be a lieutenant in 
the Navy of the United States from the 17th of May, 1828, his former 
date, and to take rank next after Richard R. McMullin. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: WASHINGTON, February 3, I832. 
In addition to the documents relating to the settlement of the north-
eastern boundary of the United States now in possession of the Senate, I 
*Relating to the northeastern boundary of the Uuited States. 
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have just received certain proceedings and resolutions of the legi .. 
of the State of Maine on the subject, which are herewith transmi 
ANDREW JACK 0--. 
WASHINGTON, February 6, r832. 
To the House of Representatives: 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of Representatives of e 
3d March, 1831, I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of a e 
on the subject of the regulations of England, France, and the -ether-
lands respecting their fisheries. 
ANDREW JACKSO--. 
WASHINGTON, February 7 , I 832. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States: 
A convention having been entered into between the United States and 
the King of the French, it has been ratified with the advice and consen 
of the Senate; and my ratification having been exchanged in due fore 
on the 2d of February, 1832, by the Secretary of State and the e nyc,5 
extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of the King of the French, 
it is now communicated to you for consideration in your legislatiye 
capacity. 
You will observe that some important conditions can not be carried 
into execution but with the aid of the Legislature, and that the prop er 
provisions for that purpose seem to be required without delay. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February 7, I832. 
To the Senate and House ef Rejrt'sentatives ef the United States: 
A treaty of commerce and navigation having been entered into between 
the United States and the Sublime Porte, it has been ratified with the 
advice and consent of the Senate; and my ratification having been ex-
changed in due form on the 5th October, 1831, by our charge d'a:ffaires 
at Constantinople and that Government, it is now communicated to both 
Houses of Congress. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February 8, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I transmit herewith, for the information of the Senate, a report from 
the Department of War, showing the situation of the country at Green 
Bay ceded for the benefit of the New York Indians, and a!so the pro-
ceedings of the commissioner, who has lately had a meeting with them. 
ANDREW JACKSO . 
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WASHINGTON, February 8, I832. 
To !he Senate: 
I trn.nsmit herewith a report of the Secretary of ~ar, made in compli-
ance with a resolution of the Senate of March 2, 1831, requesting the 
President of the United States "to cause to be collected and reported 
to the Senate at the commencement of the next stated session of Congress 
the most authentic information which can be obtained of the number and 
names of the American citizens who have been killed or robbed while 
engaged in the fur trade or the inland trade to Mexico since the late war 
with Great Britain, the amount of the robberies commltted, and at what 
places and by what tribes; also the number of persons who annually 
engage in the fur trade and inland trade to Mexico, the amount of capi-
tal employed, and the annual amount of the proceeds in furs, robes, pel-
tries, money, etc.; also the disadvantages, if any, which these branches 
of trade labor under, and the means for their relief and protection." 
. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February Io, I832. · 
To the House of' Representatives: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 3d March, 1831, I herewith transmit a report of the Secretary of War 
"of the survey of the Savannah and Tennessee rivers made in 1828." 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February I3, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I herewith transmit a report from the Secretary of State, containing 
the information and documents* called for by a resolution of the Senate 
of the 9th instant. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February I5, I832. 
To the Senate and House of' Representatives: 
Being more and more convinced that the destiny of the Indians within 
the settled portion of the United States depends upon their entire and 
speedy migration to the country west of the Mississippi set apart for 
their permanent residence, I am anxious that all the arrangements nec-
essary to the complete execution of the plan of removal and to the ulti-
mate security and improvement of the Indians should be made without 
further delay. Those who have already removed and are removing are 
sufficiently numerous to engage the serious attention of the Government, 
* Dispatch of Mr. Gallatin transmitting the convention of September 29, 1827, and report of an 
exploring survey from the Sebois River to the head waters of the Penobscot River, made in 1829. 
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and it is due not less to them than to the obligation which the nation has 
assumed that every reasonable step should be taken to fulfill the expec-
tations that have been held out to them. Many of those who yet remain 
will no doubt within a short period become sensible that the course rec-
ommended is the only one which promises stability or improvemen 
and it is to _ be hoped that all of them will realize this truth and uni e 
with their brethren beyond the Mississippi. Should they do so, there 
would then be no question of jurisdiction to prevent the Governmen 
from exercising such a general control over ·their affairs as may be essen-
tial to their interest and safety. ·should any of them, however, repel the 
offer of removal, they are free to remain, but they must remain with 
such privileges and disabilities as the respective States within whose 
jurisdiction they live may prescribe. 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, which pre-
sents a general outline of the progress that has already been made in t his 
work and of all that remains to be done. It will be perceived that much 
information is yet necessary for the faithful performance of the duties o f 
the Government, without which it will be impossible to provide for the 
execution of some of the existing stipulations, or make those prudential 
arrangements upon which the :final success of the whole movement, so 
far as relates to the Indians themselves, must depend. 
I recommend the subject to the attention of Congress in the hope that 
the suggestions in this report may be found useful and that provision 
may be made for the appointment of the commissioners therein referred 
to and for vesting them with such authority as may be necessary to the 
satisfactory performance of the important duties proposed to be intrusted 
to them. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February 20, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I nominate Charles Ellery to be a lieutenant in the Navy of the United 
States, to take rank as if appointed the 29th of April, 1826. 
In explanation of the above nomination the President submits to the 
Senate the following facts: 
Charles Ellery was originally appointed a lieutenant in the Navy the 
13th of January, 1825, and was dismissed from the service the 24th of 
November, 1830. The dismissal was in pursuance of the sentence of the 
same court-martial which tried Master Commandant Clack in Septem-
ber, 1830; but it is thought no technical objections to the legality of the 
proceedings can be found so well sustained as they were in the case of 
Master Commandant Clack before the Senate at their last session, and 
it is supposed that Lieutenant Ellery has no claim for restoration to his 
former rank except on the ground of great severity in the sentence, 
founded on unfavorable impressions as to his conduct, which his prior 
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and supsequent behavior, as manifested in the documents hereto annexed, 
prove to have been in some degree erroneous. The charges were intem-
perance and sleeping on his post. His departures from strict temperance 
were only in a few instances, and seem to have arisen from domestic 
calamity and never to have grown into a habit; and the only instance 
testified to in support of the other charge seems now at least doubtful, 
and if sustained at all to be imputable to the same cause. 
Under these views of the case, which a charitable consideration of the 
proceedings and of his charact<:>l:" as fully developed in the annexed docu-
ments appears fully to justify, his punishment ought, in my opinion, to 
be mitigated. He is therefore nominated so as to restore him to the 
service, with loss of pay and rank for about the time elapsed since his 
last dismission. 
The proceedings of the court-martial and the testimonials referred to 
are inclosed, numbered from I to 10. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
Gentlemen of the Senate: 
UNITED STATES, February 24, I832. 
I lay before you, for your consideration and advice, a treaty of limits 
between the United States of America and the Republic of Mexico, con-
cluded at Mexico on the 12th day of January, 1828, and a supplemen-
tary article relating thereto, signed also at Mexico on the 5th day of 
April, 1831. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
Gentlemen of the Senate: 
UNITED STATES, February 24, I832. 
I lay before you, for your consideration and advice, a treaty of amity 
and commerce between the United States of America and the Republic of 
Mexico, concluded at Mexico on the 5th day of April, in the year 1831. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, February 29, I832. 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 22d December, 
1831, calling for certain information in relation to the trade between the 
United States and the British American colonies, I transmit herewith a 
report from the Secretary of the Treasury. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, February 29, I832. 
In compliance with the resolution requesting the President of the 
United States to communicate to the Senate the considerations which in 
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his opinion render it proper that the United States should be represen 
by a charge d'affaires to the King of the Belgians at this time, I tr 
mit herewith a report from the Secretary of State. 
ANDREW JACKSO-~. 
WASHINGTON, March I, I832. 
To the House if Representatives: 
I submit to the consideration of Congress the accompanying report 
from the Secretary of State, showing the propriety of making some 
change by law in the duty on the red wines imported into the United 
States from Austria. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March I, I832. 
To the Senate: 
Since my message yesterday in answer to the resolution of the Senate 
of the 22d December, 1831, calling for certain information in possession 
of the Executive relating to the trade between the United States and the 
British American colonies, ·I have received a report from the Secretary 
of State on the subject, which is also respectfully submitted to the 
Senate. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March 2, I832. 
To the Senate: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of February 9, 1832, 
I have received the accompanying report from the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, '' on the extent and amount of business of the sur-
veyor-general's district for Missouri, Illinois, and Arkansas, and the expe-
diency of dividing the said district,'' which is respectfully submitted to 
the Senate. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March I2, I832. 
To the House if Representatz'ves: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representatives of 
the 7th instant, requesting the President of the United States to inform 
the House" whether any, and, if any, what, Indian tribes or nations who 
joined the enemy in the late war with Great Britain continue to receive 
annuities from the United States under treaties made prior to the war 
and not renewed since the peace," I transmit herewith a report from 
the Secretary of War. 
.ANDREW JACKSON. 
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WASHINGTON, March I2, I832. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of War, containing the 
information called for by the resolution of the House of the 26th January 
last, in relation to the expenditures incurred by the execution of the act 
approved May 28, 1830, entitled "An act to provide for an exchange of 
lands with the Indians residing in any of the States or Territories, and 
for their removal west of the river Mississippi.'' 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March I2, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate a report from the Secretary of War, 
containing the information called for by the resolution of the Senate of 
the 12th of January last, in relation to the employment of agents among 
the Indians since the passage of the '' act to provide for an exchange of 
lands with the Indians residing within any of the States or Territories, 
and for their removal west of the Mississippi,'' approved 28th May, 1830. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, March I4, I832. 
I submit herewith, for the consideration of the Senate as to their advice 
and· consent to the same, an agreement or convention lately made with a 
band of the Wyandot Indians residing within the limits of Ohio. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
},1 the House of Representatives: 
WASHINGTON, March I6, I832. 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, containing 
the information called for by the House of Representatives of the 27th 
February last, in relation to the situation of the Government of the 
Republic of Colombia and the state of our diplomatic relations with it. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
WASHINGTON, March 26, I832. 
I transmit to the Senate, for their advice and consent as to the rati:fi.. 
cation of the same, a treaty concluded at this city on the 24th instant 
between the United States and the Creek tribe of Indians. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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WASHINGTON, March 29, 
To the Senate: 
In compliance with the resolution requesting the ' ' President to 
the Senate whether any, and, if any, what, communications ha,~e ~!:S:5e~ 
between the executive department of the United States and the e x 
tive or legislative department of the State of Maine relative to the 
eastern boundary, and whether any proposition has been made by e · 
that the boundary designated by the King of the Netherlands shal 
established for a considerat£on to be paid to Maine, and, if so, what co 
sideration was proposed, so far as the same may not be inconsistent -
the public interest,'' I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary 
State. ANDREW JACKSO~~-
WASHINGTON, April 2, r 832. 
To the House ef Representati'ves: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 17th of the las 
month, requesting the President to obtain and communicate to it as soon 
as may be practicable information '' whether possession has been taken 
of any part of the territory of the United States on the Pacific Ocean by 
the subjects of any foreign power, with any other information relative 
to the condition and character of the said territory," I transmit h ere-
with reports from the Secretaries of the State and Navy Departments, 
from which it will appear that there is no satisfactory information o n 
the subject now in possession of the Executive, and that none is likely 
to be obtained but at an expense whi~h can not be incurred without t h e 
authority of Congress. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, April 4 , r832. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
I transmit herewith to Congress a report from the Secretary of State, 
showing the circumstances under which refuge was given on board the 
United States ship St. Louis, Captain Sloat, to the vice-president of 
the Republic of Peru and to General Miller, and the expense thereby 
incurred by Captain Sloat, for the payment of which there is no fund 
applicable to the case. 
I recommend to Congress that provision be made for . this and similar 
cases that may occur in future. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, April 1, r832. 
To the Cong ress of the United States: 
I submit herewith to the consideration of Congress a report from the 
Secretary of State, showing the necessity of providing additional accom-
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modations for the Patent Office, and proposing the purcn.ase of a suitable 
building, which has been offered to the Government for the purpose. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, April 4, I832. 
To the Se:zate: • 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, made in com-
pliance with the resolution of the Senate which requests the President to 
communicate to the Senate, if not incompatible with the public interest, 
that portion of the correspondence between Mr. McLane, while minister 
at London, and the Secretary of State, and also between our said min-
ister and the British Government, respecting the colonial trade, which 
may not have been communicated with his message to Congress of the 
3d January, 1831. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, April 6, I832. 
To the Senate.· 
I nominate William P. Zantzinger, of Pennsylvania, to be a purser in 
the Navy of the United States. 
In submitting the above nomination it is deemed proper to give some 
detail of the peculiar circumstances of the case. Mr. Zantzinger was 
formerly a purser, and after a trial by a court-martial in January, 1830, 
was dismissed from the naval service. The record is inclosed, marked A. 
In July, 1830) verbally, afterwards in writing early in 1831, he applied 
for restoration to his former situation and date on the assumed ground 
that the proceedings in his trial were illegal and void, and he fortified 
himself by the many numerous certificates and opinions herewith for-
warded, marked B. . 
These have been carefully examined, and though failing to convince 
me of the correctness of his position in respect to the nullity of those 
proceedings, I am satisfied that under all the circumstances of the case a 
mitigation of his sentence can be justified on both public and personal 
grounds. 
With the loss of his fprmer date and of his pay since his dismission, I 
have therefore submitted his nomination to take effect like an original 
entry into the service, only from its confirmation by the Senate. There 
is now one vacancy in the corps of pursers. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, Apr£! 9, I832. 
In compliance with the resolution requesting the President to transJ 
mit to the Senate '' Lord Aberdeen's letter in answer to Mr. Barbour's of 
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the 27th November, 1828, and also so much of a letter of the 2 2 -
1831, from Mr. McLane to Mr. Van Buren ·as relates to the p ri-i,.::::-,,::.;r-i-.=..::--
duty on cotton,'' I transmit herewith a report from the Secre~ -
State, communicating copies of the letters referred to. 
ANDREW JACK 0- -_ 
WASHINGTON, April IJ, I 832. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
Approving the suggestions expressed by the Secretary of Sta t e 
regard to the propriety of exempting Portuguese vessels entering 
ports of the United States from the payment of the duties 0:1 tonnage 
consequence of a like exemption being extended to those cf the "Gnite 
States, I transmit herewith, for the consideration of Congress, his letter 
on the subject. 
ANDREW JACKSO_._-. 
WASHINGTON; April I8, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I transmit herewith a report* from the Secretary of the Treasury, con-
taining the information called for by the resolution of the Senate of the 
3d instant. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, Apr.if I9, I8J2. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: -
I transmit herewith printed copies of each of the treaties between the 
United States and the Indian tribes that have been ratified during the 
present session of Congress. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, April 20, I832. 
To the Senate: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 9th instant, 
requesting the President '' to communicate to tl1e Senate all the instruc-
tions given by this Government to our ministers to Great Britain and 
all the correspondence of our ministers on the subject of the colonial 
and West India trade since the 3d of March, 1825, not heretofore com-
municated, so far as the public interest will, in his judgment, permit," I 
transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, containing the 
information required. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
* Relating to trade with the European possessions of Great Britain for the year ending Septem-
ber 30, 1831. 
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WASHINGT'ON, April 23, I832. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 
I transmit herewith, for the consideration of Congress, a report from 
the Secretary of State, suggesting the propriety of passing a law making 
it criminal within the limits of the United States to counterfeit the cur-
rent coin of any foreign nation. ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, April 23, I832. 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of the Treasury, con-
taining the information called for by the resolution of the 26th of March 
last, in which the President -is requested to communicate to the Senate-
First. The total amount of public lands belonging to the United States which 
remain unsold, whether the Indian title thereon has been extinguished or not, as 
far as that amount can be ascertained from surveys actually made or by estimate, 
and distinguishing the States and Territories respectively in which it is situated, 
and the quantity in each. 
Second. The amount on which the Indian title has been extinguished and the 
sums paid for the extinction thereof, and the amount on which the Indian title 
remnins to be extinguished. 
Third. The amount which has been granted by Congress from time to time in the 
several States and Territories, distinguishing bet~een them and stating the purposes 
for which the grants were respectively made, and the amount of lands granted or 
money paid in satisfaction of Virginia land claims. 
Fourth. The amount which has been heretofore sold by the United States, distin-
guishing between the States and Territories in which it is situated. 
Fifth. The amount which has been paid to France, Spain, and Georgia for the 
public lands acquired from them respectively, including the amount which has been 
paid to purchasers from Georgia to quiet or in satisfaction of their claims, and the 
amount paid to the Indians to extinguish their title within the limits of Georgia. 
Sixth. The total expense of administering the public domain since the declaration 
of independence, including all charges for surveying, for land offices, and other dis-
bursements, and exhibiting the net amount which has been realized in the Treasury 
from that source. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representatives: WASHINGTON, May I, I832. 
I transmit herewith, for the use of the House, a printed copy of two 
treaties lately ratified between the United States of America and the 
United Mexican States. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
[The same message was sent to the Senate.] 
To the House of Representatives: WASHINGTON, May 2, I832. 
In compliance with a resolution of the House of the Ist instant, in 
relation to the imprisonment* of Samuel G. Howe, I transmit herewith 
* In Berlin, Prussia, 
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a report from the Secretary of State, by which it appears t~at no info 
tion on the subject has yet reached the Department of ~tate but wba 
contained in the public newspapers. 
ANDREW JACKSO ... -. 
WASHINGTON, .llfay 29, I832. 
To the House of Representatz'ves: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 18th instant, I 
transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with copies of 
the several instructions under which the recent treaty of indemnity with 
Denmark was negotiated, and also of the other papers relating to the 
negotiation required by the resolution. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, May 29, I832. 
To the House of Representatz'ves: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 27th of Febru-
ary last, requesting copies of the instructions and correspondence relat-
ing to the negotiation of the treaty with the Sublime Porte, together 
with those of the negotiations preceding the treaty from the year 18 r 9 , 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State, with the 
papers required. · 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON,June II, I832. 
To the Senate: 
I renominate Samuel Gwin to be register of the land office at Clinton, 
in the State of Mississippi. 
In nominating Mr. Gwin to this office again it is proper to state to 
the Senate that I do so in compliance with the request of a number of the. 
most respectable citizens of the State of Mississippi and with that of one. 
of the Senators from the same State. The letters expressing this request 
are herewith respectfully inclosed for the consideration of the Senate. It 
will be perceived that they bear the fullest testimony to the fitness of 
Mr. Gwin for the office, and evince a strong desire that he should be 
continued in it. 
Under these circumstances, and possessing myself a personal knowl-
edge of his integrity and fitness and of the claims which his faithful and 
patriotic services give him upon the Government, I deem it an act of 
justice to nominate him again, not doubting that the Senate will embrace 
with cheerfulness an opportunity, with fuller information, to reconsider 
their former vote upon his nomination. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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WASHINGTON, June 25, I832. 
To the Senate of the Unz'ted States: 
I herewith transmit to the Senate a report from the Secretary of State, 
on the subject of the abolition of discriminating duties on the tonnage 
of Spanish vessels. As it requires legislative enactment, I recommend 
it to the early attention of Congress. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
[The same message was sent to the House of Representatives.] 
WASHINGTON CITY, July I2, I832. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES. 
SIR: In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representa-
tives passed this day, requesting the President of the United States "to 
lay before the House copies of the instructions given to the commander 
of the frigate Potomac previous to and since the departure of that ship 
from the island of Sumatra, and copies of such letters as may have been 
received from said commander after his arrival at Quallah Battoo, except 
such parts as may in his judgment require secrecy," I forward copies of 
the two letters of instructions to Captain Downes in relation to the pirat-
ical plunder and murder of our citizens at Quallah Battoo, on the coast 
of Sumatra, detailing his proceedings. 
The instructions, with the papers annexed, are all that have been 
given bearing on this subject, and although parts of them do not relate 
materially to the supposed object of the resolution, yet it has been 
deemed expedient to omit nothing contained in the originals. 
The letter and' report from Captain Downes which are herewith fur-
nished are all yet received from him bearing upon his proceedings at 
Quallah Battoo; but as further intelligence may hereafter be communi-
cated by him, I send them for the information of the House, submitting, 
however, in justice to that officer, that their contents should not be 
published until he can enjoy a further opportunity of giving more full 
explanations of all the circumstances under which he conducted. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, July II,, I8J2. 
To the House of Representatz'ves of the Unz'ted States: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 17th of Febru-
ary last, requesting copies · of the instructions and correspondence rela-
tive to the treaty with the Sublime Porte, together with those of the 
negotiations preceding that treaty, from the year 1829, I transmit here-
with a supplemental report from the Secretary of State, .with the ·papers 
accompanying the same. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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VETO MESSAGE. 
WASHINGTON, July IO, I83z. 
To the Senate.' 
The bill "to modify and continue" the act entitled "An act to inco-
porate the subscribers to the Bank of the United States" was presen 
to me on the 4th July instant. Having considered it with that sol 
regard to the principles of the Constit~tion which the day was 
culated to inspire, and come to the conclusion that it ought not to beco e 
a law, I herewith return it to the Senate, in which it originated, with my 
objections. 
A bank of the United States is in many respects convenient for the 
Government and useful to the people. Entertaining this opinion, and 
deeply impressed with the belief that some of the powers and privilege 
possessed by the existing bank are unauthorized by the Constitution 
subversive <:->f the rights of the States, and dangerous to the liberties of 
the people, I felt it my duty at an early period of my Administration to 
call the attention of Congress to the practicability of organizing an insti-
tution combining all its advantages and obviating these objections. I 
sincerely regret that in the act before me I can perceive none of those 
modifications of the bank charter which are noeessary, in my opinion, to 
make it compatible with justice, with sound policy, or with the Constitu-
tion of our country. 
The present corporate body, denominated the president, directors, and 
company of the Bank of the United States, will have existed at the time 
this act is intended to take effect twenty years. .It enjoys an exclusive 
privilege of banking under the authority of the General Government, 
a monopoly of its favor and support, and, as a necessary consequence, 
almost a monopoly of the foreign and domestic exchange. The powers, 
privileges, and favors bestowed upon it in the original charter, by increas-
ing the value of the stock far above its par value, operated as a gratuity 
of many millions to the stockholders. 
An apology may be found for the failure to guc1-rd against this result 
in the consideration that the effect of the original act of incorporation 
2ould not be certainly foreseen at the time of its passage. The act before 
me proposes another gratuity to the holders of the same stock, and in 
many cases to the same men, of at least seven millions more. This 
donation :finds no apology in any uncertainty as to the effect of the act. 
On all hands it is conceded that its passage will increase at least 20 or 30 
per cent more the market price of the stock, subject to the payment of 
the annuity of $200,000 per year secured by the act, thus adding in a 
moment one-fourth to its par value. It is not our own citizens only who 
are to receive the bounty of our Government. More than eight millions 
of the stock of this bank are held by foreigners. By this act the Amer· 
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ican Republic proposes virtually to make them a present of some millions 
of dollars. For these gratuities to foreigners and to some of our own 
opulent citizens the act secures no equivalent whatever. They are the 
certain gains of the present stockholders under the operation of this act, 
after making full allowance for the payment of the bonus. · 
Every monopoly and all exclusive privileges are granted at the expense 
of the public, which ought to receive a fair equivalent. The many mil-
lions which this act proposes to bestow on the stockholders of the exist-
ing bank must come directly or indirectly out of the earnings of the 
American people. It is due to them, therefore, if their Government 
sell monopolies and exclusive privileges, that they should at least exact 
for them as much as they are worth in open market. The value of the 
monopoly in this case may be correctly ascertained. The twenty-eight 
millions of stock would probably be at an advance of 50 per cent, and 
command in market at least $42,000,000, subject to the payment of 
the present bonus. The present value of the monopoly, therefore, is 
$17,000,000, and this the act proposes to sell for three millions, payable 
in fifteen annual installments of $200,000 each. 
It is not conceivable how the present stockholders can have any claim 
to the special favor of the Government. The present corporation has 
enjoyed its monopoly during the period stipulated in the original con-
tract. If we must have such a corporation, why should not the Govern-
ment sell out the whole stock and thus secure to the people the full 
market value of the privileges granted? Why should not Congress cre-
ate and sell twenty-eight millions of stock, incorporating the purchasers 
with all th~ powers and privileges secured in this act and putting the 
premium upon the sales into the Treasury? 
But this act does not permit competition in the purchase of this mo-
nopoly. It seems to , be predicated on the erroneous idea that the pres-
ent stockholders have a prescriptive right not only to the favor but to the 
bounty of Government. It appears that more than a fourth part of the 
stock is held by foreigners and the residue is held by a few hundred of 
our own citizens, chiefly of the richest class. For their benefit does this 
act exclude the whole American people from competition in the purchase 
of this monopoly and dispose of it for many millions less than it is worth. 
This seems the less excusable because some,of our citizens not now stock-
holders petitioned that the , door of competition might be opened, and 
offered to take a charter on terms much more favorable to the Govern-
ment and country. 
But this proposition, although made by men whose aggregate wealth 
is believed to be equal to all the private stock in the existing bank, has 
been set a,side, and the bounty of our Government is proposed to be again 
bestowed on the few who have been fortunate enough to secure the 
stock and at this moment wield the power of the existing institution. I 
can not perceive the justice or policy of this course. If our Government 
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must sell monopolies, it would seem to be its duty to take nothing 
than their full value, and if gratuities must be made once in :fifteen 
twenty years let them not be bestowed on the subjects of a foreign go -
ernment nor upon a designated and favored class of men in our o 
country. It is but justice and good policy> as far as the nature of 
case will admit, to confine our favors to our own fellow0 citizens, and 
each in his turn enjoy an opportunity to profit by our bounty. In 
bearings of the act before me upon these points I find_ ample reasons w _ 
it should not become a law. 
It has been urged as an argument in favor of rechartering the prese 
bank that the calling in its loans will produce great embarrassment an 
distress. The time allowed to close its concerns is ample, and if it has 
been well managed its pressure will be light, and heavy only in case i--
management has been bad. If, therefore, it shall produce distress, the 
fault will be its own, and it would furnish a reason against renewing a 
power which has been so obviously abused. But ,vill there ever be a time 
when this reason will be less powerful? To acknowledge its force is to 
admit that the bank ought to be perpetual, and as a consequence the 
present stockholders and those inheriting their rights as successors be 
established a privileged order, clothed both with great political power 
and enjoying immense pecuniary advantages from their connection with 
the Government. 
The modifications of the existing charter proposed by this act are not 
such, in my view, as make it consistent with the rights of the States or 
the liberties of the people. 'The qualification of the right of the bank 
to hold real estate, the limitation of its power to establish branches, 
and the power reserved to Congress to forbid the circulation of small 
notes are restrictions comparatively of little value or importance. All 
the objectionable principles of the existing corporation, and most of its 
odious features, are retained without alleviation. 
The fourth section provides '' that the notes or bills of the said corpo-
ration, although the same be, on the faces thereof, respectively made 
payable at one place only, shall nevertheless be received by the said cor-
poration at · the bank or at any of the offices of discount and deposit 
thereof if tendered in liquidation or payment of any balance or balances 
due _to said corporation or to such office of discount and deposit from any 
other incorporated bank.'' This provision secures to the State banks a 
legal pri_vilege in the Bank of the United States which is withheld from 
all private citizens. If a State bank in Philadelphia owe the Bank of the 
United States and have notes issued by the St. Louis branch, it can par 
the debt with those notes, but if a merchant, mechanic, or other private 
citizen be in like circumstances he can not by law pay his debt with those 
notes, but must sell them at a discount or send them to St. Louis to be 
cashed. This boon conceded to the State banks, though not unju tin 
itself, is most odious because it does not measure out equal justice to the 
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high and the low, the rich and the poor. To the extent of its practical 
effect it is a bond of union among the banking establishments of the 
nation, erecting them into an interest separate from that of the people, 
and its necessary tendency is to unite the Bank of the United States and 
the State banks in any measure which may be thought conducive to their 
common interest. 
The ninth section of the act recognizes principles of worse tendency 
than any provision of the present charter. 
It enacts that "the cashier of the bank shall annually report to the 
Secretary of the Treasury the names of all stockholders who are not resi-
dent citizens of the United States, and on the application of the treasurer 
of any State shall make out and transmit to such treasurer a list of stock-
holders residing in or citizens of such State, with the amount of stock 
owned by each.'' Although this provision, taken in connection with a 
decision of the Supreme Court, surrenders, by its silence, the right of the 
States to tax the banking institutions created by this corporation under 
the name of branches throughout the Union, it is evidently intended to 
be construed as a concession of their right to tax that portion of the 
stock which may be held by their own citizens and residents. In this 
light, if the act becomes a law, it will be understood by the States, who 
will probably proceed to levy a tax equal to that paid upon the stock of 
banks incorporated by themselves. In some States that tax is now I per 
cent, either on the capital or on the shares, and that may be assumed as 
the amount which all citizen or resident stockholders would be taxed 
under the operation of this act. As it is only the stock held in the States 
and not that employed within them which would be subject to taxation, 
and as the names of foreign stockholders are not to be reported to the 
treasurers of the States, it is obvious 'that the stock held by them will be 
exempt from this burden. Their annual profits will therefore be 1 per 
cent more than the citizen stockholders, and as the annual dividends of 
the bank may be safely estimated at 7 per cent, the stock will be worth 
IO or 15 per cent more to foreigners than to citizens of the United States. 
To appreciate the effects which this state of things will produce, we 
must take a brief review of the operations and present condition of the 
Bank of the u;ited States. 
By documents submitted to Congress at the present session it appears 
that on the 1st of January, 1832, of the twenty-eight millions of private 
stock in the corporation, $8,405,500 were held by foreigners, mostly of 
Great Britain. The amount of stock held in the nine Western and South-
western States is$140,200, and in the four Southern States is $5,623,100, 
and in the Middle and Eastern States is about $13,522,000. The profits 
of the bank in 1831, as shown in a stateri:ient to Congress, were about 
$3,455,598; of this there accrued in the nine Western States about 
$1,640,048; in the four Southern States about,$352,507, and in the, Mid-
dle and Eastern States about $1,463,041. As little stock is held in the 
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West, it is obvious that the debt of the people in that section o 
bank is principally a debt to the Eastern and foreign stockholders; • 
the interest they pay upon it is carried into the Eastern States and· 
Europe, and that it is a burden upon their industry and a drain 0£ 
currency, which no country can bear without inconvenience and occa-
sional distress. To meet this burden and equalize the exchange ope- -
tions of the bank, the amount of specie drawn from those States throua 
its branches within the last two years, as shown by its official repor 
was about $6,000,000. More than half a million of this amount d -
not stop in the Eastern States, but passes on to Europe to pay the di · · -
<lends of the foreign stockholders. In the principle of taxation recocr-
nized by this act the Western States find no adequate compensation ro 
this perpetual burden on their industry and drain of their currenc~·· 
The branch bank at Mobile made last year $95, r40, yet under the pro-
visions of this act the State of Al~bama can raise no revenue from these 
profitable operations, because not a share of the stock is held by any of 
her citizens. Mississippi and Missouri are in the same condition in rela-
tion to the branches at Natchez and St. Louis, and such, in a greater or 
less degree, is the condition of every Western State. The tendency of 
the, plan of taxation which this act proposes will be to place the whole 
United States in the same relation to foreign countries which the West-
ern States now bear to the Eastern. When by a tax on resident stock-
holders the stock of this bank is made worth ro or r 5 per cent more to 
foreigners than to residents, most of it will inevitably leave the country. 
Thus will this provision in its practical effect deprive the Eastern as 
well as the Southern and Western States of the means of raising a reve-
nue from the extension of business and great profits of this institution. 
It will make the American people debtors to aliens in nearly the whole 
amount due to this bank, and send across the Atlantic from two to five 
millions of specie every year to pay the bank dividends. 
In another of its bearings this provision is fraught with danger. Of the 
twenty-five directors of this bank five are chosen by the Government and 
twenty by the citizen stockholders. From all voice in these elections the 
foreign stockholders are excluded by the charter. In proportion, there-
fore, as the stock is transferred to foreign holders the extent of suffrage 
in the choice of directors is curtailed. Already is almost a third of the 
stock in foreign hands and not represented in elections. It is constantly 
passing out of the country, and this act will accelerate its departure. 
The entire control of the institution would necessarily fall into the hands 
of a few c~tizen stockholders, and the ease with which the object would 
be accomplished would be a temptation to designing men to secure that 
control in their own hands by monopolizing the remaining stock. There 
is danger that a president and directors would then be able to elect them· 
selves from year to year, and without responsibility or control manage the 
whole concerns of the bank during the existence of its charter. It is 
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easy to conceive that great evils to our country and its institutions might 
flow from such a concentration of power in the hands of a few men irre-
sponsible to the people. 
Is there no danger to our liberty and independence in a bank that in 
its nature has so little to bind it to our country? The president of the 
bank has told us that most bf the State banks exist by its forbearance. 
Should its influence become concentered, as it may under the operation 
of such an act as this, in the hands of a self-elected directory whose 
interests are identified with those of the foreign stockholders, will there 
not be cause to tremble for the purity of our elections in peace and for 
the independence of our country in war? Their power would be great 
whenever they might choose to exert it; but if this monopoly were reg-
ularly renewed every fifteen or twenty years on terms proposed by them-
selves, they might seldom in peace put forth their strength to influence 
elections or control the affairs of the nation. But if any private citizen 
or public functionary should interpose to curtail its pow~rs or prevent a 
renewal of its privileges, it can not be doubted that he would be made to 
feel its influence. 
Should the stock of the bank principally pass into the hands of the sub-
jects of a foreign country, and we should unfortunately become involved 
in a war with that country, what would be our condition? Of the course 
which would be pursued by a bank almost wholly owned by the subjects 
of a foreign power, and managed by those whose interests, if not affec-
tions, would run in_ the same direction there can be no doubt. All its 
operations within would be in aid of the hostile fleets and armi1;s with-
out. • Controlling our currency, receiving our public moneys, and hold-
ing thousands of our citizens in dependence, it would be more formidable 
and,· dangerous than the naval and military power of the enemy. 
If we must have a bank with private stockholders, every consideration 
of sound policy and every impulse of American feeling admonishes that 
it should be purely American. Its stockholders should be composed 
exclusively of our own citizens, who at least ought to be friendly to our 
Government and willing to support it in times of difficulty and danger. 
So abundant is domestic capital that competition in subscribing for the 
stock of local banks has recently led almost to riots. To a bank exclu-
sively of American stockholders, possessing the powers and privileges 
granted by this act, subscriptions for $200,000,000 could be readily ob-
tained. Instead of sending abroad the stock of the bank in which the 
Government must deposit its funds and on which it must rely to sustain 
its credit in times of emergency, it would rather seem to be expedient to 
prohibit its sale to aliens under penalty of absolute forfeiture. 
It is maintained by the advocates of the bank that its constitutionality 
in all its features ought to be considered as settled by precedent and by 
the decision of the Supreme Court. To this conclusion I can not assent. 
Mere precedent is a dangerous source of authority, and should not be 
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regarded as deciding questions of constitutional power except where t e 
acquiescence of the people and the States can be considered as well se -
t1ed. So far from this being the case on this subject, an argument aga· 
the bank might be based on precedent. One Congress, in 1791, decided 
in favor of a bank; another, in 18II, decided against it. One Congre , 
in 1815, decided against a bank; another, in 1816, decided in its fayor. 
Prior to the present Congress, therefore, the precedents drawn from tha 
source were equal. If we resort to the States, the expressions of leg-
islative, judicial, and executive opinions against the bank have been 
probably to those in its favor as 4 to 1. There is nothing in precedent, 
therefore, which, if its authority were admitted, ought to weigh in 
favor of the act before me. 
If the opinion of the Supreme Court covered the whole ground of this 
act, it ought not to control the coordinate authorities of this Government. 
The Congress, the Executive, and the Court must each for itself be guided 
by its own opinion of the Constitution_. Each public officer who takes 
an oath to support the Constitution ,swears that he will support it as he 
understands it, and not as it is understood by others. It is as much the 
duty of the House of Representatives, of the Senate, and of the President 
to decide upon the constitutionality of any bill or resolution which may be 
presented to them for passage or approval as it is of the supreme judges 
when it may be brought before them for judici'al decision. The opinion 
of the judges has no more authority over Congress than the opinion of 
Congress has over: the judges, and on that point the President is independ-
ent of both. The authority of the Supreme Court must not, therefore, 
be permitted to control the Congress or the Executive when acting in 
their legislative capacities, but to have only such influence as the force 
of their reasoning may deserve. 
But in the case relied upon the Supreme Court have not decided that 
all the features of this corporation are compatible with the Constitution. 
It is true that the court have said that the law incorporating the bank is 
a constitutional exercise of power by Congress; but taking into view the 
whole opinion of the court and the reasoning by which they have come 
to that conclusion, I understand them to have decided that inasmuch as 
a bank is an appropriate means for carrying into effect the enumerated 
powers of the General Government, therefore the law incorporating it is 
in accordance with that provision of the Constitution which declares that 
Congress shall have power '' to make all laws which shall be necessary 
and proper for carrying those powers into execution.'' Having satisfied 
themselves that the word ''necessary'' in the Constitution means '' need-
ful," ''requisite," ''essential," '' conducive to,'' and that '' a bank'' is a 
convenient, a useful, and essential instrument in the prosecution of the 
Government's '' fiscal operations,'' they conclude that to '' use one must 
be within the discretion of Congress'' and that '' the act to incorporate 
the Bank of the United States is a law made .in pursuance of the Consti-
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tution;" "but," say they, "where the law is not prohibited and is really 
calculated to effect any of the objects intrusted to the Government, to under-
take here to inquire into the degree of its necessity would be to pass the line 
which circumscribes the judicial department and to tread on efegislaNve 
ground.'' 
The principle here affirmed is that the '' degree of its necessity,'' in-
v0lving all the details of a banking institution, is a question exclusively 
for legislative consideration. A bank is constitutional, but it is the 
province of the Legislature to determine whether this or that particular 
power, privilege, or exemption is "necessary and proper" to enable the 
bank to discharge its duties to the Government, and from their decision 
there is no appeal to the courts of justice. Under the decision of the 
Supreme Court, therefore, it is the exclusive province of Congress and 
the President to decide whether the particular features of this act are 
necessary and proper in order to enable the bank to perform conveniently 
and efficiently the public duties assigned to it as a fiscal agent, and there-
fore constitutional, or unnecessary and improper, and therefore unconsti-
tutional. 
Without commenting on the general principle affirmed by the Supreme 
Court, let us examine the details of this act in accordance with the rule 
of legislative action which they have laid down. It will be found that 
many of the powers and privileges conferred on it can not be supposed 
necessary for the purpose for which it is proposed to be created, and 
are not, therefore, means necessary to attain the end in view, and conse-
quently not justified by the Constitution. 
The original act of incorporation, section 2 1, enacts '' that no other 
bank shall be established by any future .Jaw of the United States during 
the continuance of the corporation hereby created, for which the faith 
of the United States is hereby pledged: Provided, Congress may renew' 
existing charters for banks within the District of Columbia not increas-
ing the capital thereof, and may also establish any other bank or banks 
in said District with capitals not exceeding in the whole $6,000,000 if 
they shall deem it expedient." This provision is continued in force by 
the act before me fifteen yea:i;s from the 3d of March, 1836. 
If Congress possessed the power to establish one bank, they had power 
to establish more than one if in their opinion two or more banks had 
been ''necessary'' to facilitate the execution of the powers delegated to 
them in the Constitution. If they possessed the power to establish a second 
bank, it was a power derived from the Constitution to be exercised from 
time to time, and at any time when the interests of the country or the 
emergencies of the Government might make it e;xpedient. It was pos-
sessed by one Congress as well as another, and by all Congresses alike, 
and alike at every session. But the Congress of 1816 have taken it away 
from their successors for twenty years, and the Congress of 1832 pro-
poses to al:>oli$h it fqr fi£t~en, y~a.rn tll<?J;<;. It c~n not be '' 11t~cessar.J' '' or 
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"proper" for Congress to b::i.rter away or divest themselves of any of the 
powers vested in them by the Constitution to be exercised for the pub-
lic good. It is not "necessary" to the efficiency of the bank, nor is it 
''proper'' in relation to themselves and their successors. They may 
properly use the discretion vested in them, but they may not limit the 
discretion of their successors. This restriction on themselves and grant 
of a monopoly to the bank is therefore unconstitutional. 
In another point of view this provision is a palpable attempt to amend 
the Constitution by an act of legislation. The Constitution declares that 
'' the Congress shall have power to exercise exclusive legislation in all 
cases whatsoever'' over the District of Columbia. Its constitutional 
power, therefore, to establish banks in the District of Columbia and 
increase their capital at will is unlimited and uncontrollable by any 
other power than that which gave authority to the Constitution. Yet 
this act declares that Congress shall not increase the capital of exist-
ing banks, nor create other banks with capitals exceeding in the whole 
$6,000,000. The Constitution declares that Congress shall have power 
to exercise exclusive legislation over this District '' in all cases what-
soever," and this act declares they shall not. Which is the supreme 
law of the land? This provision can not be ''necessary'' or ''proper'' or 
constitutional unless the absurdity be admitted that whenever it be'' nec-
essary and proper'' in the opinion of Congress they have a right to barter 
away one portion of the powers vested in them by the Constitution as a 
means of executing the rest. 
On two subjects only does the Constitution recognize in · Congress the 
power to grant exclusive privileges or monopolies. It declares that 
'' Congress shall have power to promote the progress of science and use-
ful arts by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclu-
sive right to their respective writings and discoveries." Out of this 
express delegation of power have grown our laws of patents and copy-
rights. As the Constitution expressly delegates to Congress the power 
to grant exclusive privileges in these cases as the means of executing the 
substantive power '' to promote the progress of ·science and useful arts,'' 
it is consistent with the fair rules of construction to conclude that such a 
power was not intended to be granted as a means of accomplishing any 
other end. On every other subject which comes within the scope of Con-
gressional power there is an ever-living discretion in the use of proper 
means, which can not be restricted or abolished without an amendment 
of the Constitution. Every act of Congress, therefore, which attempts 
by grants of monopolies or sale of exclusive privileges for a limited time, 
or a time without limit, to restrict or extinguish its own discretion in the 
choice of means to execute its delegated powers is equivalent to a legisla-
tive amendment of the Constitution, and palpably unconstitutional. 
This act authorizes and encourages transfers of its stock to foreigners 
and grants them an exemption from all State ancl national ta.:xatiop, So 
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far from being '' necessary and proper'' that the bank should possess this 
power to make it a safe and efficient agent of the Government in its 
fiscal operations, it is calculated to convert the Bank of the United States 
into a foreign bank, to impoverish our people in time of peace, to dis-
seminate a foreign influence through every section of the Republic, and 
in war to endanger our independence. 
The several States reserved the power at the formation of the Consti-
tution to regulate and control titles and transfers of real property, and 
most, if not all, of them have laws d_isqualifying aliens from acq~iring 
or holding lands within their limits. But this act, in disregard of the 
undoubted right of the States to prescribe such disqualifications, gives to 
aliens stockholders in this bank an interest and title, as members of the · 
corporation, to all the real property it may acquire within any of the States 
of this Union. This privilege granted to aliens is not "necessary" to 
enable the bank to perform its public duties, nor in any sense ''proper,'' 
because it is vitally subversive of the rights of the States. 
The Government of the United States have no constitutional power 
to purchase lands within the States except '' for the erection of forts, 
magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and other needful buildings," and even 
for these objects only '' by the consent of the legislature of the State 
in which the same · shall be." By -making themselves stockholders in 
the bank and granting to the corporation the power to purchase lands 
for other purposes they assume a power not granted in the Constitution 
and grant to others what they do not themselves possess. It is not nec-
essary to the receiving, safe-keeping, or transmission of the funds of the 
Government that the bank should possess this power, and it is not proper 
that Congress should thus enlarge the powers delegated to them in the 
Constitution. 
The old Bank of the United States possessed a capital of only 
$n,ooo,ooo, which was found fully sufficient to enable it with dispatch 
and safety to perform all the functions required of it by the Govern-
ment. The capital of the present bank is $35,060,000-at least twenty-
four more than experience has prov_ed to be necessary to enable a bank 
to perform its public.functions. _The public debt which existed-during 
the period of the old bank and on the establishment of the new has been 
nearly paid off, and our revenue will soon be reduced. This increase of 
capital is therefore not for public but for private purposes. 
The Govetnment is the only "proper''. judge where ·its agents should 
reside and keep their offices, because it best knows where their presence 
will be '' necessary.'' It can not, therefore, be '' necessary' ' or '' proper '' 
to authorize the bank to locate branches where it pleases to perform the 
public service, without consulting the Government, and contrary to its 
will. The principle laid down by the Supreme Court concedes that 
Congress_ can not establish a bank for purposes of private speculation 
and gain; but only as a means of executing the delegated powers of the 
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General Government. By the same principle a branch bank can not con-
stitutionally be established for other than public purposes. The power 
which this act gives to establish two branches in any State, without the 
injunction or request of the Government and for other than public pur-
poses, is not ''necessary'' to the due execution of the powers delegated to 
Congress. 
The bonus which is exacted from the bank is a confession upon the 
face of the act that the powers granted by it are greater than are '' neces-
sary'' to its character of a fiscal agent. The Government does not tax 
its officers and agents for the privilege of serving it. The bonus of 
a million and a half required by the original charter and that of three 
millions proposed by this act are not exacted for the privilege of g1 ·dng 
'' the necessary facilities for transferring the public funds from place to 
place within the United States or the Territories thereof, and for distrib-
uting the same in pay~ent of the public creditors without charging com-
mission or claiming allowance on account of the difference of exchange,'' 
as required by the act of incorporation, but for something more benefi-
cial to the stockholders. The original act declares that it ( the bonus) 
is granted '' in consideration of the exclusive privileges and benefits con-
ferred by this act upon the said bank,'' and the act before me declares it 
to be "in consideration of the exclusive benefits and privileges contin-
ued by this act to the said corporation for fifteen years, as aforesaid.'' 
It is therefore for '' exclusive privileges and benefits'' conferred for 
their own use and emolument, and not for the advantage of the Gov-
ernment, that a bonus is exacted. These surplus powers for which the 
bank is required to pay can not surely be "necessary" to make it the 
fiscal agent of the Treasury. If they were, the exaction of a bonus for 
them would not be ''proper.'' 
It is maintained by some that the bank is a means of executing the 
constitutional power '' to coin money and regulate the value thereof." 
Congress have established a mint to coin money and passed laws to 
regulate the value thereof. The money so coined, with its value so reg-
ulated, and such foreign coins as Congress may adopt are the only cur-
rency known to the Constitution. But if they have other power to 
regulate the currency, it was conferred to be exercised by themselves, 
and not to be transferred to a corporation. If the bank be established 
for that purpose, with a charter unalterable without its consent, Congress 
have parted with their power for a term of years, during which the Con-
stitution is a dead letter. It is neither necessary nor proper to transfer 
its legislative power to such a bank, and therefore unconstitutional. 
By its silence, considered in connection with the decision of the 
Supreme Court in the case of McCulloch against the State of Maryland, 
this act takes from the States the power to tax a portion of the bank-
ing business carried on within their limits, in subversion of one of the 
stron est barriers which secured them against Feclera.l en<;roachments, 
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Banking, like farming,_ manufacturing, or any other occupation or pro.! 
fession, is a busz"ness, the right to follow which is not originally derived 
from the laws. Every citizen and every company of citizens in all of 
our States possessed the right until the State legislatures deemed it 
good policy to prohibit private banking by law. If the prohibitory State 
laws were now repealed, every citizen would again possess. the right. 
The State banks are a qualified restoration of the right which has been 
taken away by the laws against banking, guarded by such provisions 
and limitations as in the opinion of the State legislatures the public 
interest requires. These corporations, unless there be an exemption 
in their charter, are, like private bankers and banking companies, sub-
ject to State taxation. The manner in which these taxes shall be laid 
depends wholly on legislative discretion. It may be upon the bank, 
upon the stock, upon the profits, or in any other mode which the sov-
ereign power shall will. 
Upon the formation of the Constitution the States guarded their tax-
ing power with peculiar jealousy. They surrendered it only a's it regards 
imports and exports. In relation to every other object within their juris-
diction, whether persons, property, business, or professions, it was secured 
in as ample a manner as it was before possessed. All persons, though 
United States officers, are liable to a poll tax by the States within which 
they reside. The lands of the United States are liable to the usual 
land tax, except in the new States, from whom agreements that they 
will not tax unsold lands are exacted when they are admitted into the 
Union. Horses, wagons, any beasts or vehicles, tools, or property belong-
ing to private citizens, though employed in the service of the United 
States, are subject to State taxation. Every private business, wheth:er 
carried on by an officer of the General Government or not, whether it be 
mixed with public concerns or not, even if it be carried on by the Gov-
ernment of the United States itself, separately or in partnership, falls 
within the scope of the taxing power of the State. Nothing comes more 
fully within it than banks and the business of banking, by whomsoever ' 
instituted and carried on. Over this whole subject-matter it is just as 
absolute, unlimited, and uncontrollable as if the Constitution had never 
been adopted, because in the formation of that instrument it was reserved 
without qualification. 
The principle is conceded that the States can not rightfully tax the 
operations of the General Government. They can not tax the money of 
the Government deposited in the State banks, nor the agency of those 
banks in remitting it; but will any man maintain that their mere selec-
tion to perform this public service for the General Government would 
exempt the State banks and their ordinary business from State taxation? 
Had the United States, instead of establishing a bank at Philadelphia, 
employed a private banker to keep and transmit their funds, would it 
have deprived Pennsylvania of the right to tax his bank and his usual 
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banking operations? It will not be preh~nded. Upon what principle, 
then, are the banking establishments of the Bank of the United States 
and their usual banking bperations to be exempted from taxation? It 
is not their public agency or the deposits of the Government which the 
States claim a right to tax, but their banks and their banking powers, 
instituted and exercised within State jurisdiction for their private emol-
ument-those powers and privileges for which they pay a bonus, and 
which the States tax in their own banks. The exercise of these powers 
within a State, no matter by whom or under what authority, whether by 
private citizens in their original right, by corporate bodies created by the 
States, by foreigners or the agents of foreign governments located within 
their limits, forms a legitimate object of State taxation. From this and 
like sources, from the persons, property, and business that are found 
residing, located, or carried on under their jurisdiction, must the States, 
since the surrender of their right to raise a revenue from imports and 
exports, draw all the money necessary for the support of their govern-
ments and the maintenance of their independence. There is no more 
appropriate subject of taxation than banks, banking, and bank stocks, 
and none to which the States ought more pertinaciously to cling. 
It can not be necessary to the character of the bank as a fiscal agent of 
the Government that its private business should be exempted from that 
taxation to which all the State banks are liable, nor can I conceive it 
''proper'' that the substantive and most essential powers reserved by the 
States shall be thus atta~ked and annihilated as a means of executing 
the powers delegated to the General Government. It may be safely 
assumed that none of those sages who had an agency in forming or 
adopting our Constitution ever imagined that any portion of the taxing 
power of the States not prohibited to them nor delegated to Congress 
was to be swept away and annihilated as ::i. means of executing certain 
powers delegated to Congress. 
If our power over means is so absolute that the Supreme Court will 
not ·call in question the constitutionality of an act of Congress the sub-
ject of which "is not prohibited, and is really calculated to effect any of 
the objects in trusted to the Government,'' although, as in the case before 
me, it takes away powers expressly granted to Congress and rights 
scrupulously reserved to the States, it becomes us to proceed in our leg-
islation with the utmost caution. Though not directly, our own powers 
and the rights of the States may be indirectly legislated away in the use 
of means to execute substantive powers. We may not enact that Con-
gress shall not have the power of exclusive legislation over the District 
of Columbia, but we may pledge the faith of the United States that as 
a means of executing other powers it shall not be exercised for twenty 
years or forever. We may not pass an act prohibiting the States to tax 
the banking business carried on within their limits, but we may, as a 
means of executing our powers over other objects, place that business in 
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the hands of our agents and then declare it exempt from State taxation 
in their hands. Thus may our own powers and the rights of the States, 
which we can not directly curtail or invade, be frittered away and extin-
guished in the use of means employed by us- to execute other powers. 
That a bank of the United States, competent to all the duties which may 
be required by the Government, might be so organized as not to infringe 
on our own delegated powers or the reserved rights of t_he States I do 
not entertain a doubt. Had the Executive been called upon to furnish 
the project of such an instituti~n, the duty would have been che~rfully 
performed. In the absence of such a call it was obviously proper that 
he should confine himself to pointing out those prominent features in the 
act presented which in his opinion make it incompatible with the Con-
stitution and sound policy. A general discussion will now take place, 
eliciting new light · and settling important principles; and a new Con-
gress, elected in the midst of such discussion, and furnishing an equal 
representation of the people according to the last census, will bear to the 
Capitol the verdict of public opinion, and, I doubt not, bring this impor-
tant question to a satisfactory result. 
Under such circumstances the bank comes forward and asks a renewal 
of its charter for a term of fifteen years upon conditions which not only 
operate as a gratuity to the stockholders of many millions of dollars, but 
will sanction any abuses and legalize any encroachments. 
Suspicions are entertained and charges are made of gross abuse and 
violation of its charter. An investigation unwillingly conceded and so 
restricted in time as necessarily to make it incomplete and unsatisfac-
tory discloses enough to excite suspicion and alarm. In the practices 
of the principal bank partially unveiled, in the absence of important wit-
nesses, and in numerous charges confidently made and as yet wholly 
uninvestigated there was enough to induce a majority of the committee 
of investigation-a committee which was selected from the most able and 
honorable members of the House of Representatives-to recommend a 
suspension of further action upon the bill and a prosecution of the inquiry. 
As the charter had yet four years to run, and as a renewal now was not 
necessary to the successful prosecution of its business, it was to have 
been expected that the bank itself, conscious of its purity and proud of 
its character, would have withdrawn its application for the present, and 
demanded the severest scrutiny into all its.transactions. In their declin-
ing to do so there seems to be an additional reason why the functionaries 
of the Government should proceed with less haste and more caution in 
the renewal of their monopoly. 
The bank is professedly established as an agent of the executive 
branch of the Government, and its constitutionality is maintained on that 
ground. Neither upon the propriety of present action nor upon the pro-
visions of this act was the Executive consulted. It has had no oppor-
tunity to say that it neither needs nor wants an agent clothed with such 
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powers and favored by such exemptions. There is nothing in its legiti-
mate functions which makes it necessary or proper. Whatever interest 
or influence, whether public or private, has given birth to this act, it can 
not be found either in the wishes or necessities of the executive depart-
ment, by which present action is deemed premature, and the powers 
conferred upon its agent not only unnecessary, but dangerous to the 
Government and country .. 
It is to be regretted that the rich and powerful too often bend the 
acts of government to their selfish purposes. Distinctions in society will 
always ·exist under every just government. Equality of talents, of edu-
cation, or of wealth can not be produced by human institutions. In the 
full enjoyment of the gifts of Heaven and the fruits of superior industry, 
economy, and virtue, every man is equally entitled to protection by law; 
but when the laws undertake to add to these natural and just ad~antages 
artificial distinctions, to grant titles, gratuities, and exclusive privileges, 
to make the rich richer and the potent more powerful, the humble mem-
bers of society-the farmers, mechanics, and laborers-who have neither 
the time nor the means of securing like favors to themselves, have a right 
to complain of the injustice of their Government. There are no neces- · 
sary evils in government. Its evils exist only in its abuses. If it would 
confine itself to equal protection, and, as Heaven does its rains, shower 
its favors alike on the high and the low, the rich and the poor, it would 
be an unqualified blessing. In the act before me there seems to be a 
wide and unnecessary departure from these just principles. 
Nor is our Government to be maintained or our Union preserved by 
invasions of the rights and powers of the several States. In thus 
attempting to make our General Government strong we make it weak. 
Its· true strength consists in leaving individuals and States as much as 
possible to themselves-in making itself felt, not in its p0wer, but in its 
beneficence; not in its control, but in its protection; not in binding the 
States more closely to the center, but leaving each to move unobstructed 
in its proper orbit. 
Experience should teach us wisdom. Most of the difficulties our Gov-
ernment now encounters and most of the dangers which impend over 
our Union have sprung from an abandonment of the legitimate objects 
of Government by our national legislation, and the adoption of such prin-
ciples as are embodied in this a~t. Many of our rich men have not been 
content with equal protection and equal benefits, but have besought us 
to make them richer by act of Congress. By attempting to gratify their 
desires we have in the results of our legislation arrayed section against 
section, interest against interest, and man against man, in a fearful com-
motion which threatens to shake the foundations of our Union. It is 
time to pause in our career to review our principles, and if possible 
revive that devoted patriotism and spirit of compromise which distin-
guished the sages of the Revolution and the fathers of our Union. l£ 
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we can not at once, in justice to interests vested under improvident leg-
islation, make our Government what it ought to be, we can at least take 
a stand against all new grants of monopolies and exclusive privileges, 
against any prostitution of our Government to the advancement of the 
few at the expense of the many, and in favor of compromise and gradual 
reform in our code of laws and system of political economy. 
I have now done my duty to my country. If sustained by my fellow, 
citizens: I shall be grateful and happy; if not, I shall find in the motives 
which impel me ample grounds for contentment and peace. In the diffi-
culties which surround us and the dangers which threaten our institutions 
there is cause for neither dismay nor alarm. For relief and deliverance 
let us firmly rely on that kind Providence which I am sure watches with 
peculiar care over the destinies of our Republic, and on the intelligence 
and wisdom of our countrymen. Through His abundant goodness and 
thdr patriotic devotion our liberty and Union will be preserved. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
FOURTH ANNUAL MESSAGE. 
DECEMBER 4, 1832. 
Fellow-Cz'tizens ef the Senate and House of Representatives: 
It gives me pleasure to congratulate you upon your return to the seat 
of Government for the purpose of discharging your duties to the people 
of the United States. Although the pestilence which had traversed the 
Old World has entered our limits and extended its ravages over much of 
our land, it has pleased Almighty God to mitigate its severity and lessen 
the number of its victims compared with those who have fallen in most 
other countries over which it has spread its terrors. Notwithstanding 
this visitation, our country presents on every side marks of prosperity and 
happiness unequaled, perhaps, in any other portion of the world. If we 
fully appreciate our comparative condition, existing causes of discontent 
will appear unworthy of attention, and, with hearts of thankfulness to 
that divine Being who has filled our cup of prosperity, we shall feel our 
resolution strengthened to preserve and hand down to posterity that lib-
erty and that union which we have received from our fathers, and which 
constitute the sources and the shield of all our blessings. 
The relations of our country continue to present the same picture of 
amicable intercourse that I had the satisfaction to hold up to your view 
at the opening of your last session. The same friendly pr'Jfessions, the 
same desire to participate in our flourishing commerce, the same disposi-
tion to refrain from injuries unintentionally offered, are, with few excep-
tions, evinced by all nations with whom we have any intercourse. This 
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desirable state of things may be mainly ascribed to our undeviating prac-
tice of the rule which has long guided our national policy, to require no 
exclusive privileges in commerce and to grant none. It is daily produ-
cing its beneficial effect in the respect shown to our flag, the protection of 
our citizens and their property abroad, and in the increase of our naviga-
tion a.nd tli'e extension of our mercantile operations. The returns which 
have been made out since we last met will show an increase during the 
last preceding year of ~ore than 80,000 tons in our shipping and of near 
$40,000,000 in the aggregate of our imports and exports. 
Nor have we less reason to felicitate ourselves on the position of our 
political than of our commercial concerns. They remain in the state in 
which they were when I last addressed you-a state of prosperity and 
peace, t.he effect of a wise attention to the parting advice of the revered 
Pather of his Country on this subject, condensed into a maxim for the 
use of posterity by one of his most distinguished successors-to cultivate 
free commerce and honest friendship with all nations, but to make en-
tangling alliances with none. A strict adherence to this policy has kept 
us aloof from the perplexing questions that now agitate the European 
world and have more than once deluged those countries with blood. 
Should those scenes unfortunately recur, the parties to the contest may 
count on a faithful performance of the duties incumbent on us as a neu-
tral nation, and our own citizens may equally rely on the firm assertion 
of their neutral rights. 
With the nation that was our earliest friend and ally in the infancy of 
our political existence the most friendly relations have subsisted through 
the late revolutions of its Government, and, from the events of the last, 
promise a permanent duration. It has made an approximation in some 
of its political institutions to our own, and raised a monarch to the 
throne who preserves, it is said, a friendly recollection of the period 
during which he acquired among our citizens the high consideration that 
could then have been produced by his personal qualifications alone. 
Our commerce with that nation is gradually assuming a mutually 
beneficial character, and the adjustment of the claims of our citizens 
has removed the only obstacle there was to an intercourse not only lucra-
tive, but productive of literary and scientific improvement. 
From Great Britain I have the satisfaction to inform you that I con-
tinue to receive assurances of the most amicable disposition, which have 
on my part on all proper occasions been promptly and sincerely recipro-
cated. The attention of that Government has latterly been so much 
engrossed by matters of a deeply interesting domestic character that we 
could not press upon it the renewal of negotiations which had been 
unfortunately broken off by the unexpected recall of our minister, who 
had commenced them with some hopes of success. My great object was 
the settlement of questions which, though now dormant, might here-
after be revived under circumstances that would endanger the good 
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understanding which it is the interest of both parties to preserve invio-
late, cemented as it is by a community of language, manners, and social 
habits, and by the high obligations we owe to our British ancestors for 
many of our most valuable institutions and for that system of represen-
tative government which has enabled us to preserve and improve them. 
The question of our northeastern boundary still remains unsettled. In 
my last annual message I explained to you the situation in which I found 
that business on my coming into office, and the measures I thought it 
my duty to pursue for asserting the rights of the United States before 
the sovereign who had been chosen by my predecessor to determine the 
question, and also the manner in which he had disposed of it. A special 
message to the Senate in their executive capacity afterwards brought 
before them the question whether they would advise a .submission to the 
opinion of the sovereign arbiter. That body having considered the award 
as not obligatory and advised me to open a further negotiation, the prop-
osition was immediately made to the British Government, but the cir-
cumstances to which I have alluded have hitherto prevented any answer 
being given to the overture. Early. attention, however, has been promised 
to the subject, and every effort on my part will be made .for a satisfactory 
settlement of this question, interesting to the Union generally, and par-
ticularly so to one of its members. 
The claims of our citizens on Spain are not yet acknowledged. On a 
closer investigation of them than appears to have heretofore taken place 
if was discovered that some of these demands, however strong they might 
be upon the equity of that Government, were not such as could be made 
the subject of national interference; and faithful to the principle of 
asking nothing but what was clearly right, additional instructions have 
been sent to modify our demands so as to embrace those only on which, 
according to the laws of nations, we had a strict right to insist. An 
inevitable delay in procuring the documents necessary for this review of 
the merits of these claims retarded this operation until an unfortunate 
malady which has afflicted His Catholic Majesty prevented an examina-
tion of them. Being now for the first time presented in an unexception-
able form, it is confidently hoped that the application will be successful. 
I have the satisfaction to inform you that the application I directed to 
be made for the delivery of a part of the archives of Florida, which had 
been carried to The Havannah, has produced a royal order for their deliv-
ery, and that measures have been taken to procure its execution. 
By the report of the Secretary of State communicated to you on the 
2_c;th June last you were informed of the conditional reduction obtained 
by the minister of the United States at Madrid of the duties on tonnage 
levied on American shipping in the ports of Spain. The condition of 
that reduction having been complied with on our part by the act passed 
the I 3th of July last, I have the satisfaction to inform you that our ships 
now pay no higher nor other duties in the continental ports of Spain than 
are levied on their national vessels. 
H P-VOI.. II-38 
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The demands against Portugal for illegal captures in the blockade of 
Terceira have been allowed to the full arn.ount of the accounts presented 
by the claimants, and payment was promised to be made in three install-
ments. The first of these has been paid; the second, although due, had 
not at the date of our last advices been received, owing, it was al!:ged, 
to embarrassments in the :finances consequent on the civil war in which 
that nation is engaged. 
The payments stipulated by the convention with Denmark have been 
punctually made, and the amount is ready for distribution among the 
claimants as soon as the board, now sitting, shall have performed their 
functions. 
I regret that by the last advices from our charge d'affaires at Naples 
that Government had still delayed the satisfaction due to our citizens, 
but at that date the effect of the last instructions was not known. Dis-
patches from thence are hourly expected, and the result will be commu-
nicated to you without delay. 
With the rest of Europe our relations, political and commercial, remain 
unchanged. Negotiations are going on to put on a permanent basis the 
liberal system of _commerce now carried on between us and the Empire 
of Russia. The treaty concluded with Austria is executed by His Impe-
rial Majesty with the most perfect good faith, and as we have no dip-
lomatic agent at his Court he personally inquired into and corrected a 
proceeding of some of his subaltern officers to the injury of our consul in 
one of his ports. 
Our treaty with the Sublime Porte is producing its expected effects on 
our commerce. New markets are opening for our commodities and a 
more extensive range for the employment of our ships. A slight aug-
mentation of the duties on our commerce, inconsistent with the spirit of 
the treaty, had -been imposed, but on the representation of our charge 
d'affaires it has been promptly withdrawn, and we now enjoy the trade 
and navigation of the Black Sea and of all the ports belonging to the 
Turkish Empire and Asia on the most perfect equality with all foreign 
nations. 
I wish earnestly that in announcing to you the continuance of friend-
ship and the increase of a profitable commercial intercourse with Mexico, 
with Central America, and the States of the South I could accompany it 
with the assurance that they all are blessed with that internal tranquillity 
and foreign peace which their heroic devotion to the cause of their inde-
pendence me . ..-its. In Mexico a sanguinary struggle is now carried on, 
which has caused so~e embarrassment to our commerce, but both parties 
profess the most friendly disposition towar us. To the termination of 
this contest we look for the establishment of that secure intercourse so 
necessary to nations whose territories are contiguous. How important it 
will be to us we may calculate from the fact that even in this unfavorable 
state of things our maritime commerce has increased, and an internal 
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trade by caravans from St. Louis to Santa Fe, under tbe protection of 
escorts furnished by the Government, is carried on to great advantage 
and is daily increasing. The agents provided for by the treaty, with this 
power to designate the boundaries which it established, have been named 
on our part, but one of the evils of the civil war now raging there has 
been that the appointment of those with whom they were to cooperate 
has not yet been announced to us. 
The Government of Central America has expelled from its territory 
the party which some time since disturbed its peace. Desirous of fos-
tering a favorable disposition toward us, which has on more than one 
occasion been evinced by this interesting country, I made a second 
attempt in this year to establish a diplomatic intercourse with them; but 
the death of the distinguished citizen whom I had appointed for that 
purpose has retarded the execution of measures from which I hoped 
much advantage to our commerce. The union of the three States which 
formed the Republic of Colombia has been dissolved, but they all, it is 
believed, consider themselves as separately bound by the treaty which 
was made in their federal capacity. The minister accredited to the 
federation continues in that character near , the Government of New 
Granada, and hopes were entertained that a new union would be formed 
between the separate States, at least for the purposes of foreign inter-
course. Our minister has been instructed to use his good offices, when-
ever they shall be desired, to produce the reunion so much to be wished 
for, the domestic tranquillity of the parties, an~ the security and facility 
of foreign commerce. 
Some agitations naturally attendant on an infant reign have prevailed 
in the Empire of Brazil, which have had the usual effect upon commer-
cial operations, and while they suspended the consideration of claims 
created on similar occasions, they have given rise to new complaints on 
the part of our citizens. A proper consideration for calamities and diffi-
culties of this nature has made us less urgent and peremptory in our 
demands for justice than duty to our fellow-citizens would under other 
circumstances have required. But their claims are not neglected, and 
will on all proper occasions be urged, and it is hoped with effect. 
I refrain from making any communication on the subject of our affairs 
with Buenos Ayres, because the negotiation communicated to you in my 
last annual message was at the date of our last advices still pending and 
in a state that would render a publication of the details inexpedient. 
A treaty of amity and commerce has been formed with the Republic of 
Chili, which, if approved by the Senate, will be laid before you. That 
Government seems to be established, and at peace with its neighbors; 
-and its ports being tne resorts of our ships which are employed in the 
highly important trade of the fisheries, this commercial convention can 
not but be of great advantage to our fellow-citizens engaged in that per., 
ilous but profitable business. 
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Our commerce with the neighboring State of Peru, owing t0 th& oner-
ous duties levied on our principal articles of export, has been on the 
decline, and all endeavors · to procure an alteration have hitherto proved 
fruitless. With Bolivia we have yet no diplomatic intercourse, and the 
continual contests carried on between it and Peru have made me defer -
until a more favorable period the appointment of any agent for that 
purpose. 
An act of atrocious piracy having been committed on one of our trad-
ing ships by the inhabitants of a settlement on the west coast of Sumatra, 
a frigate was dispatched with orders to demand satisfaction for the 
injury if those who committed it should be found to be members of a 
regular gove~nment, capable of maintaining the usual relations with for-
eign nations; but if, as it was supposed and as they proved to be, they 
were a band of lawless pirates, to inflict such a chastisement as would 
deter them and others from like aggressions. This last was done, and 
the effect has been an increased respect for our flag in those distant seas 
and additional security for our commerce. 
In the view I have given of our connection with foreign powers allu-
sions have been made to their domestic disturbances or foreign wars, to 
their revolutions or dissensions. It may be proper to observe that this 
is done solely in cases where those events affect our political relations 
with them, or to show their operation on our commerce. Further than 
this it is neither our policy nor our right to interfere. Our best wishes 
on all occasions, our good offices ·when required, will be afforded to pro-
mote the domestic tranquillity and foreign peace of all nations with whom 
we have any intercourse. · Any intervention in their affairs further than 
this, even by the expression of an official opinion, is contrary to our prin-
ciples of international policy, and will al~ays be avoided. 
The report which the Secretary of the Treasury will in due time lay 
before you will exhibit the nationai finances in a highly prosperous state. 
Owing to the continued success of our commercial enterprise, which has 
enabled the merchants to fulfill their engagements with the Government, 
the receipts from customs during the year will exceed the estimate pre-
sented at the last session, and with the other means of the Treasury will 
prove fully adequate not only to ~eet the increased expenditures result-
ing from the large appropriations made by Congress, but to provide for 
the payment of all the public debt which is at present redeemable. It is 
now estimated that the customs will yield to the Treasury during the 
present year upward of $28,000,000 The public lands, however, have 
proved less productive than was anticipated, and according to present 
information will not much exceed two millions. The expenditures for 
all objects other than the public debt are estimated to amount during 
the year to about sixteen millions and a half, while a still larger sum, 
viz, $18,000,000, will have been applied to the principal and interest of 
the publi9 debt. 
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It is expected, however, that in consequence of the reduced rates of 
duty which will take effect after the 3d of March next there will be a 
considerable falling off in the revenue from customs in the year 1833. It 
will nevertheless be amply sufficient to provide for all the wants of the 
public service, estimated even upon a liberal scale, and for the redemp-
tion and purchase of the remainder of the public debt. On the 1st of 
January next the entire public debt of the United States, funded and 
unfunded, will be reduced to within a fraction of $7,000,000, of which 
$2,227,363 are not of right redeemable until the 1st of January, 1834, 
and $4,735,296 not until the 2d of January, 1835 . The commissioners 
of the sinking funds, however, being invested with full authority to pur-
chase the debt at the market price, and the means of the Treasury being 
ample, it may be hoped that the whole will be extinguished within the 
year 1833. 
I can not too cordially congratulate Congress and my fellow-citizens 
on the near approach of that memorable and happy event-the extinction 
of the public debt of this great and free nation. Faithful to the wise and 
patriotic policy marked out by the legislation of the country for this 
object, the present Administration has devoted to it all the means which 
a flourishing commerce has supplied and a prudent economy preserved 
for the public Treasury. Within the four years for which the people 
have confided the Executive power to my charge $58,000,000 will have 
been applied to the payment of the public debt. That this has been 
accomplished without stinting the expenditures for all other proper 
objects will be seen by referring to the liberal provision made during the 
same period for the support and increase of our means of maritime and 
military defense, for internal improvements of a national character, for 
the removal and preservation of the Indians, and, lastly, for the gallant 
veterans of the Revolution. 
The final removal of this great burthen from our resources affords the 
means of further provision for all the objects of general welfare and pub-
lic defense which the Constitution authorizes, and presents the occasion 
for such further reduction in the revenue as may not be required for them. 
From the report of the Secretary of the Treasury it will be seen that after 
the present. year such a reduction may be made to a considerable extent, 
and the _subject is earnestly recommended to the consideration of Con-
gress in the hope that the combined wisdom of the representatives of the 
people will devise such means of effecting that salutary object as may 
remove those burthens which shall be found to fall unequally upon any 
and as may promote all the great interests of the community. 
Long and patient reflection has strengthened-the opinions I have here-
tofore expressed to Congress on this subject, and I deem it my duty on 
the present occasion again to urge them upon the attention of the Legis-
lature. The soundest maxims of public policy and. the principles upon 
which our republican institutions are founded recommend a proper 
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adaptation of the revenue to the expenditure, and they also require that 
the expenditure shall be limited to what, by an economical administra-
tion, shall be consistent with the simplicity of the Government and nec-
essary to an efficient public service. In effecting this adjustment it is 
due, in justice to the interests of the different States, and even to the 
preservation of the Union itself, that the protection afforded by existing 
laws to any branches of the national industry should not exceed what 
may be necessary to counteract the regulations of foreign nations and 
to secure a supply of those articles of manufacture essential to the national 
independence and safety in time of war. If upon investigation it shall 
be found, as it is believed it will be, that the legislative protection granted 
to any particular interest is greater than is indispensably requisite for 
these objects, I recommend that it be gradually diminished, and that a~ 
far as may be consistent with these objects the whole scheme of duties 
be reduced to .the revenue standard as soon as a just regard to the faith 
of the Government and to the preservation of the large capital invested 
in establishments of domestic industry will permit. 
That ma:mfactures adequate to the supply of our domestic consump-
tion would in the abstract be beneficial to our country there is no reason 
to doubt, and to effect their establishment there is perhaps no American 
citizen who would not for awhile be willing to pay a higher price for 
them. But for this purpose it is presumed that a tariff of high duties, 
designed for perpetual protection, has entered into the minds of but few 
of our statesmen. The most they have anticipated is a temporary and, 
generally, incidental protection, which they maintain has the effect to 
reduce the price by domestic competition below that of the foreign article. 
Experience, however, our best guide on this as on other subjects, makes 
it doubtful whether the advantages of this system are not counterbalanced 
by many evils, and whether it does not tend to beget in the minds of a 
large portion of our countrymen a spirit of discontent and jealousy dan-
gerous to the stability of the Union. 
What, then, shall be done? Large interests have grown up under the 
implied pledge of our national legislation, which it would seem a viola-
tion of public faith suddenly to abandon. Nothing could justify it but 
the public safety, which is the supreme law. But those who have vested 
their capital in manufacturing establishments can not expect that the 
people will continue permanently to pay high taxes for their benefit, 
when the money is not required for any legitimate purpose in the admin-
istration of the,Government. Is it not enough that the high duties have 
been paid as long as the money arising from them could be applied to the 
common benefit in the extinguishment of the public debt? 
Tho e who take an enlarged view of the condition of our country 
must be satisfied that the policy of protection must be ultimately limited 
to those article of domestic manufacture which are indispensable to our 
safety in time of war. Within this scope, on a reasonable scale, it is 
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recommended by every consideration of patriotism and duty, which will 
doubtless always secure to it a liberal and efficient support. But beyond 
this object we have already seen the operation of the system productive 
of discontent. In some sections of the Republic its influence is depre-
cated as tending to concentrate wealth into a few hands, and as creating 
those germs of dependence and vice which in other countries have char-
acterized the existence of monopolies and proved so destructive of liberty 
and the general good. A large portion of the people in one section of 
the Republic declares it not only inexpedient on these grounds, but as 
disturbing the equal relations of property by legislation, and therefore 
unconstitutional and· unjust. 
Doubtless these effects are in a great degree exaggerated, and may be 
ascribed to a mistaken view of the considerations which led to the adop-
tion of the tariff system; but they are nevertheless important in enabling 
us to review the subject with a more thorough knowledge of all its bear-
ings upon the great interests of the Republic, and with a determination 
to dispose of it so that none can with justice complain. 
It is_my painful duty to state that in one quarter of the United States 
opposition to the revenue laws has arisen to a height which threatens to 
thwart their execution, if not to endanger the integrity of the Union. 
Whatever obstn~ctions may be thrown in ~he way of the judicial author-
ities of the General Government, it is hoped they will be able peaceably 
to overcome them by the prudence of their own officers and the patriot-
islJl. of the people. But should this reasonable reliance on the modera-
tio:i and good sense of all portions of our fellow-citizens be disappointed, 
it is believed that the laws themselves are fully adequate to the suppres-
sion of such attempts as may be immediately made. Should the exigency 
arise rendering the• execution of the existing laws impracticable from 
any cause whatever, prompt notice of it will be given to Congress, with 
a suggestion of such views and measures as may be deemed necessary to 
meet it. 
In conformity w;th principles heretofore explained, and with the hope 
of reducing the General Government to that simple machine which the 
Constitution created and of withdrawing from the States all other influ-
ence than that of its universal beneficence in preserving peace, affording 
an uniform currency, maintaining the inviolability of contracts, diffusing 
intelligence, and discharging unfelt its other superintending functions, I 
recommend that provision be made to dispose of all stocks now held by 
it in corporations, whether created by the General or State Governments, 
and placing the proceeds in the Treasury. As a source of profit these 
stocks are of little or no value; as a means of influence among the States 
they are adverse to the purity of our institutions. The whole pr~nciple 
on which they are based is deemed by many unconstitutional, and to per-
sist in the policy which they indicate is considered wholly inexpedient. 
lt is my duty to acquaint you with a:u a.:rran&"emeut :i;n~de by the :5a~~ 
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of the United States with a portion of the holders of the 3 per cent stock, 
by which the Government will be deprived of the use of the public funds 
longer than was anticipated. By this arrangement, which will be par-
ticularly explained by the Secretary of the Treasury, a surrender of the 
certificates of this stock may be postponed until October, 1833, and thus 
the liability of the Government, after its ability to discharge the debt, 
may be continued by the failure of the bank to perform its duties. 
Such measures as are within the reach of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury have been taken to enable him to judge whether the public deposits 
in that institution may be regarded as entirely safe; but as his limited 
power may prove inadequate to this object, I recommend the subject to 
the attention of Congress, under the firm belief that it is worthy of their 
serious investigation. An inquiry into the transactions of the institu-
tion, embracing the branches as well as the principal bank, seems called 
for by the credit which is given throughout the country to many serious 
charges impeaching its character, and which if true may justly excite 
the apprehension that it is no longer a safe depository of the money 
of the people. 
Among the interests which merit the consideration of Congress after 
the payment of the public debt, one of the most important, in my view, 
is that of the public lands. Previous to the formation of our present 
Constitution it was recommended by Congress that a portion of the waste 
lands owned by the States should be ceded to the United States for the 
purposes of general harmony and as a fund to meet the expenses of the 
war. The recommendation was adopted, and at different periods of time 
the States of Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, North and South Car-
olina, and Georgia granted their vacant soil for the uses for which they 
had been asked. As the lands may now be considered as relieved from 
this pledge, the object for which they were ceded having been accom-
plished, it is in the discretion of Congress to dispose of them in such way 
as best to conduce to the quiet, harmony, and general interest of the 
American people. In examining this question all local and sectional 
feelings should be discarded and the whole United States regarded as 
one people, interested alike in the prosperity of their common country. 
It can not be doubted that the speedy settlement of these lands con-
stitutes the true interest of the Republic. The wealth and strength of a 
country are its population, and the best part of that population are the 
cultivators of the soil. Independent farmers are everywhere the basis of 
society and true friends of liberty. 
In addition to these considerations questions have already arisen, and 
may be expected hereafter to grow out of the public lands, which involve 
the rightr of the new States and the powers of the General Government, 
and unle s a liberal policy be now adopted there is danger that these 
questions may speedily assume an importance not now generally antici-
l>ated. The influ~nce of a great sectional interest
1 
when brought into full 
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action, will be found more dangerous to the harmony and union of the 
States than any other cause of discontent, and it is the part of wisdom 
and sound policy to foresee its approaches and endeavor if possible to 
counteract them. 
Of the various schemes which have been hitherto, proposed in regard 
to the disposal of the public lands, none has yet received the entire appro-
bation of the National Legislature. Deeply impressed with the impor-
tance of a speedy and satisfactory arrangement of the subject, I deem it 
my duty on this occasion to urge it upon your consideration, and to the ' 
propositions which have been heretofore suggested by others to contrib-
ute those reflections which have occurred to me, in the hope that they 
may assist you in your future deliberations. 
It seems to me to be our true policy that the public lands shall cease 
as soon as practicable to be a source of revenue, and that they be sold to 
settlers in limited parcels at a price barely sufficient to reimburse to the 
United States the expense of the present system and the cost arising 
under our Indian compacts. The advantages of accurate surveys and 
undoubted titles now secured to purchasers seem to forbid the abolition 
of the present system, because none can be substituted which will more 
perfectly accomplish these important ends. · It is desirable, however, 
that in convenient time this machinery be withdrawn from the States, 
and that the right of soil and the future disposition of it be surrendered 
to the States respectively in which it lies. 
The adventurous and h3:rdy population of the \,Vest, besides contrib-
uting their equal share of taxation under our impost system, have in 
the progress of our Government, for the lands they occupy, paid into the 
Treasury a large proportion of $40,000,000, and of the revenue received 
therefrom but a small part has been expended amongst them. When to 
the disadvantage of their situation in this respect we add the considera-
tion that it is their labor alone which gives real value to the lands, and 
that the proceeds arising from their sale are distributed chiefly among 
States which had not originally any claim to them, and which have 
enjoyed the undivided emolument arising from the sale of their own 
lands,• it can not be expe~ted that the new St~tes will remain longer 
contented with the present policy after the payment of the public debt. 
To avert the consequences which may be apprehended from this cause, 
to put an end forever to all partial and interested legislation on the sub-
ject, and to afford to every American citizen of enterprise the opportunity 
of securing an independent freehold, it seems to me, therefore, best to 
abandon the idea of raising a future revenue out of the public lands. 
In former messages I have expressed my conviction that the Constitu-
tion does not warrant the application of the funds of the General Gov-
ernment to objects of internal improvement which are not national in 
their character, and, both as a means of doing justice to all interests and 
puttin~ an encl to a <;:Q1+rse of le~islatiou <;:<:\.lculatecl to destroy the purit~ 
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of the Government, have urged the necessity of reducing the whole sub. 
ject to some fixed and certain rule. As there never will occur a period, 
perhaps, more propitious than the present to the accomplishment of this 
object, I beg leave to press the subject again upon your attention. 
Without some general and well-defined principles ascertaining those 
objects of internal improvement to which the means of the nation may 
be constitutionally applied, it is obvious that the exercise of the power 
can never be satisfactory. Besides the danger to which it exposes Con-
gress of making hasty appropriations to works of the character of which 
they may be frequently ignorant, it promotes a mischievous and corrupt-
ing influence upon elections by holding out to the people the fallacious 
hope that the success of a certain candidate will make navigable their 
neighboring creek or river, bring commerce to their doors, and increase 
the value of their property. It thus favors combinations to squander the 
treasure of the country upon a m·ultitude of local objects, as fatal to just 
legislation as to the purity of public men. 
If a system compatible with the Constitution can not be devised which 
is free from such tendencies, we should recollect that that instrument 
provides within itself the mode of its amendment, and that there is, 
therefore, no excuse for the assumption of doubtful powers by the Gen-
eral Government. If those which are clearly granted shall be found 
incompetent to the ends of its creation, it can at any time apply for their 
enlargement; and there is no probability that such an application, if 
founded on the public interest, will ever be refused. If the propriety of 
the proposed grant be not sufficiently apparent to command the assent of 
three-fourths of the States, the best possible reason why the power should 
not be assumed on doubtful authority is afforded; for if more than one-
fourth of the States are unwilling to make the grant its exercise will 
be productive of discontents which will far overbalance any advantages 
that could be derived from it. All must admit that there is nothing so 
worthy of the constant solicitude of this Government as the harmony and 
union of the people. 
Being solemnly impressed with the conviction that the extension of the 
power to make internal improvements beyond the limit I have suggested, 
even if it be deemed constitutional, is subversive of the best interests of our 
country, I earnestly recommend to Congress to refrain from its exercise 
in doubtful cases, except in relation to improvements already begun, 
unless they shall first procure from the States such an amendment of the 
Constitution as will define its character and prescribe its bounds. If the 
States feel themselves competent to these objects, why should this Gov-
ernment wish to assume the power? If they do not, then they will not 
hesitate to make the grant. Both Governments are the Governments of 
the people; improvements must be made with the money of the people, 
and if the money can be collected and applied by those more simple and 
economical political machines, the State governments, it will unquestion-




patronage, and the power of the General Government. But if the people 
of the several States think otherwise they will amend the Constitution, 
and in their decision all ought cheerfully to acquiesce. 
For a detailed and highly satisfactory view of the operations of the War 
Department I refer you to the accompanying report of the Secretary of 
War. 
The hostile incursions of the Sac and Fox Indians necessarily led to the 
interposition of the Government. A portion of the troops, under Gen-
erals Scott and Atkinson, and of the militia of the State of Illinois were 
called into the field. After a harassing warfare, prolonged by the nature 
of the country and by the difficulty of procuring subsistence, the Indians 
were entirely defeated, and the disaffected band dispersed or destroyed. 
The result has been creditable to the troops engaged in the service. 
Severe as is the lesson to the Indians, it was rendered necessary by their 
unprovoked aggressions, and it is to be hoped that its impression will be 
permanent and salutary. 
This campaign has evinced the efficient organization of the Army and 
its capacity for prompt and active service. Its several departments have 
performed their functions with energy and dispatch, and the general 
movement was satisfactory. 
Our fellow-citizens upon the frontiers were ready, as they always are, 
in the tender of their services in the hour of danger. But a more effi-
cient organization of our militia system is essential to that security which 
is one of the principal objects of all governments. Neither our situation 
nor our institutions require or permit the maintenance of a large regular 
force. History offers too many lessons of the fatal result of such a meas-
ure not to warn us against its adoption here. The expense which attends 
it, the obvious tendency to employ it because it exists and thus to engage 
in unnecessary wars, and its ultimate danger to public liberty will lead 
us, I trust, to place our principal dependence for, protection upon the 
great body of the citizens of the Republic. If in asserting rights or 
in repelling wrongs war should come upon us, our regular force should 
be increased to an extent proportioned to the emergency, and our pres-
ent small Army is a nucleus around which such force could be formed 
and embodied. But for the purposes of defense under ordinary circum-
stances we must rely upon the electors of the country. Those by whom 
and for whom the Government was instituted and is supported will con-
stitute its protection in the hour of danger as they do its check in the 
hour of safety. 
But it is obvious that the militia system is imperfect. Much time is 
lost, much unnecessary expense incurred, and much public property 
wasted under the present arrangement. Little useful knowledge is 
gained by the musters and drills as now established and the whole 
subject evidently requires a thorough examination. 
1
Whether a plan 
of classification remedying these defects and providing for a system of 
instruction might not be adopted is submitted to the consideration ~f 
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Congress. The Constitution has vested in the General Government an 
independent authority upon the subject of the militia which renders its 
action essential to the establishment or improvement of the system, and 
I recommend the matter to your consideration in the conviction that the 
state of this important arm of the public defense requires your attention. 
I am happy to inform you that the wise and humane policy of trans-
ferring from the eastern to the western side of the Mississippi the rem-
nants of our aboriginal tribes, with their own consent and upon just 
terms, has been steadily pursued, and is approaching, I trust, its consum-
mation. By reference to the report of the Secretary of War and to the 
documents submitted with it you will see ,the progress which has been 
made since your last session in the arrangement of the various matters 
connected with our Indian relations. With one exception every subject 
involving any question of conflicting jurisdiction or of peculiar difficulty 
has been happily disposed of, and the conviction evidently gains ground 
among the Indians that their removal to the country assigned by the 
United States for their permanent residence furnishes the only hope 'of 
their ultimate prosperity. 
With that portion of the Cherokees, however, living within the State 
of Georgia it has been found impracticable as yet to make a satisfactory 
adjustment. Such was my anxiety to remove all the grounds of com-
plaint and to bring to a termination the difficulties in which they are 
involved that I directed the very liberal propositions to be made to them 
which accompany the documents herewith submitted. They can not but 
have seen in these offers the evidence of the strongest disposition on the 
part of'the Government to deal justly and liberally with them. An 
ample indemnity was offered for their present possessions, a liberal pro-
vision for their future support and improvement, and full security for 
their private and political rights. Whatever difference of opinion may 
have prevailed respecting the just claims of these people, there will 
probably be none respecting the liberality of the propositions, and very 
little respecting the expediency of their immediate acceptance. They 
were, however, rejected, and thus the position of these Indians remains 
unchanged, as do the views communicated in my message to the Senate 
of February 22, 183r. 
I refer you to the annual report of the Secretary of the Navy, which 
accompanies this message, for a detail of the operations of that branch of 
the service during the present year. 
Besides the general remarks on some of the transactions of our Navy 
presented in the view which has been taken of our foreign relations, I 
seize this occasion to invite to your notice the increased protection which 
it has afforded to our commerce and citizens on distant seas without any 
augmentation of the force in commission. In the gradual improvement 
of its pecuniary concerns, in the constant progress in the collection of 
mater~als suitable for use during future emergencies, and in the con-
struction of essels and the buildings necessary to their preservation 
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and repair, the present state of this branch of the service exhibits the 
fruits of that vigilance and care which are so indispensable to its effi-
ciency. Various new suggestions, contained in the annexed report, as 
well as others heretofore submitted to Congress, are worthy of your 
attention, but none more so than that urging the renewal for another 
term of six years of the general appropriation for the gradual improve-
ment of the Navy. 
From the accompanying report of the Postmaster-General you will also 
perceive that that Department continues to extend its usefulness without 
impairing its resources or lessening the accommodations which it affords 
in the secure and rapid transportation of the mail. 
I beg leave to call the attention of Congress to the views heretofoFe 
expressed in relation to the mode of choosing the President and Vice-
President of the United States, and to those respecting the tenure of office 
generally. Still impressed with the justness of those views and with the 
belief that the modifications suggested on those subjects if adopted will 
contribute to the prosperity and harmony of the country, I earnestly 
recommend them to your consideration at this time. 
I have heretofore pointed out defects in the law for punishing official 
frauds, especially within the District of Columbia. It has been found 
almost impossible to bring notorious culprits to punishment, and, accord-
ing to a decision of the court for this District, a prosecution is barred by 
a lapse of two years after the fraud has been committed. It may hap-
pen again, as it has already happened, that during the whole two years 
all the evidences of the fraud may be in the possession of the culprit 
himself. However proper the limitation may be in relation to private 
citizens, it would seem that it ought not to commence running in favor 
of public officers until they go out of office. 
The judiciary system of the United States remains imperfect. Of the 
nine Western and Southwestern States three only enjoy the benefits of a 
circuit court. Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee are embraced in the gen-
eral system, bu,t Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Alabama, Mississippi, and 
Louisiana have only district courts. If the existing system be a good 
one, why should it not be extended? If it be a bad one, why is it suf-
fered to exist? The new States were promised equal rights and privi-
leges when they came into the Union, and such are the guaranties of 
the Constitution. Nothing can be more obvious than the obligation of the 
General Government to place all the States on the same footing in rela-
tion to the administration of justice, and I trust this duty will be neg-
lected no longer. 
On many of the subjects to which your attention is invited in this com-
munication it is a source of gratification to reflect that the steps to be 
now adopted are uninfluenced by the embarrassments entailed upon the 
country by the wars through which it has passed. In regard to most 
of our great interests we may consider ourselves as just starting in our 
career, and after a salutary experience about to fix upon a permanent 
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basis the policy best calculated to promote the happiness of the people 
and facilitate their progress toward the most complete enjoyment of civil 
liberty. On an occasion so interesting and important in our history, and 
of such anxious concern to the friends of freedom throughout the world, 
it is our imperious duty to lay aside all selfish and local considerations 
and be guided by a lofty spirit of devotion to the great P-rinciples on 
which our institutions are founded. 
That this Government may be so administered as to preserve its effi-
ciency in promoting anq. securing these general objects should be the 
only aim of our ambition, and we can not, therefore, too carefully exam-
ine its structure, in order that we may not mistake its powers or assume 
those which the people have reserved to themselves or have preferred to 
assign to other agents. We should bear constantly in mind the fact that 
the considerations which induced the framers of the Constitution to with-
hold from the General Government the power to regulate the great mass 
of the business and concerns of the people have been fully justified by 
experience, and that it can not now be doubted that the genius of all our 
institutions prescribes simplicity and economy as the characteristics of 
the reform which is yet to be effected in the present and future execution 
of the functions bestowed upon us by the Constitution. 
Limited to a general superintending power to maintain peace at home 
and abroad, and to prescribe laws on a few subjects of general interest 
not calculated to restrict human liberty, but to enforce human rights, 
this Government will find its strength and its glory in the faithful dis-
charge of these plain and simple duties. Relieved by its protecting 
shield from the fear of war and the apprehension of oppression, the free 
enterprise of our cWzens, aided by the State sovereignties, will work out 
improvements and ameliorations which can not fail to demonstrate that 
the great truth that the people can govern themselves is not only real-
ized in our example, but that it is done by a machinery in government so 
simple and economical as scarcely to be felt. That the Almighty Ruler 
of the Universe may so direct our deliberations and overrule our acts as 
to make us instrumental in securing a result so dear to mankind is my 
most earnest and sincere prayer. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
SPECIAL MESSAGES. 
WASHINGTON, December II, I832. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE: 
I lay before the Senate, for its consideration and advice, a treaty of 
amity and commerce between the United States of America and the 
Republic of Chili, concluded at Santiago on the 16th day of May, 1832. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
AndYew Jackson 
WASHINGTON, December I2, I832. 
1 o the Senate: 
I transmit herewith, for the consideration and advice of the Senate as 
to their ratification, treaties that have been concluded by commissioners 
duly appointed on the part of the United States with the following tribes 
of Indians, viz: The Chickasaws, the Apalachicola band in Florida, the 
Sacs and Foxes, the Winnebagoes, the Potawatamies of Indiana and 
Michigan, the Potawatamies of the Wabash and Elkheart, and the Pota-
watamies of the Prairie. 
I also transmit the report and journals of the commissioners. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, December I7, I832. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE: 
A convention having been concluded at Naples on the 14th October, 
1832, between the United States and the Government of the Two Sid.-
lies, I now lay it before the Senate for its constitutional action upon it. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, December I7, I832. 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate requesting the Presi-
dent of the United States "to communicate to the Senate copies of the 
commission appointing Samuel Gwin register of the land office at Mount 
Salus, in the State of Mississippi, in the recess of the Senate in 1831, 
and of the commission appointing the said Gwin to the same office in 
the recess of the Senate in 1832, and also a copy of the opinion of the 
Attorney-General of the United States in relation to said last-mentioned 
commission, and also the opinions, if any, of former Attorneys-General 
in similar cases, and copies of the commissions which may have issued in 
like cases, if any, under former Administrations," I transmit herewith 
the papers called for. 
It may be proper to remark of the case of the navy agent, supposed to 
be analogous to that of Mr. Gwin, that the commissions are not usually 
recorded. The one transmitted, however, is the form generally observed, 
varied to suit the circumstances of the case, and omitting or inserting the 
words '' by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,'' according 
to the time the appointment is made. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, December 2I, I832. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 
I beg leave to call the attention of Congress to the accompanying 
communication from the Secretary of State, inclosing a correspondence 
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between him and the artist employed to execute the statue of Washing-
ton which is to be placed in the Rotunda of the Capitol. · 
It appears from this correspondence that the present appropriatibn for 
the execution of this work is . inadequate to the object, and I therefore 
feel it my duty before concluding the contract to ascertain whether the 
additional sum recommended as proper by the Secretary of State and 
the terms proposed by the artist will, meet the approbation of Congress. 
For this purpose the papers are respectfully submitted. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHING TON, December 27, I 83 2. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 
I beg leave to call the attention of Congress to the accompanying 
reports-one from the engineer selected under the act of the 14th July 
last to take charge of the survey of the bridge across the Potomac which 
that act authorized the President to cause to be erected, and showing, 
after a careful ~urvey, the propriety of applying a part of the sum appro-
priated to the repairing the old bridge; the other showing the consid-
erations which, in the opinion of the same engineer and that of General 
Gratiot, should determine the choice between a superstructure of wood 
and of iron on the same foundation of granite, 
Concurring in the reasons stated by these officers for the preference of 
the superstructure of wood, I have adopted it accordingly, and propose to 
take the measures necessary for the execution of the work. Previously, 
however, to inviting contracts for this purpose I deem it advisable to 
submit the subject to Congress, in order that the necessary appropria-
tions may be supplied. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representatives: 
WASHINGTON, December 28, I832. 
I have taken into consideration the ;esolution of the House requesting 
me to communicate to it, so far as in my opinion may be consistent with 
the public interest, '' the correspondence between the Government of the 
United States and that of the Republic of Buenos Ayres which has 
resulted in the departure of the charge d'affaires of the United States 
from that Republic, together with the instructions given to the said 
charge d'affaires," and in answer to the said request state for the infor-
mation of the House that although the charge d'affaires of the United 
States has found it necessary to return, yet the negotiation between the 
two countries for the arrangement of the differences between them are 
not considered as broken off, but are suspended only until the arrival 
of a minister, who, it is officially announced, will be sent to this country 
with powers to treat on the subject. 
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This fact, it is believed, will justify the opinion I have formed that it 
will not be consistent with the public interest to communicate the corre-
spondence and instructions requested by the House so long as the nego-
tiation shall be pending. ' 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON,January 2, I833. 
The SP:E:AKER oF THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I transmit herewith a report from the Secretary of State on the subject 
of the French ship Pactole, upon the cargo of which a discriminating 
duty seems to have been levied in 1827 by the collector at Pensacola, in 
contravention, as is alleged, with the convention of 1822 with France. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON,January 3, I833. 
To the House of Representatz'ves: 
I beg leave to call the attention of Congress to the accompanying report 
from the Secretary of State, recommending an appropriation to refund 
the amount of duties that have been collected in the ports of the United 
States on the tonnage of foreign vessels belonging to nations that have 
abolished in their ports discriminating duties on the vessels of the 
United States. 
I also transmit herewith another report from· the Secretary of State, 
stating the losses to which certain Swedish subjects allege they were 
exposed by the taking out of one of the ports of St. Bartholomew, in 
the year 1828, a vessel under the flag of the Republic of Buenos Ayres, 
by the commander of the United States ship Erie, and for the payment 
of which it is thought provision ought to be made by Congress. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January 7, I833. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives the report of the Secretary 
of State upon the subject of the duties on the cargo of the French ship 
Pactole, prepared in obedience to the resolution of that House of the 20th 
of December, 1832, which was referred to him. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 28th ultimo, 
requesting the President of the United States to communicate to the 
Senate a copy of the treaty concluded at Franklin, in the State of 
M P-voi:. II-39 
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Tennessee, between the United States and the Chickasaw tribe of Indians, 
on the -- day of August, 1830, together with a copy of the instructions, 
if any, to the commissioner who negotiated the treaty with said tribe of 
Indians, bearing date the 30th day of October, 1832, I transmit herewith 
a report from the Secretary of War, containing the information required. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
JANUARY 8, 1833, 
WASHINGTON, January IO, I833. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES: 
In compliance with the resolution of the House of the 4th instant, 
requesting to be furnished with such infonp.ation as the President may 
possess '' in relation to the survey of the northern boundary of the State 
of Ohio under the provisions of the act of Congress passed for that pur-
pose on the 14th of July, 18 32," I transmit herewith a report from the 
Secretary of War containing it. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January I,f-, I833. 
To the Senate: 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their advice and consent as to 
the ratification of the same, treaties that have been concluded by com-
missioners duly appointed on the part of the United States with the fol-
lowing Indian tribes, viz: With the Kickapoos; with the Shawanoes and 
Delawares, late of Cape Gerardeau, together with stipulations with Dela-
wares for certain private annuities; with the Pankeshaws and Peorias. 
I also transmit the journal of the commissioners who negotiated these 
treaties. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January I6, I833. 
Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representatives: 
In my annual message at the commencement of your present session 
I adverted to the opposition to the revenue laws in a particular quarter 
of the United States, which threatened not merely to thwart their execu-
tion, but to endanger the integrity of the Union; and although I then 
expressed my reliance that it might be overcome by the prudence of the 
officers of the United States and the patriotism of the people, I stated 
that should the emergency arise rendering the execution of the existing 
laws impracticable from any cause whatever prompt notice should be 
given to Congress, with the suggestion of such views and measures as 
might be necessary to meet it. 
Events which have occurred in the quarter then alluded to, or which 
have come to my knowledge subsequently, present this emergency. 
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Since the date of my last annual message I have had officially trans-
mitted to me by the governor of South Carolina, which I now communi-
cate to Congress, a copy of the ordinance passed by the convention which 
assembled at Columbia, in the State of South Carolina, in November last, 
declaring certain acts of Congress therein mentioned within the limits of 
that State to be absolutely null and void, and making it the duty of the 
legislature to pass such laws as would be necessary to carry the same into 
effect from and after the 1st February next. 
The consequences to which this extraordinary defiance of the just 
authority of the Government might too surely lead were clearly fore-
seen, and it was impossible for me to hesitate as to my own duty in such 
an emergency. 
The ordinance had been passed, however, without any certain knowl-
edge of the recommendation which, from a view of the interests of the 
nation at large, the Executive had determined to submit to Congress, 
and a hope was indulged that by frankly explaining his sentiments and 
the nature of those duties which the crisis would devolve upon him the 
authorities ~f South Carolina might be induced to retrace their steps. In 
this hope I determined to issue my proclamation of the 10th .of December 
last, a copy of which I now lay before Congress. 
I regret to inform you that these reasonable expectations have not 
been realized, and that the several acts of the legislature of South Caro-
lina which I now lay before you, and which have all and each of them 
· finally passed after a knowledge of the desire of the Administration to 
modify the laws complained of, are too well calculated both in their 
positive enactments and in the spirit of opposition which they obviously 
encourage wholly to obstruct the collection of the revenue within the 
limits of that State. 
Up to this period neither the recommendation of the Executive in 
regard to our financial policy and impost system, nor the disposition 
manifested by Congress promptly to act upon that subject, nor the une-
quivocal expression of the public will in all parts of the Union appears 
· to have produced any relaxation in the measures of opposition adopted 
by the State of South Carolina; nor is there any reason to hope that the 
ordinance and laws will be abandoned. 
I have no knowledge that an attempt has been made, or that it is in 
contemplation, to reassemble either the convention or the legislature, and 
it will be perceived that the interval before the 1st of February is too short 
to admit of the preliminary steps necessary for that purpose. It appears, 
moreover, that the State authorities are actively organizing their military 
resources, and providing the means and giving the most solemn assur-
ances of protection and support to all who shall enlist in opposition to 
the revenue laws. 
A recent proclamation of the present governor of South Carolina has 
openly defied the authority of the Executive of the Union, and general 
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orders from the headquarters of the State announced his determination 
to accept the services of volunteers and his belief that should their coun-
try need their services they will be found at the post of honor and duty, 
ready to lay down their lives in her defense. Under these orders the 
forces referred to are directed .to '' hold themselves in readiness to take 
the field at a moment's warning," and in the city of Charleston,· within 
a collection district, and a port of entry, a rendezvous has been opened 
for the purpose of enlisting men for the magazine and municipal guard. 
Thus South Carolina presents herself in the attitude of hostile prepara-
tion, and ready even for military violence if need be to enforce her laws 
for preventing the collection of the duties within her limits. 
Proceedings thus announced and matured must be distinguished from 
menaces of unlawful resistance by irregular bodies of people, who, act-
ing under temporary delusion, may be restrained by reflection and the 
influence of public opinion from the commission of actual outrage. In 
the present instance aggression may be regarded as committed when it 
is officially authorized and the means of enforcing it fully provided. 
Under these circumstances there can be no doubt that it is the deter-
mination of the authorities of South Carolina fully to carry into effect 
their ordinance and laws after the 1st of February. It therefore be-
comes my duty to bring the subject to the serious consideration of Con-
gress, in order that such measures as they in their wisdom may deem 
fit shall be seasonably provided, and that it may be thereby understood 
that while the Government is disposed to remove all just cause of com-
plaint as far as may be practicable consistently with a proper regard to 
the interests of the co~munity at large, it is nevertheless determined 
that the supremacy of the laws shall be maintained. 
In making this communication it appears to me to be proper not 
only that I should lay before you the acts and proceedings of South 
Carolina, but that I should also fully acquaint you with those steps 
which I have already caused to be taken for the due collection of the 
revenue, and with my views of the subject generally, that the sugges-
tions which the Constitution requires me to make in regard to your 
future legislation may be better understood. 
This subject having early attracted the anxious attention of the Exec-
utive, as soon as it was probable that the authorities of South Carolina 
seriously meditated resistance to the faithful execution of the revenue 
laws it was deemed advisable that the Secretary of the Treasury should 
particularly instruct the officers of the United States in that part of the 
Union as to the nature of the duties prescribed by the existing laws. 
Instructions were accordingly issued on the 6th of November to the 
collectors in that State, pointing out their respective duties and enjoin-
ing upon each a firm and vigilant but discreet performance of them in 
the emergency then apprehended. 
I herewith transmit copies of these instructions and of the letter 
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addressed to the district attorney, requesting his cooperation. These 
instructions were dictated in the hope that as the opposition to the 
laws by the anomalous proceeding of nullification was represented to 
be of a pacific nature, to be pursued substantially according to the forms 
of the Constitution and without resorting in any event to force or vio-
lence, the measures of its advocates would be taken in conformity with 
that profession, and on such supposition the means afforded by the 
existing laws would have been adequate to meet any emergency likely 
to arise. 
· It was, however, not possible altogether to suppress apprehension of 
the excesses to which the excitement prevailing in that quarter might 
lead, but it certainly was not foreseen that the meditated obstruction to 
the laws would so soon openly assume its present character. 
Subsequently to .the date of those instructions, however, the ordinance 
of the convention was passed, which,· if complied with by the people of 
the State, must effectually render inoperative the present revenue laws 
within her limits. 
That ordinance declares and ordains-
That the several acts and parts of acts of the Congress of the United States pur-
porting to be laws for the imposing of duties and imposts on the importation of for-
eign commodities, and now having operation and effect within the United States, 
and more especially "An act in alteration of the several acts imposing duties on 
imports," approved on the 19th of May, 1828, and also an act entitled "An act to 
alter and amend the several acts imposing duties on imports," approved on the 14th 
July, 1832, are unauthorized by the Constitution of the United States, and violate 
the true intent and meaning thereof, and are null and void and no law, nor binding 
upon the State of South Carolina, its officers and citizens; and all promises, con-
tracts, and obligations made or entered into, or to be made or entered into, with 
purpose to secure the duties imposed by the said acts, and all judicial proceedings 
which shall be hereafter had in affirmance thereof, are and shall be held utterly null 
and void. 
It also ordains-
That it shall not be lawful for any of the constituted authorities, whether of the 
State of South Carolina or of the United States, to enforce the payment of duties 
imposed by the said acts within the limits of the State, but that it shall be the duty 
of the legislature to adopt such measures and pass such acts as may be necessary to 
give full effect to this ordinance and to prevent the enforcement and arrest the oper-
ation of the said acts and parts of acts of the Congress of the United States within 
the limits of the State from and after the rst of February next; and it shall be the 
duty of all other constituted authorities and of all other persons residing or being 
within the limits of the State, and they· are hereby required and enjoined, to obey 
and give effect to this ordinance and such acts and measures of the legislature as 
may be passed or adopted in obedience thereto. 
It further ordains-
That in no case of law or equity decided in the courts of the Stale wherein shall 
be drawn in question the authority of this ordinance, or the validity of such act or 
acts of the legislature as may be passed for the purpose of giving effect thereto, or the 
validity of the aforesaid acts of Congress imposing duties, shall any appeal be taken 
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or allowed to the Supreme Court of the United States, nor shall any copy of the rec-
ord be permitted or allowed for that purpose; and the person or persons attempting 
to take such appeal may be dealt with as for a contempt of court. 
It likewise ordains-
That all persons holding any office of honor, profit, or trust, civil or military, under 
the State shall, within such time and in such manner as the legislature shall pre-
scribe, take an oath well and truly to obey, execute, and enforce this ordinance and 
such act or acts of the legislature as may be passed in pursuance thereof, according 
to the true intent and meaning of the same; and on the neglect or omission of any 
such person or persons so to do his or their office or offices shall be forthwith vacated, 
and shall be filled up as if such person or persons were dead or had resigned. And 
no person hereafter elected to any office of honor, profit, or trust, civil or military, 
shall, until the legislature shall otherwise provide and direct, enter on the execution 
of his office or be in any respect competent to discharge the duties thereof until he 
shall in like manner have taken a similar oath; and no juror shall be empaneled in 
any of the courts of the State in any cause in which shalt be in question this ordi-
.aance or any act of the legislature passed in pursuance thereof, unless he shall :first, 
in addition to the usual oath, have taken an oath that he will well and truly obey, 
execute, and enforce this ordinance and such act or acts of the legislature as may be 
passed to carry the same into operation and effect, according to the true intent and 
meaning thereof. 
The ordinance concludes: 
And we, the people of South Carolina, to the end that it may be fully understood 
by the Government of the United States and the people of the co-States that we are 
determined to maintain this ordinance and declaration at every hazard, do further 
declare that we will not submit to the application of force on the part of the Federal 
Government to reduce this State to obedience, but that we will consider the passage 
by Congress of any act authorizing the employment of a military or naval force against 
the State of South Carolina, her constituted authorities or citizens, or any act abol-
ishing or closing the ports of this State, or any of them, or otherwise obstructing the 
free ingress and egress of vessels to and from the said ports, or any other act on 
the part of the Federal Government to coerce the State, shut up her ports, destroy or 
harass her commerce, or to enforce the acts hereby declared to be null and void, other-
wise than through the civil tribunals of the country, as inconsistent with the longer 
continuance of South Carolina in the Union; and 1.1:iat the people of this State will 
thenceforth hold themselves absolved from all further obligation to maintain or pre-
serve their political connection with the people of the other States, and will forthwith 
proceed to organize a separate government and to do all other acts and things which 
sovereign and independent states may of_right do. 
This solemn denunciation of the laws and authority of the United 
States has been followed up by a series of acts on the part of the authori-
ties of that State which manifest a determination to render inevitable a 
resort to those measures of self-defense which the paramount duty of the 
Federal Government requires, but upon the adoption of which that State 
will proceed to execute the purpose it has avowed in this ordinance of 
withdrawing from the Union. 
On the 27th of November the legislature assembled at Columbia, and 
on their meeting the governor laid before them the ordinance of the 
convention. In his message on that occasion he acquaints them that 
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"this ordinance has thus become a part of the fundamental law of South 
Carolina;" that "the die has been at last cast, and South Carolina has 
at length appealed to her ulterior sovereignty as a member of this Con-
federacy and has planted herself on her reserved rights. The rightful 
exercise of this power is not a question which we shall any longer argue. 
It is sufficient that she has willed it, and that the act is done; nor is its 
strict compatibility with our constitutional obligation to all laws passed 
by the General Government within the authorized grants of power to be 
drawn in question when this interposition is exerted in a case in which 
the compact has been palpably, deliberately, and dangerously viqlated. 
That it brings up a conjuncture of deep and momentous interest is neither 
to be concealed nor denied. This crisis presents a class of duties which 
is referable to yourselves. You have been commanded by the people 
in their highest sovereignty to take care that within the limits of this 
State their will shall be obeyed." "The measure of legislation," he 
says, '' which you have to employ at this crisis is the precise amount of 
such enactments as may be necessary to render it utterly impossible to 
collect within our limits the duties imposed by the protective tariff~ 
thus nullified.'' 
He proceeds: 
That you should arm every citizen with a civil process by which he may claim, if 
he pleases, a restitution of his goods seized under the existing imposts on his giving 
security to abide the issue of a suit at law, and at the same time define what shall con-
stitute treason against the State, and by a bill of pains and penalties compel obedi-
ence and punish disobedience to your own laws, are points too obvious to require 
any discussion., In one word, you must survey the whole ground. You must look 
to and provide for all possible contingencies. In your own limits your own courts 
of judicature must not only be supreme, but you must look to the ultimate issue of 
any conflict of jurisdiction and power between them and the courts of the United 
States; 
The governor also asks for power to grant clearances, in violation of 
the laws of the Union; and to prepare for the alternative which must 
happen unless the United States shall passively surrender their author-
ity, and the Executive, disregarding his oath, refrain from executing the 
laws of the Union, he recommends a thorough revision of the militia sys-
tem, and that the governor '' be authorized to accept for the defense of 
Charleston and its dependencies the services of 2,000 volunteers, either 
by companies or files,'' and that they be formed into a legionary brigade 
consisting of infantry, riflemen, cavalry, field and heavy artillery, and 
that they be '' armed and equipped from the public arsenals completely 
for the field, and that appropriations be made for supplying all deficien-
cies in our munitions of war.'' In addition to these volunteer drafts, he 
recommends that the governor be authorized '' to accept the services of 
10,000 volunteers from the other divisions of the State, to be organized 
and arranged in regiments and brigades, the officers to be selected by the 
commander in chief, and that this whole force be called the State guard." 
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A request has been regularly made of the secretary of state of South 
Carolina for authentic copies of the acts which have been passed for the 
purpose of enforcing the ordinance, but up to the date of the latest 
advices that request had not been complied with, and on the present 
occasion, therefore, reference can only be made to those acts as published 
in the newspapers of the State. 
The acts to which it is deemed proper to invite the particular atten-
tion of Congress are: 
First. "An act to carry into effect, in part, an ordinance to nullify 
certain acts of the Congress of the Untted States purporting to be laws 
laying duties on the importation of foreign commodities,'' pas,sed in con· 
vention of this State, at Columbia, on the 24th November, 1832. 
This act provides that any goods seized or detained under pretense 
of securing the duties, or for the nonpayment of duties, or under any 
process, order, or decree, or other pretext contrary to the intent and 
meaning of the ordinance may be recovered by the owner or consignee 
by "an act of replevin;" that in case of refusing to deliver them, or 
removing them so that the replevin can not be executed, the sheriff may 
seize the personal estate of the offender to double the amount of the 
goods, and if any attempt shall be made to retake or seize them it is 
the duty of the sheriff to recapture them; . and that any person who shall 
disobey the process or remove the goods, or anyone who shall attempt 
to retake or seize the goods under pretense of securing the duties, or for 
nonpayment of duties, or under any process or decree contrary to the 
intent of the ordinance, shall be fined and imprisoned, besides being 
liable for any other offense involved in the act. 
It also provides that any person arrested or imprisoned on any judg-
ment or decree obtained in any Federal court for duties shall be entitled 
to the benefit secured by the habeas corpus act of the State in cases of 
unlawful arrest, and may maintain an action for damages, and that if any 
estate shall be sold under such judgment or decree the sale shall be held 
illegal. It also provides that any jailer who receives a person committed 
on any process or other judicial proceedings to enforce the payment of 
duties, and anyone who hires his house as a jail to receive such persons, 
shall be fined and imprisoned. And, finally, it provides that persons 
paying duties may recover them back with interest. 
The next is called ''An act to provide for the security and protection 
of the people of the State of South Carolina." 
This act provides that if the Government of the United States or any 
officer thereof shall, by the employment of naval or military force, at-
tempt to coerce the State of South Carolina into submission to the acts of 
Congress declared by the ordinance null and void, or to resist the enforce-
ment of the ordinance or of the laws passed in pursuance thereof, or in 
case of any armed or forcible resistance thereto, the governor is author-
ized to resist the same and to order into service the whole or $0 much Qf 
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the military force of the State as he may deem necessary; and that in case 
of any overt act of coercion or, intention to commit the same, manifested 
by an unusual assemblage of naval or military forces in or near the State, 
or the occurrence of any circumstances indicating that armed force is 
about to be employed against the State or in resistance to its laws, the 
governor is authorized to accept the services of such volunteers and call 
into service such portions of the militia as may be required to meet the 
emergency. 
The act also provides for accepting the service of the volunteers and 
organizing the militia, embracing all free white males between the ages 
of ·16 and 60, and for the purchase of arms, ordnance, and ammunition. 
It also declares that the power conferred on the governor shall be appli-
cable to all cases of insurrection or invasion, or imminent danger thereof, 
and to cases where the laws of the State shall be opposed and the exe-
cution thereof forcibly resisted by combinations too powerful to be sup-
pressed by the power vested in the sheriffs and other civil officers, and 
declares it to be the duty of the governor in every such case to call forth 
such portions of the militia and volunteers as may be necessary promptly 
to suppress such combinations and cause the laws of the State to be 
executed. 
No. 9 is "An act concerning the oath required by the ordinance passed 
in convention at Columbia on the 24th of November, 1832." 
This act prescribes the form of the oath, which is, to obey and execute 
the ordinance and all acts passed by the legislature in pursuance thereof, 
and directs the time and manner of taking it by the officers of the State~ 
civil, judiciary, and military. 
It is believed that other acts have been passed embracing provisions 
for enforcing the ordinance, but I have not yet been able to procure 
them. 
I transmit, however, a copy of Governor Hamilton's message to the 
legislature of South Carolina; of Governor Hayne's inaugural address to 
the same body, as also of his proclamation, and a general order of the 
governor and commander in chief, dated the 20th of December, giving 
public notice that the services of volunteers will be accepted under the 
act already referred to. 
If these measures can not be defeated and overcome by the power con-
ferred by the Constitution on the Federal Government, the Constitution 
must be considered as incompetent to its own defense, the supremacy of 
the laws is at an end, and the rights and liberties of the citizens can no . 
longer receive protection from the Government of the Union. They not 
only abrogate the acts of Congress commonly called the tariff acts of 1828 
a?d 1832, but they prostrate and sweep away at once and without excep-
tion every act and every part of every act imposing any amount what-
ever o~ duty on any foreign merchandise, and virtually every existing 
act whi<.;h has ~y~r been passed, a:1ithorizini th~ <;<;>llectiQll 9f th~ r~v~nu~, 
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including the act of 1816, and also the collection law of 1799, tne con-
stitutionality of which has never been questioned. It is not only those 
duties which are charged to have been imposed for the protection of man-
ufactures that are thereby repealed, but all others, though laid for the 
purpose of revenue merely, and upon articles in no degree suspected of 
being objects of protection. The whole revenue system of the United 
States in South Carolina is obstructed and overthrown, and the Govern-
ment is absolutely prohibited from collecting any part of the public reve-
nue within the limits of that State. Henceforth, not only the citizens of 
South Carolina and of the United States, but the subjects of foreign states 
may import any description or quantity of merchandise into the ports of · 
South Carolina without the payment of any duty whatsoever. That 
State is thus relieved from the payment of any part of the public bur-
thens, and duties and imposts are not only rendered not uniform through- ' 
out the United States, but a direct and ruinous preference is given to 
the ports of that State over those of all the other States of the Union, in 
manifest violation of the positive provisions of the Constitution. 
In point of duration, also, those aggressions upon the authority of 
Congress which by the ordinance are made part of the fundamental 
law of South Carolina are ~bsolute, indefinite, and without limitation. 
They neither prescribe the period when they shall cease nor indicate any 
conditions upon which those who have thus undertaken to arrest the 
operation of the laws are to retrace their steps and rescind their meas-
ures. They offer to the United States no alternative but unconditional 
submission. If the scope of the ordinance is to be received as the scale 
of concession, their demands can be satisfied only by a repeal of the 
whole system of revenue laws and by abstaining from the collection of 
any duties and imposts whatsoever. 
It is true that in the address to the people of the United States by the 
convention of South Carolina, after announcing '' the :fixed and :final 
determination of the State in relation to the protecting system," they 
say '' that it remains for us to submit a plan of taxation in which we 
would be willing to acquiesce in a liberal spirit of concession, provided 
we are met in due time and in a becoming spirit by the States interested 
in manufactures.'' In the opinion of the convention, an equitable plan 
would be that '' the whole list of protected articles should be imported 
free of all duty, and that the revenue derived from import duties should 
be raised exclusively from the unprotected articles, or that whenever 
a duty is imposed upon protected articles imported an excise duty of 
the same rate shall be imposed upon all similar articles manufactured 
in the nited States.'' 
The address proceeds to state, however, that '' they are willing to make 
a large offering to preserve the Union, and, with a distinct declaration 
that it is a concession on our part, we will consent that the same rate of 
duty may be imposed upon the protected articles that shall be imposed 
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upon the unprotected, provi~ed that no more revenue be raised than is 
necessary to meet the demands of the Government for constitutional 
purposes, and provided also that a duty substantially uniform be imposed 
upon all foreign imports.'' 
It is also true that in his message to the legislature, when urging the 
necessity of providing '' means of securing their safety by ample resources 
for repelling force by force,'' the governor of South Carolina observes 
that he "can not but think that on a calm and dispassionate review by 
Congress and the funC:tionaries of the General Government of the true 
merits of this controversy the arbitration by a call of a convention of all 
the States, which we sincerely and anxiously seek and desire, will be 
accorded to us.'' 
From the diversity of terms indicated in these two important docu-
ments, taken in connection with the progress of recent events in that 
quarter, there is too much reason to apprehend, without in any manner 
doubting the intentions of those public functionaries, that neither the 
terms proposed in the address of the convention nor those alluded to in 
the message of the governor would appease the excitement which has 
led to the present excesses. It is obvious, however, that should the 
latter be insisted on they present an alternative which the General Gov-
ernment of itself can by no possibility grant, since by an express provi-
sion of the Constitution Congress can call a convention for the purpose 
of proposing amendments only'' on the application of the legislatures of 
two-thirds of the States.'' And it is not perceived that the terms pre-
sented in the address are more practicable than those referred to in the 
message. 
It will not escape attention that the conditions on which it is said in 
the address of the convention they '' would be willing to acquiesce'' 
form no part of the ordinance. While this ordinance bears all the solem-
nity of a fundamental law, is to be authoritative upon all within the 
limits of South Carolina, and is absolute and unconditional in its terms, 
the address conveys only the sentiments of the convention, in no binding 
. or practical form; one is the act of the State, the other only the expres-
sion of the opinions of the members of the convention. To limit the 
effe~t of that solemn act by any terms or conditions whatever, they should 
have been embodied in it, and made of import no less authoritative than 
the act itself. By the positive enactments of the ordinance the execution 
of the laws of the Union is absolutely prohibited, and the address offers 
no other prospect of their being again restored, even in the modified 
form proposed, than what depends upon the improbable contingency 
that amid changing events and increasing excitement the sentiments of 
the present members of the convention and of their successors will remain 
the same. 
It is to be regret\ed, however, that these conditions, even if they had 
been offered in th.e same binding form, are so undefined, depend upon so 
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many contingencies, and are so directly opposed to the known opinions 
and interests of the great body of the American people as to be almost 
hopeless of attainment. The majority of the States and of the people 
will certainly not consent that the protecting duties shall be wholly abro-
gated, never to be reenacted at any future time or in any possible con-
tingency. As little practicable is it to provide that "the same rate of 
duty shall be imposed upon the protected articles that shall be imposed 
upon the unprotected," which, moreover, would be severely oppressive 
to the poor, and in time of war would add greatly to its rigors. And 
though there can be no objection to the principle, properly understood, 
that no more revenue shall be raised than is necessary for the constitu-
tional purposes of the Government, which principle has been already 
recommended by the Executive as the true basis of taxation, yet it is 
very certain that South Carolina alone can not be permitted to decide 
what these constitutional purposes are. 
The period which constitutes the due time in which the terms pro-
posed in the address are to be accepted would seem to present scarcely 
less difficulty than the terms themselves. Though the revenue laws are 
already declared to be void in South Carolina, as well as the bonds taken 
under them and the judicial proceedings for carrying them into effect, 
yet as the full action and operation of the ordinance are to be suspended . 
until the rst of February the interval may be assumed as the time within 
which it is expected that the most complicated portion of the national 
legislation, a system of long standing and affecting great interests in the 
community, is to be rescinded and abolished. If this be required, it is 
clear that a compliance is impossible. 
In the uncertainty, then, that exists as to the duration of the ordinance 
and of the enactments for enforcing it, it becomes imperiously the duty 
of the Executive of the United States, acting with a proper regard to 
all the great interests committed to his care, to treat those acts as abso-
lute and unlimited. They are so as far as his agency is concerned. He 
can not either embrace or lead to the performance of the conditions. 
He has already discharged the only part in his power by the recom-
mendation in his annual message. The rest is with Congress and the 
people, and until they have acted his duty will require him to look to 
the existing state of things and act under them according to his high 
obligations. 
By these various proceedings, therefore, the State of South Carolina 
has forced the General Government, unavoidably, to decide the new and 
dangerous alternative of permitting a State to obstruct the execution of 
the laws within its limits or seeing it attempt to execute a threat of with-
drawing from the Union. That portion of the people at present exer-
cising the authority of the State solemnly assert their right to do either 
and as solemnly announce their determination to do one or the other. 
In my opinion, both purposes are to be regarded as revolutionary in 
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their character and tendency, and subversive of the supremacy of thefaws 
and of the integrity of the Union. The result of each is the same, since 
a State in which, by an usurpation of power, the constitutional authority 
of the Federal Government is openly defied and set aside wants only the 
form to be independent of the Union. 
The right of the people of a single State to absolve themselves at will 
and without the consent of the other States from their most solemn obli-
gations, and hazard the liberties and happiness of the millions composing 
this Union, can not be acknowledged. Such authority is believed to be 
utterly repugnant both to the principles upon which the General Gov-
ernment is constituted and to the objects which it is expressly formed to 
attain. 
Against all acts which may be alleged to transcend the constitutional 
power of the Government, or which may be inconvenient or oppressive in 
their operation, the Constitution itself has prescribed the modes of redress. 
It is the acknowledged attribute of free institutions that under them the 
empire of reason and law is substituted for the power of the sword. To 
no other source can appeals for supposed wrongs be made consistently 
with the obligations of South Carolina; to no other can such appeals be 
made with safety at any time; and to their decisions, when constitutionally 
pronounced, it becomes the duty no less of the public authorities than of 
the people in every case to yield a patriotic submission. 
That a State or any other great portion of the people, suffering under 
long and intolerable oppression and having tried all constitutional reme-
dies without the hope of redress, may have a natural right, when their 
happiness can be no otherwise secured, and when they can do so without 
greater injury to others, to absolve themselves from their obligations to 
the Government and appeal to th.e last resort, needs not on the present 
occasion be denied. 
The existence of this right, however, must depend upon the caus~s 
which may justify its exercise. It is the ultima ratio, which presupposes 
that the proper appeals to all other means of redress have been made in 
good faith, and which can never be rightfully resorted to unless it be 
unavoidable. It is not the right of the State, but of the individual, and 
of all the individuals in the State. It is the right of mankind generally 
to secure by all means in their power the blessings of liberty and hap-
piness; but when for these purposes any body of men have voluntarily 
associated themselves under a particular form of government, no portion 
of them can dissolve the association without acknowledging the correla-
tive right in the remainder to decide whether that dissolution can be per-
mitted consistently with the general happiness. In this view it is a right 
dependent upon the power to enforce it. Such a right, though it may 
be admitted to preexist and can not be wholly surrendered, is necessarily 
subjected to limitations in all free governments, and in compacts of all 
kinds freely and voluntarily entered into, and in which the interest and 
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welfare of the individual become identified with those of the community 
of which he is a member. In compacts between individuals, however 
deeply they may affect their relations, these principles are acknowledged 
to create a sacred obligation; and in compacts of civil government, in-
volving the liberties and happiness of millions of mankind, the obligation 
can not be less. 
Without adverting to the particular theories to which the federal com-
pact has given rise, both as to its formation and the parties to it, and 
without inquiring whether it be merely fede!"al or social or national, it is 
sufficient that it must be admitted to be a compact and to possess the 
obligations incident to a compact; to be '' a compact by which power i~ 
created on the one hand and obedience exacted on the other; a compact 
freely, voluntarily, and solemnly entered into by the several States and 
ratified by the people thereof, respectively; a compact by which the sev-
eral States and the people thereof, respectively, have bound themselves 
to each other and to the Federal Government, and by which the Federal 
Government is bound to the several States and to every citizen of the 
United States.'' To this compact, in whatever mode it may have been 
done, the people of South Carolina have freely and voluntarily given their 
assent, and to the whole and every part of it they are, upon every princi-
ple of good faith, inviolably bound. Under this obligation they are bound 
and should be required to contribute their portion of the public expense, 
and to submit to all laws made by the common consent, in pursuance of 
the Constitution, for the common defe_pse and general welfare, until they 
can be changed in the mode which the compact has provided for the 
attainment of those great ends of the Government and of the Union. 
Nothing less than causes which would justify revolutionary remedy 
can absolve the people from this obligation, and for nothing less can the 
Government permit it to be done without violating its own obligations, 
by which, under the compact, it is bound· to the other States and to 
every citizen of the United States. 
These deductions plainly fl.ow from the nature of the federal compact, 
which is one of limitations, not only upon the powers originally possessed 
by the parties thereto, but also upon those conferred on the Government 
and every department thereof. It will be freely conceded that by the 
principles of our system all power is vested in the people, but to be exer-
cised in the mode and subject to the checks which the people themselves 
have prescribed. These checks are undoubtedly only different modifica-
tions of the same great popular principle which lies at the foundation 
of the whole, but are not on that account to be less regarded or less 
obligatory. 
pon the power of Congress, the veto of the Executive and the author-
ity of the judiciary, which is to extend to all cases in law and equity 
arising under the Constitution and laws of the United States made in 
pursuance thereof, are the obvious checks, and the sound action of 
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public opinion, with the ultimate power of amendment, are the salutary 
and only limitation upon the powers of the whole. 
However it may be · alleged that a violation of the compact by the 
measures of the Government can affect the obligations of the parties, it 
can not even be pretended that such violation can be predicated of those 
measures until all the constitutional remedies shall have been fully tried. 
If the Federal Government exercise powers not warranted by the Con-
stitution, and immediately affecting individuals, it will scarcely be denied 
that the proper remedy is a recourse to the judiciary. Such undoubt-
edly is the remedy for those who deem the acts of Congress laying duties 
and imposts, and providing for their collection, to be unconstitutional. 
The whole operation of such laws is upon the individuals importing the 
merchandise. A State is absolutely prohibited from laying imposts or 
duties on imports or exports without the consent of Congress, and can 
not-become a party under these laws without importing in her own name 
or wrongfully interposing her authority against them. By thus inter-
posing, however, she can not rightfully obstruct the operation of the laws 
upon individuals. For their disobedience to or violation of the laws the 
ordinary remedies through the judicial tribunals would remain. And in 
a case where an individual should be prosecuted for any offense against 
the laws, he could not set up in justification of his act a law of the State, 
which, being unconstitutional,. would therefore be regarded as null and 
void. The law of a State can not authorize the commission of a crime 
against the United States or any othe~ act which, according to the su-
p1:eme law of the Union, would be otherwise unlawful; and it is equally 
clear that if there be any case in which a State, as such, is affected by 
the law beyond the scope of judicial power, the remedy consists in appeals 
to the people, either to effect a change in the representation or to procure 
relief by an amendment of the Constitution. But the measures of the 
Government are to be recognized as valid, and consequently supreme, 
until these remedies shall have been effectually tried, and any attempt 
to subvert those measures or to render the laws subordinate to State 
authority, and afterwards to resort to constitutional redress, is worse than 
evasive. It would not be a proper resistance to ' ' a government of unlim-
ited powers,'' as has been sometimes pretended, but unlawful opposition 
to the very limitations on which the harmonious action of the Goverr.-
ment and all its parts absolutely depends. South Carolina has apperuecl 
to none of these remedies, but in effect has defied them all. While threat-
ening to separate from the Union if any attempt be made to enforce th~ 
revenue laws otherwise than through the civil tribunal::; of the country, she 
has not only not appealed in her own name to those tribunrus w\ikh 
the Constitution has provided for all cases in law or equity arish1g 
under the Constitution and laws of the United States, but has endeavored 
to frustrate their proper action on her citizens by drawing the cognizance 
of cases under the revenue laws to her own tribunals~ specially _prepared 
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and fitted for the purpose of enforcing the acts passed by the State to 
obstruct those laws, and both the judges and jurors of which will be 
bound by the import of oaths previously taken to treat the Constitution 
and laws of the United States in this respect as a nullity. Nor has the 
State made the proper appeal to public opinion and to the remedy of 
amendment; for without waiting to learn whether the other States will, 
consent to a convention, or if they do will construe or amend the Consti-
tution to suit her views, she has of her own authority altered the import 
of that instrument and given immediate effect to the change. In fine, 
she has set her o~n will and authority above the laws, has made herself 
arbiter in her own cause, and has passed at once over all intermediate 
steps to measures of avowed resistance, which, unless they be submitted 
to, can be enforced only by the sword. 
In deciding upon the course which a high sense of duty to all the 
people of the United States imposes upon the authorities of the Union in 
this emergency, it can not be overlooked that there is no sufficient cause 
for the acts of South Carolina, or for her thus placing in jeopardy the hap-
piness of so many millions of people. Misrule and oppression, to war-
rant the .disruption of the free institutions of the Union of these States, 
should be great and lasting, defying all other remedy. For causes of 
minor character the Government could not submit to such a catastrophe 
without a violation of its most sacred obligations to the other States of 
the Union who have submitted their destiny to its hands. 
There is in the present instance no such cause, either in the degree of . 
misrule or oppression complained of ,or in the hopelessness of redress by 
constitutional means. The long sanction they have received from the 
proper authorities and from the people, pot less than the unexampled 
growth and increasing prosperity of so many millions of freemen, attest 
that no such oppression as would justify, or even palliate, such a resort 
can be justly imputed either to the present policy or past measures of 
the Federal Government. 
The same mode of collecting duties, and for the same general objects, 
which began with the foundation of the Government, and which has 
conducted the country through its subsequent steps to its present envia-
ble condition of happiness and renown, has not been changed. Taxation 
and representation, the great principle of the American Revolution, have 
continually gone haud in hand, and at all times and in every instance 
no tax of any kind has been imposed without their participation, and, in 
some instances which have been complained of, with the express assent 
of a part of the representatives of South Carolina in the councils of the 
Government. Up to the present period no revenue has been raised 
beyond the necessary wants of the country and the authorized expendi-
tures of the Government; and as soon as the burthen of the public debt 
is removed those charged with the administration have promptly recom-
mended a corresponding reduction of revenue. 
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That this system thus pursued has resulted in no such oppression upon 
South Carolina needs no other · proof than the solemn and official decla-
ration of the late chief magistrate of that State in his address to the leg.:. 
islature. In that he says that-
The occurrences of the past year, in connection with our domestic concerns, are to 
be reviewed with a sentiment of fervent gratitude to the Great Disposer of Human 
Events; that tributes of grateful acknowledgment are due for the various and mu,1-
tiplied blessings He has been pleased to bestow on our people; that abundant har-
vests in every quarter of the State have crowned the exertions of agricultural labor; 
that health almost beyond former precedent has blessed our homes, and that there 
is not less reason for thankfulness in surveying our social condition. 
It would indeed be difficult to imagine oppression where in the social 
condition of a people there was equal cause of thankfulness as for abun-
dant harvests and varied and multiplied blessings with which a kind 
Providence had favored them. 
Independently of these considerations, it will not escape observation 
that South Carolina still claims to be a component part of the Union, to 
participate in the national councils and to share in the public benefits 
without contributing to the public burdens, thus asserting the danger-
ous anomaly of continuing in an association without acknowledging any 
other obligation to its laws than what depends upon her own will. 
In this posture of affairs the duty of the Government seems to be plain. 
It inculcates a recognition of that State as a member of the Union and 
subject to its authority, a vindication of thejust power -of the Constitu-
tion, the preservation of the integrity of the Union, and the execution 
of the laws by all constitutional means. ' 
The Constitution, which his oath of ◊ffice obliges him to support, 
declares that the Executive "shall take care that the laws be faithfully 
executed," and in providing that he shall from time to time give to Con-
gress information of the state of the Union, and recommend to their 
consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient, 
imposes the additional obligation of recommending to Congr~ss such 
more efficient provision for executing the laws as may from time to time 
be found requisite. 
The same instrument confers on Congress the power not merely to lay 
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, to pay the debts and pro-
vide for the common defense and general welfare, but '' to make all laws 
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into effect the foregoing 
powers and all other powers vested by the Constitution in the Govern~ 
ment of the United States or in any department or officer thereof," and 
also to provide for calling forth the militia for executing the laws of the 
Union. In all cases similar to the present the duties of the Government 
become the measure of its powers, and whenever it ·rans to exercise a 
power necessary and proper to the discharge of the duty prescribed by 
the Constitution it violates the public trusts not less than it would in 
M: P-vo:c. II-40 
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transcending its proper limits. To refrain, therefore, from the high and 
solemn duties thus enjoined, however painful the performance may be, 
and thereby tacitly permit the rightful authority of the Government to 
be contemned and. its laws obstructed by a single State, would neither 
comport with its own safety nor the rights of the great body of the 
American people. 
It being thus shown to be the duty of the Executive to execute the 
laws by all constitutional means, it remains to consider the extent of 
those already at his disposal and what it may be proper further to 
provide. 
In the instructions of the Secretary of the Treasury to the collectors 
in South Carolina the .provisions and regulations made by the act of 1799, 
and also the fines, penalties, and forfeitures for their enforcement, are 
particularly detailed and explained. It may be well apprehended, how-
ever, that these provisions may prove inadequate to meet such an open, 
powerful, organized opposition as is to be commenced after the 1st of 
February next. _ 
Subsequently to the date of these instructions and to the passage of 
the ordinance, information has been received from sources entitled to be 
relied on that owing to the popular excitement in the State and the 
effect of the ordinance declaring the execution of the revenue laws unlaw-
ful a sufficient number of persons in whom confidence might be placed 
could not be induced to accept the office of inspector to oppose wit4 any 
probability of success the force which will no doubt be used when an 
attempt is made to remove vessels and their cargoes from the custody of 
the officers of the customs, and, indeed, that it would be impracticable 
for the collector, with the aid of any number of inspectors whom he may 
be authorized to employ, to preserve the custody against such an attempt. 
The removal of the custom-house from Charleston to Castle Pinckney 
was deemed a measure of necessary precaution, and though the authority 
to give that direction is not questioned, it is nevertheless apparent that 
a similar precaution can not be observed in regard to the ports of George-
town and Beaufort, each of which under the present laws remains a port 
of entry and exposed to the obstructions meditated in that quarter. 
In considering the best means of avoiding or of preventing the appre-
hended obstruction to the collection of the revenue, and the consequences 
which may ensue, it would appear to be proper and necessary to enable 
the officers of the customs to preserve the custody of vessels and their 
cargoes, which by the existing laws they are required to take, until the 
duties to which they are liable shall be paid or secured. The mode by 
which it is contemplated to deprive them of that custody is the process 
of replevin and that of capias in withernam, in the nature of a distress 
from the State tribunals organized by the ordinance. 
Against the proceeding in the nature of a distress it is not perceived 
that the collector can interpose anv resistance whatever, and against the 
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process of replevin authorized by the law of the State he, having no 
common-law power, can only oppose such inspectors as he is by statute 
authorized and may ,find it practicable to employ, and these, from the 
information already adverted to, are shown to be wholly inadequate, 
The respect which that process deserves must therefore be considered. 
If the authorities of South Carolina had not obstructed the legitimate 
action of the courts of the United States, or if they had permi_tted the 
State tribunals to administer the law according to their oath under the 
Constitution and the regulations of the laws of the Union, the General 
Government might have been content to look to them for maintaining 
the custody and to encounter the other inconveniences arising out of the 
recent proceedings. Even in that case, however, the process of replevin 
from the courts of the State would be irregular and unauthorized. It 
has been decided by the Supreme Court of the United States that the 
courts of the United States have exclusive jurisdiction of all seizures 
made on land or water for a breach of the laws of the United States, and 
any intervention of a State authority which, by taking the thing seized 
out of the hands of the United States officer, might obstruct the exer-
cise of this jurisdiction is unlawful; that in such case the court of the 
United States having cognizance of the seizure may enforce a redelivery 
of the thing by attachment or other summary process; that the question 
under such a seizure whether a forfeiture has been actually incurred 
belongs exclusively to the courts of the United States, and it depends on 
the final decree whether the seizure is to be deemed rightful or tortuous; 
and that not until the seizure be finally judged wrongful and without 
probable cause by the courts of the United States can the party proceed 
at common law for damages in the State courts. 
But by making it '' unlawful for any of the constituted authorities, 
whether of the United States or of the State, to enforce the laws for the 
payment of duties, and declaring that all judicial proceedings which shall 
be hereafter had in a:ffirmance of the contracts made with purpose to 
secure the duties imposed by the said acts are and shall be held utterly 
null and void,'' she has in effect abrogated the judicial tribunals within 
her limits in this respect, has virtually denied the United States access 
to the courts established by their own laws, and declared it unlawful for 
the judges to discharge those duties which they are sworn to perform. 
In lieu of these she has substituted those State tribunals already adverted 
to, the judges whereof are not merely forbidden to allow an appeal or 
permit a copy of their record, but are previously sworn to disregard the 
laws of the Union and enforce those only of South Carolina, and thus 
deprived of the function essential to the judicial character of inquiring 
into the validity of the law and the right of the matter, become merely 
ministerial instruments in aid of the concerted obstruction of the laws of 
the Union. 
Neith~r the process nor authority of these tribunals thus constituted 
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can be respected consistently with the supremacy of the laws or the 
rights and security of the citizen. If they be submitted to, the protec-
tion due from the Government to its officers and citizens is withheld, 
and there is at once an end not only to the laws, but to the Union itself. 
Against such a force as the. sheriff may, and which by the replevin 
law of South Carolina it is his duty to exercise, · it can not be expected 
that a collector can retain his custody with the aid of the inspectors. In 
such case, it is true, it would be competent to institute suits in the 
United States courts against those engaged in the unlawful proceeding, 
or the property might be seized for a violation of the revenue laws, and, 
being libeled in the proper courts, an order might be niade for its rede-
livery, which would be committed to the marshal for execution. But in 
that case the fourth section of the act, in broad and unqualified terms, 
makes it the duty of the sheriff "to prevent such recapture or seizure, 
or to redeliver the goods, as the case may be,'' '' even under any process, 
order, or decrees, or other pretext contrary to the true intent and mean-
ing of the ordinance aforesaid.'' It is thus made the duty of the sheriff 
to oppose the process of the courts of the United States, and for that 
purpose, if need be, to employ the whole power of the county. And the 
act expressly reserves to him all powE;r which, independently of its pro-
visions, he could have ·used. In this reservation it obviously contem-
plates a resort to other means than those particularly mentione<l. 
It is not to be disguised that the power which it is thus enjoined upon 
the sheriff to employ is nothing less than the posse comitatus in all the 
rigor of the ancient common law. This power, though it may be used 
against unlawful resistance to judicial process, is in its character forcible, 
and analogous to that conferred upon the marshals by the act of 1795. 
His, in fact, the embodying of the whole mass of the population, under 
the command of a ~ingle individual, to accomplish by their forcible aid 
what could not be effected peaceably and by the ordinary means. It 
may properly be said to be a relic of those ages in which the laws could 
be defended rather by physical than moral force, and in its origin was 
conferred upon the sheriffs of England to enable them to defend their 
county against any of the King's enemies when they came into the land, 
as well as for the purpose of executing process. In early and less civi-
lized times it was intended to include '' the aid and attendance of all 
knights and others who were bound to have harness." It includes the 
right of going with arms and military equipment, and embraces larger 
classes and greater masses of population than can be compelled by the 
laws of most of the States to perform militia duty. If the principles of 
the common law are recognized in South Carolina (and from this act it 
would seem they are), the power of summoning the posse comitatus will 
compel, under the penalty of fine and imprisonment, every man over the 
age of 15, and able to travel, to turn out at the call of the sheriff, and 
with such weapons as may be necessary; and it may justify beating, 
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and even killing, such a~ may resist. The use of the posse comitatus is 
therefore a direct application of force, and can not be otherwise regarded 
than as the employment of the whole militia force of the county, and in 
an equally efficient form under a different name. No proceeding which 
resorts to this power to the extent contemplated by the act can be prop-
erly denominated peaceable. 
The act of South Carolina, however, does not rely altogether upon this 
forcible remedy. For even attempting to resist or disobey , though by the 
aid only of the ordinary officers of the customs, the process of replevin, 
the collector and all concerned are subjected to a further proceeding in 
the nature of a distress of their personal effects, and are, moreover, made 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to be punished by a fine of not less 
than $r,ooo nor more than $5,000 and to imprisonment not exceeding 
two years and not less than six months; and for even attempting to exe-
cute the order of the court for retaking the property the marshal and all 
assisting would be guilty of a misdemeanor and liable to a fine of not less 
than $3,000 nor more than $10,000 and to imprisonment not exceeding 
two years no:i; less than one; and in case the goods should be retaken under 
such process it is made the absolute duty of the sheriff to retake them. 
It is not to be supposed that in the face of these penalties, aided by 
the powerful force of the county, which would doubtless be brought to 
sustain the State officers, either that the collector would retain the cus-
tody in the first instance or that the marshal could summon sufficient 
aid to retake the property pursuant to the order or other process of the 
court. 
It is, moreover, obvious that in this conflict between the powers of the 
officers of the United States and of the State ( unless the latter be pas-
sively submitted to) the destruction to which the property of the officers 
of the customs would be exposed, the commission of actual violence, and 
the loss of lives would be scarcely avoidable. 
Under these circumstances and the provisions of the acts of South Caro-
lina the execution of the la-,vs is rendered impracticable even through the 
ordinary judicial tribunals of the United States. There would certainly 
be fewer difficulties, and less opportunity of actual collision between the 
officers of the United States and of the State, and the collection of 
the revenue would be more effectually secured-if, indeed, it can be done 
in any other way-by placing the custom-house beyond the immediate 
power of the county. 
For this purpose it might be proper to provide that whenever by any 
unlawful combination or obstruction in any State or in any port it should 
become impracticable faithfully to collect the duties the President of the 
United States should. be authorized to alter and ab~lish such of the dis-
tricts and ports of entry as should be necessary, and to establish the cus-
tom-house at some secure place within some port or harbor of such State; 
and in such cases it should be the duty of the collector to reside at such 
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place, and to detain all vessels and cargoes until the duties imposed by 
law should be properly secured or paid in cash, deducting interest; that 
in such cases it should be unlawful to take the vessel and cargo from 
the custody of the proper officer of the customs unless by process from the 
ordinary judicial tribunals of the United States, and that in case of an 
attempt otherwise to take the property by a force too great to be over-
come by the officers of the customs it should be lawful to protect the 
possession of the officers by the employment of the land and naval forces 
and militia, under provisions similar to those authorized by the eleventh 
section of the act of the 9th of January, 1809. 
This provision, however, would not shield the officers and citizens of 
the United States, acting under the laws, from suits and prosecutions 
in the tribunals of the State which might thereafter be brought against 
them, nor would it protect their property from the proceeding by dis-
tress, and it may well be apprehended that it would be insufficient to 
insure a proper respect to the process of the constitutional tribunals in 
prosecutions for offenses against the United States and to protect the 
authorities of the United States, whether judicial or ministerial, in the 
performance of their duties. It would, moreover, be inadequate to extend 
the protection due from the Government to that portion of the people 
of South Carolina- against outrage and oppression of any kind who may 
manifest their attachment and yield obedience to the laws of the Union. 
It may therefore be desirable to revive, with some modifications better 
adapted to the occasion, the sixth section of the act of the 3d March, 
181"5, which expired on the 4th March, 1817, by the limitation of that 
of 27th April, 1816, and to provide that in any case where suit shall be 
brought against any individual in the courts of the State for any act 
done under the laws of the United States he should be authorized to 
remove the said cause by petition into the circuit court of the United 
States without any copy of the record, and that the court should proceed 
to hear and determine the same as if it had been originally instituted 
therein; and that in all cases of injuries to the persons or property of 
individuals for disobedience to the ord5nance and laws of South Carolina 
in pursuance thereof redress may be sought in the courts of the United 
States. It may be expedient also, by modifying the resolution of the 3d 
March, 1791, to authorize the marshals to make the necessary provision 
for the safe-keeping of prisoners committed under the authority of the 
United States. 
Proviaions less than these, consisting as they do for the most part 
rather of a revival of the policy of former acts called for by the existing 
emergency than of the introduction of any unusual or rigorous enact-
ments, would not cause the laws of the Union to be properly respected 
or enforced. It is believed these would prove adequate unless the mil-
itary forces of the State of South Carolina authorized by the late act 
of the legislature should be actually embodied and called out in aid 
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of their proceedings and of the provisions of the ordinance generally -• 
Even in that case, however, it is believed that no more will be necessary 
than a few modifications of its terms to adapt the ad of 1795 to the 
present emergency, as by that act the provisions of the law of 1792 were 
accommodated to the crisis then existing, and by conferring authority 
upon the President to give it operation during the session of Congress, 
and without the ceremony of a proclamation, whenever it shall be offi-
cially made known to him by the authority of any State, or by the courts 
of the United States, that within the limits of such State the laws of 
the United States will be openly opposed and their execution obstructed 
by the actual employment of military force, or by any unlawful means 
whatsoever too great to be otherwise overcome. 
In closing this communication, I should do injustice to my own feel-
ings not to express my confident reliance upon the disposition of each 
department of the Government to perform its duty and to cooperate in 
all measures necessary in the present emergency. 
The crisis undoubtedly invokes the :fidelity of the patriot and the 
sagacity of the statesman, not more in removing such portion of the 
public burden as may be necessary than in preserving the good order of 
society and in the maintenance of well-regulated liberty. 
While a forbearing spirit may, and I trust will, be exercised toward 
the errors of our brethren in a particular quarter, duty to the rest of the 
Union demands that open and organized resistance to the laws should 
not be executed with impunity. 
The rich inheritance bequeathed by our fathers has devolved upon us 
the sacred obligation of preserving it by . the same virtues which con-
ducted them through the eventful scenes of the Revolution and ulti-
mately crowned their struggle with the noblest model of civil institu-
tions. They bequeathed to us a Government of laws and a Federal Union 
founded upon the great principle of popular representation. After a suc-
cessful experiment of forty-four years, at a moment when the Govern-
ment and the Union are the objects of the hopes of the friends of civil 
liberty throughout the world, and in the midst of public and individual 
prosperity unexampled in history, we are called to decide whether these 
laws possess any force and that Union the means of self-preservation. 
The decision of this question by an enlightened and patriotic people can 
not be doubtful. For myself, fellow-citizens, devoutly relying upon that 1 
kind Providence which has hitherto watched over our destinies, and actu-
ated by a profound reverence for those institutions I have so much cause 
to love, and for the American people, whose partiality honored me with 
their highest trust, I have determined to spare no effort to discharge the 
duty which in this conjuncture is devolved upon me. That a similar 
spirit will actuate the representatives of the American people is not to be 
questioned; and I fervently pray that the Great Ruler of Nations may so 
guide your deliberations and our joint measures as that they may prove 
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salutary examples not only to the present but to future times, and sot. 
emnly proclaim that the Constitution and the laws are supreme and the 
Union indissoluble. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January I6, I833. 
To the Senate: 
In conformity with a resolution of the Senate of the 3 rst December 
last, I herewith transmit copies of the instructions under which the late 
treaty of indemnity with Naples was negotiated, and of all the corre-
spondence relative thereto. 
It will appear evident from a perusal of some of those documents that 
they are written by the agents of the United States to their own Govern-
ment with a freedom, as far as relates to the officers of that of Naples, 
which was never intended for the public eye, and as they might, if 
printed, accidentally find their way abroad and thereby embarrass our 
ministers in their future operations in foreign countries, I respectfully 
recommend that in the printing, if deemed necessary, such a discrimina-
tion be made as to avoid that inconvenience, preferring this course to 
withholding from the Senate any part of the correspondence. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, January I7, I833. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
In conformity with a resolution of the House of Representatives of the 
1 rth December last, I herewith transmit '' such portions as have not 
heretofore been communicated of the instructions given to our minis-
ters in France on the subject of claims for spoliations since September, 
r8oo, and of the correspondence of said ministers with the French Gov-
ernment and with the Secretary of State of the United States on the same 
subject." 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, January 22, I833. 
Having received on yesterday certified copies of the acts passed by the 
'"'tate of outh Carolina to carry into effect her ordinance of nullification, 
which were referred to in my message of the r6th instant to Congres~, I 
now transmit them. 
A but one copy of these acts was sent to me, I am prevented from 
communicatin them by a joint m,essage to the two Houses of Congress. 
ANDREW JACKSON~ 
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WASHINGTON,january 23, I833. 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE: 
A treaty of peace, friendship , and amity between the United States 
and the King of the Belgians having this day been concluded by the 
plenipotentiaries of the respective countries, I herewith transmit it to 
the Senate for its consideration. ANDREW JACKSON. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I transmit to the House of Representatives a report of the Secretary 
of State, with a list of appointments made by the Executive since the 
13th of April, 1826, from members of Congress during their term of serv-
ice and for twelve months thereafter, pursuant to the resolution of the 
said House of the 26th of December, 1832, which I referred to him, and 
which appointments are recorded in his office. I send likewise a list of 
similar appointments, also furnished by the Secretary of State and of rec-
ord in his office, from the 3d of March, 1825, to the 13th of April, 1826. 
JANUARY 23, 1833. ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representatives: 
I send herewith a convention concluded on the 14th day of October 
last between the United States and His Majesty the King of the Two 
Sicilies. This treaty has been ratified by me agreeably to the Constitu-
tion, and the ratification will be dispatched to Naples without delay, 
when there is no doubt it will be ratified by His Sicilian Majesty. 
The early communication of this treaty is deemed proper because it 
will be necessary to provide for the execution of the first article in order 
· that our fellow-citizens may with as little delay as possible obtain the 
compensation stipulated for by this convention. 
JANUARY 24, 1833. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON,january 25, I833. 
The SPEAKER oF THE HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES: 
I transmit herewith, for the information of Congress, the report of 
the officer to whom was intrusted the inspection of the works for the 
_improvement of the navigation of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representatives: 
WASHINGTON, January 29, I833. 
I herewith transmit to the House of Representatives a report from the 
Postmaster-General, which L reqpest ma:y be considered as fo~min&" a 
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part of my message of the 23d instant, in answer to the resolution call-
ing for a list of all appointments made by the Executive since the 13th 
April, 1826, from the members of Congress during their term of service 
and for twelve months thereafter, etc. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February 7, I833. 
To the Senate ancl House of Representa_tives: 
I transmit, for the consideration of Congress, a report from the Secre~ 
tary of State, on the subject of our diplomatic intercourse with foreign 
nations. ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February I2, I833. 
To the Senate: 
In compliance with the resolution of the Senate requesting the Presi-
dent of the United States to lay before it '' copies of the orders which 
have been given to the commanding officers of the military forces assem-
bled in and near to the city of Charleston, S. C., and also copies of the 
orders which have been given to the commander of the naval forces 
assembled in the harbor of Charleston, particularly such orders, if any 
such have been given, to resist the constituted authorities of the State of 
South Carolina within the limits of said State," I transmit herewith 
papers, numbered from I to 17, inclusive, embracing the orders which 
have been given to the commanding officers of the land and naval forces 
· assembled in and near the city of Charleston and within the limits of the 
State of South Carolina, and which relate to the military operations in 
that quarter. No order has at any time been given in any manner 
inconsistent therewith. There is a part, however, of the .letter of the 
Secretary of War dated December 3, 1832, omitted, which, being condi-
tional in its character, and not relating to the operation of the troops, it 
is deemed improper in the present state of the service to communicate. 
No order has been at any time given "to resist" the constituted 
authorities of the State of South Carolina within the chartered limits 
of said State. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, February I2, I833. 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their advice and consent as 
to the ratification of the same, a treaty recently concluded between the 
commissioners for adjusting all differences with the Indians west of 
the Mississippi and the mixed band of Shawnese and Senecas who emi-
grated from Ohio. I transmit also the journal of their proceedings. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
Andrew Jackson 
To the Senate: 
W ASHINGTON, February I5, I833. 
I transmit herewith to the Senate, for their advice and consent as to 
the ratification of the same, articles of agreement supplemental to the 
treaty of February 8, r83r, between the commissioner on the part of 
the United States and the Menominee tribe of Indians, with the assent 
of the New York Indians. 
I transmit also the journal of proceedings. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, February I9, I833. 
To the Senate: 
The renomination of Samuel Gwin to be register of the land office. at 
Mount Salus, in the State of Mississ1ppi, having been on the r6th of 
July last laid upon the table of the Senate, with a resolution declaring 
that it was not the intention of the Senate to take any proceeding in 
regard to it during that session, a vacancy in the office was found exist-
ing in the recess, which the public service required to be filled, and which 
was filled by the appointment of Samuel Gwin. I therefore nominate 
the said Gwin to the same office. 
In addition to the papers which were transmitted with his nomination 
at the last session, I have received others from the most respectable 
sources in the State of Mississippi, bearing the fullest testimony to his 
fitness for the office in question. Of this character are the two now 
inclosed, . signed by members of the convention recently assembled to 
revise the constitution of the State, and also by many members of its 
present legislature. They also show that the appointment of Mr. Gwin 
would be acceptable to the great body of the people interested in the 
office. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of RepresentaHves: 
W ASHINGTON, February 22, I833. 
I transmit herewith, for the consideration of the House, a letter from 
General Lafayette to the Secretary of State, with the petition which 
came inclosed in it of the Countess d' Ambrugeac and Madame de la 
Goree, granddaughter of Marshal Count Rochambeau, and original docu-
ments in support thereof, praying compensation for services rendered by 
the Count to the United States during the Revolutionary war, together 
with translations of the same; and I transmit with the same view the 
petition of Messrs. De Fontenille de Jeaumont and De Rossignol Grand-
mont, praying compensation for services rendered by them to the United 
States in the French army, and during the same war, with original 
papers in support thereof, all received through the same channel, together 
with translations of the same. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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WASHINGTON, February 22, I8JJ. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I · transmit to the Senate, for its advice and consent as to the ratifi-
cation of the same, a_ treaty of commerce and navigation between the 
United States and Russia, concluded and signed at St. Petersburg on 
the 18th of December, 1832, by the plenipotentiaries of the two parties, 
with an additional article to the same, concluded and signed on the same 
day, together with an extract from the dispatch of the minister of the 
United States at St. Petersburg to the Secretary of State, communicating 
the said treaty and additional article. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHING TON, February 26, I 833 . 
To the Senate: 
I transmit herewith, for the advice and consent of the Senate as to 
the ratification of the same, a treaty concluded with the Ottawa Indians 
residing on the ·Miami of Lake Erie on the 18th instant by the commis-
sioners on the part of the United States, 
ANDREW JACKSON. · 
To the Senate: 
WASHINGTON, March 2, I833. 
I transmit herewith, for the consideration of the Senate, a report from 
the Secretary of State, in relation to the consular establishment of the 
United States. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
WASHINGTON, March 2, I833. 
To the Senate: 
I have made several nominations to offices located within the limits of 
the State of Mississippi which have not received the approbation of the 
Senate. Inferring that these nominations have been rejected in pursu-
ance of a resolution adopted by the Senate on the 3d of February, 183r, 
"that it is inexpedient to appoint a citizen of one State to an office 
which may be vacated or become vacant in any other State of the Union 
within which such citizen does not reside, without some evident necessity 
for such appointment,'' and regarding that resolution, in effect, as an 
unconstitutional restraint upon the authority of the President in relation 
to appointments to office, I think it proper to inform the Senate that 
I shall feel it my duty to abstain from any further attempt to fill the 
offices in question. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
Andrew Jackson 
The PR.ESIDEN'I' OF 'I'HE SENA'I'E: 
In compliance with a resolution of the Senate passed the 1st instant, 
requesting '' that the President inform the Senate, if not incompatible 
with the public interest, what negotiation has been had since the last 
session of Congress with Great Britain in relation to the northeastern 
boundary of the United States, and the progress and result thereof; also 
whether any arrangement, stipulation, or agreement has at any time 
been made between the Executive of the United States and the govern-
ment of the State of Maine, or by commissioners or agents on the part of 
the United States and that State, having reference to any proposed trans-
fer or relinquishment of their right of jurisdiction and territory belonging 
to that State, together with all documents, correspondence, and commu-
nications in relation thereto," I inform the Senate that overtures for 
opening a negotiation for the settlement of the boundary between the 
United States and the British provinces have been made to the Gov-
ernment of Great Britain since the last session, but that no definitive 
answer has yet been received to these propositions, and that a condi-
tional arrangement has been made between commissioners appointed by 
me and others named by the governor of Maine, with the authority of its 
legislature, which can not take effect without the sanction of Congress 
and of the legislature aforesaid, and which will be communicated to them 
as soon as the contingency in which alone it was intended to operate shall 
happen. In the meantime it is not deemed compatible with the public 
interest that it should be communicated. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
MARCH 2, 1833. 
VETO MESSAGES.* 
WASHING'I'ON, December 6, I832 . 
To the Senate of the United States: 
I avail myself of this early opportunity to return to the Senate, in 
which it originated, the bill entitled "An act providing for the final set-
tlement of the claims of States for interest on advances to the United 
States made during the last war,'' with the reasons which induced me to 
withhold my approbation, in consequence of which it has failed to become 
a law. 
This bill was presented to me for my signature on the last day of your 
session, and when I was compelled to consider a variety of other bills 
of greater l.tl."gency to the public service. It obviously embraced a prin-
ciple in the allowance of interest different from that which had been 
sanctioned by the practice of the accounting officers or by the previous, 
• Pocket vetoea" 
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legislation of Congress in regard to the advances by the States, and 
without any apparent grounds for the change. 
Pre~iously to giving my sanction to so great an extension of the prac-
tice of allowing interest upon accounts with the Government, and which 
in its consequences and from analogy might not only call for large pay-
ments from the Treasury, but disturb the great mass of individual ac-
counts long since finally settled, I deemed it my duty to make a more 
thorough investigation of the subject than it was possible for me to do 
previously to the close of your last session. I adopted this course the 
more readily from the consideration that as the bill contained no appro-
priation the States which would have been entitled to claim its benefits 
could not have received them without the fuller legislation of Congress. 
The principle which this bill authorizes varies not only from the prac-
tice uniformly adopted by many of the accounting officers in the case of 
individual accounts and in those of the States finally settled and closed 
previously to your last session, but also from that pursued under the act 
of your last session for the adjustment and settlement of the claims of 
the State of South Carolina. This last act prescribed no particular mode 
for the allowance of interest, which, therefore, in conformity with the 
directions of Congress in previous cases and with the uniform practice of 
the Auditor by whom the account was settled, was computed on the sums 
expended by the State of South Carolina for the use and benefit of the 
United States, and which had been repaid to the State; and the pay-
ments made by the United States were deducted from the principal sums, 
exclusive of the interest, thereby stopping future interest on so much of 
the principal as had been reimbursed by the payment. 
I deem it proper, moreover, to observe that both under the act of the 
5th of August, 1790, and that of the 12th of February, 1793, authorizing 
the settlement of the accounts between the United States and the indi-
vidual States arising out of the war of the Revolution, the interest on 
those accounts was computed in conformity with the practice already 
adverted to, and from which the bill now returned is a departure. 
With these reasons and considerations I return the bill to the Senate. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
To the House of Representati'ves: DECEMB!tR 6, 1832. 
In addition to the general views I have heretofore expressed to Con-
gress on the subject of internal improvement, it is my duty to advert to 
it again in stating my objections to the bill entitled "An act for the 
improvement of certain harbors and the navigation of certain rivers,'' 
which was not received a sufficient time before the close of the last ses-
sion to enable me to examine it before the adjournment. 
Having maturely considered that bill within the time allowed me 
by the Constitution, and being convinced that some of its provisions 
Andrew Jackson 
conflict with the rule adopted for my guide on this subjecfof legislation, 
I have been compelled to withhold from it my signature, and it has there-
fore failed to become a law. 
To facilitate as far as I can the intelligent action of Congress upon 
the subjects embraced in this bill, I transmit herewith a report from the 
Engineer Department, distinguishing, as far as the information within 
its possession would enable it, between those appropriations which do and 
those which do not conflict with the rules by which my conduct in this 
respect has hitherto been governed. By that report it will be seen that 
there is a class of appropriations in the bill for the improvement of 
streams that are not navigable, that are not channels of commerce, and 
that do not pertain to the harbors or ports of entry designated by law, 
')r have any ascertained connection with the usual establishments for 
the security of commerce, external or _internal. 
It is obvious that such appropriations involve the sanction of a prin-
ciple that concedes to the General Government an unlimited power over 
the subject of internal improvements, and that I could not, therefore, 
approve a bill containing them without receding from the positions taken 
in my veto of the Maysville road bill, and afterwards in my annual mes-
sage of December 6, 1830. 
It is to be regretted that the rules by which the classification of the 
improvements in this bill has been made by the Engineer Department 
are not more definite and certain, and that embarrassments may . not 
always be avoided by the observance of them, but as neither my own 
reflection nor the lights derived from other sources have furnished me 
with a better guide, I shall continue to apply my best exertions to their 
application and enforcement. In thus employing my best faculties to 
exercise the power with which I am invested to avoid evils and to effect 
the greatest attainable good for our common country I feel that I may 
trust to your cordial cooperation, and the experience of the past leaves 
me no room to doubt the liberal indulgence and favorable consideration 
of those for whom we act. 
The grounds upon which I have given my assent to appropriations for 
the construction of light-houses, beacons, buoys, public piers, and the 
removal of sand bars, sawyers, and other temporary or partial impedi-
ments iu our navigable rivers and harbors, and with which many of the 
provisions of this bill correspond, have been so fully stated that I trust a 
repetition of them is unnecessary. Had there been incorporated in the 
bill no provisions for works of a different description, depending on prin-
cipl('.!s which extend the power of making appropriations to every object 
which the discretion of the Government may select, and losing sight of 
the distinctions between national and local character which I had stated 
would be my future guide on the subject, I should have cheerfully signed 
the bill. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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PROCLAMATION. 
BY ANDREW JACKSON, PRESIDENT OF 'l'HE UNITED STATES. 
Whereas a conventiop. assembled in the State of South Carolina have 
passed an ordinance by which they declare '' that the several ac~ and 
parts of acts of the Congress of the United States purporting to be laws 
for the imposing of duties and imposts on the importation of foreign com-
modities, and now having actual operation and effect within the United 
States, and more especially" two acts for the same purposes passed on 
the 29th of May, 1828, and on the 14th of July, 1832, "are unauthorized 
by the Constitution of the United States, and violate the true meaning 
and intent thereof, and are null and void and no law," nor binding on 
the citizens of that State or its officers; and by the said ordinance -it is 
further declared to be unlawful for any of the constituted authorities of 
the State or of the United States· to enforce the payment of the duties 
imposed by the said acts within the same State, and that it is the duty of 
the legislature to pass such laws as may be necessary to give full effect 
to the said ordinance; and 
Whereas by the said ordinance it is further ordained that in no case of 
law or equity decided in the courts of said State wherein shall be drawn 
in question the validity of the said ordinance, or of the acts of the leg-
islature that may be passed to give it effect, or of the said laws of 
the United States, no appeal shall be allowea to the Supreme Court of the 
United States, nor shall any copy of the record be permitted or allowed 
for that purpose, and that any person attempting to take such appeal 
shall be punished as for contempt of court; and, finally, the said ordi-
nance declares that the people of South Carolina will maintain the said 
ordinance at every hazard, and that they will consider the passage of 
any act by Congress abolishing or closing the ports of the said State 
or otherwise obstructing the free ingress or egress of vessels to and from 
the said ports, or any other act of the Federal Government to coerce the 
State, shut up her ports, destroy or harass her commerce, or to enforce 
the said acts otherwise than through the civil tribunals of the country, 
as inconsistent with the longer continuance of South Carolina in the 
Union, and that the people of the said State will thenceforth hold them-
selves absolved from all further obligation to maintain or preserve their 
political connection with the people of the other States, and will forth-
with proceed to organize a separate government and do all other acts and 
things which sovereign and independent states may of right do; and 
Whereas the said ordinance prescribes to the people of South Carolina 
a course of conduct in direct violation of their duty as citizens of the 
United States, contrary to the laws of their country, subversive of its 
Constitution, and having for its object the destruction of the Uuion-
Andrew Jackson 
that Union which, coeval with our political existence, led our fathers, 
without any other ties to unite them than those of patriotism and a com-
mon cause, through a sanguinary struggle to a glorious independence; 
that sacred Union, hitherto inviolate, which, perfected by our happy Con-
stitution, has brought us, by the favor of Heaven, to a state of prosperity 
at home and high consideration abroad rarely, if ever, equaled in the his-
tory of nations: 
To preserve this bond of our political existence from destruction, to 
maintain inviolate this state of national honor and prosperity, and to 
justify the confidence my fellow-citizens have reposed in me, I, Andrew 
Jackson, President of the United States, have thought proper to issue 
this my proclamation, stating my views of the Constitution and laws 
applicable to the measures adopted by the convention of South Carolina 
and to the reasons they have put forth to sustain them, declaring the 
course which duty will require me to pursue, and, appealing to the under-
standing and patriotism of the people, warn them of the consequences 
that must inevitably result from an observance of the dictates of the con-
vention. 
Strict duty would require of me nothing more than the exe:rcise of 
those powers with which I am now or may hereafter be invested for pre-
serving the peace of the Union and for the execution of the laws; but 
the imposing aspect which opposition has assumed in this case, by cloth-
ing itself with State authority, and the deep interest which the people of 
the United States must all feel in preventing a resort to stronger meas-
ures while there is a hope that anything will be yielded to reasoning and 
remonstrance, perhaps demand, and will certainly justify, a full expo-
sition to South Carolina and the nation of the views I entertain of this 
important question, as well as a distinct enunciation of the course which 
my sense of duty will require me to pursue. 
The ordinance is founded, not on the indefeasible right of resisting acts 
which are plainly unconstitutional and too oppressive to be endured, but 
on the strange position that any one State may not only declare an act of 
Congress void, but prohibit its execution; that they may do this consist-
ently with the Constitution; that the true construction of that instrument 
permits a State to retain its place in the Union and yet be bound by no 
other of its laws than those it may choose to consider as constitutional. 
It is true, they add, that to justify this abrogation of a law it must be 
palpably contrary to the Constitution; but it is evident that to give the 
right of resisting laws of that description, coupled with the uncontrolled 
right to decide what laws deserve that ·character, is to give the power of 
resisting all laws; for as by the theory there is no appeal, the reasons 
alleged by the State, good or bad, must prevail. If it should be said that 
public opinion is a sufficient check against the abuse of this power, it may 
be asked why it is not deemed a sufficient guard against the passage of 
an unconstitutional act by Congress? There is, however, a restraint in 
M P-vor. n-41 
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this last case which makes the assumed power of a State more indefen-
sible, and which does not exist in the other. There are two appeals 
from an unconstitutional act passed by Congress-one to the judiciary, 
the other to the people and the States. There is no appeal from the 
State decision in theory, and the practical illustration shows that the 
courts are closed against an application to review it, both judges and 
jurors being sworn to decide in its favor. But reasoning on this subject 
is superfluous when our social compact, in express terms, declares that 
the laws of the United States, its Constitution, and treaties made under 
it are the supreme law of the land, and, for greater caution, adds '' that 
the judges in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the con-
stitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.'' And 
it may be asserted without fear of refutation that no federative govern-
ment could exist without a similar provision. Look for a moment to the 
consequence. If South Carolina considers the revenue laws unconstitu-
tional and has a right to prevent their execution in the port of Charles-
ton, there would be a clear constitutional objection to their collection in 
every other port; and no revenue could be collected anywhere, for all 
imposts must be equal. It is no answer to repeat that an unconstitutional 
law is no law so long as the question of its legality is to be decided by 
the State itself, for every law operating injuriously upon any local inter- . 
est will be perhaps thought, and certainly represented, as unconstitu-
tional, and, as has been shown, there is no appeal. 
If this doctrine had been established at an earlier day, the Union would 
have been dissolved in its infancy. The excise law in Pennsylvania, the 
embargo and nonintercourse law in the Eastern States, the carriage tax 
in Virginia, were all deemed unconstitutional, and were more unequal in 
their operation than any of the laws now complained of; but, fortunately, 
none of those States discovered that they had the right now claimed by 
South Carolina. The war into which we were forced to support the dig-
nity of the nation and the rights of our citizens might have ended in 
defeat and disgrace, instead of victory and honor, if the States who sup-
posed it a ruinous and unconstitutional measure had thought they pos-
sessed the right of nullifying the act by which it was declared and denying 
supplies for its prosecution. Hardly and unequally as those measures 
bore upon several members of the Union, to the legislatures of none did 
this efficient and peaceable remedy, as it is called, suggest itself. The 
discove_ry of this important feature in our Constitution was reserved to 
the present day. To the statesmen of South Carolina belongs the inven-
tion, and upon the citizens of that State will unfortunately fall the evils 
of reducing it to practice. 
If the doctrine of a State veto upon the laws of the Union carries with 
it internal evidence of its impracticable absurdity, our constitutional 
history will also afford abundant proof that it would have been repu-
diated with indignation had it been proposed to form a feature in otu 
Government. 
Andrew Jackson 
In our colonial state, although dependent on another power, we very 
early considered ourselves _as connected by common interest with each 
other. Leagues were formed for common defense, and before the decla-
ration of independence we were known in our aggregate character as the 
United Colonies of A meri-ca. That decisive and important step was taken 
jointly. We declared ourselves a nation by a joint, not by several acts, 
and when the terms of our Confederation were reduced to form it was in 
that of a solemn league of several States, by which they agreed that they 
would collectively form one nation for the purpose of conducting some 
certain domestic concerns and all foreign relations. In the instrument 
forming that Union is found an article which declares that '' every State 
shall abide by the determinations of Congress on all questions which 
by that Confederation should be submitted to them.'' 
Under the Confederation, then, no State could legally annul a decision 
of the Congress or refuse to submtt to its execution; but no provision 
was made to enforce these decisions. Congress made requisitions, but 
they were not complied with. The Government could not operate on 
individuals. They had no judiciary, no means of collecting revenue. 
But the defects of the Confederation need not be detailed. Under its 
operation we could scarcely be called a nation. We had neither pros-
perity at home nor consideration abroad. This state of things could not 
be endured, and our present happy Constitution was formed, but formed 
in vain if this fat~l doctrine prevails. It was formed for important objects 
that are announced in the preamble, made in the name and by the author-
ity of the people of the United States, whose delegates framed and whose 
conventions approved it. The most important among these objects-thar-
which is placed first in rank, on which all the others rest-is "to form 
a more peifect union." Now, is it possible that even if there were no 
express provision giving supremacy to the Constitution and laws of the 
United States over those of the States, can it be conceived that an instru-
ment made for the purpose of ''forming a more peifect union '' than 
that of the Confederation could be so constructed by the assembled 
wisdom of our country as to substitute for that Confederation a form of 
government dependent for its existence on the local interest, the party 
spirit, of a State, or of a prevailing faction in a State? Every man of 
plain, unsophisticated understanding who hears the question will give 
such an answer as will preserve the Union. Metaphysical subtlety, in 
pursuit of an impracticable theory, could alone have devised one that 
is calculated to destroy it. 
I consider, then, the power to annul a law of the United States, as-
s~med by one State, incompatible with the existence of the Union, contra-
~zcted ~xpressly by the letter of the Constitution, unauthorized by its spirit, 
znconszstent with every principle on which it was founded, and destructive 
of the great object for which it was formed. 
A~ter this general view of the leading principle, we must examine the 
particular application of it which is made in the ordinance. 
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The preamble rests its justification on these grounds: It assumes as 
a fact that the obnoxious laws, although they purport to be laws for 
raising revenue, were in reality intended for the protection of manu-
factures, which purpose it asserts to be unconstitutional; that the opera-
tion of these laws is unequal; that the amount raised by them is greater 
than is required by the wants of the Government; and, finally, that the 
proceeds are to be applied to objects unauthorized by the Constitution. 
These are the only causes alleged to justify an open opposition to the laws 
of the country and a threat of seceding from the Union if any attempt 
should be made to enforce them. The first virtually acknowledges that 
the law in question was passed under a power expressly given by the 
Constitution to lay and collect imposts; but its constitutionality is drawn 
in question from the motz'ves of those who passed it. However apparent 
this purpose may be in the present case, nothing can be more dangerous 
than to admit the position that an unconstitutional purpose entertained 
by the members who assent to a law enacted under a constitutional power 
shall make that law void. For how is that purpose to be ascertained? 
Who is to make the scrutiny? How often may bad purposc::s be falsely 
imputed, in how many cases are they concealed by false professions, 
in how many is no declaration of motive made? Admit this doctrine, 
and you give to the States an uncontrolled right to decide, and every 
law may be annulled under this pretext. If, therefore, the absurd and 
dangerous doctrine should be admitted that a State may annul an uncon-
stitutional law, or one that it deems such, it will not apply to the pres-
ent case. 
The next objection is that the laws in question operate m1equally. 
This objection may be made with truth to every law that has been or 
can be passed. The wisdom of man never yet contrived a system of tax-
ation that would operate with perfect equality. If the unequal operation 
of a law makes it unconstitutional, and if all laws of that description may 
be abrogated by any State for that cause, then, indeed, is the Federal 
Constitution unworthy of the slightest effort for its preservation. We 
have hitherto relied on it as the perpetual bond of our Union; we have re-
ceived it as the work of the assembled wisdom of the nation; we have 
trusted to it as to the sheet anchor of our safety in the stormy times 
of conflict with a foreign or domestic foe; we have looked to it with 
sacred awe as the palladium of our liberties, and with all the solemnities 
of religion have pledged to each other our lives and fortunes here and 
our hopes of happiness hereafter in its defense and support. Were we 
mistaken, my countrymen, in attaching this importance to the Constitu-
tion of our country? Was our devotion paid to the wretched, inefficient, 
clumsy contrivance which this new doctrine would make it? Did we 
pledge ourselves to the support of an airy nothing-a bubble that must 
be blown away by the first breath of disaffection? Was this self-destroy-
ing, isionary theory the work of the profound statesmen, the exalted 
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patriots, to whom the task of constitutional reform was in trusted? Did 
the name of Washington sanction, did the States deliberately ratify, such 
an anomaly in the history of fundamental legislation? No; we were 
not mistaken. The letter of this great instrument is free from this radi-
cal fault. Its language directly contradicts the imputation; its spirit, its 
evident intent, contradicts it. No; we did not err. Our Constitution 
does not contain the absurdity of giving power to make laws and another 
to resist them. The sages whose memory will always be reverenced 
have given us a practical and, as they hoped, a permanent constitu-
tional compact. The Father· of his Country did not affix his revered 
name to so palpable an absurdity. Nor did the States, when they sev-
erally ratified it, do so under the impression that a veto on the laws of the 
United States was reserved to them or that they could exercise it by impli-
cation. Search the debates in all their conventions, examine the speeches 
of the most zealous opposers of Federal authority, look at the amend-
ments that were proposed; they are all silent-not a syllable uttered, not 
a vote given, not a motion made to correct the e~plicit supremacy given 
to the laws of the Union over those of the States, or to show that impli-
cation, as is now contended, could defeat it. No; we have not erred. 
The Constitution is still the 9bject of our reverence, the bond of our 
Union, our defense in danger, the source of our prosperity in peace. It 
shall descend, as we have received it, uncorrupted by sophistical con-
struction, to our posterity; and the sacrifices of local interest, of State 
prejudices, of personal animosities, that were made to bring it into exist-
ence, will again be patriotically offered for its support. 
The two remaining objections made by the ordinance to these laws are 
that the sums intended to be raised by them are greater than are required 
and that the proceeds will be unconstitutionally employed. 
The Constitution has given, expressly, to Congress the right of raising 
revenue and of determining the sum the · public exigencies will require. 
The States have no control over the exercise of this right other than 
that which results from the power of changing the representatives who 
abuse it, and thus procure redress. Congress may undoubtedly abuse 
this discretionary power; but the same ~ay be said of others with which 
they are vested. Yet the discretion must exist somewhere. The Con-
stitution ~as given it to the representatives of all the people, checked 
by the representatives of the States and by the Executive power. The 
South Carolina construction gives it to the legislature or the convention• 
of a single State, where neither the people of the different States, nor the 
States in their separate capacity, nor the Chief Magistrate elected by the 
people have any representation. Which is the most discreet disposition 
of the power? I do not ask you, fellow-citizens, which is the constitu-
tional disposition; that instrument speaks a language not to be misunder-
stood. But if you were assembled in general convention, which would 
you think the safest depository of this discretionary power in the last 
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resort? Would you add a clause giv:i.ng it to each of the States, or would 
you sanction the wise provisions already made by your Constitution? If 
this should be the result of your deliberations when providing for the 
future, are you, can you, be ready to risk all that we hold dear, to estab-
lish, for a temporary and a local purpose, that which you must acknowl-
edge to be destructive, and even absurd, as a general provision? Carry 
out the consequences of this right vested in the different States, and you 
must perceive that the crisis _your conduct presents at this day would 
recur whenever any law of the United States displeased any of the States, 
and that we should soon cease to be a nation. · 
The ordinance, with the same knowledge of the future that charac-
terizes a former objection, tells you that the proceeds of the tax will 
be unconstitutionally applied. If this could be ascertained with cer-
tainty, the objection would with more propriety be reserved for the law 
so applying the proceeds, but surely can not be urged against the 
laws levying the duty. 
These are the allegations contained in the ordinance. Examine them 
seriously, my fellow-citizens; judge for yourselves. I appeal to you to 
determine whether they are so clear, so convincing, as to leave no doubt 
of their correctness; and even if you should come to this conclusion, how 
far they justify the reckless, destructive course which you ar~ directed 
to pursue. Review these objections and the conclusions drawn from 
them once more. What are they? Every law, then, for raising revenue, 
according to the South Carolina ordinance, may be rightfully annulled, 
unless it be so framed as no law ever will or can be framed. Congress 
have a right to pass laws for raising revenue and each State have a right 
to oppose their execution-two rights directly opposed to each other; 
and yet is this absurdity supposed to be contained in an instrument 
drawn for the express purpose of avoiding collisions between the States 
and the General Government by an assembly of the most enlightened 
statesmen and purest patriots ever embodied for a similar purpose. 
In vain have these sages declared that Congress shall have power to 
lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises; in vain have they pro-
vided that they shall have power to pass laws which shall be necessary 
and proper to carry those powers into execution, that those laws and that 
Constitution shall be the "supreme law of the la~d, and that the judges 
in every State shall be bound thereby, anything in the constitution or 
.laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding;" in vain have the 
people of the several States solemnly sanctioned these provisions, made 
them their paramount law, and individually sworn to support them when-
ever they were called on to execute any office. Vain provisions! inef-
fectual restrictions! vile profanation of oaths! miserable mockery of 
legislation! if a bare majority of the voters in any one State may, on a 
real or supposed knowledge of the intent with which a law has been 
passed, declare themselves free from its operation; say, here it gives too 
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little; there, too much, and operates unequally; here it suffers articles 
to be free that ought to be taxed; there it taxes those that ought to be 
free; in this case the proceeds ar~ intended to be applied to purposes 
which we do not approve; in that, the amount raised is more than is 
wanted. Congress, it is true, are invested by the Constitution with the 
right of deciding these questions according to their sound discretion. 
Congress is composed of the representatives of all the States and of all 
the people of all the States. But we, part of the people of one State, to 
whom the Constitution has given no power on the subject, from whom 
it has expressly taken it away; we, who have solemnly agreed that this 
Constitution shall be our law; we, most of whom have sworn to sup-
port it-we now abrogate this law and swear, and force others to swear, 
that it shall not be obeyed; and we do this not because Congress have no 
right to pass such laws-this we do not allege-but because they have 
passed them with improper views. They are unconstitutional from the 
motives of those who passed them, which we can never with certainty 
know; from their unequal operation, although it is impossible, from the 
nature of things, that they should be equal; and from the disposition 
which we presume may be made of their proceeds, although that dispo-
sition has not been declared. This is the plain meaning of the ordinance 
in relation to laws which it abrogates for alleged unconstitutionality. 
But it does not stop there. It repeals in express terms an important 
part of the Constitution itself and of laws passed to give it effect, which 
have never been alleged to be unconstitutional. 
The Constitution declares that the judicial powers of the United States 
extend , to cases arising under the laws of the United States, and that 
such laws, the Constitution, and treaties shall be paramount to the State 
constitutions and laws. The judiciary act prescribes the mode by which 
the case may be brought before a court of the United States by appeal 
when a State tribunal shall decide against this provision of the Constitu-
tion. The ordinance declares there shall be no appeal-makes the State 
law paramount to the Constitution and laws of the United States, forces 
judges and jurors to swear that they will disregard their provisions, and 
even makes it penal in a suitor to attempt relief by appeal. It further 
declares that it shall not be lawful for the authorities of the United States 
or of that State to enforce the payment of duties imposed by the revenue 
laws within its limits. · 
Here is a law of the United States, not even pretended to be unconsti-
tutional, repealed by the authority of a small majority of the voters of a 
single State. Here is a provision of the Constitution which is solemnly 
abrogated by the same authority. 
On such expositions and reasonings the ordinance grounds not only 
an assertion of the right to annul the laws of which it complains, but to 
enforce it by a threat of seceding from the Union if any attempt is made 
to execute them. 
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This right to secede is deduced from the nature of the Constitution, 
which, they say, is a compact between sovereign States who have pre-
served their whole sovereignty and therefore are subject to no superior; 
that because they made the compact they can break it when in their 
opinion it has been departed from by the other States. Fallacious as 
this course of reasoning is, it enlists State pride and finds advocates in 
the honest prejudices of those who have not studied the nature of our 
Government sufficiently to see the radical error on whkh it rests. 
The people of the United States formed the Constitution, acting through 
the State legislatures in making the compact, to meet and discuss its pro-
visions, and acting in separate conventions when they ratified those provi-
sions; but the terms used in its construction show it to be a Government 
in which the people of all the States, collectively, are represented. We 
are one people in the choice of President and Vice-President. Here the 
States have no other agency than to direct the mode in which the votes 
shall be given. The candidates having the majority of all the votes are 
chosen. The electors of a majority of States may have given their votes 
for one candidate, and yet another may be chosen. The people, then, 
and not the States, are represented in the executive branch. 
In the House of Representatives there is this difference, that the people 
of one State do not, as in the case of President and Vice-President, all 
vote for the same officers. The people of all the States do not vote for 
all the members, each State electing only its own representatives. But 
this creates no material distinction. When chosen, they are all repre-
sentatives of the United States, not representatives of the particular 
State from which they come. They are paid by the United States, not 
by the State; nor are they accountable to it for any act done in the per-
formance of their legislative functions; and however they may in prac-
tice, as it is their duty to do, consult and prefer the interests of their 
particular constituents when they come in conflict with any other partial 
or local interest, yet it is their first and highest duty, as representatives 
of the United States, to promote the general good. 
The Constitution of the United States, then, forms a government, not 
~ league; and whether it be formed by compact between the States or 
m any other manner, its character is the same. It is a Government in 
which all the people are represented, which operates directly on the peo-
p~e individually, not upon the States; they retained all the power they 
did not grant. But each State, having expressly parted with so many 
powers as to constitute, jointly with the other States, a single nation, can 
not, from that period, possess any right to secede, because such secession 
~°:5 not break a league, but destroys the unity of a nation; and any 
tnJury to that unity is not only a breach which would result from the 
contravention of a compact, but it 'is an offense against the whole Union. 
To say that any State may at pleasure secede from the Union is to say 
that the United States are not a nation, because it would be a solecism to 
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contend that any part of a nation might dissolve its connection with the 
other parts, to their injury or ruin, without committing any offense. 
Secession, like any other revolutionary act, may be morally justified by 
the extremity of oppression; but to call it a constitutional right is con-
founding the meaning of terms, and can only be done through gross 
error or to deceive those who are willing to assert a right, but would 
pause before they made a revolution or incur the penalties consequent 
on a failure. 
Because the Union was formed by a compact, it is said the parties to 
that compact may, when they feel themselves aggrieved, depart from it ; 
but it is precisely because it is a compact that they can not. A comract is 
an agreement or binding obligation. It may by its terms have a sanc-
tion or penalty for its breach, or it may not. If it contains no sanction, 
it may be broken with no other consequence than moral guilt; if it have 
a sanction, then the breach incurs the designated or implied penalty. A 
league between independent nations generally has no sanction other 
than a moral one; or if it should contain a penalty, as there is no com-
mon superior it can not be enforced. A government, on the contrary, 
always has a sanction, express or implied; and in our case it is both 
necessarily implied and expressly given. An attempt, by fo::ce of arms, 
to destroy a government is an offense, by whatever means the constitu-
tional compact may have been formed; and such government has the 
right by the law of self-defense to pass acts for punishing the offender, 
unless that right is modified, restrained, or resumed by the constitutional 
act. In our system, although it is modified in the case of treason, yet 
authority is expressly given to pass all laws necessary to carry its powers 
into effect, and under this grant provision has been made for punishing 
acts which obstruct the due administration of the laws. 
It would seem superfluous to add anything to show the nature of that 
union which connects us, but as erroneous opinions on this subject are 
the foundation of doctrines the most destructive to our peace, I must give 
some further development to my views on this subject. No one, fellow-
citizens, has a higher reverence for the reserved rights of the States than 
the Magistrate who now addresses you. No one would make greater . 
personal sacrifices or official exertions to defend them from violation; 
but equal care must be taken to prevent, on their part, an improper 
interference with or resumption of the rights they have vested in the 
nation. The line has not been so distinctly drawn as to avoid doubts 
in some cases of the exercise of power. Men of the best intentions and 
soundest views may differ in their construction of some parts of the Con-
stitution; but there are others on which dispassionate reflection can leave 
no doubt. Of this nature appears to be the assumed right of secession. 
It rests, as we have seen, on the alleged undivided sovereignty of the 
States and on their having formed in this sovereign capacity a compact 
which is called the Constitution, from which, because they made it, they 
I 
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have the right to secede. Both of these positions are erroneous, and 
some of the arguments to prove them so have been anticipated. 
The States severally have not retained their entire sovereignty. It 
has been shown that in becoming parts of a nation, not members of a 
league, they surrendered many of their essential parts of sovereignty. 
The right to make treaties, declare war, levy t3:xes, exercise exclusive judi-
cial and legislative powers, were all of them functions of sovereign power. 
The States, then, for all these important purposes were no longer sov-
ereign. The allegiance of their citizens was transferred, in the first 
instance, to the Government of the United States; they became Ameri-
can citizens and owed obedience to the Constitution of the United States 
and to laws made in conformity with the powers it vested in Congress. 
This last position has not been and can not be denied. How, then, can 
that State be said to be sovereign and independent whose citizens owe 
obedience to laws not made by it and whose magistrates are sworn to 
disregard those laws when they come in conflict with those passed by 
another? What shows conclusively that the States can not be said to 
have reserved an undivided sovereignty is that they expressly ceded 
the right to punish treason-not treason against their separate power, but 
treason against the United States. Treason is an offense against sover-
eignty, and sovereignty must reside with the power to punish it. But 
the reserved rights of the States are not less sacred because they have, 
for their common interest, made the General Government the depository 
of these powers. The unity of our political character ~as has been shown 
for another purpose) commenced with its very existence. Under the 
royal Government we had no separate character; our opposition to its 
oppressions began as united colonies. We were the United States under 
the Confederation, and the name was perpetuated and the Union ren-
dered more perfect by the Federal Constitution. In none of these stages 
did we consider ourselves in any other light than as forming one nation. 
Treaties and alliances were made in the name of all. Troops were raised 
for the joint defense. How, then, with all these proofs that under all 
changes of our position we had, for designated purposes and with defined 
powers, created national governments, how is it that the most perfect of 
those several modes of union should now be considered as a mere league 
that may be dissolved at pleasure? It is from an abuse of terms. Com-
pact is used as synonymous with league, although the true term is not 
employed, because it would at once show the fallacy of the reasoning. 
It would not do to say that our Constitution was only a league, but it 
is labored to prove it a compact (which in one sense it is) and then to 
argue that as a league is a compact every compact between nations must 
of course be a league, and that from such an engagement every sover-
eign power has a right to recede. But it has been shown that in this 
sense the States are not sovereign, and that even if they were, and the 
national Constitution had been formed by compact, there would be no 
right in any one State to exonerate itself from its obligations. 
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So obvious are the reasons which forbid this secession that it is nec-
essary only to allude to them. The Union was formed for the benefit 
of all. It was produced by mutual sacrifices of interests and opinions. 
Can those sacrifices be recalled? Can the States who magnanimously 
surrendered their title to the territories of the West recall the grant? 
Will the inhabitants of the inland States agree to pay the duties that 
may be imposed without their assent by those on the Atlantic or the 
Gulf for their own benefit? Shall there be a free port in one State and 
onerous duties in another? No one believes that any right exists in a 
single State to involve all the others in these and countless other evils 
contrary to engagements solemnly made. Everyone must see that the 
other States, in self-defense, must oppose it at all hazards. 
These are the alternatives that are presented by the convention-a 
repeal of all the acts for raising revenue, leaving the Government with-
out the means of support, or an acquiescence in the dissolution of our 
Union by the secession of one of its members. When the first was pro-
posed, it was known that it could not be listened to for a moment. It 
was known, if force was applied to oppose the execution of the laws, 
that it must be repelled by force; that Congress could not, without in-
volving itself in disgrace and the country in ruin, accede to the propo-
sition; and yet if this is riot done in a given day, or if any attempt . is 
made to execute the laws, the State is by the ordinance declared to be 
out of the Union. The majority of a convention assembled for the pur-
pose have dictated these terms, or rather this rejection of all terms, in 
the name of the people of South Carolina. It is true that the governor 
of the State speaks of the submission of their grievances to a conven-
tion of all the States, which, he says, they" sincerely and anxiously seek 
and desire.'' Yet this obvious and constitutional mode of obtaining the 
sense of the other States on the construction of the federal compact, and 
amending it if necessary, has never been attempted by those who have 
urged the State on to this destructive measure. The State might have pro-
posed the call for a general convention to the other States, and Congress, 
if a sufficient number of them concurred, must have called it. But the 
first magistrate of South Carolina, when he expressed a hope that "on 
a review by Congress and the functionaries of the General Government 
of the merits of the controversy" such a convention will be accorded 
to them, must have known that neither Congress nor any functionary of 
the General Government has authority to call such a convention unless 
it be demanded by two-thirds of the States. This suggestion, then, is 
another instance of the reckless inattention to the provisions of the Con-
stitution with which this crisis has been madly hurried on, or of the 
attempt to persuade the people that a constitutional remedy had been 
sought an4 refused. If the legislature of South Carolina '' anxiously 
desire" a general convention to consider their complaints, why have 
they not. made application for it in the way the Constitution points out? 
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The assertion that they '' earnestly seek'' it is completely negatived b)1 
the omission. 
This, then, is the position in which we stand: A small majority of 
the citizens of one State in the_ Union have elected delegates to a State 
convention; that convention has ordained that all the revenue laws of 
the United States must be repealed, or that they are no longer a member 
of the Union. The governor of that State has recommended to the legis-
lature the raising of an army to carry the secession into effect, and that ' 
he may be empowered to give clearances to vessels in the name of the 
State. No act of violent opposition to the laws has yet been committed, 
but such a state of things is hourly apprehended. And it is the intent of 
this instrument to proclaim, not only that the duty imposed on me by 
the Constitution '' to take care that the laws be faithfully executed'' 
shall be performed to the extent of the powers already vested in me by 
law, or of such others as the wisdom of Congress shall devise and intrust 
to me for that purpose, but to warn the citizens of South Carolina who 
have been deluded into an opposition to the laws of the danger they will 
incur by obedience to the illegal and disorganizing ordinance of the con-
vention; to exhort those who have refused to support it to persevere in 
their determination to uphold the Constitution and laws of their country; 
and to point out to all the perilous situation into which the good people 
of that State have been led, and that the course they are urged to pursue 
is one of ruin and disgrace to the very State whose rights they affect to 
support. 
Fellow-citizens of my native State, let me not only admonish you, as 
the First Magistrate of our common country, not to incur the penalty of 
its laws, but use the influence that a father would over his children whom 
he saw rushing to ·certain ruin. In that paternal l~nguage, with that 
paternal feeling, let me tell you, my countrymep., that you are deluded 
by men who are either deceived themselves or wish to deceive you. Mark 
under what pretenses you have been led on to the brink of insurrection 
and treason on which you stand. First, a diminution of the value of 
your staple commodity, lowered by overproduction in other quarters, 
and the consequent diminution in the value of your lands were the sole 
effect of the tariff laws. The effect of those laws was confessedly inju-
rious, but the evil was greatly exaggerated by the unfounded theory you 
were taught to believe-that its burthens were in proportion to your 
exports, not to your consumption of imported articles. Your pride was 
roused by the assertion that a submission to those laws was a state of 
vassalage and that resistance to them was equal in patriotic merit to 
the opposition our fathers offered to the oppressive laws of Great Britain. 
You were told that this opposition might be peaceably, might be consti-
tutionally, made; that you might enjoy all the advantages of the Union 
and bear none of its burthens. Eloquent appeals to your passions, to 
your State pride, to your native courage, to your sense of real injury, 
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were used to prepare you for the period when the mask which concealed 
the hideous features of disunion should be taken off. It fell, and you 
were made to look with complacency on objects which not long since 
you would have regarded with horror. Look back to the arts which 
have brought you to this state; look forward to the consequences to 
which it must inevitably lead! Look back to what was first told you as 
an inducement to enter into this dangerous course. The great political 
. truth was repeated to you that you had the revolutionary right of resist-
ing all laws that were palpably unconstitutional and intolerably oppres-
sive. It was added that the right to nullify a law rested on the same 
principle, but that it was a peaceable remedy. This character which 
was given to it made you receive with too much confidence the asser-
tions that were made of the unconstitutionality of the law and its oppres-
sive effects. Mark, my fellow-citizens, that by the admission of your 
leaders the unconstitutionality must be palpable, or it will not justify 
either resistance or nullification. What is the meaning of the word 
palpable in the sense in which it is here used? That which is apparent 
to everyone; that which no man of ordinary intellect will fail to perceive. 
Is the unconstitutionality of these laws of that description? Let those 
among your leaders who once approved and advocated the principle of 
protective duties answer the question; and let them choose whether they 
will be considered as incapable then of perceiving that which must have 
been apparent to every man of common understanding, or as imposing 
4pon your confidence and endeavoring to mislead you now. In either 
case they are unsafe guides in the perilous path they urge you to tread. 
Ponder well on this circumstance, and you will know how to appreciate 
the exaggerated language they address to you. They are not champions 
of liberty, emulating the fame of our Revolutionary fathers, nor are you 
an oppressed people, contending, as they repeat to you, against worse . 
than colonial vassalage. You are free members of a flourishing and 
happy Union. There is no settled design to oopress you. You have 
indeed felt the unequal operation of laws which mc1.y have been unwisely, 
not unconstitutionally, passed; but that inequality must necessarily be 
removed. At the very moment when you were madly urged on to the 
unfortunate course you have begun a change in public opinion had com- · 
menced. The nearly approaching payment of the public debt and the 
consequent necessity of a diminution of duties had already produced a 
considerable reduction, and that, too, on some articles of general con-
sumption in your State. The importance of this change was underrated, 
and you were authoritatively told that no further alleviation of your 
burthens was to be expected at the very time when the condition of the 
country imperiously demanded such a modification of the duties as should 
reduce them to a just and equitable scale. But, as if apprehensive of 
the effect of this change in allaying your discontents, you were precipi-
tated into the fearful state in which you now find yourselves. 
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I have urged you to look back to the means that were used to hurry 
you on to the position you have now assumed and forward to the con-
sequences it will produce. Something more is necessary. Contemplate 
the condition of that country of which you still form an important part. 
Consider its Government, uniting in one bond of common interest and 
general protection so many different States, giving to all their inhab-
itants the proud title of American citizen, protecting their commerce, 
securing their literature and their arts, facilitating their intercommuni-
cation, defending their frontiers, and making their name respected in the 
remotest parts of the earth. Consider the extent of its territory, its 
increasing and happy population, its advance in arts which render life 
agreeable, and the sciences which elevate the mind! See education 
spreading the lights of religion, morality, and general information into 
every cottage in this wide extent of our Territories and States. Behold 
it as the asylum where the wretched and the oppressed find a refuge and 
support. Look on this picture of happiness · and honor and say, We too 
are citizens of America. Carolina is one of these proud States; her arms 
have defended, her best blood has cemented, this happy Union. And 
then add, if you can, without horror and.remorse, This happy Union we 
will dissolve; this picture of peace and prosperity we will deface; this 
free intercourse we will interrupt; these fertile fields we will deluge with 
blood; the protection of that glorious flag we renounce; the very name 
of Americans we discard. And for what, mistaken men? Fo~ what do 
you throw away these inestimable blessings? For what would you 
exchange your share in the advantages and honor of the Union? For 
the dream of a separate independence-a dream interrupted by bloody 
conflicts with your neighbors and a vile dependence on a foreign power. 
If your leaders could succeed in establishing a separation, what would 
be your situation? Are you united at home? Are you free from the 
, apprehension of civil discord, with all its fearful consequences? Do our 
neighboring republics, every day suffering some new revolution or con-
tending with some new insurrection, do they excite your envy? But 
the dictates of a high duty oblige me solemnly to announce that you can 
not succeed. The laws of the United States must be executed. I have 
no discretionary power on the subject; my duty is emphatically pro-
nounced in the Constitution. Those who told you that you might peace-
ably prevent their execution deceived you; they could not have been 
deceived themselves. They know that a forcible opposition could alone 
prevent the execution of the laws, and they know that such opposition• 
must be repelled. Their object is disunion. But be not deceived by 
names. Disunion by armed force is treason. Are you really ready to 
incur its guilt? If you are, on the beads of the instigators of the act 
be the dreadful consequences; on their heads be the dishonor, but on 
yours may fall the punishment. On your unhappy State will inevitably 
fall all the evils of the conflict you force upon the Government ~f your 
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country. It can not accede to the mad project of disunion, of which 
you would be the first victims. Its First Magistrate,can not, if he would, 
avoid the performance of his duty. The consequence must be fearful for 
you, distressing to your fellow-citizens here and to the friends of good 
government throughout the world. Its enemies have beheld our pros-
perity with a vexation they could not conceal; it was a standing refuta-
tion of their slavish doctrines, and they will point to our discord with 
the triumph of malignant joy. It is yet in your power to disappoint 
them. There is yet time to show that the descendants of the Pinckneys, 
the Sumpters, the Rutledges, and of the thousand other names which 
adorn the pages of your Revolutionary history will not abandon that 
Union to support which so many of them fought and bled and died. I 
adjure you, as you honor their memory, as you love the cause of free-
dom, to which they dedicated their lives, as you prize the peace of your 
country, the lives of its best citizens, and your own fair fame, to retrace 
your steps. Snatch from the archives of your State the disorganizing 
edict of its convention; bid its members to reassemble and promulgate 
the decided expressions of your will to remain in the path which alone 
can conduct you to safety, prosperity, and honor. Tell them that com-
pared to disunion all other evils are light, because that brings with it an 
accumulation of all. Declare that you will never take the field unless the 
star-spangled banner of your country shall float over you; that you will 
not be stigmatized when dead, and dishonored and scorned while you live, 
as the authors of the first attack on the Constitution of your country. 
Its destroyers you can not be. You may disturb its peace, you may 
interrupt the course of its prosperity, you may cloud its reputation for 
stability; but its tranql)illity will be restored, its prosperity will return, 
and the stain upon its national character will be transferred and remain 
an eternal blot on the memory of those who caused the disorder. 
Fellow-citizens of the United States, the threat of unhallowed dis-
union, the names of those once respected by whom it is uttered,' the 
array of military force to support it, denote the approach of a crisis in 
our affairs on which the continuance of our unexampled prosperity, our 
political existence, and perhaps that of all free governments may depend. 
The conjuncture demanded a free, a full, and explicit enunciation, not 
only of my intentions, but of my principles of action; and as the claim 
was asserted of a right by a State to annul the laws of the Union, and 
even to secede from it at pleasure, a frank exposition of my opinions in 
relation to the origin and form of our Government and the construction 
I give to the instrument by which it was created seemed to be proper. 
Having the fullest confidence in the justness of the legal and constitu-
tional opinion of my duties which has been expressed, I rely with equal 
confidence on your undivided support in my determination to execute 
the laws, to preserve the Union by all constitutional means to arrest if 
possible, by moderatA and firm measures the necessity of ~ recourse' to 
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force; and if it be the will of Heaven that the recurrence of its primeval 
curse on man for the shedding of a brother's blood should fall upon our 
land, that it be not called down by any offensive act on the part of the 
United States. · 
· Fellow-citizens, the momentous case is before you. On your undi-
vided support of your Government depends the decision of the great 
question it involves-whether your sacred Union will be preserved and 
the blessing it secures to us as one people shall be perpetuated. No 
one can doubt that the unanimity with which that decision will be ex-
pressed will be such as to inspire new confidence in republican institu-
tions, and that the prudence, the wisdom, and the courage which it will 
bring to their defense will transmit them unimpaired and invigorated 
to our children. 
May the Great Ruler of Nations grant that the signal blessings with 
which He has favored ours may not, by the madness of party or personal 
ambition, be disregarded and tost; and may His wise providence bring 
those who have produced this crisis to see the folly before they feel the 
misery of civil strife, and inspire a returning veneration for that Union 
which, if we may dare to penetrate His designs, He has chosen as the only 
means of attaining the high destinies to which we may reasonably aspire. 
In testimony whereof I have caused ·the seal of the United States to 
be hereunto affixed, having signed the same with my hand. 
[SEAL.] Done at the city of Washington, this roth day of December, 
A. D. 1832, and of the Independence of the United States the 
fifty-seventh. 
By the President: 
Enw. LIVINGSTON, 
Secretary of State. 
ANDREW JACKSON. 
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PRESIDENT JACKSON'S SIGNATURE ON A STATE DOCUMENT. 
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[The followin g papers were found too late for insertion in Vol. I.] 
LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT ELECT. 
[From Annals of Congress, Fourth Congress, second session, 1544.J 
The Vice-President laid before the Senate the following communica-
tion: 
Gentlemen of the Senate: 
In consequence of the declaration made yesterday in the Chamber of 
the House of Representatives of the election of a President and Vice-
President of the United States, the record of which has just now been 
read from your journal by your secretary; I have judged it proper to give 
notice that on the 4th of March next, at 12 o'clock, I propose to attend 
again in the Chamber of the House of Representatives, in order to take 
the oath prescribed by the Constitution of the United States to be taken 
by the President, to be administered by the Ohief Justice or such o_ther 
judge of the Supreme Court of the United States as can most conveniently 
attend, and, in case none of those judges can attend, by the judge of 
the district of Pennsylvania, before such Senators and Representatives 
of the United States as may find it convenient to honor the transaction 
with their presence. 
FEBRUARY 9, 1797. 
[JOHN ADAMS.] 
PROCLAMATION. 
[From Annals of Congress, Fifth Congress, Vol. I, 620.] 
UNITED STATES, July I6, I798. 
The President of the United States to--, Senator for the State of--: 
Certain matters touching the public good requiring that the session 
of the Senate for executive business should be continued, and that the 
members thereof should convene on Tuesday, the 17th day of July 
instant, you are desired to attend at the Senate Chamber, in Philadelphia, 
on that day, at ro o'clock in the forenoon, then and there to receive and 
deliberate on such communications as shall be made to you on my part. 
JOHN ADAMS. 
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PROCLAMATION. 
[From Miscellaneous Letters, Department of State, vol. 24.] 
BY 'fHE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
In pursuance of the act of Congress passed on the 16th July, 1798, , 
entitled "An act for erecting a light-house at Gay head, on Marthas 
Vineyard, and for other purposes,'' and an act which passed the legis-
lature of Massachusetts on the 22d February, 1799, entitled "An act 
to cede to the United States a tract of land at Gayhead for a light-
house," the following tract of land, situate at Gay head, on the western 
part of Marthas Vineyard, in Dukes County, State of Massachusetts, 
is designated as the land ceded to the United States by the aforesaid act 
of the legislature of Massachusetts for the purpose of erecting a light-
house, to wit: Beginning at a stake and heap of stones ( I rod from the 
edge of the cliff of said head), thence east 11 degrees south 18 rods to a 
stake and heap of stones; thence south II degrees west 18 rods to a stake 
and heap of stones; thence west II degrees north 18 rods to a stake and 
heap of stones; thence north 11 degrees east to the first-mentioned bound, 
containing 2 acres and 4 rods. 
In witness whereof I have caused the seal of the United States of 
America to be hereto affixed, and signed the same with my 
[SEAL.] hand, at Philadelphia, on the 1st day of July, 1799, and in the 
twenty-third year of the Independence of the said States. 
By 1:he President: 
TIMOTHY PICKERING, 
Secretary ef State. 
0 
JOHN ADAMS. 
